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Introduction. 

To European readers Tibetan historiography is known from 
Taranatha's History of Buddhism in India, translated simulta
neously by two members of the St. Petersburg Academy of Science, 
W. P. Wassilieff into Russian and A. Schiefner into German.l 
But this is not the only work of this kind which the Tibetan litter
ature contains. There are many others. Among them" The History 
of Buddhism in India and Tibet"2) by the great scholar Bu-ston 
Rin-chen-grub-pa (pronouce Budon Rinchengub), also called Budon 
Rinpoche, is held in great esteem by Tibetan and Mongolian learned 
lamas. It is distinguished from the work of Taranatha by the 
plan of its composition. It consists of three parts. The history 
proper is preceded by a systematical review of the whole of Buddhist 
Iitterature so far as preserved in Tibet, and it is followed by a 
systematical catalogue of works, authors and translators of alI 
the litterature contained in the Kanjur and Tanjur collections. 
The first part is of an overwhelming scientifical value. It represents 
a synthesis of everything which directly or remotely bears the 
stamp of Buddhism, that synthesis which is also the ultimate 
aim of the European investigation of that religion. The whole 
of its Iitterature, sacred and profane, is here reviewed as divided 
in periods, schools and subject-matter. No one was better quali
fied for such a task than Budon, for he was one of the redactors of 
the Kanjur and Tanjur great collections in their final form. As 
a matter of fact his "History" is but an introduction and a 
systematical table of contents to the Narthari editions of the 
Kanjur and Tanjur. 

His work has not failed to attract the attention of European 
scholarship. Wassilieff quotes it in the first volume of his Buddhism, 
Sarat Candra Das has translated some excerpts out of it. I myself 
have published a translation in French, in the Museon 1905 ("Notes 
de litterature bouddhique. La litterature Yogacara d'apres Bou-
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ston"), of the part devoted to the litterature of the Yogacara 
school, and, in English, of the part dealing with the Abhidharma 
Iitterature of the Sarvastivadins, included in Prof. Takakusu's 
work on the Abhidharma Iitterature of the Sarvastivadins. In 
the years 1927 and 1928 I have interpreted the work to my pupil 
E. E. Obermiller making it the subject of our seminary study. 
He then has made an English translation which was revised by 
me and is now published, thanks to the kind attention accorded to 
it by the Heidelberg Society for the Investigation of Buddhist Lore 
and by its president Professor M. Walleser. 

The translation of the first part, now published, was not an 
easy task, since it consists predominantly of quotations, many of 
them having the form of mnemonic verse (karika's). They had 
to be identified and their commentaries consulted. With very 
few exceptions all has been found out by E. E. Obermiller in the 
Tanjur works. The high merit of this self-denying, absorbing and 
difficult work will, I have no doubt, be fully appreciated by fellow 
scholars who have a personal experience of that kind of work. 

Budon Rinpoche was a native of Central Tibet. He lived in 
the years 1290-1364. He consequently belongs to the old school 
of Tibetan learning, the school which preceded the now dominant 
Gelugpa sect (the yellow-caps) founded by Tsonkhapa. Besides 
the History he has written many other works. A full block-print 
edition of a\l his works in 15 volumes has recently appeared in 
Lhasa. No copy of it has as yet reached Leningrad. Among his 
works there is one on logic, Tshad-ma-rnam-nes-pai-bsdus-don 
= Prama\)a-vini<;caya-pil)q.artha, with his own commentary. A 
block-print containing his biography (rnam-thar) is in my posses
sion. It will be analyzed by E. E. Obermiller in the Introduction 
a]so dealing with the sources of Tibetan historiography, which 
will be attached to the translation of the whole work. The Trans
lation is made from the text of the old block-print edition, a copy of 
which is found in the Asiatic Museum of the Academy of Sciences 
of the U. S. S. R. 

Th. Stcherba tsky, 
Member of the Academy of Sciences of the U. S. S. R. 



[Salutation to Buddha 1. 1-2 a. 4.] 

Saluted be the blessed Buddha, the Lion of the Cakya clan. 

I. (a) [Victorious be the Buddha], the Sun,l) who, nourished by 
the nectar of His Creative Effort2) and of His virtuous deeds,3) 
has appeared, shining with the beautiful lustre of unthink
able forbearance, 
(b) and has attained the limits of His Three Bodies,') a precious 
jewel of immeasurable value, swiftly moving by the force of 
His previous vows, and who, being (the Absolute), free from 
the attire of differentiation into subject and object,5) 
(c) is a leader in those vast skies,6) where the c1ouds7) of both 
the Obscurations8) are dispersed, whose nature it is to move 
from East to West in pursuit of the welfare of others in its 
various forms,9) 
(d) He, who by His immaculate word, - a light with millions 
of rays, producing heat, which he expands from region to region, 

2. (a) Darkens the lustre of Brahma,IO) Vishl)u,ll) Manmatha, 
<;iva,1B) Gane~a,13) Skanda14), Indra,15) Brhaspatj16) and the 
other (gods), -
(b) a multitude of planets, that shine with great pride, claiming 
to be the guides17) in these three worlds/B) [2 a] 
(c-d) and blinds19) that swarm of owls - the sages Kapila, 
Ak~apada,20) Badarayat.1a,21) the Digambaras,22) Carvakas, 
Vyasa, Dantavaktra, Valmiki and the rest, stopping their course; 

3. (a) at whose appearance, (like) bees, full of desire to behold 
(the flower), to enjoy its fragrant odour, and that exquisite 
honey, which gives delight to the senses,' humming and infa-
tuated with pride, , 
(b) the <;ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas and Bodhisattvas, those 
worthy receptacles of heavenly bliss, assemble,23) 
(c) As that celestial flower - the Nirviil)a2',) - unfolds its 
leaves and expands its odour through the ten quarters of the sky. 
(d) Victorious be He, this Buddha, the gem of Heaven, who 
has attained the double aim (of all human activity) and created 
the nectar of Omniscience! 
[Salutation to the Compilers of Scripture and to the great 

Teachers of Buddhism 2 a. 4-b. 2.] 
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4. (a) (I bow before the Compilers of the Doctrine)S6) who, for the 
sake of vanquishing the evil teachings of an Eternal Soul and ' 
of Nihilism,28) - though (themselves) they were free from all 
confusion, -
(b) to reject the contempt of the Gods of Light2?,) - though 
the eight egoistic qualities of praise,28) censure and the rest 
had been abandoned (by them) before, -
(c) and, out of compassion for living beings, to secure a long 
existence for the Teaching (of Buddha), - though they had 
renounced all wordly attachments, -
(d) have collected the Doctrine from the mass of (Buddha's) 
Speeches and written it down.29) 

5. (a) I salute the Assembly of the Saints,30) the Teachers free 
from error, whose greatness the highest of Buddhas had fore
told, the Propagators of the Doctrine, who, thoroughly appre
hending the stainless work (of Buddha) [2 b.], 
(b) in full possession of all the great Lord's Highest Truth, 
have duly expounded the systems of the Three Vehicles,31) 
(c) and made the Teacher's Word perfectly clear; them, who, 
endowed with great wisdom and a powerful mind, 
(d) have mercifully composed elucidating works. 32) 
[Salutation to the Translators of Scripture, the Sages of Tibet 

and the Author's own Teachers. 2 b. 2-4] 
6. (a) The perfect Translators of the mighty streams of Words, 

that descend from the snowy mo~mtain of Buddha's Omniscience, 
(b) and those of the holy Compilers of the Doctrine,33) 
(c) and of that Lake, adorned by the lotuses of explanatory 

works") 
(d) - the noble Lotsavas and Pa1)Qitas, I honour with a re

verential bow. 
7. (a) [The Elephants], who, covered by the golden net of the 

Three Disciplines,36) 
(b) the four methods of Propaganda36) being their powerful 
well-grown tusks, 
(c) have vanquished in contest their adversaries by speech, 
controversy and works, -
(d) the great Sages of Tibet,37) I worship. 

S. (a) [Those swords], which, obtained from the precious element 
of the Doctrine, 
(b) hardened in the fire38) of Perfect Analysis, 



(c) and endowed with the vigour of fine words,aO) 
(d) rent asunder the net of my mind's doubts, -

9. (a) The Assembly of Lamas, 
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(b) the twelve, who are weighty by the burden of their virtue, 
(c) and, foremostly, the six Teachers full of benevolence, 
(d) I look to for protection with a devoted mind. 

[Introduction. 2 b. 5-3 a. 3.] 

to. (a) Cherished by teachers, affectionate as a mother, 
(b) in that Garden of Lotuses, - the Man-lion's perfect Word, 
(c) like a bee, full of delight, clinging to its flowers, 
(d) the mind grows wide in the boundless Doctrine. 

11. (a) Therefore, the ocean of <;akya's Word, 
(b) the immeasurable, infinite, I wish to cross, 
(c) and, though unable of penetrating into its depth, 
(d) why should I not secure the precious jewel of its marvellous 

meaning? 
12. (a) But though I have obtained it, it will be, like a jewel in 

a beggar's hands, 
(b) my composition, pure and stainless (by itself), 
(c) but defiled by the spirit of rivalry, hatred, and envy 

(of others). 
(d) Who, therefore, will accept it, as an object of appreciation40) 

and belief? [3 a.] 
13. (a) Nevertheless, though disregarded (by enemies), why 

should not this nectar of the Highest Doctrine,'l) 
-j (b) remove my own mental agony, 

(c) and if, moreover, it would be accepted by some (friendly 
critics), 

(d) would it not appease the fever of their painful doubts? 
14. (a) Therefore, to relieve the poverty of my own mind, .. 

(b) and, amongst those that strive for religion, 
(c) to magnify the triumph of the greatest of doctrines, -
(d) I open the doors to the Jewelry of Scripture. 

15. (a) From it, of the various Vehicles, the great and the small, 
(b) the diverse jewels of their meaning shall come forth, 
(c) which I present to you without restraint. 
(d) May you, full of delight, partake of them as you desire! 



Book I. 
[A Review of Buddhist Teachings.] 

3 a. 3. 

Our Teacher, the Foremost of the <;iikyas, endowed with the 
four miraculous powers, 4~} as with a four-membered army, has 
vanquished in battle the Evil One,43) whereupon, having united 
the converts (to His Faith) within the sphere of His ChurchU ) by 
the four methods of propaganda,4S) He has revealed (His) Doctrine 
in all its (three) forms. 46) 

The most holy regents of Buddha's religious realm41) have 
duly preserved this teaching of virtue, which, being the foundation 
of happiness and welfare for all living beings, including the gods, 
must be zealously maintained. No other means exists for this, 
but only preaching the Doctrine and acting accordin~ to it, and, 
as action requires previous study (of the Doctrine) and preaching 
(of it to others), one must be aware of the methods for practising 
both. 

There are four (such methods): - • 
I. Recognition of the merit, gained by studying and preaching 

. the Highest Doctrine, , I!. Knowledge of the true character of this teaching, which 
t is to be studied and preached, 
III. Consideration and fulfillment of the rules prescribed for study 

and teaching, [3 b. and] 
IV. (Knowledge) of the way in which the Doctrine took its ori

gin (- the History of Buddhism). 

I. The Me ri t 0 f Stu d yin g and Pre a chi n g the D 0 ct r i n e. 

(It is necessary to distinguish) two (principal topics): -
A. The merit of study and of preaching with regard to the 

Highest Doctrine in general. 
B. The special merit of studying and teaching the Doctrine 

of Mahayana. 



The merle of Seutfying and Teaching Ihe Docerine in general. 

A. Three kinds of merit (are to be regarded here): -
a) of Study, 
b) of Teaching, 
c) of both together. 

The merie of Seudy. 

Aa. The Bodhisattvapi~aka says :48) -
(1) He, that studies, comes to know the Doctrine, 
(2) He, that studies, will abstain from sinful deeds, 
(3) He, that studies, ~iI1 reject all that is vain, 
(4) He, that studies, attains Nirval)a. 
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According to the Vyiikhyayukti,49) the four lines of this 
verse respectively mean: -

(I.) Knowledge of the doctrines to be accepted or rejected 
through an investigation of orthodox and heretical philo

sophical systems. 
(2.) Subjection to Mor~1 DisciplineS!I) and rejection of im

moral conduct. 
(3.) Subjection to Mental DisciplineSl ) and abandonment of 

vain desires. 
(4.) Subjection to training in Highest Wisdom,52) and through 

it - destruction of passions with Nirval).a as the result. 
Otherwise: -

(1.) Acquirement of the right philosophical point of view, 
(2.) Liberation from defilement,53) such as the influence of 

former deeds, 54) 
(3.) passions,5S) and 
(4.) the remaining elements of phenomenal existence. 58) 

And in third way: -
(1.) Devotion to the Doctrine and religious discipline, 
(2.) Monastic life, 
(3.) Suppression of the senses;;;7) this leads to liberation from 

passions, that arise from vain desires, and thus to rejection 
of all that is harmful. 

(4.) Knowlc.dge of the (Four) Truths (of the Saint) conducive 
to Nirval)a. 
It is said in the Vyakhyayukti: 58) - Five kinds of merit, 

(obtained) through studying the Doctrine, have been mentioned 
by the Lord: -
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(1.) Study of matters unknown before, 
(2.) Reconsideration of the parts studied,59) 
(3.) Solution of doubt, 
(4.) Establishment of a correct view, [4 a.] and 
(5.) Knowledge of the words and the deepest sense of the 

Climax of Wisdom.60) 

The meaning of this is, taken rcspectively: -
(I.) Extensive study,61) 
(2.) Elucidation and pcrfect clearness (of thi: object studied), 
(3.) Acquirement of certainty, 
(4.) Consideration (of objects) from the correct point of view, 
(5.) Knowledge of the (Four) truths (of the Saint).82) 

It is said (with regard to this passage), that the first two 
points convey complete clearne;;s of the wisdom obtained 
by study,63) the next two - of that arising from investigation,84) 
and the last - of that, which is the result of deepest medi
tation.85) 

• It is said further on:66) -
In studying the Highest Doctrine, there is merit87) of 

five kinds: -
(1.) Things, unknown before, are apprehended, 
(2.) False points of view abandoned, 
(3.) Matters doubtful - made certain, 
(4.) The ascertained truth is internally realized, and 
(5.) The Saint's pure vision of the Absolute truth attained. sS) 

Again:89) -
Water renders service of five kinds: - it moistens rice

grains etc., cleanses body, clothes, and vessels, withdraws the 
suffering of the body in the hot season, appeases thirst and 
heat, and, giving rise to grass, corn, and woods, causes them 
to thrive. 

In like way, faith in the word of Buddha having arisen, 
hardened hearts are made soft, the stains of immorality purged, 
the burning heat of passions appeased, thirst for repeated 
births in the Sarhsara quenched, and roots, seeds, and woods 
of virtue, harmonizing with Enlightenment70) are produced 
and caused to thrive. These five kinds of service may other
wise mean - acquirement of faith and achievement of the 
three Disciplines with action corresponding to them. [4 a.] 
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Therefore, if there be a desire to obtain such help, the word 
of Buddha must be studied with devotion. 

Fire does four kinds of work:7l) - it consumes, cooks, 
singes, and illuminates. Similar is the fire of Buddha's Word, 
destroying all that is sinful in the converted,72) bringing to 
maturity the roots of virtue in those on the path to conversion, 
causing pain to those, that take delight in the Sarhsara by 
creating disgust (to it) and giving light, - by showing the 
right way and the wrong to the sorrowful, the doubting, and 
to those, that have gone astray. for this reason, the Doctrine 
is to be zealously studied. 

A pleasant sandy-beach73) is frequented for five (different 
motives, namely, to wash, to obtain refreshment, to appease 
thirst, to enjoy mirthful sport (in the water)74), and to cross from 
this shore to the opposite. Accordingly, the pleasant soil of 
Buddha's Word, (that resembles such a sandy-beach) is 
repaired to for the sake of removing the stains of immorality, 
appeasing the heat of passions and the thirst for repeated 
births,75) enjoying the pleasure of possessing the special virtues 
of ,mystic absorption,76) the (six) supernatural faculties,77) , 
the (four) limitless feelings,78) the (eight) degrees of liberation 
(from materiality)7B) etc., ami, finally, for passing from this 
shore of real individuality80) to the opposite of (impersonal) 
NirvaQa. Consequently, those desirous of betaking themselves 
to the pleasant sandy-beach, must devotedly study the Word 
of Buddha. -

The Merit of Preaching. 

I Ab. (This merit is of four kinds): 
al' (The propagation of the Doctrine) is the highest means 

of worshipping Buddha the Teacher. 
b1• (It) is superior to material gifts and more serviceable, 
Cl' Secures a good memory81) and intellectual power, 
d1• Augments virtue and leads to Enlightenment. 

Worship of Buddha by Preachi"B the Doctrine. 

I Abal' (The Teacher says): -
Wherever, for helping (living beings), 
My Doctrine be duly preached, I shall be worshipped (through 

this), 
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But as to the offerings of flowers, ointments, and lamps, -
Such are no real means for honouring a Buddha. -

Superioricy Co material gift •• 

I Abb l • The Maitreya-simhanada-sii.tra82) says: -
If one completely fills (all) the worlds of the Buddhas83) 

Which are (numberless) as the sands of the Ganges 
With the seven kinds of treasures, 
Thus joyfully sacrificing to the Lord; 
And if another one delivers a verse (of Scripture) 
To a single living being, 
The great offering of precious jewels 
Is unable to match, even by its number, even partly, 
This gift of a verse that is granted out of mercy. 
The merit of two or three (such verses) is, therefore, beyond 

evaluation. -
And84) 

If one, who sacrifices gold and jewels, 
Immeasurable as the sands of the Ganges, 
Be compared to another who in bad times, 
Pronounces a single verse (of 'Scripture), 
The help that the latter affords, shall not be found with the 

former. -

Good Memory as a result of expounding Scripture. 

I Abc l . It is said in the Simha-pariprccha:86) - ., 
He that grants the gift of Scripture, comes to remember his 
previous births. -

And in the Sagara-niigaraja-pariprccha:88) -
By the gift of Scripture the supernatural faculty of 

destroying passions is intensified. -
And the Ratniivali:8

') -

Recollecting the ultimate aim of the Doctrine, 
And, likewise, the meaning of the sacred texts, [5 b.] 
And granting the pure gift of Scripture (to others), -
- All this secures remembrance of previous states of existence. 

Augmemarion of vinue 'hrough preaching the Doctrine. 

I Abd l • It is to be read in the Adhyafaya-samcodana-sii.,ra:88) 
(Buddha said): - 0, Maitreya, the merit of that immaterial 
gift of him, who, free from the desire of gain and renown, 
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bestows the Teaching (upon others), is twentyfold, as follows: 
He is possessed of a good memory (1) 
and intellect (2),88) 
of discrimination (3),80) 
faith (4), 
and philosophical insight (5); 
he penetrates (the sphere of) the Highest Wisdom of a Saint(6),81) 
becomes devoid of passions (7), 
of enmity (8), 
and of ignorance (9), and 
offers no opportunity82) to the Evil One (for harming him) (10). 
He is, furtheron, respected by the Buddhas (11), 
protected by spirits (12),83) and 
endowed with corporeal beauty and strength,") 
bestowed upon him by the gods (13). 
He presents no vulnerable points to his enemies (14), 
and is never deserted by his friends (15). 
Moreover, (he becomes one), whose words are trustworthy (16), 
secures (the four kinds of) moral intrepidity (17),8&) 
is full of mental satisfaction (18), and 
praised by the Wise (19).' 
And, finally, his gift of Scripture will be remembered in times 

to come (20). 
Such, a Maitreya, is this twentyfold merit I 
And the Cik~ii-samuccaya88) says: -
The immaterial gift of Scripture 
Is the cause for virtue to be augmented. 

The merir of .rudy and preachin, taken tog.r. 

I Ac. (Three kinds of merit are to be distinguished): 
a1• Increase of that element (of virtue, through which a hu

man being from nature belongs to the family of one) of 
• the three Vehicles;8?) 

b1• General esteem, through becoming learned. 
c1• Attainment of Enlightenment through observation (of the 

precepts) of the Doctrine. 

Increa.e of the e'.ment of vi""e. 

I Aca!. The Vyiilchyayulai says:88) -
The seed of virtue, (that leads to) heavenly bliss, 



And that of Highest Wisdom, through which Nirvana is 
attained, [6 a] . 

Are caused to thrive by him, who studies (the Doctrine) full 
of faith. 

And a Commentary adds: - The Wisdom, that is obtained 
by study, gives increase to the element of attention. 
(Here the following objection may be met with): All that has 
just been said, concerns only the merit of study, but is not 

• correct as regards preaChing, for study and preaching are not 
the same thing. (Such an objection) ist not founded, for, says 
the Abhidharma-samuccaya: 99) - Apprehension, recitation, and 
preaching, 100)are to be regarded as having (all of them) 
one origin, which is study. 

Honour through becoming learned. 

I Acb. The Agamavibhanga says:I0l) -
He that has extensively studied, reaps merit of five kinds: -
1) Proficiency in (the theory of) the (5) groups of elements,102) 
2) " " "" " the (18) component ele-

ments of an individual,t°3) 
3) " " "" "the (12) bases of cognition,I04) 
4) " " "" "causality,t06) 
5) One's instructions and precepts will not depend on others. 

It is said in the Jatakas :108) -
1.107) Knowledge is a light, that disperses the gloom of igno-

rance 
the greatest of treasures, which thieves etc. cannot rob, 
a weapon, vanquishing the all-deluding enemy,108) 
and the best adviser, that guides one by instructions, morals, 

and means. 
2. It is the great treasury of fame and glory,I08) 
the special causellO) for receiving presents from persons 

of high rank, 
for giving delight to the learned in (their) assemblies, 
and for blinding one's adversaries, like the light of the sun. 
3.111) (Moreover, it is the cause) of refined and brilliant flash 

of ideas, -
a sudden enclosure of great fame, - and 

0.. of p'ood style. 
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Its full splendour knowledge attains in clear perception of 
reality112) through deep meditation.1l8) 

4)114) Having acquired learning, one stands firmly and free 
from contradiction, 

on the path of the three aimsll6) (of man in life), 
internally realizes them according to one's learning, 

[6 b.] and is easily delivered from the dungeon of births. 

A,uainmt'ne of Enlightenment through observation of the precept. of the Doctrine. 

I Acc. Preaching and Study (both of them) lead to observation 
of the religious precepts, as says the Abhidharmakofja:118) -

Observation (of the precepts) consists exclusively in preaching 
and acting according to them. 
All the merit of keeping the Doctrine is beyond the reach 
of human intellect. 

The Tathagata-guhya-nirdefja117) says: -
All the virtues (attained through) keeping the Highest 

Doctrine, have been ardently proclaimed by all the Buddhas 
during millions of aeons, but still (up to this time), their 
number is not exhausted. 

The Sagaramati-pariprcchii,uS) says: -
1.119) He that keeps the Highest Doctrine of the Buddhas 

is favoured by them, as well as 
by gods, Nagas and Kirhnaras, 
favoured on account of his virtue and wisdom. 

2.120) He, that keeps the Highest Doctrine of the Buddhas 
becomes endowed with a good memory, discernment and 

intellectual power, 
with great wisdom and divine knowledge, -
a sage that rejects all that is sinful and 
the inclination (towards passions). 

3.121) He, that keeps the Highest Doctrine of the Buddhas 
protects the world as Indra or Brahma, 
becomes a universal sovereign, a chieftain of men, 
and, full of mental delight, attains Enlightenment. 

Such and many other kinds of merit have been mentioned. 
I B. The merit of studying and preaching the Doctrine of Maha

yana (is of three kinds): -
a. Superiority with regard to the merits of the Small 
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, , . Vehicle and augmentation of the Mahayanistic family -
from the initial time of taking the vow of a Bodhisattva.lIt) 

:1 b. Removal of all the obscurations and, through this, superior
ity to every other kind of virtue - when abiding on the 
(Mahayanistic) Path.123) 

Co Certainty of attaining omniscience - at the time of final 
Illumination.124) [7 a.] 

Predominance over Hinayiinistic virtues. 

I Bao It is to be read in the Prajnapiiramita:126) -

(Buddha asked); 0 Ananda, if the living beings in all 
the millions of worlds, were to become, all of them, Saints 
of the Small Vehicle (Arhats), what thinkest thou would be 
the virtues of such saints, that have their origin in charity, 
pure morals, and deep meditation ?126) Would not the aggregate 
of these virtues be abundant? - 0 Lord, 0 Blissful, great 
and abundant would it be, - was the answer. The Lord 
said; - However, 0 Ananda, if a Bodhisattva recites, to 
whomsoever it may be, even for a single day, the Doctrine, 
that contains the Climax of Wisdom, the aggregate of his 
virtues will be greater. 

And further on ;12;)_ This gift of Scripture, 0 Ananda, 
that is granted by the Bodhisattva, prevails over all the roots 
of virtue that exist in all living beings adhering to the Small 
Vehicle.128) -

Superiority to every other kind of virtue, when abiding on the Path. 

I Bbo It is said in the Uttaratantra ;120) -

1. One, that strives for Enlightenment, 
dailyl30) presents to the Buddhas their immeasurable 
worlds, filled with gold and jewels; 
Another, if he hears a single word (of Mahayanistic Scrip

ture) and through this comes to faith, 
will attain merit, greater than that of an offering. 

20 One, wise and desirous to attain Supreme Enlightenment, 
through many aeons, 

, preserves, without difficulty, body, speech and mind in 
stainless chastity; [7 b.] 

Another, if he hears a single word (of Mahayanistic Scrip
ture) and through this comes to faith, 

~ attains merit greater, than that of pure morality. 
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3. One, suppressing the fire of passion in the three spheres of 
existence,131) 

abides in mystic absorbtion, which transfers him to the 
abode of the gods and that of Brahmal3t) 

and is a sure means of attaining final Enlightenment; 
Another, if he hears a single word (of Mahayanistic Scrip

ture) and through this comes to faith, 
attains merit greater than that of deepest meditation. 

4. As charity brings about (wordly) enjoyment, 
pure morals - (the attainment of) heavenly bliss, 
deep meditation - the rejection of passions, 
and Highest Wisdom - removal of all the obscurations,
the (latter) is the greatest of virtues - and its source 

is study. 

Attainment of Omnucience. 

I Bc. It is said in the Sutralamkara :133) -
1.134) He, that makes an effort to retain two verses (of Scripture 

whether merely their words or their meaning ), -
is the wisest of living beings, that comes to reap tenfold 

merit: 
2.135) Full increase of the elements of virtue,138) (I) 

highest delight at the hour of death, (2) 
rebirth, according to one's desire, (3) 
remembrance of all previous births, (4) 

3.137) Encounter with Buddhas,138) (5) 
study of the High Vehicle obtained from them, (6) 
faith connected with knowledge, (7) 
the two media for Enlightenment,13D) (8-9) 
and attainment of the latter at an early date. (10) 

In other works a great deal more is mentioned (with regard 
to the merit of Study and Preaching), but, for fear of too much 
detail, we do not enlarge upon it. 

These parts omitted are of a similar subject matter as the 
(following verse of the) Vyakhyayuktil40) -

1f141) the essential part of the Doctrine, the meaning 
of the Sutras, comes to be studied, 
He that makes (the pupils) devoted to study and obser

vation (of the Teaching), 
Must first of all mention its aim. 

The Jewelry of Scrlpturc 2 
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II. General Review of the Scripture of Buddhism, 
the Doctrine to be studied and preached. 

(The Sanscrit term for the Doctrine of Buddhism is 
dharma. As t.his word has many different meanings, it is 
necessary to know): -

A. The variolls objects that bear the appelation of dharma. 
B. The etymology of the word. 
C. Definition and [8 a.] 
D. The various kinds of dharma (when the word appears in 

the sense of the Doctrine or of what is taught by it). 

The different meanings of dharma. 

I I A. The word dharma has ten different meanings, as says the 
Vyiikhyiiyukti: 142) -

Dharma means: 
1) an element of existence (in general), 
2) the Path, 
3) Nirval)a,1438

) 

4) a non-sensuous element,143b
) 

5) virtue, 
6) life, 
7) the Doctrine, 
8) (the quality of) constant becoming, 
9) religious vow, and 

10) worldly law. 
Accordingly144) 1) (in the sentence) - "the dharmas, of which 

some belong to the phenomenal world146) and some are 
eternal, "H6) dharma means an element of existence (in 
general).147) 

2) (It has been said): - "The true philosophical insight14B) is 
dharma"; - here the word signifies the Path. 

3) In "I seek refuge in the dharma" - the meaning applied 
to the word is - Nirv[u.'a. 

4) In the term "the dharma - base of cognition (dharma
iiyatana) " - dharma is used in the sense of (a non-sensuous 
element), corresponding to the receptive faculty of the 

. intellect.HD) 
5) It is said: "The noble ladies in the queen's attendance and 

the young princes behave, with regard to each other, 
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according to dharma;" - in such a context the word 
dharma is synonymous with "virtue." 

6) "Worldlings are attached to the present, the worldly 
dharma;" - the meaning of dharma is here - life. 

7) (Buddha said): "The dharma is, as follows - the Sutras 
etc." In this place the term dharma is equivalent to "the 
Doctrine". 

8) (It is said): "This body is endowed with the dharma of 
decrepitude;" - in this sentence dharma stands for (the 
quality of) constant becoming (change).l50) 

9) In "the fOllr dharmas of a monk"l5l) - dharma is used in 
the sense of "religious vow". 

10) "The dharma of a country, the dharma of a tribe (or caste)." 
- The meaning of the word is here "worldly law (or custom)". 

These are the principal (objects, designated by the 
appelation of dharma). There are, however (still others), 
not included in their number, for in the verse: -

An object is recognised by (its) dharma, 
but not by that, which is 110t dharma, 

the word has the sense of a quality, which, in logic, forms 
the object of inference, in the affirmative (dharma) or nega
tive (not-dharma) sense. 

Etyrnology of .,dharma«. 

II B. The word dharma is a derivate of the verbal root diu:, which 
signifies "to hold" (to bear, maintain, slIpport, withhold, etc.) 
Accordingly 1) The elements of existence (in general, are 

dharmas, being the bearers (holders) of the twofold essence, 
. - the Particular,152) to begin with that of matter, which 
is impenetrability,loa) and up to that of Omniscience -
direct perception of a,l1 elements of existence (in a single 
moment), [8 b] and of the Universal, as - impermanence, 
(the Universal Essence) of all (active) elements of the pheno
menal world, phenomenal reality - that of all elements 
influenced by defiling agencies, nonsubstantiality - of 
all (separate) elements in general, and Quiescence - of 
every kind of Nirva~la. 

2) (Mental phenomena), corresponding to the intellectual fa
culty are dharmas, being the bearers of their Particular 
Essence on one side, and being perceiveci <h~)d) by the 
intellect, - on the other. 

2· 
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3) Ufe is dharma, as it sustains bodily existence and the 
uniformity of species. 

4) The Doctrine - "of the Sfitras etc." as says the Vya
khyayukti,1&C) "(is dharma), as it is a bearer of true and 
incontrovertible meaning". 

5) (The quality of) constant becoming is dharma by being a 
support of perpetual origination. 

6) (A religious vow) - by being held by a person, that per
forms acts of religious observance. 

7) Worldly law (or custom) - by maintaining the habits 
of a country or race. 
The Path, Nirvana, and virtue are all of them dharma., 
as they withhold from (moral) fall. (One must distinguish): 
1) preservation from fall into evil births and 2) that from 
falling into the Sarhsara. 

1) The UdanavarsaUS) says: -
In this world and beyond it 
those that have practised dharma sleep in peace. 
Here the word means practice of the ten virtues,168) or 
of (the four stages of) mystic absorbtion (dhyana) and 
of the (four kinds of) meditation which transfer into the 
immaterial sphere,lS?) - by him, that has obtained faith 
in the Law of Retribution and adheres to the correct P)it ~ 
of view with regard to this world. Such practice is .. harma 
as it withholds from fall into evil births. This (Jcind of 
dharma) is likewise to be found in some of tne heterodox 
systems. 

2) That which preserves from fall into transmigratory existence 
is NirvalJa "the highest ideal of those, that have taken 
refuge in the Teaching of Buddha and become dis
passionate,"lIS) and the Path, by which it is attained, 
with its preliminary stages.l&9) [9 a.) 
The Mahayanistic NirvalJa, Path, and Doctrine (are dharma., 
withholding from fall into the Small Vehicle. The high 
knowledge of Relativity,l60) Love, and Great Commiser
ation181) etc. taken together, prevent from falling into 
the Sarhsara and the (egoistic, Hinayanistic) NirvalJa.18I) 

The special Etymology of the (Sanscrit) term 
.addharma - the Highest Doctrine - applied 
to Buddhism. 
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The word sat = High, may be taken to mean "the Su
preme Buddha"; the Doctrine (dharma), being taught 
by Him, is saddharma - the Doctrine of the High One. 
(the compound sad-dharma is in this case of the tatpuru~a, 
faff/lisamasa type: salo = sambuddhasya dharma ui sadd
harma{&). 
Otherwise - sat may have the sense of "that which is 
the highest"; the Doctrine, through being such, is sad
dharma - the Highest Doctrine. Here the compound is 
(a karmadharaya - san~ ca dharma~ ce' ti saddharma{&), 
in which the two members are in apposition.183) 

In a third way (sat may signify a virtuous person) and, 
the Doctrine, as its precepts are to be observed by such 
a person, - as, for instance, the four great vows of a 
monk, - is saddharma - the Doctrine for a high, virtuous 
being (sata{& satpuru~asya caritavyo dharma iti saddharma{&). 

Definition of dharma in the sense of the Doctrine. 

II C. (First of all) it is necessary to make the following ascertain
ment: - the Highest Doctrine is, - viewed from the point of 
its principal subject-matter, - virtue, the Path, and Nir
vB-Qa, and, - from the point of view of its expression in 
speech, - Scripture. 
It is defined as "that, which being relied upon, is a means 
for human beings to remove (moral) defilement, as it is said: -

The Highest Doctrine is that, which puts an end to all 
phenomenal existence, 

And to every kind of defilement. 
Here it is necessary to distinguish, - the Doctrine as the 
practice,184) and the Doctrine as the theory, the word of 
Scripture.186) The Abhidharmako~a says: 
The Teacher's Doctrine is of two kinds, -
Scripture and (its) subject-matter (- the positive part). 
The Doctrine, viewed as (the positive part of) the subject
matter is defined as "deliverance from passions and that, 
by means of which such is attained". 
The Uuaratantra188) says: -
The Doctrine has its essence in the two (last) truths (of the 

Saint), 
that which represents liberation from passions, 



and that which leads to it, -
the Truth of Extinction181) and that of the Path, 
in both of which deliverance from passions is contained. 
Accordingly "that which represents liberation from passions" 
corresponds to the Truth of Extinction (of phenomenal exi
stence = Nirval.1a), and that by means of which it is realized, 
is the Path. Of these two, the Truth of Extinction [9 b.] is 
to be defined, according to the Abhidharmasamuccaya,188) 
as "the Extinction of all active elements of life, being merged 
in the Absolute". It represents, therefore, the rejection of 
all defilemenP69) and even of the saintly individuality,l1O) the 
final Nirva~a after death,l71) and the Cosmical Body of Buddha 
according to Mahayanistic conception. 
The definition of the Path is: - undefiled transcendental 
knowledge, which, in connection with preliminary stages, 
is a means of realizing Nirva!)a. The Abidharmakofa speaks 
of it as "the undefiled Truth of the Path", and the Uttara
tantra172) - as "the p,;re and brillant antidote (of passion). 
The Path is therefore, that of IIluminatioll,173) Meditation,174) 
and of the Ultimate Result,I;5) or, as the Uttaratantra views 
the Mahayanistic Path - the first two, - the Path of Illu
mination and that of Meditation. The Path of Accumulating 
Merit176) and that of Subsequent Training177) are to be regarded 
as preliminary stages.17H) 
The Doctrine viewed as Scripture, is defined as "the 'i .. Jrd 
that introduces into the (sphere of) the Doctrine, viewl'!) as 
the practice. It is necessary to distinguish that kind of verbal 
expression which agrees with the habiP79) of viewing , plural
istic universe180) and such, which is the natural outilow of 
(the conception of) a (monistic) Absolute.18l) The first, as 
for instance talk about horses, oxen etc, is of (exclusively) 
worldly nature, whereas Scripture, in its twelve parts,!B!) 
is, as stated before (- the natural outflow of the Absolute), 
as it is the natural outflow of the (intention of) teaching 
the true transcendental Essence of the Universe,183) or the 
natural outflow of the knowledge of the (monistic) Absolute. 
The Madhyantavibhanga184) says (of the Absolute): It is 
the highest aim of its natural outflow186), and the Sphu,artha 

.says: It (the Word) is the natural outflow of the Absolute. The 
Pal)~lit SunayafTi186) says: The whole of the Doctrine is 
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based upon the knowledge of Relativity. The three kinds of 
Enlightenment,187) that resemble small, middle-sized, and 
large birds soaring in the skies, [10 a1 are secured by means 
of the knowledge of the two kinds of non-substantiality, -
that of the individual and that of all the (separate) elements 
of existence.ISS) (Consequently, the Word of Scripture), as 
it harmonises with the conception of Nirval.la, is of trans
cendental nature. 
It is said in the Nirv(i~la-siit/"a :189) The four great streams, 
that fall into the ocean, flow descending toward it. In a like 
way all the Doctrine, that has its goal in Nirval)a, has conse
quently its course directed toward it. 

The various aspects of the Doctrine. 

II D. The Doctrine has already been viewed as the SUbject-matter, 
and the Word of Scripture. (We may otherwise)l90) dis
criminate between a) the Doctrine viewed from the aspect 
of ultimate result, b) the Doctrine (as that which leads to) 
realization (of this result), and c) Scripture. 

The Doctrine from the point of vieto of result. 

t IDa. This is Nirval)a, which is defined as the Quiescence of all 
phenomenal existence, as well as of the cause that produces 
it. This Quiescence is of seven kinds,191) namely that of 

1) birth, 
2) decrepitude, 
3) death, 
4) meeting the disagreeable, 
5) forsaking the agreeable, 
6) unfulfillment of desires, 
7) corporeal suffering. 

Otherwise, it is the state opposed to the four kinds of im
permanence, (which is characterized as follows): -
Accumulated (wealth) is to get finally exhausted, 
the body will finally be subjected to decay, 
the end of every union is separation, and 
that of every life is death. 

The Doctrine as ehe meau of realizing Nirvar;aa. 

t I Db.":'This is the Path, the complement of all the attributes 
conducive to the ultimate result (Nirv3.l)a). These attributes 



are four in number, namely: 1) (the Path is) straight,lII2) 
as it conveys to the city of Nirval)a, but not to that of Sarhsara. 
2) It is uninterrupted, being closely connected with (its aim) 

- Nirv81)a and free from hindrance and vicissitude. 
3) It is free from danger, as it not exposed to the rapine by 

robbers, such as passions etc. 
4) It is endowed with the perfection of enjoyment, by being 

connected with partaking of the food of the delightful 
Doctrine [10 b.]. 

The Doctrine as the Word of Scripture. 

II Dc. The Doctrine, viewed as the Word of Scripture, is the per
fect elucidation of the facts constituting the Path. Its 

functions, are four in number, -
namely 1) Declaration, as - "this is the Path". 

2) Ascertainment - "only this is the Path, but not 
anything else". 

3) Elucidation of the means of attainment - "the 
(four) methods of intense mindfulness1D3) etc. 
are the cause of the Path." 

4) Demonstration of (the various kinds of) defilement, 
as - "the defilement of passion, that of former 
deeds, and that of (the remaining elements of 
phenomenal) existence,lD4) are the impedi
ments on the Path." - So is it to be read in 
the Pratitya-samutpada-adi-vibhanga-nirde
~a-,ika. 

This Doctrine of Scripture has two main divisions: 
~) The Word (of Buddha) and 
~) The theoretical treatises (Castra). 

It is said: -
The whole of the Doctrine is contained in the Word 
of Buddha and the learned treatises, -
the perfect Word and the works that explain its meaning; 
By means of the (two), the Teaching of Cakya is to abide 
for long in the lands of this world. 

The Word of Buddha. 

II Dcal • With regard to the first (of these two divisions) - the 
Word of Buddha, we must know: -
a2) - its definition, 
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b.) - the etymology (of the word subhiJ~ita, which is its 
appelation in Sanscrit). 

c2) its varietic s. 

Definicion of ehe Word of Buddha. 

II Dcal a2• A certain (lama of) the Chim-pa tribe defines it as 
"the Introductions, the Sermons, and (the words of) approval 
(from the part of the adherents) - such is the Word of Buddha 
fully accomplished, as regards words and meaning." 
(The correct definition is): - "the Word, which, being 
in close connection with the Doctrine, that forms its subject
matter, speaks of the work to be done, namely, - the rejection 
of all defilement in the three spheres of existence196) and of 
the result, which is the bliss of Quiescence (Nirval)a); it is 
produced by the agency of Buddha, who is its principal deter
mining cause.196) 

The Uttaratantral97 ) says: 
That, which, in close connection with the Doctrine - its sub

ject-matter, 
speaks of the rejection of all defilement in the three spheres of 

existence, 
and shows the bliss of Quiescence, - [II a] 
is the Word of the great Anchorite; all that disagrees with it, 

is of other origin. 

Ecymology of the word Subhjj~iea. 

II Dcalb:a. (One of the appelations for the Word of Buddha) in 
the Sanscrit language is "Subha~ita". The particle "su", 
which is used in ten different senses, - (in this case) signifies 
"well", and "bha~ita" has the meaning of "spoken". The 
Word of Buddha is, consequently, "that, which is well spoken". 
(Here the following question may arise): - Why is (the Word 
of Buddha) called "the well-spoken"? (To this we may ans
wer): - It is the "well-spoken" from ten different points 
of view. It is said in the Vyakhyiiyukti: 198) - How comes 
(the Word of Buddha) to be called "the well-spoken"? -
It is such from ten different points of view, namely: its 
]) final accomplishment,199) 
2) regard (for all living beings)200) 
3) perserverance, 
4) completeness,!OI) 



5) manifoldness, 
6) foundation, 
7) way of making itself intelligible, 
8) (character of) teaching 
9) time, and 

10) exclusive qualities. 
The meaning of this is as follows: -
(The Word of Buddha) is called the "well-spoken", as it has 
been spoken: - . 
1) after the attainment of Final Enlightenment (by Buddha), 
2) with regard for all living beings, 
3) not merely occasionally, at intervals, but repeatedly and 

uninterruptedly, 
4) fully, without any omissions made,202) as it is the case with 

teachers, that conceal their books. 
5) in accordance with the intellectual faculty of the various 

human beings, 
6) by means of the voice, endowed with the five perfections203) 
7) making itself intelligible, - though having been spoken in 

one way, - in all the innumerable lands of the world, and 
reaching all its adherents, whosoever they might be,20') 

8) indicating the Path, that leads to rejection of the two ex
tremities205) [11 b J 

9) to converts, that haw attained complete maturity, and 
10) endowed with the sixty distinctive features of perfect speech. 
Now, of what kind are these sixty distinctive features? 
(The answer will be as follow5):206) 
(The Word of Buddha is) -

Soft, - as it supports the roots of virtue in the character of 
a human being, (1)207) 

Mild, - as the contact with it even in worldly life causes de-
light, (2)208) 

Pleasing, - by its good meaning, (3)208) 
Agreeable, - by its exquisite sound, (4)210) 
Pure, - because it has been obtained after the highest 

transcendental contemplation, (5)211) 
Immaculate, - as it is free from the influence of the im

pression left by passions, (6)212) 
BrilJiant, - through the perfect clearness of its words and 

sounds, (7)213) 
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Charming, - because it possesses the force and merit of 
vanquishing all the teachings of heretics and of the evil
minded, (8)214) 

Worthy of being studied, - because, - through realization 
of it, - Nirval}a is attained, (9)216) 

Without defect, - for it cannot be damaged by its anta-
gonists, (10)218) 

Sweet, - as it gives pleasure to all, (11)217) 
Cultured, - since it is averse to passion, (12) 218) 
Not harsh,-being an easy means of teaching discipline,(13)219) 
Not unkind, - because in the case of transgression, it shows 

a means of salvation (through confession), (14)220) 
Highly cultured, - as it teaches the Discipline of the Three 

Vehicles, (15)221) 
Agreeable to hear, - because it keeps off distraction, (16)222) 
Producing bodily ease, - being conducive to trance, (17)223) 
Causing mental satisfaction, - since its result is the supreme 

delight of transcendental knowledge, (18)224) 
Gladdening the heart, - as it clears all doubt, (19)226) 
Bringing about satisfaction and happiness [12a], - byremo

ving all that is wrong or uncertain, (20)226) 
Never causing pain, - since there can be no regret if (its 

precepts are) realized; (21 )227) 
It must be known thoroughly, - for it is the foundation of 

the complement of knowledge, that is attained by 
study; (22)228) 

It must be known in detail, - being (likewise), the founda
tion of the complement of knowledge, which is the 
result of investigation; (23)229) 

It is perfectly clear, - because it shows the Doctrine as it is, 
and not subjected to mutilation by some teacher, (24)230) 

It is to be welcomed, - as it is favourable to those, that have 
attained their personal aim, (the Arhats) (25)231) and 

met with rejoicing, - because it is craved for by those that 
have not yet attained their aim, (26)232) 

It gives thorough knowledge, - as it teaches, from a correct 
point of view, matters that belong to the Transcendental 
Sphere, (27)233) 

And gives knowledge in detail, -- for the same reason, (28)234) 
It is correct, - because it is not contrary to logic, (29)235) 
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Duly connected (with its sUbject-matter), - because it tea
ches its adherents in the right way, (30)238) 

Free from the defect of tautology, - as it never speaks 
without a special aim, (3])231) 

Powerful, like the lion's roar, - as it terrifies all the here
tics, (32)238) 

Sounding like the cry of an elephant, - by its high, digni
fied tone; (33)239) 

(It is like) the roll of thunder, - by its deepness, (34)2CO) 
The voice of the Naga-king, - because it is worthy of 

being heard, (35)241) 
The concert of Gandharvas, - by its sweetness, (36)242) 
The song of the Kalavinka, - as it is clear and melodious, 

(37)243) 
The sound of Brahma's voice, - as it reaches far (38)246) and 
The tune of the Chakora-bird, - as it is a lucky omen, that 

preceeds every kind of success. (39)246) 
In all these cases (in the original text) the words svara,2(8) 

ruta,247) and raviea248) are used (in the sense of "voice", 
"sound" etc.). Svara has the meaning of - "indicating such 
and such word", []2. b.J ruta - "showing, that the word isfull 
of meaning", and ravita - "communicating the conventional 
meaning of such and such sounds", 
Moreover, (the Word of Buddha is): -

.' , 

Delightful, like the voice of Indra, - since it cannot be 
surpassed by anything else, (40)249) 

Sounding like a drum, - as it preceeds victory over all the 
demons and antagonists, (4])250) . 

Free from arrogance, - as it is not spoiled by flattery (42)2111) 
Free from humiliation, - as it is not defiled by censure 

(43)2&1) 
Fit for all (the various forms of) verbal expression, - be

cause it accomodates itself to the forms and character 
of every kind of grammar, (44)253) 

Free from corrupt ungrammatical language, - since such 
never appears through want of memory, (45)2114) 

Not incomplete, - because it assists at all times the con
verts in their acts, (46)266) 

Independent, - as it is not influenced by profit and ho
nours, (47)2&8) 
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Not timid, - being free from fear ,(48)117) 
Joyful, - as it is completely devoid of sorrow, (49)118) 
Comprehensive, - because it shows proficiency in every 

branch of science, (50)269) 
Perfect, - since it brings about fulfiJIment of all the aims 

of living beings, (51 )280) 
Fluent, - because it is not interrupted, (52)181) 
Handsome, - as it appears in a variety of forms, (53)282) 
Accomplishing the aim of all (the diverse) sounds, - be-

cause through the pronunciation of one word, many 
words in different languages are communicated. (54) 283) 

Giving satisfaction to aIJ tJle faculties, - by connoting 
many ideas in one, (55)284) 

Irreproachable, - since it accomplishes what it has pro-
mised, (56)266) 

Reliable, - as it refers to future results, (57)288) 
Not rash, - as it does not speak inconsiderately, (58)267) 
Reaching all its adherents, - because it is equally heard 

from far and near, (59)268) 
Possessed of the best of forms, - as it uses all the worldly 

objects as parables. (60)289) 
Such are the words of the Saint Asanga, - says the 

Poncovi1hflltisahosrika-aloka. 2iO) In other translations the 
word akhila ("perfect") is rendered by "accomplished" 
f chub-po) and lolita ("handsome") by "beautiful" flWel-ba). 

The passage concerning the sixty distinctive features 
appears exactly in the same form in the five volumes of the 
Yogacaryiibhumi,271) the (:atasiihasrika-brhat-tika,272) the Com
mentaryon the Sutralamkara and in the Vyakhyayukti. Now, 
the Tathagata-acintya-guhya-nirdet;a mentions sixty-four 
distinctive features, namely after "reaching all its adherents 
(59)", the following are added: -

Calming passion, (60) 
Pacifying anger, (61) 
Withdrawing ignorance, (62) and 
Putting an end to the plots of Mara (63). 

Maitreya,173) however says: "the Word, endowed with 
sixty distinctive features and of transcendental nature ... 
Moreover, Aryasanga, Vimuktasena, Vasubandhu and other 
authorities (profoundly versed) in Scripture say that that 
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very Sutra (the Tathagata-guhya) mentions sixty distinctive 
features. 274) It is therefore necessary to consider, whether 
(the passage just mentioned) is an interpolation or not. 

Varieties 0/ the Word 0/ Buddha. 

II Dcal c2• The Word of Buddha, with regard to its'various parts, 
may be viewed from six aspects, namely: -

aa time, 
ba subject-matter, 
ca ~tyll', 

da that, against which it is directed, 
'0 es (the various kinds of) converts, and 

fa chief determining cause. 

Varieties 0/ the Word with regard to time. The three "Wheels 0/ the Doctrine". 

I I Dcalc2aa. (We must distinguish): -
1) The Teaching27i) of the four Truths of the Saint276) pre

ached at the earliest period. 
2) The Teaching of Non-substantiality,2??) preached in the 

intermediate period. 
3) The Teaching, founding the conception of Absolute Real

ity,278) - preached last of all. These three (subdivisi,ol1s) 
are mentioned in the Samdlrinirmocana-siitra. 2 ?9) 

Varieties o/theWord u'ith regard to Ihp. Sltui· rl'm·lf'. r, The discourses o/collventional 
and dircf'l m, a,drc;. 

I I Dcal c2ba• It is said: -
The Buddhas have preached ,I" :'J'i\trine. li3 h.] 
basing upon the twofold Reali!)'. " ',\ 

Accordingly, the discourses, rcfr;n ing to the Empirical 
Reality280) and not founded upon argul11l:!llts, are of conventio
nal meaning, and those, that treat of the Absolute Truth28J) 
and are vindicated by arguments - of the direct meaning. 

The Ak~cyamati-llirde~a~~2) says: - the (discourses) 
which demonstrate Empirical Reality are of conventional, 
and those, that refer tl) the Absolute, - of the direct meaning, 

, As to the opinion, that all the Slltras are, with regard to 
Buddha, of conventional mC:lllin~, and, with regard to the 
converts, - of the direct, - it is to be held as completely 
erroneous. 
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Varieties with regard &0 form. The hllelve cla,ses (..4nga) of sacred 'es',. 
I I Dca1c2ca. (The texts of) Scripture (with regard to form) belong 

to twelve classes.283) The commentary on the AIj~asahasrikii
prajniiparamita-called Sarottama28•1) says: -

The Sutras,285) Geya,286) Vyakara~IQ,2~;) 

Gathii,28H) Udana,2S9) Nidanu,290) 
At'adana 291) Itivrttaka 202) , ., 
Jataka,2D3) Vuipulya,294) 
Adblzutufllzarma295) and Upudcfa296) 

these are the twelve classes of Sacred Texts. 
The Class of Sutras (proper) contains (such say

ings), in which the subject-matter is expressed briefly, in the 
form of aphorisms. 29;) Now, (may it be asked), why have not 
the topics been entered upon in detail? The Abltidharrna
samuccaya2!1R) (gives the following answer): - The Lord has 
preached the Doctrine in the form of aphorisms, considering 
ten kinds of advantage (of teaching in such a manner), namely, 

It is easy to establish (such and such a thesis), (1) 
to preach. (2) and 
to retain in memory; (3) 

He, that is devoted to the Doctrine, will, at an early 
date, achieve the accumulation of merit, (4) and 
apprehend the true transcendental essence of the Universe 

(5)29q) 
obtain faith in Buddha (6), 
in the Doctrine and the Church, after having come to 
know (their essential character), (7) experience the highest 
bliss3oo) during this worldly life, (8) give mental satisfaction 
to the wise, by bringing about decision (of religious questions) 
through controversy,30t) (9) and come to be reckoned 
among the wise, (since everybody will point to him saying), 
"this is a wise man"! (10) 

The Geya (sing-song) Class is called so, because 
(the texts that belong to it), in the middle or at the end of 
the Stltras, render the contents of such in verse, [14 a] or 
because they communicate, (in sing-song, the chief points 
of) the SLltras of conventional meaning.302) 

The Vyakaral.1a Class (prophecies or revelations) 
bears this appelation, because it contains the prophecies con
cerning the death or birth of (diverse) Cravakas, as for in-
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stance, (the prophecy in) the Saddharma-pu1].4arika,:!Al3) or 
otherwhere, because It explains the Siitras of direct meaning 
and reveals their sense. 

The Gathii Class (verses) consists of (the sayings) 
in verse. These verses may be of two quarters:J04) as: -

o Brethren, this is the Teacher, 
he has attained Quiescence and is free from passion, 

Of three quarters: -

Here, (viewed from the aspect of Absolute Reality) there. 
is neither an Ego, nor a living being, 

and life is likewise unreal, (for) 
all these things are relative. 30» 

Of four quarters, as: -
All elements of existence have a cause, 
(this cause has been explained by Buddha 
and the Great Ascetic has likewise taught 
About their annihila tion). JOG) 

,And of five and of six quarters: -
All this is an illusion, 
as that which is perceived in a dream. 
If one awakens from the sleep of ignorance, 
all the phenomenal world will appear unreal. 
Therefore, if, with regard to whatsoever it may be, 
the thought (of its being a separate Reality) does not appear, 

one becomes a Buddha. 30') 

The Udana Class (solemn utterance) is, as says 
the Vyakhyayukti:!Al8) "that, which is spoken, not with regard 
to (separate) individuals, but only in the interest of main
taining the Doctrine". Such are the utterances of joy and 
praise. For instance, if a Buddha brings about (moral) puri
fication of the world and the living beings, all the Buddhas 
(grant their approval) saying: - Conversion is praiseworthy, 
Quiescence is praiseworthy! 

The Nidiina Class contains that which is spoken for 
the sake of special individuals; it is the teaching of religious 
discipline, connected with a tale (of instructive character). 
Such are, for instance, the precepts given to Dhanika,:J09) 
forbidding him to steal. [14 b.] 

. ~ The Avadana Class is that, which is related in the 
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form of parables, in order to elucidate the meaning of the 
Sutras. 

The It i v r t t a k a C I ass contains legends of former times, 
as the stories about Gautama. 

The Jataka Class is that, which tells of the deeds of 
(Buddha during his existence as a) Bodhisattva in his previous 
births as, for instance, the story of Vi~vathtara.310) 

The Va i p u J ya C I ass ("that of great extension") con
tains Mahayanistic Scripture.311) It is called so, because it is 
the foundation of welfare and bliss for all living beings and 
because it demonstrates the Doctrine in an extensive, grand 
and profound form. It is called "completely crushing",312) 
as it suppresses all defilement, "the matchless"313) as it cannot 
be compared to anything else, and "the great Vehicle", for 
being endowed with the seven kinds of greatness.3l4) 

The Adbhuta-dharma Class has for its subject-matter 
the miraculous faculties of the <;:ravakas, Bodhisattvas and 
Buddhas. 

The Up a d e ~ a C I ass is that which demonstrates the 
essence of all elements of existence in its true form. The meaning 
of the Slltras etc. is thus rendered clear by it.315) 

Varieries of the Word with regard to that against which it is directed. 
The three Codes. (Pi!aka.) 

II Dca1clld3• (From this point of view) - the Word of Buddha 
is to be regarded as consisting of the three Codes318) (of sacred 
texts). It is necessary to know: -
a,) The classification of the twelve varieties (just mentioned) 

as contained in the three Codes. 
be) The etymology of the word pi(aka (which is the common 

appelation of the Codes in Sanscrit). 
c,) The motives for founding three Codes (of Scripture). 
d,) The etymology of each of their appelations (Sulra, Abhi

dharma and Vinaya). 

The twelve Classes of texts contained in the three Codes. 

II Dca1clld3a,. The first five classes, namely, the Sulra (proper), 
Geya, VyakaralJ-a, Gatha, and Udana are contained in the 
<;ravaka Code (of Slitras)317) The Nidana Class, teaching dis
cipline in connection with some (instructive) tale, forms the 
principal part of the Vinaya Code31S) and the three following 

~ 
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CI¥lsses, - Avadana, ]'ivrttaka, and Jataka are of a similar 
character;319) all the four therefore belong to the Vinaya. [15 a.] 

The Vaipulya and Adbhuta-dharma Classes form the Ma
hayanistic Code of Siitras. The exclusive faculties of the 
Buddhas and Sodhisattvas are of transcendental nature and 
full of grandeur; the Adbhuta-dharma Class, which treats of 
these (miraculous powers), is therefore to be regarded as a 
part uf the Mahayanistic Slitra-Code. 

The Upade~a Class (as a whole) forms the Abhidharma 
Code,:l20) both Hinayanistic and Mahayanistic. 

This classification is given by the Abhidharma-samuc
caya;321) in other works it is different. 

Etymology of the u'ord pi!oka. 

II Dca1c2dab4. In the Sanscrit language (a Code ofsacred texts) is 
called pi~aka. This word may, in one way, be regarded as a 
synonym of piTJrJa, which has the sense of "heap" or "col
lection". (A Code of sacred texts) is a pi~aka, because it is 
a collection of many topics or of all the objects of study 
which are its subject-matter.322) 

Otherwise, the word pi!aka may be taken as the appe
lation, given in Central India to a large droTJa measure, which 
contains a great number of small droTJas. Accordingly, (a 
Code of Scripture) is a pi~aka, because many topics :md dis
ciplines are contained in it. 

The math·es for fOllnding three (separate) Codee 

I I Dca1c2dac4. The t!uee Cocks have been founde~ for nine 
causes,323) namely: -
ali - with regard to (the three points) that are to be rejected 

(with their help), 
bl - with regard to the (three) Disciplines, 
cli - with regard to (the three kinds of) objects to be known. 

The three Code, with regard to the points to be rejected. 

II Dcalczdac4a5' The Code of Siitras has been founded as an 
antidote against the defiling element of doubt,81') because the 
Siitras (proper) etc. (which are contained in it) have been 
preached for the sake of putting an end to all the doubts 
of the converts as regards the (Three) Jewels and the Abso
lute Truth. 
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The Vinaya Code is directed against the defilement of 
the two extremities (in life). Being averse to the accumulation 
of riches out of greediness, it condemns such even in its 
slightest form and thus brings about rejection of the ex
tremity of licence ;326) on the other hand, as it permits (the 
possession of) houses with 100 storeys, food of 100 different 
tastes and clothes worth I 00,000 Kar~apal)as, if such are 
obtained without covetousness and by a person of pure 
morals, - it causes the extremity of self-torture to be aban
doned. 326) 

The Abhiclharma Code acts against the defilement, which 
consists in maintaining the theory of an existing personali
ty327), for it shows in detail the true character of all elements 
of existence. 

The three Codes tt'ilh regard to the three disciplines. 

I I Dcalclldac4b5' The Code of Siitras is destined to teach (all) the 
three Disciplines; it enlarges upon them, giving clear know
ledge of them to the converts. :12M) 

The Vinaya Code is conducive to moral and mental 
training, for, throm;h subjection to monastic discipline, the 
complete purification uf morals and, as a consequence, there 
being no regret (as to this having taken place), - the concent
ration of mind is gradually brought about.329) 

The Abhidharma Code leads to realization of the training 
in Highest Wisdom, since it largely enters upon the means 
of a thorough and deep analysis (of existence) into its ele
ments.330) 

The three Codes with regard to the subject studied. 

I I Dcalczdac4co' The Code of Siitras is intended to communicate 
the Doctrine and its meaning; it gives full knowledge of 
words and sense.331) 

The Vinaya is destined to form a foundation for the 
realization of the (ultimate) aim of the Doctrine. Accordingly, 
this Code conduces to (moral and mental) training; as a 
consequence, in the process of investigation and through 
pure morality, the concentration (of one's mind) IS rfoduced. 
In such a way all defiling elements are annihilated aud the 
aim of the Doctrine realized.332) 
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On the basis of the Abhidharma, controversies are con
ducted and the true meaning ascertained.333) The complete 
enjoyment of this kind of knowledge produces a condition 
of felicitous feeling, as the true character of existence (divided 
into) particular, universal etc. becomes clear. 

Through study of these three Codes (the Doctrine) is 
suggested (to the mind) ;334) by means of investigation, the 
meaning (of the Codes) comes to be known33&) [16 a], sub
sequently, by profound meditation, concentration of mind is 
brought about,338) which removes moral defilement. Finally, 
supreme transcendental knowledge enables one to apprehend 
the Absolute Truth337) and to become delivered from the 
roots of sin. Having this in mind, (the author of) the Sutra
lamkiira338) says: -

Three or tw0339) Codes, being (each) a collection (of sa
cred texts), 

are taken in consideration for nine causes. 
through suggestion, clear understanding, pacification and 

transcendental knowledge, 
they conduce to final salvation. 

Eeymology of "Suera", "Abidharma", and "Vinoya". 

II Dca1c2dad,. The Sutriilamkiira340) says: 
"Sutra", "Abhidhharma", and "Vinaya", 
are, in short, considered to have (each of them) four rtleanings. 
The Sage, that comes to know (these three Codes) 
will attain the scate of Omniscience. 

Here the word "meaning" (artha) has the sense of "ety
mology", and it would be a mistake, if we took it to mean 
"definition". The Sage, that is a Bodhisattva, through the 
thorough knowledge of the three Codes, is able to attain 
Omniscience.341) A C;ravaka, having come to know the mea
ning of a single verse (of the Codes) may attain arhatship,342) 
as C;ariputra or K~udrapanthaka.343) 

Now, in Sanscrit, the word sutra means aphorism, brief 
indication.3U) Accordingly (a Sutra) indicates place,3'&) as 
"in Rajagrha",348) the essence (of an element of existence), as 
"solidity is the essence of the solid element", the Word of 
Nte' Doctrine and its meaning.347) Such aphorisms, combined 
together, form a class or section. The Sutriilamkiira348) says:-
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The Sutra (is called so) as it is an indication 
as to place, essence, the Doctrine and its meaning. 

In "Abhidharma" - "abhi" may, in one way, be taken to 
mean "abhimukhya", that is "made manifest". The Abhi
dharma is in this case called so, because it is a teaching 
(dharma) of the Absolute Reality, which is made manifest 
by it.34S) "Abhi" appears here in the direct meaning of the 
word. 3SO) 

Otherwise, "abhi" may be regarded, as (an abbreviation) 
of "abhik~1Ja", which means "repeatedly". In this context, 
Abhidharma has this appelation, because it is the Doctrine 
(dharma) which demonstrates repeatedly, and in various 
aspects the (5) groups of elements,351) the (18) component 
elements of an individual,352) the (12) bases of cognition,353) 
the objects existing in reality354) and such, that are mere logical 
constructions.35S) [16 b.I Such (is the etymology), met with 
in books.a56) 
Moreover, "abhi", may have the sense of "abhibhii," -
"to predominate, surpass". Accordingly, thorough know
ledge of the Particular and the Universal Essence of all ele
ments of existence enables one to show one's predominance 
over adversaries, in deciding (religious questions) by means 
of controversy, or otherwise in silencing all bad orators.a57) 

And, finally, "abhi" may" be abhisamaya" - "full com
prehension". The Abhidharma, from this point of view, is 
called so, because it gives full knowledge of all objects, what
soever they may be, of such that are existing in reality and of 
mere logical constructions.358) (Consequently, as says the 
SittralamkiJra :369) -

The Abhidharma (is called so), because it makes manifest, 
(teaches) repeatedly, (is a cause of) predominance, and gives 

full comprehension. 
As concerns "Vinaya", two groups (of ideas, each containing) 
four are expressed by it,360) namely: -
1. vipatti361) - "(moral) fall", - it is vinaya, because it 

demonstrates this fall and makes it sure. 
(2. utthiJna - "the cause of this fall"),862) 
(3. vyutthi'Jna - "recovering from it"), 
(4. niIJ.sara1Jll - "means of salvation"); 

or: -
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1. vini'icaya - "decision"; - it is vinaya, because it brings 
about (nayati) decision, -

.(2. pudgala - "the Individual", to whom discipline is 
taught"),363) 

(3. prajnapti - "the teaching by itself"), 
(4. pravibhiIga - "the different forms of teaching"). 
(Accordingly, as says the SiitriIiamkara :3601) -

The Vinaya is to be viewed from the point of (moral) fall, 
its cause, improvement, and (means of) salvation, 
the Individual, the teaching, (its) different forms and decision. 

Varieties of the ",ord 1/ ith rrgard /0 the cOllver/s. 

II Dca1c2ea• It is said in the Siitralamkara :.165) "Three or two Codes 
(of sacred texts)." (The "two Codes" are those of Hinayanistic 
and Mahayanistic Scripture).366) The (:ravaka Code (H ina
yana) is preached for converts that adhere to Low Church,367) 
and the Mahayana Code, - for those who are devoted to 
High Church. The Great Vehicle differs from the Small, by 
being possessed of the seven kinds of greatness, or, as says 
the Mahizyizna-samgraha :368) 

By the subjects studied, (their) essence, by (the converts), 
that adhere to it, 

by its cause, effect and varieties, "f •• 

by the three disciplines, their result, and that, Wblcl1 is re-
jected through them, ' .. 

as well as by Divine knowledge, - the Vehicle, which (is 
called) the Great One - predominates. 

Consequently, from the Hinayanist point of view, "the Code 
of great extension" (vaipulya) , has this appeIation, because 
the Siitras (belonging to this Code) contain a great number 
of chapters and are very diffused. The Mahayanists, in their 
turn, regard vaipulya otherwise [17 a), etymologically; (they 
say), it is called so because it is a large, spacious Vehicle (toward 
Salvation)3BD) It is: -
1) great, with regard to the Doctrine (expounded by it), 

since it contains (the teaching of the Climax of Wisdom) 
of 100 000 verses, 370) 

2) great, if viewed from the point of the creative Effort (of 
the Bodhisattvas that adhere to it), because such is directed 
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toward Supreme Enlightenment, in pursuit of the welfare 
of all living beings, 

3) great as concerns faith, since (its adherents) found their 
belief in a Doctrine profound and magnificent, 

4) great, by the thoughts, (acquired through it), - as it leads 
to equal treatment of oneself and of other living beings,371) 

5) great, as regards the accumulation of merit, because (the 
BOdhisattva), after having entered upon the Path of a 
Saint, amasses every moment virtue and wisdom immea
surable. 

6) great, viewed from the aspect of time, - since the energy 
of the Bodhisattvas manifests itself during innumerable 
aeons, and 

7) great, by its result, because (by means of it), the state of 
a Buddha, incomparable to anything else, is attained. 

In the Su,riilamkiira,373) the characteristic of) the seven kinds 
of greatness, slightly differs from that (just mentioned). 

Moreover, (with regard to the different converts) we have to 
distinguish: -
1) The "Vehicle of the Cause", - that of Philosophy,373) -

for a person of feeble intellect, craving for the Cause (of Sal
vation) ;374) it is conducive to the realization (of this cause). 

2) The "Vehicle ofthe Effect", -- that of Mysticism,37&) for a 
convert possessed of acute faculties, who strives for miracu
lous, instant production of both Cause and Effect. This 
Vehicle is to convey such an (immediate) result. 

It is said in the Riijiivaviidaka? 376) - Mai1ju~ri asked: -
o Lord, if Thou hast with certainty taught, 
of the three Vehicles, conducive (to Salvation), 
why hast Thou not mentioned that sure Vehicle, 
which miraculously produces the Cause and the Effect, 
and where no other help for becoming a Buddha is needed. 

(The Lord answered): -
The Teaching of that, which is the Cause, 
having been duly preached for those, that are devoted to 

this Cause, 
the Vehicle of Magic,377) which is a shorter way, 
will in future times appear. 

As to the difference between the Vehicle of Mysticism and 
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that of Philosophy, we read in the Naya-traya-pradipa, the 
work of the teacher Tripi~akamiila378) [I7 b), as follows: 

Infallible, in regard of the unique aim379) (of Buddhism), 
affording means numerous and easy, and 
accessible to (a convert) of acute faculties, -
the Vehicle of Myst"cism380) is superior (to other doctrines). 

Accordingly, neglecting all external means (the Vehicle 
of Myst;cism brings about the realization of the six trans
cendental virtues through internal contemplation,381) and thus 
proves infallible as regards means. Further on, it possesses a 
great number of expedients, as it teaches about the 
mystic contemplation of the Mind, the Word and the 
Body (of the Buddhas) which is a concentration of mind upon 
the Most Subtle - the thougllt and its manifestations, the 
Subtle, - the (symbolic) letters and sounds, and the Gross, 
- the images (of the Buddha) and the attributes of mystic ri
ritual; likewise, it demonstrates the Absolute Truth. Moreover, 
it is not something wearisome, as it accomodates itself to 
the wishes of the converts and shows them easy means of 
fulfilling (these wishes), such as mystic gestures382) etc. It is 
to be realized by one possessed of exclusive faculties, who 
will remain undefiled by deeds, that would conduce others, 
if they committed them, to evil births. In these four ways 
the Vehicle of Mysticism shows itself superior (to that of 
Philosophy). It is considered by Aryadeva as a fourth, sepa
rate Code of sacred texts - that of Esoteric Science.383) The 
teacher Ratnakara~anti says, that it forms a part of the Sutra 
Code, because it communicates topics of profound meaning 
in an abridged form. The teacher Abhayakaragupta regards 
it as belonging to all the three Codes, as it contains the tea
ching of the three Disciplines. 

YfJTie.ies of the Word of Buddha with regard to the chief determining cause. 

II Dca1c2f3. From the point of view of the chief determining 
cause, the Word of Buddha is of three kinds, namely: -

, 'a,. that, delivered (by Buddha) personally, 
b,. that, which is the result of Buddha's blessing384) (and is 

communicated by a ~ravaka or Bodhisattva), 
CA. the passages, containing the expression of Buddhas will386) 

~ (as to the compilation of Scripture etc.). 
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The Word delivered personally. 

II Dca1cafaa". To this class belongs, for instance, the Aryasarh
caya.388) 

The Word which is &he resu" of blessing. 

II DcalcBfab". In the Commentary on the A~~asiihasrikiJ-prajiiiJ
piiramitiJ three kinds of blessings are mentioned: 
I) Corporeal (as laying hands on the head of the disciple etc.), 
I) Verbal, and 
3) Mental. 

The Word, derived from the first kind of blessings, may 
be illustrated by the Dat;abhiimaka-siitra, that, which is the 
result of the second kind, - by the Ajiitar-atru-kaukrtya
vinodana,387) and that issuing from the third, by the Sa
mantabhadra-carya-nirdefa. 388) Some authorities distinguish 
three kinds of mental blessings, [18 a] namely, that of the 
contemplative mind, that of the mind full of Great Commiser
ation, and that of the mind endowed with the power of Truth. 
The first may be illustrated by the Prajiiiihrdaya,389) the 
second - by the magic formulas uttered by the Yak~as etc. 
through Buddha's blessing, and the third - by the words 
of the Doctrine, issuing from musical sounds, from the rays 
of light and from the skies, - likewise a result 0" the blessing 
of Buddha. 

The passages con&aining the expression of Buddha's will. 

II Dca1cBfac". Such are: The introduction (to a discourse),390) the 
conjunctive parts (of it) and the words of approval.391) For 
instance, we have in the Dharmasarilgiti-siitra392) - "0 breth
ren, compile the Doctrine, saying - thus have I heard," and 
"It is necessary to teach in due connection and order." Such 
utterances express the will (of Buddha). 

The Division of the Exegetical Treatises «(:'jjstra). 

I I Dcbl. (In analysing the division of the) Exegetical Treatises, 
we take in consideration three points:-
all) Definition (of an Exegetical Treatise on Buddhist Scripture), 
bz) Etymology (of the word ~astra, - its appelation in 

Sanscrit), 
c.) Varieties (of Exegetical Treatises). 
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De/inlion of all Esegeeical Tread.e. 

II Dcb1a2• (An Exegetical Treatise on Buddhist Scripture) is an 
interpretation of the meaning of Buddha's Word, which is 
composed by a trustworthy author and harmonizes with the 
Path toward Salvation. It is said in the Uttaratarltra39:J): 

That, which, referring exclusively to the Teaching of 
Buddha,391) 

is an explanation of it by a trustworthy (teacher), 
in harmony with the Path, that leads to Salvation -
is to be revered, as if it were the Word of the Great Ancho~ 

rite (Himself). 

Etymolog) 0/ ",ii,IrQ". 
II Dcb1b2) In Sanscrit, an Exegetical Treatise is called fastra. 

(fas has the sense of) fiisana - "ruling". Indeed, an Exe~ 
getical Treatise (in Buddhism) rules over the cause of moral 
defilement, the three sources of evil 95) and the deeds, that 
result from them, - by teaching the three Disciplines. 

(tra) is trayi or tiira~la3'16) - "'saving·' (An Exegetical 
Treatise on the Word of I3uddha) saves from phenomenal exis~ 
tence, from evil births and transmigration (in general) -
the consequence (of former deeds). Such an etymology is met 
with in Scripture. a'"7) Tile V),aklzyayukti398) says: [18 bJ 
The Word of Buddha is in harmony with the true essence of 
a ~astra. As to the etymology, - ("astra, - an Exegetical 
Treatise, - bears this appelation since it rules (rasti) and 
saves (trayate or tiira.'nlti). 

That, which rule!' over our enemies, the passions, (what~ 
soever they may be), 

and s"aves us from evil births and transmigratory existence 
(in general), -

is a Castra by these its virtues of ruling and saving, 
which cannot be met with in any other doctrine (except 

Buddhism).3pQ) 
Therefore, the Word of Buddha, being, by its qualities of 
ruling and saving, the (:iistra, (00) one must be keen upon its study. 

The various kinds of Exegrtical treatist". 

II DcbIc2• (The Exegetical Treatises) are to be discriminated from 
th"e point of view of -

a3) (quality) - superior or inferior, 
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ha) aim, ,. " 
ca) subject-matter, 
da) interpretation, 
ea) various classes. 

Varieties of treatises as regards quality. 

I I Dcb1c2aa. In the Yogacaryabhumi(01 ) nine kinds of treatises 
are mentioned: 

1. 2. 3. 
senseless, 
erroneous, 

correct 

propagandistic, 
unscrupulous, 

conducive to the ex
tinction of pheno-
menal existence, 

formalistic, 
polemical, 

conducive to practical 
results. 

Of these nine kinds, the latter (of each triad) are superior in 
quality, whereas the other two (are to be regarded as) inferior. 
Some class the formalistic and polemical treatises among the 
superior, (thus admitting) five (kinds of treatises of this order). 
This is not correct, for in the Nin,U/yasarngraha402) the two 
kinds of treatises just mentioned are regarded as hetorodox. 
Therefore, only the latter (of each triad) are to be regarded 
as superior (in quality), since they are mentioned in the 
Word of Buddha.4oa) 

The aim of IIle differerll Irealises. 

I I Dcb1c2ba. (From this point of view, we distinguish three kinds 
of treatises, namely): -
I) Condensing excessively large (portions of) Scripture, 
2) Giving an analysis of (its) profound meaning, 
3) Arranging in a regular system that, which (in Scripture) is 

in disorder. [19 a.] 
(The treatises of) the first kind are those, like the Vinaya
sutra,404) of the second - like the Abhisamayiilamkara, and 
of the third - like the Sutrala1hkara or the (:ik~a-samuccaya. 

The various trealises 1('ilh regard tn ~uhjrrl -1II111t('r. 

I I Dch1e2ca. (As regards the subject-matter), - there are three 
kinds of works to be distinguished: -
a~) t renting on Empirical Redlity, 106) 
hi) demonstrating the Absolute Truth, ""I) 
c l ) conducive to Salvation and Omniscience. 
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Works 01& Empirical Reali&y. 
II Dcb1c2Cad,. (The treatises of this kind )may be 

1) on general topics, and 
2) on special (branches of science). 
The works of the first kind are those on worldly policylO7) (or 
ethics), as the 18 Examinations, the Prajiia-~ataka,408) the 
Jana-po~aF}a-bindu, 1111) the Aryiiko('a,410) etc. These works 
are conducive to worldly happiness, as says the Prajiia-~taka: 

(The form of existence, which is) the foundation of Nirval)a 
may be attained (in the following manner): 

If worldly laws and customs are duly observed, -
it will not be far to go to reach the abode of the gods. 
In ascending the stairs of godly and human existence, 
one draws near to final Salvation. 

Of a similar nature are the Siimlldrika,Ul) works on horses, 
elephants etc. 
Of the second category are the treatises on the principal bran
ches of science. It is said in the Siitriilamkiira :412) -

The highest of Saints, if he were not zealous in the five 
branches of science, 

would never attain the state of an omniscient being. 
Therefore, to vanquish and to hep others, 
as well ac; to ohtain thorough knowledge himself, he is 

earnestly applied to study. 
Accordingly, the sciences of Logic llJ) and of Grammar (and 
Literature)U") (are studied) in order to vanquish one's adver
saries (in controversy): the sciences of Medicine416) and of 
Art,U6) - for administering help to others, and that of Meta
physics,lI7) - to acquire thorough knowledge for oneself. 

The works on Logic contain an analysis of direct sense
perception,418) inference,m) syllogism,HO) the relative meaning 
of words, Ill) examples, and futile answers (or logical fallacies).422) 
A summary exposition of these six points is given by the 
Prama~ta-samllcc(ly(l,UJ) the seven treatises (of Dharmakirti) 
commenting on it, the 7 Examinations,W) the 8 Proofs,425) the 7 
secondary works ctc. The seven treatises (of Dharmakirti) 
consist of three main works, which may be compared to a 
body, and four supplementary, which act as its members. 
The first are the Nyayabindu, PramaF}a-vini~caya,428) and 
PramiiF}a-vartika427) which demonstrate a means of easily 
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apprehending the modes of correct knowledge42B) for (scholars 
of acute, mediocre, and weak intellectual faculty. "The Pra
ma1}o-vinificayn", says the Kashmirian Pal~~lit JiHina~ri,4029) 

"is not to be regarded as a commentary on the Prama'!4-
samuccaya; nevertheless, I shall elucidate its theory". The 
teacher Dharmottara,430) on the contrary says that it is a 
commentary on the work in question, and this opinion is to 
be regarded as correct. 

The four supplementary works do not enlarge upon the 
chapter of sense perception. (The subject of) inference is 
treated in detail by two works - the Hetubindu431 ) which 
contains an investigation of the major and the minor pre
mises,432) - and the Sambandha-parik~it,~33) - a discussion 
on difficult points, such as concomitance or logical fallacies. 
The syllogism is enlarged upon in the Vada-llyiiya which des
cribes the disputant, (his) adversary, (the process of) con
troversy, victory, defeat, and the reason of the latter.436) The 
Samtanantara-siddhi~37) shows that, from the point of view 
of Empirical Reality, the inference of the existence of other 
minds on the basis of the existence of their words and actions 
does not conflict with Idealism, as follows: 

Having observed that one's own purposive acts ar~ pre-
ceded by knowledge, 

when observing the same fact with others, 
the existence of other minds is conjectured. 
This will not be in conflict with Idealism. 

These and other works on Dialectics are regarded by (some) 
Tibetan authorities as belonging to the Abhidharma Code. 
This is not correct, for Dialectics are (the subject-matter of) 
the treatises on the Science of Logic [20 a], whereas the Abhi. 
dharma consists (exclusively) of works on Metaphysics. It 
is said in the VyakhyayuA:ti: 438) -

(A Logician is to be recognized) -
by his disposition (to argue),439) by analysisHO) and discussion 

(of matters), 
by practise, obtained in former births, by non-perception 

(of the Absolute Truth),441) and 
by having no recourse to Scripture. 

The merits of the logicians are considered to be of five kinds: 
energy, thorough attention (as to the object investigated), 
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tradition, complete apprehension (of the modes of proof),"") 
and perfect moral purity.443) 

(The logicians are thus characterized) as not founding (their 
discussions) upon the Word of Scripture. On the other hand, 
the Siitralarhkiiraf,44) says: 

Dependent (on Scripture),446) uncertain, incomprehensive,448) 
empirical, wearisome, -

Logic is to be viewed as the sphere of worldlings ;441) (the 
Great Vehicle is therefore not its object). 

(All this) disagrees with (our view of) the Abhidharma, since 
the latter is (our revered) Mother. 448) The PramaTJa-sa
muccaya says: -

It (the PramiiTJa-samuccaya) has been composed in order 
to cause those, that adhere to heterodox views, to abstain from 
them, since they are false, - by discussing the modes of 

• cognition and their (respective) objects. It does not, however, 
intend to convert anyone to Buddhism by these means only, 
for the Doctrine is not the object of dialectics. (But), if 
(heretical views) are rejected, the Teacher's Doctrine is studied 
and apprehended without difficulty, since all the numerous 
impediments are withdrawn. 
t Moreover, the same work has the following verse: 

H~, that leads to the Absolute Truth by the way of Dialectics, 
will be very far from the Teaching of Buddha and fail. 
Nevertheless, if the essence of the Lord's Teaching 
will endure change, it is advisable to probe it (by Logic). 

Grammar. 

The works on Grammar contain the analysis of three 
main points, namely: -
J} The crude forms (of words), 
2) The various suffixes,449) and 
3} The formation (of sentences and compounds, according to 

the rules of euphony etc.) 
(These works are): - the fundamental grammatical 

aphorisms (of Pal)ini)460) and the supplementary (treatises 
on special parts of grammar). The crude forms are [20 b] the 
verbal roots461) and the nouns (and adjectives) in their unin
flected form. The suffixes are primary (krt)4&2) used for the 
deriva tion of a noun from a verbal root and secondary (,ad-
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dhita)4J8) which form nouns and adjectives from primary deri
vatives. The latter are divided into suffixes of generality, 
unlimited plurality and abstract nouns. 

The inflections which are used to form a word from a 
verbal root and differ with regard to time are called tense
terminations (tin), and those forming a word from the basis 
of a noun and varying as to their meaning - case-terminations 
(sup). The insertions of letters or syllables between the crude 
form and the suffix are called augments (agama) , and the 
particles, which alter the meaning of a verbal root - prefixes 
(upasarga}.454) The latter are regarded as a part of the crude 
form of a verbal root. 

The formation (of sentences and compounds). 
The elision and change of letters according to the rules of 
euphony455) etc. as well as the formation of compounds and 
the like are treated under this head. 

Such are the principal topics, that form the subject
matter of grammar. Otherwise the main part of it is an ex
position of euphonic rules, the nouns, the verbs, and the 
suffixes; the verbal roots, the prefixes and the ul)adi termi
nations being viewed as secondary subjects. In this order 
(grammar is taught) by the Kalapa-sutra(68

) or the Vacana
mukha,(67) the latter being a summary teaching of phonetics, 
etymology, and syntax. All these works ought to be studied 
since they are conducive to the four departments of know
ledge;4IiB) they do not however belong to any of the three Codes. 

Prosody and Le"icography. 

In close connection (with the grammatical treatises) are the 
works on Prosody4&9) such as the Chando-ratna1cara,I80) which 
demomtrate the rules for employing (metrically) long and 
short vowels and give a tabular representation (of such vowels 
in a metre). (81) The synonyms of words, the differentiation 
of the three genders and the homonyms are treated in the 
lexicographical works such as the Amarako~am) etc. 

Poe,ics (Alamkiirafus,ra). 

The works on Poetics, th e Kavyadar~a(83) and the works 
on dramatical composition that teach in accordance with it 
etc. demonstrate the definition of a poetical composition, the 
various schools of poetics, the thirty-five poetical figures [21 al, 
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the acrostychs, and the poetical suggestions.u ,) In such a 
'form poetics etc. are a part of the science of grammar and 
literature. Otherwise, they are a part of the Veda. 486) (The 
.Amarako~ says: -

The Sama -, the He -, and the Yaju.rveda, -
These are the three Vedas. 

Medicine. 

The works on the Science of Medicine describe various dis
eases, their origin, the medicaments acting as an antidote 
against them, and the methods of treatment, or otherwise: -

The body (of a pregnant woman), the infant, (its) diseases, 
the body (its interior), its upper part, 

the (wounds inflicted by) weapons and bites, as well as 
the remedy against infirmity, -

such are the eight (principal) spheres, 
where medicinal treatment is applied. 

Accordingly, pregnancy (and female diseases in general), in
fant-diseases,(68) the body, - that is its internal part or the 
trunk, the upper part, - the head, further on, (the sphere of 
surgery) - the wounds inflicted uy weapons and those caused 
by bites, and, finally, the Himalayan lizard (which affords a 
remedy against infirmity) are treated in the medical works, 
such as the A~~an8a-hrdaya~6;). The works on the Science of Art 
are those on Alchemistry,468) on the dimensions of images489) etc. 

M' elaphysics. 

The works on Metaphysics demonstrate the (5) groups of 
elements, the (18) component elements of an individual, the 
(12) bases of cognition, the difference between them, and their 
special characteristics, - from the standpoint of Empirical 
Reality. Such is the Abhidharma-literature, the Mahayana
lak~a7J.a-samu.ccaya, 470) etc. 

Trealises referring 10 the Absolute Reality. 

I I Dcb1c2csb,. The works referring to Absolute Reality demon
strate the four Truths of the Saint, or non-differentiation into 
subject and object, and Non-substantiality, as the Satya
dvaya-vini~caya,471) the Trimfaka (of Vasubandhu) or the 
M adhyamaka-alamkara .. 172) 
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The ·l1'ellli... conducive '0 Salva'ion aM Omniscience. . 

II Dcb1c2CaC,. (The treatises) that show the way to Salvation 
and Omniscience are those like the Bodhisattva-bhumi,473) the 
~7avaka-bkumi, 474) the Bodhicaryavatara etc. Some author
ities say, that each of these works treats on a special topic 
(and is to be regarded as) a treatise of the smaller type (21 b], 
whereas the great works, that contain the exposition (of the 
Doctrine) as a whole, are those like the Abhidharma-samuccaya 
or Abkidkarmakofa. 

Varieties of interpretation. 
The different conceptions of Buddhism. 

II Dcb1czds. (We have to distinguish) the interpretation of 
Buddha's Word in general and that of special parts of it 
(relating to the different periods). With regard to the first· 
kind it is said that the verbal part (of the Doctrine) is elu
cidated by the grammatical treatises, and the contents - by 
the works on the Science of Logic. I, however, do not share 
this opinion. 

As to the interpretation of special divisions of Scripture 
(that of the early, the intermediate and the latest period), 
the works containing them are, (respectively), of three kinds, 
as follows: -

Treatises imerpreting Hinayanistic Scripture. 

The treatises that give an interpretation 
of early Scripture are of two kinds, - those elucidating 
the theoretical part and those referring to religious practise. 

Works on Abhidharma. 

Of the first kind are the seven (fundamental) treatises 
on Abhidharma, which are: -

The Dharma-skandha,4.75) - of <;ariputra, (1) 
The Prajiiapti-fQ.stra,(76) - of Maudgalyayana, (2) 
The Dhiitu-kiiya,(77) - composed by Piirt:la,478) (3) 
The Vijiiiina-kiiya,479) - by Deva~arman,480) 
The Jiiana-prasthiina,4B1) - of Katyayana482) (5) 
The PrakaralJa-piida,C83) - of Vasumitra,48') (6) and 
The Samgiti-paryiiya,485) - composed by Mahakau~thila,4.88) 

(7) so runs the tradition.487) 
The Kashmirian 'Jaibha~ikas regard these seven works as be-

The Jewelry of Serlpture 4 
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longing to the Word of Buddha. They say, that they con
tain sermons delivered by the teacher at various times, at 
different places and to diverse persons separately, the Arhats 
and Cravakas having subsequently collected them, as, for 
instance, it is the case in the Udanavarga. 488) Otherwise, they 
say, the three Codes of Scripture would not be complete. 

The Sautrantikas and the other (schools) say, that the 
Abhidharma is included in both the Sutras and the Vinaya, 
or otherwise, has been expounded at intervals, and that no 
mistake is made (by admitting such an order). As to the 
seven works, (the schools just mentioned) regard them as 
exegetical treatises. The contents of these works is rendered, 
in abridged form, by the Mahavibha~a, which in its turn 
is condensed in the AbhidhGTmGko~G and other treatises. 

Treotises on Vinoyo. 

(The practical side of Early Scripture) is exposed in the 
Vinaya-siitTa,488 )which first of all demonstrates the tenets of 
monkhood480) the first of the 17 subjects of Vinaya, then, 
having for its principal subject-matter (the contents of) the 
two Vinayavibhanga [22 aJ, and the (remaining) 16 subjects, 
- it explains (all these points), referring to passages from 
the Uttara-grantha48l ) - the chapter of questions492) and
that of instructions,493) - and the divisions of the Vinaya
kfudraka,494) when necessary. (Other works) as the Pu~
pamiila4.95) or the Tri~ata-kiirikii4.96) expound (Vinaya) on the 
basis of the Vinaya-vibhanga, with references, when needed, 
to the other (canonical works on Vinaya). 

Trealise. on Ihe Madhyomako Doctrine ond Ihe Prajiiiipiiromilii. 

The exegetical treatises interpreting Inter
mediate Scripture are likewise of two kinds, - those 
elucidating the theoretical, and those referring to the practical 
part. Four "Waylayers of the Vehicle" are known, as 
follows: -

The ,is main treali.e, of Niigiirjuna. 

J) The six main treatises of the Madhyamika Doctrine (by 
Nagarjuna4.91) demonstrating that, which is expressed by 
the Sutras directly, or otherwise, the essential meaning 
(of the Doctrine). These works are, -
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The Ciinyata-saptati,'1I8) - expounding the theory of the 
Relativity of all elements of existence, devoid of the ex
tremities of causaIity489) and pluralism,600) and 

The Prajiia-mula,601) - denying the reality of origination 
from self and non-self;602) - these two works (are to be 
regarded as) the fundamental or principal. Next come: 

The Yukri-~a~~ka,603) - containing a logical vindication 
(of the theory). 

The Vigraha-vyiivartani,504) - refuting the challenges of 
antagonists, 

The Vaidalya-sutra,606) - demonstrating the methods of 
controversy with adversaries and logicians (in general) 
and 

The VyavaM,ra-siddhi,O(8) showing that, from the point 
of view of the Absolute Truth - Non - substantiality, 
and from the empirial standpoint - worldly practise 
go along together. 

Works on the Prajnipiramiti. 

2) The Abhisamayalamkara607) has for its principal subject
matter the meaning of that, which is taught indirectly, -
namely, the knowledge of the practical way (to attain the 
dignity) of a Buddha. It is a summary of the following eight 
subjects:608) -
The three kinds of Divine Wisdom, which are: -

The Omniscience of the Buddha,508) 
The Knowledge of the Path, (Hinayanistic and Mahaya

nistic, - by the Bodhisattva),610) 
The Knowledge of the Empirical World, (accessible to the 

Hinayanist Saint),611) 
The four Methods of Realization, which are: -
The thorough Knowledge of all the forms of the 3 kinds of 

Wisdom (beforesaid) and of their respective objects,&1S) 
The Culmination of the Process of IIIumination,613) 
The Progressive Process of IIIumination,514) 
The Final, Momentary Intuition,616) and 
The Result of the Path, which is the Unity of the Cosmos, 

• I 
viewed as the Body of the Buddha. , . 

3) The Affasahasrika-pi1J.tjartka616) explains the subjecte of 
Prajiiaparamita in 32 paragraphs. It says:617} -

4-
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The Founder (of the Faith), the adherents, 
.' , the deeds (of virtue) the concentration of mind, 

the varieties (of the aspects of objective Unreality), the (two) 
signs, 

(moral) fall and the merit of virtuous life -
(these subjects) are discussed (here). 

Accordingly518) the founder (of the Faith) - that is Buddha the 
Teacher, the adherents - the converts (Bodhisattvas etc.), 
the deeds - action according to the Climax of Wisdom. The 
ten forms of meditation act as an antidote against the ten 
kinds of mental confusion which consist in the imputation of 
nonsubstantiality,S19) of reality,5~O) imagined presence62l) and 
its repulsion, S22) of unity, 523) plurality,524) substance,625) 
quality,S28) of the correspondence of objects with their 
namesS27) and the reverse. SZ8) The varieties are those of the 
aspects of objective Unreality, sixteen in number, - to begin 
with the Unreality of the internal bases of cognition,628) and 
up to the Unreality of the essence of non-ens. 530) The signs 
are those of the activity of the Evil-one and of (the Bodhi
sattva), who has attained the irretrievable state. The fall 
into evil births is a consequence of abstaining from the 
teaching of the Climax of Wisdom. The merit is that of practis
ing the highest form of virtue in acting according to this 
teaching, - virtue, that is greater than offerings, which fill 
the innumerable worlds with gold and jewels. All (the con
tents of the Prajiiaparamita) is comprised in these 32 points, 
which are entered upon repeatedly, when it is necessary. 

4) The Commentary on the {:atasiihasrikii, (the Paiicavim~ti
siihasrikii and the A~~adafa-siihasrikii63l) is an exposition 
of the Doctrine of the Climax of Wisdom) in the form of 
the three "media" and the eleven instructions. The subject 
is opened upon by means of an introduction. Then comes 
"the medium of teaching in abridged form" as "0 C;ariputra, 
the Bodhisattvas and Mahasattvas, who wish to attain 
complete Enlightenment, with regard to all the elements 

.. of existence, in all their forms, - must be keen upon (the 
(f I' study.of) the Climax of Wisdom", - where the individual, 
.• the cause, the subject and the way (of studying) is briefly 

',\it:". indicated. Next comes "the medium of moderate teach-. . 
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ing" - Up to the close of the first chapter,&3B) and finally, 
"the medium of teaching in detail", - up to the end. [23 a.] 

The eleven instructions are: - the precepts delivered to 
Cariputra, the speech of Subhuti,633) the two instructions 
delivered to lndra, the four - to Subhiiti, and one - to 
Ananda. It is said, that this Commentary is the work of 
Darh~trasena, but it will be more correct to regard it as com
posed by Vasubandhu. This work, as well as the A~fasaha
srika-pi1J.rjartha expound (Prajfiaparamita) from the stand
point of the Yogacara System. 

(The works referring to the practical side of Intermediate 
Scripture are the ~ik~a-samuccaya,534) the Sutra-samuccaya536) 
or the Bodhicaryavatara and the three "Degrees of 
Meditation",638) where the theoretical and the practical 
part (of the Doctrine) are expounded jointly. 

Yogiiciira works. 

The works elucidating Scripture of the latest 
per i 0 d are (as in the two former cases, commentaries) on 
the theoretical and the practical part (of the Teaching). The 
treatises of the first kind are as follows: 

The works of Maitreya. 

I) The works of the Lord Maitreya, which are: -
The Sutralamkara, 

" Madhyanta-vibhanga,637) 
" Dharma-dharmata-vibhanga, 538) and 
" UUaratantra. 

Some authorities say, that the first two of these four (treatises) 
belong to the Abhidharma Code, the latter two - to the 
Sutra Code, and the Abhisamayalamkiira - to the Vinaya 
Code. I however see no reason (for such a classification). 

The SutriilamkiJra contains an exposition of all the Ma-
hayanistic Doctrines in abridged form: -

Like wrought gold, like an unfolded lotus flower, 
like well prepared food, enjoyed by those that were starving, 
like a message agreeable to hear, or like an opened chest full 

of jewels, - . 
the Doctrine, that is expounded here, is the cause of the 

highest delight. 639) 
In such a form its contents is presented (to the reader). 



The Madhyin,a-fJibhanga • .A.1&Ia - "extremity", 
- means the extremities of Realism and Nihilism, or other
wise, those of Eternalism and Materialism. Madhya - "the 
middle", - is the middle way shunning both these extremities. 
The treatise, as it gives an analysis (vibhanga) of both these 
points, is called Madhyanta-vibhanga. It treats on seven sub-

jects, as follows: -
The three aspects (of Reality),640) the Obscurations, the 

Absolute Truth, 
the antidotes (against defilement), profound meditation, 
its sphere and the Highest of Vehicles, through which the 

ultimate result is attained. 
The Dharma-dharmata-vibhanga. "Dharma" are the 

elements of existence, that belong to the phenomenal world 
.., and are influenced by defiling agencies. "Dharmata" is the 

true essence of all the elements - Nirvarya. The work, being 
an investigation of these two principles, bears the name, 
Dharma-dharmata-vibhanga. The Uttaratantra is called so, 
because it is the highest (uttam) of the series (tantra) of the 
Mahayanistic teachings, - it consequently contains the 
Highest of Doctrines. Otherwise uttara may signify "latest". 
(The Uttaratantra is in this case called so) as it is an interpretation 
of the latest teaching of the Mahayana. It enlarges upon the 

• Three Jewels, their character, the ultimate result, which is 
Enlightenment, the 64 qualities of the Buddha641) and the 
deeds achieved by him as follows: -

Buddha, the Doctrine, the Church, their character, En-
lightenment, 

the qualities of Buddha, and, finally His achievements, 
these are the seven diamond subjects, -
the contents of the whole work taken in short. 

The five divisions of the Yogacaryii-bhiimi. 
Having adjoined (to these four works) the Abhisamayidam
kOra (mentioned before) we shall have all the 5 treatises of 
Maitreya. In harmony with these treatises are: - the great 
work of Aryasanga, - the Yogacarya-bhii.mi in its five vo-

. lumes,642) the two summary works (of the same author), and 
the eight treatises of Vasubandhu. Of these the Yogacarya
bhii.mi is to be regarded as the principal. It has the following 
five divisions: -
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The Bahubhrimika-vas,u,&,a) expounding (the Yogacara 
Doctrine) comprised in 17 subjects. The summary (at the 
head of the work) is as follows: -

The subject of the five kinds of sensation, 
that of the intellect and of the following three -
(subconscious thought) associated with a searchi "), a fixation 

of mindD4i) etc., 
the subject of concentration and non-concentration of mind, 
that of consciousness and unconsciousness, 124 aJ 
the subjects of study, investigation, and meditation, 
that of three Vehicles, and (of Nirval)a) with resti48) and 

without it.647) 
These seventeen subjects are demonstrated with reference to 
the person, the conduct, and the result. They are, accord
ingly, of three kinds, as follows: - The subject of the five 
kinds of consciousness and that of the intellect are the founda
tion of personal (progress). The subject of (subconscious 
thinking) associated with a search and an attempt to fix the 
mind, 648) of (subconscious thought) associated with an attempt 
to fix the mind and without search549) and that of (thought) 
which is neither searching nor attempting to fix the mind550) 

are the modes of action of the person. Concentration of mind 
and the absence of such, consciousness and unconsciousness 
are the different states (of the person). 

As regards the conduct, we have three subjects, - that 
of study, of investigation and of meditation. With reference 
to the result, - the subject of (the three Vehicles), - of the 
Cravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Bodhisattvas, - concern
ing the preliminary result, and the subject (of Nirval)a) with 
rest, - in the form of the (five) groups of elements, and that 
without it, - which is the final result. 

The Nir1J.aya-samgraha551) acts as a commentary on the 
preceeding volume. It is an investigation of the verbal part 
and the subject-matter of the Bahubhumika-vastu by the 

. method of quadrilemmas552) etc. With the exception of the 
subject (of the Vehicle of) the Pratyekabuddhas it contains 
a summary analysis (of the different subjects). These two 
volumes completely elucidate the meaning of Scripture (be
longing to the latest period). 

The Vastu-samgraha563) demonstrates the order in which 
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(the contents of the Bahubhumika-vaslu) should be combined 
in accordance with the three Codes (of Scripture). Having 
briefly indicated this order, it then enlarges upon the part, 
which is to be included in the Sutra and the Vinaya Code only. 
The Abhidharma, as it comprises all the five divisions of the 
¥ogacarya-bhumi (in general), is not mentioned separately. 

"The subject of study." says the Nir1J6ya-samgraha, "is the 
Abhidharma, which is contained in the 17 subjects (of the 
Bahubhumikavastu) and in the four compendia (NirTJ-aya
samgraha etc.)." 

The Paryiiya-sarilgraha554) gives the synonyms of the 
words expressing the different subjects, and especially that 
of the purifying555) and defiling556) elements. [24 b). These 
two works, (the Vastu-samgraha and Paryiiya-samgraha) are 
explanatory.557) 

The VivaraTJ-a-samgraha558) enlarges upon the methods 
of teaching (adopted by the preceeding works). Consequently, 
with regard to the meaning of Scripture, the explanations 
and the methods of teaching, -five divisions of the Yogacarya
bhumi are to be distinguished. 

The summary works. 

The two summary works (of Aryasanga) are: -
The Abhidharma-samuccaya, which is a general summary 

of the Doctrine) in common with (all) the (three) Vehicles and 
an exposition of five points, - the definitions of all the subjects 
(of the Abhidharma). investigation of the (four) Truths (of 
the Saint},559) of the Doctrine,580) of the ultimate result581) and 
of the methods of teaching, 56~), and the Mahayima-samgraha,583, 
- a summary of (the Doctrine of) the Great Vehicle. It 
demonstrates, in abridged form, ten points, - the varietiel 

.. of the elements of existence etc. from the Mahayanistic 
standpoint. 

The Irealues of Vasubandhu on Idealism. 

The eight treatises of Vasubandhu are as follows: -
. 'U''1' The Trim~aka-kiirika-prakaraTJ-a,s84) teaching that all the 

., . elements of existence are but modes of one consciou. 
principle. 

tJ The Vim~aka-karika-prakaraTJ-a, 585) - a vindication of this 
theory by means of Logic. 
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The Paiicaskandha-prakaraJ}tJ,1l8S) - a vindication of the 
theory of the five groups of elements, which is the found
ation of Logic. 

The Vyakhyayukti, vindicating the possibility of studying 
and preaching (the Doctrine), - in conformity with the 
theory of Idealism. 

The Karma-siddhi-prakara1J(687) - vindicating the acts of 
the three media (from the same standpoint). 

These five works are independent. Next come interpretations 
of other works as follows: -

The Commentary on the Sutriilamkara,s69) - vindicating 
the practice of the six Transcendental virtues, 

the Commentary on the Pratityasamutpiida-sutra,S70) -
vindicating the twelve-membered formula of the evolution of 
individual life, and 

the Commentary on the Madhyiinta-vibhanga,571) - a 
vindication of the three aspects of Reality. Such are these 
eight works according to the tradition. 

Some authorities say that, since this teacher has com
. posed many more treatises, including tile commentary on 
• the Da~abhumaka-sutr(572) etc., the limitation of their number 

to eight is incorrect, and so is likewise that of twenty treatises 
connected with the teaching of Maitreya. Those that insist 
on a definite number with regard to the latter, count the five 
volumes of the Yogacarya-bhiimi, the two summary works, 
the five books of Maitreya and the eight treatises (of Vasu
bandhu). 

The treatises elucidating the practical part of the Doctrine 
are the Bodhisattva-samvara-vim~aka573) etc. 

The lIarious closses of exegetical treatises. 

I (Dcb1czes' With regard to the various classes of exegetical treat
ises, we have to distinguish those, that do not base upon the 
Scripture of Buddhism [25 a], and their reverse. As to the 
treatises of the latter kind, - such may be interpretations 
of the Word of Buddha (proper) and independent works, 
dealing with its contents (in general). Of the first kind are: 
1) the great Commentaries elucidating the verbal part and 
meaning (of the Doctrine) such as the Pratimok~a-sutra-,ikii"m,> 
consisting of fifty chapters, 2) (special) Commentaries on the 
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on difficult points, explaining such, as the two Commentaries 
on the Samcaya,678) 4) works that give a brief account, render
ing the principal part of the subject-matter (of the canonical 
text in question) in abridged form, - as the works of Vimala
mitra and 5) Commentaries explaining the meaning of whole 
sentences, condensing such. Of the second kind are the treat
ises, which -
1) give a complete review of such and such part of Scripture, 
2) demonstrate in a regular system that, which in Scripture is 

scattered, and 
3) render the contents of many different parts of Scripture, 

taken together. Of the first kind are the Sutrii,lamkara or 
the Vinaya-sutra, - of the second - the {:rama~ra

karika, and of the third, - the (:ik~a-samuccaya or the 
Suhrllekha.677) 

Commentaries in general bear different names, such as 
"rHi, 578) bha~ya, 678) vyakh ya,580) nibandhana, 581) pi1J-4artha,682) 
panjika,583) ~ikii.,684) samskara,585) vibhanga,688) and many others. 
Such a differentiation of exegetical treatises has been m,ade 
with regard to scientific works in general, (which are to be 
studied) in order to increase (the sphere of) knowledge. We 
do not consider it to be in conflict with the definition and 
etymology (of exegetical treatises) mentioned above,68,,) since 
such concern only the special treatises (on the Scripture of 
Buddhism). 

III. The Consi dera ti 0 nan d Fu lfi 11 ment of Rules pre
scribed for Study and Teaching. 

(With regard to the subject in question) there are four (princi
pal points, which are to be treated separately,) as follows: -

A. The characteristic of the Doctrine, that is to be taught. 
B. The characteristic of the methods of teaching, which are 

to be observed by the preceptor. 
C. The characteristic of the methods of study (prescribed for) 

the pupils. 
D. The instruction for realizing the aim of the Doctrine by 

both the teacher and the pupils [25 b). 
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Charaeluueie of rhe Dodrin •• 

III A. In order to become proficient in (the various) branches of 
science in general, the study of diverse kinds of scientific treat
ises is required. It is said in the Vinaya, that heterodox works 
etc. are likewise to be studied· and that the Bodhisattvas 
e$pecially must receive training in all (the various disciplines). 
However, those, that proceed on the Sublime Path, must 
(first of all) be keen upon the study and preaching of Buddha's 
Doctrine. The characteristic of this Doctrine is rendered by 
the Prabhavati688) as follows: 

That, which perfectly teaches the three Disciplines, 
is endowed with the three Seals, 
and is virtuous in the beginning, in the middle and at the end
is known by the wise as the Word of the Buddha. 

Accordingly, (this Doctrine) demonstrates the three Disciplines, 
the training in which is to be (practically) carried out, and 
the three Seals, which are the distinctive mark, peculiar to 
the Scripture and philosophical system (of Buddhism). These 
are as follows: -

AIl elements of existence are impersonal,58B) 
All phenomena690) are transitory, 
All elements influenced by defiling agencies69!) 
have mere phenomenal existence. 

The essence of the Doctrine is characterised as "virtuous in 
the beginning, in the middle and at the end". The Prari
mok~a-sutra says :692) -

Do not commit any sin, in whatsoever it may be, 
practise the complement of virtue, and 
perfectly subdue your own mind, -
such is the Teaching of Buddha. 

It is said in the Sutras: - The Highest Doctrine is: 1183) 

Virtuous in the beginning,6") 
Virtuous in the middle,686) 
Virtuous at the end,698) 
Of fine meaning,697) 
Endowed with fine words,698) 
Unique,688) 
Fully accomplished,800) 
Pure,80!) and • 
UniversaIly immaculate.80I) 



As to the words "virtuous in the beginning, in the middle and 
at the end, Asanga and other authorities regard them as 
referring to study, investigation, and meditation. lID:!) Others 
say that the introduction at the beginning of a discourse, the 
discourse itself in the middle, and the utterances of praise 
at the close of it are meant here. The teacher Kalyal)adeva 
considers that the words in question concern the salutation 
at the beginning of an exegetical treatise, the main contents 
of the treatise in the middle and the blessings at the end. 
According to the interpretation given by the Vyakhyayukti, 
(26 a] "the beginning·', "the middle", and "the end", (re
spectively mean the aggregates of morality, profound medi
tation, and Highest Wisdom601) which are the complement of 
virtue, since they are indestructible. 605) "Of fine meaning" 
refers to the complement of the subject-matter, since such 
is correct and incontrovertible.606) "Endowed with fine 
words" means - possessmg the complement of (the means 
of) verbal expression, since (the subject-matter) is rendered 
completely intelligible. "Unique", has the meaning of "having 
nothing in common with other (Doctrines)".807) "Fully 
accomplished" (is the Doctrine), since it acts as an antidote 
against every kind of defilement. 60H) "Pure", as it is conducive 
to the liberation of an individual existence (from sin) through 
deliverance from the passions of this world of carnal desire.lIM) 

"Universally immaculate", since it leads to the complete 
deliverance of the stream (of elements constituting a personal
ity), - by making it free from the dreaming residue of passions, 
that are peculiar to the other (higher) spheres (of existence).810) 

That, which is endowed with all these qualities, is known 
as the Highest Doctrine (of Buddha). 

In short, Buddhism, the Highest Doctrine is 1) the Tea
ching, that harmonizes with all the three Vehicies,811) which 
is contained in the Sutras on the four Truths of the Saint, 
appears as that, which subdues passion812) and is not in con
flict with the laws of Causality613) and 2) (the Teaching) of 
the Great Vehicle as it appears in the UuaraUlRJra, the corre
sponding passage of which we have quoted above.al') 

Moreover, we read in the Siitriilamkiira:a16) -

ihis is the teaching of Virtue, -
since it is the cause of faith, felicity, and wisdom, 
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of twofold meaning,SIS) easy to apprehend, 
and speaking of virtuous conduct, the merit of which is of 

four kinds: -
(It is) unique, as it is not in common with anything else, 
bringing to accomplishment the annihilation of passions in 
the three spheres of existence, 
pure by nature and free from defilement, - the conduct of 

virtue has fourfold merit. 
As to the special theory of Mahayana, we read as follows: -

Relativity, that is one with Great Commiseration, 
upon which the mind profoundly meditates, -
such is the Teaching, that refers to Buddha, the Doctrine 

and the Church. 
Accordingly, Relativity, the essence of which is Great Com
miserationS17) is here [26 b] spoken of as (the true) Teaching 
of Buddha. This Teaching, - the Word of Buddha (proper) 
or the special exegetical treatises, - comprises the verbal 
part and the meaning. The Sutriilamkiira818) says: -

Like a remedy, that smells bitter, but proves to be sweet 
if tasted, -

the Doctrine appears in two aspects, viewed from the stand-
point of words and sense. 

The complement (of the meaning of the Doctrine) is the 
conduct of virtue, which (as has just been said) is characterized 
by fourfold merit. As to the complement of the means of 
verbal expression, the SutriilamkiiraS1B) speaks of it as follows: 

Indicating and teaching correctly, 
harmonizing with the three Vehicles, mild, 
intelligible, dignified, conducive to Salvation, 
and corresponding (to the Path of a Saint), -
such is the complement of the means of verbal expression 

familiar to the Bodhisattvas. 
Moreover the Vivara~a-samgrahaS20) says: -

The body of a discourse is twofold, namely (its) words and 
(their) meaning. Of these two parts, - the words (are to 
be viewed as) receptacles, and the meaning, - as that, which 
is contained in them. Both parts combined together, form 
the subject of study. And in the abridged treatise of Dhar
mottara821) it is to be read: -



Twofold is the body of a scientific treatise, - (it includes) 
the words and (their) meaning. 

Consequently, the Doctrine, that is to be taught is that, which 
has been exposed by Buddha, collected by the Compilers, 
commented by the great scholars,6H) translated by the vener
able Lotsavas and Panc;\its, and supplied with instructions 
and precepts, delivered by one teacher to the other in regular 
succession,623) - the division of the Tantras, or that of the 
Siitras, the Word of Buddha proper or the exegetical treatises, 
the three Codes, - of the Siitras, the Abhidharma and the 
Vinaya. Each of these parts is a subject of teaching. 

Characteristic of the methods of leaching. 

III B. Three (principal points are to be distinguished here) as 
follows: -
a. The definition of the teacher, that expounds (the Doctrine). 
h. The means of teaching resorted to. 
c. The methods of teaching (proper). 

Definition of the teacher. 

III B a. In the various treatises many different characteristics 
of the (spiritual) teacher are given [27 a] 
The (:ramalJera-kiirika6H) says: -

Him that is morally pure, who knows the rules of religious 
Discipline, 

is merciful to the distressed and (surrounded by) faith
ful adherents, 

him, who is zealous in administering help by means of the 
Doctrine and of material objfcts, 

and who teaches at due time, - you are to revere as your 
spiritual teacher. 

The teacher Nagarjuna says :6~5) 
Know thou in short the definition of the teachers :626) 
They are well versed in the rules of Discipline, endowed with 

Great Commiseration and pure morality, 
and with the Highest Wisdom, that removes all defilement. 
You must rely upon such teachers, 
be fulI of reverence toward their wisdom. 

~antideva has :627) 
(Never forsake) the Teacher, - him who is proficient in 

the meaning of the Great Vehicle. 
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And Candragomin :818) J' 
A teacher, that observes the vows, is learned and efficient, 

must be chosen (as preceptor). 
Moreover, we read in the Siitriilamkiira:829) -

Rely upon the Friend830), that is well disciplined, 
self-controlled and perfectly calming (all passions), 
endowed with exclusive merits, energetic, and rich in (his 

knowledge) of Scripture, 
perceiving the Absolute Truth, skilful in speech, 
merciful by nature and never weary (to teach). 

Here ten qualities are mentioned. (The teacher is): -
1) Well disciplined, being endowed with pure morality, 
2) Self-control/ed, since he practises profound meditation, 
3) Perfectly calming all passions, through being endowed 

with Highest Wisdom, 
4) Of exclusive merits, since his virtues are superior to 

those of others, 
5) Zealous, as he is not indifferent toward the needs of others, 
6) Rich in (his knowledge of) Scripture, through extensive 

study (of the latter). 
7) Perceiving the Absolute Truth, that is to be cognized, 
8) A skilful orator, 
9) Merciful, since he does not look to profit, and 

10) Never tired to expound the Doctrine. 
And again :831) 

The Bodhisattva, the Highest of human beings, 
is known to be greatly learned, 
perceiving the Absolute Truth, eloquent, 
full of compassion and free from lassitude. [27 b.] 

Accordingly, (the teacher appears here) as endowed with five 
distinctive qualities. (He is): -

1) greatly learned, - an advantage as regards the theory,832) 
2) cognizing the Absolute Truth, - an advantage that concerns 

practice,633) 
3) an eloquent orator, 
4) merciful, since his mind is not directed toward material 

gain, 
5) free from lassitude in thought and action. 

Moreover, four qualities are known, as follows: 834) 



Extensive, clearing doubt, worthy of being heard to, demon
strating the Absolute Truth in two aspects, -

such do we know to be the complement of the teaching (ad
ministered by) the Bodhisattvas. 

Here (the Bodhisattva is characterized as): -
I) Endowed with great knowledge, by having extensively 

studied, 
2) Clearning the doubts of the converts, by (his) great wisdom 
3) Worthy of being accepted as a teacher by being virtuous 

with regard to the three media (- body, speech, and 
mind), 

4) Demonstrating the Absolute Truth, with a view to the 
(morally) defiling635) and purifying638) elements. 

All these qualities are usually the (exclusive) attributes of a 
Saint and it is therefore not easy to become possessed of 
(all of) them. Three distinctive features, are however indis
pensable. These are: -

aJ The High Wisdom, that characterizes a learne-d man, 
b1) A mind full of love and compassion, 
~) Virtuous acts. 

The wisdom of a teacher. 

III Baal' (The teacher must be): 
all) Well versed (in the Doctrine) that is to be expounded, 
bll) Skilful, as regards the way of expressing himself, 
cll) Experienced, as concerns his behaviour (toward the 

pupils and knowledge of the natural constitution of 
the latter). 

The ,eacher'. knowledge of 'he .ubject '0 be 'aught. 

III B aa1all. It is well if one knows thoroughly (all the different 
subjects of study, or otherwise the three Codes of Scripture, 
(but this is not all). We need (a teacher) who knows exactly 
what part (of the Doctrine) is to be taught, and who, with 
regard to words and sense, gives (good) instructions, that 
are based upon Scripture and Logic. Such (a teacher) is 
alone able to clear all the doubts of the pupils. 

Skill in 'he means of verbal espression. 

III B aa1b.. (The skill in the way of expressing oneself consists 
in using) grammatically correct speech, (observing) the three 
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rules of verbal connection, - accordance with the sources, 
proportion to the compass of teaching837) and precision in 
regard of the contents, - and finally, sweet and agreable 
language, through which one is able to give pleasure to others. 
Moreover we read in the SiitTtilamkira:838) 

1.838) Very eloquent through voice and style, 
indicating, analysing, and clearing doubt, 
communicating repeatedly, for those, that understand 

a brief indication,840) 
and those that need a description in detail,8U) -

2. 8411) The teaching of the Buddhas is pure as regards its three 
aspectsB43) [28 a] and is known to be free from the 
following eight defects: -

3.8") Indolence, unclear speech, unappropriate speech, want 
of certainty, 
impossibility to clear doubt and to confirm the absence 

of such,Ui) 
4.848) Lassitude and concealment of the Truth, - such are 

the defects in speech. 
The teaching of the Buddhas, since in possesses none 

of them, is superior (to all other Doctrines). 
(As shows this verse) the teaching must be free from the eight 
defects (just mentioned) and, consequently, pure, being viewed) 
from (its) three aspects. Otherwise, as says the Vya1chyayukri,847) 
- twenty methot:is of communicating the Doctrine, which act 
as antidotes against eleven defects in speech are to be con
sidered, - as follows: -
1) Teaching at due time. This is an antidote against that de

fect, which consists in preaching to a person, who by his 
immoral conduct is unworthy of being taught. This me
thod is observed by teaching only after having become con
vinced, that (the hearer) really wishes to study and is 
worthy to receive instruction. My own means of teaching 
and studying are defective, as regards this (first method); 
they are therefore without real value and do not attain 
their aim.848) 

2) Teaching accurately, by admitting no carelessness· in speech. 
This method is directed against the defect of incompleteness. 

The following three methods are antidotes against the 
defect of broken, interrupted speech: -
"" e Tewel rv f Q"rlpture 
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3) Teaching in regular order,''') - by beginning with the 
communication of (subjects) which, as regards time, are to 
be mentioned first, namely charity etc., or of high, sublime 
matters.850) 

4) Teaching in due connection, - with a view to the Sutra, 
that is to be explained, and replying to the awkward 
questions of opponents. 

5) Teaching, with a regard (for one's hearers) by giving in
structions in accordance with (their) questions, instructions 
in the form of one categorical answer861) etc. 

The methods, which act against the defect of unintelligible 
speech are (likewise) three in number, as follows: -
6) Causing delight to those, that are devoted (to the Doctrine). 
7) Arousing the desire (to study) in those that first meet (with 

the Doctrine) and are hostile to it. [28 b.] 
8) Giving satisfaction to those, that are on the way toward 

apprehension, but are still full of doubt. 
The defect in speech, that consists in disregard (for the 

Doctrine), has the two following antidotes: -
9) Not speaking so as to gratify those, that lead sinful lives, 

and are therefore unworthy of being pleased. 
10) Not abusing (others) who through this become depressed. 

An antidote against the defect of incorrect speech is -
11) Having recourse to Logic in never being in conflict with 

the modes of right cognition.862) 

That defect in speech, which consists in communicating 
matters of profound meaning to (a pupil) of weak intellectual 
faculties (unable to understand them) is avoided by -

12) Gradual progress - from the preceeding to the following. 
Then come: -

13) Precision, - an antidote against the defect of distraction, 
- by withholding from excourses on other subjects. 

14) Dependence on the Doctrine, that is - being in harmony 
with (the teaching of) virtue. This is an antidote against 
the defect of (communicating) useless theories. 

15) Accordance with the circle of adherents whosoever they 
might be, - an antidote against ill-suited speech. 

The remaining five methods act against the defect of 
teaching. in being (at the same time) possessed of sinful 
though ts. As to the latter, such may be of three kinds, namely, 
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the consideration of oneself to be virtuous and trustworthy, 
the desire of being honoured and praised, and envy (with 
regard to the merit of others). The first of these has three 
antidotes: -

J 6) A mind full of love, 
17) A mind full of desire to help, and 
18) A mind full of compassion, - which manifest themselves 

in the desire (for others) to be happy, dispassionate, 
and free from suffering; otherwise, with regard to the 
virtuous, the vicious, and the indifferent, - by (words) 
full of love etc. respectively, and, in a third way, by wishing 
(others) to attain NirviiJ)a, to obtain full knowledge of the 
Path, that leads to it, and to understand completely the 
meaning of that, which is to be taught. 

The antidote against sinful thoughts of the second kind is: 
19) Not to look to profit, honour and praise [29 a], - in re

jecting the desire (of such). 
And of the third: -

20) Not to be inclined to arrogance and depreciation of others, 
- that is to abandon the desire of being regarded as trust
worthy, and to become free from envy. 

Of these twenty methods, each group of five, respectively, 
shows: how, for whose sake, in what form, and by what kind 
(of teacher) the Doctrine is to be communicated, or otherwise, 
the course of teaching, its work, the qualities of the speech, 
and those of the speaker. To follow these twenty methods and 
to avoid the (eleven) defects in speech is to be skilful in the 
way of expressing oneself. 

The conduce and characeer of ehe leacher and Ihe pupils. 

I I I Baa1c.. (A teacher must be) experienced as concerns his own 
behaviour, in order to be revered as one, that is virtuous in 
regard of the three media, - and must likewise perfectly 
know the natural constitution of (his) pupils, namely, their 
faculties, character, and inclinations,653) - for only by teach
ing in harmony with such will he attain his aim. It is said 
in the Da~acakra-k~itigarbha:e54) -

A worldling, with feeble faculties, and indolent,8&&) 
Who is not keen upon (the study of) the two Vehicles, -

5* 
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Will never come to master the teachingu') of Mahayana, 
For he is not worthy of it. 

And further on: -
In the same way, if the adherents of the Cravaka Vehicle, 

unworthy of the Great one, 
Come to hear the teaching of the latter, -
They will become confused, adhere to nihilistic views and 

fall into evil births. 
For this reason you must teach the Doctrine, only after 

having examined the faculties of the hearers. 
Again: -

It is not proper to preach Hinayanistic Doctrines 
To one that is worthy of the Great Vehicle. 

And: -
(Speak not of) matters sublime and of profound meaning 
to one that adheres to the Small Vehicle. 
As show (all these passages), thorough knowledge of the 
pupil's behaviour or character is needed. 

LotJ, and complUlion toward m, pupil.. 

III B a bl • (The teacher must be) endowed with that quintessence 
of great Commiseration, which consists in the desire to secure 
Supreme Enlightenment for all living beings, or if not to 
such an extent, - at least of Commiseration in teaching 
without looking to profit and out of the mere wish, that the 
meaning of the subject, which is taught, might be perfectly 
understood and be of use (to the hearer). [29 b] By virtue 
of this Commiseration, one's teaching will attain its aim. It 
is said in the Sutri&lamkiira ;657) -

The powerful ones,658) with a joyful heart, ever and anon 
give away their lives and property, which are hard to obtain 
and of no real value, for the sake of the suffering living 
beings, thus practising the highest form of Charity. 

How much more will they do so in regard of the High 
Doctrine,658) which administers help to all that lives, always 
and in every way, is easy to obtain, increases the more you 
grant of it and never becomes exhausted. 

Now, if the teaching has not such a character, a great sin 
will be committed, namely that of trading with the Doctrine. 
We read in the ManjufTi-vikurvi&1}a-panvarta:880) - If the 
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Doctrine is expounded, but Commiseration with regard to 
the pupils is wanting, it will be an action of the Evil One, 
and if a teacher, being himself greatly learned, conceals (parts 
of) the Doctrine for fear that others should come to know 
them, this will be likewise an action of the Evil One. 
The Samdhinirmocana881) says; -

Those that teach the Highest Doctrine out of desire (of gain), 
Having got their wishes fulfilled, take again and gain. 
These infatuated beings, though they are in poss:ssion of 

the invaluable jewel of the Doctrine, 
Roam about, as if they were beggars. 

Corret:l methods. 

I II BaCt. By endurance, that is by not being liable to depression 
as regards (the long) wearisome time of teaching and the 
difficulty of the task, by patiently entering upon all the 
questions of the pupils, and by resisting the challenges of 
adversaries in being able to answer them duly, the teacher 
will be of real help to his hearers. It is said likewise, that 
tolerance with regard to the faults made by the pupils is 
needed. This may be fulfilled if one is possessed of that super
natural insight through which one comes to know the amount 
of help that is to be administered to others. If (this insight) 
is wanting, one must abstain from preaching to those that 
are not devoted to the Doctrine and to those that wear in
signia and the following five (categories of persons, the teach
ing to whom is prohibited by the Vinaya662) etc. Such persons 
will be always opposed to a teaching that humiliates them 
and become full of passion and hatred. Consequently, the 
preaching and study of the Doctrine, that has such an unfavour
able result, cannot be of help for the attainment of felicity 
and salvation. 

From all this we draw the conclusion, that if the Doctrine 
is communicated by a teacher, that proves perfect (with re
gard to all that has been said, - [30 a] the latter will be 
agreeable to the hearers and perfectly attain his aim. 

The Sutralamkara says ;883) -

Accordingly the Bodhjsattva, being wise, free from lassi
tude, full of compassion, greatly renowned, of virtuous be
haviour and a good orator,-
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shines, by (the lustre of his) teaching amongst all living 
beings, as if he were the sun. 

The means of reaching. 

I I I Bb. In the Abhidharma-samuccaya,864) fourteen, or from 
another point ef view, six media of teaching are mentioned, 
as follows: -

How is the explanation (of the Sacred Texts) to be con-
.... ducted? (Answer): - In the manner, in which the Siitras 

have been exposed (by Buddha), namely, by (communi
cating): - 1) The subject that must be fully apprehended 
(- the Truth of Phenomenal Existence)685) 2) the true cha
racter of it (- impermanence)866) 3) the factors conducive to 
full apprehension (- pure morality etc.)887) 4) complete ap
prehension itself - Enlightenment or the right philosophical 
view),688) 5) its final result (- Nirva[1a),689) 6) Divine Wisdom 
(- an attribute of one that has attained it).870) 

The fourteen media of teaching are: -
1) The medium of abridged explanation,871) 
2) The medium of concentration (of teaching) upon one subject, 
3) The medium of taking recourse to minute details, 
4) The medium of (communicating the different degrees of 

perfection, each of which is respectively the foundation of) 
higher and stiIl higher (virtues),172) 

5) The medium of exclusion (of all that does not come under 
the category in question), 

6) The medium of changing the meaning of (ordinary) words 
(into termini technici), 

7) The medium of demonstrating matters worldly and un
worldly (in regard of each other).873) 

8) The medium of indicating the individual (to whom one 
intends to teach). 

9) The medium of analysis of the stuff (by quadrilemmas etc.). 
10) The medium of the six modes.874). 
11) The medium of (enlarging upon) the full apprehension of 

the Truth etc.876) 
12) The medium of showing the power (of each word taken 

separately to indicate an idea) and the impotence, (if 
one word is omitted, of the others to render the contents 
intelligible.878) 
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13) The medium of repeated teaching, and 
14) The medium of evident proofs. 

Some works explain (the' subject in question) by indi
cating the aim, the subject-matter in abridged form, and 
the meaning of words, - others - by demonstrating the 
general meaning and the details. A certain teacher of the 
Chim-pa tribe in his turn distinguishes: 

1) Demonstration of the meaning, 
2) Explanation of (the verbal part of) the text [30 b]. 
3) Complete ascertainment (as regards both). 

J) - First one gives a dry, brief account of the subject (treated 
in) the text, and then (the true meaning is) ascertained 
through the communication of the sources, the aim of the 
composition, and of its subject-matter. Through all this 
the students will get a clear aspect of the meaning of the text. 

2) - Having become acquainted with the principal points by 
overlooking all the contents (of the text), one has to ex
plain the Doctrine, that is made the subject of study, 
by removing all the doubtful points, and then to enter 
upon an investigation of the parts spoken of directly or 
indirectly. In this way the students will be able to under
stand completely the verbal part of the text. 

3) - Although, in such a way, the meaning (of the text studied) 
will come to be thoroughly apprehended, nevertheless, 
some objection from the part of an opponent, who has 
not been refuted, may be met with, as (for instance): -
"in that which has been said, there occurs such and such 
contradiction, tautology, and absence of (due) connection". 
Having in view an ignorant opponent, who thinks so, one 
ought to be ready to give him a due answer, which expells 
such thoughts, and then, by taking recourse to Scripture 
and to Logic, - to remove completely every suspicion, 
as to the opponent's objection being founded. We read 
in the Vyakhyayukti: 877) -

Those that communicate the meaning of the Siitras, 
Must explain it (having in view) the aim, the contents in 

abridged form, 
The meaning of the words, the connection between the parts, 
The objections (which may be met with) and the reply given 

to such. 
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The two last points are to be viewed together, in order 
that one may know, how to give a good reply. Having first 
come to know the aim of the Sutras,878) he that is devoted 
to the study and observation (of the Doctrine) must indicate 
their aim. As such is to be understood from a brief indication 
of the contents, one must give such, that is, demonstrate the 
body of a discourse or an exegetical treatise, - the words 
and sense, - or, otherwise, the subject-matter condensed. 
The latter is in its turn apprehended through the knowledge 
of the (precise) meaning of each word. Therefore, on the 
basis of the four methods of elucidating the meaning of a 
word,679) one has to explain so as to remove all doubt and 
after having taken in to consideration all the questions and 
refutations. Otherwise, one may explain [31 a] the meaning 
of words by taking recourse to synonyms, homonyms, or to 
one of the many meanings of a word, by changing ordinary 
words into termini technici, or by changing the word itself, 
by omitting, for instance, negative particles etc. Moreover 
the Vyiikhyiiyukti880) says: - The meaning of words may 
be apprehended in four ways, namely by means of 1) synonyms, 
2) definition, 3) etymology, and 4) the varieties (of the cha
n-cter of ideas expressed by such and such word).681) Synonyms 
are other names (given to the same object), the definition is 
(the indication of) the meaning in which the word is used, 
and the etymology, - that of the reason for using the term 
(in the sense which is applied to it). Some consider, that the 
etymology of a word does not explain its meaning, but this 
is not correct, because, according to Apra~ibha(?), when 
a word is explained, this can be done in 8 different ways. 

The due connection682) is the accordance between the 
preceeding and the following as concerns the meaning and 
the order (of the words); by it we know, (that our speech) 
is not contrary to the order in which one word is to follow 
the other, in regard of its meaning. The absence of contra
diction with regard to Logic and disagreement between the 
preceeding and the following is to be known from the ob
jections, that are made, and the answers, given in return; 
therefore, having (always) in view an opponent, who attacks 
words and sense, one must explain so, as to render the latter 
completely certain and incontrovertible. 
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IJI Bc. One must teach, having in view: -
aJ The students, 
bl ) The aim, 
cl ) The manner of conducting the teaching. 

The characrer of reaching as concerns rhe sr"denlS. 
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IJI Bcal • To students (possessed of) acute, mediocre and week 
intellectual faculties, one must, respectively, explain briefly, 
moderately, and in detail, just as we have three kinds of 
Sutras, - the extensive, the intermediate, and the brief. In 
accordance with the (spiritual) family683) to which the student 
belongs, one has to teach Mahayanistic or Hlnayanistic 
Doctrines, and with regard to the different wishes of the 
pupils - that, which proves most suitable. 
It is said in the Samiidhiraja: 684) -

1.686) If they entreat thee to grant the gift of the Doctrine[31b] 
Thy first reply must be "I have not studied enough". 

2.688) "You all are wise and greatly learned,- how dare I speak 
In the presence of such illustrious persons"? - so art 

thou to say. 
3.687) Never speak at once, but only when thou seest, that 

(the hearer) is worthy. . 
But if thou knowest that, teach, even if they do not pray 

thee to do so. 
4.888) If thou shouldst perceive, amongst thy hearers, many 

that are of immoral conduct,689) 
Do not preach to them abstinence,800) but sing the praise 
of charity. 

5)881) If there be (others) with scant desire, but who live in 
pure morality, -
Arouse (in thee) thoughts full of love and speak of abstinence. 

6.882) If those with sinful desires be few, and the virtuous are 
great in number, -
Then take thou the part (of the latter) and sing the praise 

of pure morality. 

The characrer of reaching as regard. rhe aim. 

I II Bcbl • One must give a precise definition of the special aim 
(of the teaching) that is to be attained, aud teach so, as to 
lead to the attainment (of this aim). 



The procedure of '''Gelling. 

I I I Bcc". (Here we have to distinguish): -
a2) The preparations. 
b2) The teaching itself. 
c2) The conclusion. 

Tile preparalioRa. 

III Bcc"a.. (The teacher must) make the due arrangements, ad
dress a prayer to the Three Jewels, and, having banished the 
Evil One (by means of the charm especially prescribed for 
this purpose),693) manifest his great love with regard to all 
his hearers. It is said in the Saddharmapu1,&1/arika:694) 

1.885) The teacher, when he thinks, that the time is come, 
Is to enter the school-house, and, having closed the door, 
And taken a review of the Doctrine, in all its parts, -
Is to teach with a mind free from dismay. 

2.886) The sage, always good-tempered and sitting at ease, 
Preaches the Doctrine, after having erected 
A spacious seat in a clean and agreeable spot. 

3.897) He dresses himself in a clean religious robe, well dyed 
with exquisite colours [32 a]. 
Puts on the black mantle and the spacious skirt. 

4.898) Then, on the seat, - a footstool covered with diverse 
garments, be seats himself, 
And having well washed his feet, rises up, anoints head 

and face, 
5.899) And there, sitting on the preacher's seat, - to the people 

that have assembled and are full of attention, -
He is to deliver diverse sermons, - for monks and for nuns, 

6.7110) For the devotees of the laity, male and female, and 
likewise for kings and princes. 
The teacher must always be free from envy and teach with 

a sweet voice and on diverse subjects. 
7.'°1) He must reject all indolence and never be subjected to 

lassitude, 
Become free from uneasiness and meditate upon the power 

of Love, 
(Which he exercises) with regard to his hearers. 

8.702) By day and by night is he to preach the highest of 
Doctrines in the form of millions of diverse parables, 



To gladden and to gratify the hearers, but never to desire 
anything for himself (In return). 

9. 703) Neither of food or beverage, of garments, a couch, a 
seat, a rE:ligious robe, 

Nor even of a remedy, if he is ill, dare he think and accept 
such from his hearers. 

10.701) Other must be his thoughts: - "may I and all these 
living beings attain Enlightenment; 
To teach the Doctrine in order to help mankind, - this is 

the sale foundation of my happiness I" 
Moreover we read in the Sagaramatiparip"!,cchii :705) - (32 bJ 

Came! ~amavati 1 ~amita~atrurr 1 aiikure! maiikure! 
marajiti! kara<;\el keyiirel tejovatil ojasvini vi~i~tanirmalel 

malasanel okharel khagel grasel grasanel omukhel parari
mukhel varammukhel - all the bonds of the demons are 
removed, all the antagonists are vanquished, (we are) released 
from the chains of the Evil One and stamped with the seal 
of Buddha, and all the devils are annihilated. Mayall the 
works of Mara vanish by virtue of the perfect purity of the 
Immovable One 1 Such, 0 Sagaramati, i06) are the words, that 
vanquish the Evil One and remove all defilement. He, that 
expounds the Doctrine, must duly recite them and then, 
having occupied the preacher's seat, let his thoughts full 
of love (which manifest themselves in the desire) to secure 
supreme Enlightenment extend over all the circle of hearers. 
He must think of himself as of a physician, of the Doctrine, 
- as if it were a remedy, of those, that are to study, - as 
of patients, and of Buddha, as of the Highest of living beings. 
Moreover, he has to consider, that the rules of the Doctrine 
must be established so as to have a long existence. Now, if 
he teaches the Doctrine, having first uttered the charm 
(which has been mentioned), - the Evil One and his hosts 
will not dare to approach him, - in order to divest him from 
teaching, - within the reach of a hundred miles, and those, 
who still chance to come near, will not be able to make any 
disturbance. 

And :707) - the teacher must be (morally) pure, of virtuous 
behaviour (outwardly) clean and neatly dressed. 
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TIle I8aclaillJ .y iuell. 

III Bc~bl. The chief foundations of teaching must be six in 
number, corresponding to the six transcendental virtues,708) -
as follows: -
1) Delivering the words and meaning according to one's own 

conception (=charity). 709) 

2) Suppressing the sinful acts of the three media (= moral-
ity).71O) 

3) Enduring heat, cold, and other odds (= patience).711) 
4) Perseverance in teaching (= energy).711) 
5) Concentration of the mind upon the subject of the latter 

(= concentration).713) 
6) Analysis in regard of the words and sense, as to their 

contradiction or right connection etc. (= analytic wis
dom).714) [33 a] 

The teacher Haribhadra715) says: - (The harmony with 
the six transcendental virtues is attained by): -
1) Granting the gift of the Doctrint' etc. (= charity). 
2) Becoming free from thoughts, that characterise a Hinaya

nist718) (= morality). 
3) Enduring harsh words from all those, with whom one 

chances to meet ( = patience). 
4) Arousing the desire to study (= energy). 
5) Bringing about the concentration of mind (to a degree), 

which cannot be attained, if one is a follower of other 
vehicles (= concentration), and 

6) Clothing those, that strive for Supreme Englightenment in 
the armour of Non-perception (of the reality of separate 
entities717) (= Highest Wisdom). 

The concluion of .,ud,.. 
I I I BC~C2. After having finished teaching, the preceptor must 

pray all his hearers to forgive the mistakes, which he may 
have made, pronounce a blessing that all might practise 
virtue and attain Supreme Enlightenment, and seal all with 
the seal of the Buddha. 

Characlerialic of Ihe fMlhoda 01 .lUdy. 

III C. (Here we have to distinguish): -
a) (The character of) the student, 



b) The means of study, taken recourse to; 
c) The manner of studying. 

The chfITGe,er of the "udenl. 

III Ca. The students may be of three kinds, namely of: -
aJ Acute, 
bl) Mediocre, and 
~) Feeble intellectual faculties. 

The .,udenl' of acute faculties. 

III Caal. With regard to the first kind we must show: -

71 

a.) The defects, that may be met with a student and are to be 
avoided, and 

bll) The definition of a student as he must be. 

The lIario", defects. 

III Caalall• (We know): -
a8) Thirteen, 
bal Six, and 
Cal Three defects, that are to be avoided. 

Thirteen defects. 

III Caalaaaa. The Vyakhyayukti718) mentions sixteen methods of 
study, that act as antidotes against thirteen defects. The 
latter are as follows: -
1) Disturbing the teacher, when he contemplates the subject 

to be expounded, and indecent behaviour (in general). 
2) Showing arrogance, being proud of (one's own) high birth etc. 
3) Showing no real desire to study. 
4) Becoming oppressed at heart by disagreeing views. 
5) Having no regard for the teacher, and 
6) Thinking, how to make some objection in order to refute 

him, - both out of disrespect. 
7) Want of reverence in having no consideration for the 

merits of the Doctrine and of him, that teaches it. [33 b) 
8) Showing contempt for the Doctrine and the teacher by 
considering the former to be unconnected speech and, as regards 

the latter, by finding fault with him, his morals, behaviour, 
outward appearance, the way of expressing himself etc. 

9) Using abusive language, 
10) Looking to profit and honour, 
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11) Not listening duly, being distracted or plunged in apathy 
and sleepiness, 

1"2) Not comprehending duly, by having incorrect views of 
the meaning and the essence of the Doctrine. 

J3) Not paying the due attention, - one's desire (to study) 
and efforts being to feeble. 

Si" defeels. 

III Caa1a2bs. The Vyakhyayukti719) says: 
Arrogance, want of faith, 
Absence of desire (to study), 
Distraction, apathy, 
And lassitude, such may be the defects720) of the student. 

Otherwise7!1) (we distinguish): - . 
1) The defects in one's acts, 
2) Absence of faith, 
3) Disrespect, 
4) Unappropriate thoughts, 
5) Discord, and 
6) The defects in apprehending. 
As concerns the defects in one's actions, such may be corpo
real, - immoral behaviour, oral and corporeal, - not making 
the due efforts with both body and speech, and mental -
want of desire to study. 

The defects, that consist in unappropriate thoughts, are, 
- to seek brawls and to think how to escape a controversy. 

The defects (arising from) discord are five in number, -
absence of reverence for the Doctrine by not taking it to 
be the Path, that leads to Salvation, and for the Word of it, 
considering such to be unconnected speech etc., disregard for 
the teacher, by finding fault with him, his conduct and the 
manner of teaching, contempt for (the teacher's) descent, and, 
last of all, self-deprecation, in thinking oneself unable to 
understand the meaning of the Doctrine and to act according 
to the latter. 

The defects in apprehending are likewise five: - appre
hending wrongly, getting no clear conception of the meaning, 
[34 a] misunderstanding the words, disregarding the gram
matical forms, and getting no full apprehension (of the matter). 
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Three d"' ..... 

II I CaalaZcS' A vessel, in which one intends to gather water, 
when it rains, may have three defects, which render it un
able to exercise its function. It may I) be turned downward 
or closed with 1:1 lid, the water having no entrance, 2) be dirty, 
so that the water, though it enters, will become polluted, 
and 3) may have a hole and through this be unable to retain 
the water. In the same way the vessel, that does not receive 
the rain of the Doctrine, when such descends, may be de
fective in three ways: 
I) The hearer may not listen at all, being distracted or plunged 

in apathy, and (the Word of the Doctrine) will not reach 
him. 

2) If one does not listen with the due attention (the Words of 
the Doctrine), though they reach one, are in danger of 
being perverted. 

3) If one is forgetful, that which has been heard, will not be 
retained in memory. 

"As an antidote against all this", says the Lord, "study 
thoroughly and be attentive". 

Otherwise, we may compare (those, that do not study 
as it is prescribed) to patients, who do not understand the 
directions of the physician, to those, that understand them 
wrongly, and to those, who, though they have understood 
them, waste the remedy, that is given to them. Again, they 

• are like patients, that do not eat, when they should do so, 
like those, that eat what is unwholesome, and like those, 
who, though they have eaten wholesome food, vomit it back 
again. Therefore, the teacher, that knows the character (of 
his students) must, if they become distracted, speak so as to 
frighten them (in showing them the fatal consequences of 
their behaviour) as follows: -

The age of man, that dures a hundred years, 
Is reduced to the half by night's sleep, 
And if we sleep by day likewise, -
Even this half will be diminished. 

And to such, that are overpowered by sleep, he must, in 
(lrder to arouse their attention, tell curious and amusing tales, 
- of the ass and the foal, the lion and the fox, the elder-
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man and the woman, the old woman and the thief, of Para
~urama etc.788). 

The definition of II st"den'. 

III Caa1bs. It is said in the Catu~fatafi.istra-kariki.i:723) -
One, that is sincere, desirous (to study) and intelligent, 
Is fit to be called a good student. 

Accordingly we have to consider: -
as) The intellectual power, through which one is able to under

stand (the subject studied), 
ba) The zeal of one, that strives (for knowledge), 
Ca) The due reverence (with regard to the teacher and the 

Doctrine). 

The student's intelligence. 

111 Caa1bsaa• (The student) must (fully) understand the subject 
studied in order that the latter might (in reality) become an 
antidote against passions and lead to the attainment of Nirval)a. 
Vasubandhu72") says: -

Three factors render leather fit for use, namely, gre:lsing, 
tanning, and drying (in the sun). In a like way the spirit 
(is rendered fit for entering upon the Path of Salvation) 
through study, analysis, and profound meditation. Conse
quently, in order to bring about such a state of the spirit, 
one must be keen upon study etc. By the aid of three ex
pedients, travellers may easily make their journey by a 
rocky lofty mountain-road. These expedients are: -(suffi
cient) victuals, a (good) carriage, and a (trustworthy) guide. 
In the same way those, that travel on the hard, inhospitable 
path of this worldly existence, may easily do so, if they are 
endowed with the force of charity, morals, and High Wisdom. 
These three, in their turn, all of them depend on study. 

The desire '0 ""dy. 

III Caa1bsba. It is said in the Siitras: - By ten means must 
one strive to attain the virtues of the Bodhisattvas. - What 
are these ten? - (Answer: -) To seek for the Doctrine with 
a sincere mind, free from craft and deceit, - and so on. 

Rel/81enee. 

III Caa1bsca. The great commentary (of Haribhadra on the 
A"asiihasriki.i7211) says: - One must study with the best in-
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tentions.718) This means, that one must take off the hat, 
seat oneself on a low seat, become free from the defect of 
distraction and study the Highest Doctrine with the desire 
to attain Salvation. 

The hearer of mediocre faculties. 

III Caht. These distinctive features (of a good student) cannot 
be found (with all the hearers). Still, if those, that are not 
possessed of them, come to hear the Doctrine and are able 
(to a certain extent) to understand its meaning, they will 
greatly profit [35a.]. 

The Vyakhyayukti727) says: If those, that have accumu
lated all the factors (for the attainment of perfection), hear 
even a little (of the Doctrine), they will reap great merit. For 
instance, as the Saint <;ariputra was giving his instructions 
to the newly ordained monks, a certain Brahmal)a, sitting 
concealed in the neighbourhood, listened to him. Having 
heard the Saint's words: - "He, that enters the religious 
order, bu~ still continues to lead an immoral life, will be sub
jected to suffering of twelve kinds," - the Brahmal)a ab
stained from his inclination toward sinful deeds. Moreover, 
(we know that) when Sangharak~ita preached the Doctrine, 
the anchorites who secretly listened to him, reaped the fruit 
of Arhatship. 

The hearer of feeble faculties. 

I I I Cac1. (There may be such) that do not understand at all the 
meaning of that, which they hear. However, if they but listen 
full of devotion, they likewise attain great merit. It is said:128) 

Even those, that do not understand the words they hear, must 
devotedly listen to the word of Buddha. Indeed, if one but 
only listens full of faith, one becomes possessed of great virtues 
and gives increase to the el~ment of Highest Wisdom (the 
germs of which exist in every being). How much more, con
sequently, will this be with one, who understands that, which 
he hears. We must only take the story729) of Nanda,730) the 
cowherd, who (unconsciously) trampled with his stick upon 
a frog (uttering all the while the name of Buddha. The frog, 
through hearing such, reaped merit in the following birth). 
And:731) - Dharmananda732) having been reborn as a sea
monster, shut his jaws, from merely hearing the name of 
Tbe Jewelry of Scripture 6 
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Buddha, (that was uttered by the mariners passing by, and 
did not swallow them up with their ship), because in his pre
vious existence he was accustomed to make his salutation 
to Buddha. Therefore, since those, that have accumulated 
all the factors (for attaining perfection), greatly augment their 
virtues, even if they hear but a little of the Doctrine, - one 
must in any case devotedly listen to the word of Buddha. 

The means of study. 

II I Cb. The Bodhisattva-pitaka733
) says: -

The two causes and the two conditions, 
By which living beings attain (moral) purification, 
Are agreeable speech with regard to others, [35 bJ 
And, as concerns oneseh, the right philosophical point of view. 

Accordingly, the external conditions are: - reliance 
upon the teacher,73') and providing oneself with the due ne
cessaries of life. The internal conditions are, - to listen attent
ively, enter upon an analysis of the subject studied and render 
it completely clear with the help of the Siitras and exegetical 
treatises, and by addressing questions to those, that are com
petent. Consequently one must bring study to complete 
achievement, and then exert oneself in profound meditation. 
We read in the Vyiikhyiiyukti :735) - As limestone is burnt with 
fire and then slaked by water, so is the stone of the residue738) 
of passions consumed by the fire of Highest Wisdom and then, 
slaked by the waters of profo'Jnd meditation, is completely 
done away with. This High Wisdom cannot be obtained with
out having studied the Highest Doctrine, - therefore, listen 
devotedly to the Word of Buddha. 

He, that merely bears the burden of words, without 
understanding (their) meaning, will never attain his aim, just 
as the boy, who had a paper with a testament (putting him 
in possession of) a treasury, fastened it to his neck (and did not 
know, what its contents was). Therefore, although one may 
have studied a great deal, still in order to get complete com
prehension (of the subject), one must devotedly listen to (the 
explanation of) the meaning of the Siitras. The sentinel, 
who does not look attentively about, but (contents himself) 
with saying: - I am awake, - is at length killed by robbers. 
Just in the same way one, that has studied much, but only 
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pays attention to the words, without analysing (their meaning) 
will be soon overpowered by his enemies, the passions. As 
accurate analysis is itself impossible ~thout the thorough 
knowledge (of the subject studied)vifrie must strive to get 
a clear aspect of its meaning. We may give another example 
(to illustrate the failure of those, that pay attention only to 
the verbal part), namely musicians, who being afraid of robbers, 
sing in order to remain awake, and are nevertheless killed by 
the robbers. As a blind man, that holds a lamp, administers 
help only to others (but not to himself) [36 a], so is one, who 
has studied and knows the words, but has no clear knowledge 
of their meaning. Therefore, exclusively for the sake of 
apprehending this meaning, one must zealously listen to its 
explanation. 

The l1umner of "udying. 

III Cc. (We distinguish): -
all The preparations, 
bl ) The study itself, 
cl ) The conclusion. 

The preparations. 

III Ccal. 1) (One must) first of all think, how to realize (the aim 
of) the Doctrine, as it is said (in the Jaeakas :737) - The reali
zation, which follows study, must be regarded as most 
important. 
2) (The student's) behaviour must be characterized by de
votion, in paying reverence (to the teacher and the Doctrine) 
by one's acts, speech and thoughts. We read in the Jis
takas: 738) -

Sitting on the lowest of seats, showing the splendour of self
discipline, 

Looking with a sight full of joy, as one, that enjoys the 
nectar of the Word, 

(The student), with thoughts full of reverence, concentrated, 
clear, and free from defilement, 

Having made his salutations, - is to listen to the Doctrine as 
a patient to the instructions of the physician. . 

3) (One must) meditate upon that bliss, which is caused by 
the accumulation of (the factors and) conditions (for the attain-

6· 
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ment of Nirvil]a). It is said in the Tathasata-acintyo-guhYG
nirdefG:788) -

Seldom does a Buddha appear in this world, 
And seldom may birth in a human form be obtained as the 

result of previous virtue, 
Alas I the study of the Doctrine, and faith are things (like

wise) hard to obtain, 
Even during a hundred aeons. 

And the Lalitavistara14C) says: -
Human birth and the appearance of a Buddha (in this world) 

is not easy to be met with, 
And so are likewise the attainment of faith, a voidance ofthe 

eight unfavourable states of existence,141) and the 
opportunity to study the Doctrine. 

At present, - the Buddha has appeared, and the favour
able state of existence, faith, and the possibility to 
study the Doctrine are all of them secured. 

Therefore - do away with all distraction. 
There may come a time, when, for millions and millions of 

aeons, -
It will not be possible to hear (the word of) the Doctrine, 
Therefore, since you may obtain it now, give up all 

distraction. 
Moreover, we read in the Vyakhyayukri:?4S) -

The Word of Buddha, the opportunity to hear it, 
The desire (to study) [36 b]. wisdom, and the absence of 

impediments -
These four are hard to be obtained. 
Therefore listen to the Word of Buddha (when it is possible). 
And:?'8) -
If a living being dies, will he (in his next birth) meet with 

the Jewel of the Doctrine or not, 
Will he come to study the Doctrine, 
And will there be one, that explains it to him, - no one 

can tell. 
Therefore, at present you must zealously listen to the words 

of the Teacher. 
Aglin :7") -

If one exists in the phenomenal world,7411) one is inevitably 
reborn, 
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But this new life usually passes away in vain, for 
The Perfect Word (that shows us the right way) is seldom 

to be heard here. 
ft is rare as the flower of the Udumbara. 

The 'tudy itself. 

III Cht. (The study itself) must be in harmony with the six trans
cendental virtues. (One must): -
1) Consecrate the three media to the service of the Doctrine 

(= charity). 
2) Suppress sinful inclinations and remove all the defects 

(that hinder one to become) a worthy receptacle of the 
Doctrine (= morality), 

3) Endure odds (= patience), 
4) Be zealous in study (= energy), 
5) Concentrate the mind upon words and sense (= concen

tration), 
6) (As concerns the Climax of Wisdom, distinguish): - The 

highest degree - the attainment of transcendental know
ledge, the intermediate, - apprehension, preservation in 
memory and analysis, in following the word, and the lowest, 
- the five immeasurable feelings. 

The conclu.ion. 

III Cecl • (When the teaching is finished, the student must) pray 
the teacher to forgive his mistakes, pronounce a blessing, and 
render his thanks. 

The instructions for realizing the aim of the Doctrine. 

III D. In order that study and analysis might have an effective 
result, -

He, that has studied and gives himself up to analysis, 
Must live in pure morality and practise profound meditation. 

Accordingly, pure morals are needed, in order to act as a support 
(for him, that is to realize the aim of the Doctrine). It is said 
in the Samiidhiriija :748) 

If he, that has become well versed in numerous works on 
the Doctrine, 

Is proud of his knowledge and does not preserve his morals, 
He will not be able to save others by his great learning, 
And, morally impure, he is doomed to hell. 
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(Aceortingly) extensive study must always he connected with 
pure morals and analysis of the meaning and profound me
ditation It is said in a passage of Scripture concerning the 
monks who have got a firm stand in the principles of 
the Doctrine?4?): - [37 a] By study and analysis only, 
without the practice of meditation, one is unable to get a firm 
stand in the Doctrine. Likewise is this impossible, if one 
merely practises meditation and does not take recourse to 
study and investigation. But if both parts (study on one side 
and analysis and meditation on the other) are resorted to and 
accepted as a foundation, one gets a firm stand in the 
Doctrine. 
Moreover, the Sutralamkara718) says: -

Therefore, the meditation ofthe Saints, can never be fruitless, 
Therefore the teaching of the Buddhas can never be useless,
Useless would be meditation, if reality were perce!' "d 

through mere study, and 
Senseless would be the teaching, if one could ~ractise me-

ditation without having studied. 
Therefore, in order to have an antidote against perverse con
duct, which is the foundation and the cause of much suffering, 
we must watch over our morals and make all our efforts, to 
become purified from sin. The gradual order in which this 
is to be attained is demonstrated by ~antideva,749) as follows: 

Be patient, strive to obtain study, 
Then, betake thyself to the forest, 
And, having concentrated thy mind, 
Meditate upon the impurity (of all that arouses our passions). 

Accordingly, first of all, we must become possessed of endu
rance (with regard to the odds that may be met with). If 
such endurance is wanting, the aversion (toward this worldly 
existence) will never arise and one will never enter upon the 
study (of the Doctrine that delivers from this existence). 
And, if one has not studied, one cannot come to know the 
means for doing away with all the passions, which is concentra
tion of mind. Consequently, we must strive to obtain learn
ing. But, if one is contented with having studied and leads 
a dissolute life, the concentration of mind can never be brought 
about, and, as says the Candrapradipa760) -

- Addressed with words, that harmonize with the Doctrine, 
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Those that follow the usage. of worldings, show (in return) 
wrath, hate, and disbelief [37 b] 

And, though they understand the meaning (of the Doctrine), 
they have no faith in it. 

Therefore one must abstain from making friends with the world
lings, and repair to a solitary forest, as we read (in the Bodhi
carycil1atcira :761) _ 

In the woods, the beasts, the birds, and the trees do not 
utter harsh, abusive words, 

0, when shall I come to live among them, with whom it 
is easy to make friends752)! 

Then, one must make all one's efforts to attain concentration 
of mind, for if one does not become free from distraction, one 
will never come to practise profound meditation. As the result 
of this meditation is to be the complete purification from 
all the passions, one must meditate upon the impurity etc. (of 
all that arouses them). 

Again, if one, who has studied much, does not fulfill (the 
precepts of the Doctrine), he will commit a great sin. The 
Ugraparipfccha763) says: - If one, that is greatly learned, 
meets with the complement of conditions (for attaining sal
vation), but, nevertheless, continues to be attached to worldly 
property etc. and does not purify his mind, he will remain 
alone and will deceive all living beings, including the gods. 

And in the Ratnakii.fa76~) we read: - ° Ka~yapa, just as 
some, that are borne by the waves of the ocean, may (at the 
same time) die of thirst, in a like way, 0 Ka~yapa, some Brah
mal)as and ascetics, having studied many religious works and 
mastered them completely, are still unable to appease the thirst 
of desire, hatred and infatuation. Thus, although they are 
borne by (the waters of) the ocean of the Doctrine, they 
perish from the thirst, caused by passions and fall into evil 
births. - Consequently,755) since the preaching of the Doc
trine with one's lips, without any practical application, as I 
do it, is worthless, one must regard this practical application, 
as the most important (part of the matter). It is said in the 
Adhyci~ya-samcodana-sii.tra :766) -

1.767) Proud of one's great learning [38 a], 
One is full of disregard (toward others), 
Indulges in dispute and controversy, 
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Is forgetful and has nOlclear understanding. 
Such are the defects of him, who takes delight in inane 

oratory. 
2.7&8) One is far from having deep thoughts, 

One's outward appearance and mind lose their serenity, 
As one is (alternatively) subjected to great arrogance and 
humiliation759) • 

Such are ..... 
3.780) The worldling loses all consideration for the Highest 

Doctrine, 
Is harsh and has no thoughts of love, 
And is far from (possessing) concentration of mind and 

transcendental knowledge. 
Such are ...... . 

4.781) He is always irreverent with regard to the teachers, 
And, finding pleasure in obscene tales, 
Pays attention to that which is worthless, 
And becomes destitute of High Wisdom. 
Such are ...... . 

5.782) He is not esteemed by the gods and the spirits, 
Nor has he any desire to obtain (such esteem), 
And, as to correct knowledge, he possesses none. 
Such are ...... . 

6.788) He is always reproved by the wise, 
To whom his nature is perfectly clear; 
His life passes away in vain. 
Such are ..... . 

7.784) The worldling laments at the hour of death, 
(Saying): "I have not attained any positive result, what 

am I to do now?" 
He suffers greatly by not having partaken of the deeper 

(sense of life). 
Such are ...... . 

8.78&) He is wavering like grass agitated (by the wind), 
Is always full of doubt, 
And never may call a firm conviction his own. 
Such are ...... . 

9.788) Like an actor on the stage, 
That speaks of the heroism of others, [38 b] 
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He has no prowess of his own. 
Such are ...... . 

10.787) He becomes fraudulent and easily loses hope78S) 

Again and again he enters upon dispute and controversy, 
And draws far from the Highest Doctrine of the Saint. 
Such are ...... . 

11.789) Feeble in strength, one rejoices to praise, 
And, destitute of right knowledge, trembles when abused, 
One's mind is fickle like a monkey. 
Such are ...... . 

12.770) As one's mind is not possessed of correct knowledge, 
One commits errors or depends on others, 
And (finally) falls a prey to the passions. 
Such are ...... . 

13. One's visual sense is deluded, and so is the auditory, 
The olfactory sense errs and so does the gustatory, 
The tactile sense and the intellect are likewise erring. 
Such are ...... . 

14. One's mind being always in the power of auditory sensation, 
One is intoxicated by (well-sounding) words and acquires no 

true knowledge, 
Thinks incorrectly and enters upon evil paths. 
Such are ...... . 

Having described (all these defects, the Sutra continues): -
15.771) Having, for a long time, found pleasure in fine words, 

One does not obtain real satisfaction, for 
It is better to ponder over (the meaning of) one word, 
Through which one may obtain infinite joy. 

16.772) The bark of the sugar-cane (by itself) has no value, for 
That which gives pleasure, its sweet juice, is contained within. 
If one eats only the bark, one is not able 
To taste the exquisite juice of sugar. 

17.773) The (mere) words (by themselves) are like the bark, 
And the meaning contained in them, - like the sweet juice. 
Therefore, having ceased to find pleasure in (the mere sound 

of) fine words, 
Ponder over the meaning and always be attentive. 
All these methods (of studying and preaching the Doctrine), 
Buton with the large mouth [39 a] who has studied much, 
But has neither realized that, which he has learned 
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Nor accumulated the factors (for attaining salvation), -
has written down. 

May he (nevertheless) by (the force of) previous virtues, 
After his death, which will soon take place, 
Partake of Maitreya's religious feast in the regions of Tu~ita. 

Finished the investigation of the methods of study and teach
ing, the first chapter of the History of Buddhism, entitled "The 
Jewellery of Scripture". 

Book II. (Part IV). [39 a. 2.] 

The History of Buddhism. 

The main subject of this fourth subdivision will be the history 
of Buddhism, - (a description of): -
IV A. The way, in which the Doctrine took its origin in this world 

in general, and -
IV B. How it appeared in the country of Tibet - particularly. 

IV A. The Rise of Buddhism and its Development in 
India. 

When the Bodhisattva brings to accomplishment the accumu
lation of merit, or, otherwise, when the sphere of his activity (as a 
Buddha?74) has become completely pure, and when the roots of 
virtue in the converts have attained maturity, then the Buddha 
appears (in his chosen world) and expounds his Doctrine. 

(There are many Buddhas, that have already appeared during 
the different aeons, and many that are still to come, so we have 
to distinguish): -

a) The aeons, in which the Buddhas appear - in general, 
b) The rise of Buddhas during the Fortunate Aeon77S), 
c) The appearance of the Highest of Sages (the Buddha 

~akyamuni) in this world of suffering,778) - the most 
particular (subject of our narrative). 

The differenl Aeoru. 

IV Aa. The different aeons are to be divided into the bright and 
the dark ones. The former are those, that are marked by 
the appearance of Buddhas, and the latter, those, during which 
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no Bu ddhas arise. In the bright aeon, which is called the 
Fortunate (that, in which we live), the (number of) Buddhas 
(that have already come and are still to appear), is 1000 or 
1005.777) (The Fortunate Aeon) is to be followed by 60 great 
dark aeons. Then there will come a great bright aeon, named 
Mahaya~as77S) and during it 10,000 Buddhas (will arise). 
Thereafter 10,000 dark aeons will pass away, and will be 
succeeded by the bright aeon, call the Starlike, with 80,000 
Buddhas. 300 dark aeons will then follow, and, after they 
have passed away, the bright age named GUl)avyiiha779) will 
come, during which 84,000 Buddhas are to appear. So says 
the Bhadrakalpika-sutra.780) 

The rise of Buddhas during Ihe Forlunale Aeon. 

IV A b. (Here we meet with) two (versions): -
all The rise of 1005 Buddhas according to the Karu1J.a-pu,p!a

rika781) [39 bI, and 
bl) That of 1000 Buddhas according to the Tathagata-acintya

guhya-nirdet;a.782) 

The version of Ihe Karu>;lapu>;lt!arika. 

IV Abal. In olden times, when the great aeon named DharaQa783) 
was lasting in this world, there lived a king, whose name was 
Aral)emi,7B4) - a universal sovereign,7sD) ruling over all the 
four continents. (This king) had a thousand sons, Animi~a788) 
and the rest, and was the Lord Paramount of 84,000 tributary 
sovereigns. His chief household priesF87) was the BrahmaQa 
Samudrarel)u,78S) who had 80 sons and 1000 young BrahmaQas 
for his pupils. One of (the eighty) sons, the BrahmaQa Sa
mudragarbha,789) attained Supreme Enlightenment (and be
came) a Buddha, known by the name of Ratnagarbha.790) The 
great sovereign Aral)emi worshipped (this Buddha uninter
ruptedly) for three months and so did each of his 1000 sons, 
250 years and 3 months having passed away in this manner. 

Then (the Buddha's) father, the Brahmal)a SamudrareQu 
worshipped him for seven years, and after having heard the 
Doctrine from him, he had a dream.791) He saw, that the king 
AraQemi was eating (the flesh of) many living beings and was 
(finally) himself devoured by wild beasts, tigers etc.782) He saw 
likewise some (of the king's) ministers who, mounted on cha
riots, were intending to travel by a wrong way.783) Having L:::-
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held these and many other (visions, SamudrareI}u) asked the 
Buddha the meaning (of each of them). The Buddha prophes
ied, that the king would be greatly attached to his royal power, 
commit sinful deeds, and through this fall into evil births and 
(perpetually) abide in the Samsara, that his ministers would be
come Cravakas and Pratyekabuddhas794), and that others would 
attain Enlightenment. [40 a.] Thereupon, the BrahmaI}a (went 
to the king) andsaid: "0 Great Sovereign, it is not easy to become 
born in human form, meet with the appearance of a Buddha 
and with the favourable conditions (for entering upon the 
Path of Salvation). Therefore,795) make thy initial vow for the 
attainment of Supreme Enlightenment". The king, thus ad
dressed, replied: - "I have no desire to attain Enlightenment 
and to become a Buddha. (I am too much attached to this 
worldly existence)796)" - such was the motive, which he put 
forth for his refusing to make the initial vow. The BrahmaQa 
summoned him again and again, and the king finally promised 
to make the vow, if he could obtain a sphere of activity (as a 
Buddha), that would suit him. 797) Thereafter, the Buddha 
Ratnagarbha became absorbed in the meditation called Adar
~a-vyuha,798) and then, after he had (miraculously) demonstrated 
the great multitude of worlds of Buddhaic activity, (the Brah
maQa SamudrareQu) summoned the king to choose the world, 
which pleased him most. 799) The king, having obtained faith, 
(returned to his city), entered his palace, and, having forbidden 
the people to disturb him, gave himself up to thoughts, how to 
secure the world (in which he was to become a Buddha). His 
example was followed by all his 1000 sons. 

In the meanwhile, the Brahmal)a SamudrareQu converted 
a great number of living beings to (the teaching of) Highest 
Virtue.800) After seven years had passed away, the king, invited 
by the gods, set out with all his attendants, and, having come 
in the presence of the Buddha Ratnagarbha, he beheld his 
world of Buddhaic activity and made his initial vow. Then the 
Buddha uttered a prophecy (by the force of which) the king 
was to become the Buddha Amitayus801) in the regions of Suk
havati.802) (The king's) eldest son, Animi~a,80a) was, - after 
Amitayus' attaining NirvaQa and on the very morn, that is to 
follow the eve, when his Doctrine would cease to exist, - [40b.] 
to be the Buddha named Samanta-ra~my-abhyudgata-~rikuta-
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raja. BO') After his attaining NirviiJ)a the second son, - (prophe
sied up to that time to be the Bodhisattva) Mahasthama
prapta80&) - was to attain Buddhahood under the name of 
Suprati~thita-guJ)a-mal)i-kiita-raja.B06) The third son was to 
be (the Bodhisattva) Maiiju~ri, (and subsequently) - the Bud
dha Samantadar~inB07) in the region called Cuddha-viraja~
sarimicayaB08). The fourth was to be Samantabhadra,B09) the fifth 
- Padmottara810), the sixth - Dharma-va~avarti~vara
raja,811) the seventh - Prabhasa-virajal)-samucchraya-gandhe
~vara-raja812) and the eighth - Jfiiina-vajra-vi~kambhite~vara

ketu.813) At the same time 10,000 living beings likewise re
ceived the prophecy offuture Buddhahood. Then came the ninth 
son, who was to be the Buddha Ak~obhya, 81-1) the tenth - Su
varJ)apu~pa,815) and the eleventh - Jayasoma.818) In such a 
way all the 1000 princes, the 84,000 tributary sovereigns and 
920,000,000 living beings more, the 80 sons of SamudrareJ)u, 
his 1000 pupils and 30,000,000 Brahmal)as were foretold to be
come Buddhas, - (a long series ending with the Buddhas) 
Vipa~yin,817) Cikhin,818) and Vi~vabhuj.819) Next came 1000 
BrahmaJ)as, who recited the Vedas. The first of these having 
received the prophecy, such was likewise granted to the second, 
Jyoti~pala,820) who was to be Krakucchanda,821) the first Bud
dha of the Fortunate Aeon, to the third, Tamburu, who was to 
be Kanakamuni,822) to the fourth - Vi~vagupta -the Buddha 
Ka~yapa823) [41 a] and to the fifth - Vimalavai~ayana.824) 

The latter was to become the future Buddha Maitreya.826) In 
the same way all the other (Brahmal)a scholars) received the 
prophecy of Buddhahood, up to the 999th. Then the Brah
maJ)a SamudrareJ)u said to the last of the scholars: - choose 
thy sphere of activity and make thy initial vow. The scholar 
(whose name was Mahlibalavegadhiirin) prayed him to wait a 
while, and after the five attendants828) of SamudrareJ)u had 
chosen their spheres of activity, taken their vows, and were 
foretold to become Buddhas of the Fortunate Aeon, - he went 
to the Buddha Ratnagarbha and asked: - 0 Lord, will there 
be many Buddhas (that resemble) the sun (by their lustre) -
in this Fortunate Aeon ?827) The Buddha replied: - The Sages 
resembling the sun that are to appear, will be 1004 in number.B2B) 

(Mahabalavegadharin) then made the following entreaty:829)
May I live as long as all these 1004 Buddhas resembling the 
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sun, all of them taken together and may the number of my dis
ciples be as great, as that of all of them, taken together. The 
Buddha Ratnagarbha) gave his approval, saying: - Well 
hast thou spoken, - and prophesied that (Mahabalavega
dharin) would become the Buddha Roca.8OO) 

After all this had taken place, the BrahmaQa SamudrareQu 
began to ponder: - The great king and many other living beings 
have made their initial vow and accepted each their pure world of 
Buddhaic activity. The time is come for me to make likewise 
my initial vow. 

So thought he, and, full of great commiseration, looked 
upon the impure world of suffering and the living beings therein 
harsh and cruel, living in the ten vices, committing the five in
expiable sins83l) and hard to convert, - and made 500 great 
vows, that he would lead them to the Path of Salvation. And, 
his words being full of the power of truth, the Buddha Ratna
garbha approved them, saying: - Well said. - The energy of 
the Bodhisattvas manifests itself in four ways, and one of them 
is to make a vow (for the conversion of) a (suffering), impure 
world. [41 b.] Thou art a Bodhisattva, who resembles a white 
lotus, whereas the others are but ordinary flowers. - Thus 
he praised him greatly and prophesied him to be the fourth 
Buddha of the Fortunate aeon - ~akyamuni. 012) Thereupon 
all the Buddhas in the ten quarters of the sky offered their 
gifts and all living beings, gods and men, worshipped (the 
future Buddha. 

After that the Buddha Ratnagarbha passed away into 
NirvaQa and a monument harbouring his relics was erected 
and worshipped for 360,000,000 years. The BrahmaQa Sa
mudrareQu entered the religious order and lived in seclusion for 
twenty thousand years. Such is the account concerning the 
rise of 1005 Buddhas during the Fortunate aeon. 

The version of Ihe Talhiigalacinlyaguhyanirde~a. 

IV.Abb1• In olden times, during the aeon of the Beautiful Light833) 
there appeared in the country, called Vibhii~ita (7»834) the 
Buddha Anantagul)ananaratnavyuharaja (?)83&). At that time, 
in his palace called Vi~uddhimati (?)838) - there dwelt a uni
versal sovereign, Dhrtara~tra,837) whose power extended over 
all the four continents and who had 700,000 queens and 1000 
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sons. 888) This king zealously worshipped the Buddha and his 
congregation of monks for 10,000,000 years and made to each 
of the monks a present of three slaves.B8B) At that time the 
young princes (became full of the desire to attain Enlighten
ment) and amongst them the following verse became cur
rent:840) -

Seldom does a Buddha appear in this world, 
Birth in human form is hard to be secured, 
And as to friends, that have faith and study the Doctrine, 
Such may scarcely be met with, even during 100 aeons. 

And once, when the king, with his wives and sons was sitting in 
his palace, built of the finest sandal woodS4I), [42 a} he was 
(miraculously) raised up to the skies and came to sit in the 
presence of the Buddha, who expounded his doctrine to himB~2) 
saying: - 0 great monarch, thou must never lose faith and 
constantly abide on sublime paths.843) The king, after having 
heard him, returned to his palace, and at the time when the 
moon was in full glance, his two wives Anindita (7)84') and Anu
pama (?)84;;) bore him each a son, the former - Dharmace
tas (?),846) and the latter - Dharmamati.847) With these two 
(new born sons) the king continued to listen to the Doctrine 
delivered by the Buddha. Once the following thought came 
to the king: - All these my sons will certainly attain En
lightenment, but [ am still eager to know, who of them will 
first become a Buddha. Accordingly, he wrote down the names 
of all the young princes and deposited (the billets) in a precious 
urn, made of the seven kinds of jewels. Seven days the king 
abided in uninterrupted prayer, and then, in the presence of 
the queens, the 1000 sons and the two newlyborn infants, a 
near relative of the king drew out the billets, containing the 
names of the princes.848) The name of Vi~uddhamati819) was the 
first to appear and the trembling of the earth and sounds of 
(celestial) music announced, that he was to become the Buddha 
Krakucchan da. 850) 

Next came: -
The prince Vijayasena86I) who was to be Kanakamuni.862) 

" "Cantendriya (?)863) who was to be Ka~yapa.864) 

" "Sarvarthasiddha86&) who was to be Cakyamuni.868) 
" "Mekhalin (?)867) who was to be Maitreya.8&8) 
" "Cre~thamati (?)868) who was to be Sirilha.880) 



The prince Vidyuddeva (1)811) who was to be Ketu.8111) 
" "Bhadraraja (1)883) who was to be Pu~pottama.884) 
" "Prabha~ri (1)885) who was to be Pu~pa. 888) 
" "Vairocanapadma (?)887) who was to be Nak~atra-

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

raja.888) 
Vimalaprabha8b9) who was to be Sulocana.870) 
Virajas871) who was to be Subahu.872) 
Matiraja873) who was to be Prabha.m ) 
PUl)yavYLlharaja (?)87i) who was to be Jyotirama.878) 
Digbhuti (?)&77) who was to be Abhyudgata.878) 
Vi~uddhavyuharaja (?)879) who was to be GUl)ot-

tama.880) 
" ,,~rigupta881) who was to be Dhana~ri. 882) 
" "Suvibhaktakaya8SJ)(?) who was to be Jiianakara.884) 
" "Ugra881i) who was to be Ratnakara,888) and 
" "Ratnakirti887) who was to be Samantaprabhasa.888) 

(Thus the names appeared one by one) up to U~l).i~alathkrta,888) 
who was to be the Buddha Anantagul)akirti880) and the two 
youngest sons - the princes Anantabuddhikirti881) and Anan
tamati. 892) The elder relatives and brothers said to the latter;
What will there remain for thee to do, after we have converted 
all the living beings and brought to accomplishment all J l 1e 
Buddhaic achievements? - Thus they scorned him, but hr re
plied in return ;883) -

The virtues of the Buddhas are (as infinite) as the skies, 
And as to the number of living beings, such, I think, will 

never be exhausted. 
May I, by virtue of pure morality, be able to make my vows 
And ye all (that are present) listen to them. 
o kings of virtue, may I live as long, 
As will be the lives of all of you (taken together). 
And fulfill all the vows, which you all are to observe. 
May the congregation of my disciples be as great in number, 
As (all your cO:1gregations) taken together. 

Thus speaking, he, the youngest of the 1000 princes, (secured 
future Buddhahood) under the name of Rocana88') - the De
sirous. He was to be called so, because he wished a duration 
of life and a number of converts equal to that of 999 Buddhas. 
Thereupon the 1000 princes asked the two infants [43 a], -
Dharmacetas and Dharmamati, - of what kind would be their 
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vows. Dharmacetas, in return, made the following entreaty: 
- may I become the Bearer of the Sceptre of an of you, act 
in secret, prevent the exposition of all, that is to remain con
cealed as regards the Buddhas, and study, believe in and fully 
apprehend all the exoteric and esoteric doctrines (of the Bud
dhas.B8S) He was thus destined to become the Bodhisattva 
Vajrapal}i, the compiler of Scripture for all the 1000 Buddhas, 
and in a future aeon, called the Completely Enlighted, in the 
country named the perfectly pure, - the Buddha Vajravi
krama.B9B) 

Dharmamati, in his turn, expressed thewish, that he might 
exhort all the 1000 Buddhas to teach their Doctrines. He was 
accordingly to be Brahma, the Crest-bearer.897) As to the king 
Dhrtara~tra, he was to become the Buddha Diparhkara.8oB) 

Thus 1')00 Buddhas (were foretold to appear in the Fortunate 
Aeon), and those, who maintain their number to be 1002 and 
(who say) that Vajrapal)i is the same as Rocana, are fools, that 
deserve no belief. 

Now, for what reason is this aeon called the Fortunate? 
The M ohokarul}-opul}-tlarika899) says: - At the time, when this 
world was destroyed by a flood, 1000 golden lotuses arose from 
the ocean. They were seen by the gods, who knew them to be 
an omen, that 1000 Buddhas were to appear. - 0, this aeon 
is a fortunate one, - said the gods, and from there comes the 
name of our aeon. And in the Jij,onavaipulyasulra9CO) we read: 
The name of the Fortunate is given to that aeon, (at the be
ginning of which) 1000 lotuses were to be seen. 

As to the rise of 1000 Buddhas, such takes place in the 
period of stability, 001) at the time of regress, from the age, when 
human life lasts 80,000 years, and ending with the age, when it 
will be only 100 years. [43 b.I (At the time) preceeding this 
period, there is no opportunity for the Buddhas to appear, 
since (among living beings) the aversion (to this wordly exi
stence) is not great, and the Doctrine is not required for. After 
human age becomes reduced to 100 years, the Buddhas like
wise cease to appear, because there follows a period of (comp
lete degeneration), characterized by the following five feat
ures:8Q1) (diminishment of) lifetime, (deterioration of the cha
racter) of living beings, (predominance of) passions, incorrect 
views, and low spirits. Neither are they to appear at the time 

The 1ewelry of Scripture 7 
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of progress (that is to follow), for all, that is sinful will cease to 
exist, and, since all things will be in growth, no aversion (to
ward worldly existence) can take place. It is said accordingly: 

They (the Buddhas) appear -
In the period of regress up to the time, when human age 

is to be 100 years. 
Now, all that has just been said, concerns only the Fortunate 
Aeon, but not all the aeons in general, for the Karu7J.a-pu7J.t!a
rikaS03) tells us of the region of Angu~tha - the thumb-sized, 
- where men live only 10 years and are in size not larger 
than a thumb. This region, (says the Siitra), is presided by 
the Buddha ]yotirama,804) whose size is that of one cubit and 
seven fingers. We are likewise told of many Buddhas, appea
ring in the time previous (to the period when human life) lasts 
80,000 years. As concerns this our age, (we know that) Krakuc
chanda appeared when men lived 40,000 years,SOI) Kanaka
muni, - when human age dured 30,000 years,S08) Ka~yapa,907) 
- when it was 20,000, and ~akyamuni, when it was reduced to 
100. (The future Buddha), Maitreya, will come, when it will 
again be 80,000 years.908) 

The Bhadrakalpikasutra909) indicate5, with regard to each 
Buddha, his native country, caste, nimb, father, mother, son, 
favourite attendant, the two foremost disciples, (to whom the 
Buddha transfers his) high Wisdom and miraculous powers, the 
circle of adherents, lifetime, duration of the Doctrine, and, 
finally, the quantity of the Buddha's relics. If the two fore
most disciples are counted separately, there will be altogether 
13 subjects. Some authorities count 14, adding (the Buddha's) 
descent. As to the circle of adherents, such is (with some of 
the Buddhas) scarce and with others - numerous. The relics 
are likewise different: - with some they are abundant, and 
with others they may be contained in a pill. If we take for in
stance our Teacher, as He Himself told to Uttararama
raja (?),910) - his birthplace [44 a] was Kapilavastu,811) his 
caste - that of the K~atriyas, his descent, - from Gautama, 
his nimb - a fathom in breadth; his father was called Cud
dhodana, his mother - Maya, his favourite attendant -
Ananda, his chief disciple, to whom he delivered his teaching 
of Highest Wisdom-CAriputra, the foremost of his disciples 
endowed with miraculous powers - Maudgalyayana, his con-
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gregation at the beginning numbered 1250 monks, his life dured 
100 years, the Highest Doctrine is to exist for 500 years, and 
for the next 500 - (only) a resemblance of it. As to our Tea
cher's relics - such are known to be abundant. 

Now, there may arise an objection as to human age being 
spoken of as infinite at the time, when the Buddha Rocana is 
to appear. This will be in conflict with the statement, that 
before human age, (in its regress), has attained the limits of 
80,000 years, no Buddhas are to appear. This is right, but 
since this infinity of human age is the desire of a Buddha, it is 
a thing inconceivable to our mind. 

Again: - if one thousand Buddhas are to be regarded as 
a definite number, this will disagree with the A~~asahasrika, 
where it is said, that 10,000 ascetics will, during the Fortunate 
Aeon, attain Supreme Enlightenment. This is also true, but, 
says the Saint Vimuktasena, although it is admitted that 
1000 Buddhas are to arise during this Fortunate Aeon, this 
statement concerns only the foremost, and it does not mean, 
that the coming of others is denied. It is said in the Paiica
vimfGtisahasrika-aloka,912) that the definite number of 1000 
Buddhas is given in order to make it known, that such a num
ber is usually admitted as relating to the Fortunate Aeon, but 
those, that are competent as regards the subject, neither 
affirm, nor deny the appearance of others. 

Again, it is admitted, that, after this world has undergone 
destruction, those that are to attain Enlightenment, become 
Buddhas likewise at the time of formation of a new world [44 bJ 
(at such times as), for instance that, when the aeon Mahadha
ral}a began, after the age called DMral}a had passed away. 
Moreover 1000 or 1005 Buddhas are mentioned with reference 
to the 12 Buddhaic achievements directly exhibited by them, 
and as to other works mentioning a greater n umber, (such 
statements) concern in general all those, who during this For
tunate Aeon attain Enlightenment. Otherwise, the previous in
carnations (of Buddhas) are likewise taken into consideration, 
such as for instance (that of our Lord, when he was existing as) 
a teacher and Brahmal}a's son (in the times of Buddha Ka~yapa). 
It will not however be possible to draw from this the (false 
conclusion, that one Doctrine may have two (and more) tea
chers, for, at the time, when one Buddha is active, another, 

7* 
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though he may (likewise) have (already) assumed the character 
of a Buddha, - does not preach his doctrine. Now, may it be 
said, if it is maintained, that, previous to the four Buddhas, 
there were none in this Aeon, it will be contrary to the Kala
cakratantr(O,9lS) where it is said, that in the Fortunate Aeon 
seven Buddhas, Vipa~yin etc., up to Cakyamuni, have already 
appeared, - and to the usual belief, that the Buddhas, who 
have passed away, are seven in number. There is no mistake 
in this, for since (the seven) are Buddhas that have arisen in 
this world and are now extinct, (the Tantra etc.) view them 
only from such a standpoint. 

(As to the difference of names) we may say, indeed, that 
in different SLltras, the names of the Buddhas are not the same, 
that Kdu is sometimes called Pradyota, and Rocana - Roca or 
Ruci, but these are mere synonyms and, above all, differently 
translated. We need not, therefore, have any doubt as concerns 
this subject. 

The Bile of 'he Buddha {:iikyamuni in the world of Endurance (Sahiilokodhii'u). 

IV Ac. (Now, first of all, we must see) for what reason this our 
world is called Saha-Ioka-dhatu. The word Saha814) is a syno
nym of "endurance", (and this name has been given to the 
world in which we live) because (the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, 
that appear therein) do not fall a prey to the three !!I,urces of 
evil, the causes of defilement, but endure (the hardshif;s caused 
by them) and, morally, resist (to the passions). It is said in 
the Karu1Ja-pu1Jtf.arika :915} - Why is this world called the 
World of Endurance? It is called so, because the living being!. 
therein are endurin g(hardship caused by) desire, hatred, [45 a] 
infatuation, and by all the bonds of the passions. In this 
World of Endurance a great aeon called the Fortunate is to 
come. Why is it to bear this name? Because during it, amongst 
living beings, that indulge in lust, hatred, and infatuation, 
1000 fully accomplished Buddhas, endowed with great Co!~
miseration are to appear. Moreover, our world has its name (of the 
Word of Endurance), because the Bodhisattvas (that act 
therein) are endowed with the virtue (of resistence) or because 
the Buddhas (appearing therein) are likewise characterised by 
it. It is said in the Maiijuf1'i-buddha-k~etra-gu1}8-vyiJ&a:818) -
The followers of the Bodhisattva Vehicle have performed acts 
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of great devotion in regard of the Buddhas of former ages, 
engendered the roots of virtue, worshipped many hundreds 
and thousands of Buddhas and were possessed of great endu
rance, self-discipline, and faith. They were abused, menaced, 
beaten and wounded by all the living beings, but they patiently 
endured (all these odds), however harsh they may have 
been. and did not fall a prey to lust, hatred, and infatuation. 
o noble youth, this (our world) has got its name from those 
holy men and is called the World of Endurance. Similarly 
(this world has derived its name) from the Buddhas, who were 
endowed with the virtues just mentioned. 

As to the rise of our Teacher in this world, we read in the 
Master Nagarjuna's Salutation to the Ten Monuments:'l?) 

I worship the Lord, the (Man -) Lion, 
Who, having first made his Creative Effort for the attain

ment of Supreme Enlightenment, 
Has amassed merit during three immeasurable periods of 

aeons918) 

[45 bJ And vanquished the four mischief-doing demons.'18) 
Accordingly, we have to distinguish: -
al) The Creative Effort. 
bI ) The Accumulation of Merit. 
cI ) The attainment of Buddhahood, - and take into considera

tion, with regard to each of these points, respectively, -
a2) the Hinayanistic, and 
b2) the Mahayanistic tradition. 

The Initial Vow according 10 Hinayiina. 

IV AcaIa2• In olden times there lived a king named Prasanna
kirti,'20) who made one of his attendants, skilful in the art of 
taming elephants, - the keeper and tamer of (the royal) ele
phants. The keeper, after having completed the task of taming 
one of the elephants, made it known to the king and the latter 
ordered him to bring the animal to him. When the elephant 
was brought, the king mounted, intending to go for a ride, but 
the beast, having smelt the scent of a female elephant, which 
aroused its passions, ran headlong through woods and valleys 
and there was no possibility to stop it. The king, terrified, 
asked the keeper what to do and the keeper told him to snatch 
the branches of a tree. The king did so, fell down, and fainted. 
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After the keeper had made him recover from his swoon, the 
king, enraged said, that he, the keeper, since he had boasted 
with taming the elephant, when this was not, really, the case, 
was to be punished with prison. But the keeper said: - I have 
tamed the animal's body, but it was impossible for me, to do 
the same with its mind. - What proof canst thou give, that 
thou hast tamed its body, - asked the king in return. - In 
a week, after the elephant has come back, - replied the keeper, 
- you shall see. After seven days had passed, the elephant 
returned, and the keeper, having made an iron hammer red
hot, placed it before the beast, saying: - Eat, eat! [46 a] The 
beast, notwithstanding (the terrible pain) began to eat. This 
(the keeper) showed to the king and said: - I have not been 
able to subdue the elephant's mind. The king believed, (and 
having from this example come to the insight, that he must 
subdue his own mind), made his Initial Vow and uttered the 
following entreaty: -

May I, by virtue of my charity, be reborn in the Cakya Clan, 
Attain (the state of a) Buddha, that will harmonise with my 

(future) merits, family, and descent, 
And convey great peace, deliverance from fear and salvation, 
To all living beings, including Brahma, who are stricken with 

distress. 

The Accumulation of Merit according '0 Hinayiina. 

IV Achtaa. From that time and up to (the age of) the Buddha 
Ra~trapala921) (our Master) worshipped 75000 Buddhas and 
accumulated merit during immeasurable aeons thus bringing 
to accomplishment the first period, as it is said in Scripture: -

From the time of Buddha Cakyamuni922) 
And up to the age of Ra~trapala, 
I have worshipped 75,000 Buddhas. 

Then, beginning with the Buddha Sadhukara (1)928) and up to 
Indradhvaja,B24) our Master worshipped 76,000 Buddhas more, 
thus completing the second period, as follows: -

I have worshipped the full number of 76,000 Buddhas, 
Beginning with Sadhukara and up to the Sage Indradhvaja. 

Thereafter, from the time of Diparhkara and up to Ka~yapa He 
worshipped 77,000 other Buddhas and terminated the third 
period, as it is said in Scripture: -
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And up to the Buddha Ka~yapa 
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I have worshipped the full number of 77,000 Buddhas. 
And the Abhidharmakot;a926) says [46 bI, that the first period of 
aeons ends with the Buddha Ratna~ikhin, the second - with 
Diparilkara, and the third - with Vipa~yin, as follows: -

Vipa~yin, Diparhkara, and Ratna~ikhin, 

Appeared (each of them) at the end of each of the three 
periods of aeons. 

And the first (of the Buddhas who received the homage of 
our Teacher) is Cakyamuni. 

Thereupon, during 100 great aeons, (the Master) brought to 
accomplishment all the factors for attaining the sublime cha
racter of a Bodhisattva and (from that time, uninterruptedly) 
abided as such. Then, during the remaining 100 aeons He 
I) circumambulated the Buddha Nak~atraraja for seven days, 
an the while chanting a verse and by this energy accumulated 
the merit, (usually) attained in the period of nine great aeons, 
and 2) up to the time, when the other 91 aeons had passed away 
and He was born in the age of the Buddha Ka~yapa as a te
acher and Brahmal)a's son, - brought to accomplishment all 
the factors (for attaining Buddhahood). Finally he was born 
as Cvetaketu and after that came to perform the 12 achieve
ments of a Buddha, as we know in detail from Scripture, and, 
particularly, from the Abhini~kramal)a-siitra. As to the special 
tradition (of the Hinayana, such is as follows: -

The Teacher and the solitary Pratyekabuddha928) 

Have, on the basis of the Highest degree of mystic absorbtion, 
Attained (all the virtues) up to Enlightenment. 

Accordingly, (Buddha), by accumulating merit, equal to that, 
attained by ordinary worldlings during three immeasurable 
periods of aeons, has, in the evening, vanquished the four de
mons. Then, at midnight, having taken recourse to the four 
stages of mystic meditation, he acquired (all the virtues), up 
fo (those attained on) the Path of Training.D27) And, finally, in 
the morning, from daybreak till sunrise, he has in one moment 
brought to accomplishment all the six transcendental virtues, 
as follows: -

(Buddha), guided by mercy toward all (living beings), 
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Has, by His gifts, completed (the transcendental virtue of) 
charity, 

By freeing himself from the members (of the causal nexus) 
connected with passions -

(The virtues of) unflinching patience and pure morality, 
By praising Nak~atraraja - the virtue of energy, 
And, immediately after [47 a] - those of Trance and Hig

hest Wisdom. 

The Aeeainmenl of Buddhahood according fa Hinayiina. 

IV Acc;.az• Thus he attained the six transcendental virtues, be
came a Buddha, possessed of the spiritual92B) and physical929) 

body (characterizing such), revealed his Doctrine to (His dis
ciples) - AjfiatakauQginya etc. up to Bhadrika and then passed 
away into final NirvaQa. 
As regards the Mahayanistic tradition concerning Buddha, 
we distinguish: -

IV Aca1b s. The Creative Effort for Enlightenment. 
IV Acb1bs. The Accumulation of Merit during three immeasurable 

periods of aeons. 
IV Acc;.b s. The victory over the four demons and the attainment 

of Buddhahood. 

The Creafil1e Effon according fa Malaiiyiina. 

IV Aca1b ll• (Here we have to consider) five points: -
a.) The character of the Creative Effort, 
b.) Its cause, 
c.) Its merit; 
d.) Its varieties, and 
e.) The different traditions concerning Buddha's first Creative 

Effort. 

The cJalJTacler of IJae Crealil1e Effon. 

IV Aca1bz8a. We read in the Sutralamkara:880) -

Great by its energy, great by its achievements, 
Great by its aim, and great by its result, 
Is the thought of the Bodhisattvas, -
A manifestation of their spirit, directed toward the .. double 

aim (of human activity). 
Thus the Creative Effort may be defined as "a manifestation 
of the spirit (of the Bodhisattva), which, endowed with due 
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associates, expedients, and active energy, has for its result 
the fulfillment of one's own aim and that of others, and is 
founded upon altruism and the desire of Enlightenment". 
And the Abhisamayiilamkara says :931) -

The Creative Effort is a desire of Supreme Enlightenment 
in pursuit of the welfare of others. 

It is exposed briefly and in detail, in harmony with the 
Sutras. 

(Ratnakara~anti) in his Commentary (:uddhimati932) has: 
The Creative Effort is to be defined as a desire of Supreme 
Enlightenment, based upon altruism. 

The Causes of the Creative Effort. 

IV Aca1bab3• The Bodhisattvabhumi mentions four causes, four con
ditions, and four forces, through which the Creative Effort is 
produced. And in the Siitralamkiira933) we read: -

The Creative Effort, that is originated by foreign influence -
By the grace of a teacher, by the efficiency of the cause 

(- adherence to the Mahayanistic family)834) 
By the agency of the roots (of virtue, that are caused to 

thrive),935) -
Through study and the practice of virtue, - manifests it-

self in a powerful or feeble form. [47 b.] 
- Such are the causes of the Creative Effort relating to Em
pirical Reality. As to the factors, that refer to Absolute Rea
lity, we read as follows: 938) -

If the Supreme Buddha has been duly worshipped, 
And the Accumulation of virtue and wisdom fully accom

plished, 
Then it (the Creative Effort) is regarded as relating to the 

Absolute Reality, 
Since it produces unflinching, true knowledge as regards 

all elements of existence. 
And in short we have :937) -

The seed of Great Commiseration having first been aroused 
to life, 

. By the efficiency of the (Mahayanistic spiritual) family, 
Tile Creative Effort for Enlightenment, -
As a result of the Complement of sublime thoughts and, 

deeds - is made. 
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T1a& Reaull (Merl,) 01 duJ Creaei"e EJlore. 

IV Aca1b.ca. The direct result (of the Creative Effort) is a miracle, 
the intermediate is the attainment (of that supernatural 
power) of the mind, (through which one, as if possessed of) a 
wish-fulfilling gem, (may cause) all the desired objects to come 
down like rain, and the final is Buddhahood, and the like, all 
of which is inconceivable to our mind. 
The Viradattapariprcchii,938) says: -

If all the merits of making the Creative Effort 
Could assume a visible form, 
They would fill all the regions of the sky 
And even extend beyond them. 

The Varielies of Ihe Crealive E!for,. 

IV Aca1b.da. From the stand point of its essential character the 
Creative Effort is to be viewed as I) the VOW939) and 2) the 
action according to it. 940) If regarded from the point of its 
more rough or more subtle character, it may be 1) conventional 
(produced by foreign agency)DH) and 2) absolute. 

As concerns the different stages of Enlightenment, 
the Creative Effort manifests itself in four ways, (as says the 
SiiCTii,laritkiira)912) -

The Creative Effort is, on the different stages, characterized 
By faith, the purest and best intentions, maturity, and the 

absence of all obscurations. 
Further on, as regards its associates and that, with which it 
may be compared, the Creative Effort is considered to have 
twenty-two forms, as we read (in the Abhisamayillamkilra) :9'3) 

It is like the earth, like gold, the moon, or fire etc., (and in 
the Siarii.laritkiira) :9U) -

The Creative Effort is regarded as ressembling the earth etc. 
The NirJ'}'Jya-saritgraha94/i) mentions in its turn ten varieties, as 
follows: -
The Creative Effort is of ten kinds: -

J) Conventional, 
2) Absolute, [48 a] 
3) Uncertain, 
4) Sure, 
5) Not perfectly pure, 
6) Perfectly pure, 
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7) Feeble, .. ~1r"l • • 1 , "." " 

8) Powerful, 
9) With incomplete result, and 

10) With complete result. 
The Conventional Creative Effort is that, characterizing all the 
Bodhisattvas, who are not able to act (by themselves) surely 
and infallibly. 
The Absolute is made by those, that act correctly and without 
mistakes and by the Cravakas, that have devoted themselves 
to Supreme Enlightenment. 
The Creative Effort may be regarded as uncertain, when it is 
made by those, who do not belong to the (Mahayiinistic) family 
and by such members of it, who may relapse (into sin). 
It is sure, if made by such, who are known by characteristics 
reverse to those just mentioned. 
It is not completely pure, wh en made (out of desire of) imita
ting others, from fear of worldly power, rapine, judgement, of 
(being drowned in) a river (and similar calamities), or, - out 
of self-conceit, without consideration and accurate analysis, -
for the sake of (prolonging one's) life, obtaining gain and 
renown, and in order to be praised and spoken of. The Creative 
Effort, made out of such and similar motives, cannot be re
garded as completely pure. (On the contrary), it is perfectly 
pure, when it may be recognised by its motives being the re
verse of (those mentioned). 
The Creative Effort is feeble if the Bodhisattvas, after having 
made it, fall a prey to desire, hatred, and infatuation, and 
overpowered by (these three sources of evil) [48 bJ are unable 
to act correctly and commit errors. 
The Creative Effort, the consequences of which are reverse to 
these, is, on the contrary, to be considered as powerful. 
The result of the Creative Effort is incomplete with those, who 
are on the (different) stages of Bodhisattva perfection, begin
ning with the Stage of Faith94S) and up to the tenth Stage.847) 
The full result is attained after (the Bodhisattva's) having be
come a Buddha, as the Lord, Himself, says: - After I had 
finished the practice of asceticism,9(8) I attained Enlighten
ment, according to my sublime vows. 
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Th. diff..,.,., traditio,.. III 10 Buddha', Cr.arie. Efforl. 

IV.Aca1b2ea. In the Karu1}a-pu'!-4arika949
) it is said, that the first 

Creative Effort was made hy the BrahmaQa SamudrareQu. 
In the Bhadrakalpikasutra950) we read: -

In former times, when I was in an inferior state of existence, 
I, having sacrificed to the Buddha Cakyamuni, 
First made my Creative Effort for Enlightenment. 

The tradition of the Anukampii-pratikaraJ]4-smra( ?)951) is as 
follows: -

Our Teacher, in the time of his previous existence, was once, 
through the influence of former deeds, reborn in the infernal 
region of Red-hot Iron, as an athlete, who had to draw a 
heavy vehicle. As his companions, feeble in strength, were 
constantly beaten by the ward, that surveyed them, (Buddha) 
became full of great commiseration and made his Creative 
Effort for Enlightenment (in order to help all the suffering 
Jiving beings). After that he said to the keeper: - Be thou 
a little more merciful (toward these unfortunate beings). -
The keeper, enraged, struck him with his trident, and (Buddha) 
dying, was delivered from infernal existence, as the drawer 
of a fiery vehicle and became purged from the guilt of sin 
(previously committed by him) during eight aeons. 

According to the Traiskandhaka,952) the Teacher, whilst he 
was abiding in the form of Abhinanda,953) the son of a merchant, 
made his first Creative Effort in the presence of [49 a] the 
Buddha Mahasundara (?)951) 

And still another tradition says, that the Teacher, when 
he was existing as a potter's son, named Abhakara (?)955) 
presented the great Buddha Cakyamuni with a vase of por
celain, five chowries, a pair of boots and a parasol, and made 
the following entreaty: -

o Buddha, may I become just like thee 
By corporeal ressemblance and by (the number of) disciples, 
By duration of life, native country, 
And by the high name, thou bearest. 

Thus spoke He and made His Vow. 

The Accumldalion of Meril according '0 Mahayana. 

IV Ac~bJ (Here we distinguish): -
as> The character of the Accumulation of Merit, 
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ba) The period of time, during which it is brought about, 
cal The way in which it was completed (by Buddha). 

The Character of the Accumulation. 

IV Achtb.aa. (The Accumulation of Merit) is to be viewed from 
the following eight points: -
aJ Essence, 
bJ Connection with the six Transcendental Virtues, 
cJ Etymology(ofthewordsambhiira)-itsappelationinSanscrit, 
dJ Action, 
eJ Modes, 
fJ Result, 
gJ Sphere of activity, 
hJ The different subjects with which (the Accumulation) 
may be identified. 

Essence (definition) of the Accumulation. 

IV Acb1b.aaa,. We read in the Sittriilamkiira:868) -

The Accumulation of Merit of the Bodhisattvas 
Consisting of virtue and Transcendental Wisdom is in

comparable. 
The first (virtue) leads to bliss during this worldly life, 
And the second (Transcendental Wisdom) conveys an exi-

stence free from defilement. 
Accordingly we may define the Accumulation as: - "Virtue 
influenced867) and uninfluenced858) (by passions), which is the 
cause of a blissful existence969) (in the Samsara) and of the 
super-blissgeO) (of Salvation). 

TIle Conneerion of the Aeeumulation with the .i~ Transcendental Yinues. 

IV Achtb2a.b,. It is said):881) -
(Charity and Morals form the Accumulation of Virtue, 
And High Knowledge, - that of Transcendental Wisdom. 
The other three (Patience, Energy and Concentration) re-

present the Accumulation of both, 
And the first five, moreover, that of Transcendental Wis

dom likewise. 

Etymology (11) of ".ambhara. II 

IV Acb1b.aac,. (The Siitriilamkiira882) says: -
An amassing, again and again, of virtue, 
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(Practised) uninterruptedly and leading to concentration of 
mind 

(Such is sambhiira, the Accumulation of Merit of the Bodhi-
sattva 

Accordingly, in the word sambhiira, which is the Sanscrit name 
for Accumulation, - (sam means) samtiinena (or samtatya) -
uninterruptedly, (bhii stands for) bhiivanii - concentration, 
and (ra for) iihiira983) - (amassing) again and again. Conse
quently, (the Accumulation of Merit) is called sambhiira, since 
it is a repeated (practice of virtue), that goes on uninterruptedly 
[49 b] and leads to concentration of mind. 

The Func,ion of the Accumulation. 

IV Ac~b~ad.. (The Sutriilamkiira964) says): 
The Accumulation of Merit of the Powerful Ones 
Leads to the fulfillment of all their projects. 

The Modes of ,h. Accumula,ion. 

IV Ac~b~3e4' (We read further on): _ 960) 

The Accumulation of Merit is made by the Powerful Ones, 
For the sake of entering (upon the stages of Enlightenment), 
(Rising up) to the state of non~differentiation,968) 

Attaining impassibility,967) receiving the consecration968) (for 
Buddhahood), 

And (ultimately), for reaching the final goal. 
Thus, the Accumulation of Merit appears in diverse forms, 
in harmony with the different stages of the Bolilhisattva, viz. 
the (preliminary) Stage of Faith,970) the first six stages, the 
seventh971) stage, the eighth972), the ninth973) and the tenth. 
(The different degres in accumulating merit on each of these 
stages) respectively lead to: - the entrance upon the (ten 
main) stages (of the Bodhisattva), (the fuU monistic conception 
and) cessation of all differentiation, - on the seventh stage, 
complete impassibility - on the eighth, the consacration for 
Buddhahood), on the tenth, and the attainment of the final 
result (Nirval)a), .- when one is already a Buddha. 

The Re.uZ, of 'he Accumulation. 

IV.Acb1baaaf.. It is said in the Ratniivali:974) 

The physical form976) of the Buddha 
Is a result of the Accumulation of Virtue, 



And, as to his 'spiritual body,"&) 0 Kingt'??) 
Such, to speak briefly, is a product 
Of the Accumulation of Transcendental Wisdom. 
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And in the Yukti-~a~~ik(978) (the master Nagarjuna) says: -
May I attain the two sublime (forms) 
Which are a result of virtue and Transcendental Wisdom. 

Accordingly, (the result), viewed from the standpoint of the 
principal cause, may, plainly, be characterized as follows: -
It is the (attainment of) the two forms (of a Buddha), as the 
consequence of the two kinds of Accumulation. 

The Spheres of the Accumulation. 

IV Achtb2aag,. The sphere of activity of the Accumulation of 
Virtue is Empirical Reality or the world as it seems, and that 
of the Accumulation of Transcendental Wisdom, - Absolute 
Reality or the world as it is (sub specie aeternitatts). 

The Accumulation of Merit from different poinls of lIietll. 

IV Acb1b2aah,. We distinguish here twelve forms: -
J) According to the Mahayanistic theory (the Accumulation 

of Merit manifests itself as): - the means (of attaining Bodhi
sattva perfection and Buddhahood), and high, analytic wis
dom. The latter puts an end to the conception of plurality,978B

) 

and the former brings together all the roots of virtue. It is said 
in the Gayii~ir~a-sutra:978b) - The means is knowledge as 
regards the amassing (of the roots of virtue), and Highest 
Wisdom, - discriminative knowledge, (containing an analysis 
of existence). Of these two, Highest Wisdom979) [50 a) is 
founded upon Relativity and represents the full notion (of it). 
As to the means, - such is the fulfillment of all the projects 
of living beings out of commiseration, as it is said:980) 

(The attainment of Enlightenment is, with some, based upon) 
Relativity, endowed with the essence of great Commiseration. 

2) All the virtuous qualities are comprised in the six Transcen
dental Virtues, through the practice of which the Teaching 
of Buddha is fulIy realized, (as we read in the Sutra
larhkara) :881) 

All the pure qualities are to be viewed as 
Distracted, concentrated and mixed, 
They are (respectively) comprised in each pair of Transcen

dental Virtues.882) 
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And:t88) -
Absence of inclination to objects of worldly enjoyment 
Strict observation (of the rules of Discipline) 
Absence of lassitude in regard of two points,"') 
And meditation, free from distracted thoughts, -
This is the whole of the Great Vehicle taken in short. 

The Great Vehicle is thus demonstrated as contained in the 
six Transcendental Virtues. 
Now, may it be asked, do not the six Transcendental Virtues 
likewise exist with the Cravakas and Pratyekabuddhas? No. 
- We read in the Commentary on the Mahiiyana-samgraha:98&) 

With the solitary Pratyekabuddhas986) 

The six Transcendental Virtues do not exist even by name, 
Only (the Buddha) our Lord 
Abides on the summit of these virtues. 

But, may it be said, in the Cravaka Code we have the six 
Virtues and all that relates to the conduct of a Bodhisattva 
clearly demonstrated. (To this we answer): - They are only 
briefly indicated, and as to their full analysis, such is nowhere 
to be found (in Hinayanistic Scripture).987) The RatnavalillBB) 
says: -

The vows, that characterise the Bodhisattvas 
And (the precepts) for devoting oneself to the practice (of 

their virtues) 
Are not treated in the Cravaka Vehicle. 
How is it then possible (for an adherent of it) to become a 

Bodhisattva? 
And the SutriJamkiira:989) -

The Teaching of the Cravakas, 
Being incomplete, contradictory, 
Affording no sure means and unable to give the due in

structions, 
Is not that, which may be called the Doctrine of the Great 

Vehicle. 
3) The Accumulation of Merit has various degrees, correspond

ing to the stages (of Bodhisattva perfection). We read in 
the Ratnavali:99D) -

Just as the Vehicle of the Cravakas, 
Mentions eight stages (of perfection attained by) its saints, 
In the same way the Great Vehicle [50 b] 
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Has ten stages (of Enlightenment) for the Bodhisattvas. 
And the Tri~ara~saptatigel) says: -

Just as the Complete Wisdom of a Hinayanist sainttell) 

Is preceded by seven (preliminary) stages, 
In the same way the Divine Wisdom of the fully accomplished 

Buddha 
Has ten stages, that go before it. 

The stages of Cravaka perfection are accordingly as follows:e" 

The stage of Pure Vision,994) 
" " " (entering the Cravaka) family,9811) 
" " " Entering the Stream,988) 
" "" Illumination,987) 
" " " Refinement,898) 
" " " Deliverance from Passions,"') 
JJ " " Full Exposition (of the Truth),lOOO) 
JJ " " a Pratyekabuddha.lOO1) 

Similarly, the Great Vehicle has its ten stages, that of JoylOOl) 
and the rest, which are in coordination with the ten Transcen
dental Virtues respectively.lOOI) These are the principal stages, 
but by entering those, that are subservient to them, (the Bod
hisattva) when he is still a worldling, likewise becomes purified, 
as it is said: 

These (the ten) are the chief stages, 
But the ordinary man, that abides on the stage of devotion etc. 

Here we have, accordingly, the stage of devotion,lOO4) (attained) 
on the Path of Accumulating Merit.lo06) And further on: -

He, that attains the (chief) stages, 
Must (first abide in) that of Faith.1OO8) 

According to this passage, the stage of Faith lasts till the end 
of the Path of Training.lOII?) 
Moreover, the Bodhisatwa-bhii.mi1Oll8) mentions seven other 
stages, namely: -

The stage of (entering) the Family,lOO9) 
JJ "JJ Faith,101O) 
" " " Purest and Best Intentions,101l) 
" " " Assurance,lOlB) 

" " ,. Activity,l018) 
" " " Sure Action,l014) and 
" " " Attainment of the Final Result.lOll

) 

The lewelry of Scrfpture 8 
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4) (The Accumulation of M~rit) viewed from the standpoint of 
the four methods of propaganda1018) is characterized by the 
SutriJlamkara101,,) as follows: -

(Of the four methods of propaganda) 
Charity is equal (to the Transcendental Virtue of that name). 
And as to fine, pleasant speech, favourable acts and com-

mon interest, -
Such are to be viewed as the teaching (of the Transcendental 

Virtues), 
Incitation (of others to practise such), 
And the conformity of one's own acts. 

Accordingly, the four methods of propaganda are: - Cha
rity,1018) that harmonizes with the corresponding Transcenden
tal Virtue, sweet and pleasant speech,1019) by means of which 
(the teaching of) the six Transcendental Virtues is communi
cated to others, fulfillment of the projects (of others)l020) by 
inducing them to practise the said Virtues and common inter
est,lOll) - by being oneself devoted to this practice. 
5) The Accumulation of Merit regarded from the point of the 

four methods of action, is [51 a] as says the Sutriilam
kara:1022) _ 

The activity of the Powerful Ones (manifests itself) ac
cording to the Sutras, in four ways: -

With regard to the living beings, that are devoted to the 
Great Vehicle, 

To those, who found their belief in the Small One, 
And, in behalf of the adherents of both Vehicles, 
For the sake of Discipline and to arouse the energy (of 

the converts). 
Thus, for those, who are followers of the Great Vehicle (the 
Bodhisattvas) act on the basis ofthe Transcendental Virtues,lOlIB) 
(their actions being characterized by the essence of these ten 
virtues); in regard of the adherents to the Small Vehicle, (their 
activity is founded upon) the characteristic features of En
lightenment,1024) 37 in number. With reference to those, who 
found their belief in both the Vehicles, in order to arouse, 
forcibly, the zeal of such persons, (the Bodhisattvas) have, in 
their action, (recourse to) supernatural perception,1016) of 
which there are six forms. 

And in order to lead to spiritual maturity the converts, 
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that adhere to all the three Vehicles, (they) act so as to bring 
aU living beings to this maturity by the aid of innumerable ex
pedients. Such are the four ways of action, according to the 
Ramacuqa-sutra.1028) And the Bodhisattva-bhumi1OS7) says: -
All the activity of the Bodhisattvas is to be regarded as com
prised in the four methods of action. 
6) As to the coordination of accumulated merit with the 80 

imperishable things1028) we read in the (:uddhimali:1029) -

The Creative Effort, sublime thoughts and deeds, the best 
intentions, 

The six Transcendental Virtues, the (four) immeasurable 
feelings, 

The (five) forms of supernatural perception, the four me
thods of propaganda, 

The (four) methods of correct discrimination, the points of 
reliance, and the two accumUlations, 

The characteristics of Enlightenment, concentration etc. 
The power of memory, and so on, 
The (four main) aphorisms, the uniform concentration of the 

Bodhisattvas, 
And their- skill in expe~ients. 

Thus we have: -
The Creative Effort, (1) 
(Sublime) thoughts,lo30) (2) 
Activity,1031) (3) 
The best intentions,1032) (4) 
The six Transcendental Virtues, (5-10) 
The four Immeasurable Feelings,I033) (11-14) 
Five forms of supernatural perception,l034) (15-19) 
The four methods of propaganda, (20-25) 
The four methods of correct discrimination,108&) (24--27) 
Reliance upon the elements of existence and not upon the 

personalityl036) (28) 
.. " " meaning and not upon the words,1037) (29) 

" 
.. "direct meaning and not upon the con-

ventional,103S) (30) 

.. .. .. Transcendental Wisdom and not upon 
ordinary human knowledge,1038) (31) 

The two Accumulations (32, 33) 
8· 
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The thirty-seven characteristics of Enlightenment,1O&O) 
(34-70) 

Concentration1M1) and Transcendental Knowledge,lMB)(71, 72) 
Power of memorylOG) and readiness of wit1M') (73, 74) 
The four aphorisms of the Doctrine: -

All active10U) elements are impermanent, (75) 
All elements influenced (by defiling agencies)lM8) have 

mere phenomenal existence, (76) 
All elements (whatsoever) are impersonal,10407) (77) 
Every form of Nirval}a is Quiescence, (78) 

The uniform concentration (of the Bodhisattvas),lM8)(79) 
(Their) skill in expedients.lo,S) (80) 

These 80 subjects are mentioned in the Akfayamari-nirde~a
,u"'a,1060) and the Munimatalamkiiral06l) says, that all the 
Mahayanistic Path is contained in them. 
7) As to the varieties of the Accumulation of Merit, viewed 
from the standpoint of the 22 forms of the Creative Effort, 
we read in the Abhisamayalamkara :1062) -

The Creative Effort has 22 forms, 
Since it may be like the earth, like gold, the moon, or fire, 
Like a treasury, a jewel-mine, or like the ocean, 
Like a diamond, a mountain, a remedy, a teacher, 
Like the wish-fulfilling gem, like the sun, or like a song, 
Like a king, a jewellery, a great road, 
A Vehicle, a fountain, a pleasant sound, a rivEr, and a cloud. 

As to the subjects, meant by these examples, the Saint Vimuk
tasena and the teacher Haribhadral063) consider them to be the 
associates, connected with the Creative Effort, namely zeal,10640) 
sublime thoughts, activity, the ten Transcendental Virtues 
(respectively), the two Accumulations of Merit, the 37 cha
racteristic features of Enlightenment, Commiseration, Trans
cendental Knowledge, power of memory, readiness of wit, the 
t.riumph of the Doctrine,1056) the uniform concentration of the 
Bodhisattvas, and the Cosmical Body of Buddha. 

(Vasubandhu's) Commentary on the Siieralamkara,1068) the 
(:uddhima'i, and the MunimatiJlamkara enumerate, instead, 
all the 80 imperishable subjects, the 6 Transcendental Virtues 
etc., in accordance with each (of the examples), and place 
them in the due succesive order. These 22 forms of the Crea
tive Effort [52 .1], comprise, according to the opinion of the 
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teachers Haribhadra and Abhayikaragupta, - the Mahiyi
nistic Path and its result.lo67) Others, in their turn, consider, 
that they include (only) the Paths of Discipline. 
8) (The Accumulation of Merit) has likewise various forms 

corresponding to the four methods of intuition, which are 
as follows: -

The thorough knowledge of all the forms of the 3 Kinds of 
Wisdom and of their respective objects,1058) 

The CUlminationz of the Process of l11umination,106B) 
The Progressive Process of Illumination,lOSO) and 
The Final, Momentary IntuitionlOS1). 

It is said accordingly: - The cause (of perfection) is endowed 
with the essence of the four methods of intuition. 
Otherwise the various forms of the Accumulation harmonise 
with the four Actions,lOS2) that of the Outfit,toS3) Access,108') 
Accumulation (proper),lOS5) and Issue. lOSS) 
9) In harmony with the teaching, that is common to all 

the Vehicles, the Accumulation of Merit differs in regard of 
the four Paths which are: 
The Path of Accumulating Merit (proper,lOS7) 

" " "Training,1068) (2) 
" " "I1Iumination,1089) (3) 
" " "Concentrationl070). (4) 

As to the Final Pathl071) such, being identical with the result, 
is not taken into consideration. (The first) two (- the Paths 
of) Accumulation and Training represent the practice (of 
virtue), which is founded upon faith in the Absolute Truth, 
but not upon direct perception of the latter; they are, therefore, 
(only) preliminary stages of the Path. On the contrary, the 
Path of Illumination and that of Transcendental Concentration 
are characterized by the full intuition of the Truth, which is 
directly perceived (by the Saint). Consequently, the first two, 
being still influenced (by passions)1072) and based upon the 
knowledge of Empirical Reality,to73) are but subservient de
grees and not the Truth of the Path proper. Now, (if this is 
so), how is it then said in the Nir1J.aya-samgraha.:1074) - Of 
what kind is the Truth of the Path? (Answer): - That, which 
represents the Path of Accumulating Merit, that, which is 
called the Path of Training, and that, which we know as the 
Path of complete Purification.1076) All these, taken together, 
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form the Truth of the Path. And in the Abhidharma-stJ
muccay(1078) we read, that all the five subdivisions of the 
Path represent the Truth of that name. There is no mistake 
in this, for (the first two Paths) are viewed as subservient to 
the Path (proper), or as the stages, that aid (in its realization). 
It is said in the Abhidharma-samuccaya-bha~ya:1077) -
(In speaking of) "The fivefold Path", (the author of the Abhi
dhannasamuccaya) has in view the five different stages of the 
Path. These are the Truth of the Path proper and the sub
servient degrees. [52 b.] The Paths of Accumulation and 
Training are thus regarded as preliminary. Moreover, the 
Nir."ayasamgraha1078) says: -
There are such elements, which, in spite of their relation to 
this world are such, which put an end to the thirst for repeated 
births, being antidotes against it, and to the Path for passing 
out of this world. Why are thcse elements, nevertheless, coun
ted amongst those relating to the Truth of the Originl07D) (of 
phenomenal existence)? (Answer): - (The elements spoken 
of) are, indeed, by their nature, antidotes against the thirst 
for repeated births. Still, since they are connected with '.le 
actions, however virtuous, of body, speech, and mind, Wh.;.;!1 
three are all subjected to rebirth, the said elements must be 
regarded as relating to the Truth of the Origin. (Some autho
rities say), that the Paths of Accumulation and Training are, 
as regards their essential character, uninfluenced (by pas
sions)1080) and, therefore, belong to the Path (proper). This is 
not right, for it is said in the Nir~~ayasamgraha:1081) - By 
means of analytic wisdom, which is a result of study and in
vestigation, (the Bodhisattva) exerts himself in the (four) 
acts of intense mindfulness.1082) This kind of knowledge relates 
to the Empirical Reality, and, notwithstanding its vir
tuous character, is influenced by passions. On the basis (of 
this knowledge, the Bodhisattva) practises meditation through 
which he becomes prepared for the (four) degrees conducive to 
IIIumination1083) and is keen upon the acts of intense mind
fulness, connected with this form of meditation. This is like
wise Empirical Knowledge, virtuous, but still influenced by 
passions. Then, on the basis of the said knowledge, (the Bod
hisattva) manifests his energy in regard of the four acb of 
mindfulness, connected with the four degrees conducive to 
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Illumination, through which he is prepared for the Path of 
Illumination. However, this form of knowledge too is empiri
cal, and, in spite of its virtuous quality, influenced (by passions). 
Finally, having such a basis (for further activity the Bodhi
sattva) attains the "Highest Virtues of the worldly being",I084) 
which (degree) is included in the Unobstructed Path,lOll) lead
ing directly to the Path of Illumination (and the direct per
ception of the Truth). But even this (wisdom of the Bodhi
sattva) is based upon Empirical Reality, and its virtues still 
bear the stain of passion. 

10) The Accumulation of Merit may be likewise viewed from 
the standpoint of the three Disciplines, which are: 

Moral Disci p Ii n e, 1086) 

Mental Discipline,10B7) and 
The Training in Highest Wisdom.IOBB) [53 a] 

We read in the Sutraliimkara:108B) -

The (Teaching of the) six Transcendental Virtues has been 
preached by the Buddhas 

In regard of the three Disciplines. 
The first (of these Disciplines)lOBO) corresponds to the 

(first) three (Transcendental Virtues),lOBI) 
The last two (Transcendental Virtues)lOB2) are connected 

with two (of the Disciplines,IOB3) 
And one (Transcendental Virtue)lOB4) relates to all the three 

Disci p lines. lOBI) 
11) (We may further on distinguish) the three forms of virtuelOB8) 

namely that of Charity, Morals, and High Wisdom. The first 
of these is identical with the Transcendental Virtue of Cha
rity, the second with that of Morals and the third includes 
Patience, Energy, Concentration, and the Climax of Wisdom. 

12) (Finally we may view the Accumulation of Merit as) the 
seven subdivisions of the Path of the BOdhisattvalOB7) or 
as the thirty-seven characteristic features of Enlighten
ment in their successive order. In such a way it is 
possible to explain the whole of Buddha's Teaching. 

The lime of A.ccumulalion. 

IV Acb1b.ba. Scripture gives us many different versions as regards 
this subject. It speaks of three, seven, ten, and thirty-three 
immeasurable periods of aeons. Some of the discourses have, 
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moreover, the number thirteen. However, in the majority of 
cases, Scripture mentions three immeasurable periods. As 
concerns the meaning of the term "Immeasurable Period"l08B) 
(its interpretation is likewise different). The Commentary on 
the Abhidharmakoga1088), the Munimatiilamkiira,llOO) and other 
works say, that. the word (asamkhya: innumerable, immeasu
rable) has not in this case the meaning of "beyond calculation", 
but that it is (the name of a definite number), which has its 
place in the decimal systemll01) as one of its sixty members, 
(that are usually met with in scientific works). The numbers 
are as follows :1102) -

I, 10, 100, 1000, 10.000,1103) 
100.000,110') 1.000.000,1101) 
10.000.000,1108) 100.000.000.1107) 
1.000.000.000,1108) 10.000.000.000,1108) 
100.000.000.000,1110) 1.000.000.000.000.1111) 

10.000.000.000.000,'111) 100.000.000.000.000,1113) 
l.ooo.ooo.ooo.000.000,l1U) 10.000.000.000.000.000,'111) 

100.000.000.000.000.000,1111) 
1.000.000.000.000.000.000,11'7) 

10.000.000.000.000.000.000,(118) 
100.000.000.000.000.000.000,11'8) 

1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1110) [53 bI 
10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,111') 

100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,110') 
1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,110.) 

10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,111') 
100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,110') 

1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1 UI) 
10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,\\~1) 

100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1118) 
1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1111) 

10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,"30) 
100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,'131) 

1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000 000 000.000.000,1112) 
10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,'183) 

100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,'13') 
1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,"1') 

10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1131) 
100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,'11') 

1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1111) 
10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1111) 

100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,11&0) 
1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,11") 

10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,"&1) 



100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,UU) 
1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,11") 

10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1".) 
100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,11&1) 

1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,11&7) 
10.OOO.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.OOO,UC8) 

100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,\111) 
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1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000,1110). 

After this number eight members more of the decimal system 
are mentioned.1162) 

It is said, further on, in the Bodhisattvabhumi :1163) -

There are two methods of counting the immeasurable periods 
of aeons. (According to the first of these methods), the periods 
derive their name from the years, months, and moments, which, 
as regards each aeon, are immeasurable. Otherwise (one may 
explain the term) "immeasurable period" as - "extending 
beyond every imaginable number." Those who are of the opinion, 
that many "immeasurable" periods are required for the attain
ment of Buddhahood, admit the first system. On the contrary, 
those, who hold three immeasurable periods to be sufficient, 
consider the second (system to be the right one). Indeed, it 
will be in harmony with the Siitras, where it is said: - Ex
tending beyond the number of aeons, equal to that of the 
sands of the Ganges. In the Commentary on the A'ftJSiihas
rikii116') we read: - The mentioning of three immeasurable 
periods is conventiona1.1106) 

From the standpoint of (the Siitras of) direct meaning,1168) 
the number is in reality thirty-three, as it is said: - Indeed, 
the first period begins with the (primary) stage of Accumulation 
and ends with the first stage of Enlightenment.1l57) The second 
commences with the Immaculate116B) stage and lasts till the 
seventh.116e) Otherwise, the three immeasurable periods last 
[54 a] from the stage called the Immovablel180) and up to the 
attainment of Buddhahood. Thus, may it be said, if it is 
stated, that Buddhahood may be attained in three immeasu
rable periods, it will be in conflict with the Siitras of direct 
meaning.llel) (To this we answer: - This is quite right). In
deed, (the time of Accumulating Merit is generally divided 
into) thtee equal portions, and this is the reason, that three 
immeasurable periods are (frequently) spoken of in Scripture. 
This, however, is by no means the true state of things, and 
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consequently it is quite right, that the version of the Siitras 
of conventional meaning proves to be contradictory. Indeed 
it has been said by Vasubandhu himself: -

The first period of aeons passes away the while (the Bod
hisattva) brings to termination the (preliminary) stage of 
Accumulating Merit. Thereafter the Stage of Faith is brought 
to completion and in the meantime the second period of 
aeons elapses. Finally (the Bodhisattva) enters upon the ten 
main stages, (rising higher and higher) from the Stage of Joy 
and up to the final stage (of Bodhisattva perfection), - that 
of the Clouds of the Truth.1162) Each of these stages is brought 
to accomplishment during three immeasurable periods and 
after they are all terminated, the stage of Buddhahood, -
that of the All-pervading Light is reached. Consequently, the 
state of a Buddha is attained after thirty-three immeasurable 
periods of aeons. 

As to the tradition of the Lalitatlistara1163) such is as follows: 
(Buddha) has brought to maturity all the roots of virtue 

during seven immeasurable aeons. This tradition, consequent
ly, considers seven periods to be the time required for the 
attainment of Buddhahood). 

According to Vinitadeva's Nikaya-bhedopadart;ana-sam
graha1l84) some of the Hlnayanist sects admit, in their turn, 
ten periods. We have thus a great many differr.nt traditions 
and interpretations (as regards the time of accumulating merit). 
It has, moreover, been said by Maitreya ;1186) -

This is regarded as the first stage, 
(Attained) after immeasurable aeons.u88) 

And: 1187)_ 
The end of the Path of Concentration, 
Is attained after the termination of two immeasurable periods. 

According (to these two verses) three periods are likewise ad
mitted. Now, these immeasurable periods of accumulating 
merit [54 b] do not begin immediately after (the Bodhisattva's 
Initial Vow. It is said in the Ratnameghasutra:1188) - 0 noble 
youth, the state of a Buddha is completely attained (only) 
after many immeasurable aeons. 0 noble youth, the Buddha 
is unaccessible to measure, thought and investigation. - The 
Bodhisattva SarvanlvaraQavi~kambhin1189) asked: - 0 Lord, 
is it not possible (for us) to become Buddhas after three im-
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measurable periods? - The Lord replied: - 0 noble youth, 
how canst thou ask (such a question)? The attainment of the 
sphere of a Buddha by a Bodhisattva is a thing inconceivable 
to the mind, and it is not possible to reach this goal within the 
time of three immeasurable aeons. The periods (of Accuma
lation) commence, when the Bodhisattva has come to (the 
conception of) the unity of the universe. From that time the 
aeons are to be counted and not from (the Bodhisattva's 
Initial Vow). 
And in the Mahayanasamgrahal17O} we read: -

Endowed with the power of good (qualities) and with that 
of his solemn oaths, 

And, with a firm mind, venturing on Sublime Paths, 
The Bodhisattva begins (his Accumulation of Merit) 
For three immeasurable periods of aeons. 

The Mahayana-samgraha-upanibandhana1l71) comments (this 
verse) as follows: - The good qualities mean the same as 
virtue, and (the Bodhisattva) being possessed of the power 
of virtue is spoken of as "endowed with the power of good 
qualities". He is likewise regarded as possessing the power 
of (his) solemn oaths (and of prayer), since this power makes 
itself manifest in him. The first of these powers is concluded 
from the Bodhisattva's being unaccessible to harm from the 
part of hostile agencies, and the second - by his invariably 
meeting with a teacher,1172) (who guides him in precepts). The 
firmness of (the Bodhisattva's) mind (shows itself) by his 
never giving up the thoughts directed toward Enlightenment, 
in spite of the attempts of bad friends to divert him. "Ven
turing on Sublime Paths" means, [55 a} that (the Bodhisattva) 
in this Iife1173) and in the future states of existence gives in
crease to all the virtuous qualities and never becomes desti
tute of any of them. Consequently, when he becomes possessed 
of the force of the roots of virtue and with that of his vows, 
obtains a firm mind, which it is impossible to divert, and is 
no more contented with slight, insignificant merits, - from 
that time the Bodhisattva begins (the Accumulation of Merit) 
for three immeasurable periods of aeons. 

Some authorities say, that the immeasurable periods be
gin from the Path of Training, since it is said in the Bodhi
sattva-bhumi:1174) -
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to heart my best intentions and deign to place thy feet on this 
deer-skin. And, as the Buddha descended, Megna, deligtp:ed, 
prepared for him a seat, covered with a lion's skin of the colour 
of gold, and said: 0 Diparhkara, thou all-seeing, if thou shalt 
not place thy feet on this and grant me thy prophecy, my 
body shall wither away on the spot. The teacher thus earnestly 
requested, sat down and spoke: 0 brethren, ye art not to tread 
upon the head of this youth, for he is (to become) the object 
of reverence for all living beings including the gods. In times 
to come is he to be Cakyamuni ! 

Thus he prophesied, and Megha, full of the highest de
light, suddenly grew to the height of seven Tala-trees and, 
having practised 100,000 forms of meditation, attained the 
eighth stage, as it is said: -

Having presented the Buddha Diparhkara with five lotus-
flowers, 

And made for him a seat out of a lion's skin, 
I came to master the Teaching of Relativity,1187) [56 b] 
And was foretold to be the foremost of the C3kyas. 

Moreover, in Scripture, we read: -
At the time, when I received the prophecy of the Buddha 

Diparhkara, 
I attained the eighth stage (of a Bodhisattva) 
And became possessed of the ten powers. 

A certain teacher of the Chim-pa tribe says: -
The end of the three immeasurable periods coincides with 

the appearance of the Buddha Nak~atraraja. At that time 
Buddha had brought to accomplishment the Accumulation 
of Merit, but not completely, in all its forms. Therefore, (even) 
during this aeon, up to the time, when (human age in its 
regress had attained the limits of) twenty thousand years, and 
he was reborn as a teacher and BrahmaQa's son in the city of 
Ner-Idan (?), he continued to accumulate merit. During the 
whole of this (immeasurable) period of time, the Teacher 
worshipped an infinite number of Buddhas and studied their 
Doctrines, as it is said in the CandrG-pradipa:118B) -

I have worshipped hundreds of millions of Buddhas, 
And even more, - (a number infinite), - like that of the 

sands of the Ganges, 



And all these highest of living beings I have adored, 
Sitting here on the Vulture's Peak.l1BB) 

The Altllinmene of Buddhahood according '0 Mahiiyiina. 
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IV Ac<;.bl • (This paragraph deals with) the attainment of Supreme 
Enlightenment (by Buddha). 
We have here to distinguish: 
al ) The essential character of Buddhahood, 
bl ) The special narrative of the achievements performed by 

the Teacher, 
cl ) The investigation of the essence of the (three) different 

forms of the Doctrine.1190) 

The Essence of Buddhahood. 

IV Acc1bsas. The state of a Buddha is (in the diverse canonical 
works) differently characterized: -

1) (Some) take in consideration three distinctive features: 
(the Buddha's) Body as the substratum, (His) Transcendental 
Wisdom as the quality of this substratum, and the acts (of 
the Buddha). 

2) (Others) view five SUbjects, namely (the Buddha's) Body, 
Word, Mind, qualities and actions.11s1) 

3) (Still others) admit three characteristics: the removal 
(of the obscurations), the perception (of the Truth) and the 
(Buddha's) activity. 

4) (And finally) there are authorites who characterize Bud
dhahood by two or three complements. As to the Buddha
bhiimi-siilra1182) - the version rendered by it considers the 
state of a Buddha to have five distinctive attributes. These 
five are as follows: -
1) The perfectly pure Absolute,l193) 
2) The (quiescent) Transcendental Wisdom resembling a 

mirror,1194) 
3) The Altruistic [57 a] Transcendental Wisdom1l9&) (character

ized by equal treatment of oneself and others), 
4) The Discriminiative Transcendental Wisdom,1198) 
5) The (active) Transcendental Wisdom pursuing the welfare 

of living beings.1187) 

Moreover, (the state of a Buddha) is viewed from the stand
point of His three of four1188) Bodies. 
Here we have to distinguish five points: -
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aJ The essential character of the three Bodies, 
bJ The etymology (of their Sanscrit names - dharma-kaya, 

sambhoga-kaya and nirmaJ].a-kGya). 
c,) The definite number of the Bodies (as corresponding to 

to the aim of each), 
dJ By what sort of intellect each of these Bodies is perceived, 
e,) Varieties (of the Bodies). 

The Essence of the three Bodie •• 

IV A~blla3a,. It is said in the Sutralamkara:l188) -

The Essential Cosmical Body, the Body of Bliss, and the 
Apparitional, 

Such are the different forms of the Buddhas, - their im-
maculate Absolute Essence. 

The varieties of the Bodies of the Buddhas are: 
The Essential Body, the Body of Bliss, 
And another form is the Apparitional, 
The first form being the substratum of the other two. 

Thus we have first of all the Essential Body, which is other
wise caUed the Fundamental or the CosmicaJ. (This form 
represents the (monistic) Absolute in its perfectly pure nature 
and the (quiescent) Transcendental Wisdom, that resembles 
a mirror. 

The Body of Bliss includes two other forms of Divine 
Wisdom, - the Altruistic, abiding in the Altruistic Nirval)a,l200) 
which is a result of the contemplation of equality in regard of 
oneself and other living beings, - and the Discriminative 
Transcendental Wisdom, perceiving everything cognisable 
without hindrance. The Apparitional Body is the Wisdom, 
acting in behalf of others, which conveys the fulfillment of all 
the projects of living beings by manifesting itself in various 
(miraculous) transformations. 
The SiitralamkGra1201) says: -

The immeasurable transformations of the Buddhas are re
garded as their Apparitional Body; 

The complement of the double aim is thus founded upon 
two of the Bodies.l2GB) 

E,ymology 0/ "d1uJrmc-kay,,", "s/Jriabhoga-kiya" and "nirm,as-kaya". 

IV AcCtbllaab,. The Sanscrit name for the Cosmical Body is 
dharma-kGya. The word kaya is derived from the verbal root 
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ci, - to colJed, accumulate. (The Cosmical Body) is thus re
garded as the accumulation, the aggregate of (all) the elements, 
uninfluenced (by defiling agencies).1203) The Sa'ya-dfJtJya
tlibhangal2(4

) accordingly says: -
The Cosmical Body is thus called, 
Being the aggregate of all the elements, 
The substratum of all the unthinkable virtues, 
And the essence of all things, the nature of which agrees 

with Logic. 
The Cosmical Body is thus viewed from the standpoint of its 
being all-pervading,1205) [57 b], a receptacle of virtues, and 
demonstrable, as the essence (of all things). 

The name for the Body of Bliss is sambhoga-1caya. The 
word sambhoga means "bliss, enjoyment", and this appe
lation has been given to this Body, since it represents (an 
existence characterized by) the full enjoyment of the Truth of 
the Great Vehicle,1208) as it is said: -

Perfectly enjoying the Truth. 
Or: -

Since it takes delight in the Truth. 
And: -

As it represents the complete enjoyment of the Truth. 
The Apparitional Body is called nirmaJ].4-kaya. It is Ap
paritional, since it neccessarily char.ges, has no stabile exis
tence, and constantly assumes new forms, as says. the Sutra-

lamkara :1207) -
By means of innumerable transformations, inconceivable 

to the mind, 
(The Wisdom of the Buddha) brings about the fulfillment 

of all the projects of Jiving beings. 

The ilefini,e number of 'he Bodies in correspondence 'With 'heir aim. -

IV Acc1bzaac,. (We read in the Sutralamkara}:1208) -
(All) the forms of the Buddhas are contained in the three 

Bodies, 
Which represent the substratum, the fulfillment of one's 

own aim, 
And that of others (respectively). 

Thus we have the Body of Bliss as (the complement of) one's 
The Jewelry of Scripture 9 



own aim, the Apparitional, - as (that of) the welfare of others, 
and the Cosmical, - as the substratum of the former two. 

The diffeTem kinds of Intellect, perceiving the Bodies. 

IV Acc1agda• The Cosmical Body in its complete form is accessible 
to the knowledge of the Buddha alone.120B) Those, who have 
attained the eighth or the first stage, are capable of intuiting 
its refractions. And (the Bodhisattvas), who abide on the 
Stage of Faith, have but a general notion of it. As to the 
Body of Bliss, - there are two opinions, as to whose element 
it might be: - that, which considers it to be perceived ex
clusively by the Bodhisattvas, that have attained the tenth 
stage, and that, which admits it to the sphere of all, who have 
reached the main stages. 
The first opinion is expressed in the Racnavali1210) (in the 
passage, that ends with the verse: 

The Lord of the region of unthinkable Divine Wisdom, 
Is the Great Supreme God,12ll) -

and by the Miidhyamika Dharmamitra,1212) who likewise 
says, that the Body of Bliss (proper) is perceived by those, who 
have attained the tenth stage. 
As to the second version, we read in the Tri~ara~a-sap'a'i:1213) 

Emerged from the immeasurable Accumulation of Virtue, 
The sons of the Buddhas,1214) abiding on the ten stages, 
Behold that Body, which [58 a] completely enjoys the Truth 

of the Doctrine. 
This Body becomes thus the element of such Bodhisattvas. 

As concerns the Apparitional Body, - its highest form, when 
needed, manifests itself after the Degree of Heatl2l&)but, 
in general, the manifestations of the Body begin with the 
great Path of Accumulation, as says the Siitralamkara:ll118) -

The Buddha, whom it is not easy to behold, may thus be seen. 
And: -

It is possible to see him even before. 
As to (the manifestations of the Apparitional Body) in the form 
of) incarnations etc. (we read in the Abhisamayiilamkiira:lII17)

If all the factors (of perfection in the converts) are brought 
to maturity, 

Wherever and whenever His help is needed, 
At that place and time He manifests Himself. 
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To those, that are not converted, as well as to the converts, 
that are unworthy,llIlB) the Buddha does not appear. 
The SiitraJamMra says :1219) -

As in a broken water-pot 
The reflection of the moon cannot be seen, 
In the same way to those, that are evil, 
The Buddha does not manifest Himself. 

Vorieeies of the Bodies. 

IV AcCtb2aae,. In regard of the varieties of the Bodies, we first 
of all take into consideration the Cosmical Body. The Su
var1}a-prabMsa says: - The Cosmical Body is that, which 
represents the Absolute Truth and the unerring Transcendental 
Wisdom. - The Cosmical Body may thus be viewed as the 
substratum and the essence of all the elements, as the Absolute 
and the Divine Transcendental Wisdom, and as either act
tive122D) or immutablel22l). As concerns the Body of Bliss, we 
quote the opinion of the Madhyamika Dharmamitra:122I) -

The great Body of Bliss (proper) is perceived only by (the 
Bodhisattva) who has attained the tenth stage, but that, 
which, being (in reality) a special form of the Apparitional 
Body, seen already by the Bodhisattva, who has reached the 
first stage, - is likewise known as the Body of Bliss. The 
first of the varieties has five definite characteristics, which 
are as follows: - 1) The definite place, - is (the region) Aka
ni~tha.1213) It is said in the Madhyama-agama-paricche
da(?)1224) that Akani~tha forms a part of the Pure Spheres.m &) 
And in the Lankavatara1226) we read: -

In the delightful region Akani~tha, 
Shining with diverse jewels [58 b] 
In the highest of the Pure Spheres, 
The Supreme Buddha has come to full Enlightenment, 
And as to the incarnate forms, -
Such attain Buddhahood here (in this world). 

And in the Tantras: -
If the Pure Spheres are abandoned etc. 

The teacher Kamala~i1a says: - Akani~tha is (the realm of) 
the gods. One part of it is the residence of the gods of the 
Pure Spheres and there only the Saints have their dwelling. 
Above them there is a region, called the Abode of the Oreat 
Supreme Ood,l22?) where the Bodhisattvas that are on the 

9· 
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tenth stage, have their last birth. The incarnations of such 
Bodhisattvas (at the same time), manifest themselves here in 
this world. So is it said in Scripture. - The MMhyamika 
Dharmamitra12lS) considers the abode of the Body of Bliss to 
be the region Adhara-garbha-pu~pa-alaritkrta (?)1228). He 
says: - 1.000.000.000 worlds of four continentslll30) form 
the three chiliocosms.1231) The tatter, taken 1.000.000.000 
times are equal to one Prasara-anusaritdhi(?)1232). 1.000.000.000 
such aggregates of worlds form one Prasara-tantu (?)1233). 
This one, being in its turn taken 1.000.000.000 times con
stitutes one Madhya-prasara-tantu (?)12338) (Finally), the lat
ter, multiplied by 1.000.000.000 is that, which is called the 
Pu~pa-adhara-garbha-alaritkara-vyiiha(?), the sphere of Vai
rocana,1234)..on the palm of whose hand, in a minute particle 
of it, may be placed the Great Frozen Lake. This Vairocana 
is viewed as the Body of Bliss. 

2) The definite Essence. (The Body of Bliss) is endowed 
with the (32) characteristic marks (of a Buddha)123&) and with 
the (80) secondary features.123G) 

3) The definite circle of adherents is formed by the Bodhi
sattvas, who have attained the tenth stage. 

4) The definite character of enjoyment is: - Taking de
light in the Truth of the Great Vehicle.U37) 

5) The definite time is: - Eternity. 
As regards the Apparitional Body, we read in the Siitri
lamkara :1238) _ 

By constantly showing acts of great dexterity, 
Birth (in an individual form), the attainment of Enlighten

ment, and that of Nirvil)a, -
This Apparitional Body proves a sure means of final deli-

verance. 
Thus (we see the Apparitional Body) in four aspects. first of 
all it manifests itself as Vicvakarman1238) or a Gandharva 
[59 a], then it appears in the form of birds and the like, further
on - as a (human) incarnation (like that of) ~ikyamuni, and, 
finally, as passing away into Nirvil)a. Dharmamitra, in his 
turn, speaks of two forms, - that, which has and which has 
not attained complete maturity. 

(from all that has been said, we see), that the numerous 
Bodhisattvas, who have attained the state of a Buddha, can 
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neither be regarded as (coalesced into) one single substance, nor 
may they, on the other hand, be viewed as a plurality of forms. 
- The ideas of unity and plurality cannot be applied (to Bud
dhahood). This is expressed by the Siarilari&kira12fD) as 
follows: -

With the Buddhas, in the aspect of the Absolute, 
There is neither unity nor plurality, -
Since (from one point of view) they are bodiless like space, 
And (from the other) still adhere to their previous bodily 

forms. 
And:u41) _ 

(From the standpoint of) the Absolute Essence, 
Buddhahood is not a unity, 
For (the Bodhisattvas that have come to Enlightenment) 
Belong to different families, 
(The Accumulation of Merit) of each of them cannot be 

rendered fruitless, 
Their mora] feats are summarized and the course of moral 

progress is beginningless. 
Neither is it a plurality, the Cosmical Body being an un

differentiated whole. 
The Ads of the Buddha. 

IV Ac~b2b3' Although the acts of the Buddha are so numerous as 
to be inconceivable to our mind, still, having in view those, 
who demand a definite number, and, moreover, in order to 
examine more closely the principal achievements of the Bud
dha, the learned (usually) mention twelve acts. Kamala~i1a 
says: - It is necessary to remove the impediments in regard 
of the thoughts, that concern the Buddha's Body and his 
twelve acts. And the Madhyamika Dharmamitra1lll2): - by 
means of (the narrative of) the twelve acts of the Buddha, 
beginning with his descent from Tu~ita,1243) the converts are 
brought to maturity. 
The Raenavali1244) speaks of the Buddha's acts as follows: -

(The Buddhas), guided by mercy, manifest (their achieve-
ments), 

The coming (into this world), birth, enjoyment of life, 
Departure from home, practise of asceticism, 
The proceeding toward Enlightenment, 
The victory over the Evil One and his hosts, 
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The exposition of the Doctrine, 
The descent from the abode of the gods, 
And, in a like way, the passing away into Nirval}a. 

According to this and similar passages, the Buddha's descent 
from the realm of the gods is regarded as one of his achieve
ments. When he was residing in the city of India called 
Ke~avati1245) the Lord [59 b) rose up to the realm of the gods 
in order to convert His mother, (who was reborn there). Then
cefrom he descended, by means of a staircase of lapis-lazuli, 
and this His return is known as "the descent from the abode 
of the gods". 

In the Upiiyakaufalya and other Sutras1248) the fact of 
(Buddha's) fixing the time of the decline of His Doctrine is 
likewise considered to be one of His acts. (Buddha said) that the 
Doctrine would cease to exist, when there would be no need 
in it. He made this in order to prevent the arising of guilt, 
connected with the (forcible) rejection of the Doctrine. The 
SutJar1}a-prabhiisottamii1247) says: -

The Buddhas do not pass away, 
And their Doctrines do not cease to exist, 
But, in the process of converting living beings, 
They, (from time to time), show the passing away into Nir-

viil)a and the like.m7) 
Some count the descent from the Tu~ita heavens among the 
acts of the Buddha, but others object to this, saying, that, 
since it is said in the Commentary on the Siitriilamkiira:1248) -

Showing the dwelling in the region of Tu~ita, -
In the Commentary on the Abhisamayiilamkiira:1249) -
By manifesting oneself as residing in the abode of Tu~ita, -
and the Uttaratantra:12liO) - He became born etc., -

the Buddha's residing in Tu~ita is regarded as previous to His 
twelve acts. This, however, disagrees with the geat Commen
tary on the Samdhi-nirmocana-siitra,1251) where it is said: -
(The Buddha) in His Apparitional form exhibits, simultane
ously, in all the regions of the world, His twelve acts, to begin 
with the first - His descent from Tu~ita, and up to the last 
- the Great Nirval}a. Now, there may arise the question, as 
to which of the said acts being peculiar to the Buddha, and 
which - to the Bodhisattva. It is said in the Pitr-putra
samigama-siitra,mz) that the Highest of Sages, has, an im-
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measurable period of aeons before, attained Enlightenment in 
the world called Indraketu, and that now He (constantly) 
manifests Himself in the form of a Buddha or a Bodhisattva, 
pursuing the welfare of living beings. [60 a] It is said as follows: 

o Lord, in eight milliards of forms, 
Thou hast manifested thyself as a Buddha, 
Nevertheless, not satisfied with this, 
Thou hast again directed Thy mind toward Enlightenment; 
For skilful in the way of exercising Thy power, 
By bringing to purification thousands of Buddhaic worlds, 
Thou, 0 Buddha, art searched for by all living beings. 
And at present, having made Thy first Initial Vow, 
Here and there Thou doest appear. 
And even now, Thou, 0 Greatest of Leaders, 
Showest Thyself in innumerable hosts of Buddhas. 

And in the Saddharma-pu1J.t!arika1253) we read: -
For hundreds and thousands of aeons, 
The duration of which cannot be measured, 
I have attained Supreme Enlightenment (again and again) 
And have constantly preached the Doctrine. 

From all this we see, that (the Teacher) has attained Buddha
hood long before (His manifesting the twelve acts), which, 
consequently, are all to be equally viewed (as those of the 
Buddha). However, there are other points of view, as regards 
this subject, which are to be found with the different schools. 
Of these the Hinayfmist tradition has been mentioned by me 
before. According to the versions of (especially) Mahayanistic 
character, the Buddhas, having attained Enlightenment in the 
regions of Akani~tha, exhibit, subsequently, their twelve 
acts here, in the world of gross bodies. It is said in the Lanka
votaro :1264) 

In the world of gross bodies and in the immaterial sphere, 
The Buddhas cannot attain Enlightenment, 
Only in Akani~tha, the sphere of pure matter, 
Free from passions, thou canst become a Buddha. 
In the Ghanavyiiha-siitra:lU5

) -

All the Buddhas (attain Enlightenment) in Akani~tha, 
And those, who have not become Buddhas (there), 
Cannot exhibit the twelve acts in the world of gross bodies. 
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The Uuarolanera1l&8) says: -
The Wisdom of the Universe, having mercifully looked down 

upon all living beings, 
Has, without changing His Cosmical Essence, 
Manifested Himself in the form of diverse incarnations. [60b] 
He assumed the birth (in an individual form), 
Descended from the region of Tu~ita, 
Entered His mother's womb, became born, 
Showed His skill in arts and sports, 
Led a merry life amongst women, 
Then, departed (from home), practised asceticism, 
Came to Bodhima1J4a, vanquished the Evil One and his hosts, 
Attained Supreme Enlightenment, 
Turned the Wheel of the Doctrine, 
And passed away into Nirval)a. 
These acts He demonstrated in the impure spheres, 
As long as He was abiding in this world. 

(The twelve acts) are, consequently, ascribed to the Apparitio
nal Body. It is said, moreover, in the Vyakhyayukti:1251) -

From the time of His existence as a teacher and Brahmal}a's 
son, Buddha manifested Himself only in one of His Appari
tional forms. How that? (Gul}amati)1268) comments this 
passage as follows: - The Lord, in the tim:".: of the Buddha 
Ka~yapa, manifested himself in one of His Apparitional 
forms, as Brahmacarin, a teacher and Briihmal}a's son. There
after He was reborn as <;vetaketu in the Tu~ita heavens, and 
then became Sarvarthasiddha, the son of <;uddhodana. He 
dwelt in a royal palace, from which He (ultimately) departed, 
went to AraQakalama1269) and other (heretical teachers) in 
search of the Path for Attaining Enlightenment. After that 
He gradually attained the state of a Buddha, preached His 
Doctrine, and then, gradually passed away into Nirvat)a. 
During all this time He showed only one of His Apparitional 
forms. 
Vagi~varakirti says: -

Victorious be He, who, having perceived the Absolute Truth 
in Akani~tha, 

Has assumed the form of Cvetaketu, to act in behalf of the 
denizens of Tu~ita, 

And after that, for the sake of the living beings of this world, 
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Has manifested Himself as the Highest of the (:ikyas. 
Has vanquished the Lord of Death and showed His miracu-

lous feats. 
Thus, according to this and many other similar traditions, the 
Teacher, having accomplished the Accumulation of Merit 
[61 a], attained the tenth stage and the uttermost limits of 
phenomenal existence, became a Buddha in Akanistha and 
after that demonstrated in the world of ~I)SS b~es His 
twelve acts, which are, consequently, all I)f them, to be 
viewed as solely those of the Buddha. 

Cakyamitra and others, who hold the coctrine of the 
Guhyasamaja, say, that the Teacher, when H~ was practising 
asceticism, left His worldly frame on the banks of the Nairan
jana river, and, in His spiritual form, rlJse :.Ip t-, the .. \kani~ha 
heavens, where He became a Buddha in the fr:,:-:;r of the Body of 
Bliss. Thereupon the spirit again descended into the Body 
wearied by penance, and after that, the rj"~ttr acts, the arrival 
at Bodhimal)<;Ia etc. were performed. COn5equm :::/, to speak with 
the said authorities, the acts preceding :::t ;:':-~ctice of asceti
cism are to be regarded as those of the B'j ~:::,,:.ttva, and those, 
performed subsequently, - as the act5 C 7 :r.: Buddha.. The 
great translator, the Incarnation Cof A:: ta I - RatnabDladra,. 
in his Refutation of the incorrect spells. sh:-'.:: ::-.e same opinon. 
The Madhyamika Dharmamitra in r.:: ::'::-i: says. that the 
Buddha, having attained Enlightenrr.em i:- ";'.<ao~ha. exer
cises his activity there, and that th,; B:.:id-:c. :II such a form, 
and He, who has demonstrated the t·.' .. el·;~ a~:s in the world 
of gross bodies exclusively, are to be rt~a:-:,;': Go; two (separate 
manifestations). 

The tradition in common with all the Vdn:cles is rendered, 
by the Abhidharma-samuccayalZlVJ) as foEo .. s: - Who is He, 
the Buddha, inconceivable to our mind'? t Answer) It is the 
individual, who, from the time of H:.s resic.:r..s: in the TU¥ita 
heavens and, up to that of the great ~ir,·a:;,a. ::asdemcmstrated. 
in the world of gross bodies all thf: acts c.·t i:::t 3oddisa1l:tva amd 
those of the Buddha. 

The Abhidharma-.amuccaya-ltuo-"UG) gives the follow
ing explanation: - In saying "all the ads of Une BodIDisattva". 
the author of the main work means those exbibited. in the 
period, beginning with the Teacher's abiding in TIqita and 
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up to His victory over the Evil One. "The acts of the Buddha" 
are those, that begin with the attainment of Enlightenment 
and end with the final Rest. [61 b] Such is the direct meaning 
of the words. 

As concerns this narrative of ours, (the order of the 
Buddha's acts, given by it) is founded upon the verses of the 
Uttaratantra. After the Brlihmal)a's son had died, the Teacher 
was reborn in Tu~ita as ~vetaketu and preached His Doctrine 
to the gods. At that time, by the force of His own virtues, 
and that of the blessing of (all) the Buddhas, He came to hear, 
from the sounds of celestial music, the following words :1282) -

o Thou, treasury of boundless virtues, 
Displaying the light of High Wisdom, knowledge, memory 

and understanding, 
And endowed with matchless powers, -
Remember Thou the prophecy of Dipamkara. 
Although,1283) Highest of living beings, 
This abode of Tu~ita shines with the splendour of Thy vl-tues, 
Still, as Thou hast a mind full of great mercy, 
Let the rain of it descend (on earth) from the miraculous 

banner of Commiseration. 
The time is come, be Thou not indifferent, 
And, as Thou art merciful, grant Thy ear to this prayer. 

Notes. 

1 These translations are in need of revision, since there are considerable 
mistakes in which both translations always agree. 

2 BOd-Chos-l;tbyun. 
1 Tib. bduR-ldan = Sanscr. Sapeagva, Sapea~lIa-lliihana, - opossessed 

of seven. - the seven horses of the sun's chariot. 
2 tib. ehugs-bskyed = (bodhi-) cieea-mpada; definition cf. below 47 a. 5. 

Cf. also Bodhicaryavatara I 15. 16. 
3 tib. dge-eshogs = ku~ala-sambhara - "Accumulation of Merit", con

sists of bsod-nams-kyi-eshogs = pUl}ya-sambhiira "Accumulation of Virtue" 
and ye-~M-k:ri-eshogs = jiiana-sambhara - "Accumulation of Transcendental 
Wisdom"; d. below 49 a. 3 ff. 

4 Tib. sku-gsum "The Three Bodies (of Buddha)" - .arhbhoga-kiiya -
the Body of Bliss - Buddha in the heaven Akani~tha (d. below 57 a. 4, 58 a. 
6-b. 5), nirmal}a-kiiya - the Incarnate Form (in the person of C;akyamuni 
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etc. d. 57 a. 45, - b. 2. 3), and dharma-lciya - the Cosmical Body. represen
ting the Universe sub specie aeternitatis. On the dharma-kaya and its identi
fication with the Absolute cf. below 57 a. 3, 58 a. 4. Cf. also "Conception of 
Buddhist NirvaJ;la" p.33. 

5 tib. gzun-I}dzin-gos-bral-ba = grohya-grilhaka-rahita. This passage 
refers to Buddha viewed as the Absolute. Cf. Vasubandhu's Commentary on 
Siitriilamkara VI. 7. - "dharma-dhillol} pratyak,ato gamane dvaya-lak,alJena 
viyukto grOhya-grilhaka-lakfaJ}ene' yam dar~ana-milrga-avaslho". Cf. also A~!a
siihasrikiipiJ;liJartha Tg. MDO. XIV 333 a.7. The Sanscrit text of this verse, 
preserved in Haribhadra's Abhisamayiilalllkariilokii (MS. Minaev 23 b. 4.) 
is als follows: Prajiioporamito jiiiinam advayam. sa Tathogatal} - The Climax 
of Wisdom is the unique (undifferentiated) Divine Wisdom. This is the 
Buddha. A more theistic conception of Buddhahood is to be found In the 
Uttaratantra (Tib. Rgyud-bla-ma) of Maitreya-Asanga, where the Buddha is 
spoken of as eternal (I}dus-ma-byas = asamskrta, - which term is explained 
as thog -ma -dbus-mthal}-med-pa-having neither beginning, middle nor end), 
- and endowed with Wisdom, Love, and Power (mkhyen-dan-brtse-dan-nus
pa-ldan = jiiona-krpii-siimarthyaviin) (Tg. MDO. XLIV 55 a. 3-7). 

6 Tib. bya-lam "the path of birds". 
7 Tib. chu-I}thin = jaladhara "the bearer of water". 
8 Tib. iion-mons-kyi-sgrib-pa = klefa-avaraF,la - the Obscuration of 

Passion and fcs-byal}i-sgrib-pa = jiieya-iivaraJ}a - the Obscuration of Ignorance. 
9 An allusion to the Apratif~hita-nirvoJ}a. On the latter as the form 

of existence peculiar to the sambhoga-kiiya and Buddha in this form regarded 
as the Supreme God, cf. below 57 a. 4 and 57 b. 4. 

10 Tib. ran-byun = Svayambhu. The xyl. has "rab-byun". 
11 Tib. sbyin-dgra = Yajiiori "The enemy of sacrifices". 
12 Tib. gtsug-na-zla-ba = Candrafekhara - "with the moon in his 

diadem". 13 tib. log-I}dren = Vinayaka. 
14 Tib. IIkem-byed. 
15 Tib. mig-slon = Sahasriikfa - "endowed with 1000 eyes". 
16 Tib. 1}Isho-byed = Jiva. 
17 Tib. Slon-par khas-I}ehe ehe-bar mnon-rlom etc. "khas-1}t:hs ehe-bar" is 

a form of alliteration corresponding, in Indian poetics, to the Chekanuprasa; 
cf. Alamkarasarvasva. 

18 tib. srid-gsum = tribhuvana - the human world, the realm of 
the gods and the infernal regions, or = khams-gsum. Cf. below p. 17, note 131. 

19 tib. I}dren-byed nams-byed. 1}dren-byed is a literal translation of the 
Sanscrit nelra or nayana - "the eye". 

20 Gautama. 
21 tib. rig-byed-giun-I}dzin. 
22 tib. nam-mkha1;ai-gos-can d. Nyiiyabindu B. B. 62. 19,63. 10,93. 1. 

. 23 The C;ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas and Bodhisattvas are respectively 
compared to the bees that are satisfied by merely beholding the flower, those 
that enjoy its odour, and those striving to obtain from it honey - the true 
essence of Buddha's teaching. 

24 Tib. ner-li = upafama "Pacification". "Quiescence". 
25 Tib. ehos-rnams-sdud-md .. ad. These are: -
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a) Of Hinayanlstlc Scripture: -
Ananda - the Complier of the sutras cr. below 92 b. 2-93 b. 3. 
Upili - the Compiler of the Vinaya cf. below 93 b. 4-94 a. 2. 
Mahakic;yapa - the Compiler of the Abhidharma cf. below 94 a. 2-3. 
b) Of the Mahiyana: -
the Bodhisattva Mai\juc;ri - Compiler of the Abhldharma, 
II II Maitreya -- II Vinaya, 
II II Vajrapi!)i - " Sutras cf. below, 101 a. 4. 

26 Tib. rtag-chad smra-ba~i-l'a-ba ~ii~lIa'alliida and "eehecIG-lliida. 

27 Tib. dkar-phyogs-lha-rnams "the gods of the light (white) quarter", 
according to the Tibetan tradition "those that rejoice in virtuous deeds". They 
are opposed to nag·phyogs-kyi-lha-rnams - "the divinities of the dark quarter, 
those that rejoice in deeds of sin. 

28 cf. M. V. § 125. 
29 Tib. nag-gi-y"I-las ~das "passed beyond the sphere of words". 
30 The celebrated Teachers of Buddhism in India - Nagarjuna, Ar

yisanga, Aryadeva etc. The prophecy, as rendered by the Lankivatira and 
Maftjuc;rimiilatantra cf. below - with regard to Nagarjuna - 105 b. 3-6, 
and to Asanga 105 b. 6-106 a. 3. 

In this verse there are 12 varieties of Chekanuprisa: 
(a) rgyal-ba mchog-gis mchog-'u "by the Highest of Buddhas as great" 

(mchog-gis - "by the Highest"; mchog-'u - "as great"). 
(b) 'uli-bsean-ba,an-pa - ..... foretold, of the Doctrine ... " (1"Ii-bs'an 

"foretold"; bs'an-pa "the Doctrine"); 
(c) dar-md:ad md:ad-pa dri-med - " ... the Propagators, the stainless 

work ... " (clar-mdzad - "the Propagators"; mdzad-pa dn-med -
"the stainless work"); 

(d) mna~; mRa~-bdag - '" "apprehending, of the Lord ... " (mn~ 
mastering, apprehending"; mRa~-bdag" - the Lord"; 

(e) dam-pa~i dam-pa~i-chos - " •.. the Great One, the Highest Truth ... " 
(dam-p~i - "of the Great One"; dam-pa~i-cho. = sad-dharma
"the Highest Truth ... " lit. - "Doctrine").; 

(f) leun k"n-'" b:"Ii-phyir - " ... all of it completely possessing ... " 
(k"n - "all"; kiln-'" - "completely"); 

(g) Iheg-pa-g."m-gyi-eshul &shul-biin " ... of the three Vehicles the systems 
duly ... " (eshul - "system"; "&sh,,'-blin" - "duly"); 

(h) rab-aton .'on-pa~i - ..... well expounded; the Teacher's ... " (!"ab
.'on - "well expounded"; ston-pa - "the Teacher"); 

(I) ""Ii-rab rab-,,, etc. - " ... Word perfectly etc .... " (g."n-rab -
"Word (Scripture);" rab-,,, - "perfectly"); 

(k) mlia~-ba~i-'h"gs; 'h"gs-rjes - " ... with powerful mind, mercifully 
••• " (m*b~i-Ihug. - "powerful mind"; Ih",.-ria - "out 
of mercy"); 

(l-m) dgoM-MrS' ~grel-bfad bfad-pa - ..... primary and secondary com
ments uttered ... " (dgons-Mre' = Sanscr. 1Ir"i - "primary com
mentary"; I]grel-bfad = sanser. ,ippar;ai - "secondary Comment"; 
bfad-pa - "uttered, spoke"). 
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II The Hlnay&na Is sometimes regarded as conSisting of two independent 
parts: - the Vehicle of the ~ravakas and that of the Pratyekabuddhas. 

S2 d. note 2 l-m. 
SS The fundamental Scripture of Buddhism (prGllac:ano), the Tibetan 

translation of whiCh is the B1ca(l-~gyur. 
S4 The division of ~astras - tib. B.ran-~gyur. 
as Tib. lIslab-pa-gsum. (a) uhul-1chrima-1cyi-b.lab-pa = lJIIhifila-sW!i _ 

the Discipline of Morals. 
(b) .ema-1cyi-b"Iab-pli '"' aJhici"a-rikfii - the Discipline of the Mind, 

otherwise tenned tin-ne-hd:in-gyi-bslab-pa = adhisamidJr,i~ii _ 
the Discipline of Meditation. 

(c) Ftl-rob-kyi-bslob-po = odhipTOjiiii-fi~ii - the Discipline of high 
(analytic) Wisdom. 

36 Tib. b"du-ba-bli = tot"iiri sOrRgraho-"ostuni: _ 
(a) mkho-lHJ-,byin-pa = diino - charity. 
(6) 'Ron-por-smro-bo = priyo-raditii - fine, polite speech. 
(c) don-spyod-po == ol1ho-coryii - favourable acts. 
(d) Jon-mtJoun-pa = samana-arthata - common interest. d. below 50 b. 5 

and M. V. § 35. 
38 Tib. byin-:as = ho"irbhuj or hutiirona - "the devourer of oblations". 
39 Tib. brrla-sprod-tshig - grammatically correct words. 
40 Xyl. corrupt. Read gmn-gnas for gmr-graas. 
41 Tib. dam-pa~i-chos == soddharma. for definition d. below. 
42 Tib. rdm-l}phTul-gyi-rkan-po-bli = r;dtlhipiida cf. At V. § 40. 
43 Tib. chu-l1in-rgyal-mrshan-con = Ma1c01oJhf1oja - "the Owner of the 

Crocodile Ensign." 
44 Tib. ,min-grol-gyi-iin - "the field of Conversion and Salvation". 
45 ct. above p. 6 note 36. 
46 Tib. chos-kyi-t.1chor-lo-bs1coT-ba = tIharma-c:a1cro-pralltuCallG - "Tur-

ning the Wheel of the Doctrine". 
Three divisions of Scripture are known, with regard to time and contents:
(a) Early Scripture (tib. b1ca~-dali-po) - the Hinayana. 
(b) Intermediate (tib. bka~-IHJT-ba) - the Madhyamika Doctrine and the 

Prajilii-paramitii. 
(c) Latest (tib. b1ca~-lha-ma) - the Yogacara Doctrine. ct. below 76 b. 

6-80a.3. 
47 ct. below 97 b. 3-4, 104 b. 4-e. 
48 Tlb. Byan-chub-,ema-dpal}i-ade-snod. Kangyur DKON. III. 160 b.5.. 

quoted In the Vyakhyiiyukti 136 b. 3-4. 
49 Tib. Rnam-bfad-rigs-pa, The work of Vasubandhu, one of his Pra-

karal)as; tib. translation - Tangyur MOO LV III 136 b. 4-137 a. 8 (condensed). 
50 d. p. 6 note 35. 51 ibid. 52 ibid. 
13 Tlb. 1cun-po.-/lon-moill-po = .amld~G. • 
14 Tlb. la.-hyi-1cuP-lIO,-/lon-molil-pa = karma-lIIm1cleFa. 
51 Tlb. Ilon-mom-pa{li-kun-paa-ilon-mon.-pa == ~a-8GritldepI. 
18 Tlb. .1cye-ba~i-1cun-pa.-llon-mon.-pa = jiiti-lIIm1ckfa. Ou~ in his 

Vyikhyayukt1tika (Tg. MOO. LX. 16 b. 5--8) enlarges upon tIIis subject as 
follows: - IkIn-mon,-pa{li-kun-na,-llon-moiJB.pa dan laa-kyi-Tta...lIGI-iioIHIIIIIU-
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,. .. uye-ba{li-1cun-nlJl-iion-mon.-po-"8; fton-mon.-pa-ftid 1cun-RlJl-iion-mon.
pa-yin-pa iion-mona-pahi-1cun-na-fton-mons-pa-ste. las dan .1cye-ba(ai-kun-nae
ilon-mon.-pa-gftie kyari de-blin-no. de-la yan-lag gsum-po ma-rig-pa dan .red-pa 
dan len-pa-dag-ni iion-moris-pa(ai-kun-nas-iion-mons-pa-yin-no. (adu-byed dan 
srid-pa dan yan-Iag-gftis-ni la-kyi-kun-na-ilon-moris-pa-yin-te. rnam-par-fSS
pa-Ia-sogs-pa yan-lag Ihag-ma-rnams-ni skye-ba~i-kun-ntU-ilon-mon.-pa-yin-no. 
Accordingly, the members 1,8, and 9 of the formula of Evolution (i. e. allidyii, 
'r,~ii and upidiina) form "the defilement of passion" (klefa-samklefa), - the 
members 2, 10 (sarilskiira and bholla) - the defilement of former deeds, and the 
remaining seven (lIijiiiina, niima-riipa, fa4-iiyatana, spart;a, fledanii, jii.i, and 
jarii-mara~o) - the "defilement of birth" (jiili-somklefa). 

57 Tib. dban-po~i-sgo bsru;ls-pOS - "by guarding the doors of the senses". 
58 Tangyur MOO LVIII 135 b. 6-7. 
59 Tib. thos-pa yon.-su-byon-bor 1}gyur-ba - "Complete purification of 

the matters studied". 
60 Prajilaparamita. Xyl. corrupt. Read according to Tg. t;ss-rab-kyi-don 

etc. for fes-rob-kyis. 
61 This and the following is condensed from the Vyakhyayukti. Ibid.l35 b. 

7-136a.8. 
62 d. "Conception of Buddhist Nirvana" p. 17. Correct bden-pa-rtogs-

pa for bden-par-rtogs-pa. 
63 Tib. thos-pa-Ias-byun-babi-~es-rab = frulimoyi prajiiii. cf. M. V. § 65. 
64 Tib. bsam-po-Ios-byun-bo1}i-~es-rob = eintamayi prajflij. Ibid. 
65 Tib. bsgom-pa-Ios-byun-bo1}i-~es-rab = bhiivaniimayi prajflij. Ibid. 

This passage is likewise condensed from the Vyakhyayukti. (Tg. MOO. LVIII 
136 a. 8--b. 3). 

66 Tangyur MOO LVIII. 142 a. 3---5. 
67 Tg. yon-lan-Ina for phan-yon-rnam-pa-lna. 
68 Tib. 1}phags-pa1}i-fss-rab-kyi-mig sbyon-bar-byed-pa - "Purification 

of the vision of Highest Wisdom, the attribute of a Saint". This 1}phags
Pa1}i-fss-rall is synonymous with 1}jig-rten-Ios-(adas-pa1}i-fss-rab = lokottarii 
prajftii and withyogipratyakfa. Cf. "Conception of Buddhist Nirvana" p.I6--20. 

69 Tg. LVIII. 141 a. 4-8. 
70 Tib. byan-ehub-kyi-phyogs = bodhi-pokfo. These are (thirty seven in 

number): -
dran-pa-fte-bar-gfag-pa-bli = eaflliiri smrtyupasthiiniini. 
yan-dag-par-spon-pa-bli = eatviiri prahii~~i. 
rthu-1}phrul-gyi-rkan-pa-bli catviira rddhi-piidii{a. 
dban-po-lna = paftea indriyii~i. 
stobs-Ina = paftea boliini. 
byan-ehub-yan-lag-bdun = sapto bodhy-angini. 
(aphags-po1}i-lam-yan-lag-lIrgyad = irya-Gf~iinga-miirga. 
71 Tg. MDO. LVlIl. 141 a. 8--b. 3. 
72 Tib. rgyud-smin-po-rnams-la. Tg. has rgyu-smin-pa. 
73 Tg. 141 b. 3---7. 
74 ct. Meghadiita, Piirvamegha v. 33 (toyo-krit/ii-nirafo-Y"flafi etc.). 
75 Correct, according to Tg. (141 b. 5) yan-(abyun-balJi-sr.d-pa for ... 

srid-pa. 



76 Tib. OIl.I'IIJl == Aya- (of four kinds ct. M. V. § 67). 
71 Tbi. mnon-par-fe,-pa "" abhiiiW. ct. M. V. § 14. 
78 Tlb. u1uMl-meJ-pa = apramiit}/J ibid. § 69. 
79 Tib. rnllm-par-Ihar-ba = flilJl(jlqa ibid. § 70. 
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80 Tib. l}iig-IIMgl '= .alkoya, defined as lIag-bclll-kyi-phun-po-lna _ 
,iiaraflii{& pllftca .kandhil} - the five groups of elements influenced by passions. 

81 Tib. gllUn. dhGra~i. 
82 Tib. Byams-pa-seil-ge-sgra~i-mdo. I(g. DI(ON V. 82 a. 4-5. The 

i(g. has: mi gan-gi,-m Gangii~i bye-.ned-hyi {&jig-rlen-hhaml-mcMg rin-chen 
gan-byas-16 dga{&-mehog-Iem.-kyis etc. 

83 Tib . • an.-rgYIJl-iin = buddha-~etra. 
84 Kg. DKON. V. 82 a. 1-2. -

Slon-ehen-kham.-ni ri n-ehen gler-dag-gi. 
bhan-lIle gan-Ia .byin-pa byed-pa-ni 
I.hig-bii~i t.shigs·su-bcad-pa-gcig brjod-pas 
ii-ltar phan-~doga d •• lIar tzgyur-ma-yin. 

85 Tib. Sen-ges-zus-pa~i-rncllj. Kg. OI(ON. VI. 27 b. 4. Quoted in the 
C;ik~a-samuccaya BB. 53. 8 - jiili-Imara dharma-danal. 

86 Tib. Klul)i-rgyal-po rgY"'mtsho& zus-pal)i-mdo. I(g. MOO. XIV, 
125a.4. 

87 Tib. Rin-chen-phren-ba. The Work of Nagarjuna Tg. MOO. XCIV, 
143 a. 2. The Tg. has: cho.-gzun..Q.r,n-dag dran-pa for gIun-gi-don-dag dran-plI. 

88 Tib. Lhag-pal)i-bsarr:.;:><'-:5;:.lI-bal)i-mdo. Quoted in the ~ik~a
samuccaya B. B. 351. 1-8: - ~:llldaam Arya-adhyii~aya-.ameodana-Biilre
flimfalir ime Maitreya anufamsii niriin-;l!a-diine yo liibhii-,alkiiram apralikiin~an 
dharma-diinam dada'i (dadiimi?\. Ka:amf! dm~alil} yadu'a smr'imamg ea bhafla,i 
malimamf ea bhalla'i buddhimiimr ca bhavoli gatimiimf ea bhatlali dh[limamf ea 
bhatlali praiiiilliim~ ta bharoli lokotlariim ea prajflam anuflidhyali alpa-rago 
bhatlali alpa-dvBfo alpD-moha~ . .'~Jiiraf ea a"yo avaliirom na labhate budJhair bha
gafladbhi{& saman~'ahriyale omanuniir (ai' nom rak~anli dBlla~ ea lIIya ojal} 
hiiye prahfipanli amilriif (sic) co asya avalijrom no labhonte mitrii¢ ea asya 
abhedyiini bhallanli adeya-rDcanar co bhav(JIi lIai~iiradyijmf eo (.ie) pra,iZabha,e 
soumoRasyo-bohul0f CD bhD.'oti ddrrt1l-prDfostof t!D aRusmara1}iyam t!a aayD 
,ad dharma-dinam bhat'oli imf .'failreya tlimfalir anUfamsii iIi. 

89 Tib. bk1 = buddhi. 90 Tib. 61o-gro. = mali. 
91 Tib. 1}jig-rlen-la5-~daB-po1,ai-feNab = loholtarii prajnii is the same as 

1}phags-pa{&i-,"-rab cf. above p. 10 note 68. 
92 Tib. glags = aralira. 93 Tib, mi-ma-yin-pa = aman~ya. 
94 Tib. mdails = ojas. 95 Tib. mi-I}jigs-pa=floifarodya cf.M. V. § 8. 
96 Tib. Bslab-btus, B. B. p. 350. 24 - dharmo-danam niriimifam pl&~ya-

IIrddhi-nimitlam bhat'ati and Kiirikii XXVI - ,arvavas/hiisu soUtliir,lao dharma
-danam niriim~Dm bodhi-citlam co pUI})'asya vrddhi-helul} samiisata{&. 

97 (:riillaka- yana- ablaisamaya-gotra, pralyehabuddha - yina- abhi,amaya
go'ra, ,a,laag",a-yiina-iibhisamayo-gotro - M. V. § 61. 

98 Tg. MOO. LVIII 141 a. 1-2. 99 Tib. miIon-pa-kun-las-btus-pa. 
The Work of Aryasanga. Ibid. LVI, 123 b. 5. 

tOo Correct ~n-pa "'an 1rlaa-ton-byed-pa dan bfa"'-pa-ni ••• for •••• 
hha-ton-by.d-pa dan bfQd-p" •• 

101 Tih 1111; .,,~m-"hv .. tf KanlrVllr Hom VI-IX 
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102 Tib. phun..po = a1randlaa. 103 Tib. 1cIuama .. dlaiIu. 
104 Tib. '''ye-rru:h.d = i,ratano. 
105 Tib. rten-c:in-1abrel-plJl'-~yun-ba = pratit,ra-.amulpiiclG. 
106 Jatakamala (ed. I(ern, Harvard Series 1891) p. 214. 14-215.2 

(Sutasoma-jataka). 
107 dip~ P"ulam moha-,ama(i- pramiilhi eauriidy-alaiT,ram paramam 

clhanam ea 
.ammoha-~afrlHl,ratlaanii,ra ~asfram nayopad~ii parama~ ea manfri 

(verse 32). 
108 Mara. 
109 param nidhiinam ya~as~ friya~ ea (end of verse 33) correct grag. 

dan dpal-gyi-grer for grag. dan dpal dan. gter. 
110 satsamgame priibhrta-~ibhara.ya ,abhii.u tlidtlaj-jana-rail.jano',ra, para

pratliida-dyuti-bhiilkarasya (tli~efahetu~) .•• (pada 1, 2, 3 of verse 34). 
111 lIinita-dipta-pratibhojjtlolasya pra.ahya kir,j-pratibodlaanasya, lliik

.aUffhatlasyii' pi lIi~efahetu(i yogiit prasannirthagari(i fTulafTi(i (verse 37). 
112 artha is here in the sense of bhiita(i .adbhiito' rtha(i ef. Nyayabindu 

B. B. p. 11. 18. ff. (on yogipratyak~a). 
113 In tib. bsgoms (= bhallonii) stands for yoga of the original. Prof. 

J. Speyer's translation of this passage is quite wrong. 
114 Crulllii ca lIairodhika-do,a-muktam trillarga-mirgam .amupiifTayante 

(:rulinusiira-protipatti-.iirii. taranty okrcchre'}o eo. janma-durgam. (verse 38). 
115 Tib. (ikhor-g.um = trillarga i. e. dharmo, artha, lcima - religion, 

wealth and love. 
116 Tg. MOO. LXIII. 27 a. 8-b. 1. 
117 Tib. Oe-b~in-g~egs-pa~i-gsait-ba-bstan-pa. I(g. OI(ON. I. 130 b. 

7-131 a. 1. 
118 Tib. Blo-gros-rgya-mtshos-ius-pa~i-mdo. I(g. MOO. XIV, 51 b. 1 

(1st and 2nd verse) and 52 a. 1. (3d verse) quoted in the I;ik~asamuccaya p. 
43-44. 

119 Parigrhito bhallati (sic) jinebhir 
detlebhi niigebhi ca kimnorebhi~ (sic) pUl,lyena jil.iinena parigrhi,a(i 
,addharmodhiiri'tla (sic) ,a,hiigatiiniim. p. 43. 6-9. 

120 Omitted in the I;ik~asamuccaya. 
121 Cakro ',ha Brahmii ,a,ha (sic) lokapiilo 

manUf,ra-riji bhutli cakratlarlli 
."khena .aukhyena co. bodhi (sic) budhya, • 
• addharmodhiritlla ,athiiga,inim. 

122 Sic according to the passage in the Prajiiaparamlta quoted below. 
To speak with the Lamas, not merely a Iheg-chen-gyi-grub-Dllha~-.mra-ba (ex
pounder of Mahayanistic teachings) is meant here, but a Bodhisattva, one 
who belongs himself to the family of the High Vehicle - a ,heg-chen-gyi gaR-sag. 

123 Here the first four subdivisions of the Path - the aarilbhiira -, 
prayoga -, darfana -, and bhiillanii-miirga are meant. 

124 The mi-slob-lam = a,aik!a-miirga. 
125 I;ik~asamuccaya B. B. 351. 13-352. 1 . • . y8 trieiihasra-mahi

sahiilre lokadhii,au satllliil ,. .artl. arhat'llam priipnuyus '8fiim co. arha,iim 
,rod diillGmayam pUl,lya-kriyii-lIol'" ~ilomayam pUl,lyo-kriyii-tla.,,, bhitlaniimayam 
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pa~ya-1criyii-vCllta ,aa leirh maBylllll .AlIGrullI IIpi 'U 'II boha (&ie) pu~~ 
ahll bllhu bhll8l1l1l1n bahu lIugatll bhagalliin iiha •.• (331. 18.) ..• alfI'py .AlIGnA 
bahwartnh pU1J.ya,kandham pra,avati yo bodhi.altvo mahiisaatvo' parGIIYllbodhiaaa
Vlllyll prlljilapiirllmitii-pratisamyulaam dharmllm de~lIyali antll~ e1ca-diIlGIIIIIII 
llpi. 

126 danamayam pU1J.ya-kriya-vaslu, ~ilamayam pU1J.ya-kriyii-IIC11tu, bhiiva
numaya,!, pU1J.ya-kriya-vastu ct. M. V. § 93. 

127 ~ik,asamuccaya 352. 2-4. ... idam .4.lIIJnda 'asya bodhiaatfllGII,YG 
mahiisaa,vasya dharma-danam lIarl1a-~raflaka-yanikiinam api 'GrVa-pratyeka. 
buddha-yanikaniim ca pudgo/anam kUfala-mulom abhibhallati. 

128 Lit. the Vehicles of the <;ravakas and Pratyekabuddhas. 
129 Tg. MOO. XLIV 73 a. 4-b. 1. 130 Tg. corrupt iiid-re. 
131 Tib. ITid-glum = khams-gsum: -
a) IJdod-paIJi-khamIJ = kamo-dhalu - the sphere of gross bodies, 
b} g:;sug8-kyi-khams = Tupa-dhalU - the sphere of ethereal bodies, and 
c) gzugs-med-kyi-khams = aTupa-dhalu - the sphere of immaterial bodies. 
132 Cf. Conception of BUddhist Nirval)a p. 12-13 and Index 6 s. v. 

Yoga II. 
133 Tib. Mdo-sde-rgyan XII 21-23. (Ed. Prof. S. Levi.) 
134 yo granlhato' Tlhato lIa gatha-dvaya-dhiiTo1J.e pTayujyela so hi da~a

lIitllwm anufamsam /obhote SOUI"OllamO dhiman. 
135 krlsniim ca dhiitu-pu~!im pramodyam co' ttamam mara1J.a-kiilll janma 

ca yathiibhikiimam jali-smaTatam ca sarrotra. 
136 ct. above p. 13 and n8tc \)7. Vasubandhu, commenting this line, 

says: krtsna-dhatu-pu~!i'-' san"a-mahii)"iina-adhif!hiinaya dhiilu-p"!!ia 'ad alia
ra1}O-lIigamiit saTvalra maha.,"une' dhimukli-/iibhala'-' - Full increase of the 
elements (of virtue) means increase of all the elements, that cause one's per
petual abiding in the Mahayana, for, all the obscurations having been (through 
this) removed, adherence to the family of the High Vehicle at all times is 
secured. 

Prof. S. Levi translates: L'alimentation des Plans integrale c'est I'alimen
tation des Plans pour dominer integralement Ie Grand Vehicule, car, ces obstruc
tions une fois quittees, on arrive a la croyance dans I'integralit.e du Grand 
V~hicule. (?) 

137 buddhai~ ca 8amafladhiinam tebhyaIJ fTava'!am la,ha' grayanasya 
adhimuk'im saha buddhyii dt'aya-mukhatam ii~u bodhim ca. 

138 Tib. sans-rgyas-rnamll-dan-phTad-pa = buddha-samava&na. 
139 samadhi-mukhatii dhiiraIJi-mukhafa ca - the medium of deep medi-

tation and that of memory. 
140 Tg. MOO LVIII 34 a. 1-2. 141 Correct ,hos-na for Iho.-nas. 
142 Ibid. 40 b. 2-3. 
143a Cf. Abidharnlako~a-bha~ya B. B. 6. 2-3. - don-dam-paIJi-cho. mya

Ilan lal·~-pa. Cf.also Rosenberg Problems p.87 "dharma par excellence". 
143b Lit. an object of mental faculty (yid-kyi-yal = mano-vitllya). 
144 This and the following is condensed from the Vyakhyayukti (Tg. 

MDO. LVlII 40 b. 3-41 a. 2). 
145 Tib. lJdw-byas = 8a~a. 146 Tib. IJdlJll-ma-bYGII = GIIamslcrta. 
147 Tlb. fes-bya == jiieya. 
The Jewelry 01 Scripture 10 
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148 Tib. yori-clas-pofd-lto-bo = .omyog-drf~, ,he first of the eight sub
divisions of a Saint's Path (i,yo-of~ingo-mirgo cf. MV. § 44.) 

149 The Vyakhyayukti (40 b. 5.) says: de-ni-yid-kho-no{r.i-yul-yin-fiR 
yul-kho-no-yin-gyi r,en-ni ma-yin-no - it (dharma as a non-sensuous element) 
is an object of the intellectual faculty only, and only the object, but not that 
which forms the support (of mental faculty). And GU'.1amati (Vyakhyayuktitika, 
Tangyur MOO. LX 14 b. 2-24.) comments: - de-ni yid-kho-nol}i yul yin
firi les-bya-ba-ni mig-Ia-sog.-pa-nas lu.-kyi-dban-po-Ia-,hug-po-rnaml-kyi mo
yin-pa-Sfe. de-ltar-na g.ugs-la-sog.-pa b.al-ba-yin-no. mig-gi-rnam-par-ffI4-
pa-la-.og.-pa-dag-kyan de-ltar thal-bar-{r.gyur-na mi-ruri-ba. yul-kho-na-yin-gyi 
nen-ni ma-yin-no ies-bya-ba-{r.di smos-te. mig-gi rnam-par-fes-pa-Ia-sogs-pa-ni 
yid-kyi-nen-yan yin-pas-so: - the words "an object of intellectual faculty 
only" mean that it is not one corresponding to any of the sensuous faculties, 
to begin with the visual and ending with the tactile. Accordingly, (such elements as 
those of) Matter etc. are excluded. In such a case (the different kinds of) 
consciousness - the visual etc., - could be likewise meant (here). This would 
be a mistake; therefore, (the Author) says: "only the objects of mental faculty 
but not its supports", for visual consciousness and the other (five) are the 
supports of mental faculty. Cf. Central Conception of Buddhism p. 8. 6-12. 

150 Tib. I}byuri-{r.gyur = bhavana. The Vyakhyayukti (40 b. 8~ ays with 
regard to this meaning of dharma: I}byun-bar-I}gyur-bo-la-"i {v:u-byed-kyi
rdzas-rnaml-ni de{r.i-chos-so - the attribute (quality) of t li;\gs that are 
subjected to the influence of (active, originating) forces. In both the Xyl. and 
the Tangyur text of the Vyiikhyiiyukti we have lus-I}di-ni-rgas-pal,ai (or: rga
bal,ai) cho. yin-no. This is evidently a mistake made by the Lotsavas in trans
lating from the original which must have been jara-dharmo' yam kiyal,a -
a bahuvrihi which they mistook for a tatpPTul/o. GU'.1amati's Commentary 
(Tg. MOO. LX 14 b. 5) has correctly - rga-bal,ai-chas-can. 

151 Cf. M. V. § 269. 152 Tib. ran-gi-mtshan-nid = .volahfol,la. 
153 Tib. gzugs-su-run-ba = riipal,la, has the same meaning as sapratigha

'''0 cf. Central Conception of Buddhism p. II. 
154 Tg. MOO. LVIII 32 a. 4. 
155 Tib. Ched-du-brjod-pa1)i-tshoms. Tg. MOO. LXXI. 7 b. 5. The Tg. 

has bde-bo thob for bde-bar nal. 
lS6 Cf. M. V. § 82. 
157 Tib. gmgs-med-kyi-.in-ne-l,adzin. Is the same as .amipa.d cf. M. V. 

§ 68. 
158 Tib. nori-pal,ai-skyabs lit: the interior (i. e. Buddhist) refuge. Cf. 

M. V. § 267 2. 
lS9 Tib. hkhor-dan-bcas-pa together with (its) retinue. 
160 Tib. ran-biin-med-pa = ni{r.svabhavalii. 
161 Tib. snin-rje-chen-po = mahakarul,la d. below p. (Xyl. 26 a. 6-b. 1.): 

s.on-iiid-snin-rjel,ai-siliri-po-can = koru~-garbha fiinya.a - Great Commlsera.
tion - the Essence of Relativity. cf. Conception of Buddhist Nirva'.1a p. 83 

162 .rid-lir-lcuri-ba. .ril-pa = bhova is the phenomenal world. Ii-(ba) = 
fama "Quiescence" means here the Hinayanistic Nirval)a. The idea of altruism 
and love in connection with the Doctrine of the Mahayana is expressed in the 
Abhisamayalarhkara I. 10 as follows: - prajiloya na bhave .,hinom "rpoyi 
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ftII plm • • elaili~ - by being possessed of High Wisdom, one does not remain in 
the phenomenal world, and being full of love, one does not abide In the (egoistic) 
peace. 

163 Tib. gfi-mehun-pa = aiimiiniidhi,",ra~ya. 
164 r1Og.-pa1}i-cho. == adhigama-dharma. 
165 lun-gi-cho. = agarna-dharma. The quotation Is from the Abhldharma

ko~a: Tg. MOO. LXJJI. 27 a. B. 
166 Tg. MOO. XLIV. 55 b. I. 
167 Tib. 1}gog-pa == nirodha. 

. 168 The fol/owing pllssage is repeated twice: - a) as the definition, made 
by Buston himself, and b) as a quotation from the Abhidharmasamuccaya Tg. 
MDO. LVI 108 a. 1-2. The Absolute is here termed de-blin-iJid == Ialkali. 

169 Tib. Ilob-pal}i-(.pari.-pa). 170 mi-slob-pa1}i == spans-po. 
171 Tib. lhag-med-kyi-myari-l}das =' anupadhi-~e,a-nirlli~. 
172 Tg. MOO. XLIV 55 b. I. 
173 Tib. mthon-lam = dar~ana-miirga. 

174 Tib. sgom-lam == bhiivanii-miirga. 
175 Tib. mi-slob-lam = a~aik,a-miirga. 

176 Tib. tshogs-lam = sambhiira-marga. 
177 Tib. abyor-lam = prayoga-miirga. 
178 Tib. ~khor - retinue, followers (parilliira). 
179 Tib. bag-chag. == l·ii.!anii. 180 Tib . • pros-pa == prapaftca. 
181 Tib. chos-kyi-dbyins = dharma-dhiilu. 
182 cf. below p.31-33. 
183 Tib. chos-iiid == dhannatii. 
184 Tg. MOO. XLIV, 43 b. 
185 Tib. rgyu-mrhun-(pa{ti-{tbras-bu) == ni~yanda-phala. Harlbhadra's 

Abhisamayalaritkaraloka (MS. Minaev 29 a. 13-29 b. 2.) has: lalhigala-dharmo
cle~aniiyii evo' paciira-nirdiffa-purufa-kiira-svabhiiviiyii e,a .aclr~ah .yando 
nifyandGl tad-anurupam phalam yat siitriidi. . •. (agama-dharrna1}). 

186 Xyl. Sunyarri. 
187 Of the <;ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Bodhlsattvas. 
J88 Tib. g=un-ba-bdag-med == grahya-nairitmya, the same as dharma

nairitmya. 
189 Tib. myari-IJdas (==Mahiiparinirvi"a. Kg. MOO. VIII, IX, X). 
190 This and the fol/owing is condensed from the Pratityasamutpida-i-

di-vibhanga-nirde~-tika of GUJ)amati. Tg. MOO XXXVl,75 b. 4-7 b. 7 
191 Cf. MV. § 112. 
192 Xyl. corrupt.: yod-pa-ma-yin-pa; correct - yon-po-ma-yin-pa. 
193 Tlb. dran-pa-iie-bar-glag-pa =sm!'ty-upasthiina. Cf. abovep.lOnote70. 
194 The defilement (.grib-pa) spoken of here is the same as hun-nGl· 

Iion-mons-pa (= samkle~a) on page 9 note 56. 
195 Tlb. Mama-gsum cf. above p. 7 note 31. 
196 Tib. bdag-rhYeB == aclhipaei-pratyaya. 
197 Tg. MOO. XLIV 74 a. 1. 198 Ibid. LVIII 137 b. I. ff. 
199 Sic according to Tg. - yari-dag-par-bslan-pa-ftid-1cyi8. Xyl. 

:rcri-da~par-blan-pa-ilid-kyi'. 
200 Tib. clban-du-mdzad-pa-fiid-kyis. 

10· 
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201 rab-tu-Idan-pG-ilid-kfo. Tg. has rab-,u-b.,an-pa. 
202 Read according to Tg. - bar-chad-ma-byas-par hr-chad-mecf-par 

yan-dag-par etc. Xyl. has - bar-chad ma-byas-par yan-dag-par etc. 
203 According to Vyakhyayukti (Tg. 133 b. 7) a) ~rug •• gra-llar-mb-pa

deep as thunder, b) .i1an-lin-(ljeb.-la-rna-bar-sRan-pa - charming and agreeable 
to the ear, c) yid-du-~on-lin-dga(l-bar byed-pa -pleasing and causing delight. 
d) rnam-par-gsal-lin-rnam-par-rig-par-bya-ba - perfectly clear and intelligible, 
e) mftan-(Ios-pn-mi-m,hun-pa-med-pa - worthy of being beard to and free 
from contradiction. 

204 The Tg. text of the Vyakhyayukti and Outtamati's Commentary 
(Tg MOO LX 171 b. 7~) have both ... ji-siied-pa-la-,hug-par-go-bar-mdllad. 
Xyl. - ji-siled-pa-la-go-bar-mdllad. 

205 fiifllataviida and ucchedaviida - Eternalism and Nihilism. OUl)amati's 
Vyakhyayuktipka says (172 a. 1-2) - I}di-ltar-rtag-pa-dan-chad-pa-la-.ogs
pa(li-mtha~ spans-pa~i (lphags-pal}i lam gsuils-pas-so - "as it speaks of the 
Path of a Saint, through which the extremities of Eternalism and Nihilism 
come to be rejected". 

206 The following passage occurs in the Vyakhyayuktl (Tg. MOO. LVlll 
138a. 1-139 b. 6.) and in Vasubandhu's Commentary on Siitralamkara XII. 9, 
where we have the original sanscrit text. Both these works refer to the Tathagata
guhya-nirde~a (Ouhyaka-adhipati-nirde~a according to Vasubandhu) - punar 
aparam ~iintamat8 Tllthiigatasya faf~y-iikiira-upetii viin nifcarati "moreover, 0 
C;antamati, the Word of Buddha appears in sixty aspects". Cf. also MV § 20. 

207 snigdhii slIuva-dhiitu-kufalamula-upastambhikatviit. The Xyl. has 
dge-ba{Li-rtsa-ba iie-bar-ston-par-mdzad etc. Correct according to Vyakhayu
kti!ika (Tg. MOO LX 171 a. 2 and the Sanscrit - (upas,ambhikatlliit) - dge
ba{Li-rtsa-ba rton-par-mdlllld. 

208 Mrdukii dWa eva dharme sukhll-sllmsparflllvii,. 
209 Mllnojftii sviirthatviit. 210 Mlloorllmii suvyailjana,vii,. 
21 1 ~uddhii nirultllrll-lokottllrll-pwha-labdhalviit. 
212 Vimlllii sllrtJa-klefll-anufIlYIl-viisllnii-visllmyuktllflliit. 
213 Prabhiisvarii prlltitll-pada-vYlliijanlltviit. 
214 Vlllgu(l sllrvll-tirthYIl-kumati-dmi-vighiitll-blllll-gul}G-yuktlltviit. OUl)a

mati (VyiikhyiiyuktiPkii 172. 4) says: seobs-kyi-Ylln-lag- (yon-tan?)-dlln-ldan
pll(li-phyir nes-pa(li-tshig-gi-tshul-gyis sftan-cin-(ljebs-pa(la. He evidently re
gards the word valgu (or balgu) as consisting of two parts val (or hi = bala = 
.tob.) and gu (gUl}G = yon-tan) (II!). 

215 ~rava~iyii pratipatter nlliryii~ikatviit. OUl)amatl: ,hor-ba ,hob-par
byed-pa-yin. 

216 Anela sarva-para-praviidibhir aniiechedyatviit. With regard to "an
ela" cf. the translation of the Siitriilamkiira by Prof. S. Uvi p. 143, note 2, 
and M. V. § 20. 

217 Kalii raiijiklltvii,. 218 Vinitii riigadi-pratipalcfatlliit. 
219 Akarkap pkfii-prajilapti-.ukha-upiiyatllii,. 
220 Apar~ii 'ad.."yatikrama-sampan-ni(lsara~a-upad6fakatviit. Gul)a

mati (Tg. MOO LX 172 a 7) says: .0-.0r-bFag'-Pa-'G-Iog.-pa(li 'hab.-dog-gis Res
par-(abyun etc. "shows (a means of) salvation through confession" etc. 

221 SUllinuii yiinG-araya-RClya-upade~iit. 



222 Kar~ "'p'II-pTGdp,.",."",. 
223 Kiiya-prahliidan",.lcari .lJmiidhy-iiviihakfJtfliil. 
224 Cit,a-lJudbilya-kari flipfJ,ylllJij-iimodYG-iilliihfJ-phalaklJtl1iil. 
225 Hrdaya-.amtlU,iiuJri .amfaya-uhedikallliit. 
226 Prid-.u1chG-jantJni milhyij..ani,rilG-apaiuJrfikallliil. 
227 Ni~paridiihii prfJtipfJtliill aprfJtUarfJtlliil. 
228 Ajfteyii .ampanna-""'amaYG-j#lina-ii,,ayalviil. 
229 Vij#leyii .ampanna-eintiuntJYG-jftiina-i"ayfJtlliil. 
230 VifP4l,a' nieiiryG-m~i-t!harma-vihilarvii', 
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231 Premo~iyii'nup7iiplo-'l1akirthiiniim prema-kiira,"ii.. OUl)amatl says: 
ran-gi-don-rju-.u-.hob-pa-rnanu ie.-bya-ba-ni dgrfJ-bcom-pa-rna".,-.o. 

232 Abhinandaniyii' nanupriipta-,"akirthiinilm ,p,!ha~iylJtl1ii'. 
233 Ajftipaniya IJcinlyo-dharma-8amyagdepka,"iir. The part. pot. "iijflii.. 

paniyi" appears here in th::: a:tivf: sense, as shows the Tib. version according 
to the Tg. (VyakhyaY!.Ikti a;;d tika) - kun-fes-par-bycd-pa and Ounamatl's 
interpretation ~di, kun-r.s-par-b;·.d-pas-na lcun-fes-par-byed-pa1;ao (= iijftilpyar. 
anayil i,y iljftiipaniya) (Tg . .\WO. LX 172. b. 2). Concerning the "matters that 
belong to the transcende:ntal 5;:h~~e' (acintya-dharma), OUl)amatl says (Tg.172 
b. 3-6) - b8am-gyi.-mi-kh:-ab-pa~i-cho8 de-dag-kya;, ji-skad-du beom-ldan
~d4l-kyis dge-.Ion-dag bJarr.-gY"I-Mi-khyalrpa~i gnus bEi-po I}di-da& ,e".,-na 
myo.-par-yan ~gyur rml)~-I-F~'-:' ~'l (Lgyur-ro. bli gan-Jag ec-na bdag-la-.e".,
pa dan se".,-can-rnaml-k~-i 141 ~::-. rr:'lm-par-smin-pa-la sems-po do;, I}jig-rten
las-sems-pa dan sonl-7!~ :;'1--·":",,,-1.:_'1 ,ans-rgyas-kyi-yul-yin-no mda-sdehi
dum-bu giiis-pa-las-b:i-J~ ~.::!:-i.:g ;.!-b:;a-ba-las br.sams-naa sfnu-can-rnam.
kyi Ius dan rnam-par-!mi"l-]:: d.l"l bJam-glan-pa-rnams-kyi bsam-gtan-gyi-yul 
dan. rdzu-1;aphrul-dan-ldan-pa-rrl<lru-k_Yi rd"' .. -~phrul-gyi-yul-lo lu g'''Bs-pa yin
na -" The matters that be[:.ng to the transcendental sphere have been spoken 
of by the Lord, as follows: - 0 brethren, if the four topics belonging to 
the Transcendental Sphere are i::Yestigated, mental insanity and(many) errors 
will be the result. Now. ·Jf wh:J.t kind are these four points? They are as follows: -
thoughts, concerning the 5:ul. those with regard to the deeds of living beings 
and their consequence, onsideration, as to what lies beyond the limits of 
this world and the Sphere of Enlightenment which is that of the Buddhas. 
In another fragment of a Sutra (we have), after "those four" etc. and "the 
deeds of living beings and their consequence', (the following):- "the sphere of 
mystic absorbtion (perceh'ed by) such that practise it and the sphere of ml
raculons agency of those that are endowed with miraculous powers." -

234 Vijftipaniyii acintyo-dhanna-.amyagde~ikaellit. 
235 Yu1crii pramiil}a-al'iruddhalrii •• 
236 Sahiri yfJtharha-rine~·a-derikarflill. 
237 Punarukla-do~a-jaha anndhyall1it. 
238 Simha-sl'ara-t'tga saM'a-lirth ya-samtril.akatvilr. 
239 ~agG-Sflara-ra6cfii ucfiTaIviI. 

240 M."ha-.svara-gIwfi &am6lairfJtfl;;'. 

241 ~agendra-ruti itkyarvit. 

242 Kimnara-samp;pOfi modhurarvCi&. All the Tibetan translations 
(that of the Pai\ca"im~tisihasriki-iloka quoted by Bu-ston and that of the 
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Vyikhyiyukti and of Vasubandhu's Comment have dri-.a = gandlaanJa. Cf. 
Meghadiita Piirvarnegha 56. 

243 Kalamnka-svara-rUUJ-ravitii ti~~a-bhangara'viit. The reading 'ikf~ 
is correct (Tib. rno-ba - sharp. Cf. translation by Prof. S. Levi p. 144, n. 5.) 
The Tib. texts of the Vyikhyiyukti and tiki have both rgyun-mi-ehad-pa. 
This is evidently a mistake made by the Lotsavas who read "a"hikf~" (the 
letter bha in the laiieii character being very much like ta), 

244 Brahma-svara-ruta-ravilii diiramgamallliil. 
245 Jillamjillaka-svara-ruta-rallitii lIarva-siddhi-piirvamgama-mangalarviit. 
246 Tib. sgra. 247 Tib. dbyans. 248 Tib. grags-pa. 
249 Dellendra-madhura-nirgho~ii analikrama~iyatlliit. 
250 Dundubhi-sllarii sarlla-miira-pratyarihika-llijaya-piinlariagamalval. 
251 Anunnalii stuty-lJSamkli~~allliit. 
252 Anallanalii nindii-asamklif~atlliit. 
253 Sarlla-fabda-anupravi~~ii sarva-lIyiikara~a-sarlla-iikiira-lak~a~a-anupra-

IIi!tatviit. 
254 Apafabda-lligatii smrti-sampramofe tad-anifcara~IIIiit. 
255 Avikalii IIineya-krtya-sarlla-kiila-pralyupasthitatviil. 
256 Alinii liibha-satkiira-anifritatlliit. 
257 Adinii siilladya-apagatawiit. 
258 Pramuditii akheditlliit. 
259 PrIJS"!'ii sarva-llidyii-sthiina-kaufalya-anugatatviit. 
260 Akhilii lIaUviiniim tat-sakala-artha-sampiidaka'"iiI. Vyikhyayukti and 

tiki have both chub-pa for tha-ba-med-pa d. below. 
261 Saritii prabandha-anupacchinnatlliit. 
262 Lalita lIicilra-iikiira-pralyupasthiinatlliit. Vyakh. - tika - (abel-ba for 

brjid-pa ct. below. Xyl. corrupt - brjod-pa. 

viii. 

lliit. 

263 Sarva-sllara-piira~i eka-llvara-naika-fabda-vijiiapti-pratyupasthiipanar-

264 Sarlla-lIallva-indrya-lIamto~i!,i eka-aneka-artha-vijiiapti-praryupaslhinat-

265 Aninditii yachii-pracijiiatviit. 
266 Acaiicalii iigamita-kiila-prayuktatlliit. 
267 Acapalii alvaramii~a-vihitatviit. 
268 Sarva-parfad-anuravitii diiriinlika-par~at-tul ya-s:rallanarlliit_ 
269 Sarlla-iikiiravara-upelii sarva-laukika-artha-d!,~ma-dhGrma-paril}iimi

kacviit. 
270 The work of Vimuktasena. Tib. Ni-khri-snan-ba. Full title, according 

to Tg. - Arya-paiicavirhc;atisihasrika-prajiiiipiramitopadec;ac;istra-Abhisama
yalarhkira-vrtti. Tib. - Hphags-pa c;es-rab-kyi-pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa Ston
phrag-fti-c;u-Ina-pa~i man-nag-gi bstan-beos mnon-par-rtogs-pal)i-rgyan-gyi 
I)grel-pa (Tg. MOO I. 96 a. 4-97 b. 3.) 

271 Tib. Sa-sde-Ina - Tg. MOO. XLIX (The work of Aryasanga). 
272 Tib. Hbum-tig, the work of Oarh~trisena, Tg. MOO XIV. 
273 Siitriilarhkiira XII 9 b. - ~~fyangi sii'c:imyii gho,o'ROmas lu .uga

tiinim. 
274 Cf. above p. 26 note 206. The interpolation occurs Kg.OKON.1133 b. 5. 
275 chos-kyi-lJkhor-lo = dharma-calera "the Wheel of the Doctrine". 
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276 The Hlnayina. 2'17 The Midhyamlka Doctrine. 
278 The Yogiiciira system. 
279 Tlb. DgOlls-pa-nes-Mrel. Kangyur MDO V. 24 b. 5-25 a. 4. 
280 Tlb. kun-rdzob == ,amvni. 281 Tib. don-dam-pa = paramirtlaG. 
282 Tlb. Blo-gros-ml-zad-pa-bstan-pa. Kangyur DKON XVI. Cf. a similar 

passage of the Ak~ayamatlsiitra quoted in the Madhyamika-vrtti B. B. p. 43. 
4 and Its translation by Prof. Th. Stcherbatsky in "Conception of Buddhist 
Nlrval}a" p. 127. 

283 Tib. yan-lag = onga. These are not separate works, but merely 
varieties of style. 

284 Tlb. Si'lhi-pol)i-mchog. The work of Ratniikara~antl. Tg. MDO. X. 
285 Tib. mdo-sdr. 286 Tib. dbyoru-kyis-b,nod-pa. 
287 Tib. lun-du-bstan-pa. 288 Tib. tshigs-,u-bcad-pa. 
289 Tib. ched-du-brjod-pa. 290 Tib. glen-gii. 
291 Tib. rtogs-pa-brjod-pa. 292 Tib. de-lta-bu-byu,i-ba. 
293 Tib. skyes-pa-rabs. 294 Tib. rin-tu-rgyas-pa. 
295 Tib. Tmad-du-byun-ba(~i-chos). 296 Tib. glon-Ia-phab-par-

bSlon-pa. 
297 Tib. smos-pa~i-tlhul-gyis. 
298 Tg. MDO. LVI. 120 a. 2-5. 
299 Tib. chOB-nid = dharmOla = ~iinyata = Relativity. 
300 That of trance (,amiiJhi). 
301 Tlb. ~bel-bo~i-gtam-gyis glan-la-1,Ibebs-pa = sam1rothya-vinip:aya. 
302 GUr;Jamati (Tg. LX 123 a 5-6) gives the following example: dge

.lon-dag glum-po ~di-dag-ni uhor-ba-dag-yin-te. gsum-po-dag gaR-dag ell8-lIIJ lids
ba dan .dug-bsnal dan bde-ba-yan-ma-yin sdug-bsnoJl-yan-ma-yin-p~ -
"0 brethren these three are feelings" (The Sutra). "What are these three? 
(may It be asked. The answer will be as follows): - (Feeling) agreeable, dis
agreeable, and that which is neutral (the "Oeya"). 

303 Chapters VI (Vyiikarar;Ja-parivarta B. B. p. 144-155) and VIII 
(Pailca-bhi~u~ta-vyakarar;Ja-parivarta p. 199-214). 

304 pada. 
305 Lit. "originated from causes". (Tgyu-Ias-byun); from the Mahayanlstic 

point of view everything originated by causes is by itself unreal, causality being 
taken in the sense of Relativity cf. Miidhyamika-vrtti Chapter I, translated 
by Prof. Th. Stcherbatsky ("Conception of Buddhist Nirval}a", appendix). 

306 "The Buddhist Creed" -
Ye dharma hetu-pTabhava 

Bttum tefiim talhagato hy avadal 
Tefam ca yo niTodha 
Evamviidi maha-~ramana1,l. 

307 Acc. to Tib. tradition: - hk1,l0T-ba bden-par-1,Id:::in-pa1}i-blo ma-.Teye.-
lI/I .aiu-rgyas-yin. 

308 Tg. MDO LVIII. 97 a. 4. 309 Tlb. Nor-ean. 
310 Tib. ,haml-cad-.grol. Cf. Jatakamala ed. Kern p. 51-67. 
311 Lit. "Endowed with the code (PifaTea) of the Bodhlsattvas". The 

Vyakhyayuktl (Tg. MDO. LVIII 97 a. 8) says: ~in-tu-rgyas-pa1}i-.da-ni Ihag
pa-ehen-po-yirl-fe. fun-phog gan-gis byaR-ehub-l8m11-dpa1,l-rll/lmll pha-rol-,u-
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playi ... ptHcU-das-Ps sa-bcu-dag-m WUll-pa-na s'obs-bcu{ai nerl san.-rgyu-iIid 
'hob-pa~o. "The Vaipulya class is (to speak otherwIse) the Mahayana. It Is 
that part of Scripture, by means of which the Bodhisattvas, having attained the 
(ten) stages of Enlightenment (bhilmi) through the ten transcendental virtues 
(piirami,ii), attain the state of a Buddha, the SUbstratum of the ten forces." 

312 Cf. Vyakhyayukti (98 a. 4.) rnam-par-~jomll-pa "completely van
quishing". 

313 Ibid. 314 Cf. below. 
315 This analysis of the 12 classes is an extract from the Abhldharma

samuccaya Tg. MOO LVI. 120 a. 2-b. 5. It corresponds to that of the Sarot
tama (Tg. MOO. X 2 b. 3-3 a. I). 

316 Tib. sde-snod = pi,aka. 
317 Tib. iian-,hos-kyi-sde-snod = ~riivaka-pi~aka = Hinayana. 
318 Tib. ~dul-ba~i-sde-snod = vinaya-pi,aka. 
319 Lit. "the retinue" (~khor). 320 Tib. mnon-pa~i-sde-snad. 
321 Tg. MOO. LVI, 121 a. 1-5. 
322 Samgraha'a~ sarva-jiieya-ar,ha-samgrahiid veduavyam (Vasubandhu 

on Siitralamkiira XI. I). 
323 Kiiral}air navabhir i~~am (Ibid. and verse). The following is an extract 

from the Abhidharma-samuccaya (Tg. MOO. LVI. 121 a. 1--5). 
324 Tib. fie-ba~i-iion-mons-pa the-,shom. GUl)amati (Tg. MOO. LX 18 a, 8) 

gives a classification of the different kinds of defilement that have their origin 
in doubt, as follows: - log-par-lta-ba dan mi-rigs-par-chags-pa dan brnab-sem.ll 
(= abhidhyii) dan gnod-sems (= lIyiipiida) dan rmugs-pa (= styiirm) dan gilid 
(= middha) dan rgod-pa (= auddhatya) dan hgyod-pa (= kaukr&ya) false 
points of view, attachment to that which is wrong, coveteousness, ill-will, 
depression, drowsiness, and indolence. Vasubandhu's Commentary on Siitra
lamkara XI. 1. has: - yo yatrii' rlhe sam~ayilu tan-ni~cayiirlham defanii, -
"because it has been preached in order to convince such, that have doubt as 
regards the meaning (of the Doctrine)." 

325 Tib. ~dod-pa-bsod-fiams-kyi-mtha~ = kiima-sukhallika-anuyoga-anta ••• 
anta-dvaya-anuyoga-pratipak,cl}a vinaya~ siivadya-paribhoga-pra'~edhata~ 

kiima-sukhallika-anuyoga-antasya (Vasubandhu on Siitralamkara XI. 1.) 
326 Tib. nal-iin-dub-pa~i-mtha~ = iitma-klamatha-anuyoga-an,a •.. anava

dya-paribhoga-anujiiiina,a iitma-klama,ha-anuyoga-an,asya (pra'ipahfel}ll) (ibid). 
327 ran-gi-&a-ba-mchog-tu-~dzin-pa = svayamdr,~i-pariimarfa. "s"ayam

dr,W' is the same as "sa'kiiya-dr,~i (Tib. ~iig-'shogs-kyi-l'a-ba) d. OUl)amati 
(Tg. MOO. LX 91 a. 6: ran-gi-&a-ba-mchog-tu-1}dzin-pa ies-bya-ba-ni ran-gi-l,a-ba 
s'e ~jig-hhogs-kyi-lta-ba-rnams-las gan-:van-run-ba-iig. 

328 ~hfii-traya-de~anii su'rel}a (Vasubandhu on Siitralarhkara XI. 1.) 
329 adhifila-adhicitta-sampiidana,ii vinayena ~ilava'o' vipra'isiiriidi-krarnel}ll 

samiidhi-liibhiit (ibid). 
330 adhiprajiiii-sampiidanatjj' bhidharme'}ii' vipari'a-arlha-pravicayiit (ibid.) 
331 dharma-arlha-defanii swrel}ll. (ibid). 
332 dharma-arlha-n~pattir "inayena klefa-vinaya-samyuktuya ,ayo(l 

prarivedhii, (Vasubandhu on Siitralarhkara XI. 1.) 
333 dharrna-arlha-siiriakathya-vinifcaya-kaufalyam abhidharmel}ll (ibid). 
334 frutena citta-1liisanata(l (ibid). 



381 p .... ya .... n!114 (Ibid). 
336 .hiillanayii 9ama.h.no ,amanaeg{a (Ibid.). 
337 fJipa,yanoyi praeill~d,""a~ (IbId.). 

18 

338 Xl. 1. pi,a,",-'rayom dvayam iii lcira~ir nalloWr itfaB _____ 
6ecI1Iana-,omana-pralilledAoi. 'od IIi __ yael. 

339 Cf. below p. 38. 
340 Xl. 2. SfilriibAidharmlHlinayii, cOl"rfJidlliirll&ii mOl~ _an.. ... 

jiliinad dIIimiin .orviiJUjrajllOliim eli. 
341 le,am jftiiniid bodllilOl'fJol,l ,arva-jllOliim prapnOli (VasubaDdbu on 

Sutral. X I. 2.) 
342 (:riillaka. III eko.ya api ga.haya arlham iijooya iilralla-ipayam pr'ip1lOli 

(ibid). 
343 Tlb. Lam-phTan-brlon. 
344 Tib. mgo-amoa-pa. Corresponds (ace. to Siitral. XII 10, quoted beluw) 

- to udgha!ano. 
345 Tib. gnas = ii"aya. Vasubandhu (on Siitra\. XI 3.) says: hIIrG 

ii"ayo yatra de~e defitam yena yasmai ca. 

346 Tib. Tgyal-pol,li-khab. 

347 Vasubandhu (ibid.) gives another interpretation of lakfo~ and 
dharmalakaal}lJm samllrti-!atya-lak~a1}am paramar.ha-sOIya-1akfa,.m cu. dlaar
ma~ ,kandha-ayalana-dhiitr-ilhiira-pralitya5amu'piidiido yal}; /DIlao' nwari&dlai~ 

348 XI. 3. a. ii"oJ'010 la1:~a1}alo dharmad arlhiie co ._niI .• am. 

349 Vasubandhu's intfff:retation is different: nin:ar;aa-aWmUho dharmo' 
bhidharmal} 5alya-bodhipllk~lI-rimok~lIm"khiidi-defaniil: - the Abhidhanna 
is the teaching directed toward (the attainment of) Nirva!)a, as it demonstrates 
the truths, the attributes of Enlightenment, (the eight degrees of) liberation 
(from materiality) and the other expedients (Comm. on Sutril. XI. 3). 

350 Tib. mtshan-nid·pa. 351 skandha. 352 dhiilll. 
353 iyatano. 354 Tib. rd=as-yod. 355 Tib. btags-yod. 
356 Tib. gzun-lugs. 
357 ablaiblaat'ali ily abhidharmal} para-pral,iida·abhibhallaniid fJif1iiJa-adlli-

kara~adibhil} (Vasub. on Sutral. XI. 3). 
358 abhigam)ale siitriirlhll elene'ly obhidharma~ (ibid). 
359 XI. 3. 6. Abhimukha.o 'Ihiibhikf~,iid abhibhat'a-gaAto' bIIicl1&lIl'ma~ ca.. 
360 As shows the following passage, the so-called "etymology" of Vlnaya 

Is as follows: - MJIG"yadiniim lIini~cayiidiniim t'ii naya iii til + noya PrfG
daradi'fJa.. (Pa!)ini VI. 3. 109.1!) 

361 Acc. to Siitralamkara X I. 4. and Commentary - iipGlli. 

362 ,amuuhiinam iipauiniim ajftiiniil pramediil 1clerll-priieuryiid anadarie 
ca - the origin of fall - Ignorance, negligence, enormity of passions, and 
disrespect. (Vasubandhu on Sutral. XI. 4.) 

363 pudgola.o yam agamya rilcfi prajftipyaJe (ibid). 
364 X I. 4. Apann- IIlJhiiniitlllyunhiniin nil,lsl"eF cu wnayahtaria. plNlplala{t 

prajllap'eI} prallibhiiga-lIini,cayiic cai'lla. 
3611 XI. l. cf. above. 
366 hinayiina-agrayana-blledena dfJayam blaGl/ari "iifJllha-pifalaris Wl&iIaa

lIa-pifa1cam ca (Vasub. on Sutral. XI. I). 
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367 Tib. d_n-pa-la-mo.-pa = hinirlhimu1da. Cf. Conception of Bud· 
dhlst Nlrval)a p. 36, note 2. 

368 The work of Aryiisanga. (Tib. Theg-bsdus) Tg. MDO. LVI 3 a. 4-5. 
369 This and the following is an extract from the Vyikhyiiyukti (Tg. 

MOO. LVIII. 97 b. 6-98 a. 2) in an abridged form. 
370 The C;atasiihasrikii-prajiliipiiramitii. 
371 The Vyiikhyiiyukti has: lhag-pal}i-b.am-pa-dag-pal}i-sa-la sems-can 

Ihams-cad-la bdag dan glan-du miiam-pa-iiid-kyi bsam-pa thob-pal}i-phyir-ro 
- since the equal treatment of oneself and all other living beings is attained 
in the stage called (:uddha-odhyiifayika. OUl)amati (Tg. MOO. LX 125 a. 6) 
says lhag·pa~i bsam-pa-dag-pal}i sa ni sa dan-po yin no - the (:uddha-adhyi
fayika stage is the first stage (of a Bodhisattva = pram"ditii). 

372 XIX 59, 60. 373 Tib. mlshan-iiid-kyi-tlwg-pa. 
374 The six transcendental virtues (piiramilii). 
375 Tib. snags-kyi-theg-pa = mantra-yana "" Tantra. 
376 Tib. Mdo. sde-gdams-nag-hbogs-pah:-rgyal-po (?). 
377 Tib. rdo-rje-Iheg-pa = 1Iajra-yiina. 
378 Tib. TShul-gsum-gyi-sgron-me Tg. ROYUO. LXXII 17. b. 5-6. 
379 Omniscience. The Tg. has: don-gcig-iiid-na for: don-gcig-na-1}an. 
380 Tg.: s;&ags-kyi-bstan-bcos "the Treatises on Mysticism" for snags-

kyi-Iheg-pa. 

381 This and the following is condensed from the Naya-traya-pradipa 
Cf. App. 

382 Tib. phyag-rgya = mudrii. 
383 Tib. rig-pa-I}d:lin-pal}i-sde-snod = lIidyadhiira-pi!aka. 
384 Tib. byin-gyis-brlabs-pa = adhif!hiina. 
385 Tib. rjes-su-gnan-ba = anujiii. 
386 Tib. ':Iphags-pa-sdud-pa. 
387 Tib. Ma-skyes-dgraJ;1i J;1gyod-pa bsal-baJ;1i mdo. Kg. MOO XVIII. 
388 Tib. Kun-tu-bzan-poJ:ti spyod-pa ston-paJ:ti mdo. The whole passage 

is to be found in Haribhadra's Abhisamayiilarhkiira-iilokii (MS. Minaev 22. a. 
8-12 = Tg. MOO VI, 21 a. 3-5.) - lha kllacit lathiigalinim kiiya-llyipirat
maka-pii1.'yiidy-adhi~!hiinena defanii tad yathii DafabhumakiidBI} surraya defani. 
kllacid lIacana-adhif!oonena lad yalhii Ajiitafalru-foka-flinodana-.iitradel}. 
Kllacin mano'-dhil!!hiinena lad yathi Samanlabhadra-caryi-nirdefa-siitridel}. 

389 Tib. C;es-rab-sflin-po. 390 Tib. glen-gli. 

391 Tib. mlhun-I}gyur-yi-ran. 

392 Tib. Chos-yan-dag-par-sdud-pa Kg. MOO. XXI. Quoted in Hari
bhadra's Abhisamayiilarhkiiriilokii (MS. Minaev 6 b. 6~ = Tg. MOO. VI 
6 b. 2) uklam bhagallati Dharmasamgili-sutre. evam _yi fTu1am iii kreflii 
bhikl/avo dharmii{l. samgiilavyii iIi. lalha sambandhiinupilrvii pratipiidyii. 

393 Tg. MOO. XLIV. 74 a. 2. 
394 Tg. has rgyal-ba-slon-pa-l}ba1}-lig-gi for rgyal-b~i-bslan-pa etc. 
395 Tib. dug-gsum. These are: 1. I}dod-chag. = riga - lust, 

2. le-sdan = m,flI/a - hatred, and 
3. gti-mug = moha - ignorance. 

396 Or, as in the verse below ",rii1.'a". 
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- 'fl. MDO. LVllI 143. ~ 
.. cr. Madh. \rth J 3,4. ~«' ~ ..,. ~piih ~ ~ 

.......... 1A .... ar. fllcmiN.ftii.t~~"".CIlI ~ ~ rlt!a~_Ili/i"IJ()I~ 
MId.. 

... Tib •• n-d ..... p ... Ntu~:-.lIt, 
401 NIf\\lIya-samgrah .. ~C1. ~t\'''' ) Tg-. MOO Ibn 2@6i it.. ~~ 
402 Tlb. Rnam.par-gt<m.l:.N.tb4~pat~. lrg:. M\lDQ.. ut. _ ~ 

~ dNa '11M-po lhu,..,.n-f',,~i It •• , , < i<v"" ,.. /iJ:...Jh st~ o7am~ ~ ~ 
ma1ll5 ao. "aod-po Ihuf-/m-p .. h. ~'l .. ·trbwll "'~ 'td?rit.1I< :.lft 1!.JWt. g/IQI~ 
rnams-lcyi 8ton-tahills-".,; bshln-k,>s <, - tl'!;: trlt'n,,) )"11'; •• ~. lIiJI1t ~ • 

(for instance) the Bralun,mlc,ll d'M1") • .;t/t1J; th~ ~','Jt!If'lo;J.J ~ 1tlJjt ~ 
works on Logic. 

403 Cf. the following ll.lS~,I"" "f thr Ji'~rr&.~"'J.)I.·).4"~ r-~ ~ ~ 111M
';jk~ii-samuccaya (B. B. p. 18.2 6) - l Tur,t.,. ihlll¥.J.IIll/i.<J. ,~~~ 

sii'lhokiini ~iialTii~' rilt~ilol"iim llpi'iTl~o.lAa",~ L.IW~ijW'J'I''''.l.J''_ tIlII )!fIIAiIi 
lokiyato-~ii,'riil}i dal}tJo-nili-riislriir" k-::;\itoNCI-~iin~ v~~i 
kumiira-kri4ii·~iislriil" }ambhal."-I"h.,-\ii$''''-''~ - t 1· ),$1.' ~ tM LQ~d! Mit 
the Jftanavaipulyasiitra: Useful \\,lrl.. • ..\r~ hI h' ~tt .. ru "-'lll • "tI<;lilIt~ 
(and harmful) - rejected. The l.lt1er .lft' -', V!·\\S - ~~. tiN.lll~ 0i!1! .at-
terialism, works on politics and emllll·,'! 1;,\\. -' I .. , .t~l\:~ ~ ~ 

procuring death, on the science of \''\~mn'\<,r~) ,'I: ~;;>:l' &: ~, 
404 Tib. I;Idul-bahl-mdo, othm\l)~ ',IIIN M':'.'-·~~·~ ct, ~ t- ;),U 

405 Tib. ji-sned-po = kun-n/: .. b $Q,.,\:n 
406 Tib. ji-lto-ba = don-dom-pl1 P,Jr;;.,.;;TfAQ. 
407 Tib. lugs-kyi-bstan-bcos = nili-fijSfrQ. 

408 Tib. f,:es-rab-brgya-ba. Tg. MDO Xx..Xlli ,mil cxxm ~ ~ 
attributed to Nagarjuna. The verse qllllted bdl.'" IS ~ 1\1 '''~, XXUll-98l b, 
8-100 a. 1 and in CXXIII-144 b. 7---S. 

409 Tib. Skye-bo~i-gso-thigs. Ibid. Nl). ~S ,"\tlnbut .. d to Nilitj"nl, 
410 Tib. Tshigs-su-b~ad-pal)l-mdzod. Ibid. N ... 19. the \\I)fk of RI.V","ptl, 
4tt Tib. Mi-brtag-pa (mi~i-l\ltshan-i\id.brt.l~N'd) lVld. No.. Jot, 
412 XI. 60. - lIidyii-81hiine paiirol·idht )"I=Q", '"!ft'ii $Ilmtj ...... Mi'tl 

kothamci& paramiir,.a~ 
uy OlIyrfiim nigrohal}iinugrohal}iiyv mijlliirri ... dt ,.. ..". leNt,. fM 

'0 yogam. 
413 Tib. gtan-f.hig.-rig-pa = hl'fU>l·idyii. 

414 Tib. ,gra-ng-pa = ~abda-llidyii. 
415 Tib. gso-bo-rig-po = cikirsii-l.idyii. 
416 Tib. bllO-rig-po = filpa-kormo'''liino-l·id.~ ii 
417 Tib. nan-,ig-pa = adhyiitma-t.jdyii. 
418 Tib. mrion-sum = pralyak.a. 

ct. M. V. § '6 ltla 
V(l$\lblndhu', Com
flItn!ar yon SObltam-

kira XI. 00. 

419 Tib. ran-gi-don-gyi-rjlll-.u-dpoc-p. == ftIir'II .... n.mii .... 
420 Tib. gian-g, i-don-gyi-rjea •• u-dpag-pa ~ para"hca·ulUa"' ..... 
421 Tib. gian-.el = (anyo -) opolao. 
422 Tlb. llog-(bltog) chod (or Beod) '" jiili. 
423 Tg. MOO. XCV No.1, the work of Olgniga. 
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424 These are: -
a) Alambana-parilqi (Dmlgs-pa-brtag-pa) of Dlgniga Tg. MDO. XCV. 

No.4. 
b) Trikila-parik~i (Ous-gsum-brtag-pa) of the same author. Ibid. No.6. 
e) ~ruti-pari~a (Thos-pa-brtag-pa) of Kalyit;larak~lta CXII. No.8. 
d) Pramat;la-parik~i (Tshad-ma-brtag-pa) of Oharmottara. Ibid. No. 12. 
d) Laghu-pramit;la-pari~a (Tshad-ma-brtag-pa-ehun-ba) of the same 

author. Ibid. No. 13. 
f) Anya-apoha-vieara (man-sel-brtag-pa) of Kalyal}arak~ita. Ibid. No. 10. 
g) Karma-phala-sambandha-parik~i (las-dan-~bras-bu~i-~brel-pa-brtag

pal indicated by Bu-ston as wanting in the Tg. 
425 Siddhi: -
a) Sarvajna-siddhi (Thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-grub-pa) of Kalyat;larak~ita 

Tg. MOO. CXII No.7. 
b) Bahya-artha-siddhi (Phyi-rol-don-grub-pa) of the same author. 

Ibid. No.8. 
e) Anya-apoha-slddhi (Obn-sel-grub-pa) of Oharmottara. Ibid. No. 14. 
d) Paraloka-siddhi (l;Ijig-rten-pha-rol-grub-pa) of the same author. 

Ibid. No. 15. I 

e) K~at;labhanga-siddhi (Skad-gcig-~jig-pa-grub-pa) of the same author. 
Ibid. No. 17. 

f) Anya-apoha-siddhi (man-sel-grub-pa) of C;amkarananda. Ibid. No. 20. 
g) Pratibandha-siddhi (1:Ibrel-pa-grub-pa) of the same author. Ibid. No. 21. 
h) Kirya-kiral)a-bhiva-siddhi (Rgyu-dan-I)bras-bu~i-no-bo-grub-pa) of 

Ji'iina~rimitra. Ibid. No. 29. 
426 Tg. MOO. XCV No. 11. 
427 Ibid. No. 10. 
428 Tib. yan-dag-pa1}i-fe.-pa = samyag-jnana. 
429 The author of the Pramat;la-vini'icaya-!ika, Tg. MOO. CX. No.2. 
430 The Commentary on the Pramat;la-vini'icaya by Oharmottara bears 

the title - Pramat;la-vini'icaya-!iki rama!)i nama (Ibid. CIX and CX No.1) 
431 Tib Gtan-tshigs-thigs-pa. Tg. MOO. XCV. No. 13. 
432 khyob-pa = lIyiipei and phyogs-kyi-chos = palcfa-dhormaeii. 
433 Tib. I;Ibrel-pa-brtag-pa. Tg. MOO. XCV. No. 14. 
435 Tib. Rtsod-pa~i-rigs-pa. Ibid. No. 16. 
436 Tib. tshar-bcad-kyi-gnas = nigraho-.,hana. 
437 Edited by Prof. Th. Stcherbatsky in B. B. 
438 Tg. MOO. LVIII 62 b. 4-5, a quotation from an unknown agama. 
439 Correct acc. to Tg. - de1}i nan phyir for de 1}an phyi nag etc. 
440 Corr. bnag rlog phyir for rlag rlog phyir. 
441 Corr. mnon-ma-byas-phyir for snon-ma-byas-phyir acc. to Vyakhyayu

ktitiki (Tg. MOO. LX 53 a. 2-3). The latter says: - mnon-.um-du-ma-byas
phyir yan nog-ge-par rig-par-bya-sle .0-.01}i-skye-bo-dan-ldara les-bya-ba-tshig-
1}dis-.o. mnon-.um-du-ma-byas-pa-Ilid kyan de-kho-na mnon-.um-du-:mi-byed
pO-.le .o-.o1}i-.kye-bo-yan de-kho-raa mnon-sum-du-mi-byed-pas-.o - a logician 
is likewise recognised by his having no intuitive perception (the attribute of 
a Saint = arya-pudgala) since it is said (of him) - "he belongs to the world
lings (Prehagjona)"; the absence of intuitive perception Is such with regard to 
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the Absolute Truth, since ftfkIIn&s haw DO sudI pen:eptk o ... cIttWtioD. 
of a worldling ace. to the same work (189 a. 1.) "1NO~i-sky"_"" N ai 
slryr-io gan Wen-pa-mrhon-6a-rnarru-lu .9-lOr phyi-roWu-gyv.r-JWI. a worldling 
(p!"hag;ana) is one, that stands apart from those. that perceive thtAb601u~ 
Truth. 

442 The Vyiikhyiiyukti has: yons-s"-b:,,n-phyir 1('1-.,......... .-eel
ma~i ri,l-po mam-pa-gsum yo;..Nu-bllUli-ba~i-p"yir-ro. «('-ni ....... i _,. ..... 
rnamJ-1cyi .a yin-no - by complete apprehension means by thl)rough app~hen
sion of the three modes of proof; such is the position of worldlings. Vasubandhu's 
mentioning three modes of proof is noteworthy if rompared to the standpoint 
of Digniiga and Dharmakirti. We have moreover in the same work (102 b. 
~7.) - mdor-na rigs-pa-ni ~dir rshad-ma rnam-pa-gsum-po .n __ m dail 
rjes-su-dpag-pa dail yid-chfl-pa~i-gsu;l-no - Logic. in short. consists of the 
three methods of proof, - sense-perception, inference. and authoritative 
word (-= apta-"acana, agama). 

443 Corr. acc. to GUl)amati "91'IS~su-bJali-bpr-b_,us-pa~i-pl&;rir for ~,,
bya-ba-bya, elc. 

444 I. 12. ni~riro' niyato' "yiipi sii';lvrta~ khedal'iin ap; lHiIivayo malGl 

tarkas ta.ya' 10 "i~ayo na tat (=- mahayanam). 

445 Adr~,a-Batya-ii~rayo hi ta,ka~ ka~cid agama-nirr;,a W1anri - Logic 
is not founded on the direct perception of the (Absolute) Truthi it Is, there
fore, to a certain degree dependent on Scripture. (Vasubandhu on Siitril.1. 12.) 

446 Avyapi co no sarva-jjjeya-t'i~aya1} (Ibid). 

447 Tib. byill po = bola = Prthagjona. 

448 Tib. rna-mo. The Abhidharma frequently appears under this appe
Jation. Another "mother" is the Praji'laparamita, which is designated by the 
appelation of yum. 

449 Tib. rkyen = pratyaya. 450 Tib. translation Tg. MDO. CXXXV. 
451 Tib. byilis = dhalu: 452 Tib. byed-ldan-gyi-rkytn. 
453 Tib. de-phan-gyi-rkyen. 454 Tib. iie-bar-bsgyur-ba. 
455 Tib. mlsha1fl8-sbyor = samdhi. 
456 The work of I;arvavannan. Tg. MOO. CXVI No.9. 
457 The work of Smrtiji'liinakirti, composed in Tibet and translated by 

the author himself. Ibid. No. 18. 
458 prati.ariltlid. M. V. § 13. 
459 Tib. ,deb-sbyor = chandal. 
460 The work of Ratnakarac;antl Tg. MDO. CXVII No.4, 5. 
461 prallara. The xyl. has pratara. 
462 Tib. Hchi-med-mdzod. Tib. trans!. Tg. MOO. CXVII No. 1. 
463 The ~ork of Dandin. Tib. trans!. ibid. No.3. 
464 dle"ani. 
465 Poetics (ki"ya) and the Siimaveda - which in Tibetan are both 

designated by the appelation sftan-dnaga, - confounded. 
466 Tib. ,tlon-nad - diseases ascribed to the influence of evil spirits. 
467 The work of Vag bhatt a Tg.MDO. CXVIII, commented by the author 

Clmself (Ibid. and vol. CXIX) and by Candranandana (vol. CXX, CXXJ and 
XhXII). The verse quoted above is an extract from the main work (15 b. 2-3). 
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488 Tib. gser-I}gyur-gyi-bstan-bcos = rasiyana~ra. Xyl. - gsar-
I}gyur. 

469 Tib. sku-gzugs-kyi-tshad = pratima-mana. 
470 The work of Buddhaji'lanapada Tg. MOO. XXIX No. 12. 
471 The work of Ji'lanagarbha Tg. MOO. XXIX No. 1. 
472 The work of f;antlrak~lta. Ibid. XXV III No.4. 
473 The work of Aryasanga Tg. MOO. Ll. 
474 The work of Aryasanga Tg. MOO. L. 
475 Tib. Chos-kyi-phun-po. 476 Tlb. Odags-pal}l-bstan-bcos. 
477 Tib. Khams-kyi-tshogs. 478 Tib. Oan-po. 
479 Tib. Rnam-~es-kyi-tshogs. 480 Tib. Lha-skyid. 
481 Tib. Ye-~es-Ia-I}jug-pa. 482 Tib. Ka-tya-I}i-bu. 
483 Tib. Rab-tu-byed-pa. 484 Tib. Obyig-b~s. 
485 Tib. Yan-dag-I}gro-bal}i-rnam-grans. 486 Tlb. Osus-po-che. 
487 These works are mentioned in the Abhidharmako~-vyakhya (B. B. 

p. 12.3-5). 
488 Ct. Abhidharmako~a-bh~ya B. B. p. 7. 10--13. 
489 Tib. I;Idul-bal}l-mdo or Mdo-rtsa-ba. The work of OUl}8prabha. 

Tg. MOO. LXXVII. 
490 Tib. rab-byuli-gi-gli = pralJrajyi-fllJJllu. Ct. M. V. § 276. 1. 
491 Tib. gtun dam-pa Kg. 1;IOUL. XIV, XV, XVI. 
492 Tib. tu-ba. 
493 Tib. I;Idul-byed. 
494 Tib. Phran-tshegs Kg. I;IOUL. XI (2), XII, XIII. 
495 Tib. Me-tog-phren-rgyud otherwise called Vinayakarika. The work 

of VI~khadeva Tg. MOO. LXXXIX No.1. 
496 Full title - Arya-miila-sarvii.stivii.da-~ramal}era-karikii.. The work 

of f;akyaprabha. Ibid. No.2. 
497 Tib. Obu-ma-bal}i-rigs-tshogs-drug. 
498 Tib. Ston-pa-i'lld-bdun-cu-ba. Tg. MOO. XVII No.4. 
499 Tib. nen-{&brel = praeitya-.amUlpiida. 
500 Tib. .pro.-pa = prapaftea. 
501 Tib. Rlla-ba-,es-rab. Edited by Prof. de la Vall~e Poussin with the 

Commentary of Candrakirti (Prasannapada) in B. B. 
502 Correct bdag-dali-glan-Ias-.1cye-ba for de-las-glan-.1cye-ba. 
503 Tib. Rigs-pa drug-cu-ba. Tg. MOO. XVII No.2. 
504 Tib. Rtsod-pa-bzlog-pa. Ibid. No.5. 
505 Tib. Zib-mo-rnam-I}thag. Ibid No.3. 
506 Tib. Tha-si'lad-grub-pa, not translated into Tibetan. The 6th work 

acc. to the Tg. is the Akutobhaya (tib. Oa-las-J;1jigs-med) ibid No.6, which 
appears to be a forgery. Cf. Conception of Buddhist Nlrval]a p. 66, note 1. 

H7 Tib. Mion-nog.-rgyaR. 

508 prajllipiiramilii' ffibhqa padiinhaqa .amudiri,ii 
.arvii1ciirajlla,ii miirgajllatii .arvajlltJlii ,at~ 
.anlii1ciTiibhiaariabodho miirdhapriiplO' Rupiinli1ca(J 
e1cakfa~hiaambodlao dharma1ciiya, ca ,.' "adIai. Abhlsam. I. 3, 4. 

508 Tlb. rRam-pa-thama-cad-m1chyen-pa = .arva-ii1ciira-jlltJlii. 
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110 Tlb. lam-,. = mir,G-jllflli. Cf. Vlmuktasena's Paftcavlm~tisi. 
hasriki-iloki. - Appendix. 

jftt#i. 
III Tlb. gli-f. = fJanu,..jMna. ct. Abhisam. IV. 1. or kun-,.. =,tm1tJ-

512 Tlb. rnam·pa-k"n-rdzog,-,byo,..La = ,aF1la-iikiira-aLhiiarnlHHlha. 
513 Tib. r"e-mo~i-.byor-ba = milrdha-aLhiiamaya. 
514 Tib. m,ha,..gyU-,byor-ba = an"piirlliibhisamaya. 
515 Tib .• 1cad-t:ig-ma~i-.byor-ba = e1ca-"'a~-abilambodha. 
516 Tib. Brgyad-"on-don-b,d".. The work of Oigniga, alias Praji'li

piramiti-samgraha-kirfki Tg. MOO XIV. Commented by Triratnadisa. 
(Praji'lipiramiti-samgraha-vivaral,1a). Ibid. 

517333 a. 8. 
518 This and the following is condensed from Triratnadisa's Commentary. 
519 dno.-po-med-paJ,ai-nog-pa = abhii.,a-l1ihslpa. Cf. Vasubandhu on Sii-

tril. XI. 77. 
520 dnOl-po~i-rtDg-pa = bhalla-llikalpa. Cf. Ibid. 
521 .gro-1}dog,-kyi-rtog-pa = adhyiiropa-lJikalpa. Cf. Ibid. 
522 ,k",..1}deb.-kyi-rtog-pa = apalliida-.,ikalpa. Cf. Ibid. 
523 gcig-&u,..rtog-pa = ekatlla-lJikalpa. Cf. Ibid. 
524 ,ha-dad-du-rtog-pa -= nanii&lIa-lJikalpa. Cf. Ibid. 
525 ;,o-bo-i'lid-d,,-rtog-pa = IlJalakfa~-lIikalpa (sic). Cf. Ibid. 
526 khyad-par-du-rtog-pa = lIifefa-lIikalpa. 
527 min-ji-lta-ba-biin-du.Qon-du-rtog-pa = yothinima-artluJ.aWnifJe,a

vikalpa. Ibid. 
528 don-ji-lta-ba-Uin-du-min-du-rtog-pa = yathirtha-nima-abhinillBfa

"ikalpa. Ibid. 
529 Tib. nan-Ron-pa-iiid = adhyulma-fiinyati. 

530 Tib. d;,o,-po-med-pa~i-no-bo-iiid-I&o;,-pa-iiid = abhillll-ltIabhilla-fiin
yati. 

531 Full title: Arya-~tasihasriki-pai'lcavim~atisihasriki-a~tida~sihasri-
ki-praji'lipiramiti-brhaHiki. (Tib. J;1bum-tig.) Tg. MOO. XIV. 

532 That on Omniscience. 
533 Tib. Rab-J;1byor. 
534 Tib. Bslab-btus. Edited by Prof. C. Bendall in B. B. 
535 Tib. Mdo-kun-Ias-btus-pa. 
536 Tib. Sgom-rim- mam-gsum. The works of KamalaC;i1a (Piirva-bhivani

krama, Madhyama-bhavani-krama and Uttara-bhivani-krama). Tg. MOO XXX 
No. No.7, 8, 9. 

537 Tib. Obus-mthaJ;1-mam-J;1byed Tg. MOO. XLIV. 
538 Tlb. Chos-dari-chos-i\id-mam-J;1byed. Ibid. 
539 Sutral. l. 2. -

ghafi&am iN ",.,ar~m lliirijam IIi IIibudtlhtJril 
"'''pam ilia .ubhojyom bhujyaminam "'"dhirtai~ 
IIidilo ilia .ulelcho ratnapefe'"a mukli 
"i"pa iha .a dharm~ pri&im iigryim dadhad. 

540 These are: 
1. parln~panna-lak~l}a (tib. yoits-grub) - Absolute Reality. 
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2. paratantra-Ialqal}a (tlb. gian-dbail-) - Relative Reality, of the In
dividual Ideas. 

3. parikalpita-Iak~al}a (tib. kun-btags) - Imputed Reality, of the external 
world. 

541 The ten forces (M. V. § 7), the four kinds of moral intrepidity (lIai
i=iiradya, ibid § 8), the 18 exclusive qualities (iillel}i1ca-cfhcuoma, ibid. § 9) and 
the 32 corporeal marks, (ibid § 17). 

542 Tib. Sa-sde-hia = paftcabhiimi. 
543 Tib. Sal)i-dilos-g~i Tg. MOO XLIX. 
544 Tib. rtog-pa = lIitarka. 545 Tib. dpyod-pa = lIicara. 
546 Tib. lhag-beas-myan-lJdas = sopadhi-f6fa-nirlliil}Q. 
547 Tib. Ihag-med-myan-lJdas = anupadhi-fel!a-nirlliil}a. 
548 Tib. rtog-beas and dpyod-beas = savilarka and sallleara. 
549 Tib. rtog-med and dpyod-beas = nirvilarka and savicara. 
550 Tib. rlog-med and dpyod-med = nirllilarka and nirviciira. 
551 Tib. Rnam-par-gtan-Ia-dbab-par-bsdu-ba Tg. MOO LII and LIII 

No.1. 
552 Tib. mu-bii = calu,koEika. 
553 Tib. Gii-bsdu-ba. Tg. MDO. LIII NO.2. 
554 Tib. Rnam-grans-bsdu-ba. Ibid. LlV No.2. 
555 Tib. mam-byan = vaiyavadiinika. 
556 Tib. kun-nas-iion-mons-pa = siimklefika. 557 Tib. gluft. 
558 Tib. Rnam-par-b~ad-pal)i-sgo-bsdu-ba. Tg. MOO. LIV No.3. 
559 Tg. MOO. LVI. 86 b. 4. (dulJkha), 92 b. 8 (.amudaya), 107 b. 4. (nira-

4a), 109 b. 8. (marga). 
560 Ibid. 119 b. 8. 561 Ibid. 125 a. 6. 562 ibid. 138 a. 8. 
563 Cf. above p. 38 note 368. 564 Tg. MOO. LVIII 1-3 b. 
565 Ibid. 3 b. 1-4 b. 1. 566 Ibid. 12 b. 6-19 a. 2. 
567 Ibid. 156 a. 6-168 b. 6. 568 Edited by Prof. S. Uvi. 
570 Pratityasamutpada-adivibhanga-nirde~a Tg. MOO. XXXVI, com-

mented by OUl,1amati. 
571 Madhyanta-vibhanga-tika. Ibid. XLV. 
572 Tg. MOO. XXXIV. 130---355. 
573 Tib. Sdom-pa-fti-~u-pa. The work of Candragomin. Tg. MOO. LlX 

No. 12. 
574 Tib. So-sor-thar-baJ:li-J:lgrel-pa alias Vinaya-samuccaya, ascribed to 

Vlmalamitra Tg. MOO. LXXV, LXXVI and LXXVII. 
575 Tib. Ched-du-brjod-pal)i-tshoms-kyi-I)grel-pa. The work of Praj

ftavarman Tg. MOO. LXXI and LXXII. 
576 Tib. Sdud-I)grel-gftis. These are: a) the Samcaya-Oitha-pailjika of 

Haribhadra (Tg. MOO. VII. 1-93.) and the work of Buddha~rijiiina bearing 
the same title. (Tg. MOO. VIII 135--223). 

577 Tlb. B~es-I)phrin. The work of Nagarjuna. Tg. MOO. XXXIII No. 32. 
578 Tib. (agrel-pa. 579 Tlb. bfad-pa. 
580 Tib. rnam-par-bfad-pa. 
581 Tib. bfad-.byar. 
582 Tib. don-bsdus. 
584 Tlb. rgya-cher-(agrel-pa. 

583 Tib. cfka~lnrel. 
585 Tib. legs-par-.byar-ba. 



586 Tlb. nuJJJIooJHll'-,mye-k Cf. MV. i 66. 
587 Cf. p. 42 note 398. 
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588 Tib. 1;I0d-ldan. Full title: Arya-miila-sarvistivada-~rama ... era-kariki
vrtti prabhavati nama. The work of f;ikyaprabha Tg. MOO. LXXXIX 
183 b. 2-3. 

589 Tib. bdag-med-pa == anitma. 
590 Tib. IplIl6-bylU = lIIa7iuk!'G-(dlulrmtJ) = lIIam-wa. 
591 Tib. lIIag-bclUl == .wallll. 
592 Kg. 1;I0UL. 593 Cf. MV. § 63. 
594 Tib. Ihog-mar-dge-ba == iidau kcdyii~a. 
595 Tib. bar-du-dge-ba = madhye kalyii~. 
596 Tib. tha-mar-dge-ba == paryafJallliine kaly;;~a. 
597 Tib. don-bzair-po = sfJartluJ. 
59B Tib. rshig-~ru-bzari-po == suvyanjana. 
599 Tib. ma-lJdres-pa == ket1ala. 
600 Tib. yoilS-su-1 dzogs-pa == paripUr~a. 
601 Tib. yoil6-su-dag-pa = parifuddha. 
602 Tib. yonNu-byan-ba == paryavadiita. 
603 Cf. Vasubandhu on Sutriilamkara XII. 4,5. 
604 Tg. MOO LVIll 32 a. 6. 
605 Cf. M. V. § 4. I, 2, 3. 
606 Vasubandhu's interpretation (on Sutralamkara XII-14) Is different: 

- svartha~ ,ariavrti-paranWrtha-salya-yogiit, - it is of good meaning, since It 
is connected with both the Empirical and the Absolute Reality. 

607 Vasub. on Sutra!. XII. 15 - kevalaria parair llliidl&iira~iit. 
60B Ibid.: - paripilr':lam Iridhiilu-kle~a-prahii':la-paripilra~. 
609 Ibid.: - pari fUddharia svabhiiva-vifuddhito' niisravatl1ii1. 
610 Ibid.: - paryal/adiilaria mala-vi~uddhila~ sariatiina-vi~udclhyii ~i~lII

raviiniim • 
• 611 The following is an extract from the Vyakhyayukti (Tg. MOO LVIII 

144 b. 8.) 
612 Cf. OUlJamati's Vyakhyayukti-tika (Tg. MOO. LX. 153 b.5, 6. non

mons-pa ~dul-ba-Ia-snan ies-bya-ba-ni iion-moilS-palJi giien-po (= pratipak~a) 
gari-yin-pa~. 

613 Tib. rten-lJbrel-gyi-ehos-nid. OUl)amati (Ibid. 153 b. 6-7) says: 
rten-eiri-lJbrel-par-~yun-balJi-ehos-iiid (= pratitYlllamutpiida-dharmatii) dan-mi
mlhun-pa-ma-yin-pa (== aviruddha) ies-bya-ba-ni (== iti) {JIll yod-pill IJ.di 
~byuri (== IIImin sali idam bhallali) ies-bya-ba~i-ehos-nid-dari-mi-mlhulI-pa 

(== aviruddha) ma-yin-no. 614 Cf. p. 21. 
615 XII 14, 15. 
Kalyii~ dharmo' yaria helutviid bhakti-tu"i-buddhiniiria 
dllillidhiir'ha~ sugriihyaf eaturgu~a-brahmaeaTya-vad~ 
parair llliidhiira~-yoga-kevalaria tridhiituka-klefa-vihiini-piirakam 
.vabhiiva-fuddharia mala-fuddhitaria ea Iat: caturgu~a-braArJIfJ1Iiearyam i,yate. 
616 Cf. above, note 606. 
617 Cf. a corresponding passage in Nagarjuna's Ratnivali (Tg. MOO. 

XCIV 147 b. 3,4) quoted in the Madhyamakavrtti (B. B. 360. 2) - "ilnyatii
karu~ii-garbham kefiiria eid bodhi-.iidhanam. 

T f c:: • t 11 
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818 I. 4 •• lariyami~.ris nieluraaris ytllhau' ,adlaaris .. cIvaa 
cllaarma-elllaya-tlyaflGll.1ai lIyailjana.o' rtlaena ca jfteyi (the text edited by 

Prof. S. Uvi has lIyailjanaro' r"lo na ca jfteya(a). 
819 XII. 8, 9. uelele,in nirde,ir .arhai'va yininulomanir ~t'yir. 
priri'yiel yi.hirlain nairya~yael inukulyarllicl. 
vyaiijana-.arispac cai' fi vijiieyi .arvarhi' grGllaHllinim. 
820 Tg. MOO. LIV. 56 b. 4-5. 
821 The Nyiyabindu~iki (B. B. 2 5-6 - Tibetan text and I. 6-7. 

Sanscrlt text.) 
822 Tib. mkhaI-grub. 623 Tib. brgyuel-pa = parampari. 
824 Tg. MOO. LXXXIX. 79 a. 1-2. 
825 Ratnavali Tg. MOO. XCIV. 152 a. 2-3. 
828 Tib. elge-ba(ai-b,e.-giien = kalyi~ami.ra. 
627 Bodhlcaryivatara V. 102. -
.aeli kalyi~ami'Tam ca jivj.iT.he' pi na .yajel 
boclhila"va-IITara-dhaTam mahiyiniT.ha-kovidam. 
828 Bodhisattva-sari1Vara-vim~aka. Tg. MOO. LXI. 192 a. 3. 
829 XVII. 10. - mirram Fayed din.a~amopa~inraris gutaidlaikaris .ocIya-

mom igami4hyam 
prabuddha-.ar",am vaca.i' bhyupe.am k!'pi.makaris Ic1aetla-f1iflarjilam ca. 
830 - The kalyi~mi'Ta. 
831 Siitrilamkira XIII. 8. bahuFulo d!'fEa-.aryo lIa.mi .amanukamp~ 
aklainno bodhilar'va~ ca jiieyal} .a'puTUfo mahin. 
832 Tib. luil = igama. 633 Tib. rtog'-PfJ = aclhi.!amya. 
634 Siitrilamkira XII. 5. vi!adi .ariacleha-jahi ideyi .atlIIa-elar9iki 

dllilliclhi 
.arispanna-de~ane' yam llijneyam boclhilarrvinim. 
835 Tib. kun-nGll-iion-mon.-pa = simklepka. 
836 Tib. rnam-paT-byaia-ba = vaiyallfJdinjka. 
837 Neither exaggerately verbose nor exaggerately laconic. 
638 XII. 10, 11, 12, 13. 
839 flici padail} .uyuktair anude,a-lliblaiga-.am~aya-cclaeclai1}. 
balaulikirinugari hy udghaEi.a-lIipai1cita-jii8fu. 
840 Tib. mgo-.mo.-kyis-go-ba = udghGfi.a-jfla. 
641 Tib. rnam-.pro.-kyi.-go-ba = lIipaiirita-jfla. 
642 ,uddlai .rima~alena hi.e' yam de,ani hi In&cIcIIainim 
dOfair lIivarji.i punar afEabhir e,ai'lla vijfteyi. 
643 Cf. Vlisubandhu's Commentary on this verse: - yana co elefGyari 

lIici padai, ca ya.hi co' dde~di-prakirail} yefu co' c1fhafita-llipaflcila-jBefu, -
the voice and style, by means of which (the Bodhisattva) teaches, the form of 
teaching, and the persons that receive it, - those that understand a brief 
Indication and those that require details. 

644 kau~idyam anGI/abocllaa hy allaki,GlIyi' krdr lay aniralllaris 
sarisd.laayi' «hecla. ,adfli.!amayi' eI!'4laikara~ris. 
64& Correct brtan-mi-byeel for "'.an-mi-by.eI. 
846 khecla' .ho maflari'"am cIofi hy ele mati kallaiyiris hi 
.adablaillicl buddlainiris nirue.ari de~ani bhollali. 
647 Tg. MOO. LVIII. 74 a. ~75 a. 7 (condensed). 



648 The author's own words. 
649 Tlb. go-rim(.) = iinupunli. 
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650 Cf. OUl)amati's Vyakhyayuktitiki (Tg. MOO. LX. 78 b. 3-4). 
Ylni-dag-phul-can ia-bya-ba-m ~phtJg.-p.bd8n-pa~ glGm-mo - the commu
nication of high, sublime matters is that of the four Truths of the Saint. 

651 Tib. mgo-gc:ig-trvlun-brta""pa = ekim~lI-t7yiklJra~. The other fonns 
of Instruction ("yikaro~) are: -

rBIJm-pllr-phye-ate-lun-b#tJn-pa = f1ibhajya-lIyiluJral,Ul 
dria-na-/un-batarl-pa = pllriPruhi-flyaHral,Ul, and 
glag-par-lun-batan-pa = sthiipaniYlJ-flyaHr0tIG. 

Cf. M. V. § 83, Rosenberg, Problems p. 59 and OUl)amati's Vyikhyiyuktltiki 
(Tg. MOO. LX. 78 b. 7-79 a. 4.) 

652 Tib. tahad-ma = prama~a. GUl)amati (ibid. 79 a. ~b. 1.) says: 
milon-.um dan. rjes-su-dpag-pa dan. yid-chea-pa1,&i-lun.-gi-eshad-ma-TBlJma-dan
mi-1,&g/d-ba1,&i-phyir-ro - by not being in conflict with the modes of cognition 
which are: - sense-pr:r.:eption, inference, and authoritative Scripture. Cf. 
above p. 46 note 46. 

653 Tib. bag-chagJl = l'iisani. 
654 Kg. MOO. XXI. 190 b. 5-6 and 191 b. 2. 
655 Corr. le-/o-can for le-Io-ian. 
656 Lit "The Wheel" ({aJchor-la). 
657 XII. 1. pra~R bhoga~f ca dhiral,& pramudita-manaal,& 1crc:c:hra-labdhGn 

a.aran, satll1ebhyo du~khitebh)'al], satatam allasrjanly ucca-daRIJ-pra1ciirai{a, priig 
ello' cfjjra tlharmam hilakaram asakrt sarllathai' lIa prajanim., krc:c:hre Rai' 110-

palabdham bhr~am allasrjatam vrddhigam ca' lIyayam ca. 
658 The Bodhisattvas. Corr. brian-po for bstan-pa. 
659 Corr. yon. (= udara) for yan. 
660 Tib. J:ljam-dpal-rnam-par-l,1phrul-pal,1i-mdo. Kg. MOO. II 251 b. 6. 

and 252 a. 4. 
661 Kg. MOO. V. 38 b. 4-5. The version of the Kg. is slightly different 

from that of Xyl.-
gan-dag I,&dod-phyir cho.-kyi luri-I,&bogs-pa 
de-dag 1,adod-pa spailS-pa phyir-Ien-Ie 

662 Cf. M. V. § 263, 87 sqq. 

rmoris-pa de-dag cho.-1cyi rin-po-che 
rin-,han-med-pa riied-kyan-.poil-fin

rgyu. 

663 XII. 24 iti sumatir akhedIJvin krpalul,a prathitB-YBfilJ .ullidhijlllllam 
.petlJl,a 

bhavati auka,hiko hi bodhisallva. ,apali jane kathillJir yathai' va .iirya{l. 
664 Tg. MOO. LVI 138 b. 6-139 a. 3. 
665 Cf. Abhidharma-samuccaya-bh~ya of Jinaputra (Tg. MOO. LVII 

129 b. 6.) - yoris-'IS fes-pIJr-bya-bIJl,&i ditos-po-ni (= parijiieyam 11111'.) ph.it-po
la-sogs-pa1,&o (.kaRdhiidayal,&) - the subject that is to be fully apprehended, 
consists of the five groups of elements etc. Cf. also Vyakhyayukti~iki (Tg. MOO. 
LX 9. b. 4-5) ci-lig yon.-'.-fes-par-bya Ie-BIJ gJUgs-la-.og ... pa .cm,-barial
gyi-bden-pa. badus-pal,&o (= rupiida,ro dul,akha-.atyeno .arilgrhita(a). 

666 Abhidh. sam. bh. (Tg. MOO. LVII 129 b. 7) yoris-.rvpa-por-IIyo
bBhi-don-Ri mi-rlag-pa-iiid (= BRilYlJlii) la-sogs-pa{lo. 

. 667 Ibid. 129 b. 7-8. yoris-su-~es-par-bya.bal,ai-rgyu-ni ,.huZ-1cI&rima dan 

1\* 
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dlHJn-po(ai '10 b.dcuru-po-Io-sog.-po(ao - the factors that are conducive to the 
complete apprehension (of the Truth of Phenomenal Existence) are pure morality 
and suppression of the senses. 

668 Ibid. 129 b. 7--8 yons-su-fe.-pa-ni (= parijilanam) byon-chub-kyi
chos-moms-so (= bodhipok!ika dhorma{&). Ace. to GUl]amati (Tg. MOO. LX 
9 b. 6.) yan-dag-po{li Zta-ba (= somyagdr~~i). 

669 Abhidh. sam. bh. (Tg. MOO. LVII 129 b. 8) - rnom-par-,ro'-ba~o 

(= IIimukti). 
670 Ibid. 129 b. 8. 671 Ibid. 129. b. 8-130 a. 1. 
672 Ibid. 130 a. 6-8. 
673 Tib. chud-zo-ba don mi-=o-ba~i-sgo. Abhidh. sam. bh. Tg. MOO. 

LVII 130 b. 5-131 a. 5. 
674 Ibid. 131 b. 8--132 b. 2. The six modes are: 
cle-kho-no1,&i-don-gyi-,shu' - the mode of the Absolute (underlying the 

Relativity of phenomenal existence). 
(athob-pa~i-tshu'- the mode of attaining (final Enlightenment as a Buddha) 
bfod-po1,&i-tshu' - the mode of explaining (the latter). 
m,hlJ1,&-giiis-spans-po1,&i-lshul - the mode of teaching without having 

recourse to the two extremities. 
b.am-gyis-mi-khyob-pa1,&i-tshuZ - the mode of unthinkable perfection. 
d,ons-po~i-tshuZ - the mode of deeper sense. 
675 Ibid. 133 b. 2. 676 Ibid. 133 b. 1-133 b. 4. 
677 Tg. MOO. LVIII. 33 b. 5-6. The Sanscrit text of this verse is pre

served in the Abhisamayiilarhkiiriilokii (MS. Minaev 16 b. 1-2). It runs as 
follows: -

proyojanom sapil}4artho1,& podartha~ sanusomdhika1,!, socodyoparihiiruf ca 
lIacyo1,i .Utrartho-lladibhi1,&. 

678 Ibid. 33 b. 7-34 a. 1. 679 Cf. below. 
680 Tg. MOO LVIII 98 a. 7--8. 
681 Cf. Vyiikhyiiyukti Tg. MOO. LVIII 98 a. 8--6. 1. rob-Iu-dbye-bo-ni 

brjod-par-bya-bo de gzugs-can don. gzug.-con-mo-yin-pa dan b.,an-du-yod-po don 
b"on-du med-po-'o-sogs-po1,&i rnam-por rab-Iu-dbye-bos-so. 

682 Ibid. 33 b. 8--34 a. 1. 683 rigs = gotra. 
684 Tib. Tin-ne-~~zin-rgyal-po. C;ik~asamuccaya BB. 354 6. - 355. 2. 
685 adhyel!oyeyur yodi '"am Ie dhorma-danosya kara~ 
prathomam IIaca (sic) bhal!eya na' ham IIaipulya-fikfitw.a. 
686 eIIam tllam IIaca bhal!eya y"l!me IIa !Jijila-pa'!4itii(a 
ka,hom maharmanam fakyom purato bhii!ilum maya. 
687 lIohlJSai' ,am na ja'peta tulayit!Ja III bhajanam 
yadi bhajanam IIijaniya1,& anadhiflo' pi defaye1,&. 
688 yodi du1,&filan pafyesi (sic) poril!ayam bohin .,hitan, 
,amlekham ma prabhal!e t!Jom IIorl}om danosya kirlaye(a. 
689 Correct iuJn-Ishul for iuJn-Ishu'. 
690 Cf. C;ik~as. page 354 note 8. 
691 "halleyur yadi ca' Ipecehii1,& fuddhii(a file pratiffhilii(a 
maitram cittam janilvii Illam kuryii(a IIJridekhi1cim lcathiim. 
692 parina yadi piipecchii1,& filallanto' Ira lIislarii(a 
la"dJ&a-polcflJS tada "hUtlla lIar~m 9i'IJSya 1cirtaye(a. 
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893 Cf. below. 
694 Tlb. Dam-pa~l-cho8-padma-dkar-po BB. 282. 5, '6 and 283. 6-284. 

10, quoted likewise in the <;i~asamuccaya BB. 352. 8-354. 2. 
695 kiilslIQ co (sic) einlayamlznu JHl1J4ital} pravifya layallQrh talha gha~a

yilt/ii, vipa~ya dharmcrh imu ,arlla yoni~o ulthaya de~ela alirw-c:iuaI}. 
698 .ukha-.thilo blwti (sic) ,ada vicalqal}al,l sukham ni~anna. talha dharma 

bhiifale, udara-p,ajoopta ka,ulla asanam c:a"k~e manojne prthivi-prade,e. 
697 ea"k~am ea so c:ivara privaravii s"rakta-rangam ca prll8anna-rangai(& 

asevakam krf~a Ialhii dadilt'ii mahiipramjj~am ea nivOsayitvii. 
698 sapjjda-pi!hasmi (ok) ni~adya iisane vicitradu~yehi susamst!1asmin (sic) 

s"dhauta-piidaf ea uparuhirdi migdhona fir~el}a mukhena en'pi. 
699 dharmasane ca'rra ni~idiyiina tkagra-sallvr~u samiigalefu upasamharcc 

ci'rakathii bahuf ea bhik~ii1}4 ca bhik!u,!i)'iina cai'va. 
700 upasakiinam ea upii!lkaniim rajniim !alha riijasu!ana cai'va. 

vicitritjjrthjj madhuram katho ) a ana/,hya8uyanlu sadii sa pa'!4ila(&. 
701 kiliisilam eii'pi titarja) -ta na ea'pi ulpad,.y. kheda-aamjnam aralim 

ea sarllam vijahita pa'!4it" maitri-balam ea pari,!uya bhuvayet. 
702 bhiifec ea riitri-dil'am agradharmam dmiinla-ko!i-niy",ai(& sa pa~ilah. 

samhar,ayet par,a ,allwi't'!I to~a)en na eo'pi kimei! latra jiitu priirlhayet. 
703 khadyam ea &/wjyam ea lalho' nna-piinam t'aslram ~ayyosanacivararh ca 

giliina-bhai~ajya na einrayet sa~ n~ t ijnape! parfadi kirr-eid anyal. 
704 anyalTa cinte)a sada tl!::ll;J~'lO bhal'eya buddho' ham ime ca .atlvii(& 

elae ca me sarvasukhopadhiinan ~ ~"1'1 dharma ~ravemi hiliiya lake. 
705 Kg. MDO. XIV 11 b.:----: ~.:oted I;ik~asamuccaya BB. 355. 3-13. 
706 imiini Sogoramate mJ"ITJ-padani dharma-bhii,!akena '''prall!''tjjni 

krtlli dharma-asanakena 5uprat~fI:ini k!fl'lz (wanting in Xyl.) dharma-iisana
nifa~~ena sarvam par~adam bodh)'-iikara-a&hinirhrtayo maitryii .pharitvii 
iilmani vaidya-sampiiim utpod.'·a dharme bhail!ajya-samjnam dharma-~ava~ik8fu 
iilura-samjiiam lalhiigate satpuru~a-samjiiiim dhorma-nelryiirh cirll8thika-.am
jniim u'piidya imiini mantra-padony amukhikftya dharma-samkalhii kiiral}iyii 
tosya samantad yojana-fa1e (I;:k~. _"0 jana~ate!!) na maro na-marakoyika vii 
devatii "pasamkramayi-1)'anli-l'icak~u~karal}e ye'py cnam upasamkramifyanli 
IC'py l18ya na rakfyanl)' antarii.\"am karlum. 

707 Ibid. 355. 14--15. - dharma-bhiil}akena caukfe,!a ~uei-samudjjciiro~a 
.usnOtena ruci-nit.asuena bhat'ilal·yam. 

708 phyin-drug = ~a!piiramito~. 709 sbyin-pa = diina. 
710 tshul-khrims = fila. 711 &:od-pa = k~iinli. 

712 brl.on-~gT"s = l'irya. 713 bsam-glan = dhyii/la. 
714 ~es-rab = prajiia. 
715 Tib. Sen-ge-bzan-po. The following passage is an extract from the 

Commentary on the A~!asahasrika - Abhisamayalamkaraloka in abridged 
form. The full te"t is as follows: - lMS. Minaev 64 a. 8-b. 3.) - bodhisall
flasya rlharma-djjniidi-diiniid diina-piiramitii-sarillwha(&. tasyai'va ~iivakiidi-manas
kiira-parivarjlJ1liic ehila-piiramUii-somniihal}_ la.yai'fla lIarviikiira-jftatjj-dharmii
~m ~ama~rocana-upaparikfCIl}a-s/lTflajana-apriya-vodilva-.ahanOt ~iinti-piira

milii-samnGhal}. lasyoi',·o' uarollara-kufala-miila-abhivrddhyarlham chandiidi
-jananod flirya-piiramirii-sonmiiha(&. lasyai'ra yiiniinlora-avyavakir~citta-ekii-
gratayi tatkurah-miila-anuIIOTa-.amyaksambotlhi-pariTJoma-iilambaniid rlhyjj-
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_pnlllil_aritnii1aa{a. &Ayai'fla miyiilcira-.amjftii-iip,.,lAiinena deya-diiyaka
prali,viihaka-anupaJambhiit prajftiipiiramitii-.amniiha~ (= Tg. MOO. VI 63 
a. 8-b. 5.) 

716 Egoistic. 717 mi-dmig.-pa = anupalambha. 
718 Tg. MOO. LVIII 75 a. 8-b. 8. 
719 Tg. MOO. LVIII 77 a. 3-4. 
720 Lit. - the stains (dri-ma). 721 Ibid. 76 a. 2-8. 
722 Tib. Lw-.kyes-dw-pa (?). 
723 Tib. Bli-brgya-pa. The work of Aryadeva. Tg. MOO. XVIII. 14 b 

J-2. 
724 Vyikhyiiyukti. Tg. MOO. LVIII 146 a. i-5. 
725 The Abhisamayilamkiriilokii MS. Minaev. 152 b. 3-5 - PrajRi· 

piiramitii .a.krtyii adhyii~ayerla ~ro.avye'ly apani.a-avagUr,&fhanikiidinii niciisa
na-.thena vikfepa-dofam parihrtya mokfa-kiima-ii~ayena .addharmal,& ~o.a· 

l1ya~. (= Tg. MOO. VI. 162 a. 1-2). 
726 lhag-pa~i-b,am-pa = adhyii~aya. For definition cf. f;iksisamuccaya 

p. 285. 14-286. 5. 
727 Tg. MOO. LVIII 143 b. 2-4. 728 Ibid. 140 b. 7-141 a. 1. 
729 Tib. r,ogs-pa-brjod-pa = avadiina. 730 Tib. dga1,&-bo. 
731 Vyikhyiiyukti Tg. MOO. LVIII 143 b. 8-144 a. 1. 
732 Tib. c:hos-dgal,a. 
733 Kg. OKON. III. 25 a. 3. 
734 dge-bal,ai-b~es-giien = kalyiiT}amilra. Cf. <;ik~iisamuccaya. Kir. VI. 
735 Tg. MOO. LVIII 142 b. 6--143 a. 4. 
736 bag-la-iial = anufaya. 
737 Cf. above p. 5 fruliinusiira-pralipalti-siirii~ (Jitakamili Ed. Kern, 

Harvard Series p. 215. 2.) 
738 Ibid. 220. 9-12. nic:ais.ariisana-"hiiniid viborlhya vinaya-~iyam. 
prilyiirpi'iibhyiim c:akfurbhyiim viiri-madhv iisviidayann iva 
gauraviivarjilaikagra-prasanniimala-miinasal,a 
sa.krtya dharmam frT}uyiid bhifag-viikyam ivii'Iura~. 

739 Kg. OKON. I 119 a. 7-119 b. 1. Cf. below. 
740 Tib. Rgya-cher- rol-pa. Ed. Lefmann. 412. 13-18. (Dharma-cakra-

pravartana-parlvarta) 
dural1iipyam miin,,!yam buddholpiida~ .udlJllabhii (sic) ~add1aG 
~8ffham ca dharma-~al1a'.'am o.niikfalJa-vivarjana dlJriip~ 
priiptaf c:a le'dya .arve blJddho.piidal,a kfa'.'as latkii ~addhii 
rlharma-frava'.'af c:a varal,a pramiidam akhilam vivarjayat~ 
bhafla.i kadiic:id av,."hii yat kalpa-naYlJlair na ~iiyate rlharmal,a 
.ampriipt~ sa lavii'dya pramiidam akhilam vil1arjayat~. 
741 M. V. § 120. 742 Tg. MOO. LVIII 147 a. 3-4. 
743 Ibid. 149 b. 3-4. 
744 Ibid. 139 a. 2--3. Cf. Saddharma-pul)~arika BB. 57. 3 . 
• udurlabhii idrfa1ciif ea .attl1iil,a ~lJIl1iina ya ~addarlhi agradharmam 
audumLaram pUfpa yathai'va durlabham kadiici kahirilc:i kathamc:i dn:ya,a. 
745 .rid-pa = bhava. 
746 f;ik~isamuccaya 189. 5--6. 
Wyad bahii dharma-paryiiyu-neyya filam na rakfela ~1JI8na mat~ 
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na ......... ".,.. I. ,.yu (ale) "..,..,_ clP.fiIGyena (ale) ........ 
d"r,lIIim. 

747 Tlb. Btsun-pa-chos-la-gnas-pa~l-dge-sloiJ tes-bya-ba~l-mdo. A Siitra 
bearing such a name Is not to be found In the Indices of the I(angyur. 
748 XII. 3. 'almin nai'"a nirarthiki bhavllli ,i yi bIaieani ,.uaam 
taamiin nai'lla nirortlaiki blaollllli Ii yi d"ani .a"loti, 
drfJo'rtIaa(l Futa-miitrakicl yaeli bhalle' ,yid bhiillanii'piirtlaiki 
o9rutlli yodi blaillaniim anuvi,sr .yad degoni' pirthikii. 
749 ~I~iisamuccaya. Kiirlkii XX. 
kfameta Fulam efera lIam,rayera vanam radii 
.amidhaniiya yujyeta bhallayed agubhiclikam. 
750 Ibid. 194. 7, 8.-

.ahadlaarmi1cer,w (sic) vacanena uktii(l krocllaam co dll8fam (~Iks. - dofam) co 
opro'yoyom co. 

priillifkaronli (sic) imi biiladharma imam arlha "ijiioJa no vi",alanli. 
751 VIII. 26. 
752 Sic according to Tib. The editions of the Sanscrit text by Professors 

Mlnaev and de la Vallee Poussin have both: -
nii'lIadhyiyanli larallo no ci'rocllayii{& prayatnota~ 
kodO to~ .u1cha-.amviil/ai(l .aha viil/o bhaven mama. -

The Tlb. seems to be a translation from another reading of the text, which 
must have been: -

nii'lIaclhyoyanli larallo Ilane ea mfgapa1cfitJG{& 
kodO 'ai(& etc. 
753 ~I~asamuccaya 196. 9-10. - yadi pun~ p-utoviin imim ",01,10-

.ampadam iisiidya lobhiidov o,akl~ cillam no goclhayel sa t'vlli'ka(l .odeII •• 'ok. 
lIaftc~ (ei",. - lllIiicitll(&) .yil. 

754 Ibid. 196. 1 (-14. - ,ad yalho Kii,yapa ka,cid 8tl1I p"rUfo mahali 
udoko-irl,lO"eno' hYllmiJna udaleo-If,'!-.ya kiilo1h leuryad ,Ilam eva Kigyapa ilaai' ke 
Famal,lO-briilama".o bahun dharman udgrlaya paryovopya no riiga-trftaiim "ino
dayonll na dll8fa-I!'f'!-aril no moha-'rfr;aim lIinodllyanli Ie mahari dharmo-iirI,101I8no' 
layomiini{l lclega-ImJayi leiilal.,i durlali-Ilinipiita-Iimino blaotIGnri. 

755 The author's own words. 
756 ~I~iisamuccaya lOS. 5-111. 4. 
757 Asouravo bhOel Fulena mlillo villida-mon're,u niviffo bIao'i 
m",ifa-Fut,g co' pYalllmprojoRYo bhifye ,omamGllya (sic) ime hi do,iI,. 
758 odhyilma-ciRlil lu .udura bhoti citlam na 1ciyag co prosanno bIaod 
unniimo-niimini bakuni gacehoti (sic) bhifye .•.. 
759 Corr. (&T&ud for mdud. 
760 .otldhormo-ci"i' 'u protJOffu biil~ .ukarkago bhoei ",nigdlaa-c:iUtJI}, 
lIiplJ'1aniyii(& ~amolhic C/l dure bhafYe .... 
761 O&aural1o b1&ol' .adi luru".om paligodho-manlre,u rotim jonillli 
",iiro-atlaiiyi porilaino-projilo ""ifye •••• 
762 omiinito dBtlG-go!,IJi(& (I;ik~. - Bu!'ai(l) 110 bhod na'py uyll I",mi" 

Iprha aomjanomi 
pr .... aiavidGto (sic) bhavoti (sic) vihino bhity ••••• 
763 porib1&iifyote ci'pi .0 por;a4irebhir ye koc:id (sic) ",i (sic) Pr'ho-ki"....;;kti 
"irlll'tlaokam jillitu (sic) Ialyo bIaori bhity •• ••• 
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784 .11 ~lHllJle leilu (sic) _om (sic) biila~ prolipo"s.hino' .mi leim adya 
lcuryiim 

aud,,!lch.ito (sic) bhoti olllbdho-giit!ho bhifYC .... 
765 coliicolo bhoti tn1llm yathe' ritam vicikitsate eVllm IIIIIU no ."m~"y~ 
RIJ tlllyll jiifu drt!hll buddhi bhoti bhafye ...• 
766 nori ylJlhii tif~hati ranga-modhye anya~a (sic) pri~ (sic) gu~iin 

prabhiifote 
IIIayam ca bhoti pratipatei-hino bhiifye .... 
767 ~o,ha~ ca '0 Mati laghuT nirii~a~ puna~ puna~ ca' rabhlJle l1il1iidam 
'0 darato iirya-dharmasya bhoti bhiifye ..•. 
768 Carr. re-chad for re-1}chad. 
769 samhHyate satkrta alpa-sthiimal} prakampote viprakrto ajiini 

bpir yathii cancala-citea bhoti bhiifye .... 
770 This and the following two verses are omitted In ~Ik~. 

771 ramitva bhafyasmi (sic) ciram pi kiilam na vindote pritim ihii' gra-
saukhyom. 

voram hi ekasya padasya c:intana pritim pade yatra liibhed anontim. 
772 nc' kfu-tvace sarom ihii' sti kimcin madhye' sti tat .ira .uprema~iya1}. 
bhulctvii .vacam ne' ha punal} sa~akyom labdhum nare~e' lcfu-rlllam pradha-

nam. 
773 yatha tvac:am totvad avai' hi bhafyam yatha rasas tadvad ihii' rtha-cima 
tasmiid dhi bhiifye tii ratim vihaya dn/etha artham sado apramottii(a. 
774 Tib. sans-rgyaa-kyi-liir. = buddha-kfetra. 
775 Tib. bllkal-pa-bzair.-po = bhadra-kalpa. 
776 Tib. mi-mjed-pahi-1}jig-rten-kyi-khams = sahii-loka-dhiifu. 
777 Cf. below. 778 Tib. Siian-pa-chen-po. 
779 Tib. Yon-tan-bkod-pa. 780 Tib. Bskal-bzan 
781 Tib. SiUn-rje-pad-ma-dkar-po. Ed. by ~arat Candra Das. Buddh. 

Text. Soc. 
782 Tib. De-biin-g'iegs-pa~i-gsan-ba-bsam-gyis-mi-khyab-pa~i-bstan-pa. 

Kg. DKON. I. 
783 Tib. I:fdzin-pa. Kar.-pul)~. BTS. 17. 5-10. sqq. 
784 Tib. Rtsibs-kyi-mu-khyud. 
785 Tib. ~hor-Ioll-bllgyur-ba = c:akravartin. 
786 Tib. Mig-mi-~dzum-pa. 
787 Tib. mdun-na-(adon-(pa) = purohita. 
788 Tib. Rgya-mtsho~i-rdul. 789 Tib. Rgya-mtshol;ll-sftln-po. 
790 Tib. Rin-chen-siiin-po. 791 KP. BTS. 21. 16. 
792 Ibid. 21. 25-27. 
793 Ibid. 22. I. - kupathena dalcfil,libhimukham gaccl&atll~. 
794 Ibid. 24. 12-14. 795 Ibid. 24. 30. 
796 Ibid. 24. 31. - ,amsarll-Gbhirata{l. 
797 Ibid. 25. 24--26. 
798 Tib. me-Ion-bkod-pa. Ibid. 25. 28. 
799 Ibid. 26. 7. 
SOO Kar. PUI)c;l. BTS. 26. 30-31. 
801 Tlb. TShe-dpag-med. 
802 Tib. Bde-ba-can. Ibid. 36. 24--25. 
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803 Tlb. Mig-ml-~d~um-pa. 
804 Tib. f:Iod-zer-kun-nas-~phags-pa-dpal-brtsegs-kyi-rgyal-po. Ibid. 38. 

14-16. 
805 Tib. Mthu-chen-thob. M. V. § 23. 9. 
806 Tlb. Rab-tu-brtan-pa-yon-tan-nor-bu-brtsegs-pa\li-rgyal-po. Kar. 

Put:t~. 39. 11. 
807 Tib. Kun-tu-gzigs. 
808 Tib. Oag-pa-rdul-bral-yan-dag-brtsegs. Ibid. 42. 17-21. 
809 Tib. Kun-tu-bzan-po. Ibid. 43. 17. 
810 Tib. Pad-rna-dam-pa. Ibid. 44. 23. 
811 Tib. (Chos-kyi)-dban-bsgyur-dban-phyug. Ibid. 45. 19. 
812 Tib. Snan-ba-rdul-bral-spos-mtho-dban-phyug-rgyal-po. Ibid. 48. 25. 
813 Tib. Ye-c;es· rd{J-rie-rnam-par-bsgyins-pa~i-dban-phyug-(kyi-tog). 

Ibid. 50. 16. 
814 Tib. Mi-~khrugs-pa. Ibid. 53. 14. 
815 Tib. Gser-gyi-me-tog. Ibid. 56. 28. 
816 Tib. Rgyal-ba~i-zla-ba. Ibid. 57. 4. Sic acc. to Tib., but Siitra: -

tad buddha1t~e'ram Jayasomam nama bhavifyali. 'alra Ivam anutlariim .amyak
.ambadhim abhisambhatsyase NiigalJimarditefvaragholja niima bhavi~yasi yiivad 
buddho bhagaviin. 

817 Tib. Rnam-par-gzigs. M. V. § 2. 6. 
818 Tib. Gtsug-tor-can. Ibid. § 2. 7 
819 Tlb. Thams-cad-skyob. Ibid. § 2. 8 
820 Tib. Skar-rna-skyon. 

I Kar. PUI}". 
BTS. 62. 11-12. 

821 Tib. f:Ikhor-ba-~jig. Kar. Put:t". BTS. 63. 13. 
822 Tib. Gser-thub. Ibid. 63.20. 
823 Tib. f:Iod-sruns. Ibid. 64. 17. 
825 Tib. Byarns-pa. Ibid. 66. 16. 

824 Tib. Orl-med-I)od. 

826 Tib. bsiien-bkur-ba = upa,'hiiyaJca. Ibid. 67. 15-68. 3. 
827 kiyad bohovo bhagavann aniigale' dhvani muni-bhasJcarii' .min bhadra-

kalpe udayanti. 
828 Ibid. 68. 7-9. 829 Ibid. 68. 31 sqq. 
830 Tib. Gsal-rndzad. Ibid. 69. 29. 
831 Tib. mlahams-med-pa = ananlarya. Cf. M.V. § 122. 
832 Ibid. 97. 23. 
833 Tib. Mdzes-par-snan-ba = ~ubhiloka ( 7) 
834 Tib. Rnam-par-brgyan pa. 
835 Tib. Yon-tan-mtha~-yas-rin-chen-sna-tshogs-bkod-pa~i-rgyal-po. Kg. 

OKON. 117 b. 7-118 a. 2. 
836 Tlb. Rnarn-par-dag-pa-can. 
837 Tib. YUI-l)khor-bsrun. Ibid. 118 b. 1-2. 
838 Kg. OKON. I. 118 b. 6-119 a. 1. 
839 Ibid. 119 a. 2--5. 840 Ibid. 119 a. 7-119 b. 1. 
841 tsan-dan .brul-gyi .nUl-po = gOfir~a-uragasira-candana. 
842 Kg. OKON. I. 120 a. 7. sqq. 843 Ibid. 120 b. 2. 
844 Tib. Ma-srnad-pa. 845 Tib. Ope-med-pa. 
846 Tlb. Chos-sems. 
847 Tib. Chos-kyi-blo-gros. Kg. OKON. I. 121 b. 5.-122 a. 3. 
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848 Ibid. 123 ·a. 2--6. 849 Tlb. Rnam-par-dag-pal}l-blo-gros. 
850 Tlb. I;Ikhor-ba-I}Jlg. Ibid. 123 a. 6-123 b. 1. 
851 Tlb. Rnam-par-rgyal-bal)i-sde. 
852 Tib. Oser-thub. Kg. OKON. I. 123 b. 2. 
853 Tib. Obait-po-!i-ba. 854 Kg. OKON I. 123 b. 3. 
855 Tlb. Oon-thams-cad-grub-pa. 
856 Ibid. de-ni-iuJ-yirl-te ••• this was myself. 857 Tlb. Ska-rags-can. 
858 Kg. OKON. 1. 123 b. 4. 859 Tlb. Mehog-gi-blo-gros. 
860 Tib. Seit-ge. Ibid. Cf. Fr. Weller: Tausend Buddhanamen des Bhadra-

kalpa. - 6. 
861 Tib. OIog-gi-lha (Xyl. Klog-gi-Iha). 
862 Tib. Tog. Kg. OKON. 1. 123 b. 5. Weller, - 410. 
863 Tlb. Bzait-po(~i rgyal-po). 
864 Tib. Me-tog-dam-pa. Kg. OKON. I. 123 b. 5. Weller, - 941. 
865 Tib. l;Iod-kyi-dpal. 
866 Tib. Me-tog. Kg. OKON. 1. 123 b. 6. Weller, - 759. 
867 Tib. Rnam-par-snari-ba~i-padma. 
868 Tib. Skar-rgyal Kg. OKON. 1. 123 b. 6. Weller, - 15. 
869 Tib. Ori-ma-med-pa~i-~od. 
870 Tib. Spyan-Iegs. Kg. OKON. I. 123. b. 7. Weller, - 645. 
871 Tib. Rdul-med. 
872 Tib. Lag-bzaits. Kg. OKON. I. 123. b. 7. Weller, - 470. 
873 Tib. Blo-gros-rgyal-po. 
874 Tib. J:lod Kg. OKON. I. 124 a. I. 
875 Tib. Oge-ba~i-bkod-pa~i-rgyal-po. 
876 Tib. Skar-ma-Ia-dga~-ba. Kg. OKON. I. 124 a. 1. Weller, - 754. 
877 Tib. Phyogs-~byor. 
878 Tib. Miton-par-~phags-pa-g~egs-pa. Kg. OKON. I. 124 a. 2. Weller,-

497. (1) 
879 Tib. Rnam-par-dag-pa-bkod-pa~i-rgyal-po. 
880 Tib. Yon-tan-(mchog-gi)-mital}-ba. Kg. OKON. 1124 a. 2. Weller,-

550 (1). 
881 Tib. Opal-sbas. 
882 Tib. Nor-dpal. Kg. OKON. I. 124 a. 3. 
883 Tib. Lus-~in-tu-mam-par-~byed-pa. 
884 Tib. Ye~es-I]byuri-gnas. Kg. OKON. I. 124 a. 3. Weller, - 99. 
885 Tlb. Orag·~ul-can. 
886 Tib. Rin-po-chel}i-~byuit-gnas. Kg. OKON. I. 124 a. 4. Weller, - 102. 
887 Tib. Rin-ehen-grags. 888 Tib. Kun-tu-snait-ba. 
889 Tib. Cod-pan-brgyan-pa. 
890 Tib. Yon-tan-mtha~-yas-grags-pa. 
891 Tlb. Blo-mtha~-yas-grags-pa. 
892 Tib. Blo-(gros)-mthal}-yas. Kg. OKON. I. 124 a. 6-7. 
893 Ibid. 124 a. 7-124 b. 2. 
894 Tlb. Mos-pa. Ibid. 124 b. 3. 
895 Ibid. 124 b. 6-7. 896 Tlb. Rdo-rJes-mam-par-gnon-pa. 
897 Tib. Tsharis-pa-gtsug-phud-can. Kg. OKON. I. 125 a. 5. 
898 Tlb. Mar-me-mdzad. Ibid. 125 a. 3. 
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S99 Kg. MOO. VI. 9Ia7-b4. 800 Kg. MDO. II. 31b. 
901 gnas-hakal. 
902 paiica-k~iya Cf. M. V. § ]24. 
903 BTS. 95. 27-32. latra Ang""hi nima lokadhilul}. I_a Angllfrhiyim 

lokadhilau dapallarfiy",kii man",yi durtlartui droh0tJimaki akupalamiile lama
I/adhinagali anguf,hiimilram uccatl/ena. lalra J yoliriimo-nima IfJlhigfJlO' rhan 
lam,raklambuddhal} etc. 

904 Tlb. Skar-ma-Ia-dga~-ba. 
905 Karul,1a-pul,1~arika B.T.S. 63. 12. 
906 Ibid. 63. 20. 907 Ibid. 64. 17. 908 Ibid. 66. 9. 
909 Kg. MOO. I. 102 a. 4,5. sqq. On Buddha f;akyamuni - 102 b. 7-

]03 a. 2 
910 Tib. Mchog-tu-dga~-ba~i-rgyal-po. 
911 Tib. Ser-skya. 912 Tg. MOO. I. 
913 Kg. RG YUO. I. 914 Tib. mi-mjed-pa. 
915 BTS. 63. 8-12. kena kiira~ena sahe' Iy ucyale. sahis Ie .atll/ii rigas,ra 

.ahiis Ie dl/efasya sahis Ie mohasya sahiis Ie kle~a-bandhaniinim lena kira~na 

.ahe' Iy ucyate. lalra sahiiyim 'okadhalau bhadrako nama bhalli!,raJi mahikalpal} 
kena kara~a ucyale bhadraka iIi. bhadrake mahikalpe raga-dl/Bfa-rooha-ca
ritanim salll/inam sahasram mahikiiru~iki~im buddhinim bhagal/atim 111-
palS,rate. 

916 Kg. OKON. 111. 262a5--7. 
917 Gnas-chen-po-brgyad-kyi-mchod-rten-la-bstod-pa = ~ta-mahisthi

na-caitya-stotra. Tg. BSTOO I. 
918 Tib. grans-med = asamkhya. This is not an indefinite number, but, 

as we shall see (Cf. beiow-) -
1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000. 
919 These are: iion-mons-pal}i-bdud, 1,achi-bdag-gi-bdud, phuri-pol}i-bdud, 

and lhahi-buhi-bdud. 
920 Tib. Gsal-grags. 921 Tib. Yul-~khor-skyon. 
922 This Buddha f;akyamuni is of course not the Buddha of our age, 

but an extinct Buddha of former times to whom the Teacher addressed his 
first Initial Vow. 

923 Tib. Legs-mdzad. 924 Tib. Oban-po-rgyal-mtshan. 
925 Tg. MOO. LXIII. 15 b. 7-8. 
926 Tlb. b.e-ru-Ila-bu = khatlga-lIifi~a-kalpa. This passage is a quotation 

from the Abhidharma-KOI;a Tg. MOO. LXIII. 
927 Tlb. .b,ror-Iam = pra,roga-miirga. 
928 Tib. ckos-sku = dharma-ki,ra. 
929 Tlb. gmgs-sku = rupa-kii,ra. 
930 IV. 1. maholsahi mahiirambhi mahiirlhii "ha maluJdayi 
celani bodhi.artllanim dllayir,hi cilta-sambhal/al}. 
931 I. 18. cinOlpidol,& parirlhi,ra .amyaklfJTilbotlhi-kimalil 
.amisallyisatal} .i ea yalhiisUtram .a co' eyat •• 
932 Tg. MOO. IX. 91 a.8-b 3 ct. Harlbhadra, Abhisamayilamkiriloki, 

MS. Mlnaev. 23 b. 14. 
933 IV. 7. mitra-lla/iid dhe,u-baliin miila-balic chrllla-lJaJic chu6Whyisiil 

adNJaa~ya uklap citlolpida1,a parikhyiiniil. 
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934 Cf. Vasubandhu's Commentary to this verse: helu-balid llii golra
siimaJ1hyiil. 

935 Ibid.: - kUfala-muliid llii' "ila-pu~!ita~. 

936 Siitralaritkara IV. 8. ,upiiailaaambuddhe 'wllmbh!1G-jiiiina-pu~ya
sIJrhbhiire 

dharme~u nirllikalpa-jiiiina-prasalliil paramIJlii'sYIJ. 
937 The following verse is quoted in Haribhadra's Abhisamayiilal11-

kariilokii, MS. Minaev 24 a. 10, 11. latri' dau gotrIJ-simaJ1hyiit 'krpi-bija-pra-
bodhata~ 

prIJyogiiflJya-sampattyjj bodhi-citllJ-paTigrahaJ;!.. 
938 Kg. OKON. V. 203 b. 
939 bodhi-pra'!idhi-eilla. Cf. BOdhicaryavatara I. 15. 
940 bodhi-praslhiina. Ibid. 
941 samiidiina-samkelika. Cf. Vasuhandhu on Siitrilaritkira IV. 7. 
942 IV. 2. cillolpado' dhimok~o' sau /iuddhiidhya/iIJyi1co' PIJrIJ~ 

IIIJipakyo bhumi~u malas lathii' lIaralJIJ-varjilal}. 
943 I. 20. bhu-hema-eandTa-jvalanair etc. Cf. below. 
944 IV. 15. prthillisama ulpjjdlJl} etc. 
945 Tg. MOO. LII. 300 a. 7-300 b. 3. 
946 mos-pas-spyod-pal}i-sa = adhimukli-earyjj-bhumi. Is a synonym of 

the Path of Training (prayoga-marga). 
947 ehos-kyi-sprin = dharma-meghjj. 
948 dkal}-ba-spyod-pa "" du~kara-earyii. 
949 Cf. above p. 94. 950 Kg. MOO. I. 
951 Tib. Orin-Ian-bsab-pa Kg. MDO. XXXII. 
952 Tib. Phun-po-gsllrn-pa. Kg. MDO. XXIV. 
953 Tib. Mnon-dga\:!. 954 Tib. Mdzcs-chen. 
955 Tib. Snan-byed. 
956 XVII I. 38 - sambhiiro bodl&isa/lviiniirh pUr;lya-jiiiina-mayo' sa mal} 
.amsiire' bhyudayiiyai' kal} anyo'samkli~!a-sams!'au. 
957 zag-beas = sasrava. 958 zag-med = aniisralla. 
959 mrion-mtho = abhyudaya. Is defined acc. to the Lamalst tradition 

as: - ;'an-son-g .• um-las mrion-mtl&o - an existence higher than the three Evil 
Births. 

960 ries-legs = ni~fTeyasa. Is a synonym of Nirvil)a. Cf. M. V. § 95. 5. 
961 Siitralaritkara, XVII I. 39. 
diinam filam ca pUlJyasya prajiiii jiiiinasya samb"!1i~. 
trIJyam ei' nyad dvayasyii' pi paiicii' pi jjjiina-.ambhr'i~. 
962 XV III. 40. samtalyii bhiivaniim elya bhuyo bhuya{l fubhaaya hi ihiro ... 
963 Sic acc. to Vasubandhll's Commentary. The Xyl. has Tali (?). 
964 Ibid .... sa sambhiiro dhirc sarviirlha-sadhaka{l. 
965 Siitralamkiira XVIII. 41. 
pTlllle/iiyii' nimilliiyii' niibhogiya sambhrtil} 
abhi~ekiiyIJ ni~!hiyai dhiriil}im upaeiyate. 
966 Tib. mlshan-ma-med-pa = animitta. Haribhadra's Abhisamayiilarit

kiriilokii (MS. Minaev 43 b. 7-11. = Tg. MOO. VI 43 a. 6-8) has: -
1Ii.mUtam aaiidhiira~am TUpanUaI'"cna anyonyam eka-Tupallliin niisty alO' grIJhIJ'JIJm 
iii yiillat. elIJd ukram. dhIJrmIJ-dha,u-rupIJIIJya anilyalidi·'lJrlliikiirajilGri-
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~nya'iinim ftla-.oabhiioena nqa",abhiilHlttliit pfll'tJlparam 'fiim ai1cii'my.na ani
mil'a'"a-ni"iffam riipiidy--iilom"anam iii. 

967 Tib. lhun-gyia-grub-pa = IInii"hogll. 
968 Tib. d"ari-".kur-ba = lI"hifeka. 
970 Tib. mo.-pu-.pyod-pal}i-.a = adhimukli-caryii-bhiAmi. 
971 Tib. riri-du-sori-ba = diiramgllmii. 
972 Tib. mi-gyo-ba = aca/ii. 
973 Tib. leBl-pa1}i-blo-groll = siidhu-mali. 
974 Tg. MOO. XCIV. 139 a. 3. 
975 Tib. B:uB.-leyi-.leu = ripll-leiya. 
976 Tib. ChoNk" = dharma-kiiya. 
977 The king for whom Nagarjuna wrote the Ratnavali. Cf. below. 
978 Tg. MOO. XVII. 
978a Tib. m,.hon-mar-l}d=in-pa = nimitta-graha'}a. Cf. IInimina above. 
978b Kg. MOO. V. 289a 1 sqq. 
979 , .... rll" = prajnii. 
980 Ratnavali. Tg. MOO. XC IV. 147 b. 3-4, quoted in the Madhyamlka

vrtti BB. 360. 2. - riin~olii-kaTu':ljj-garbham kefam cid bodhi-,iidhGnam. Ct. 
also Abhisamayalathkaraloka MS. Minaev 24 a. (Tg. MOO. VI) - ,iinya'ii-
1caru'}i-BGr"ha-bodhi-cillam ulpod~a - having made the Creative Effort founded 
upon (the conception) of Relau\ It). endowed with the essence of Oreat Com
miseration. 

981 XVI. 29 .• OTTe p.kJ. .-i~4lrmo l.ilcfip,a-,amohi,obhayi iIJeyal} 
dl1iibhyiim dt'iib".>iim dl"l:",;;':' piiramiliibhyam pari8!hilal}. 
982 Cf. Vasubandhu's C~nH-ltnt.lT}· on this verse. 
983 Ibid. xn. 5. bll,,'glSl.l ,q nallhirali. 'itlra gurulii dI1GY' a1chedG, CG 
yO(G' ca nirri"olpa~ S4lrrl<l$I<JI!I idam ullamam yanam. 
984 Vasubandhu says: - ksiinl,\o tlir,e,}o cii 'khrdo dtlllY. YllthikrGmam 

d~khe CG .1IHrtI-CJlclrr o-l.r:( l.ufil1a-pra.logo ca. 
985 Mahi},1- .l.-~ ... I't:.rll' .l-Up,lIUbJndhana, the work of Asvabhiva. Tg. 

MDO. LVI. 3t~ l :----..3 
986 Tib. l.o(".I/,.;.../;-;.. .. - ~~..,1sa-l,ifii~a-klllpa. 

987 Cf. H.!." ~. 1':':" > -\~hl •• !!IlJY31arilkaraloka (MS. Minaev 39 a. 11-16. 
= Tg. )lDO. \'1 ,':I; s. ~, .... .,:. fTiil·aka-yone'pi bodhi.altlia-dhGrmi diiRidGyo 
nirclitfi _' t.f i.~ .... , ••• ~ w ... , .. "IIi. manya,,: ~rillakiJj-dluJrmiil .... pifGII. 
,,~ ....". .. hnl1h~-AMnlii$ 'U prGlGn&a'GI}. 

tis 'II, Mr;,·~ X~i\·. 14; d, 7. 
_ I, '- .tlAlAtiJ~·_ ,.j~ onupiiya.uii •• ",hii' py Gn.,_ ... 
... ....... 'A_711 IN_ W,"I'nfi mGlaayanG-dhGrmiilchyGm. 
110 'fl. 11i"~' '~'l\ 14!> t-. :.1-3. 
881 'Tlb.. $\\ 1:-.!·~'$.1 ~·,·t".jlln-m-bR. The work of Candrakirtl. Tg. MOO 

XXXII. 2Q.l a, ;~: 
882 Tlb. i.f,UI ~'C:rr.~ - 6r~<lI, 993 M. V. i 50. 
1M Tlb. ~o"-.~i-'G - 9u1clo-tlidor'/lIIG"Wa ..... 
185 Tlb. ~ ... ~A"". 
188 Tlb. ~~Ne ..... f1I",u.-."Ami. 
197 Tlb. ","'ot\~ ~ _~,ul·Wlam •. 
188 Tlb. ",,. ... ~ '" a-lti-WUlmC. 
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999 Tib. {I~", ... dGn"""al-b~i-.a = viaariiga-Waiimi. 
tOOO Tib. byas-pa-rlog.-pa{ai-.a = krtii"i-bhiimi. 
tOOt Tib. ran-.ans-rgyas-kyi-.a = pratyekabuddha-lIhiimi. Is not men

tioned in the M. V. 
t002 Tib. rall-lU-dga{l-lIa = pramudilii. The others are: 

dri-ma-med-pa = vimalii. 
~d-byed-pa = prallhiikari. 
~d-{lphro-lIa-can = arri!mati. 
pR-IU-,byans-dka{l-ba = .udurjayii. 
mnon-du-gyur-pG = alIhimukhi. 
rin-du-.on-6a = diirGmgGmii. 
mi-gyo-ba = aCGlii. 
legs-pa~i-61o-gros = siidhu-mati. 
chos-kyi-spnn = dhGrmG-meghii. Cf. M. V. § 31. 

t003 This is detailed in the Abhisamayiilaritkiiriiloki. Cf. Appendix. 
1004 Tib. dad-p~i-sa = p-addhii6hiimi. 
1005 Tib. I.hogs-lam = sambhiira-miirgo. 
1006 Tib. mos-pas-.pyod-polJ.i-sa = odhimulai-coryii-bhiimi. 
1007 Tib . • byor-lom = proyogo-miirgo. 
1008 Ed. Rahder p. 26. Tg. MOO LI 218 a. 6-7. 
J009 Tjb. rig~-kyj-NJ = gDtTD-bbilmi.. 
1100 Tib. mos-pos-spyod-pa~i-so = odhimukti-caryii-b"iimi. 
1011 Tib. IhGg-PG~i-lIsam-pa-dag-po~i-.a = ~udd"a-Gdhyi9ayikii-bh. 
1012 Tib. ries-PG~i-sa = niyalii-bhiimi. 
1013 Tib. spyod-pa~i-sa = caryii-pratipaui-bhiimi. 
1014 Tib. spyod-pa-nes-pahi-so = niyala-caryi-bh. 
1015 Tib. mlhar-Ihug-par-{lgro-ba~i-so = ni"hi-gamaRQ-lIhiimi. 
1016 Tib. bsdu-ba-bli = eOlllin .amgrohG-IIG.,iini. 
1017 XVI. 72. diBOm .Gmam priyiikhyiinom GrlhG-CfU'yi .amiirlhatii 

ladde9Gnii .GmiidiiYG slliinulI!1libhir ~yGle. 
1018 Tib . • byin-pG = diiBO. 
1019 sftan-pGr-smrG-bG = priyo-lliiduii. 
1020 Tlb. dOR-spyod-pa = Grlha-caryii. 
t021 Tib. don-mehun-pa = 'GmiinG-arlhGli. 
1022 XX-XXI.42. mGhiiyiine' dhimulaiiniim hiBOyin. ca dehiraim 

dvayor iivGrjanirlhiiyG vinayiiya ea de9il~ 
caryi9 cataBro dhirii~iim yalhii-.iilrin"'iirlda~. 

t023 Tlb. pha-rol-Iu-phyiR-PG~i-.pyod-PG = piramilii-caryii. 
t024 Tlb. byan-chl&b-1cyi-phyog.-dari-mlhun-PG~i-,pyofl..pa = bodhipahfa-

earyii. 
1025 mnoR-ge,-kyi-.pyod-pG- = abhijili-coryi. 
1028 Tlb. Otsug-na-rln-chen-gyl-mdo. Kg. DI(ON. IV. 
1027 Tg. MOO. LI. 220 b. 7. 
1028 Tlb mi-Mld-pa = akpaya 1029 Tg MOO. IX. 92 b. 3-4. 
1030 Tlb. b,am-pa = ii9Gya. 1031 Tib . • byor-ba ... prayoga. 
1032 Tlb. lh",-pahi-b.om-po "" odhyiiFoyo. 
lOA Tib. "hod-med-po = opramiino. 
t034 Tib. mnon-pGr-plI-pa = abhijftii. 
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1035 Tlb •• o-.or-yaR-dag-par-rig-pa = praeilaml1id. 
1038 dharma-prati.aranena bhallitallyam na pudgala-prati,ara~na. M. 

V. § 74. 
1037 arrha-prari.ara~ena flhalliJallyam na I/yaiijana-prati,arm.1ena. M. V. § 74. 
1038 niliirrlla-'iitra-praei,ara~ena bhallilal/yam na neyarrha-.iilra-praei.ara

nena. Ibid. 
1039 jfliina-praeilara~na &hallilallyam na IIJjftiina-praeilara~enD. Ibid. 
1040 Tib. byan-chub-kyi phyugs·dan-mthun-pal}i-cho. = bodhipakfikii 

clharma1,&. 
1041 Tlb. ii-gnas = ~amalha. 
1043 Tlb. gsuns = dhara~i. 
1045 Tib. 1,&dUl-bya. = sariaakrta. 
1047 Tlb. bdag-med-pa = analmaka. 
1048 Tib. bgrod-gcig-pa = ekayana. 

1042 Tib. Ihag-mlnon = lIipa9yanii. 
1044 Tib . • pob.-pa = pralibhiina. 
1046 Tib. zag-bcas = .ural/a. 

1049 Tib. Ihafl.-la-mkhas-pa = upiiya-kau~a/ya. 1050 Kg. OKON XVI. 
1051 Tib. Thub-pa dgons-pal)i rgyan. The work of Abhayakaragupta. 

Tg. MOO. XXIX. 
1052 I. 19, 20. bhii-hema-candra-jllalanair nidhi-ratniikariir~allai(a 

I/ajricalau~adhi-miITaif cinlima~y-arka-giliflhi~ 

n!,pa-gaiija-mahamarga-yina-prasralla~dakai1,& 

anandokli-nadi-meghair dllillimfali-lIidha1,& sa ca. 
1053 Abhlsamayalarhkaraloka MS. Minaev 25 b 4-2 7a. 1 (= Tg. MOO 

VI. 24 b. 1.-25 b. 8). 
1054 Tib. {ldun-pa = chanda. 
1055 Tib. ch08-kyi-dga1,&-.ton = dharmoddina. 
1056 IV. 15-20. 1057 Cf. Abhisamayalarhkaraloka - Appendix. 
1058 Tib rnam-kun-rdzogs-sbyor-ba = ,arlla-ikara-abhisamodha. Cf. 

above p.51. 
1059 Tib. rt.e-mo-{li-sbyor-ba = miirdha-abhisamaya. 
1060 Tib. mthar-gyil-.byor-fla = anupiir"a-aflhisamaya. 
1061 Tlb. skad-cig-ma1,&i-.flyor-ba = eka~a~a-abhilambodha. 
1063 Tib . • grub-pa = pralipaui. The definition of pTaripaeli acc. to the 

AbhIsamayalamkaraloka (MS. Mlnaev. 63 b. 1. sqq.) Is as follows: - Ii ca 
IriiaTflajflal;;'I/~aye siimiinyena ~uklaclharma-adhisfhiinii sarlliilriiriibhilamoclhii
dau caeurvidhe' bhi,amaye pTatyabhi.amayam ,a~paramilii-aclhiffhini ea myii 
praeipani1,& - pratipatd is the action which, in regard of the three forms of 
omniscience (,aTfliikiiTa-jllata, marga-jllatii and ,aTfla-jllatii), Is, In general, 
founded upon all the virtuous qualities, and, as concerns the four methods of 
Intuition, each ofthem taken respectively ,- is baaed upon the six Transcendental 
Virtues. 

1083 Tlb. go-cha1,&i-.grub-pa = .amnaha-pratipald. 
1064 Tlb. 1,&jug-pa1,&i-.grub-pa = pra,thana-pratipaui. 
1065 Tlb. ,.ho,.-kyi-,grub-pa = ,arnbhiira-praeipalli. 
1068 Tlb. n8l-par-hbyun-ba1,&i-.grub-pa = niryiil}lJ-praripanl. These four 

Actions are enlarged upon In the Abhlsamayalarhkiriloki. Cf. Appendix. 
1087 Tlb. "ho,.-lam = .ambhara-miir,a. 
1088 Tlb • • byor-lam = pTaYOIa-mar,a. 
1089 Tlb. mlhon-Iam = dargana-mir,a. 
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1070 Tib .• gom-lom = bLilHlnii-rnirga. 
1071 Tib. mthlJT-phyiR-p~i-lom. Is the same as mi-.Iof).lom = a~ ... 

miTga. 
1072 Tib . .cog-belli = .a.rava. 
1074 Tg. MOO. LII. 199 a. 6. 

1073 Tib. lcuR-rdlob = .ariallfli. 

1075 Ibid. 199 b. 1. - rnam-par-dag-pal}i-'am (= vi~uddhi-miirga) ni 
mthon-"a dan ".gom-pa dan mthar-lhug-pal}i-Zom-gyis bsdus-pa - the Path of 
Complete Purification is contained In the Paths of l11umination, Concentration, 
and that of the Final Result. 

1076 Tg. MOO. LVI. 110 a. 1. 
1078 Tg. MOO. LII. 
1080 Tib. sag-med = aniisrava. 

1077 Tg. MOO LVII. 68b. 4, 5. 
1079 Tib. Icun-hbyun = .amBdaya. 

1081 Tg. MOO LII. 270 a. 7-270 b. 3. 
1082 Tib. dran-pa-fte-bar-giag-pa = .m!1y-upasrhiina. 
1083 Tib. neIJ-par-l}byed-pal}i-cha-dan-mthun-pa = nirved1uJ..bha,iya. These 

are: -
dro-bar-gyur-pa or drod = ~mago&a. Heat 
n.e-mo = miirdhana - Climax. 
bsod-pa = ~ami - Steadfastness. 
I}jig-rren-pal}i-cho.-lcyi-mchog = 'aukika-agra-dharma - Highest Mun-

dane Virtues. 
1084 Tib. I}jig-nen-pa~i-chos-mchog = laulcika-agra-rlharma. 
1085 Tlb. bar-chad-med-lam. 
1086 Tib. rshul-Ichrims-Icyi-bslab-pa = adhi~ila-~i~ii. 

1087 Tib. sems-kyi-bslab-pa = adhicirra-~i~a. 

1088 Tib. ~eIJ-rab-kyi-b.lab-pa = adhiprajfta-p~a. 
1089 XVI. 7. - Cikfiirrayam adhik!1ya co ~a, piiromiliijinoiJ,a 'IJmiilchyiiriil}. 

iidya risro dl/edha anrya-dvoyaros risr~v eka. 
1090 Moral Discipline. 
1091 Charity (dana), Morality (~ilo), and Patience (~iimi). Cf. Vasu

bandhu on verse quoted. 
1092 Concentration (dhyiina) and the Climax of Wisdom (prajllii-piiramieii). 
1093 Mental Discipline and the Training in Highest Wisdom. Vasubandhu 

says: - dvidhe'ry adhicirraria adhiprajiiam co p",ii sa amena dvayena .amgrhilii 
yo&hiikramam dhyanena projftayii ca. 

1094 That of Energy (viryo). 
1095 lis!'f" opi ~ilcfa.v elcii virya-piiromirii vediravyi, .artliiliria virya-,ahii-

yo&viir. Ibid. 
1098 Tib. 6.od-nams-bya-boJ.ai-dno.-po=pu~ya-lcriyii-v""u. Cf. above p.16. 
1097 M. V. § 43. 1098 Tib. gran.-med-pa = Glamlchya. 
1099 Tg. MOO. LXIII. 1100 Tg. MOO. XXIX. 
ttOI Tib. grons-Icyi-gna.. 1102 M. V. § 249. 1-52. 
1103 Tlb. Ichri = prabheda. 1104 Tlb. J,a6um = lallta. 
1105 Tib • • a-ya = arilolcfa. 1108 Tib. bye-ha = kofi. 
1107 Tlb. dun-phyur = madhya. 1108 Tib. rher-J,a6um = ayura. 
1109 Tib. rher-J,a6um-cheR-pa = mahiiyura. 
1110 Tib. lchraB"lchrig = nayura. 
1111 Tib. Ichrag-1chrig-cheR-pO = mahinayura. 



1112 Tlb. J'ab-b""Clm = pFCIIWCI. 

1113 Tlb. raL-Lkram-chen-po = mllhiipJ''''WCI. 
1114 Tlb. gtaJn6 = kamkClra. 
1115 Tib. gtaJn6-chen-po = mahii1caril1uJJ'a. 
1116 Tib. dkrigs = LimLara. 
1117 Tib. dkrigs-chen-po = mllhiibimbClra. 
1118 Tib. mi-~khJ'ugs-pa = akl!ollhya. 
1119 Tib. mi-~rugs-pa-chen-po = mahiikl!obhya. 
1120 Tib. khyad-phyin = "iviiha. 
1121 Tib. khyad-phyin-chen-po = mahallillaha. 
1122 Tib. paiN lIen = U!Banga. 
1123 Tib. pan-slen-chen-po = mahal.anga. 
1124 Tib. ded-~dren = lIahana. 
1125 Tib. ded-~dren-chen-po = mahallahana. 
1126 Tib. mlha~-snan = lifibha. 
1127 Tib. mrha~-snan-chen-po = mahiilifibho. 
1128 Tib. rgyu-rig = helu. 
1129 Tib. rgyu-rig-chen-po = mllhiihelu. 
1130 Tib. ~od-md:r;eB = karabha. 
1131 Tib. ~d-md:r;es-chen-po = mllhii1carabha. 
1132 Tib. dban-po = indra. 1133 Tib. dban-chen ... malaenWCl. 
1134 Tib. legs-phyin = samiipla. 
1135 Tib. legs-phyin-chen-po = mahiisamiipta. 
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1136 Tib. rrog-~gro = gari. 1137 Tib. rtog-{lgJ'o-chen-po = mahigCld. 
1138 Tib. ~byin-rdul = bimbarClj~. 
1139 Tib. ~byin-rdul-chen-po = mahiiLimbClJ'aja~. 
1140 Tib. rgya-rlags = Mudra. 
1141 Tib. rgya-rtags-chen-po = mahamudrii. 
1142 Tib. slobs-~khor = bala. 
1143 Tib. srobs-~hor-chen-po = mahabala. 
1144 Tib. Lrda-feB = samjna. 
1145 Tib. brda-feB-chen-po = mllhiisamjiiii. 
1146 Tib. rnam-~by"n = lIibhilra. 
1147 Tib. rnam-~by"n-chen-po = mahiillibhilla. 
1148 Tib. srobs-mig = baliikfa. 
1149 Tib. srobs-mig-chen-po = mahiiba/akl!a. 
1150 Tib. graris-med = asamkhyCi. 
1152 Their names are: - apramii~CI, ClprameyCl, ClpClrimitCl, IIpGrimii~, 

/Jh.Ilya, amiipya, acinlya, Clnabhiliipya. 
1153 Tg. MDO. Ll. 212 b. 2-4 sqq. 1154 The Abhisam. iilokii. 
1155 dgons-pa-can = dran-don neyiirrhCl. 
1156 nes-don = nirarrha. 1157 raL-lu-dga~-PG = prClmudi&ii. 
1158 dri-ma-med-pCl = flimalii. 1159 riiz-Ju-80iz-ba = diirCllhgClmii. 
1160 mi-gyo-ba = aca/a. 
1161 sgra-ji-Liin-pa = yalhiiruta. Is the same as nes-don = nitiirtho. 
116~ chos-kyi-sprin = dharmca-meghi. Cf. Ratniivali Tg. MDO. XCIV. 

150 a. 8-b. 1. Lcu-pa-chos-kyi-sprin-yin-te, dCIm-plI cOOs-kyi chClJ' ~ebs-phyir. 
"""ri-chub-.ems-dpa~ saris-rgy",-kyi ~d-:rer-dag-gis dbali-bslcur phyir. - The 

Th- T-w-Iry of .... riptllre 1 'l 
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tenth stage is that of the Clouds of the Truth. It is (called so), because the 
rain of the Highest Truth descends upon the Saints and the Bodhisattvas are 
consecrated with the Light of the Buddha. 

1163 Ed. Lefmann 10. 4,5. 1164 Tg. MOO. XC. 
1165 Siitrilamkira XIV. 29 . 

• i' syi' p"aya-parill!1ri~ prochami bhiimir i!yale. 
ameyai~ cii' .ya ,ii kalpai~ ,ulJi~uddhim nigacchafi. 

1166 That is one immeasurable period. 
1167 Ibid. XIV. 44. bhiilJaniiyii~ ca niryii'.'am dlJyOlarillrhya-samiiprif~ 
1168 Kg. MOO. XX. 
1169 Tib. Sgrib-pa-thams-cad-rnam-par-sel-ba. Cf. M. V. § 23. 7. 
1170 Tg. MOO. LVI. 36 b. 1-2. 
1171 Tib. Theg-pa-chen-po-bsdus-pa~i-b~ad-sbyar. The work of Asva-

bhiva. Tg.MOO. LVI.316b.4--8. 
1172 kolyii'.'amitra. 1173 Tib. mchon-pal:# chos = drfra-dharma. 
1174 Tg. MDO. LI .. 212 a. 6-7. 
1175 Tib. mos-pas-.pyod-pa~i-sa = adhimukci-caryii-bhiimi. 
1176 Tg. MOO. LV. 1177 Tg. MOO. LI. 189 a. 1-2. 
1178 Tg. MOO. LVII. 110 a. 1-2. 
1179 Munimatilamkira Tg. MOO. XXIX. 
1180 Tg. MOO. LII. 
1181 Tib. Obu-ma-pa Chos-kyi-bcres-gnen. The author of the Commen

tary on the Abhisamayilamkira called Prasphu!a-pada. Tg. MOO. VIII. 
The passage quoted is f. 70 a. 3-4. 

1182 Kg. OKON. II. 1183 Tib. Mdzes-par-snail-ba. 
1184 Tib. J::Idzam-bu-chu-bo~i-gser. 1185 Tib. Ogra-thul. 
1186 Tib. Bzait-len-Idan. 
1187 Tib. mi-.kye-ba~i-chos-la-b:wd-pa = anutpaccika-dharma-hfiinri. Cf. 

Midh. vrtti 362. note 3. 
1188 Cf. C;ik~isamuccaya BB. 17. 1 sqq. 
1189 Tib. Bya-rgod-phuit-po = Ghrdhrakii!a. 1190 Cf. above p. 30. 
1191 The two latter points are enlarged upon in the Uttaratantra Tg. 

MOO. XLIV. 
1192 Kg. MOO. XXIV. 37a 5 sqq. 
1193 Tib. chos-kyi-dbyin.-rnam-par-dag-pa = dharma-dhiic_ifUdtllai. M. V. 

§ 4. 6. 
1194 Tib. me-lon-lca-b~i-ye-~es = iidGr~a-jRina. 
1195 Tib. miiam-pa-nid-ye-~es = samOCii-jniina. 
1196 Tib. ,o-sor-"og-pa~i-ye-~es = pracyallekfa'.'a-jRina. 
1197 Tib. bya-ba-sgrub-pa~i-ye-~es = krcya-anuffhiina-jlliina. M. V. § 5 and 

Siitrilamkira IX 67. 
1198 Cf. Abhisamayilamkara I. 17. 

niibhi~ sOIambhogo nairmii'.'iko' parOl cachi 
tlIaarma-kiya~ sakiiricra~ cacurdhii ,amudirit~. 

1199 IX. 59, 60. 'lIabhiilla-dharma-sambhoga-nirmir.aair WMa...,!",ri1c~ 
dlJarma-dhifur tli~ddho' yam buddhiiniim .amudiihr&a(a 
niibhiifliko' fha .iimbhogya(a kayo nairmii'.'iko' para~ 
kayabhedii hi buddhiiniim prochamlll 'u dlJayiip"aya(a. 
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1200 Tib. mi-g_pa(ai-mya-lian-l,.,-~d"'-PIJ = IJpraritfhila-nirvi~. Is defi
ned as: .rid-lir-mi-gnas-plJ == bhotle ~ame ca na pratifFhita1;a. 

1201 IX. 63. ameyam buddha-nirmiF}am kiyo nairmiF}iko mata~ 
.ayor dtI/Jyirtha-sampatti~ ,arvikiri pratiffhiti. 

1202 The Apparitional Body and the Body of Bliss. Vasubandhu com
ments this verse as follows: - simbhogika1;a (kiya1;a) ."irtha-sampa"i-lakfa~1;a, 
nairmiF}~ parir'ha-Bampalli-Zakfa~~. Btliim dtlayirtha-sampaHir yalhilcra
mim .IJyo1;a pratifFhiti simbhogike ca kaye nairmiF}ike ca. 

1203 Cf. Abhlsamayalamkara Vlll. 1. 
'IJrvikirlJ-tli~uddhim. ye dharma1;a priiplii nirisrallii1;a 
Stlibhiitliko mune1;a kiyos lefim prakrti-lakfaF}a1;a -

and Haribhadra thereon (MS. Minaev 379 b. 13-380 a.2) - YtJ,hirutattJe 
toha"arin Btli' nisrlJtla-dhlJrmin abhyupogamya leljim yii prakrrir IJnulpida&i 
ZIJllakflJF}~ 'a slliibhiitlika~ kiya~ sa etla dharmalii-kiyo dharmakiya iii bhiitla
pratyaya-lopo "yapadi~yale. 

1204 Transbaikalian (Aga Monastery) Edition 4 a. 4. This work is wan
ting in the Peking Tangyur. 

1205 Cf. the following very characteristic verse of the Uttaratantra (Tg. 
MOO. XLIV. 56 a 5-6) -

rdlIogNaM (rd:ogs-pa~i-sails-rgyas) sku-ni 1;aphro-phyir dan 
de-blin-iiid dbyer-med-phyir dlJn 
rigs-yod-phyir-na Ius-can kun 
rtag-'" sans-rgyas siiin-po-clJn. "As the Body of the Supreme Buddha 

manifests itself (in everything), as it does not differ from the Absolute, and 
as there exists the Germ (of Enlightenment), every living being is for ever 
and anon possessed of the Essence of Buddhahood". 

1206 Cf. below. 
1207 IX. 75 b. cilriiprameyiicinlya~ ca sar"asallllirlha-kiirlJkam (krtyanu

flhina jiiinam). 
1208 IX. 65. Iribhi~ kiyais IU tlijiieyo buddhiiniim kiya-.aYal&a1;a 

siip'aya~ stlaparinho yas Iribhi1;a kiyair nidarplah. 
1209 Cf. Uttaratantra, Tg. MOO. XLIV. 55 a. - glan-gyi-rkyen-gyis 

(= paFO-prlllyayena) rlogs-min-pa (anatlagamya~) not cognisable by other 
factors, - and Aryasanga thereon (Uttaratantrabha~ya, Ibid. 78 b. 4--5.) 
ran-byun-gi-ye-~es-kyis rlogs-par-bya-ba1;ai-phyir rlogs-par-bya-ba-ma-yin-no. (The 
Buddha is not to be cognised by other factors, since he may be perceived 
exclusively by the Divine Wisdom, originated from Himself. 

1210 Tg. MOO. XCIV. 150 a. 8-b. 2. 
1211 Tib. dban-phyug-chen-po = mahe~tllJra. Is here a synonym of the 

Body of Bliss. 
1212 Prasphutapada, Tg. MDO. V Ill. 62 b. 3. 
1213 Tg. MDO XXXII. 291 b. 6-7. 
1214 Tlb. rgyal-.ras = jiniitmaja. An epithet of the Bodhlsattvas. 
1216 Tib. dro-bar-gyur-ba or drod = iifmagata. Is the first of the four de

grees conducive to Illumination (nirtledha-bhigiya). Cf. Haribhadra (MS. Mi
jOaev 41 a. 16-41 b. 1) - niroikalpa-jiiina-agni-piiTtIIJriipatoid iifmaga,om 
tIQ',mogalam. - It is (called) the Degree of Heat being like the Heat that 

precedes the fire of undifferentiated knowledge. 
12· 
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1216 XIV. 47. 
1217 VIII. 9. paripikam gme he'au ylJlya yuya yaeli yadi 

hi'am bhallaJi kar'allyam praJha'e Juya ,uya .~. 
The Xyl. has for. rgyu-ni yon.-su-smin-gyur-nas (paripikGm gme herau) -
gon-lo gon-1.ulu1-1o 8non-•• e(?). Haribhadra explains this verse as follows: -
(MS. Minaev 381 a. 11-14) - ya.ya .a""lJ1ya yasmin kile tlharma-de~anitli 
kriyaminam ya"o palhyam bhallali tadi asya artha-Juna",aya piinla-prtJl}itl1aina-
8amrddhyi 'a"atpra'ibhisa-inuriipye~a artha-kriyokoro bhagallin. - When some 
living being requires the explanation of the Doctrine, or some other kind of 
help, - then the Lord, by the force of his previous vows, fulfills the pro
jects of this living being, manifesting Himself in this or that form. 

1218 Corr. gdul-bya-min-pa1;&am skal-pa med-pa1;&i (= abhallya) gdul-bya
rnaml-la mi-snon-ste for gdul-byo-min-pa1;&am mi-snon-bas gdul-bya-rnams-la etc. 
Cf. Abhisamayalarhkara VIII. 10: -

tlar~a'y api hi parjanye nai'va 'bijam praTohad 
samutpode' pi buddhiinim ni' bhavyo bhadram a~nulB. 

1219 IX. 16. yatho' dabhijane bhinne candra-bimbam na dr~yme. 
tatha dU~Fefu sattvefu buddha-bimbam na dr~yme. 

1220 Tib. 1;&dus-bylJl = samskrta. 
1221 Tib. 1;&dus-ma-byu = asamskrta. 
1222 Prasphutapada. Tg. MOO. VIII. 112 a. 3. 
1223 Tib. 1;&og-min. 1224 Tib Bkas-bcad-bar-ba (?). 
1225 Tib. gnas-glSan-ma. 

1226 Ed Bunyiu Nanjio 269. 4-7: Akanif!ha-bhavane divY8 .arva
papa-vitlarjite tatra budhyanti sambuddha nirmilas tv iha budhyate. Ace. to 
Tib. . • . divye nina-ra,na-virajite. 

1227 Tib. dban-phyug-chen-po1;&i-gnas = Maha-mahepara-iylJllJIIG. M. V. 
§ 131. 7. 

1228 Prasphutapada, Tg. MOO. VIII. 97 a. 6--8. 
1229 Tib. gii-dan-snin-p~me-tog-gis-brgyan-pa1;&i-iin. 
1230 Tib. gli'.'-bii-pa = ca.urdvipaka (lokadhiitu). 
1231 Tib. ston-gsum = "isahasra. 
1232 Tib. rab-1;&byam-gyi-mtshams-sbyor-ba 
1233 Tib. rab-1;&byam-gyi-rgyud. 
1233a Tib. rab 1;&byam-gyi-Tgyud-bar-pa. 
1234 Tib. rnam-par-snan-md:ad or mam-snan. 
1235 mahi-purUfa-1akfa'.'a M. V. § 17. 
1236 anuvyanjana. Ibid. § 18. 
1237 For all these passages ct. Abhisamayalamkaraloki (MS. Minaev 

381 b. 15-382 a. 3.) - da~a-bhiimi-pravifFa-mahiibodhislJ&tl1ai1;& .aha paramo
anavadya-mahiyina-dhaTma-sambhoga-prui-sukha-upabhagiU .iriabhogiko' yam 
kayo dllamria~al-lalqa'.'a-a~uy-anuvyail.jana-viTijila-ga"o riipa-kiya-SIIabhillo ••• 
buddhuya bhagaIJlJlo grihya~. 

1238 IX. 64. plpa-janma-mahibodhi-sadii-nirtJi~a-dar9a~ 
buddha-nirmi1}a-kayo' yaria mahopiyo IIimocane. 

(The text edited by Prof. S. Uvi has: mahimiyo vimocane?) 
1239 Tib. lIJI-,hams-flad-pa. 



1240 IX. 26. bucldl&iniim ama'. d1aiIaa naj'k/JIii bahucii na I/J 

iikiit:allad adehatl7ii1 purva-dehiinruiira'a1,t. 
1241 Ibid. IX. 77. galrabhediid allaiyiil ~hyiil siikalyiid apy aniidiea{a 

ab1aediin nai' ka-buddhatllam. bahuwam. c:ii' maZiit:raye. 
1242 Prasphutapada, Tg. MOO. VIII 121 a. 2-3. 
1243 Tib. dgal)-Idan. 1244 Tg. MOO. XCIV. 
1245 Tib. skra-can. 
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1246 A passage, similar to that quoted, occurs In Oharmamitra's Pras
phutapada Tg. MOO. VIII. 121 a. 8 sqq. 1,tdir-c:has-nub-par Slon-ptl ytlR gdaZ
"Ytl rob-,u-mlJ-gru-pa-dag-gi ehas dan c:has-smra-ba-Za r'en-pa~ .dig-ptl mi
{abyun-bar-bylJ-ba1,ti-phyir sans-rgyas-kyi mdzad-pa-c:hen-po-,te. 

1247 The two last stanzas are omitted in the Xyl. Their Tibetan text is 
as follows: 

sems-c:an-rnams-ni gdul-ba1,1i-phyir 
mYlJ-nan-1,1das-Za-sags-par ston. 

The Sanscrit text is: - (Abhisam. aloka MS. Minaev 103a 11-12) 
nil Buddha parinirIJiiti na ea dharmo' ntardhiyate 
sat'"iiniim. paripiikiiya nirlliir,aam. 'ii' padart:ayet. 

1248 IV. 20. 'Ufila-bhallana-lliisiidi-sam.dart:anata1,t. 
1249 Haribhadra on Abhisamayiilarhkira I. 20. MS. Minaev. 27 a. 1. 
1250 Cf. below. 1251 Tg. MOO. XXXIX, XL, XLI. 
1252 Kg. OI(ON. IV. 33a 5 sqq. 
1253 B. B. 323. 7, 8 (Tathiigata-iiyu~-pramal,la-parivarta). 
1254 Ed. Bunyiu Nanjio 361. 5, 6 (v. 774): Kiimadhiitau tadaii 'riipye na 

vai Buddha IIibadhyate, rupadhiitll-akaniHhefu IIitariigefu budhy ••• 
1255 Kg. MOO. VI. 17 a 6 sqq. 1256 Tg. MOO. XLIV. 65 a. 5-8. 
1257 Tg. MOO. LVIII. 129 b. 4-5. 
1258 Tg. MOO. LX 160 b. 8-161 a. 4 (condensed). 
1259 Tib. Rin-I)phur. 
1260 Tg. MOO. LVI 130 a. 6---a. 
1261 Tg. MOO. LVII. 109 b. 8-110 a. 1. 
1262 Lalita-Vistara. Ed. Lefmann, 10. 10, 11. 
1263 Ibid. 12. 6. 7. 

Das Uttaratantram. 
Ober das flir die Kenntnis des spll.teren Buddhismu8 hervorragend 

wichtige uttaratantra (vgl. Jewelry of Scripture p. 21 u. Anm. 166) schreibt 
unterm 15. IV. 1930 Herr Or. Obermiller an Herm Prof. H. Jacobi: 

1m Winter 28-29 bescMftigte ich mich hauptsllchlich mit 
der Ergriindung des Abhisamayalarpkara; zu diesem Zweck be
nutzte ich den Kommentar von Haribhadra (Abhisamayalarpkara
aloka) und die groBen tibetischen Kompendien von Bu-ton, Tson-



I. 
kba-pa und Jam.yaii-fad-pa. Der ganze Inhatt des Abhisamaya
laIJ1kara wird von den genannten Werken in 8 Hauptteile und 
70 kleinere eingeteilt. Eins von den letzteren ist der Gotra-dhatu
tathagata-garbha, welches als die Stiitze oder das Fundament 
der ganzen Ta.tigkeit des Bodhisattva (pratipatter adharal}) be
zeichnet wird. Aus den Kommentaren erweist sich, daB dieses 
gotra oder dhatu als ein besonderes Element anzusehen ist, welches 
die Verwandlung (paravrtti) der Eigenschaften des gewohnlichen 
Wesens in die des Buddha bewirkt. Dieses wird von den beiden 
Mahayanistischen Schulen, den Yogacara und Madhyamika an
erkannt. Ich gewann fur dieses Thema ein besonderes Interesse 
und wid mete mich wah rend meines Aufenthalts in Transbaikalien 
im Sommer 1929 dem spezieJIen Studium entsprechender Teile 
der Kommentare des Tson-kha-pa und Jam-yaii-fad-pa. Dabei 
erwies sich, daB die HauptqueJIe zur Erforschung der Lehre vom 
gotra oder dhatu in dem Uttaratantra, dem letzten der soge
nannten 5 Werke Maitreyas, zu suchen ist. fch unternahm daher 
das Studium dieses Werkes mit dem Abt (SchiretO) des buddh. 
Klosters Dgah-Idan-dar-rgyas-gliil, welcher circa 15 Jahre in Tibet 
studiert hat lind in Transbaikalien fOr einen grOndlichen Kenner 
dieses Zweiges der buddh. Literatur gilt. Dieses Studium hatte 
zur Folge eine englische Obersetzung des Uttaratantra, die ich 
in diesem Winter zum Druck vorbereitet habe. Das Werk scheint 
mir von groBter Wichtigkeit zu sein, als eine griindJiche Dar
legung der Theorie vom gotra-dhatu-tathagata-garbha. Leider 
steht uns das Sanskrit-Original nicht zur VerfOgung; ich muBte 
mich daher mit der tibetischen Obersetzung des mUla und Aryi
sanga's Vyakhya sowie mit dem ausfiihrlichen Kommentar von 
Tson-kha-pa's SchUler Dar-ma-rin-chen (Gyal-tshabh) begnugen. 
Nichtsdestoweniger ermoglichte der iiberaus klare Text der tibe
tischen Obersetzung eine ziemlich getreue Obertragung derselben 
ins Englische, welche nun vollstandig fertig ist und auf eine Oe
Jegenheit gedruckt zu werden wartet. 
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Cont"ents and Systems. 
Dedicatory verses . . . . . . 1 

Book I. 
I. The Merit of Studying and Preaching the Doctrine . • . . • •• 8 

I A. The Merit of Studying and Preaching in gernerat. [3 b. 1). 9 
I Aa. The Merit of Study. [3 b. 2.] . . . . . • . . . .. 9 
I Ab. The Merit of Preaching. [5 a. 1.] • . . . • • • .• 11 

I Aba1 Worship of Buddha by Preaching the Doctrine. 
[5 a. 2.] -I Abb1 Preaching of the Doctrine as superior 

to Material Oifts. [5 a. 3.] - I AbcI Oood Memory -
a result of expoundIng Scripture. [5 a. 5.] - 1 Abd1 

Augmentation of Virtue and Attainment of Enlighten
ment by Preaching. [5 b. 1.] 

I Ac. The Merit of Study and Preaching taken together. 
[5 b. 5.] . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • • • •• 13 
1 Aca1 Progress of Spiritual Merit through the Study 
of the 3 Vehicles. [5 b. 6.] - 1 Acb1 Honours of Scholar
ship. [6 a 2.] - I Acel Attainment of Enlightenment 
by the Study of the Doctrine. [6 b. 1.) 

I B. The Special Merit of Studying and Preaching the Mahiyiinistic 
Doctrines. [6 b. 6.] ..................• 15 
I Ba. Prevalence over the Merit of the Hinayinist Saints. 

[7 a. 1.] .....•.........•..•. 16 
I Bb. Superiority to every other Kind of Merit in the Path. 

[7. a. 5.] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 16 
1 Bc. Certainty of Attaining Omniscience. [7 b. 3.] . . 17 

II. Oeneral Review of the Litterature of Buddhism. [7. b. 6.] 18 
II A. The different Meanings of the word "dharma". [8 a. 1.] 18 
II B. Etymology of "dharma" [8 a. 5.] . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
II C. Definition of "dharma" in the sense of "The Doctrine". 

[9 a. 3.] .......•.•........•••.. 21 
II D. The various Aspects of the Doctrine. [10 a. 2.] •..•. 23 

II Da. The Doctrine from the Standpoint of the Result. 
[10 a. 3.] •••.••.•••.....•••• 23 

II Db. The Doctrine as the Means of Realising Nirvil,1a. 
[10 a. 5.] ....•••••.•.....•••• 23 
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II Dc. The Doctrine In its Iitterary form • • • • • • • • • 24 
II Deal The Word of Buddha (pravac:aRG). [10 b. 4.] 

II Ocala. Its Definition [10 b. 5.} - II Dcalb. Ety
mology of "subhiifita" (including the 60 Qualities 
of the voice of a Buddha). [11 a. 1.] - II Dcalc. Va
rieties of the Word of Buddha [B a. 5.] 

II Dcalc.a. Varieties of the Word with regard to 
Time. [13a.5.] - II Dcalc.b. Varieties with regard 
to the Subject-Matter. [13 a. 6.] - II Dcalc.c. 
Varieties of Form. The 12 Classes. [13 b. 3.] 
II Dcalcad. Varieties of the Word from the 
standpoint of its being an Antidote against 
Sin. - The 3 Codes. [14 b .3.] 

II Dcalc.daa, The 12 Classes of Scripture as 
contained in the 3 Codes. [14 b. 5.] -
II Dcalcadab, Etymology of the word 
"pi~aka". [15 a. 3.] - II Dealc.dac, The 
Motives for the Establishment of the 3 Codes 
of Scripture. [15 a.4.] 

II Dcalc,dac,a& The Codes of Scripture as 
purifying from different forms of Sin. 
[15 a. 5.] - II Ocalc.dac,b& The 3 Codes 
as corresponding to the 3 Disciplines. 
[15 b. 2.] - II Dcalc.dac,cs The 3 Codes 
with regard to the Subject studied. [15b.4.] 

II Dcalc.dad, Etymology of "Sutra", "Ab
hidharma", and "Vinaya". [16 a. 2.] 

II DcalCzea Varieties of the Word with regard to 
the different converts (Hinayana and Mahayana, 
Philosophy and Tantra). [16 b. 5] - II Dcalc.fa 
Varieties of the Word of Buddha with regard 
to the opportunity, at which it was pronounced 
(its principal Cause). [17 b. 5.]. 

II Dcalc,faa, The Precepts delivered by the 
Buddha personally. [17 b. 5.] - II Dcalc.fsb, 
The Word as the Result of the Buddha's 
Blessings. [17 b. 5.] - II DcaICzf.c, The 
Passages containing the Expression of the Will 
of Buddha. [18 a. 2.]. 

II Dcbl The Exegetical Treatises (gastra). [18 a. 4.] 41 
I I Dcbla. Oefinition.[18 a. 4.] - II Ocblb. Etymology 
of "fi*a". [18 a. 5.] - II Dcblta The Varieties 
of Exegetical Treatises. [18 b. 3.]. 

II Dcblc.as Varieties as regards Quality. [18. 
b.3.] - II Dcblc.b. Varieties from the stand
point of the Aim. [18 b. 6.] - II Dcb1Czca Varie
ties of Subject-Matter [19 a. 1.]. 

II Dcblc.caa, Works, referring to Empirical 



Reality (nili-~lra and the 5 Sciences). 
[19 a. 2.] - II Dcblc.ba Works, referring 
to Absolute Reality. [21 a. 5]. -
II Dcblc.c3c, Works, showing the Way to 
Salvation and Omniscience. [21 a.6.]. 

II Dcblc.da Varieties with regard to the In
pretation of Scripture. [21 b. 1.). -
1) Treatises, interpretating Early Scripture. 
(Hinayiina). The Works on' Vinaya and 
Abhidharma. [21 b. 2.[ - 2. Treatises on 
Madhyamika and Prajiiiipiiramitii. [22 a. 3.] 

- 3) Treatises, interpreting Scripture of the 
latest period. The Yogiiciira litterature. 

[23 a. 3.] 
II Dcblcsea The variolls classes of Exegetical 
Treatises. [24. b. 5.] 

II I. The Consideration and Fulfillment of the Rules, prescribed for Study 
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and Teaching. [25 a. 6.] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
III A. Character of the Doctrine to be taught. [25 b. 1.] 59 
III B. Character of the Methods of Teaching. [26 b. 6.] . 62 

IIIBa. Definition of the Teacher. [26. b. 6.] . . . 62 
III Baal The High Wisdom of the Teacher. [27. b. 3.] 64 

III Baala. The Teacher's Knowledge of the Subject 
to be taught. [27 b. 4.] - III Baalb. The Teacher's 
Skill in the Means of expressing himself. [27 b. 5.] 
- III Baalc. His Knowledge as to his own behaviour 
and as to the Guidance of his Pupils. [29 a. 2.]. 

III Babl The Teacher's Great Commiseration. [29 a. 6.] 68 
III BacI Correct Methods. [29 b. 4.] . 69 

III Bb. The Means of Teaching. [30 a. 2.] . . . . . . . . . 70 
III Bc. The Character of Teaching. [3\ a.5.} ....... 73 

III Bcal The Character of Teaching with regard to the 
students. [31. a. 5] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
III Bcbl The same, with regard to the Aim. [31 b. 4] 73 
III BccI The manner of conducting the Teaching. 
[31 b. 4.] •..•.......•...•.•.• 74 

III Bccla. Preparations. [31 b. 4.] - III Bcc,b. 
The Teaching Itself. [32 b. 5.] - III BCCIC. The 
Conclusion of Study. [33 a. 2.] 

III C. Character of the Methods of Study. [33 a. 3.] ..... 76 
III Ca. Character of the Student. [33 a. 3.]. ..... 77 

III Caal The Student of acute faculties. [33. a. 3] 
III Caala. His Defects. [33 a. 4.] . • . . • •. 77 

III Caalaall. 13 Defects according to Vyiikhyii
yukti [33 a. 4] - III Caala.ba 6 Defects. [33 b. 3). 
- III Caala.Ca 3 Defects [34 a. 1.] 

III Caalb. Definition of the Student of acute fa
culties [34 a. 6.) 

Tile Jewelr7 of Scripture 13 
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III Caa1b.a. The Student's Intelligence. [34 b. 1.] 
-III Caab.ba Zeal and Desire to study. [34. b. 4.] 
- III Caa1b.ca Devotion and Absence of Arro-
gance. [34 b. 5.] 

III Cab1 The Hearer of mediocre Faculties. [34. b. 6.] 81 
III CaCt The Hearer of feeble Faculties. [35. a. 3.]. B2 

III Cb. The Means of Study. [35 a. 6.] 82 
III Cc. The Manner of Studying. [36 a. 1.] 83 

III Cea1 Preparations. [36 a. 1.] . . 83 
III Ccbl The Study by itself. [36 b. 3.] . 85 
III Ccci Conclusion of the Study. [36. b. 4.] 85 

IIID. The Instructions for realising the Aim of the Doctrine. 
[36. b. 5.] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 

Book II. 
IV. The History of Buddhism. [39 a. 2] • . • 90 

90 
90 
91 

IV A. The Rise of Buddhism in Indien. [39 a. 2.] 
IV Aa. The different Aeons. [39 a. 4] 
IV Ab. The Buddhas of the Fortunate Aeon. [39 a. 6] 

IV Abal The Version of the KarulJ.a-pur,lI,tarika. (1005 
Buddhas) [41 b. ,,] - IV Abb1 The Version of the 
Tathagata-acintya-guhya-nirdec;a. (1000 Buddhas) 
[41 b. 3.] 

IV Ac. The Rise of the Buddha in this World. [44 b. 5.] . . 100 
IV Aea1dz The first Creative Effort (cite/J-urpud/J), accor
ding to the Hinayanistic Traditin. [45 b. 2.] -
IV Acb1aZ The Buddha's Accumulation of Merit, accor
ding to Hinayana. [46 a. 2.] - IV AcCta. The Hina
yanistic Tradition, concerning the Buddha's Attainment 
of Enlightenment. [47 a. 1.] - IV Aealb. The Creative 
Effort according to the Mahayanistic Tradition. 

[47 a. 2.] 
IV Aea1b1aa Its essential Character. [47 a. 3.] -
IV Aca1b.ba Its Causes. [47 a. 6.] - IV Aea1b,ca 
Its Result. [47 b. 2.] - IV Aca1b.d. Its VarietIes from 
different points of view. [47 b. 4.] - IV Aca1b.e. The 
Mahayimlstic Tradition, concerning the Buddha's 
first Creative Effort. [48 b. 3.] 

IV Acb1b. The Accumulation of Merit, according to 
Mahayana. [49 a. 3.] . . . . . . . . . . . . 108 

IV Acb1b.ca Its Character. [49 a. 3.] 
IV Acb1b.a.a, Its Definition [49 a. 4.] 
IV Acb1b.a.b, Connection with the 6 Transcen
dental Virtues. [49 a. 5.] - IV Acb1'h.a.c, 
The Etymology of "'/JriabhiiT/J". [49 a. 6.] 
IV Acb1b.a.d, The Functions of the Accumulation 
[49 b. 1.] - IV Acb1b.a.e, Its Modes. [49 b. 1.] 



IV Acb1b.a.f, Its Result. [49 b. 3.J -IV Acb1b1a,g, 
Its Sphere of Activity. [49 b. 5.J - IV Acb1b.aah, 
The Accumulation from different points of view. 
[49 b. 5.]. 

IV Acb1b.ba The Time of Accumulation (the 3 lJ&am
khya). [3 a. 3.] - IV Acb1b1ca The Mahiyinlstic 
Traditions, concerning the Buddha's Accumulation 
of Merit. The Account of the Bodhisattva-pi~aka. 
[55 b. 2.]. 

IV Acc1bz The Attainment of Buddhahood-Mahiyinlstic 
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Version {56 b. 4] . . . . . . .. ....• . . 127 
IV Acc1b.aa The Essence of Buddhahoad. [56 b. 5.] 

IV Acc1bzaaa, The Essential Character of the 3 
Bodies. [57 a. 2.] 
Bodies. [57 a. 2.] - IV Acc1b2aab, The Etymolo
gy of "dharmakiiya", "sambhogakiiya" I and nir
mii~kiiya". [57 a. 3.] - IV Acc1b2aac, The 3 Bo
dies as corresponding to their Aim. [57 b. 3.] 
- IV Acc1b.aad, The 3 Bodies as the Objects of 
Cognition of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. 
[57 b. 4.] - IV ACCtb.aae, The varions Aspects 
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Introduction 
The present volume contains the translation of the 2d Part 

of Bu-ton"s History of Buddhism, i. e. of the historical part proper. 
The latter begins with the Life of the Buddha and ends with an 
account of the work carried out by the Tibetan Lotsavas and 
Indian PaJ:ulits of Bu-ton"s own period and immediately before 
him (XII and XIII Cent.), viz. the translation of the Buddhist 
kanonical texts and exegetical treatises from the Sanskrit. We 
have here, just as in the 1st Part, numerous quotations from both 
,iUrG and ~'rG. Owing to this it becomes possible to get a clear 
aspect of the principal sources from which Bu-ton has compiled 
his History, and which have likewise later on served as a basis for 
the work of Taranatha. -

Bu-ton"s History of Buddhism proper is divided into the 
following principal parts: -

I. The Life of the Buddha Cakyamuni, the narrative 
of the so-called 12 Acts of the Buddha (md:Gd-PG bcu-giiis), or 
rather of the 12 principal events in his life. The account of the 
first eleven, ending with the first .. Swinging of the Wheel of the 
Doctrine" (chos-kyi IJ,khor-lo bskor-ba = dhGrmG-cokrG-prGfJ JrtGDGj 
represents a summary of the Lalita-vis'Gra-SUfrG and contains 
numerous verses from it. Then, after a short indication of the 
Second and the Third Swingings (i. e. of the Scripture of the in
termediate and the later period), there follows the story of the 
Buddha"s attainment of NirvaQa. It is taken from the ViBGya
kfudrGkG (tib. lJdul-ba-phrGD-,shegs, Kangyur I;IDUL, XI), being 
a summary of the corresponding part of the latter. 

II. The Rehearsals of the Buddhist Scripture. This 
part begins with the account of the first Rehearsal (Mahiki~yapa, 
Ananda, Upali), of the death of Ka~yapa and Ananda, and of 
the second Rehearsal (Ya~as, Kubjita, Revata, etc.). The only 
source here is likewise the ViDGya-kfudraka, the corresponding 
text of which is rendered in an abridged form, all the verses being 



.. 
quoted at full l~ngth. As concerns the 3d Rehearsal and the 18 
Sects, the texts referred to on this subject are: -

1. The Nikii.YfJ-bheda-upadarfana-samgraha of Vinitadeva (Tg. 
MOO. XC.). 

2. The BhikfU-fJarfagra-prcchii. of Padmakaragho,a (Ibid). 
3. The Prabhavati of Cakyaprabha. (Tg. MOO. LXXX IX.) 
4. The TarkajfJii.la of Bhavaviveka. (Tg. MOO. XIX.) 

The latter work, though not directly mentioned, represents the 
principal source. Some passages of it are fully contained in Bu
ton's text. -

Ill. The different theories concerning the time of 
duration of the Buddhist Doctrine. Here we have quo
tations from the KarulJii.-pulJqarika, from Vasubandhu's Commen
tary on the Ak~ayamati-nirdefa-sUtra (Tg. MOO. XXXV.), the 
Commentary on the Vajracchedikii. (Tg. MOO. XVI), the Commen
tary on the 3 PrajnapilTamita-Sutras (Tg. MOO. XIV), etc. We 
have likewise the chronological calculations of the Sa-skya PaQ4ita 
and others concerning the time that has passed since the death 
of the Buddha. 

IV. The "prophecies" concerning the persons that 
have furthered the spread of Buddhism. The most 
important are those contained in the LankafJati&ra, the Maha
karulJii.-pulJqarika (Kg. MOO. V I), and the Manjufri-mula
tantra. (Kg. RGYUO. XI. Narthan edition, or XII. Derge edition) 
A separate prophecy referring to the Tantric A,caryas, that of the 
Kizlacakra-uttaTatantra (Kg. RG YUD. I) and the Mahaklr.lfJ-tantrfJ
raja (Kg. R G YUO. V), is given at the end of this part. It;s especi
ally the Manjut;ri-mula-tantra which is to be regarded as a source 
of the greatest importance, not only for the History of Buddhism, 
but for the historiography of India in general. The most interesting 
is that part of it which refers to the Indian kings, - A~oka, Vira
sena, Nanda, Candragupta, etc. Noteworthy is the passage con
cerning Pal)ini who is spoken of as the friend of the king Nanda. 
- A detailed analysis of the historically important parts of all 
these texts will be published by me before long. -

V. The biographies of the celebrated Buddhist 
teachers, viz. Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Candragomin, Candra
kirti, A.ryasanga, Vasubandhu, Sthiramati, Dignaga, Dharma
kirti, Haribhadra, Cantideva, etc. Each of these is followed by 
a list of the works composed by the teacher in question. An indi-
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cation of the volumes of the Tangyur (Sii tra and Tantra) in which 
the works are contained is always given in the notes. 

VI. A short summary of the history of the gram
matical literature, or rather of the legends referring to it, viz. 
the stories about Brhaspati, Pa~ini, Sarvavarman (alias Car
vavarman, Saptavarman, or lcvaravarman), etc. After that comes 
an enumeration of the kanonical texts (Sutra and Tantra) wh·ch 
have been lost or have not been translated into Tibetan. -

VII. Prophecies of an apocalyptic character fore
telling the disappearance of the Buddhist Doctri ne. 
Among these, that of the Candragarbha-pariprccha is quoted at 
full length with a very few abbreviations. This prophecy is treated 
in the kangyur as a separate work (Kg. MDO. XXXII). In this 
place the text of the Lhasa block-print of Bu-ton's History contains a 
great number of mistakes in the proper names, which are sometimes 
quite illegible (e. g. Akandradha instead of Agnidattal). A correct 
rendering of these names has been made possible with the help 
of the Derge (Sde-dge) edition of the Kangyur. 

VIII. The History of Buddhism in Tibet. It begins 
with the genealogy of the early legendary Tibetan kings, commen
cing with Na-thi-tsen-po. Next come the legends about Tho
tho-ri-fien-tsen and Sroti.-tsen-gam-po. These are followed by a 
more detailed account concerning the spread of Buddhism in 
Tibet during the reign of Thi-sroti.-de-tsen, viz. the activity of 
Cantirak~ita (called the etA-carya Bodhisattva"), the selection of 
the first 7 Tibetan monks [Sad-mi mi bdun}, the dispute between 
the adherents of Kamalaci1a and of the Chinese Hva-cail Mahayana 
(the Tsen-min and the Ton-mun), etc. Then we have a brief account 
of the reign of Ral-pa-can, of the persecution by Lan-dar-ma, and 
of the restauration of the Church by the 10 monks of 0 and Tsail, 
an indication of the monasteries and monastic sections founded 
by the said monks and their pupils and, finally, a narrative of 
the events that followed, viz. the arrival of Diparhkaracrijiiana 
(AtiCa) in Tibet and the subsequent propagation of Buddhism. In 
particular we have an enumeration of the texts translated by some 
of the Lotsavas from the Sanskrit. It may be noted that, with 
very few exceptions, the texts mentioned belong to the Tantric 
parts of the Kangyur and Tangyur. Here ends the history proper. 
It is followed by a list containing the names of all the Pal}c;lits 
and Lotsavas who have acted in Tibet, beginning with Cantirak~ita 
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and Padmasarilbhava. With it ends the 3d Chapter (hIJ,u) of 
Bu-ton's text: ·~The History of the Doctrine in Tibet". 

The last part is a systematical Index of all the Buddhist litera
ture which has been translated from the Sanskrit by the Lotsavas 
and Pa~J.(;Iits. !t is divided into 1. Siitra Scripture (including the 
Vinaya, PrajiHiparamita, Avatarilsaka, Ratnakiita, and Siitra 
sections of the Kangyur), 2. Siitra Exegesis, 3. Tantra Scripture, 
and 4. Tantra Exegesis. This Index, as well as the list of the 
Lotsavas and Par,H;lits, arranged in the alphabetical order, will 
form a separate 3d part which is to contain numerous other Indices 
and Appendices besides. 

The part now published, similar to the first, includes a great 
number of smaller chapters and subdivisions. The system according 
to which these have been designated, is the same as in the first 
part, and is directly connected with the latter. A full table of 
the contents is given at the end. -

I may now be permitted to express my deepest gratitude to 
my revered teacher Professor Th. Stcherbatsky and Professor M. 
Walleser whose kind attention has made it possible for this work 
to appear in press. My deepest thanks are likewise due to the 
Tshan-iiid Lama ChO-Qag (Chos-grags = Dharmakirti) Vanchenu, 
now Abbot of the Kijinge Monastery, for his kind assistance in 
my study of this part of Bu-ton's text during the summer of 1927, 
in Transbaikalia. -

E. Obermiller. 



The Life of the Buddha 
(Description of the 12 acts of the Buddha)1). 

1 and 2. [The Existence of the Bodhisattva in the Form of Cvetaketu 
and his Descent from the Abode of Tu,ita.] 

Twelve years before the Bodhisattva was to enter (his mother"s) 
womb, the sons of the gods belonging to the Pu reRegion I), having 
miraculously assumed the form of BrahmaQas, proclaimed aloud 
that if (the Bodhisattva) would be conceived in the womb, - in 
the way that is to be described below, - he would become a uni
versal monarch 3) or a Buddha, endowed with the characteristic 
features and marks (of the super-man)'). And (other similar gods) 
addressed the Pratyekabuddhas (in Jambudvipa) as follows: -
In 12 years the Bodhisattva will become conceived in the womb; 
therefore you must abandon this land (since there is nothing more 
for you to do here)6). - This was heard by the Pratyekabuddha 
Matanga') who was abiding on the hill Golangulaparivartana 7), 
near Rajagrha, and he passed away into NirvaQa, having left his 
footprints on a stone. At ViiraQasi, 500 Pratyekabuddhas gave 
themselves up to the element of fireS). And, after (they were con
sumed and) had passed away, their ashes fell (on the earth). Thence
from that place received the name of ~~ipatana, -"the place where 
the Sages fell". 

I) The following narrative of the 12 acts of the Buddha Is a summary of 
the contents of the Lalita-vistara-siitra (tib. Rgya-cher-rol-pal}l-mdo). 

') Tib. gnaa-gtS/J/i-rna{ai lha~i-bu-rnama = ~uddha-a"iiaa-1ciyiki devaputr~ • 
• ) 1}1chor-lo,-b,gyur-rgyal = cakravar'i-raja. 
') ,k"8I-bu-chen-po~i me,han = maha-purufa-lakfa'.'a and dpe-byad = 

GrauvyailjGna. 
') Lallta-vistara 18.12 - riilcara mGrfa buddha-kferram. ito d"a""9a-

flalaar. bodhiHnvo mGr~ kukfim apakramifyari • 
• ) OJan-po. 
7) Mjug-ma-bsgyur-bal}i rio Lal.-vist. 18. 14 sqq . 
• ) ~ khal/U-la iug. = 'ejo-tlhGturh .amapadya. Lal.-vlst. 18. 20 sqq. 
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Now (the Bodhisattva residing in the abode of Tu~ita) [62 a.}, 
having reflected over the meaning of the words of exhortation (which 
he had heard from the sounds of celestial music), became engaged 
in 4 kinds of contemplation,9) viz. that his future life was to dure 
a 100 years (1), that Jambudvipa was to be the continent (in 
which he would appear) (2), that Central India10) was to be the 
country (where he would be born) (3), and that his caste was to 
be the royal one ll) (4). Otherwise, in accordance with Scripture, 
he contemplated 5 points: - his caste, descent, native country, 
duration of life, and the woman (that would be his spouse). Having 
contemplated the world (of his future existence) in these 4 or 5 
aspects, he commenced his descent into the human world. He 
said to the gods (of Tu~itaP2): - 0 friends, there are 108 
media for the perception of the Truth, which the Bodhisattva, 
departing for a future existence, has to demonstrate. 0 friends, 
faith 13) is a means for the perception of the Truth. It is necessary, 
in order that the thoughts might never become diverted from 
the Truth14). The serenity (of the mind) is a means for the per
ception of the Truth, since (in order to obtain such a perception), 
the mind that was agitated and turbid must become pure and 
serene I5). - (So he continued) up to: - The position of one who 
is consecrated for Buddhahood) is a medium for the perception 
of the Truth. This state dures from the time of (the Bodhisattva's) 
entering the womb 18) and up to that of his making manifest the 
great Nirval}a. -

When, from the high region of Tu~ita, 

The Leader, the Lion of Men made his departure, 
He spoke to the gods the following words: 
o friends, cease to lead a careless Iife l7)1 

.) Lal.-vist. 19. 6 sqq. - call1iiri mahiillilokiliini "ilokayati .ma. 
10) yul-dbU6 = madhya-dera• 
11) Or that of the K~atriyas. - tib. rgyal-rig •• 
11) Lal.-vist. 31. 10 sqq. - a,~ollaram idam miirfii clharmGloka-mukham-

~alam. 1') dad-pa = rraddhii. 
11) Lal.-vist. 31. 12-13 - rraddhii miirfa dharmiiloka-mukham abhedya

iisayldiiyai .am""rlale. 
11) Ibid. - pra.iido dharmiiloka-mukham a"ila-cilla-pra.iidonaliiyai .am-

fHIrIIJIe. 11) mnal-du-1}jug-pa = garbha-allakriinli. 
(7) LaI.-vist. 36. 14-15. -

Tu,iIa-IIara-bhallana-nilayiid yada cyallali niiyakal} pur~a-.irnha(a I 
iimanlrayale cleuiin pramiidam akhilam "i.arjayala /I 
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Having delivered these and similar sermons, he placed the diadem 
of precious jewels on the head of Maitreya 18) and said: - 0 friends, 
I am now departing for Jambudvipa in order to become a Buddha. 
Henceforth Maitreya shall expound the Doctrine to you 18). As 
he uttered these words, the gods became full of grief and spoke: -

o Highest of beings, if thou shalt not reside here, 
This abode of Tu~ita will lose all its splendour18a). 

And: 0 Bodhisattva, now (the living beings in) that continent of 
Jambudvipa are deceived by the 18 (heretical) teachers who are: 
Piira!}a Ka~yapa 20), Maskari Go~aJiputra 21), Sailjayi Vairati
putra 21), Ajita Ke~akambala 23), Kakuda Katyayana 24), and Nir
grantha Jilatiputra 24a), - the 6 dialectitians [62 b.l, by the Brah
ma!}a I5)t, the Briihmal)a 26)t, the Briihmal)a Bhadraka17), the Brah
mal! a Brahmayu~ 28), the Brahmal!a Padmagarbha 29), and the Brah
ma!}a Lohita30), - the 6 reciters (of Brahmal)ical Scripture), and 
by Udraka Ramaputra 31), Arac;la-Kaliima 32), the Parivrajaka 
Subhadra 33), the Brahmal)a's son Sai'ijayaka,34) the anchorite 
AraQa 3,), and Ka~yapa with the tresses 36), - the 6 meditators. -
It is therefore not the time for thee to go there. Thus they entreated 
him, but he replied: -

The sound of the conch-shell cannot be confounded with 
other sounds, 

The light of the sun cannot be matched by any other kind 
of light. 

11) Ma-pham-pa = Ajita. 
II) Lal.-vist. 39.1-2. - oyom Moilreyo botihisallllo y~mii1com dhormom 

de~oYi!yoai. 
118) Ibid. 38. 20. id/lm hh/llu s/lrpuru~o TUfir/l-bhollo/1/1m CVoyii viTaiJ1lJm J1IJ 

blariijifyau. 
III) l:Iod-snllis-rdzogs-byed. 
U) Kun-tu-rgyu Onag-Ihas-kyi-bu. 
") Smra-ttdod-kyi bu-mo~i bu Yan-dag-rgyal-ba-can. 
18) Mi-pham skra~i-Iva-ba-can. 
H) Ki-ty~i-bu Nog-can. 
1'8) Ocer-bu-pa Oilen-gyi-bu. ") Rgyus( ?rgyas)-rgyal = Pu,kara (?) • 
• 1) Rnas-brdeg (?Rna-dregs = Kar~adarpa~a). I') Bzan-Idan. 
II) Tshaits-p~iAshe "') Padm~i-si\in-po. aD) Dmar-po. 
81) Rails-byed-kyi-bu Lhag-spyod. 
II) Sgyu-rtsal-!;es-kyi-bu Rin-ttphur. 
II) Kun-tu-rgyu Rab-bzan. CI. below. 
") Bram-zel;1i-khyel;1u Kun-rgyal. • 
II) Dran-sron Non-mons-med. II) Lhar-rgyas l;Iod-sruns-ral-pa-can. 
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Similarly (my Doctrine) cannot be confounded with the 
teaohings (of all these heretics). 

And I alone have the power of vanquishing them. 
One single lion terrifies many multitudes of beasts, 
A single thunderbolt can shatter the summits of many rocks, 
Indra, though single, defeats the numerous chiefs of the 

Asuras, 
And the sun alone disperses the dense mass of darkness. 

Thereafter he asked the gods: - In what form am I to go? Some 
(of the gods) replied that he should assume the form of Brahma, 
others said that it would be suitable for him to descend in the 
shape of Indra or some other (god). But the Devaputra Agratejas 
declared, that, according to the Vedas, it would be the most suitable 
(for the Bodhisattva) to descend in the form of an elephant. 
Thereupon the Bodhisattva departed. -

3. [The Entrance into the Womb.] 
In the palace of the king Cuddhodana 37) there appeared 18 

miraculous signs (foretelling his birth). Thereafter, when winter 
had passed away, in the first month of spring, when the full moon 
was in the 16th lunar constellation 38), and when the stars foretold 
good luck, at the time when the queen-mother was observing the 
Po~adha 39) fast, [63 a.1 he entered her womb through her right 
side in the form of an elephant. (And she had a dream of which 
she spoke as follows): -

I felt that, covered with a golden net, with a red crest on 
the head, 

With 6 tusks of exceeding whiteness, 
Resembling in colour a conch-shell, snow, or silver, 
An elephant entered my womb. -
And, (after the elephant had entered), my body and mind 
Became possessed of the most delightful state of ease 
Which had never been experienced, heard of or felt before; 
As if I were absorbed in concentrated trance CO). 

I") Zas-gtsait. 
II) Lal.-vlst. 54.18. - ~~ro-1ciilll-lIi,drBoCe IIGipi1ma-miiae lIipiiJc1afJ-nalcf'" 

erO-ORugOle. 
") Oso-sbyoit. 
CO) Lal.-vist. 55.7-10. - hima-rajaell-RibhtJp eo ~a4."~iitla(a lueorotJO 

c:iirubhuja(a Iwa1ctIl-Firfa(a I udaram upagaeo gaja-pradhiirao lalila-gaeir drtPaa -
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(The queen) asked the Brihmal)as the meaning of this dream, 
and they foretold that a son endowed with exclusive properties 
was to be born who, if he remained residing in the royal palace, 
would become a universal monarch, and, if he were to lead a 
monastic life, would attain the state of a Buddha U). Thereafter, 
having blessed the womb as the precious dwelling enjoyed by the 
Bodhisattva 42), the latter enjoyed therein for 10 months the purest 
felicity and, (during that time), converted 3.600.000.000 living 
beings, gods and men. At that time the flowers opened their leaves 
and expanded, and other miraculous signs, 32 in number, were to 
be seen. 43) 

4. [The Birth of the Bodhisattva.} 
And once, when the mother was abiding in the Lumbini garden, 

she seized with her hand the stem of a fig-tree, and (at that mo
ment) the Bodhisattva came out of her right side without causing 
pain to her and clothed 44). The gods strewed flowers (before him), 
Brahma and Indra deposited him on a sheet of Benares linen, and 
Nanda 46) and Upananda (8) offered to wash his body',). (The 
Bodhisattva said): - Behold me, 0 Kauc;ika!48) And, turning to 
the east: - I shall be antecedent to all that is virtuous I 4.) - To 
the south: - I shall be worthy to receive gifts from gods and men 110) 

- To the west: - I shall become the highest and the most pre
eminent in this world. [63 b.} This is my last birth. I shall now 
put an end to (the sufferings of) birth, old age, and death &1). Turn
ing to the north (he exclaimed): - I shall become the highest 
amongst all Jiving beings!&2) - Looking downward: - I shall 

fJojro-guo-aorhdhiT,. I no ca mama lSukha jaru eflarhr"pam dmam Api ~lIIaria 
na'pi ei'nublautam / kaya-lSukha-citta-,aukhya-bhilli yarhanlJa (lie) dhyana

lSamiilaj'i ablaufJan / / 
«1) Lal.-vlst. 57.9-22. 
I.) rGfna-fJYUho bodhi,alCfla-paribhogaT,.. 
II) Lal.-vlst. 73. 11-12. - da,a-mi,o-kukfi-galena bocl1ailafltlena ,af

fririapall-nayUlini deva-monUfyi~im paripieitany abhUflan; and Ibid. 76.9. sqq. 
_ rajllaT,. ~uddhoJanGlSya grhodyiine dfliilrirh~at purfla-nim!!tini priiduroblaiilJan. 

") Ibid. 82.14-83.11. (6) Dga~-bo. tI) Ner-dga~. 
") Lal.-vlst. 83. 21-22. 'II) I. e. Indra. 
at) Lal.-vlst. 84. 16-17. - piirllariagamo bhafJifyimi BarII8fiiria leupola-mu

liniria cI1aarminim. 
10) Ibid. tW. 20-21. - dakfi",iyo blaallifYimi defJa-manUfyi~m. 
"} Ibid. 85.1-2. - iyaria me papcimii jraiT,. / karifyimi jili-jarjj.maro'}G"" 

dW,ailaGl.)'G antam. 
I.} Ibid. 85. 2-3. - anuHaro bhallifyimi ,arlla-,atffJiinam. 
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vanquish the Evil One and his hosts and shall grant bliss to the 
denizens of Hell by letting the rain that appeases the hellish fire 
descend from the great clouds of the Doctrine! 53) And looking 
upward: - I shall be looked up to by all the living beings! _51) 
Thus spoke he and made 7 steps in each direction. And under 
his feet there sprung forth lotuses. 

At that time all the different countries were full of lucky 
omens that were to be perceived everywhere. In the 4 great re
alms four tributary sovereigns and, likewise, 500 men belonging 
to families of high rank, 800 noble women, Ya~ovati55) and the 
rest, 500 servants, Chandaka 56) etc., 10 000 male foals, Kal)
thaka 67) etc., 10 000 female foals, and 10 000 oxen were born. In 
the midst of an island there grew a Bodhi tree, 500 gardens sprung 
forth and 500 treasures miraculously appeared. Owing to all these 
circumstances, the prince received the name of Sarvirthasiddha, 
- he who conveys the accomplishment of all the desired aims 
and objects 18). 

After that (the Bodhisattva) went to the temple to worship 
the tutelary deity, and there he subdued and pacified the Cikyas 
that were using rough obusive language. Henceforth he received 
the surname of Cikyamuni, - the mighty one amongst the Ci
kyas. Then, as he received the homage of Cikyavardhana,(?) &t) 
or as he was worshipped by the gods, he came to be called Devi
tideva, - "the god of gods" or "he who is higher than the gods". 

7 days after, his mother died and was reborn in the region of 
the 33 gods. Her death was not caused by (the birth of) the Bo
dhisattva, but as she saw that her son was to depart (from home 
in order to lead a monastic life), the mother's heart broke (from 
grief) and her life thus ended 10). 

In another Sutra (we have the following account): - Agnl
dattaputra 11), the grandson of the sage Ara!} a II), abiding on the 
mountain Adhira (?) e8). came to know about (the birth of the 
Bodhisattva). (Having beheld a vision) he asked: - 0, teacher, 

II) Ibid. 85. 4-5. nihani,yami miiraril ca miira.,.niril ca / ,art/a-na,-
rll"lW~riI CII nira",..,.,ni-prali,laiiliYII malaii-dharm,......,IatJo"f,.illa "ar,ityimi 

1&) Ib/d. 8l5.7. - uUoIumiyo bhallifyimi ,arlla-'''''"iIlGm / 
II) Orap-/dan-ma. II) I;fdun-pa. 17) ·Sdaga-/dan. 
II) Don-thama-cad-grub-pa. 
II) ~a-kya-~phe/. 10) Lat.-v/et. 98. 3-9. 
fl) Mes-sbyln-sy/-bu. fl) ~on-moita-med. II) Kun-~dzln. 
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what does this mean, that the sun simultaneously appears in all 
the different regions. - Indeed, the mountain [64 a.] with all its 
caverns is illuminated by one stream of light. - The teacher 
replied: - The rays of the sun are sharp and piercing, but the 
rays of the light, that issues from the one child (that has been 
born), produce a (pleasant) cool feeling if they reach the body. 
(Such is this light) and it certainly comes from the Bodhisattva. 
Thereafter Aral}a went to Kapilavastu 84) and said (to the king 
Cuddhodana): -

o great king, we who are here 
Wish to behold your son. 
We are desirous to see him, the Lord, 
Who is the Highest and the Leader of the World. 

And, as (the Bodhisattva), though sleeping, beheld him, the 
teacher said: -

Horses that belong to a good breed 
Sleep only a quarter of the night. 
In a like way, sleep does not long abide 
On the eyelids of those who are desirous of fulfilling a great 

aim. 
And: - How is it that the soothsayers have foretold (that the 
prince is to become) a universal monarch? -

o sovereign, the minds of the learned are mistaken; 
In the age of strife ll) no universal monarch appears. 
But he, the treasury of the highest virtuous elements, 
Is to become a Buddha, free from all that is sinful. 

The young prince was thereafter entrusted to the care of Mahi
prajapatll8) Oautaml, and 32 nurses were appointed to him, -
8 who nursed him in their lap"), 8 who fed him with their breast eS), 
8 who played with him, It) and 8 who wiped off the impurities from 
his body70). Thus cherished, he grew up. 

All these miraculous events came to be known by the sage 

Ii) Ser-skya. 
II) r"o"'p~i GUI = _liyUBo. 
II) Skye-dgu~l-bdag-mo • 
• ,) pori-na ~.lao-.~i mo-ma ... allla-dlauri. 
II) n .... ma-.. n"""po ... kfiro-cllaa,ri. 
II) r"',,"po~~ ma-mo - hri4a-tI1ai,ri. 
ID) dri-ma-~p1ayi-.o - malo-tI1ai'ri. Lal.-vllt. 110. 13-19. 
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Asita 71) - endowed with the 5 supernatural faculties 711) who was 
abiding on the Himalaya. (This sage), with his nephew Nara
daUa 73), miraculously (descended from his abode) and came to 
the city of Kapilavastu 14). Having beheld the characteristic marks 
(of the youth), he understood of what kind they were. And, as
tonishment and grief having arisen in him, he bowed to the Bo
dhisattva's feet, circumambulated him, and, shedding tears, uttered 
his prophecy: -

I perceive the characteristic features of this youth who 
has been born. {64 b.) 

He is adorned by the 32 marks (of the super-man), 
Therefore there are only two things possible and no other: -
If he remains at home, he will become a universal monarch, 
And if he departs from home and becomes a homeless ascetic, 
He will attain Enlightenment here in this world 
And become a leader who is independent from others. 
(But I know that) he is not to abide at home, 
For his private parts that are concealed 75) and the crown 

of his head 
Cannot be seen by a1I 78). -

But (asked the king), why doest thou weep? 
(The sage replied) _77): 

o sovereign, having met with this Highest of Beings, the 
treasury of virtue, 

I shall die without attaining my aim. 
I have not come to quiescence and perceive all that is 

sinful in me; 
Therefore my mind is greatly suffering, and I weep. -

Having said this, he departed to his abode. 
When the Bodhisattva had grown older, he, with 10000 other 

U) Nag-po. 71) mlioll-~" = obhijfli. 
II) Sic. acc. to Lal.-vlst., but tlb. Mes-byln.= Agnldatta. 
") Lal.-vlst. 101. 1-5. 
71) I}dornl.1cyi .bo-bo .pub.-.u·lIub-po = ko~o-go'o-flo.'i-guhya. 
") SIc. acc. to tlb. - ,.0h-bal}i-,_-mc1w, .puh .. u-lIuh-pG on .pyi

".u, I}.vo-"o leun-,yi. mi-m,ho;,-"o" But Lal.-vlst. 105.9. sqq. and 106.8. sqq. 
- narhoei Sarflinhaliddhal} 1cumiro' ,iram odhyalla.ieum. eae1cGlya h"ol}? .a 
hi moharaja Sarflareha.iddhal} kumaro dflitrim,oti mahi-purUfo-lu,o~ail} 
.amanfli,oeal}. 

") LaI.-vlst. 104.3-105.5. 
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youths of the Cakya clan entered the school of the teacher Vi~
vamitra 78) who taught the art of writing. (The Bodhisattva) 
asked: - 0 teacher, which of the 64 kinds of writing, BrahmP8) 
and the rest, must I stUdy?80). The teacher was greatly astonished 
and said 81) -: 

Most wonderful is this purest of living beings: 
He is proficient in all the different sciences, but still 
Adapting himself to the worldly usage, 
He has come to my school of writing. 
Of these different kinds of writing 
Of which I do not know even the name, 
All are known to him. But nevertheless 
He has entered Illy school of writing. -

Once the youth descended into the garden, and there in the shade 
of a Jambu tree, he became absorbed in mystic meditation II), 
beginning with the first degree and ending with the fourth 88). 
Owing to the (power of this his meditative trance), 5 heretical 
sages, endowed with miraculous powers became incapable of 
moving in the skies. Full of awe they worshipped the Bodhisattva 
and circumambulated him 84). At that time the shadows of the 
other trees were constantly changing their direction, but that (of 
the Jambu tree under which the Bodhisattva was sitting) remained 
immovable 165 a.J (Upon seing this) his father was greatly astonished 
and worshipped him, saying 16) : -

o Lord, at the time when thou wert born, 
And now, when thou, 0 Glorious, art practising meditation, 
These two times, 0 Leader and Protector, 
My salutation was and is due to thee. -

") Kun-gyl-b~es·gl'len. ") ,.lIan.·pa~i :ri-S" 
10) Lal.-vlet. 125. 18-20. sqq. - 1ca'amam m. bAo upadlayi,ra Iipiria plcfi

paYIIII: lIrilami·1charOffi-pu,1cara,iirim etc. 
11) Ibid. 126. 115-18. - a9caryam ~uddha'a'ltJlllya 10M IoWinuvardno I 

~ilctita~ ,arlla·~ii,rre,u lipi·~i'im upa,ara~ II 
:r"iim allam niimadhe:ram lipinaria na prajiinami 

(slcl) I 
rarrai',a ,lfirlJlaJJlo lipi-,iiliim upiJ .... 11 

II) lIIarn-I'an = dAyana • 
•• ) Lal.-vlst. 128. 115-129. 11. IA) Ibid. 129. 12-14sqq • 
.. ) Ibid. 132.16-17. -

yadi ca' Ii mUll' Jaro Ylltli tlhY.YII.i ei'niman I 
Ma-.ir Api ,. nallia padau lIand. lIinii:ralut• /I 
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5. [The Acts of Dexterity performed by the Bodhisattva.] 
Thereafter, the eldermen of the Cakyas said to the king: -

o Sovereign, the sooth-sayers have foretold that the youth, if he 
is to remain in the palace, will become a universal monarch. As 
this is so, he must take a worthy princess for his wife. - To this 
the king replied: - You must look where you find a maiden 
worthy of the youth 88). - Then each of the 500 Cakya eldermen 
said that his daughter was the worthiest. The king then told them 
to ask the youth himself. The latter, having been questioned, 
said, that in 7 days he would give an answerS?). And such were 
the thoughts that came to him;88) -

I know that the evil caused by desire has no end, 
That it is the source of strife, enmity, grief, and suffering, 
Is like a poisonous plant that causes fear, 
Like fire or like the edge of a sword. 
[ have no desire of the objects of sensual pleasure, 
And it is not suitable for me to abide in a circle of women; 
With a mind, pacified through the bliss of mystic medi· 

tation and concentrated trance, 
I shall do better to abide silently in the forest. -

But, as he again reflected over the matter, (he Changed his inten
tion) owing to his Wisdom and Commiseration. - And such were 
the words he uttered 88) -; 

The lotus-flowers grow amidst an impure mire, 
A king receives homage amongst ordinary people. 
At the time when the Bodhisattvas become possessed 

II) Lal.-vlst. 137.5-6. 87) Ibid. 137. 10-12. 
M) Ibid. 137.13-17. -

.. dila mama ananta-kiima-dofi~ ,ara~a-,atlaira-.asoka-clu~a-miilii~ I 
IMa:rakartMIifapa"a-,amniki fii~ jl/alana-nihhii a.itlhira-.ul:rariipi(r, I 
_ma-Iu~i (sic) na m,',li chanda-rig~ na ca ahu solMami Utrigira-madh:r. I 
yannu ahu IIan. IIaae:ra IUf~im dhyiina-,arnidhi-lulm.na sinta-cilla(! II 

.) Ibid. 137. 21-138. 6. -
.amkir~i pan1d padumini IIivrddhimanli I 
i1cir~a rijCl nara-mCldhyi labhiili piijim I 
yaela Botlhi,aItIIa pClriuira-6alam la6l1an,. I 
tada ,alllla-ho,i-nayulilny amrt. IIinenli II 
ye co'pi purualea ablliicl "idu-Bodhi,a""i{& I 
,oru.6lai 6hirya-.Ula dar9i'a i."i-giri{& / 
IIG ca riga-rahla na ca dhyina-.u1chebhi bhraffi{& I 
llanti'nusilctayi aham pi gU~'fu "fim / 
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Of the highest congregation (of followers)80), 
• They lead millions of living beings to the state of im-

mortality. . 
The wise Bodhisattvas who have appeared before (me) 
Have all of them manifested themselves 
As having wives, children, and followers. 
Now, they were not possessed of desire, 
And have not been deprived 
Of the bliss of concentrated trance. [65 b.] 
I must likewise become possessed of these their virtues 91). 

Having thought so, he wrote down all' the virtuous qualities of a 
woman and'said: - Such (a wife) do ( wish for myself. Then the 
king said to his chief household priest 92): - Go thou and get a 
maiden with whom all these virtuous qualities are to be found. -

She may be of the royal race, or the daughter of a Brah-
marya, 

She may be of the Vai~ya 93) or of the <;tidra U) caste; 
This is quite the same. Bring us only such a maiden 
With whom all these virtues do exist. 
My son is not to be surprised by high birth and descent; 
Virtue, truthfulness and righteousness, -
In these alone his mind finds pleasure 96). 

Thereafter, that Bral}marya went through all the different countries 
and came to see Gopa 96) the daughter of the <;akya Dary~aparyi 87). 
He gave to her the letter (of the prince) and she said with a smile: 
- 0 Brahmarya, I am possessed of all these qualities. Therefore, 
the prince of noble appearance can become my husband. Tell 
the youth that, if he wishes (to wed me), he must not delay. He 
ought not to live with an ordinary being of low degree8S). -

10) Tlb. la1chor-mchog = paritJiira·tJaramj the Lal.-vlst. haa par'.iira-lIa'am. 
11) I. e. of the preceding Bodhlsattvas. 
II) mduB-na-fadoIJ = purohila. 
II) rjefau-rigl. II) dmaRI·rigl. 
") Lal.-vlst. 140.2-5. -

lIriihmatlim kfalriyiim kaIJyiim tJai~yjjm ,iidrim talhailla co I 
yaya .,. gutlii ,allli ,am m. kall.riim pratJ.da.ra II 
no leul.na no go/retia kumiiro mama "',m.,afa I 
gutl. lat!!. ca dharme ea ,alra' '.ra ram a'. mOIJafa II 

") Sa-~tsho-ma. 
") Lag-na-be-con-can • 
• ) Lal.-vlst. 140.21-141.4. -
The Hlatory of BuddhIsm In IndIa and Tibet 2 
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All this the chief priest repeated to the king. The latter said: 
- These women are great in telling lies; they are therefos:e not 
to be relied upon. Let, after 7 days, all the maidens assemble in 
the hall, and the youth shall give them presents that are agreeable 
to them. (That maiden) on whom the youth shall fix his eyes, 
is to become his wife 89). 

After 7 days had passed away, the youth descended into the 
hall and offered diverse precious ornaments to the maidens that 
came, but they could not support the lustre of the Bodhisattva's 
beauty and speedily departed. Last of all came Oopa, and, as the 
ornaments had been, all of them, given away, she said with a 
smile: - What fault have I committed, that thou despisest me? 
- I do not despise thee, - said the youth, but thou hast come 
too late 1°O) [66 a.l. Thus spoke he and presented her a ring worth 
many hundreds and thousands. She then departed, and those that 
had witnessed (all this in secret),lOl) said to the king: -The youth 
has fixed his eyes on Gopa and they have conversed with each 
other for a short timelD2). - The king then sent a messenger to 
the ~ii.kya DaQQapaQi, praying him to give his daughter in mar
riage to the prince. But DaQQapaQi said: - The youth has grown 
up amidst the pleasures of palace-life and is not skilled in arts 
and sports. According to the usage of my family, I may give my 
daughter only to one who knows the different arts. How can I 
give her in marriage to one who is not skilled in them 1103) This 
was repeated to the king who, having been thus twice offended, 
sat and pondered deeply. The youth heard about this and said 
to the king: - What has happened 1 - Is it not proper that thou 
shouldst tell me 1 - And the king told him all. The youth then 
proposed that a match in all the different arts and sports should 
be fought. The king was delighted and ordered to announce, by 
the sound of bells, that such a match was to take place. And, 
after 7 days, 500 youths of the Cakya tribe assembled in order 
to join in the match, and Oopa was declared to be the prize of 
him who would win 10'.) It was proclaimed that she was to belong 

") Ibid. 141. 11-12. - ''''a yuyim dirilciyim 1cumiircuya calefur aMinl
Nlr,yali hmiruya lIirayifyimi iri I 

lCIII) Lal.-vlst. 142. 14, 1~. - ni'ham 'viim vimillayimi api 'u 1chalu punu 
"'am adpapliid i,ori I 

101) 6ya-r0-6a = ,uhyo-purUfa. 101) Lal.-vlst. 142. 20-22. 
101) Ibid. 143.4-7. 10') Ibid. 144.6-9. 
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to him who would be victorious in swordsmanship, in shooting 
and wrestling. And first of all came Devadatta 106); he encountered 
an elephant that was led (into the city for the Bodhisattva), and, 
full of envy and pride, struck it with the palm of his hand and 
kUJed it. Thereafter, the youth Sundarananda108) came and 
(seing the body of the elephant), flung it out of the gates of the 
city. But last of all came the Bodhisattva, uplifted the elephant's 
body with his great toe and hurled it a mile far beyond 7 walls 
and 7 trenches. And at the place, where the elephant's body fell, 
a great pit was dug up (and up to this day) it is called "the ele
phant"s pit"107). 

Thereafter the teacher Vi~vamitra having been appointed as 
a judge, [66. b.] a match in the skill of writing took place, and 
the Bodhisattva was victorious in the contest. After that there 
was a match in the skill of counting in which the teacher Arjuna 108) 
of the Ciikya clan was the judge. Here the Bodhisattva likewise 
gained the prize, having vanquished all the others. Arjuna himself 
did not know the numbers higher than that which is called ok
,obkyo101l), whereas the Bodhisattva knew them all up to that 
which bears the name of agrasara llO). Then the Bodhisattva 
proved superior (to the rest) in leaping, swimming, and in the 
foot-race. Thereupon Nanda and Ananda both came to match 
their strength (with that of the Bodhisattva), but (the latter) only 
touched them with his hand and they instantly fell down. Next 
came Devadatta, and the Bodhisattva seized him with his right 
hand, turned him round in the air and then threw him on the 
ground, without .hov. ever doing harm to his body. Then all 
the Ciikya youths rushed upon him, but the Bodhisattva only 
touched them with his hand and they all fell down. 

The contest in shooting next took place. The target, an iron 
drum, was hit by Ananda at the distance of 4 miles,I11) by Deva
datta - within the reach of 8 miles, by Sundarananda, - from 
beyond 12 miles, and by DaQ"apaQi - at the distance of 2 yo-

101) lJIas-byin. 101) Mdl:es-dgal].-bo. 
101) Ibid. 145.4-7 ....... yar .iimpralaria ha,d-garlii ity ablaU1aiyal./ 
101) Srld-sgrub. 
lOt) mi-+kArup-pa. Cf. Vol. I. Note 1118. 
110) ,#Ii;"'po-rncho,. Lal.-vlst. 146. 9-149. 2. 
m) Ibid. 154.6. sqq.; 'lYan-"a,. = krofia. 
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janas. 111) 50 far each of them could shoot, but not at a greater 
distance. But the Bodhisattva planted the iron drum at the 
distance of 20 miles, behind it 7 Tala trees and, beyond them, -
the figure of a wild boar made of iron. He then brought from the 
temple the bow of h!s grandfather 5irhhahanu 113) and bent it, 
drawing in one leg and stretching out the other. Off sped the arrow, 
piercing the iron drum, the 7 Tala stems and the iron figure of 
the wild boar. And, having hit the ground, it disappeared. At 
that place there appeared (a pit) resembling a well which is known 
thencefrom as "the well of the arrow" 114). (Thereafter) the Bo
dhisattva likewise showed his superiority in all the other arts, as 
palmistry1l5), riding an elephant, and so on up to the preparation 
of incense-sticks. [67. a.] And Dal)9apal)i gave his daughter in 
marriage to him 118). 

6. [The Life of the Bodhisattva in the circle of noble women.] 
The Bodhisattva, in order to act in accordance with the worldly 

custom, caused Gopa to be crowned (as the chief princess) amongst 
84000 noble women. And in their company he led a life full of 
bliss and enjoyment. 

Thereafter, some of the gods, Nagas etc,u7) beheld him and 
thought as follows: - If this highest of men will abide amidst 
the circle of noble women for a long time, the living beings who 
are to be the receptacles of his Doctrine, will be no more existing 
and he will not depart (from home to lead a religious life) 118). 
And, full of reverence, they thought: - He must depart from 
home, become a Buddha and expound his Doctrine. - And the 
Buddhas, the Lords (abiding in the regions situated in the 10 
quarters of the sky)1l9) summoned him by the following verse that 
issued from the sounds of celestial music 120): 

111) dpag-tshad. 113) Sen-ge~i-za-~gram. 
116) Lal-vist. 155.19,20. - yatra ca prade,e sa ~ur bhiimi-Ialam bhitltlii 

praviftas 'asmin prade,e kiipa~ samvrtra~_/ yad adya've' pi farG-kiipa ily obhi-
dhiyale / 111) lag-rlsia. 118) Lal-vist. 157.3-5. 

117) Ibid. 160.3,4. sqq. deva-niiga-yakfa-asura-garutJa-kimnara-mahoraga
(:akra- BrCJhma-IokCJpiiliiniim. 

118) Sic. acc. to tib., but LaI.-vist. 160.8-9. lani dharmo-bhiijaniini .ar
va~y anlarhiliini bhavifyalui / bodhisattva, ca pafciid abhinifkramYG anultCJriim 
.amyaksambodhim abhisambholsyate / I 

11') Lal.-vist. 161. 12, 13. sqq. - daFa-dig-loka-dhii,u-"hi,air buddhair bha-
gavadbhi~. 110) Ibid. 161. 17-20. sqq. 



Long before, having perceived the living beings 
Enduring a hundred different kinds of suffering, 
Thou hast uttered the following entreaty: 
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"May I become the refuge, the protector and the shelter 
The benefactor and the friend of all that lives! ~, 
0, hero of virtue, remember now thy previous life 
And thy vow of helping the living beings. 
The time and the hour for thee have come; -
Depart thou, 0 great Sage, from thy home. 

And from the sounds of the musical instruments, played by 
the noble women of his retinue he heard the following words which 
were preceded by a narrative of his previous birthsl2l): -

The 3 spheres of the world are subjected to the suffering 
of decrepitude and illness, 

And, being without a refuge, are consumed by the fire of 
death. 

The living beings are ignorant of the means of deliverance 
from this Phenomenal Life, 

Being like bees that have fallen into a water-pot. 
The 3 spheres of the world are non-enduring, being like 

clouds in autumn, 
The birth and death of a living being appear like a panto

mime on the stage, 
And the duration of life is short, like that of lightning in 

the skies. [67. b.] 
It flows speedily, like a stream, descending from a mountain. 

And 122): -
Remember thou thy previous life 
And grant thou the vision of the Truth, 
Free from defilement and immaculate, 
And the sublime light of the Highest Divine Wisdom to 

the living beings 
Who are obscured by the gloom of ignorance and infatuation. 

Upon hearing all this the Bodhisattva got rid of his intoxication 
and directed his mind toward Supreme Enlightenment. Thereupon, 
3 200000 Devaputras likewise summoned him, saying181): 

111) Ibid. 173. 11-14. 
111) Ibid. 179. 3--4. 
118) Ibid. 183. 21-184. 2. 
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The change of existence, most wonderful 1I&), 
And this thy birth have been demonstrated by thee, 0 

Lion of men, 
And thou hast likewise made manifest 
Thy life in the circle of noble women 1111). 

Thou hast thus acted in conformity with the worldly custom, 
Having become familiar with the worldly properties, 
And hast brought to maturity a multitude of gods and men. 
But at present thou must think, how to depart from home, 
For the time to do this has now come. 

And further on 128): -

o thou, sweet-voiced and soft-voiced, -
Remember thou the prophecy of Dlparhkara, 
And let thy voice of a Buddha be heard, 
True, right, and free from error. -

At that time the king beheld in a dream that the Bodhisattva was 
departjng (from home). When he awakened, he aSked the eunuch 
whether the Bodhisattva was still abiding (in the palace). The 
answer was: - He is here. - The king thought: - This is a sign, 
th at the Bodhisattva is to become an ascetic. - And, in order to 
make the Bodhisattva still more attached (to his present worldly 
life), he caused three palaces to be built for him, - a cool one 
for summer-time, one suitable for the rainy seas:>n, and a warm 
one for the winter m ). And in each of these palaces 500 men 
accompanied the Bodhisattva when he ascended and descended 
the staircase, and half a yojana far was heard their watch-word: -
The prince is not to go out unnoticed! -

Now, the sooth-sayers had all of them foretold, that (the Bo
dhisattva, would depart by the royal gates 11'). And the king 
ordered many massive door-planks to be made. 500 men were 

11&) tib. pn-Iu-brlan (?) for Gliya~a~. 
111) Or the harem - b"un-rno~i-~khor = anla~purll. 
111) Lat.-Vist. 185.15, 16. - rnaiiju-rrda rnanju-gho!1I .marahi Dipam1c1lr1l-

.yo ",.iikllrlltlllm I 
b"iilllm lathii a"te_a jiJUl-g~lI-rutarn utlirehi II 

117) Ibid. 186. 9, 10. sqq. - lato rajna CUtltlhotlll1l8nIJ 1cumirlll,.11 Pllri
bhogiirlhllm trll,.o ymhllrlu1cii-priiliitliija IUir,'ii abhii"lIlI I graitmUco "ii~ilco hili
miinlikag 1:11 I 

III) b1crIl-p.-1cyi chllll-.go = mllngallJ-dlliira. 
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appointed to open and shut these doors, and their watch-word 
was to be heard l68. a.) half a yojana farue). 

Thereafter, the Bodhisattva said to (his charioteer) Chan
dakanO): - Prepare for me a chariot to go to the garden. - And 
Chandaka told this to the king. The latter gave the order that 
(on the way) the prince was to be kept far from all disagreeable 
sights and that he should see only pleasant and delightful objectsI81). 

Then the Bodhisattva went out through the eastern gate, and 
saw there a man, subjected to the suffering of old age. This appa
rition was produced by the Oevaputras through the incitation of 
the Bodhisattva himself132). The latter asked Chandaka: 133) -

0, charioteer, who is this man, feeble and helpless? 
His flesh and blood have dried up, he has but skin and 

sinews, 
His hair is white, his teeth are scarce, his body meager, 
He walks painfully and reeling and leans upon a staff. -

The charioteer replied: 134) -

This man, 0 Prince, is overcome by old age, 
His senses are weakened, he is greatly suffering, 
And his strength and energy are gone. 
He is disrespected by his friends and has no protector, 
Is unfit for action and cast out like a withered tree. 

The Bodhisattva then said 136): -
Tell me, is this a characteristic of this man only, 
Or does the whole of the living world undergo such a state? 
Tell me quickly, how is the state of things, 
And having heard, I shall duly reflect over the sense. -

18) Lal.-vist. 186. 17-19. 
110) I;Idun-pa. 
111) _ naii 1cuma,a~ prali1ciilam pa~yerl etc. Lal.-Vlst. 187. 3--11. 
III) Ibid. 187. 21. sqq. - bodhi.allva.ya ella anubhallena furldha-aIlGaa

kiyi1cair d8llapulrai{a. Ibid. 188.5-9. - kim .arame purUfa rlurbala a1plJllhiima I 
uccla",ka-miimaa-rudhira-Illaea-,niiyu-naddha(a I r:l1elamr:iro lIirala-Janla krfanga
riipo i alambya-dallt!a "rajale a.ukham .khalanla(a II 

U~) Ibid. 188. 11-14. - 8fO hi Jella purUfo jaraya' blai"laiila(a I kfi~n
lhi.fIJ(a ,urlu(aklailo bala-flir.fIJ-hi~ I bandAii-jalUJfla paribhiila alliilAabhila(a I 
1ciirya' .arnarlha apavirldlau fla_a Jiirg(a II 

III) Ibid. 16-19. - kula-dlaarma-8fa ayana Glya hilam bhatuUai I a,laalli' 
pi .Grlla-jasaro' .ya iyam lay oflGllhi I ~ighram bho~ahi flacanam Yallaa-blaiilana 
8101 I FUllla Ia,hit rlham iha yonilio cintafo.ye II 
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The charioteer answered 131): 

o Prince, this is neither the property of his race, nor of his 
country only. 

With all the living beings, youth gives way to decrepitude; 
Thy father and mother and the host of thy relatives likewise 
Cannot be delivered from the suffering of old age. 
No other way exists for the living beings! -

To this the Bodhisattva said 137): 

o Charioteer, fie on the minds of the stupid living beings, 
They are infatuated with the pride of youth and have no 

look for (the coming) old age! 
I will go back, turn round the chariot quickly [68. b.I 
I too will be subjected to old age; what use is there 
For me to be merry and amuse myself? -

So saying, he returned to the city. 
Then he went out by the southern gate and, seeing a sick person, 
asked 13S): 

0, charioteer, who is that man whose body is stiff and 
pallid, 

Who is deprived of all the senses and breathing hard, 
Whose members have all withered, whose belly 
Is swollen, and who, perfectly exhausted, sits 
In his own urine and ordure, an object of disgust? 

The charioteer replied 138): 

This man, 0 Prince, is severely ill, 
And, full of the fear, caused by this illness, is near to death; 
He has not the bright appearance of the healthy, his strength 

is gone, 

131) Ibid. 188.21-189. 2.-nai',asya deva kula-dharma ntJ rjj~!ra.dharma~ I 
lIarve i"8Q1/ya jara yauvanu Jhar~ayiJti / tubhyam pi mii'r-pi'r-biindhavlI·iiiiili. 
lIamgho I jllrayii IImukta nil hi anya galir janasya II 

137) Ibid. 189.4-7. - dhik saralhe abudha-bjjla-jllnIlSYII·buddhi~ / yad 
yauvanantJ mada-malta jaram na pa~yee / ovartayo' fU mi ratham punar aharh 
pravefye / kim mahya krit!a-ratibhir jarayjj' ,rita.ya 1/ 

118) Ibid. 189. 14-17. kim ,iirallae pur~a rUfya·vivar",.giitr~ / ,arf/endriy' 
ebhi tJikalo guru-prafvQl/ant~ I lIarviinga-fufka udariikula-krcchra.priiplo I muir. 
purifi waki Ii~!hali kUlSaniYII II 

1111) Ibid. 19-22. - lifO hi deva purufo paramam giliino I vyiidhibhayam 
upagalo mara~iinta-priipta~ / iirogya-teja-rahilo bala-f/iprahino I IIIrii~a-dviplI' 
farat'o hy apariiyat'af CII. 
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And he has neither protector, nor refuge, nor shelter, nor 
help. -

The Bodhisattva said 140): 

The state of health is (ephemere) like enjoyment in a dream, 
And (on the contrary) the terror of illness is so great! 
How can a wise man, having seen this state (of illness), 
Indulge in pleasures or have the notion of something as 

being blissful? -
(And, as before he returned to the city.) 
Then, as he went out through the western gate, he saw a dead 
body and asked again 141): 

Who, 0 charioteer, is that man, 
Whom they carry there on a bier, surrounding him, 
Tearing out their hair and nails and scattering dust on 

their heads, 
Uttering various sounds of lamentation and beating their 

breasts? -
The charioteer answered 1(2): 

This man, 0 Prince, has died here in Jambudvipa, 
Henceforth he shall no more see his parents, his wife and 

children, 
He has left his wealth, his home, and the circle of his friends, 
He is now in another world and shall no more see those 

whom he knew. -
The Bodhisattva said 1(3): 

Fie on the youth that is overpowered by decrepitude! 
Fie on the health that is overpowered by illness! 
Worthless for a sage is life that has no long duration, [69. a.) 

IlO) Ibid. 190.2-5. - arogyalii ca bhavale yalha svapna-krit!ii / tlyiidhi
bhayam ca imam idrfu ghora-riipam / ko nama vijiiapuru~o ima dr~!tla vaslhiim 
(sic) / krirlii-ratim ca janayec chubha-samjnatam ca / / 

Ill) Ibid. 190.14--17. - kim. saratho purufa manca-parigrhi1o / uridhila
kefa-nalcha piimfu t;ire k,!ipanti / pariciirayitua uiharanty urA tiirlayanto I 
niinii-tliliipa-vacaniini urii.rayanla~t / / 

Ill) Ibid. 190.19--22. - BfO I,i deva purUfo mr1u Jambudvips / no hi 
bhiiyu miilrpilr-dra~yati pulra-diiriin / apahiiya bhoga-grha-rnilra-jiiiili-lamsham 
para-Joles-priiplu na hi dra~yali bhiiyu jnatim. / / 

113) Ibid. 191.2-9. rihig yauvanena jarayii samabhidmtena / arogya dhiS 
vividha-vyiidhi-pariihrtena / dhig jivilena vidufii naeira-sthitena / dhik parJ4ila
.yo purufa.ya rati-prasangaifr, etc. 



And worthless is for the wise man the attachment to 
worldly pleasures! 

0, that old age, illness, and death would not exist! 
But great is the suffering that takes hold of the 5 groups 

of elements, 
And what is there to say of old age, illness and death, which 

are persisting and continuous. 
Enough, let us go back and reflect 
OVer the means how to attain Salvation. 

(And, having once more returned to the city, he again went out, 
this time) by the northern gate. There he saw a mendicant monk 
and asked 1"): 

Who,O charioteer, is this man with a calm and tranquil mind, 
Who goes with downcast eyes, looking only a YUBa-length 

before himself, 
Clad in a mantle of reddish hue and walking in perfect peace, 
Bearing an alms-bowl and free from arrogance and conceit?-

The charioteer answered 146): 

This man, 0 Prince, is called a mendicant monk, 
He has abandoned all desires and undergoes the strictest 

discipline, 
He has embraced religious life and seeks quiescence for 

himself, 
Is free from passion and hatred, and wanders, living on 

alms. -

To this the Bodhisattva said 148): 

Well hast thou spoken, this pleases me; 
Religious life has been always praised by the wise. 
In it lies the welfare of oneself and other living beings, 

1") Ibid. 191. 20-192. 2. - kim ,iirathe pur"fa ,anlii-pra,iinla-ciHo I 
~ipta-ca"'u "rajate yuga-miitra-dar~i I kii,iiya-tla.tra-tlalano ."pra~ii"'a
ciiri I pieram grhiwa na ca uddhaeu unnato vii II 

lC6) Ibid. 192.4-7. - 8!0 hi della pur"f0 iei bhik!u nimG I apaAiya lciillllJ
rata'ya~ .uvinita-eiiri I prawajyG-priptu ~amam iihnalllJ .mii~ I lIJriariga
dV8!a-vigato' nl1e1i pil!4a-caryim II 

US) Ibid. 192.9-12. - .idhi .ubhifitam idam mallllJ rocate ca I prawajya 
nama tlidubhi{l.atatam pra~llSrii I hiram iitmana, eo para-lalhla-hilam ea yarra I 
.ukha-jillitam .UJJ1adhuram am!'tam phalam ca II 
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And its result is a blissful existenc~, full of beatitude and 
immortality. -

Thereupon the Bodhisattva returned to his home. 

7. [The Departure of the Bodhisattva from Home).U?) 
The king, having seen and heard all this, (made arrangements) 

in order to guard (the Bodhisattva and prevent his departure). 
Walls were built, moats dug out, and massive doors were erected. 
At the crossing places of the roads 148), going from each of the 
four gates of the city, strong detachments of troops were placed, 
in order to guard the passage. The harem received the order to 
sing and make music (uninterruptedly) and to arrange various 
mirthful plays. But at that time there appeared certain ominous 
signs foretelling the Bodhisattva's departure. - The birds ceased 
to sing, the lotus-flowers withered, the trees bloomed no more, 
the sound of the pipes and lutes suddenly broke up, and the drums, 
though they were beaten, ejected no sound. The king sat deeply 
pondering [69. b.J Gopa beheld in a dream that the earth trembled 
and many other visions, and the Bodhisattva himself had the 
following dream. - He saw that he was moving the waves of the 
ocean, that the whole of the earth was his couch and the mount 
Sumeru - his pillow, that a great light dispersed all darkness, 
and that an umbrella, arising from the ground, was spread over 
the 3 Spheres of the world. He saw, moreover, that animals 
black and white and birds of 4 different colours appeared, and 
became, all of them, of one colour, that he himself ascended a 
mountain consisting of impurities without becoming polluted, res
cued many living beings that were carried by the waters of a 
stream, healed the sick and, finally, having seated himself on the 
slope of the mount Sumeru on a throne supported by lions, re
ceived the homage of the gods. -

Thereupon the Bodhisattva, thinking it unsuitable to depart 
without the leave of his father, went to the latter and said: -
The time of my departure has come. I pray thee not to hinder 
me and not to be grieved. The king replied: I shall give thee 
everything that thou canst desire, if thou wouldst but remain in 
the palace. The b\JJhisattva said: - Grant me perpetual youth, 

la') mrio""pClr.~bYI"i-ba = abhinip1cramCitICI. 
If') U\1-vJst. 6"·mdo = 9rngii,aka. 
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health, and immortality. - I have not the power to give thee 
these. Ask thou something else, - returned the king. Again the 
Bodhisattva said 141): 

o King, if thou canst not grant me these 4 highest boons, 
The absence of the fear of old age, illness, death, and of 

all calamities, 
I pray thee then to hear another my wish, - make 
That there should be no repeated existence1&O), 
After this life has taken an end. -

After that the king said: - May thy desire be fulfilled, - where
upon the Bodhisattva returned to his abode. 

And the king told all that to the <;iikyas. The latter having 
agreed to guard the prince, 500 <;iikya youths were placed at each 
of the 4 gates of the city. [70. a.) Each of these had 500 chariots 
under his command and each chariot was surrounded by 500 foot
soldiers. The eldermen of the <;iikyas placed themselves at all 
the crossing places of 3 and 4 roads, and the king himself held 
watch l61). 

At that time, the Yak~a chiefs and the 500 sons of HiuitP52), 
as they knew that the Bodhisattva was to depart that evening, 
exerted themselves in worshipping him. The 4 great guardian
kings thought of offering horses for his departure 163), and the 33 
gods likewise performed acts of worship. And the 4 gl'eat vows 
which the Bodhisattva had previously made, now appeared before 
his mind 154). At the same time, Dharmaciirin and other Deva
putras drew the attention (of the Bodhisattva) on the dissolute 
life of the harem and aroused in him the consciousness of its being 
disgusting like a cemetry. And after that he uttered the follow
ing words 1&11) : 

Alasl miserable are these creatures! 
How can one find pleasure in an assembly of she-devils? 
The foolish minds, obscured by the darkness of ignorance, 
Perceive the objects of sensual pleasure, unreal as they are 
As if they had some real value, ----

'0) Ibid. 200. 4-11. 
110) lliil-ml,ham"'''yor-ba = pra,i,amdhi. 
'") Lal.-vlst. 200.15-201.10. 
UI) E,Iphrol.ma~i 111& Ina''''sya = pal'lea Hirili,pl&,ra-paliini. 
III) Lal.-vlst. 202. 13-15. lit) Ibid. 204. 13-205. 16. 
III) Ibid. 206. 19-22. 



And never can one obtain deliverance, 
Being like an encaged bird. 

And, having reflected over the subject in 32 ways 1&8), he con
centrated his mind upon the impurity (of the objects of sensual 
pleasure)1Ii7). Thereafter he went to the 'top of the palace and 
made there his salutations to all the Buddhas. And, as he looked 
about, he saw that Indra, the 4 guardian kings, the sun and the 
moon were likewise worshipping168). He beheld moreover that 
the asterism Pu~ya had arisen, and said to Chandaka 16D): 

This is a lucky omen for me that all my aims are to be 
attained. 

This night my projects will be fulfilled; 
Therefore, 0 Chandaka, do not delay, be quick 
And get me a horse decorated with ornaments. 

Chand aka asked: - Whither shalt thou go? - and the Bodhisattva 
replied: - I am departing (from this worldly life). [70. b.J Then 
Chand aka tried repeatedly to divert him, but (the Bodhisattva) 
spoke much of the eviJ l60} caused by desire, and it was impossible 
to make him change his intention181). Then the Oevaputras 
CiintamatP62) and Lalitavyiiha 163) made it impossible for the 
citizens of Kapilavastu to awake from their sleep and to utter a 
sound. Then the Bodhisattva said to Chandaka: - Bring me 
the horseP84) And at that moment, Indra, the chief of the gods, 
and the 4 guardian kings likewise descended into Kapilavastu 18&.) 
Chandaka then said that it was not the time to depart, but the 
Bodhisattva replied: -

uln pursuit of the welfare of all that lives, 
I, having attained Enlightenment and the state 
Where there is no old age, illness, and death, 
Shall bring deliverance to the world 188)." 

111) Ibid. 207. 1-208.6. 
lit) mj.,ellII"pa~i .,om·pa = afubha·bhiillanii. 
III) Ibid. 209. 12-210. 1. 
111) Ibid. 210. 4-6. - Chanela1ca capalu mii lIilambaha I apa-riija elaela 

me alarh1crtarh I ,ar"a·,lddhi mama .t. mangalii I ar,ha·,iddhi dhr"flam adya. 

bhlfya" II 
110) " ... elmi,. = adina,a. 
111) il.ba~l.blo-groB. 
lit) Lal .• vlst. 217.5-11. 
111) Ibid. 219. 3, 4. 

111) Lal .• vlst. 210.6-217.4. 
111) Brtse-ba.bkod.pa. 

III) Ibid. 217. 12-15. 
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Such was the vow I made long before, 
And th"e time of fulfilling it has now come. 

The Oevaputra Sarilcodaka187) then summoned him, saying18S): 
Rise speedily, 0 thou, endowed with highest power and 

energy, 
Deliver the living beings, who are tormented by suffering; 
The time of thy departure (from worldly life) has now 

come. -
Then Indra opened the royal gates, Chand aka, having decorated 
the horse Kal}taka, brought it before the Bodhisattva who mounted. 
The 4 guardian-kings having lifted him up (to the saddle), them
selves rose up to the skies. Brahma and Indra showed the way, 
a light, dispersing the gloom, appeared, and, with various sounds of 
music and hymns of praise, they passed the place where the armed 
men were encamped (and fast asleep)169). 

When the Bodhisattva had arrived at the Perfectly Pure 
Sanctuary, he gave back to Chandaka the horse and the orna
ments and bade him return. And at that place a monument was 
erected which was known as "The monument in memory of Chan
daka's return"170). Thereafter, at the foot of the Perfectly Pure 
Sanctuary he cut off the locks on the crown of his head, and the 
gods seized these locks and carried them off (as an object of wor
ship). And at that place a monument was likewise erected in 
memory of this171). 

Then the Bodhisattva considered that the rich garment of 
Benares linen ill suited the custom of a monk, and that it would 
be right if he obtained a garment befitting one who has embraced 
religious life. [71. a.] And accordingly one of the gods of the 
Pure Region 17l), having assumed the form of a huntsman, offered 
him a garment of a reddish hue 178). The Bodhisattva, in his turn 
gave him his clothes of Benares linen, and the Devaputra seized 
them with both hands, placed them on the crown of his head and 

111) Yan-dag-par-bskul-ba-po. 
1.) Lal.-vlst. 220. 1-4. 
111) Ibid. 222.1-8. 
110) Ibid. 225. 10-14. - adya' pi 'ac cairyaria ClaaBcla1ca-Bi,ar'anam id 

Jlliyat •• 
m) Ibid. 22S. 115-19. - aclya' pi co 'ac cG4a-prali"alaa,am ill IlIiyOl •• 
171) 61111.-".II;'-mll~i '"11 = ,lIddlla-il1l1liha deN,a. 
III) IN nur.-mri, ... .a,aYII-,a.rra. 
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departed to the realm of the gods in order to worship (these relics). 
All this was seen by Chandaka who erected there a monument 
which is called "The monument in memory of (the Bodhisattva's 
having put on) the religious robes"17'). At that moment (all the 
Devaputras) exclaimed aloud: - Siddhartha has embraced reli
gious lifer - And this their exclamation was heard as far as Aka
ni~tha17&). 

Thereafter Chandaka brought home the horse and the orna
ments, and, having related all that had happened, appeased the 
grief of the king and the harem176). 

The Bodhisattva, having cut off the locks on the crown of 
his head and put on the reddish garments of an ascetic, assumed 
the character of a mendicant monk and went first to the abode 
of the Brahmal)a Raivata l77) and other hermitages. Finally, he 
at1:ained Vai~ali 178) and came to the place where Ara4a-Kalama 178) 
was teaching about the (mystic absorbtion in) the Sphere of Noth
ingness 1SO) to his 300 pupils. The Bodhisattva expressed the wish 
to become likewise a pupil (of Araga) and, having undergone the 
necessary training, attained the state of the mind absorbed in 
the Sphere of Nothingness. He then said to Ara9a: - Have you 
attained only this degree of concentration? - Yes, - replied 
AraQa. - The Bodhisattva said: - I too have attained it now. -
To this AraQa said: - What thou knowest - I know, and what 
I know-thou knowest. Accordingly, we shall teach the assembly 
of disciples both togetherl - Thereupon the Bodhisattva thought: 
- By this (degree of concentration only) deliverance is not to 
be attained. One must seek for something more efficient than 
thislSl). (Accordingly, he departed and) gradually made his way 
through Magadha. Finally he reached the mountain paI].gava lSI) 
and rested there. Thereupon he entered Rajagrha18S) by the 
Tapodam ) gate. The citizens and their king Bimbisira18,), full 
of faith, [71. b.] offered him a part of the kingdom, but he refused. 

1") Lal.-vlst. 226. ~13. 
lU) Ibid. 226. 14-227.2. 
171) Ibid. 237. 18-20. 177) Sic acc. to Lal., Tib. Rigs-Idao. 
118) Vans-pa-cao. 171) Rgyu-rtsal-~es-kyl bu Rin-\1phur. 
110) ci-:YIJn-med-pG1}i ,k:ye-mched = iilrirhclJlI:YlJ-ii:YlJrClllCi. 
111) LaI.-vIBt. 238. 14-239. 16. 
UI) Skya-bo. lS') Rgyal-po\1l-khab. 
a&) Chu-dron-can-gyl sgo. 
al) Gzugs-can-sfl.ln-po. 
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Thereafter he met Udraka Ramaputra 188) who was teaching to 
his 700 pupils about the concentration of mind in the sphere where 
there is neither consciousness nor unconsciousness187), and thought: 
-By such excercises of austerity I shall produce an elevated state 
of the mind and get rid of every kind of contemplation that is 
influenced by defiling agencies. Accordingly he declared that he 
would be one of the disciples (of Udraka) and soon attained the 
state of the mind absorbed in the sphere in which there is neither 
consciousness nor unconsciousness. Then, having spoken (with 
Udraka) as before (with Ara<;la-Kiiliima)188), he left him saying: -
This is not conducive to Nirval)a. - From that time 5 disciples189) 
(who had studied with Udraka) followed the Bodhisattva. And, 
when they had arrived at the summit of the mountain Gaya, the 
Bodhisattva had a sudden flash of idea regarding 3 points of re
semblance unknown and unheard of before, (referring to the as
cetics and Brahmanas who have not abandoned their desires)180). 
Then the Bodhisattva, having come to the shore of the river 
Nairafijana, thought as follows: - (I have come into this world) 
at the time of the 5 kinds of degeneration 191), amidst (living beings) 
who are devoted to teachings of a low order and think to attain 
purification by incorrect religious observances. In order (to be 
able to) remove these false views, I must begin the practice of 
the true form of penance and asceticism. 

8. [The Practice of Asceticism.] 
Accordingly, after that he abided for 6 years in the state of con

centration called "the All-pervading" 292) and during these 6 years 
underwent the most rigid austerity, feeding upon one grain of 

HI) Raits-byed-kyi-bU Lhag-spyod. 
117) nail/a-.amjBi-niisamjii;;-iyalana. The tib. has .rid-" .. = bAal/i8ra. 
1.) Lal.-vist. 243. 15-245. 15. 
HI) Lna sde-bzan-po = Paftcaka bhadra-vargiya~. 
110) Lal.-vist. 246. 10-247.4. (First point of resemblance - pralhami 

"pami), 247. 5-11. (Secord point of resemblance- dlliliyii "pam;;), 247.12-22 
(ThIrd point of resemblance - 'r'iyi ~pami). - liua "pama~ pralibhiinli "ma / 
ap-uta-puTlli anabhijila'a-pUTI/ii~ I 

111) .Big.-ma-llia = palica-~iiya. Cf. M. Vyutp. § 124. 
Ill) nam-mkh~khyab-kyi lin-ne-~d.in = iispho,.aka-.amirlhi - ikaFam a,

pharar,aam akaral,lam allikaral,lam lac ca ,arllam ,phara,i' Ii Ay ikiFa-.amam ,ad 
dhyanam 'eno' cyale ii'phiirakam i,i II Lal.-vist. 250. 19-20. The Lal. has 
iisphinaka. 
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the jujube, one grain of sesamurn, and one grain of rice, and sat 
suspending his breath. At that time (as he was sitting there im
movable), some ofthe Devaputras said to his mother MayadevP83): 
Thy son is dead. She came (down) from the realm of the gods, 
saw the body of the Bodhisattva resembling a corpse and began 
to lament: - (0 my son, said she), immediately after thou wert 
born, thou hast declared: - This is my last birth. - Now this 
thy promise has not been fulfilled and the prophecy of the sage 
Asita (regarding thy future Buddhahood) proves to be untrue. -
The Bodhisattva replied 194): 

May the sun, the moon, and the multitude of the stars fall 
on the ground, 

But I shall not die as I am now, an ordinary being. 
Therefore thou must not be grieved, for in a short time 
Thou shalt witness (my) Enlightenment and attainment 

of Buddhahood. -
Thus spoke he, and Mayadevi, delighted, returned to her abode. 
[72. a·1 

(And, as he continued to sit without stirring), the village 
cowherds and others stuffed codon into his ears, but he cast it 
out from his nose, etc. 196) Then the Evil One, (approaching him), 
addressed him with pleasant-sounding words, saying: - Maintain, 
cherish thy life, etc. But, although he thus sought an opportunity' 
(to lead the Bodhisattva into temptation), he found none m ). 

Then the Bodhisattva thought: - In order to get rid of the 
incorrect view, that through the practice of asceticism (alone) 
one can attain Salvation, I shall now take more substantial food 197) 

and thereafter go to Bodhimal).~a 198). And as he said this, the 5 
disciples lost their faith in him and went off to Benares. After 
that the Bodhisattva got the rags 188) in which the body of Radha 100) 
the servant of Sujata 80.1) had been wrapped, washed it in a pond 

111) Lha-mo Sgyu-~phrul-ma. 
Ill) Lal-vlst. 253. 18, 19 - candriirka-tiiragalJa bhi pat.ta I pr;thagjano 

nailla aham mriyeyam I yasmiin na foleo tllayi afra leiiryo / na lIai drill dra1cfyali 
buddha-bodhim II 

11') Ibid. 257.3-12. III) Ibid. 260.17-263.5. 
1") .". rag.-pa = audiinka-ihira. 
III) Ibid. 263. 21-264. 3. 
III) piriuukiilika. Cf. Childers, Pall Dictionary, p. 325. 
Il10) Grub-rna. 101) Legs-skyes-mo. 
The HI8to ry of Bllddhllm In India and Tibet 3 
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dug out by the gods, on a flat stone put there by Indra. Then, 
having got tired, he resolved to get out of the pond. The Evil One 
(in order to hinder him) suddenly, by magical power, produced 
high rocks (on the banks of the pond). But the nymph of a tree 
caused the branches of the latter to bend down i the Bodhisattva 
grasped them and drew himself out. Then, at the foot of the 
Kakubha tree 202), he stitched together the garment of rags and, 
having put over the cloths of reddish hue, presented to him by 
one of the gods of the Pure Region, entered the village (that 
was in the neighbourhood), in order to get some food. And, sum
moned by the gods, Sujata prepared (food for him), having taken 
7 times the cream from the milk of a thousand cows and cast into 
it fresh grains of rice. And, as in this food prepared by her, the 
Crivatsa 203) and other lucky signs were to be seen, she became 
delighted, and the sooth-sayers prophecied that she would obtain 
the nectar of immortality. Then she invited the Bodhisattva to 
eat and, having filled a golden vessel with honey and with the 
broth of milk (she had prepared), she presented it to him 204). And 
he, having accepted it, went to the bank of the Nairai'ijana. There 
he deposited the food and his garments likewise and began to wash. 
The gods worshipped him and poured water (upon his body). 
His hair and beard were carried off by Sujata (as relics). [72. b.] 
Thereafter he seated himself on a seat supported by lions which 
was presented to him by the Naga maiden of that river, and took 
his meal. And (having eaten), he cast the golden vessel into the 
water, and it was carried away by Sagara, the king of the Nagas205). 
But Indra, having obtained it from him, brought it to the realm 
of the 33 gods, worshipped it there, and celebrated a feast in its 
honour 208). 

9. [The Victory over the Evil One.] 
Then the Bodhisattva, having washed and taken his meal, 

grew full of strength and with superhuman energy set off toward 
the Bodhi tree, in order to vanquish Mara. The deities of the rain 
and wind moistened his path and strew flowers upon it. And all 

• ., pia .grub-byed-1cyj dran-du. Lal.-vlst. 267.6--8 . 
• ) dpCll-be~u. ..,.) Lal.-vist. 268. 22, 22 . 
•• ) Klul].l-rgyal-po Rgya-mtsho F= Sagara-Nagaraja . 
•• ) Lal.-vist. 270. 1-12 ..... nitlla palTi-yiilram nama pGrllii'}i prallar

mat/an I 
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the mountains and trees bent down (in the direction of Bodhi
ma~c.Ia), and even the new-born infants showed him the way with 
their heads, as they slept with their faces turned in that direction 20"). 
And Brahma, the PowerfuI 298), the Lord of the 3000 worlds, sum
moned all who surrounded him to worship, as the Bodhisattva 
was to reach Bodhima~Qa that evening. Accordingly, inconceiv
able acts of worship were performed 209). And from the body of 
the Bodhisattva there came forth a light, through which all 
suffering and turmoil was pacified and the spirits of the converts 
rendered pure. (Seeing this), KaJika the king of the Nagas 2ID) 

likewise worshipped the Bodhisattva 211). Thereafter the latter, 
seeing to the right side of the road a tuft of the Svastika grass 212), 

addressed it as follows 213) : 

o give me quickly a bundle of grass, 
To-day such grass will be of great use to me: 
Having vanquished Mara and his hosts, 
I shall attain Supreme Enlightenment and Quiescence. 

And it presented him with a bundle of grass, green, soft, and 
pleasant to feel. Having taken it, he thrice walked round the Bodhi 
tree, spread the grass with the tops inward and the roots outwards, 
and, looking toward the east, sat down, erected himself, and, 
concentrating his mind, said 214): 

May, as long as I sit here, my body wither away, 
May the skin, the bones and the flesh decay, 
But until I have not attained Enlightenment 
Which is hard to be secured even during many aeons, 
I shall not move from this spot. - [73 a.] 

Such was the powerful oath he uttered. 
At that time the gods, in order to protect the Bodhisattva, 

placed themselves at the 10 quarters of the skies. And the Bodhi-

10') Ibid. 273.9-15. 
lOS) Tshans-pa dbait-bsgyur = Brahmi va~avarti. 
101) Lal.-vist. 274.16-278.5. 
110) Kiu Nag-po. 211) Lal.-vist. 278. 20-281. 9. sqq. 
Ill) bkra-~iI-",va brria-ba = 8tliWi1ca-yiillali1ca. 
118) Lal.-vist. 287.3-4. - 'r~u dehi mi stlfJI,i1ca ~ighraria I adya .amiinhu 

'r~ai{lBumahama{l1 aa6alaria namuciril vihanirvii 160dhim anu"ara-~iinft Bpr~ifye. 
11&) Lal.-vist. 289. 19-20. - ihii' sane ~ufyaru me ~ariraria I IIIag-asthi

miriaBaria pralayaria ca yuru I apriipya bodhiria 6ahu-1calpa-dullabhiiria I naillii
Banii, kiiyam aIa~ calif yale II 

3· 
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sattva caused a light to issue from his body, called ttthe light 
summoning the Bodhisattvas" 216). This light was seen throughout 
innumerable regions, and many Bodhisattvas, having assembled, 
worshipped himB1e). Then he thought: - It is not proper for me 
to attain Enligl:.tenment, without having made it known to Mara. 
- And, accordingly, he let a light called "the Destroyer of all 
the realms of Mara" 217) issue from his forehead. This light caused 
all the abodes of the Evil One to be seen, made them tremble, 
and darkened them. And the following words were to be heanJ218): 

The purest living being who has 'practised virtue during 
numerous aeons, 

The son of Cuddhodana, having renounced his royal power, 
Has departed (from home) in the wish of helping others 

and striving for the nectar of immortality, 
And has now come to the Bodhi tree. Take care, therefore 

now, (0 Mara) I -
and so on. 

And Mara, the Evil One, had 32 dreams, that his abode was 
covered with darkness and the like, and made this known to his 
adherents. Mara's son, Sarthavaha219), tried to divert him (from 
going to encounter the Bodhisattva), but in vain. -

In the forms of Yak~as, vampires, and great serpents, 
Of cannibal demons, ghosts, and fiends, 
Terrifying, hideous and fierce, -
Did Mara cunningly transform all his hosts220). 

But, although he beheld such and many other frightful forms, -
The son of the Cakyas, having cognized 
That all the elements are relative and essentially unreal, 

11') byon-chub-.ems-dpa.{l bskul-bo les-byo-bo~i ~od. = bodhi,o'hlo-,omeoll/J
ui uiimo ro~mi. 

Ill) Lal.-vist. 290. 5-299. 7. 
117) bdud-kyi-dkyil-~r ,homs-cod ~joms-por-byed-p/J lee-byo-b/J(ai (&011 = 

,/JJ'1Io-miiro-mol}t!olo-vidhvomsono-kori-niimo ro~i. 
UI) Lal.-vist. 300. 13-15. - ko/pogho-cirlJo-corito hy oti~uddhlJ-,ollvo(a I 

(:uddhodGuOlyo 'OROyO(a protijohyo riijyom 1'0 nirgoto hito1cGro hy omr'ii
bhiliifi I bodhi-tlrumom hy upogow' dya kuru proyotROm. II 

UI) Ded-dpon. 
110) Lal.-vist. 307. 18, 19. - yokfo-kumbhii{lljo-mahorogo-riipii(a I rii~OIo

preto-pis:iicaka-riipii(a I ,ollaka loki viriipo-suroudrii(a I .aJ'1li '0 uirmi.a lotra 
plfhebhi(a II 
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And being endowed with a mind (all-pervading and quies
cent) like space, 

Did not become deluded on seeing all the cunning of the 
Evil One's hosts 221). 

Thereafter Mara was persuaded by those of his adherents who stood 
to the right side and sympathized with the Bodhisattva, to ab
stain (from further contest). On the contrary those to the left who 
were hostile to him, urged (Mara to continue the strife). [73. b.] 
And Mara hurled various weapons at the Bodhisattva, but these 
were all transformed into flowers. Then the Evil One said: -
How canst thou attain Salvation only by these thy merits? -
The Bodhisattva replied: - Thou hast performed one unimpeded 
sacrifice 212) and hast by the virtue of it become the Lord of the 
World of Desire. I, in my turn have made many unimpeded 
sacrifices. - The sacrifice performed by me, said Mara, was un
impeded and irreproachable. Thyself, thou art the witness of it. 
But for thy deeds there is no witness whatev~r; therefore all 
thou sayest is useless: thou art defeated. - To this the Bodhisattva 
said: - This earth is my witness. And, striking the earth with 
his right hand 223): -

This earth is the support of all the living beings, 
It is equal and it is impartial 
With regard to all, that does and does not move. 
May it bear evidence that I do not lie, 
And may it be the witness before you. 

And, as he said this, the earth trembled 6 times and out came 
Sthavara 22&) the goddess of the earth, showing half of her body 
and, folding her hands, said: - 0 highest of beings, so it is. As 
thou hast said, so is it, perfectly true. It is all evident and clear 
to me. But, 0 Lord, thou art thyself the highest witness (of the 
truth) for all the world, including the gods. - Thus spoke she and 
disappeared. -

111) Ibid. 308. 13,14. - ~akya-Bueas tu suabhauam abhauam I dharma pra
eieya-.amuuhiea buddhva I gaganopama-eiuu luyukto I na bhramate sabalom llafha 

cir,ella II 
II') pn-pa-med-pal.ai mehod-.byin = nirargGtla-yajila. 
IU) Lal.-vist. 318.18,19. - iyam mahi .arva-jagae-prati'fha I apakfa-pjjfa 

.aeara' care .ama I iyam prama~a mama na,ei me mrfa I ,Gkfiwam amin 
mama .amprayaechaeu II 

I") Brtan-ma. 



And the Cunning One with his hosts, 
Having heard this voice of the earth, 
Like jackals hearing the lions roar 
In the forest, and like ravens at the sound of a missile, 
Fled with hearts full of wrath and fear22&). 

Thereafter the Evil One, disappointed, sent his own daughters to 
disturb (the Bodhisattva). These tried in 32 different ways to 
seduce him, by covering half of their faces etc. [74 a.] But (all 
these efforts) were unable to delude (the Bodhisattva), to the great 
distress of the Evil One 226). Then C;ri227) and other tree-nymphs, 

\ 
8 in number, praised the Bodhisattva in 16 different ways, saying: 
- Thou art beautiful, like the disc of the ascending autumn 
moon, - and so on 228). In 16 forms likewise did these deities 
scorn Mara: - 0 Evil One, thou art feeble like an old elephant 
fallen into a mire, etc. 229) And in 16 different ways did the gods 
try to divert Mara, but in vain. He again hurled different missiles 
(at the Bodhisattva) and showed many miraculous apparitions, 
but gained no ground by this. The host of demons dispersed in 
confusion, and for 7 days they could not meet together again. 
And many demons at that time made the Creative Effort for Supreme 
Enlightenment. 

JO. [The Attainment of Supreme Enlightenment.] 
Thereafter the Bodhisattva became absorbed in the 4 degrees 

of trance 230) and obtained the 3 kinds of Highest Knowledge. Then, 
from the last part of the night, before sunrise, and within the space 
of time of the beating of a drum he came to the cognition of the 
12 members of the causal chain and the 4 Truths of the Saint. 
And after that, by the force of momentary Highest Wisdom 231), 

he attained the full Enlightenment, grew to the height of 7 palm-

III) Lal.-vist. 319.13-16. - tam fTutvii medi-nirallam ,a ~a!1uz{a sa,aiIlY,*- I 
Idtrasta bhilllla-hrdayo prapaliina sarve / ~rulvai' va ,imho-Iladi/om vane hi 
Hga'a~ / kiikii va 'o~fu-parane sahasa pra~a~!a(> / I 

III) Ibid. 320.1-331. 19. m) Dpal-Idan. 
III) Lal.-vist. 332. 3--4. - upa~obha,e Ivam vi~uddho-.o""a candro iflo 

~u1do-pakfe I obhivir0l:0S8 Iflam fli~udd1uzbuddha siirya iva prodoyomall,*- II 
III) Ibid. 333. 2. - durbala. tvam piipiyall jirF}a-gaja iva parako-magll,*- / I 
110) bsam-gtall = dhyalla. 
lal) .had-dg gcig dail ldan-pa~i ~ell-rab-kyill = ekll-cit.o-kfllF}lI-samyu1ctayii 

projftaya. Is the same as eka-kfa~a-abhisambodha. 
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trees and made the following solemn utterance 1a2): - "Finished 
is the course of my Path", - and so on 233). 

And the gods strewed flowers which covered his feet up to 
his knees and worshipped him. The world grew full of Iigtt, the 
earth trembled, and all the Buddhas in the 10 quarters of the sky 
became full of highest delight and saluted him, saying2M): 

Just as we have attained Enlightenment (before), 
In the same way thou hast likewise come to Buddhahood, 
(Being pure) like clarified butter and its essence. -

And the daughters of the gods likewise praised him. The Teacher 
in his turn made another solemn utterance23&): 

The fruit of virtue is bliss and the removal of all suffering, 
The projects of a virtuous being meet with success. 

[74 b.I Having vanquished Mara he attains Enlightment 
And the cool qUiescent essence of Nirval).a at an early date. -

And then, after the gods had again greatly praised him, he re
mained for a week, sitting immovably in a cross-legged posture and 
contemplated the Bodhi tree 238). On the second week he made 
his journey through the 3000 thousands of worlds. On the third 
he again contemplated the Bodhi tree without shutting his eyes. 
And, on the fourth week he made another walk, not so long (as 
the first) to the eastern and the western (seas). Thereafter Mara, 
the Evil One, entreated him to depart into Nirval).a, but, as the 
Buddha declared that, before having accomplished the aim of all 
the converts, he would not pass away, Mara was again disappointed. 
His daughters, Rati 237) and the rest approached the Buddha 
(in order to seduce him), but he transformed them into old hags. 
On the fifth week there was rainy and stormy weather, and at that 
time the Buddha abided in the realm of the Naga king Mucilinda288). 
On the sixth week he went to the Nyagrodha-tree of Ajapala 238) 

and addressed the Parivrajakas 240) as foIlowsIU): 

13t) ehed-du-brjod-pa = udana. 233) Lal.-vist. 351. I, 2. 
13') Ibid. 353.7,8. - bodhir yathiimanugala bhavala viFuddha I 'ulya{r. 

.amo'si yatha sarpi,!-i sarpa-ma1Jl!ai4 / / 
III} Ibid. 355. 19-22. - pu~ya-llipiiku .uhha 'ClTva-du{lkhiipaneri I abhi

priyu .idhyati ea p,,~yallato narasya I kfipram ea bodhi 'pn:ate vinihalytJ maram I 
,iintiipatho gaechati ea nirvfli(sic)-(:iti-bhiivam II 

131) Ibid. 369. 9-11. .") Dga~-ma. .SI) Btan-blun. 
a.l) Ra-skyon. UO} Kun-tu-rgyu. 
10) Lal.-vlst. 380.16-19. 
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Blissful is the solitary life of him 
Who }tas heard the Doctrine and perceived the Truth, 
And full of uninterrupted bliss is the life 
Of him who has subdued the animate beings, 
But has not done harm to anybody, -

and so on. On the seventh week he abided at the foot of a sacred 
fig-tree. 242). The merchants Trapu~a 243) and Bhallika 2") offered 
him honey, rice-gruel, and sugar-cane, the bark of which had been 
taken off. But he thought: - It is not suitable to take (this food) 
with one's hands. With the previous Buddhas it was a bowl in 
which they accepted (the offerings). - And the 4 guardian kings 
offered him vessels made of gold etc., but he did not take them 
(knowing that the bowls of the former Buddhas had been made 
of stone). Accordingly, each of the 4 kings took one of the 4 vessels 
that were presented to Vai~raval)a245) by the deities of the Blue 
Region 2(8), filled them with flowers, offered them and made their 
salutations. [75. a.] The Lord said 247): -

Give the mendicant's bowl to the Buddha, 
And thou shalt be thyself the vessel of the Highest Doctrine. 
He who offers the bowl to such like me, 
Will never be deprived of wisdom and memory. 

Such and similar words he uttered, accepted (the 4 vessels) and 
pronounced a blessing by the force of which they were transformed 
into one. Then Trapu~a and Bhallika prepared cream taken from 
the milk of a thousand cows, poured it into a trough made of pre
cious stones and offered it to him. And (the Buddha), after having 
taken this meal, cast away the trough which was carried off by 
Brahma. Then the Teacher granted the following benediction to 
Trapu~a and Bhallika24B): 

The blessing of the Divine bring fortune to all the countries, 
And bring to accomplishment all the desired aims. 
All your projects are to be fulfilled, 
And everything will soon be favourable to you. 

III) pn 6grol-rgyu!.&i dru.;"-du. = ,arayar.za-mUle. 
1&8) Oa-gon. Ita) Bzail-po (? Bhadrlka). 
'&8) Rnam-sras. 
".) n ila-kiyika-devap",ra. 
1«1) Lal.-vlst. 384. 8, 9. - I/,panimaya'lIa .u.galuya 6hijaRam I '"am 

bh~y/lle bhiijanom agro-yiine I umod-"ldhebhyo hi pradiiya bhiijaRam I .mr'ir 
macif eai"o na jii,1/, hiya" II •• ) Ibid. 387.12-391. 18. 
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This and the following he said and prophesied them to be the 
Buddhas known by the name of Madhusarhbhava 848). 

11. [The Swinging of the Wheel of the Doctrine.] 

Thereafter the Teacher seated himself, intending to abide in 
silence and indifference, and said 2&0): 

I have secured the cognition of the Truth, profound, 
Free from defilement, illuminating, eternal, and like nectar. 
But, if I should demonstrate it to others, they will not 

understand. 
Therefore I shall abide in solitude in the forest. 

But then he thoughp61): 
Infinite is my Commiseration with regard to all that lives, 
And I mus-t not hesitate when others pray me. 
These living beings are devoted to Brahma; so 
If he prays me I shall swing the Wheel of the Doctrine. -

Accordingly he caused a light to issue from his body, and Brahma, 
the crested 262), the lord of the 3000 worlds, came to know this, 
summoned his adherents and, with 6 800 000 other deities of the 
Brahmaloka entreated the Buddha with folded hands, saying263): 

Thou hast attained the sphere of Sublime Divine Wisdom, 
And, the rays of this Wisdom, expanding through the 10 

quarters of the sky, 
Cause to open those lotuses who are the living beings. 
o Thou, sun of Sublime Speech, why dost Thou now remain 

. indifferent?-
With such and similar words did he summon the Buddha. And, 
as the latter expressed his consent by silence [75 b.], Brahma de
parted, and the Buddha, in his turn, remained sitting as if he was 
quite indifferent (to Brahma's exhortation). 

IU) SlmJJi-r16i-!&iJyuri-ba les-pal};' rgyal-bar luri-batan-no. - Lal.-vist. 391. 22. 
- MadhU&ambhava nama jina bhavifya,ha / / 

110) Ibid. 393.1,2. - gambhil'a fanfO viraja{l prabhuvart+/ prapto mi 
dharmo hy amrto' samskr'a~ / defeya c;': ham na parasya jine / yan nina 
'iif~i pal/alii vaaeyam / / 

111) Ibid. 393. 13, 14. 
III) Tshans-pa gtsug-phud-can = ~ikhi Mahabrahma. 
III) LaI.-vist. 394. 17, 18. 



Thereupon lndra likewise entreated him sayingl54): 
Thy mind has obtained complete deliverance 
Like the full moon delivered from the jaws of Rahu, 
I pray thee, rise up, Thou who hast conquered in battle, 
And let the light of Thy Wisdom appear in the darkness 

of this world. -
Thus spoke he, but Buddha did not answer a word. Then Brahma 
again addressed him265): 

o Great Sage, I pray Thee to expound the Doctrine, -
For there are such who are desirous (of hearing it). -

The Teacher repJied 258): 

The living beings are fettered by the bonds of Desire, 
And are carried by the stream (of Phenomenal Life). 
I, in my turn, have come to the intuition of the Truth with 

great difficulty, 
For this reason there is no use of teaching it. -

Again the Teacher gave up his mind to indifference. And various 
unlucky signs appeared: - The fire did not blaze forth, and so 
on 267). (Having seen this), Brahma said 258): -

In this country of Magadha an impure teaching, 
Produced by defiled thoughts has been preached. 
Therefore, 0 Sage, I pray Thee to admit us to the nectar, 
And may the immaculate Doctrine of the Buddha be heard. 

As he thus insisted, Buddha looked upon the living beings who 
were unsteady (as regards the means of deliverance) and gave his 
consent, saying269): 

25.) Ibid. 397. 1,2. - utti,!ha vijita-samgrama prajnakira tim"ra vivara 
loke I ciuam hi ,. vim"k'am fa fir iva piir~o graha-vim,,"'a~ II 

1&&) Ibid. 397. 11. d'faya ,vam m"ne dharmam ojfti'iiro bhavifyand " 
1&1) Ibid. 397. 18,19. - anusro'am pravahyan'e kime,u pa'itii~ prajii~ I 

1c,!cchrel}a me' yam sampriip'am alam tasma' prakofi&"m II 
2&7) Ibid. 398. 2--8. 
1&8) Ibid. 398. 16,17. - viido babhiiva .amalair vicinlito dharma' vipddho 

MagadJ&efu piirvam I am!,'am m"ne 'ad "iv!,~~va dviiram H~"anli dharmam 
"imalena b"ddham II Cf. Ya~omitra, Abhidharmako~a-vyikhyi, II. Ko~a
sthina, B. B. 16. 15-17.4. 

,.1) Ibid. 400. 18, 19. - apo,,!"" '"am Gm!"asya dvirii I brahmanli .a'atam 
ye FotaVanla~ I pTavifGnd Faddhi navihe!ha-.amjiiii1}, etc. 



I shall admit to the nectar those of the Jiving beings, 
Who have ears to hear, are possessed of faith, 
And always listen to the Doctrine, free from sinful thoughts. 

Thereafter the deities of the Bodhi tree, Dharmaruci 280), and others 
asked: - Where shalt thou turn the Wheel of the Doctrine? -
He replied: - In Benares. - To this they said: - There are few 
people in that place and there is no shade; it will be better to 
preach elsewhere. - 0 ye, fair-faced, do not say so, - returned 
he. Then he reflected, as to who could be those disciples who were 
easy to convert, and to whom he was to teach the Doctrine first 
of all. And, knowing that Udraka had died a week before and 
AraQa-Kalama had likewise passed away 3 days ago, he resolved 
to teach the Doctrine to the 5 disciples. [76 a.I Accordingly, from 
Magadha, he went to Benares. And on the way he met a beggar2fl) 
who addressed him as follows: - Thy faculties are acute and Thy 
skin is pure; - from whom hast Thou learned to live in virtue? 
The Lord replied 262): 

There is none who could be my teacher, and none who could 
be equal to me. 

I am the Unique Buddha, perfectly calm and free from 
defilement. -

Thereupon (the beggar) asked: - Doest thou call thyself an 
Arhat? - (The Lord) replied 283): 

I am the Arhat in this world, -
I am the Teacher, greater than whom there is none. 
There is not a being that could be like me, 
Including the gods, the Asuras and the Gandharvas. 

The beggar asked again: - Doest thou say that thou art a Buddha, 
one who is called "the Victorious"? - The Teacher said ."): 

"The Victorious" 286) (the Buddhas) are those 
Who like myself have come to the extirpation of defilement; 

113) Chos-sred • 
• '1) ~l8ho-ba-pa = ajivaka. 
I'.) Lal.-vlst. 405.20,21. - iicaryo lUI hi me ka~ci& aadrfO me lUI uitlyate I 

eko' hom ami aarilbuddha~ 9i'i-bhuro rdra'rava~ II 
118) Ibid. 406. 2, 3. - aham ella' raMn lolce 9a.la hy aham GnUUGrG~ I Ia

clevilura-Iandharve na,d me p,adputlgal~ II 
.") Ibid. 406. 6, 7. - jini hi liiclr9a jileya Y' prap'a ilrlltla-IrfGyam I ji&i 

me papaka dhorma' leno' paka jino hy aham II .11) rgyal-ba = jilUl. 



I have vanquished all that is sinful, 
Therefore, 0 Up aka 288), I am "the Victorious". 

Whither art thou going? - inquired the beggar. -
To Benares I intend to go; 
Having come to that illustrious city, 
I shall produce an unsurpassable light, 
For the sake of the world that is like blind 18?). 

The beggar said: - May it be so, - and departed to the south. 
The teacher in his turn, went northward, reached the mountains 
Gaya, Rohitavastu 268), Uruvilvakalpa 288) and AQala no), went from 
there to the city called Sarathipura 271), and finally came to the 
shores of the Ganges. There the ferryman asked him the passage
money. - I have none, - replied the teacher, rose up into the 
air and passed over the river. This came to be known by the king 
Bimbisara who forbade after that to take any loan from the monks. 
Buddha then came to Benares, collected alms, took his meal, and 
then went to the place called ~~ipatana 272). The 5 disciples (who 
had left him) saw him coming and said: - The ascetic Gautama 
who has slackened (in his austerities), has eaten plentifully, and 
has neglected the removal (of all that is worldly), is now coming 
here. [76 b.] No one need to rise up and to present him the religious 
robes and the bowl. If he wants, he may seat himself on the seat 
that is left. Such was the agreement they made 2?3), but Ajfiata
kauQ~inya did not approve it in his mind. The Teacher arrived, 
but the 5 were not able to fulfill their intention (of showing dis
respect to him). They broke their agreement and rose up from 
their seats. - One went to meet the Teacher, another prepared 
the seat (for him) and water to wash his feet, etc. Welcome, they 
said, - pray to sit thyself on this seat. - The Teacher seated him
self and spoke many a word to the 5 disciples that excited their 
joy2?'). The five said: - 0 long-lived Gautama, thy senses are 

III) Ner-J:tgro. 
117) Lal.-vist. 406. 10,11. - Viirii!losim gomiJIyiimi gm"ii "oi Kii~niim 

pUl'im I andha""iiIa.yo lo1casyo karliilmy a.odr~iim prabhiim II 
•• ) Lteit (1) .1.) Rgyas ( 1) &70) Tsan-dan-Ia (1) 
171) Groit-khyer I<ha-Io-bsgyur. 
171) Dran-sron-Itun-ba. 
171) (wg-khrilM be,.. = kriyii"ondlaam akiirf"~. Lal.-vlst. 407. 18 sqq. 
17') Ibid. 409, 1. 
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acute and thy skin (body) is pure S?6). Hast thou made manifest 
the special intuitive knowledge (of a Saint)? - (The Buddha 
replied): - You must not caIl the Buddha "long-lived". A long 
period of life-time does not bring happiness. - I have obtained 
the nectar, have become a Buddha, and am omniscient!!?·). Have 
you not made just now a bad agreement (in order to show dis
res pect to me)? - And, as he spoke thus, they became monks 
(under his orders), feIl to his feet, confessed their sins, and became 
full of reverence. After the Teacher had refreshed his body, he 
thought: - Where am I to turn the Wheel of the Doctrine? -
And at that place there appeared 1000 seats made of the 7 kinds 
of jewels!!7?). (The Teacher) circumambulated 3 of these (that 
had belonged to the previous Buddhas) and then seated himself 
on the 4th. And, after he had done this, a light issued from his 
body, illuminating the 3000 thousands of worlds. The earth 
trembled, and the living beings became purified. Thereupon the 
gods presented him a golden wheel with a 1000 spokes and prayed 
him to swing the Wheel of the Doctrine. During the first quarter 
of the night, he did not utter a word; then at midnight he spoke so 
as to gladden (the disciples). [77 a.] And, finally, from the last 
quarter of the night he began to preach (to the five): - 0 monks, 
there are 2 extremities which are to be avoided by him who has 
embraced religious life. These are: - The extremity of licence!!78) 
and that of self-torture 279). The Buddha teaches the Doctrine as 
being the middle way280) shunning both these extremities. (This 
middle way) is the 8 fold Path of the SainP81

). 0 monks, these are 
the 4 Truths (or cardinal principles) 282) of a Saint. There is the 
uneasiness (of Phenomenal Life)283), there is the cause of it zs,), 
its Extinction,286), and the Path that leads to this Extinction 288). 

1"11) Ibid. 409. 2, 3. - fliprfUannani fe ayu,man Gautama indriya~i parip.ad-
dhaf c:halli-flar~a~ etc. ..,.) Ibid. 409. 8, 9. 

1"17) Ibid. 410.6. - ,apta-ratna-mayam iilana-,ahfUram pradarabhiU I 
1"18) l,adod-pa b,od-iiaml-kyi mrhal,a = kiima-sukhallika-anuyoga-anta. 
III) nal lin dub-pa~i mlhal,a = alma-klamalha-anuyoga-anta. 
liD) dbu-mal,ai lam = madhyama-pratipad. 
Ill) l,aphag.-pa1,ai lam yan-lag-brgyad = iirya-Gfla.nga-miirga. 
III) l,aphagl-pal,ai IHlen-po bli = calfliiri iirytHalyalii. 
III) sdug-banal = d~ha. 
II') kun-l,abyun = ,amudaya. 
III) 1,agag-pa = nirodha. 
"I) lam = marga or niradha-gii mini pralipad. 
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- Then: - Phenomenal Existence is to be cognized 187), its cause 
is to be removed 288), and so on. And: - Phenomenal Existence 
is cognized, its cause is removed, - etc. In such a way he thrice 
entered upon the subject of the 4 Truths and turned the Wheel 
of the Doctrine in 12 ways289). The consequence was, that KaulJ~i
nya became an Arhat and came to the full realization (i. e. the 
cognition) of the 3 Jewels. -

Thus, in 12 forms did the Buddha swing the Wheel of the 
Doctrine, 

And Kaul)~inya came to the full cognition 
And the realization of the 3 Jewels 290). 

In regard of this swinging of the Wheel of the Doctrine, we must 
distinguish 5 points, viz. the place (1), time (2), hearers (3), the 
Doctrine itself (4), and its aim (5). The first was Benares. The time 
was, according to some, 6 years and 6 months, according to Chim
pa 291) - 7 years, and according to Chag - 7 years without 2 
months. The hearers were Kaul)~inya, A~vajitJ92), Ba~pa293) Ma
hlinaman 294), and Bhadrika 296), - 5 men and a numerous assembly 
of gods. The Doctrine was that of the 4 Truths, repeated 3 times, 
thus representing the swinging of the Wheel in 12 forms. In the 
Abhidharmakot;( 296) it is said: -

The Wheel of the Doctrine represents (the Teaching of) 
the Path of Illumination 297). 

(The latter resembles a Wheel) by its swift movement, etc. 
And by its component parts 298) likewise. - [77. b.] 

Thus the Path of Illumination is called tIle "Wheel of the Doctrine", 
since it has a resemblance with a wheel by its swift movement, 
sweeping away, turning, subduing that which has not been sub
dued, fixing that which has been subdued, ascending and des
cending. The venerable Gho~aka 299) says: - Of the eightfold Path 

II') sd"S-bsnal yon.-s,,-r;es-par-bya == d,,~ham parijf/.eyam. 
118) kun-~byun span-bar-bya == samudaya~ prahiitav.ra~. 
III) triparivarta-dviidafiikiira-dharma-cakra-pravartana. Cf. M. Vyutp. § 64. 
110) Lal.-vist. 421. 1,2. - evam hi dviidafiikiiram dharma-cakram pravarti-

ram I Kllu~in.rena ca iijiiGtllm nin!"tii rataniis trllYII{a (sic) II 
111) Mchims-pa. III) Rta-thul. III) Rlans-pa. 
II') Mln-chen. III) Bzan-Idan. 
01) Transbalkallan (Tsugol Monastery) edition, 89 b. 1-2. 
III) mehon-lam == dllrfanll-miirga. 
-) Lit. "its spokes". III) Dbyans-sgrog: 
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of the Saint, the correct viewatJO), correct reflection 801), correct 
exertion 382), and recollection 303) are the spokes (of the Wheel). 
Appropriate speech 304), acts 305), and means of livelihood 308) are 
like the navel. Finally correct concentration is similar to the 
circumference of a wheel. Owing to all these points of resemblance 
(the 8 fold Path of the Saint) is called the Wheel of the Doctrine. 
We have it however usually said that the Path of Illumination is 
called the Wheel of the Doctrine. The realization of this Path in 
(the stream of elements) of Kaun9il)ya, is spoken of as "the Swing
ing of the Wheel of the Doctrine". It has been repeated 3 times, 
viz. I. "This is the uneasiness of Phenomenal Life", etc., 2. "Phe
nomenal Existence is to be fully cognized," etc., 3. "Phenomenal 
Existence has been fully cognized", etc. With regard to each of 
these 3 "repetitions" it has been said: - The vision (of this) has 
arisen, and the cognition, full apprehension, and analysis (of it) 
have been brought about 307). - The Path free from impediments308), 
the Path of Deliverance 309), and the Special Path 310) have been 
demonstrated, as representing the 12 aspects of the Teaching. -
But, may it be said, we shall have altogether 12 "repetitions" 
and 64 aspects. - There is no mistake in this, since the divisions 
in 3 and in 12 correspond to each other. According to the Vaibhii
~ikas, the 3 repetitions or recurrences (of the Wheel) demonstrate 
the Paths of Illumination, Contemplation 311), and the Ultimate 
Path 312). But in such a case the swinging of the Wheel of the 

:100) yan-dag-pa~i lta-ba = samyag-dmi. 
301) yan-dag-pa~i rtog-pa = samyak-samkalpa. 
'08) yan-dag-pa~i-Tt8ol-ba= samyag-vyayamo. 
808) yon-dag-po~i dron-pa = somyok-smrti. 
aot) yon-dag-po~i nag = somyog-vak. 
101) yon-dog-po~i los-mtho~ = Bomyok-kormiin'o. 
101) yo;,-dog-pa~i ~'sho-bo = somyog-iijivo. 
107) Lal.-vlst. 417.16,17. jiiiinom "'ponnom colefur u'pannam vidyii UI-

panni medhii u'panni projiiii u'ponni iloko~ pridurbhUto~. 
108) bor-chad-med-lom = iinan,oryo-miirgo. 
101) rnom-grol-lam = vimuk'i-margo. 
110) khyad-par-gyi lam = vifefa-miirga. Cf. Yac;omitra, Abhfdharmakoc;a-vy

akhya II Koc;asthana, B. B. 31. 20-32.1. - ..... iinantoryo-miirga "'padyor. / 
'0 punor yena klefiin prajohiiti / tlimukti-miirgo' py iinontarya-miirgiid anantoram 
UlpadyGle kl'fQ-prohiir.za-prap'er otladhiirako~ / tlillllfo-miirgo. 'Gla uccaria flillif'o 
miirgo~ / 'ena marger.za na"a-prakiir~ klefii~ praheya(l/ 

111) 180m-lam = bhiitlonii-miirgo. 
au) mi-alob-lom = ofoikfo-miirgo. 



Doctrine could not consist of 3 recurrences and 12 forms, since 
the Path of Illumination alone would not represent these 3 re
currences and 12 forms. For this reason, just this division of the 
Doctrine 313) is called "The Wheel of the Doctrine". The 3 re
currences are the 4 Truths of the Saint as repeated 3 times. The 
12 forms (or aspects) are: -1) - "This is Phenomenal Existence". 
2) - "This is its cause." 3) - "This is the Extinction" (of Pheno
menal Existence). 4) - "This is the Path leading to this Extinc
tion." [78 a.] 5) "Phenomenal Existence is to be fully cognized." 
6) - II Its cause is to be removed." 7) - cc Extinction is to be 
realized." 8) - "The Path is to be made an object of Concentrat
ion." 9) - "Phenomenal Existence has been fully cognized." 
10) - "Its cause has been removed." 11) - CCExtinction is rea
lized:' 12) -- "The Path has been made an object of Concentrat
ion 31&)." The" Swinging" of the Wheel means introducing it or 
making it intelligible to the mind of another person. The aim 
attained (by this swinging) was as follows: -At the first recurrence, 
the Path of Illumination was realized in (the mind of) KauQQinya 
and the numerous gods. At the second - KauQQinya attained 
Arhatship and the Path of Illumination likewise became originated 
in (the minds of) the other 4 disciples. Finally, at the 3d swinging 
these 4 likewise became Arhats. This was the direct aim (attained). 
The indirect, or the special aim was: - To cause the converts, 
to abstain from views maintaining the reality of the IndividuaI 31&) 
(as an independent whole) and, thereafter, to make the.ll partake 
of the 4 Results of saintliness. -

As concerns the Teaching of the Intermediate Period 318), "the 
Wheel of the Doctrine of Non-substantiality", -the place (where 
it was delivered) was the mou ntain Grdhrakuta 317). The duration 
of time was, according to Tho-Io 318) 30 years, according to Chim
pa - 27 years, according to Chag - 31 years, and according to 
others - 12 years. The hearers were 1250 or 5000 monks, nuns, 
and male ale) and female 320) devotees of the laity and a multitude 
of myriads of Bodhisattvas. The Doctrine is that of Non-sub
stantiality, that which is contained in the Prajnaparamita and the 

Ill) chot-kyi rnam-gran. = dharma-paryaya. 
IU) Cf. M. Vyutp. § 64. 111) gan-sag = pudgala. 
111) madhya-caMa. IU) Bya-rgod-phun-po. 
Ill) Khro-Io. 8LI) dge-ballen = upa,aka • 
• m) dge-bsllen-ma = upa.ika. 
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Scripture of the Intermediate Period. According to Dharma
mitra 321), the Prajiiaparamita contains a 2 fold subject-matter, 
viz. the essence of the Doctrine and the process of intuition (of 
the Truth)312). The first is exposed in the Prajiia-hrdaya323) etc. 
These discourses demonstrate the Absolute Truth, i. e. the Non
substantiality (and Relativity) of all the elements of existence 
and the 3 Media of Deliverance 324). The second is exposed in (the 
following Siitras): - The most detailed of all is the (:atasiihas
rikci 325), the most detailed of the discourses of intermediate compass, 
- the Paiicavimfatisahasriki&326), the intermediate of the inter
mediate, - the A~~adafasahasrikii,327), the most abridged of the 
intermediate, - the Da~asahasrikii,328), the most detailed of the 
abridged Siitras, -i. e. the A~~asi&hasrika329) and the most abridged 
of the abridged, [78 b.] - the Ratna-gu1.la-samcaya330). These all 
have the same subject-matter which is the Teaching about the 8 
forms of intuition (on the Path) 331). There is a difference only in 
the verbal part, the latter being either diffused or abridged. So 
is it said in the commentary on the verse: -

There is only a difference in the varieties of exposition, 
The abridged, etc. 

The first 5 have been expounded simultaneously. Indeed, the in
quirers 332) are the same in all these Siitras. Moreover in the part 
concerning the methods of purification of the Sphere of Buddha
hood 333), the prophecy granted to the goddess of the Ganges is 
everywhere the same. This latter fact is a decisive argument, for 

811) Prasphufapada, Tg. MOO. VIII. 
al.) mnon-rlogB = abhisamaya. 
a.a) Cer-silin (Ces-rab-silin-po), Kg. RGYUO. XII. 
m) rnam-ehar-sgo-gsum = Iri~i flimo~a-mukhani. M. Vyutp. § 73. 
a •• ) Ston-phrag-brgya-pa. _ 
a.l) NI-khrl-Ina-ston-pa. Is likewise known by the abridged title NI-Khrl. 
SI'I) Khrl-brgyad-ston-pa. 
au) Ces-rab-khri-pa. 
III) Brgyad-ston-pa . 
• ao) Yon-tan-rin-po-che-sdud-pa. According to Tson-kha-pa's Gser-phren 

this classification is not correct. The Sarilcaya cannot be regarded as an Inde
pendent Sutra, the most abridged of ail, since it represents the 84th chapter 
of the ~fida~a-sahasrlka (Gser-phren, Labran edition, I, 7 a. 4,5). 

881) I. e. the 8 principal subjects of the Abhlsamayalarilkira. Cf. vol. I. 
page 51, notes 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515). 

881) lu-ba-pD, i. e. Subhiitl, Carlputra, Ananda, etc. 
ss.) Zin-dag-.byor-ba == ~elra-fuddhi-prayoga, Abhlsamayilarilkira IV. 61. 
The History of Buddhism In India and Tibet 4 
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it is not proper that one and the same Buddha shotlld foretell the 
attainment of Enlightenment by one and the same person again 
and again. But, may it be said, this disagrees with the fact, that 
several prophecies had been delivered with regard to Nagarjuna. 
(To this we answer): - These prophecies were each of a different 
character. In some it was said that he would be the elucidator of 
the Doctrine, in others - that he would attain Buddhahood, etc. 
But the prophecy granted to the goddess of the Gahges is (only) 
that of future Buddhahood and is everywhere the same. 

Now (may it likewise be said), in the introductory chapters 33') 

it has been said that the hearers were half a hundred and thirteen, 
and afterwards we have it stated that their number was 5000. -
This is contradictory. - (To this we say): - There is a difference 
here, viz. (in the first case) \ 'e have an enumeration of the different 
congregations, (and in the second) - of the individuals that were 
present. 

In the Catasiihasrika the chapter containing the questions of 
Maitreya 336), that on Eternity, that which contains the sermon 
delivered to Dharmodgata, and the summary at the end - these 
4 are absent; they have not been brought by Nagarjuna from the 
realm of the Nagas. 

It has moreover been said: - Although it (the Prajiiaparamita) 
has been delivered in one way, it has been differently understood 
in many different forms. Or, to speak otherwise, the Word is one 
and it has been communicated in one form, but it can be under
stood in different forms, so that everyone can apprehend it, (being 
convinced): - This is intended for me. Accordingly, in conformity 
with one's own faculty of understanding which can be weak, inter-

U') g/en-gii = nidana. 
III) This passage is noteworthy, since just this chapter containing the 

questions of Maitreya is evidently a later production, as it contains the teaching 
about the 3 aspects of Reality in accordance with the standpoint of the Yogacara 
school. (ka/pitam rupam = parikalpila-lak~al')a, lIikalpitam rupam = para
'ontra-l~al')a and dhormata-rupam = parini~pa"na-l~a1)o). Cf. Haribhadra's 
Abhlsamayalamkaraloka, MS. Minaev, 41 b. 14. - 42 a. 1. - kolpitam rupam 
sriih,.a-sriihaka-akiire~a kalpitatllat / uikalpitam rupam obhuta-parikalpanena 
jllanam etllI ta.hi-pro.ibha.a iei uiklllpitotllat / dharmlltii-rupam. 'IItlllllto rupllm 
8IIa punYGtii-riipe~parini,pannlltuat / /This subject is discussed In detail In TSOll
kha-pa's Legs-b~ad·si'lin-po, where It is directly said, that this part of the Pai'lca
vim~atlsahasrika Is considered by some to contain the teaching of Yogacara
vljflanavada. 
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mediate and acute, one is made to understand (the Doctrine) in 
3 ways - viz. as detailed, intermediate and abridged. So have 
the compilers written it down. They could not have rehearsed it 
in such a manner themselves (without any divine assistence). 
There is however no defect here, for this is a miracle produced 
by the blessing of the Buddha himself. [79 a.] 

This is affirmed by the teacher Trilak~a (Sthirapala), as say 
the translators Tho-phu 338) and Chag. As concerns the Samcaya, 
we read in the commentary thereon 337), that it had been subse
quently delivered in the dialect of Magadha, in order to give satis
faction to the 4 varieties of hearers. 

The aim of the Teaching was to cause all those who had ad
hered to false views to abstain from these and, subsequently, to 
direct them to the unique passage (to Salvation)338) -the Doctrine 
of Non-substantiality (and Relativity) and of Monism338). It is 
said in the Lalita-vistara 340): 

(The Buddha) has turned the Wheel of the Doctrine, 
That of Monism and Relativity, (the Teaching) 
That there is no substance and no plurality, 
That nothing (really) appears and disappears anew, 
And that nothing (really) increases or becomes diminished. 

The fact that these precepts represent the Scripture of the inter
mediate period is indicated in the Prajiiii-piiramitii itself as follows: 
- And there arose the sound of the murmur of the gods in the 
skies: O! in Jambudvipa the second swinging of the Wheel of the 
Doctrine can be witnessed. The 3d Wheel of the Doctrine is that 
which ascertains the essence of the Absolute Reality 341). The 

"8) Khro-phu. His name is Jam-pai-pal (Byams-paJ:1i-dpal). Cf. below. 
331) Tg. MOO VII. 
'38) bgrod-pa-gcig-pa = ekiiyana. 
331) tshul-gcig-pa = eka-naya. Cf. Abhisamayalamkara, 1.62 - samalai'ka

naya-jiiara. 
3"') 436. 11, 12. The version of Lefmann's edition is different - anilayam 

ni~prapancam anutpadam asambhavam I vivikram prakrti-funyam dharma
cakram pravarriram II 

341) don-dam rnam-par-nes-pa~i ~khor-lo. This is the name given by the 
Chinese commentary on the Samdhinirmocana-siitra of Wen-tshig. (Tg. MOO. 
XXXIX, XL, and XLI. According to the Tib. tradition it Is usually called 
leg8-par-rnam-par-phye-ba-dan-ldan-pa~i ~khor-Io (legs-phye~i chos-~r) - the 
Teaching containing a perfect and correct discrimination (of that which does 
and does not exist as an Ultimate Reality.) Cf. Samdhinirmocana-siitra quoted 
below and TSOIi-kha-pa's Legs-b\;ad-siliti-po, Tsan edition, 13 a. 4-0. 

4· 
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place where it was delivered was Malaya or Vai~alia'I), etc. It 
is said that the circle of hearers consisted of those devoted to the (3) 
different Vehicles, but it would be correct if we would take this 
to mean: "The Bodhisattvas who have entered all the different 
Vehicles." As concerns the time (during which it was exposed) 
- Tho-Io says that it was 12 years, -Chim-pa -10 years, Chag -
7 or 9 years and others - 26 or 27 years. I myself have not seen 
any authoritative source for these (different varieties) of counting 
the time. 

The Doctrine is that which definitely demonstrates the Abso
lute Reality. At first, the earliest Teaching completely excluded 
the nihilistic point of view (i. e. everything, all the elements, were 
considered to be real in themselves). Owing to this an (incorrect) 
realistic imputation could easily grow predominant. With a view 
to this (the Buddha) has expounded the intermediate Teaching 
in which a negativistic standpoint predominates. But this (Scrip
ture of the latest period) introduces different (degrees of Reality) 
demonstrating (the elements in their) imputed aspect 343) as totally 
non-existing 344), (the elements in) the causally dependent aspect 345) 

as having a real existence from the standpoint of the Empirical 
Reality 348), and the 2 forms of the Ultimate Aspect 346 a), as re
presenting the Absolute Reality. [79 b.] It is accordingly that 
which puts an end to the 2 extreme points of view, contains the 
direct meaning 347) and cannot be an object of dispute. On the 
contrary, the other 2 (Swingings of the Wheel of tht Doctrine) 

3&2) Yans-pa-can. 
8U) kun-tu-brtag8-p(l~i mtshan-nid (kun-brtags) = parikalpita-lak~ar;za. 

UI) Tson-kha-pa and his school object to this statement of Bu-ton that 
the imputed aspect is totally non-existing. 

ua) gian-dban-gi mtshan-nid (gian-dban) = paratantra-lak~al}a. 

3") kun-rdzob = samvrti. 
"Ia) yons-su-grub-pa~i-mtshan-nid (yons-grub) = parin~panna-lak~al}a. 

The 2 forms of this aspect are: 1. The Absolute as the pure and non-illusionary 
consciouness, as for instance the concentrated transcendental wisdom of the 
Mahayanist Saint perceiving the separate unreality of the elements, and 2. the 
Absolute as the true and unalterable essence of existence, Cf. Khai-~ub (Mkhas
grub), Ston-thun-bskal-bzan-mig-~byed, Vol. I of Khai-~ub's works, Tsan 
edition 31 a. 1-2. - dbye-na theg-chen-~phags-pa~i chol-kyi-bdag-med rrogs
pa{&i miiam-biag-ye-fes-lra-bu phyin-ci-ma-log-pa~i yoris-grub (= dharma-naira
rmya-bodhaka-samiihita-jiiiina-bhuta-aviparita-parini~panna) dan chos-iiid Nyur
med yoris-grub (= avik;'ra-dhQrmatii-bhura-parini~PQnnQ) gni,-re. 

31?) nes-don = niriirlha. 
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are of conventional meaning and can be made an object of contro
versy. This is the opinion of the Vijfianavadins. It is said in the 
Samdhinirmocana-sutra 348): -Thereafter Paramarthasamudgata 349) 
addressed the Buddha as follows: - The Lord has first of all, in 
the country of Benares, at ~~ipatana 350), in the grove of the ante
lopes 351), swung the Wheel of the Doctrine, demonstrating the 4 
Truths of the Saint to those who had entered the Vehicle of the 
{:ravakas. It was a marvellous and wonderful Teaching, similar 
to which none in this world, whether gods or men, had expounded 
before. But nevertheless, this Wheel of the Doctrine, swung by 
the Lord, (was not the highest form of the Teaching, expounded 
by him). There were (other Teachings to follow) that were more 
sublime than it 3:;2). (This earliest Teaching of the Buddha) left 
a'n opportunity for controversy, was of conventional meaning 3i3) 

and an object of dispute 354). 

Thereupon the Lord, having begun with (the Teaching that) all 
the elements are devoid of a real essence of their own 355), that they 
neither become originated 356) nor disappear 357), that they are 
quiescent from the outseP58) and by their very nature merged in 
Nirval)a 359), has swung the second Wheel of the Doctrine for the 
sake of those who had entered the Great Vehicle 360), - (the Te
aching) marvellous and wonderful as it demonstrates the principle 
of Non-substantiality (and Relativity). But, as regards this Wheel 
of the Doctrine swung by the Lord, there are likewise other Te
achings superior (to it). It is of conventional meaning, presents 
an opportunity (for controversy) and can be an object of dispute. 

Finally, the Lord has (again) started with the Teaching about 

3<8) Kg. MOO. V. 24 b. 5-25 a. 4. 
au) Oon-dam-yan-dag-~phags. 
3110) Dran-sron-ltun-ba (or Ihun-ba). 
361) Ri-dvags-kyi-nags = Mrgadava. 
361) bla-na-mchis-pa. Is explain,ed by Wen-tshig as: "their being other 

teachings superior to it" and by TSOll-kha-pa "as their being other teachings 
higher than it, viz. those of direct meaning". Legs-b~ad-si'lin-po 12 a. 1-3.) 

363) dron-Jon = neyiirtha. 
au) rtsod-poJ;ai-gzi = viviida-adhikararJa. 
all) oo-bo-ii.id-ma-mchis-pa = ni1;asvabhiivatii. 
36') ,kye-ba-ma-mchis-pa = anutpanna. 
317) I}gag-pa-ma-mchi,-pa = aniruddha. 
au) gsod-ma-na,-li-ba = adi-fiinta. 
358) ran-biin-gyis-yons-su-mya-nan-la,-J;adaa-pa = prak!1i-parirdr"!'I'a. 
aID) Iheg-pa-chen-po-la yan-dag-par-lugs-pa = ma1&Gyiina-,amprlJll'hicG. 
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the absence of a real essence with the elements and (the demon
stration of the latter) as neither becoming originated, nor dis
appearing, as quiescent from the outset [80 a.] and as being, by 
their very nature, merged in Nirval).a. He has then swung the 
third Wheel of the Doctrine for the adherents of all (the 3) Vehicles, 
(the Teaching) miraculous and wonderful, as it gives a perfect dis
crimination (of that which is and is not an ultimate reality). And 
this swinging of the Wheel of the Doctrine by the Lord is to be 
regarded as unsurpassable, it gives no opportunity (for a:;cribing 
faults), is of direct meaning and cannot be an object of dispute. -

The aim of this (Teaching) was to remove the 2 extreme im
putations 361) and to cause (the converts) to adopt the middle 
way 382). 

According to the Madhyamikas, the earliest and the latest 
Scripture are both conventional 363), and (only) the intermediate 
contains the direct meaning. The passage (of the Samdhinirmocana
sritra) just quoted, is explained (by them) as being itself of con
ventional meaning. Some say that (the Teaching of the latest 
period) is that which removes the contradiction between the first 
2 divisions of Scripture. (These authorities) try to establish this 
on the foundation of the Lankiivatiira where it is said 36'): -

From the Empirical Standpoint everything exists, 
But from that of the Absolute there is no (separate) reality; 
Therefore, existence and non-existence with regard to one 

and the some thing, 
Must not be regarded as a mutual contradiction. -

So they say, (but we answer to this): - The text quoted expresses 
the point of view of the Madhyamikas, but not that of the Vijiiana
vadins 36&). The latter are not of the opinion that something which 
does exist, could at the same time be unreal as an ultimate reality 388). 

111) Realism or Eternalism (rtag-mtha~ =-= fafvata-anta) and Nihilism or 
Materialism (chad-mtha~ = uccheda-anta). 

811) d"u-ma~i-lam = madhyama-pratipad. 
113) dgons-pa-can = abhiprayika. • .. ) Ed. Bunyiu Nanjio, p. 280. 
III) According to the Vijfianavadins, the existence of ultimate realities 

(paramart/uuac) Is admitted. 
811) According to the Vlji'iinavidins, there is a distinction to be made bet

ween "an ultimate separate reality" (paramartha-lIac) which is identical with the 
idea of the separate element in the causally dependent aspect (paratantra) , 
and the Absolute (paramartha-llatya) which is the same as parini!panna-l~af}IJ. 
I(hai-t;lub, Ston-thun, 19a.2. 
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And the Vijiianavada is not capable of removing the contradiction 
between the views of the Hinayanists and those of the Madhyamikas. 
Some call the earlier Scripture "the Wheel of the Doctrine demon
strating the 4 Truths of the Saint", that of the second period -
CCthe Wheel of the Doctrine demonstrating the 2 Truths" 387), and 
that of the third - "the Wheel of the Doctrine in which the di
stinction of the Truths has not been made at all". (This is incorrect,) 
since we have undeniable proofs that in this latest division of 
Scripture the 4 or the 2 Truths have been frequently mentioned. 

According to some, the latest Scripture is "that of the different 
Vehicles", since it demonstrates different Teachings that relate 
to the (3) Vehicles, as it is said in the Lalita-vistara 388): -

In different forms, (demonstrating) the resemblance 
With an illusion, a mirage, a dream, 
With the moon's reflection in the water, and the echo, 
The Lord has swung the Wheel of the Doctrine. - [80 b.] 

The Pal}~it Parahitabhadra 369) says: - He has swung the Wheel 
of the Doctrine, the Teaching about the attainment of a blissful 
existence for those deprived of the element of (the saintly) Ii
neage 370). - And, according to Sajjana: - It is the Wheel of the 
Doctrine of the Pratyekabuddhas demonstrated to the members 
of that spiritual family. (As concerns this last statement), Chag 
says that it is contradictory to that which is said about the 3 
Wheels of the Doctrine (i. e. that the first is intended for the Hi
nayanists, the second for the Mahiiyanists, and the third - for 
the adherents of all the Vehicles). This is quite clear, since no 
such separate Code (of the Pratyekabuddhas) exists 371). 

Now, (in reality) the Lord, having extirpated the force which 
calls forth speech 372), has attained Enlightenment in perfect silence 
and then, up to the time of his attaining NirvaQa, has not uttered 
a single word. But, in accordance with the thoughts (and the 

11'1) I. e. the Empirical (samvrti) and the Absolute (parllmiirchll) reality. 
301S) 436.15, 16. - miiyii-mllriei sVllpnam ell dllkaeandrll (sic) prlld~rufkii I 

:yathllf fe fafhii rae ca1crllm loka-niilhenll tlar,uam II 
... ) Ofan-phan-bzan-po. 
8'/0) rig.-med-plI = IIgOlrllka. 
an) Cf. Siitriilamkiira, xr. t. and commentary - hina:yiinll-/lgrllyiina

bhedenll dlJllYllm bhlltlari p-iitlaka-pi'lIkllm bolihilOfltlll-p4akllm CII. 
I'll) riag kun-no.s-."oli-b~i bag-chag.s = lJiik-.sllmuuhiino-lJiisllnii. 
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needs) of the living beings, he appears as if teaching (the Doctrine) 
in various forms 3?3), as it is said 37'): -

A cymbal on a magic circle 
Issues its sounds, being agitated by the wind, 
And although there is nothing with which it is beaten, 
Its sound is nevertheless heard. 
Similar is the voice of the Buddha which arises, 
Being called forth by the thoughts of the living beings, 
And owing to their previous virtuous deeds. 
But the Buddha (himself) has no constructive thought 
(By which his words could be conditioned). 

The voice of the Buddha is therefore something inconceivable for 
our mind. 

The Teacher has thus perceived the hvmg oemgs subjected to 
suffering, being obscured by the pellicule 376

) of ignorance, tied by 
the knot of egocentristic views, suppressed by the mountain of 
pride, consumed by the fire of desire, wounded by the weapons of 
hatred, cast into the wilderness of Samsara, and unable to cross 
the streams of birth, old age, illness, and death. And, in order 
to deliver them (from this suffering), from between his teeth re
sembling a beautiful sonant conch-shell, he stretched forth his 
tongue endowed with miraculous power, ejected his voice, similar 
to that of Brahma, and thus expounded the whole of the Doctrine. 

12. [The Buddha's Attainment of NirvaQa 378).J 

Thereafter we have (the last) act (of the Buddha), viz. his de
parture into Nirval)a. - The Lord addressed .Ananda in order that 
the latter should pray him not to depart into Nirval)a. [81 a.] He 
said: - 0 .Ananda, he, who on the foundation of the 4 miraculous 
powers 37?) has repeatedly practised profound meditation, can, if 

173) Cf. Conception of Buddhist Nirviil)a, p. 210. (quotation of the Tathagata
guhya in the xxv. Chapter of the Miidh. vrtti). 

8") The same idea is frequently expressed in the Uttaratantra. Cf. my 
translation, chapter IV. "The Acts of the Buddha." 

171) lin-rog = mea. 
'71) The narrative of the Buddha's attainment of Nirval)a and the following, 

I. e. the burial of the Buddha, the first and the second council Is taken from the 
Vinaya-k~udraka, Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 

87') rdzu-{Jphrul-gyi rk_n-pa b,. = call1iira rddhi-piidiil}. 
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he wishes, remain living for an aeon or even longer than that 378). 
The Buddha has taken recourse to the 4 miraculous powers and 
has practised meditation again and again. Therefore, if the Buddha 
wishes, he can live during an aeon and longer than that. So he 
spoke to him twice and thrice, but Ananda, being obscured by Mara, 
did not answer a word 379). Then Mara the Evil One (in his turn) 
prayed (the Buddha) to pass away into Nirval)a, and the Buddha 
consented, saying that he would do so after 3 months 380). There
upon the Buddha mastered the force of life and cut away the force 
of Iife-time 381). And, the moment he did this, the earth trembled, 
the stars fell down, in the 10 quarters of the sky there burst forth 
flames, and the gods residing in the atmospherical space, beat 
their drums 382). (i\nanda) asked the cause of this and the Buddha 
explained to him the 8 causes owing to which the earth trembled 
etc. 383) And i\nanda then understood, that the Lord had cut away 
the force of life-time and prayed him (to continue to live), but 
the Buddha did not consent 3114). Thereafter, having delivered his 
instructions to the congregation of Capala 385), the Lord departed 
in the direction of Vai~alL And, looking all the while to the right, 
he finally reached the grove of <;irh~apa trees situated to the north 
of the villages of Vriji. There he spoke to the monks about the 3 
disciplines, and after that he gradually came to another <;irh~apa 
grove to the north of the village of Upabhoga. And, having de
monstrated (to the monks) that the trembling of the earth was the 
sign, that he would soon pass away into Nirval)a, he said: - If 
(the Teaching which you intend to follow) is contained in the Sutras, 
is to be found in the Vinaya and is not in conflict with the true state 
of things, you are to accept it as (my) Doctrine. If this is not the 
case, then (a teaching of some other kind) is not to be accepted 388). 

[81. b.I 
a78) kalpam kalpiivafefam ca. (bskal·pa-~a", bskal-ba-los l1uJg-gi blJr-du). 

Cf. Ya~omitra, Abhidharmako~a-vyiikhyii, BB. II. 19. 15. 
371) Vin.-k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 247 a. 5-6. 
380) Ibid. 248 b. 1-249 a. 3. 
"1) Ibid. 249 a. 4-5. Cf. Yac;omitra, Abhidharmako~a-vyiikhya BB. 

I I. 20. 3, 4. - jivila-Iamskiiriin adhifEhaya (l}lsha-bal}i-l}du-byed byiftoS:rH brlabs
nos) iyul}-,amskirjjn ulsrfElJviin I 

381) Vin.-k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 249 a. 6. 
38a) Ibid. 249 b. 1-250 a. 7. alt) Ibid. 250 a. 7-b. 6. 
381) Xyl. r,slJ-blJ-lil}i dge-l,adun. The Kg. has ISIJ-plJ-lal}i. 
asa) Vln.-k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 250 b. 6-256 a. 6. 
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Thereafter the Buddha accepted his last alms from Cu nda, 
the son of a blacksmith in the village of Papa and, having preached 
the Doctrine, departed to Ku~anagara 387). (On the way) he laid 
himself to rest between Papa 388) and the river Vasumati 388). Ananda 
got some muddy water from the stream Kakuta and brought it 
(to the Buddha). The latter washed his mouth and feet and, having 
refreshed himself, rose up 390). From PaQQaka 391) who belonged to 
a great community of the Mallas and who had been converted by 
the Buddha, the Lord accepted 2 new pieces of cloth of the colour 
of gold. And, as he put them on, having Cltt off the fringes, his 
body shone brilliantly. Being asked the cause of this, he replied: 
- The reason is, that I am to attain NirvaQa this evening 392). 
Then he washed himself in the river VasumatP93) and, as a means 
of removing the grief of Cunda, said that he whose alms (the Buddha 
accepts) will reap merit equal to that of attaining Buddhahood and 
Nirval)a 394). Ananda then asked him how to pacify desire, and 
he said: - One must wash it away with the rain of moral purity 
and then arouse aversion (to this worldly life). Thereafter he 
gave his instructions to Katyayana how to deliver the precepts of 
the Doctrine. Then, on the way to Ku~anagara, he grew tired and 
lay down. Ananda then spoke to him about the component parts 
of EnlightenmenP95), whereupon the Buddha rose up, went to 
Ku~anagara and there, in the neighbourhood of the dwellings of 
the MalJas, he caused a seat to be erected betwixt two Sala-trees 398). 

And, with his back to the north, he bent down on the right side, 
crossed his legs and lay down, having given himself up to the 
thoughts about the illumination 397) (of the living beings) and to 
intense concentration, and having become possessed of the idea 
that he was now to pass away into Nirval)a 398). And, as Ananda, 
having grasped the seat, wept and lamented, (that he was to be 
separated from the Teacher), the latter appeased his grief by 

3B') Gron-khyer Rtsva-can. Ibid. 256 a. 6-258 a. 4. 
388) Sdig-pa-can. 
al) Dbyig-Idan. Ibid. 258 a. 4. sqq. 
810) Ibid. 258 b. 1-6. 
Ill) Gyuit-po. 
IU) Ibid. 260 b. 5-261 a. 2. 313) Ibid. 261 a. 2-4. 
I") Ibid. 261 a.6-7. 311) Ibid. 262 a. 2, 3. sqq. 
"') Ibid. 262 b. 7-263 a. 1. 
817) 8nan-b~i ~du-~e8 "" aloM-81nRjni. 
1M) Ibid. 263 a. 5. 
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speaking of the 4 miraculous attributes (with which Ananda was 
to become endowed n future) 399). [82 a.] Ananda then asked him the 
reason why he was to attain Nirva'.1a here in this place(00). The 
Buddha replied: - Six universal monarchs, Mahii.sudar~ana 401) 
and the rest have passed away here, and with the Buddha; there 
will be altogether seven (02). - At that moment the gods were 
unable to sustain the splendour of (the Buddha), the anchorite 
endowed with the special marks (of the super-being) and fled 403). 
Ananda then asked: - How are thy relics to be worshipped? -
The Buddha replied: - Like those of a universal monarch. The 
body is to be wrapped in a cloth of cotton-wool and covered with 
500 pieces of cloth. It is to be put into an iron coffin filled with 
oil. (This coffin) is to be closed with 2 iron lids, and (the whole) 
must be burnt on a pile of fragrant wood. The fire is to be quenched 
with milk, and the bones are to be put into a golden urn. Then, 
at the meeting-place of 4 roads, a monument is to be erected, and 
after that one must worship and feast(04). Thereafter it was made 
known to the Mallas of Ku~anagara that the Buddha was to pass 
away that evening, and the Mallas accordingly came into the 
presence of the Lord. The latter preached the Doctrine to them, 
and Ananda prescribed for them the obeisances that are to be 
kept by the devotees of the laity (05). 

Then there remained for the Teacher two disciples whom he 
had to convert personally, - Subhadra (08) and Sunanda (07). In 
order to subdue the latter, the Lord took a lute with 1000 strings 
and a frame of Vai9iirya stone. Then, having transformed himself 
into a Gandharva, he appeared before the doors of Sunanda and 
proposed a match in the skill of music. He gradually cut off all 
the strings with the exception of one, but the sound nevertheless 
remained the same. Finally, the Buddha cut off the single string 
that remained, likewise. But in the empty space the sound conti
nued to ring as before. The pride of Sunanda was thus humiliated 
[82 b.] and he was greatly astonished. The Teacher then appeared 
in his true form, and Sunanda, full of faith, made his salutations 
and sat down in order to hear the Teaching. And, as the Lord 

8") Ibid. 264 a. 3-b. 1. sqq. aoo) Ibid. 264 b. 5--6. 
aOl) Legs-mthon-chen-po. aOI) Ibid. 264 b. 7-274 a. 7. 
&01) Ibid. 275 b. 4, 5. aoa) Ibid. 275 b. 5-276 a. 3. 
aoO) dgB-lnnen-syi. ,dom-pa = upiia!Jka-,amllaTa. 
aOI) Rab-bzan. &0'1) Rab-dgal;t. 
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preached the Doctrine to him, Sunanda came to the intuition of 
the Truth 4(8). At that time there was in Ku~anagara a Parivrajaka, 
named Subhadra, who, as it was said, had attained the state of 
an Arhat. This one heard that on the bank of the Mandakini408) 
pond the flowers of the Udumbara garden had withered and that 
the cause of this was that the Buddha was about to pass away into 
Nirvat:Ia. Thinking that it was the time to get his doubts cleared, 
he went to Ananda and asked 5 times, but was not admitted (into 
the presence of the Buddha). The Teacher, as he knew about this, 
said: - This is the last time that I have to speak with a heretic. 
Therefore, let him come 410). And, after he had spoken many a 
word to the delight of Subhadra, he said; - 0 Subhadra, when I 
attained the age of 29 years, I became a monk and then, for one
and-fifty years, have practised every possible virtue. 0 Subhadra, 
the religious discipline in which the 8-membered Path of a SaintUl) 
is wanting, does not bring about the 4 results attained by an 
ascetic m ). But if the eight-fold Path does exist, then these results 
are realized. Apart from this (eight-fold Path) there can be no 
real attainment of saintliness. - And as he spoke thus (Subhadra) 
came to perceive the Truth, became ordained by being addressed 
with the summons: - Come here! 413), and attained Arhatship. 
And then, thinking that he ought not to witness the Teacher's 
departure, he blessed the 5 sacred places and passed away into 
Nirval)a himself 414). 

Thereafter the Teacher delivered the following precepts: -
One must not introduce into the religious order the heretics, with 
the exception of the Cakyas and 415) t. The 12 classes of sacred texts 
are to be recited for the sake of bringing about happiness and 
welfare of the fourfold congregation. The teacher must be sub
jected to the rules of the Pratimok~a. The old must keep together 
the young by providing for them necessaries of life. The young 
must not call the elders by name. To those who are possessed of 

~) Vln.-k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 278 a. 5-279 b. 2. sqq. 
tOI) Dal-~bab. 

'10) Vln.-k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. Xl. 279 a. 6-280 a. 5. 
'\0) (aphag.-pa(ai-'am-yan-log-brgyad = iiTYG-/Jf!iinga-mir,a. 
&II) dge-.byon-gi ~b,al-bu = ~TlJmar.uz-phallJ. Cf. M. Vyutp. § 46. 
til) ,.hUT-~Og-gia b.llen-plJT-Tdsog,-plJ = ehi"'enlJ-uPIJ'lJmponllG~. 

&I') Vln.-k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 280 a. 5-282 b. 1. 
til) Me-pa ral-pa-can = Agnljatilas (?). 
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faith one must speak about the following 4 subjects, viz. the 
apparition of the Buddha in this world, his attainment of Enlighten
ment, [83 a.] his teaching of the Doctrine, and his departure into 
Nirval}a U8). -0 monks, if you have doubt as regards the 3 Jewels 
and the 4 Truths, then ask now 1417) Then he took off the garment 
that covered the upper part of his body and said: - 0 monks, 
it is very difficult to meet with the apparition of the Buddha. 
Perceive therefore now the body of the Buddha 418). 0 monks, 
henceforth I shall speak no more: - This is the last word of the 
Buddha - all the elements of existence, that are caused and 
conditioned are liable to destruction 419). - And, having uttered 
this, he became absorbed in the 4 degrees of trance (of the ethereal 
sphere) 420), the 4 degrees of the immaterial sphere 421), and the 
Cessation-Trance 422) in the direct and the reverse order (23). After 
that he again entered the (first 4) degrees of trance. And then, 
after attaining the culminating point (of the last of these)424), he 
passed away into Nirval)a. 

The teacher C;i1apalita 425), in his commentary on the Vinaya
k~udraka, gives the following explanation which agrees with the 
point of view of the Kashmirian (Vaibha~ikas): - After the 
(attainment of) the culminating point (in the 4th degree of trance), 
one comes to a neutral 428) state of the mind, which is followed by 
Nirval)a. This neutral state, being near to the culminating point 
before said, is called itself .. the culminating point". 

Immediately after (the Lord had passed away into Nirval}a) 
the earth trembled, the stars fell down, from the 10 quarters of the 
sky there burst forth flames and sounds of celestial music were 
heard 4U). 

ClI) Vln.-k~udr. Kg. J:IDUL. XI. 287 b. 2-289 a. 2. 
&1') Ibid. 289 a. 3 sqq. &IB) Ibid. 289 b. 1,2. 
&11) Ibid. 289 b. 2-290 a. 5. 
&ID) b,am-gtan-bli = catllari dhyanani. 
611} Bllug,-med-bli = catllara ar"pya-,amapattaya(a. 
611) (asoS-,ilomB (I. e. (agog-pa(ai ,no_par (ajus-pa) = nirodia ... ,amipalli. 
m) 'uB.-(aby"n-'ug,-.'oB = an"loma-lliloma. 
'II) rab-mtha(a. .II} Tshul-khrlms bskyaits. 
601) '"n-ma-b,tan-pa = GllyiikrtG. 
U'} Vln.-k,udr. Kg. J:IDUL. XI. 290 a. 5, 6. 



[The Burial of the Buddha.) 
At that time Mahaka~yapa 428) was abiding in Rajagrha 428). 

Having come to know that the Teacher had passed away, he 
thought: - Such is the nature of all the Phenomenal Elements. 
If the king Ajata~atru hears this, he shall certainly die. Therefore 
one must find a means (of preventing this). - Accordingly, he 
said to the Brahmal)a Var~aka 430): - Go thou to the garden 
without delay and draw pictures (illustrating the acts 0: the Bud
dha), - how he became conceived in the womb, how he attained 
Enlightenment, how he swung the Wheel of the Doctrine, how he 
demonstrated his miraculous apparitions431) at Cravasti [83 b.], 
how he descended from the abode of the gods at Ke~avati and how 
he went to take his last rest at Ku~anagara432). Then place 7 
wooden troughs filled with fresh butter and one - the eighth, -
with finest sandal wood. And then gradually demonstrate (to the 
king the events in Buddha's life). Thereafter, when the king 
faints, thou must put him into the 7 troughs with fresh butter 
and the eighth with sandal wood and make him recover. - Var~aka 

acted according to these instructions and gradually showed to 
the king (the acts of the Buddha). - This, said he, - is the arrival 
of the Teacher at Ku~anagara to take his last sleep. - And, as 
the king asked: - Has the Buddha passed away? - he did not 
answer a word. The king fell down in a swoon, but Var~aka made 
him recover according to the instructions which he had received. 
And, at that moment, a certain monk who had come, uttered the 
following verse &33): -

In that grove where a pair of Sala, -
Those most beautiful of all the trees do grow, 
The Teacher has passed away into Nirval)a, 
And we have strewed flowers in that place. -

Indra said m): -
Alas, the phenomenal elements are evanescent, 
They are subjected to origination and destruction. 
The pacification (of these elements) is the true bliss! 

----
'll) I;Iod-sruns-c:hen-po. 
,.) Rgyal-pol;li-khab. 
110) Dbyar-byed. Ill) eho-1,&phrul ... prilihirya. 
411) Vln.-k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 290 a. 6-b. 6. 
'II) Vln.-~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 291 b. I. 
0') Ibid. 291 b. 2. 



And Brahma 48&): _ 

This is the culmination of all the virtue, 
That can be accumulated by the living beings 
And can be desired for in this world. 
Here an individual, higher than whom there are none, 
The Buddha who has attained the (10) powers 
And is possessed of divine sight, -
This Teacher has passed away into Nirval]af 

Aniruddha 488) said 437): _ 

He who, with a firm and steady mind, 
Has protected (the living beings) 
And has attained the motionless quiescent state, 
He who was endowed with the faculty of divine vision, 
Has now passed away into Nirval}a, 
Having emitted and suspended his breath! 

And at that time some of the monks were rolling on the ground in 
despair, some lamented loudly, others sat (in silence) tormented 
by sorrow, and still others were reflecting over the essence of the 
Doctrine 438). 

The next day [84 a.] Ananda summoned the Mallas of Ku~ana
gara, who up to the 7th day made the necessary arrangements'89). 
Then, on the 7th day, the wives and daughters of the Mallas spread 
a canopy, and the Malla youths made a bier. The gods worshipped, 
offering perfumes, wreaths of flowers, incense and the like. They 
all entered Ku~anagara by the western gate, came into the middle 
of the city, then went out through the eastern gate and crossed 
the river Vasumati. Thereafter the Mallas prayed to make halt 
at a sanctuary where they deposited the ornaments of their heads. 
The gods in their turn strewed flowers, so that (the feet and the 
legs of the body) were covered up to the knees 4411). A certain 
Ajivaka, having gathered many of these flowers, went to the city 
of Papa and met with Mahaka~yapa whose grief was not appeased 
and who had come in order to worship (the relics of the Buddha). 
And, as this Ajivaka related about the Teacher's attainment of 
Nirval}a, an old monk said: - 0 monks, you are now released from 
him who has said: - This you may do and this you may not. 

«II) Ibid. 291 b. 3. til) Ma-~gags-pa. m) Ibid. 291 b.4. 
til) Ibid. 291 b.5-7. ca.) Ibid. 292 b. J. sqq. 
'111) Ibid. 294 b. 7-295 a. 2. 



I te)) you: - Do what is in your power to do and do not. what you 
can not. - But the gods cast a veil on his words and made .them 
unheard (to the assembly) with the exception of Mahaka~yapa 441). 
Then the latter summoned the congregation: - Let us go quickly 
in order to see the relics of the Buddha, as long as they have not 
been destroyed by the flames 442). 

At that time the Mallas began to perform the funeral rites, as 
becoming a universal monarch. They tried to set tJ"te pile on fire, 
but the flame did not blaze up. Aniruddha knew that this was 
because Ka~yapa had not come, and said this443). Ka~yapa then 
came, opened the coffin, took off the pieces of cloth and the cotton
wool and made his salutations to the body, as it was still untouched 
(by the flames) 444). Thereupon Mahakasyapa, being the wisest 
and the most virtuous of the 4 great ~ravakas, - the others being 
Ajiiatakaut:JQinya, Cunda4(5) and Ka~yapa with the 10 powers 448), 

- [84 b.] wrapped the body in new cotton-wool and in 500 new 
pieces of cloth, put it into the iron coffin, filled the latter with 
oil, covered it with 2 iron lids, and piled up the fragrant wood. 
And the fire then blazed forth itself44l). Ananda then said 448): 

The Great Leader endowed with a precious body 
And possessed of miraculous powers, 
Has departed into the world of Brahma. 
The worldly frame of the Buddha has been co'. ered 
By 500 pieces of cloth and 1000 religious garments. 
By its own lustre this body, though well-wrapped, 
Has become perfectly consumed; 
But two of the robes have not been burned, 
The most inward and the most outward, these two. 

Thereupon the Mallas quenched the fire with milk, and from that 
milk there sprung forth 4 flowers: - a Java "8), a Pal}9Ura'IO), 
an A~vattha &5l), and an Udumbara 461). The relics were then 
deposited into a golden urn which they placed in the middle of 
the town and worshipped 463). 

all) Ibid. 295 a. 2-295 b. 1. au) Ibid. 295 b. 1-3. 
"') Ibid. 295 b. 3-296 a. 3. Ul) Ibid. 296 a. 3-7. 
'") Skul-byed. &tI) Stobs-bcul;tl !;Iod-sruns. 
''') Vln.-k,udr. I(g. !;IDUL. Xl. 296 a. 7-b. 5. 
UI) Ibid. 296 b. 5-7. ''') gur-can. caD) uN1c:ya. 
Ill) rIa-don. UI) Vfn.-k~udr. I(g. !;IDUL. Xl. 296 b. 7-297 a. 1. 
'") Ibid. 297 a. 1-3. 
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Thereafter the Mallas of Papa, having heard that the Teacher had 
passed away 7 days before, collected a 4 membered army and 
declared to the Mallas of Ku~anagara: - This Teacher has a long 
time be~n dear to us. He has now passed away in the neighbourhood 
of your town. You must give us our portion of the relics, that we 
could erect a monument in our town, worship and feast. But if 
you do not give us (our part) we shall take it by force. - Do so,
replied the Mallas of Ku~anagara 454). In a similar manner the 
members of the K~atriya family Puluka of Calakalpa U5), the 
Krodhavas of Riival)a, the Brah mal)as of Vai~Qavadvipa 456), 

the <;iikyas of Kapilavastu and the Licchavis of Vai~ali, demanded 
their share C57

). [85 a.] Ajata~atru of Magadha in his turn heard 
that all these had gone to take their part of the relics. So he like
wise set out, having mounted his elephant. But, as he thought 
about the merits of the (deceased) Teacher, he fell down in a swoon 
(from grief). Thereafter, having recovered, he sent Var~aka, having 
said to him: - Ask thou in my name the Mallas, whether they 
are unharmed and not subjected to danger, whether they are in 
troubles, how they live, whether they are powerful and enjoy 
happiness. Then tell them as follows: - The Teacher has for a 
long time showed his benevolence to us and has been our preceptor. 
At present he has passed away in the neighbourhood of your town. 
Therefore give us a part of his relics. We shall erect a monument 
at Rajagrha, worship and feast. - Var~aka did as he was ordered. 
The Mallas said in return: - We intend to do the same. - But, -
said Var~aka, - if you shall not give us our part, we are going 
to fight for it. - Do so, -was the answer 456). The wives and chil
dren of the Mallas learned the skill of archery and, in order to 
encounter the 4 membered armies of their antagonists, the Mallas, 
their forces being likewise 4 membered, marched out4ll1). At that 
time a member of the Brahmanical family of DroQa'IO), knowing 
that if there would be a struggle, there would be mutual slaughter, 
- said to the Mallas of Ku~anagara: - The Teacher, from the 
very beginning, was endowed with forbearance and has sung the 
praise of the latter. It is therefore ill-suited that you should kill 

Ul) Ibid. 297 a. 3-b. 2. 
611) Rtog-pa-gyo-ba. 411) Khyab-J.tjug-glhl. 
m) Vln. k,udr. Kg. l;fDUL. XI. 297 b. 2-298 a. I. 
611) IbId. 298 a. I-b. 6. '") Ibid. 298 b. 6-299 a. 3. 
'OJ) Bram-zeJ.tl-rlgs Bre-bo-dail-mftam-pa. 
The Hlatory of Buddhl8m In India and Tibet . 5 
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each other for the sake of his relics. We shall divide them into 
B parts and worship them ourselves in a golden vessel. - Do so, -
said the Mallas of Ku~anagara. Then the same was told to the 
Mallas of Papa and to all the others, up to Var~aka. [85 b.] And they 
all said: - Do like that48!). - Accordingly, the relics were divi
ded into 7 parts and each was given his part, beginning with the 
Mallas of Ku~anagara and ending with Var~aka. Each of these 
then erected a monument in their own country, worshipped and 
feasted 482). The part of the relics which was given to Raval) a '83) 
was carried off by the Nagas and worshipped by them. The urn 
in which the relics had (first) been deposited was given to the 
member of the Brahmanical family of Drol)a who erected a 
monument in his own city. The ashes of the body fell a lot to 
Nyagrodhaja 464), and that youth of Brahmanical caste built a 
monument in the Nyagrodha country, performed sacrificial rites 
and made a great feast. At that time there were thus 10 monu
ments and, with the 4 eye-teeth of the Buddha, altogether 14 
(objects of worship) '85). 

There were 8 parts of the relics of the Omniscient 
As they were distributed by Drol}a. 
Of these, - 7 became objects of worship in Jambudvipa, 
And one of the parts of the Highest Being's relics, 
That of the city of Raval)a, was worshipped by the king 

of the Nagas. 
There remained, moreover, the 4 eye-teeth of the Highest 

Being. 
Of these, one tooth was worshipped in the realm of the gods, 

. The second, - in the delightful city of Oandhara '88), 
The third - in the realm of the Kalinga king, 
And the fourth tooth of that greatest of men 
The king of the Nagas worshipped in the city of RavaQa. 
The king A~oka, residing in Pataliputra, 
Decorated richly the 7 monuments. 
And in this land subjected to his power 
These 7 monuments became adorned by objects of worship 

----
'") Vln.-k,udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 299 a. 3-b. 7. 
an) Ibid. 299 b. 7-300 a. 7. '13) Sgra-sgrogs. 
"t) Nyagrodha-skyes. 
'") Vin.-k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 300 b. 1-6. 
'") Tshlg-!;ldzin. 



Thus, the lords of the gods, Nagas, and men, 
The lords of men, Nagas and Yak~as 
Payed their homage and worshipped (the relics). 
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(The Lord), endowed with Highest Wisdom and Commi
seration, 

And fully possessed of the 10 powers, 
Was born in the Cakya clan and attained Enlightenment 

in Magadha; 
In Ka~i (Benares) he has swung the Wheel of the Doctrine, 

[86 a.] 
And, within the shelter of Ku~anagara, he has passed away 

into Nirval)a 467). 

As concerns the meaning of "Nirval)a", the Hinayanistic (schools) 
consider it to be the complete annihilation of the stream of all 
the elements, the material as well as the mental, just as fire becomes 
extinguished after the fuel has been consumed (68). According to 
some of the Mahayanists, the Body of Bliss 469) attains Nirval)a, 
but none of the Buddha's) adherents knows about this. (It is 
said that) this is a case similar to that of Indra whose death is 
known only to himself, whereas the gods surrounding him have 
no notion about it. - This is not correct, as it is said that the 
Body of Bliss is eternal and that the stream (of its existence) is 
uninterrupted 4W). Two causes of longevity have been mentioned, 
viz. abstaining from taking away life 47l) and giving food to others. 

U7) Ibid. 300 b. ~301 a. 3. 
'18) The different points of view of the Hinayanists regarding Nirval}a 

have been thoroughly analysed by Jam-yan-zad-pa (l;Ijam-dbyans-biad-pa) in 
his commentary on the Abhisamayalamkara (Phar-phyin-skabs-brygad-ka, 
Transbaikalian Chilutai Monastery edition I. 57 b. 3. sqq.). The Kashmirian 
Vaibha~ikas and the Sautrantikas following Scripture (igama-fJnwiri~(a. 
Saulrintik~ = lun-gi.rjes-l;braRs-Mdo-sde-ba) consider Nirval}a to be mere 
annihilation. A part of the Vaibha~ikas (acc. to Jam.yan-iad-pa some of the 
Vaibhasikas following the Abhidharmako~a) and the logician Sautrantikas 
(nyiya:anusiri~a1; Sautrintikil; '= rigs·pa1;i·rjes-1;braRs Mdo-llde-ba) maintain 
that the consciousness of the Arhat at the time of final Nirval)a does not become 
annihilated, but that it is followed by other, different states of consciousness 
which do not relate to the ordinary Phenomenal Existence. This idea Is to be 
found in a more developped form with the Yogacaras who admit an eternal 
motionless state of the Arhat in the so-called "Unaffected Sphere" (llag-med-kyi 
dbyiRs = anillralla-dlailu) • 

... ) IoRs-llpyod-rd=ogs-pal}i sku = samblaoga-kiya. "0) Cf. vol. J. p. 132. 
m) IIrog-gcod-pa-.pan.-pa = pri~ipila-lliraci. 
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Now, if the 2 are fully practised, if the 2 accumulations of merit 
are fully accomplished, and if one has taken recourse to the highest 
forms of meditation, on the basis of the 4 miraculous powers, it 
becomes possible, if one desires, to remain living for an aeon and 
longer. (By such factors the eternal existence of the Body of Bliss 
is conditioned). It is said in the Commentary to the AnanltJmukhfJ-o 
nirhiira-dhiira'f}i. '72): 

Only the Apparitional Body'73) and not the other (forms) 
Are spoken of as passing away into Nirval}a; 
(The other 2 forms) are possessed of the factors for an 

eternal existence 
And it is impossible for them to pass away. -

Accordingly, it is thus said that the Apparitional Body, and not 
the Body of Bliss does pass away into Nirval}a. It has moreover 
been said that the Apparitional Body has attained Nirval}a, but 
this does not mean that its stream of existence is altogether anni
hilated. We read in the Saddharmapu1).t!arika fo7fo): - When the 
sons of a skilful physician do not drink the medicine, their father, 
having prepared a remedy, says: - Drink, as long as the remedy 
is there, for I am about to die. - So saying, he feigns death. The 
sons know that, the father being dead, there is no other who knows 
about a remedy. And so, in order to preserve their lives, they 
drink the medicine. Thereafter, [86 b.] when they have recovered 
from their illness, they come to know that the father did not really 
die. Now, (the father) did not commit the sin of lying in doing so. 
(Similar is the case with the Buddha's attainment of Nirval}a 
which is demonstrated by him as a means of converting the living 
beings). It is said in the SuvGr1).G-prabhiisa4.76): -

The Buddha does not pass away, 
And the Teaching does not cease to exist, 
But, in order to bring the living beings to maturity, 
The Buddha demonstrates his departure into Nirval)a . 

• 7"} Sgo mtha~-yas-pa-bsgrub-pa~i-gzuns-kyl ~grel-pa. Tg. ROYUD. 
LXVIII. 15 b. 5. (N.) 

"I) .pruJ-pII1}i-.1cu = ";'mi~-ki,Yo. 

t1t) B8. 321. 9---323. 1. (Tathagata-ayu~-pramal)ll-parlvarta.) 
.") This verse is quoted in Haribhadra's Abhisamayilamkiraloki. MS. 

Mfnaev. 103 a. 12-13. rIG "lIddha~ pGriniTlliili no co lIuJrmo' nlGTclIaiyole f 
.Glhlinim poripiki,Yo niTllitNIrR .ii' p(Jdor~'yeI f I 



The Sutrilaril1cira saysm): - 'J .'.~. '. 

As fire blazes forth in some places, 
And becomes extinct in others, 
So is the Buddha for the living beings, 
Seen (by some) and unseen (by others). 
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It is said in the Sutra;larilkara that the stream of existence of the 
Apparitional Body471) is uninterrupted. Now, (we have to under
stand this as follows): - If food is given to somebody again and 
again, we say: The food is given constantly and uninterruptedly. 
In a similar manner, (the Apparitional Body) manifests itself un
interruptedly and is therefore regarded as having a constant 
existence, that does not cease. Here it has passed away into Nir
vaI)a, but elsewhere it abides without departing. Here it has 
passed away, since there are no more such beings who could be 
converted by beholding (the visible form of) the Buddha. (In 
other places) it does not pass away, since there exist such who 
are to be converted through the sight of the Buddha's corporeal 
form, like Indra and the like. It is said in the (:uramgama-samiulhi
suer( 478): - At present, there is in the east a sphere of Buddhaic 
activity called "The Perfectly Adorned." There abides the Buddha 
Vairocana "the king of miraculous powers crowned with rays of 
light". The duration of his existence is equal to 700 immeasurable 
periods of aeons. It is said, that this Buddha represents the true 
form of this our Teacher. He manifests himself in 1 000000000 
such worlds of 4 continents as ours. In some of these he becomes 
born, in some he manifests himself as attaining Enlightenment, 
in others - he swings the Wheel of the Doctrine, and in still 
others he demonstrates his departure into NirvaI)a. In accordance 
(with all that has been said), the Buddha is not to be regarded as 
not having attained NirvaI)a, inasmuch as he has removed all 
the Obscurations. But, on the other hand, he does not pass away, 
since his work is not accomplished. Is is said in the MahGyi1la
sam.grahaf.7B): (He has attained Nirval)a on one side and has not 
attained it on the other) [87 a.], since he has removed all the Ob
scurations, but at the same time has not fully accomplished his 

"I) IX. 17. - ytJlhi' gniT illalole' nyatfG punai' onyatfG fimyGJi I bruldhefll 
opi rotAii jileyom SGrfttiGrfORGm odGrfGnom II 

(77) spru&-.1cu = nirmi'.lo-kiiYG. 
<78) Dpal;1-bar-l;1gro-bal;1i-tiit-ite-tlllzin-gyi-mdo. Kg. MOO. XI. 309 a. 1-

310 a. 4. (D.) "') Tg. MOO. LVI. 49 b. 4. 
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work. Now, it may be asked, what was his age, when he passed 
away? Some say, that when he was converting the Parivrajaka 
Subhadra and the Gandharva Sunanda, he spent a year (in con
verting each). Otherwise (as it is said), having been entreated by 
Cunda, he consented to live two years more. Thus, according to 
the said authorities, he passed away when he was 82 years of age. 
I, however, know no source (that justifies this statement). The 
latter disagrees with the A~~a-mahiis'hiima-cai'ya-s'o'ra480) where 
it is said: - Having been entreated by Cunda, hI;; continued to 
live for another 3 months. - An authority versed in the Vinaya 
says that, according to the Vin.aya-k~udraka, (Buddha) passed 
away 84 years of age. It is clear that this authority has not read 
the Vin.aya-k~udraka, for it is said in the latter: 0 Ananda, the 
Buddha has attained the age of 80, and has thus met with old 
age and infirmity. - Therefore (it will be correct if we affirm) 
that he passed away when he was 80 years old. Accordingly it is 
said in the SuvarlJa-prabhiJSa that the Lord has attained the age 
of 80, and in the Kar"lJa-pu1J4arika - that the Buddha's age 
was that of 100 years without one fifth. In many other siitras we 
likewise have it stated that the Teacher lived 80 years. The Ma
kovibh~ii moreover says: -

In the place where he swung the Wheel ."'If the Doctrine, 
In Vaillali, in PaI}~ubhumi, in the realm of the gods, 
In Balaghna and in Kaullambi, 
In the wilderness, in U~irayici, 
In the Bamboo Grove, and 
In the city of Kapilavastu, -
In each of these places the Lord, 
The Highest of living beings abided for a year. 
Twenty-three years he resided in Cravasti, 
Pour years in the place abounding with remedies.1), 

Two years he spent in Indra~ailaguha, 

Pive years - in the villages of Rajagrha, 
Six years he underwent the practice of asceticism and 
Twenty-nine years he abided in his father's palace. -
Thus the Lord, the holiest and highest of Sages, 
Attained the age of 80 and departed into NirvaQa. 

-> Tg. BSTOD. I. 95 a. 8. 
Ul) amGn-,yi-,lIGI. 
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As concerns the date of (the Buddha's attainment of NirvaQa), 
[87 b.] it is said in the MahaparinirfJiJ1.'a~sidra that it took place 
in spring, on the 15th of the month of Vai~iikha, at midnighttBl). 
In the commentary to the Vinaya~k~udraka, the work of the teacher 
Cilapilita .111), it is said that it was at the end of autumn in the 
month of Kiirtika on the 8th day of the ascending moon. The 
great Pandit Ciikya~ri says that it was on the 8th of the ascending 
moon of Kiirtika, at midnight. -

At the time when the moon disappeared behind the mountain 
The Highest of Sages passed away into NirviiQa. -

According to the Hinayiinists, in the evening (the Buddha) subdued 
the Demon of Carnal Desire 483). At daybreak, by force of con
centrated trance called the "thunderbolt~like" 484), he vanquished 
the Demon of Moral Defilement 485). When the Evil One prayed 
the Buddha to pass away into Nirval)a, the Lord said that he 
would not depart, till he had not accomplished all his work for 
the welfare of the 4 kinds of adherents. In such a manner, some 
say, he vanquished the Demon of Death 486). Some are of the 
opinion that he subdued the Demon governing the 5 groups of 
elements at the time when he was practising asceticism. Others 
affirm that he vanquished the Demon of Death and him who governs 
the groups of elements after having attained Nirviil).a. Now (we 
know that) in the Bamboo Grove he observed the Summer Past 
and at that time showed how severe and rigid otservances were 
to be kept. Thereafter, having been entreated by the Evil One, 
he cut away the force of life~time427) and mastered as) the forces 
of life 48'). It is clear that by means of this he vanquished the Lord 
of Death and the Demon governing the groups of elements re
spectively 480). 

ClI) Cf. Mahavamsa 111.2.- KwiniiTiiyom yamoko-.iiliinam iirllare IIGre 
Yuiikho.pu~miiyom .0 dipo lokas.a nibburo I 

48la) Tg. MDO. LXXXI. 
a3) 11ao~i~bu~i-bdud = devopurro-miiro • 
••• ) rdo~rjfl-lta-bul}i tin-iae-1:dzin = f1IJjropomo-.amiidhi. 
as) fion-mon.-pa~i-bdud = klefa-miiro. 
al) (IdIi-1HIog-gi-IHJuJ = mr' yu-odhiplJli-miiro or maro~~miiro • 
...,) .. ~i ~du~"y8l1 = iiyu~~.oriukiiTo. 
til) Or "blessed" (?) byin-gyi.-brlobs-po = odhi~fhi'fllliirl. 
til) (alsho-bo~i ~du-b.red = jillillJ-.om.kiiTo. 
'ID) Cf. Ya~ornitra, Abhidharrnako~-vyakhya, BB. II ko~thina, 19. 

12-20.5. 
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work. Now, it may be asked, what was his age, when he passed 
away? Some say, that when he was converting the Parivrajaka 
Subhadra and the Gandharva Sunanda, he spent a year (in con
verting each). Otherwise (as it is said), having been entreated by 
Cunda, he consented to live two years more. Thus, according to 
the said authorities, he passed away when he was 82 years of age. 
I, however, know no source (that justifies this statement). The 
latter disagrees with the A~fa-mahasthiima-caitya-s'ob'a480) where 
it is said: - Having been entreated by Cunda, he continued to 
live for another 3 months. - An authority versed in the Vinaya 
says that, according to the Vinaya-k~udraka, (Buddha) passed 
away 84 years of age. It is clear that this authority has not read 
the Vinaya-k~udraka, for it is said in the latter: 0 Ananda, the 
Buddha has attained the age of 80, and has thus met with old 
age and infirmity. - Therefore (it will be correct if we affirm) 
that he passed away when he was 80 years old. Accordingly it is 
said in the Suvar1}a-prabhiisa that the Lord has attained the age 
of 80, and in the Karu1}a-pu1}t!arika - that the Buddha's age 
was that of 100 years without one fifth. In many other sutras we 
likewise have it stated that the Teacher lived 80 years. The Ma
havibk~ii moreover says: -

In the place where he swung the Wheel of the Doctrine, 
In Vai~ali, in Pal)~ubhumi, in the realm of the gods, 
In Balaghna and in Kau~ambi, 
In the wilderness, in U~irayici, 
In the Bamboo Grove, and 
In the city of Kapilavastu, -
In each of these places the Lord, 
The Highest of living beings abided for a year. 
Twenty-three years he resided in Cravasti, 
Four years in the place abounding with remedies .1), 
Two years he spent in Indra~ailaguha, 
Five years - in the villages of Rajagrha, 
Six years he underwent the practice of asceticism and 
Twenty-nine years he abided in his father's palace. -
Thus the Lord, the holiest and highest of Sages, 
Attained the age of 80 and departed into Nirval,1a. 

-) Tg. BSTOD. I. 95 a. 8. 
81) _-,yi-,lIGI. 
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As concerns the date of (the Buddha's attainment of Nirval}a), 
[87 b.I it is said in the Mahaparinirva~a-sutra that it took place 
in spring, on the 15th of the month of Vai~akha, at midnight4BI). 
In the commentary to the Vinaya-k~udraka, the work of the teacher 
Cilapalita 821'), it is said that it was at the end of autumn in the 
month of Kartika on the 8th day of the ascending moon. The 
great Pandit Cakya~ri says that it was on the 8th of the ascending 
moon of Kartika, at midnight. -

At the time when the moon disappeared behind the mountain 
The Highest of Sages passed away into Nirval)a. -

According to the Hinayanists, in the evening (the Buddha) subdued 
the Demon of Carnal Desire483). At daybreak, by force of con
centrated trance called the "thunderbolt-like" ~84), he vanquished 
the Demon of Moral Defilement 485). When the Evil One prayed 
the Buddha to pass away into Nirval).a, the Lord said that he 
would not depart, till he had not accomplished all his work for 
the welfare of the 4 kinds of adherents. In such a manner, some 
say, he vanquished the Demon of Death 488). Some are of the 
opinion that he subdued the Demon governing the 5 groups of 
elements at the time when he was practising asceticism. Others 
affirm that he vanquished the Demon of Death and him who governs 
the groups of elements after having attained Nirval)a. Now (we 
know that) in the Bamboo Grove he observed the Summer Fast 
and at that time showed how severe and rigid otservances were 
to be kept. Thereafter, having been entreated by the Evil One, 
he cut away the force of Iife-time 4!7) and mastered 488) the forces 
of life 8 '). It is clear that by means of this he vanquished the Lord 
of Death and the Demon governing the groups of elements re
spectively480) . 

• 11) C1. Mahivamsa III. 2.- Kuainiiriiyam yamalca-.iiliiniiril iinlare lIare 
Y .. iikM-pu~miiyam .0 dipo 'olca"a nibbuto I 

a •• ) Tg. MOO. LXXXI. 
aa) lla~i-b~i-bd"d = devapu'ra-miira. 
"') rdo-rje-lta-buJ.ai tin-ne-J.adzin = vajropama-.amiidTai. 
"") flon-mon.-paJ.ai-bdud = Icle,a-mara. 
'II) 1}clai-bdag-gi-hduJ = mr'yu-adhipati-miira or mora~a-miira. 

'87) t,TaeJ.ai l,adu-byed = iiyul,a-.am.lciira. 
488) Or "blessed" (?) byin-gyi.-brlab.-pa = aJhi~fhitaviin. 
&It) I,a,,"o-bal,ai l,adu-byed = jivita-.am.lciira. 
taO) Cf. Ya~omitra. Abhidharmako~-vyikhyi, BB. II k~hina, 19. 

12-20.5. 
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Jftanagarbha t81) says: -

By these and similar words 
He demonstrated his mastery over them (the forces of life), -
This because he had vanquished the 2 Demons 
And was full of Commiseration with regard to the converts. -

Accordingly, he vanquished the 2 Demons who bore respectively 
the character of the Lord of Death and of the 5 Groups of Elements 
and, being full of compassion with those who were to be converted, 
he pronounced the blessings (through which he made manifest 
his mastery over the forces of life). [88 a.] In order to show that 
he had the power over death, he rejected (the force of life-time). 
And, in order to demonstrate the power over the Groups of Ele
ments, he mastered the vital forces. This is to be taken as a matter 
of fact. 

According to the Mahayanists, (the Buddha) vanquished the 
4 Demons simultaneously as it is said: - Hast thou not attained 
Enlightenment and, at that very time, vanquished the 4 De
mons? -

As concerns these 12 acts of the Buddha, we have diff rent ac
counts in the Vinaya, in the Abhini~krama1J.a-$ii,trG and in the 
Lalitovistara, each having its own 5peclai version. Here, in de
scribing (the first 11 acts), we have followed the LalitovistorG. 
The act of the Buddha's departure into NirvaQa is rendered in 
accordance with the Vinoya-k~udrGka. The hidden meaning etc. 
of these accounts is to be known in detail from the Upiiyokau~GlyG
sutTa 'II). 

IV. Accb,l Ca. 493) Detailed Analysis of the Subjects re-
ferring to the Doctrine. 

Here we distinguish 3 points: -
a~ The way how the Teaching was rehearsed by the Compilers 
b~ The way how it abided after having been compiled. 
c~ The way how it will finally undergo destruction and cease 

to exist. 

111) satya-dvaya-vibhanga. 
-) Thabs-la-rnkhas-pa~l-mdo • 
•• ) Cf. Vol. I, p. 127. 

t' "" 
, . 



IV. Ac~ hi Ca It. The Rehearsals of the Teaching. 
Here we have: -
al ) (The rehearsal of) the Hinayanistic Teaching. 
hi) (The rehearsal of) the Mahayanistic Doctrine. 
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IV. Acc! hi ca a4 al • The Rehearsals of the Hinaya
nistic Scri ptu reo 

We distinguish 3 periods during which (Hinayanistic Scripture) 
was rehearsed. We shall now take in consideration 

The first Rehearsal. 
After the monuments (harbouring the Buddha relics) etc. had 

thus been erected and after <:ariputra with his 80000 followers, 
Maudgalyayana with the 70 000 under his orders and the Teacher 
himself with his congregation of 18 000 monks had passed away4.'), 
the gods whose life dures many aeons began to show their contempt 
(toward the Doctrine), saying: - The Word of the Teacher is dis
persing like smoke. The monks who possessed authority and power 
have likewise passed away. Therefore the 3 Codes of Scripture will 
never come to be expounded 495). In order to put an end to this 
manifestation of contempt, Mahaka~yapa resolved to call a council 
of the clergy and bade Piin.la496) to assemble the monkstl7). [88 b.] 
Pur!)a who was at that time abiding in the culminating state of 
mystic absorption looked around and beat the wooden gong, where
upon (all the monks), with the exception of Gavampati'98) assem
bled 489). Pur!)a, having received the order to summon Gavam
pati 600), by force of his miraculous power, flew to the palace of 
<:iri~aka where Gavampati was abiding, saluted him and said: 
- The congregation of monks with Mahaka~yapa at their head 
send their greetings to the reverend Gavampati. There is an affair 
concerning the Congregation; therefore thou must speedily come. -
Now Gavampati was free from passion (and every kind of attach
ment) but, under the influence of the force of friendship (which 
remained with him) he asked: - 0 reverend Purl).a I Has not the 
Lord passed away into another world for the sake of the living 

m) Vin. ~dr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 301 a.3-4. 
416) Ibid. 301 a.4-5. ...) Tib. Gan-po. 
"') Ibid. 301 a. 5-b. 2, 3. 
GO) Ba-Ian-bdag. '") Ibid. 301 b. ~7. ' 
.... ) Ibid. 301 b. 7-302 a. 2. 
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beings to be converted? Has there not been any strife, dispute and 
quarrel amongst the clergy, and has not any abusive language 
been used? Do not the heretics cause to turn back the Wheel 
of the Doctrine that has been swung by the Lord? Have not 
(these heretics) assembled and done harm to the Congregation of 
the ~ravakas? Have not the (heretical) ascetics, the Brahmal}as, 
the (heretical) mystics, and the Parivrajakas who are overpowered 
by passion, - have they not reviled the Buddha who is akin to 
the sun? Have not those whose minds are covered by the darkness 
of ignorance caused any rupture in the unity of the Congregation? 
Have not the Doctrine and Discipline of the Lord, as well as the 
sentences and words corresponding to the Doctrine, and the philo
sophical teachings likewise, -have they not been rendered impure? 
Those who were of a virtuous behaviour, have they not got their 
minds diverted from reading, reciting, and taking to heart (the 
word of Scripture)? Are they not assembling now for telling ob
scene tales? With minds possessed of doubt and uncertainty 
[89 al, do they not consider that which is not the Doctrine to be 
such, and do they not speak of the real Doctrine as not being it? 
Do they not speak of that which is not the real Discipline as being 
such, and depreciate the true Discipline in saying that it is not 
such? The monks, obscured by the defilement of envy, do they not 
show contempt with those who are possessed of virtuous behaviour 
and who have unexpectedly come to them, instead of practising 
the 6 kinds of virtue that would give pleasure (to the new-comers)? 
The Brahmal)as and householders who were possessed of faith, -
have they not been diverted from their belief in the Doctrine by 
the worthless monks and adopted heretical views? (These bad 
monks), - have they not taken recourse to wrong means of liveli
hood? Do they not live on agriculture and traffic, or maintain 
their life by seeking a support in worldly power? After having 
commenced the practice of the (12) virtues of rigid asceticism &01), -
have they not accepted shelter in the suburbs of cities, thus frus
trating their obeisances of ascetics?- Those who are not really 
ascetics, - do they not affirm to be such and by this bring con
fusion amongst those who are of virtuous behaviour? Now, be 
this as the case may be, but, 0 reverend Piirl,la, (this is especially 
what I wish to know): -If it is right to say: Uthe Congregation of 
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monks with Buddha at their head", how is it then that thou 
sayest: ··With Ka~yapa at heir head"? (What does this mean?) 
- The Teacher who abided in the practice of Highest Commisera
tion and brought his activity to full accomplishment, - has he 
passed away and become merged in the plane of the final Nirval)a 
without residue ?502) And, as the steersman of al\ that lives is no 
more, has not the world (of living beings) become confused? He 
who was endowed with the 10 powers, - is he not himself over
powered by the force of Evanescence? The Teacher of the living 
beings, the protector who wakes us, - has he now himself fallen 
asleep? Has the sun of the Buddha gone down? The moon of 
the Lord of Sages, - has it not been devoured by Rahu and 
become invisible? [89 b.I The lordly enchanted tree in the region 
of the 33 gods, adorned by those fragrant flowers which are the 
component parts of Enlightenment and bearing the 4 sublime 
fruits of saintliness, - has it not been broken, by the elephant 
of impermanence? The Light of Divine Wisdom, - has it not 
disappeared into Nirval)a, - blown out by the wind of evan
escence? Such were his questions503). Purl)a said in return lO'): -

o Sage, in order to secure a long existence for the Doctrine, 
The Congregation of the {:ravakas has come together, 
And, being assembled at that place, they pray thee 
To abide with them and join (in their work). 
The great ship, the Lord, has met with destruction, 
And the moutain of Divine Wisdom has broken down, 
But there are still numerous ascetics of 4 kinds, 
Possessed of the Highest Sublime Teaching, who are not idle. 
From them I have come here as a messenger; 
In order that the Teaching might be established, 
Thou must come with me in any case. -

Oavampati said 105): -
Enough of this, 0 Purl)a, it is not the time to go. 
I had the intention of going to that place 
Where the Protector, the Light of World, abided. 
But, as he has now departed to that other world of per

fect peace, 
10') IhoB"mo-mecl-po~i myo-non-'os-~dos-p~i dbyiiu = ollllpadlaifIfCI-lIi1'

lliino-dlaii.u. 
• 101) Vln. k~udr. Kg. 1;10 UL. X I. 302 a. 4--303 a. 1. 

IO.) Ibid. 303 a. 2-3. 10.) Ibid. 303 a. 4--5. 
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Who, really wise, will go into this world? 
This alms-bowl and these religious garments of 3 kinds, 
Give thou to the Congregation of the monks. 
I shaH go there were I find peace and no further rebirth, 
And pray those possessed of sublime intentions to forgive 

me. -
Having thus said, he manifested his miraculous power and died 
(on the spot). His body was consumed by fire that sprung forth 
from it by itself. Four streams of water then issued from it and 
the following four verses were heard: -

1. At present the times have become evil, 
The living beings rely upon their own actions, 
The Light of the World has passed away, 
Therefore all must now choose their paths themselves. 

2. The active elements of life, being accumulated, 
Disappear at once, in a moment [90 a.] ; 
Subjected to the suffering of birth etc. and possessed of 

passion, 
The ordinary beings indulge in the conception of the Ego; 
You must know that there is no such thing! 

3. He who is wise must become attentive through constant 
thought, 

And must be zealous in appreciating all that is virtuous. 
The living beings in their multitude, 
They all pass away and perish, 
And the bloom of life is liable to change. 

4. Having by his wisdom duly worshipped the Lord, 
And brought to accomplishment all his aims, 
Full of reverence and highest devotion, 
Gavarilpati has thus departed, following his Teacher lO,). 

Thereupon Pfirl}a, by the force of his miraculous power, returned 
to the place were the Congregation was assembled, made his salu
tations, presented the mendicant's bowl (of Gavarilpati) etc. and 
said: -

He has heard that the Body of the Lord exists no more, 
And, by the force of his virtuous deeds, 
He has passed away to perfect peace. 

1111) Ibid. 303 a. 5-b. 2. 
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Here are his religious garments and his mendicanfs bowl; 
He prays the Congregation to forgive his illtentionsi07). 

Thereupon Ka~yapa said GOll): - Harken ye, 0 monks! 
This one has passed away like a Saint, 
But the others must not depart to perfect peace in such 

a manner; 
As long as there is a necessary work to do, 
Those who have power must assemble and dare not depart 
Like this high-minded Gavimpati, the receptacle 
Of virtuous deeds, who resided in <;iri~aka; 
In such a way you must not think, 
But assemble and exert your minds 
How to act for the sake of mankind. 

Having given this order, he said: - If the precepts of the Doctrine 
are expounded here, many monks will come. In such a case there 
may arise confusion. Let us therefore go to Magadha SOl). - Well, 
- said (the other members of the Congregation). - Then they 
sent away the monks who were still under discipline li10) and 
appointed Ananda verger. Ananda with the Congregation (in 
travelling to Magadha) passed through many a country district. 
[90 b.] But Mahaka~yapa went straightly (without roaming about), 
came to Rijagrha and was seen by Ajita~atru nt). The latter, 
having been reminded of the Teacher, was about to fall from his 
elephant (in a swoon), but Ka~yapa held him by force, forbade 
him to do so any more, and said: - We desire to discuss about 
the precepts of the Doctrine in this godly place i12). - Well, -
said the king, - I shall provide all that is necessary. - Thus they 
assembled, the king having ordered to prepare seats, couches, and 
other requisites in the hollow of a Nyagrodha tree. The summer 
fast was then proclaimed. 

Now, Mahaka~yapa, having perfectly examined the state 
of mind of Ananda, said to Aniruddha: -Amidst this Congregation 
who has been praised by the Lord, there are such who are still 
under the rules of Discipline and are possessed of passion, hatred, 
infatuation, desire, and egocenuistic properties. Aniruddha, having 

107) Ibid. 303 b. 2-5. 
101) Ibid. 303 b. 5-7. 
110) .lob-pa = fCliIc!a. 
111) Ibid. 305 a. 5-6. 

IGI) Ibid. 303 b. 7--304 a. 4. 
Ill) Ibid. 304 b. 5-7. 
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looked over the matter with his supernatural faculty of vision, 
said: - Thou must know. - The Congregation of the monks 
is free from all that is worthless, it is pure, possessed of that which 
is essential, is the field on which virtue grows, and is worthy to 
receive the gifts of the worldly beings. But as to Ananda, - he 
is of the kind which thou hast just mentioned 1113). - By this 
Kacyapa saw that Ananda was to be subdued by censure and 
said to him: - We here are the Highest Congregation and shall 
not discuss about the Doctrine with such as thee. - Therefore 
begone! - Ananda trembled as if he had been struck in the most 
sensible part of his body. - 0 great Ka~yapa, be merciful! -
said he. I have not committed any transgressions as regards morals, 
views, conduct, and means of livelihood, nor can I be accused of 
the slightest offence with regard to the Congregation! 514) - To 
this Ka~yapa said: - As thou wert a\l the time sitting at the 
Teacher's feet, what great wonder is it that thou hast not committed 
the 4 transgressions I But now rise up and bear evidence that thou 
hast not misbehaved with regard to the Congregation. - I shall 
show thee thy fauIts615). - [91 a.] Ananda then rose up. The 
3000 worlds trembled and the gods, full of awe, said: - Alas, 
Ka~yapa, whose words are true and beneficient, is thus bitterly 
censuring Ananda, as we see from this elevated place 518). - Ka~ya
pa said: - Thou hast summoned women to embrace religious life, 
heedless of the Teacher's having said to thee: - Ananda, do not 
cause women to embrace religious life and do not tell them that 
they ought to take orders and become nuns. Why that? Because, 
if women take orders according to the discipline of this Doctrine, 
the latter will have no long duration. As, for instance, if hail 
descends on a field full of wild rice, the latter will be destroyed, 
similarly if women take orders, the Discipline of this Doctrine 
is not to abide for long. Has he not said that?II18) '- Ananda 
replied: - I cannot be accused of want of shame and the like. 
But (mind thou this): - Mahaprajapati was the foster-mother 
who fed the Teacher with her breast. It would be suitable (to 
admit women to take orders) out of mere gratitude toward her, 
and in order that (the Buddha) should become possessed of the 
4 kinds of adherents (including the nuns). - Thy gratitude, 

111) Ibid. 305 b. 7-306 a. 4. 
IU) Ibid. 306 a. 4-7. Ill) Ibid. 306 a. 7-b. 1. 
Ill) Ibid. 306 b. 3-7. 
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said Ka~yapa, - has caused harm to the spiritual Body of the 
Buddha. The hail has fallen on the abundant field of Buddhaic 
activity; therefore there remains only the short period of 1000 
years (for the Doctrine) tf) abide. In former times, when the 
passions of the living beings were insignificant, the Congregation 
of 4 kinds was suitable, but at present it was not the wish of the 
Teacher that this should be. It is thou who hast prayed him (to 
allow women to take orders), and this is thy first transgressio;t' 
Bear evidence in this! 617) - Then thou hast not prayed the Teacher 
not to pass away into Nirv3.l)a. - This was a confusion caused by 
the Evil One. - Just this is thy fault, - bear evidencel&l&) -

Moreover, when asked, thou hast answered otherwise (than it 
was proper). Bear evidence in this 1519) -

Again: thou hast trampled with thy feet upon (the Buddha's) 
garment of fine cloth [91 b.]. - There was no companion who could 
have withdrawn them. - If thou hadst cast them upward into 
the air, the gods would have taken hold of them. - Bear evidence 
in this(520) -

Furthermore: Thou hast brought muddy water (for the Tea
cher)521). - This was because 500 vehicles had passed the Kakuta 
river and its waters were troubled. - Thine is the fault! If thou 
hadst held up thy hands, the gods would have presented water 
of 8 different tastes. Bear evidence therefore I 021) - Further on: 
It has been said: - If one wishes, one may, for the sake of the 
Congregation, relax the strictest observances of morality and the 
minutiae of monastic discipline and enjoy a pleasant existence! 
Here thou hast not inquired about these minutiae. Now there 
are different indications concerning them. It is said that they 
consist in abstaining from (those transgressions) which are mentio
ned directly after: 1. the 5 forms of fall, 2. the (4) transgressions 
that are to be expiated through confession 6U), 3. the 90 trans
gressions leading to moral fall 623), 4. the (30) transgressions requir
ing absolution 6114), or 5. after the indeterminate offences 51&). The 
consequence was that some have not observed (the minutiae) 

61') Ibid. 306 b. 7-307 a. 5. 
618) Ibid. 307 a. 5-b. 1. UI) Ibid. 307 b. 1-2. 
620) Ibid. 307 b. 2-4. "') Ibid. 307 b. 4--0. 
la) ... IOT-IJpzs.-pa = pTatidepmiya. M. Vyutp. § 162. 
IA) Ibid. § 161. ... ) Ibid. § 160. 
IU) ma-iau-pIJ = IJniyatIJ. M. Vyutp. § 159. 
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with regard to the offences which deserve expulsion 628), and others 
have not observed those indicated subsequently to the indetermi
nate transgressions. Owing to these circumstances the heretics 
have got an opportunity to revile (the Doctrine). This is another 
fault which thou hast committed. - I was overpowered by grief 
at being separated from the Teacher, - (replied Ananda). Just 
this very grief of thine is not to be pardoned. Therefore bear 
evidence! - Again, thou hast exposed to the sight of laymen 
and of women the concealed private parts (of the Buddha's 
Body)&Z7). - I know, that (the women are full of passion, replied 
Ananda, but I thought that if they would see the private parts 
of the Buddha's Body), they would become deprived of the female 
organ &38). - Just (by having such strange thoughts) thou hast 
committed a fault. - Bear evidence, therefore! 6Z9) -

Furthermore, thou hast shown the Body of the Teacher to 
women and it has become polluted by their tears. - I thought 
that if such a Body would be seen, the living beings would make 
the Creative Effort (for Enlightenment). - Just by thinking like 
that thou hast committed a fault and, being thus, though slightly, 
possessed of desire, -depart and do not abide amongst the Highest 
Congregation that is completely dispassionate! &30) - Ananda 
looked in the 4 directions and, full of pain and grief, spoke in a 
low voice: - Alas, such is my lot. The Lord has left me. On 
whom am I to rely, who will be my light and protection? [92 a.] 
At that moment the gods exclaimed: - O! victory is with the 
gods and the Asuras are vanquished I The Teaching has prospered! 
A Cravaka who resembles the Teacher has censured another 
Crivaka who is likewise akin to the Teacherl 131) -

Thereupon Ananda spoke: - 0 Ka~yapa, have patience with 
me. I shall act in accordance with the Doctrine and shall not do 
henceforth (as I have done). Consider thou but this. - The Teacher 
has entrusted me to thy care. -Ananda, said he, do not be grieved. 
Thou art confined to the care of Mahaka~yapa. Ka~yapa, thou 

III) pham-pa = pariji"a. Ibid. § 156. 
Ill) ~do_Icyi-."a.ba .bub.-.u-nub·pa = 1c09aga,a-IIGld'gu1aya. 
'D) Sic. ace. to Vln. k,udr. - "dag-gi. ~di •• llam-d" ".lImI-.O / / bud-mecl-ni 

rail-blin-syi. 1,ulod-ehog, ehe-bal ht:Dm.IQon-~Qo,-hyi 1,ulo"..-IIyi,,"a-ha mw-. .. 
,..". ""hon-na ma-mlllloR Qon-hrol-hr g:r""'o II 

ID) Vln. k,udr. J(g. I;fDUL. XI. 308 b. 2-4 . 
... ) Ibid. 308 b. 4-7. Ill) Ibid. 308 b.1-309 a. 3. 
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must not be intolerant with regard to insignificant defects, but 
act according to my word 632). (To this Ka~yapa said): - Thou, 
Ananda, must not weep. The virtuous elements in thee are to 
increase and will not be diminished. I have inflicted punishment 
upon thee in order that thou shouldst be zealous for the sake of 
the Doctrine I 633) -

Thereupon Aniruddha said to Ka~yapa; If Ananda is to be 
absent, how is the word of the Buddha to be compiled 7634) -(Ka
~yapa replied): - Ananda, although he is possessed of virtuous 
properties, may not abide amongst us. Desires and the like are 
still existing with him. Therefore he must be subjected to Dis
cipline and ought not to discuss (about the Doctrine) with us. 
After that he said: - Be gone thou, Anandal - When, by thy 
zeal, thou hast become an Arhat, - then we can discuss to
gether! 136) -

Ananda, with his eyes full of tears, and distressed at the 
thought that he was deprived of the Teacher, departed from that 
place. He went to the village of the Vriji, and there (one known 
as) the son of the Vriji tribe 638) became his servant. Once, when 
(Ananda) was expounding the Doctrine, this offspring of the Vriji 
tribe, having got a glimpse in his teacher's state of mind, said 637): -

o Gautama, if thou doest keep off distraction 
And abidest in the dark shadow of a tree, 
Thou shalt attain NirvaQa. 
Concentrate thy mind and practise profound meditation, 
And thou shalt attain the state of perfect peace at an early 

date. -

Following this advice of the offspring of the Vrijis 133), (Ananda), 
dur ng the day 192 b] and the first part of the night, walking and 
sitting, became purified from mental obscuration. At midnight 
he washed his feet outside the monastery. Thereafter, he sunk 
down on his right side and, without lowering his head on the 

III) Ibid. 309 a. 3-5. liS) Ibid. 309 a. 5-6. 
II') Cf. Mahivamsa, III. 10. - puna Ananda-,hero pi bhikkhiihi abhiyici'o I 

.. ammanni ka'um .amgi'im .a na .akka hi 'am vina II 
'") Vln. k,udr. Kg. l;fDUL. Xl, 309. a. 6-b. 2. 
III) Ace. to Vln. k~udr. "he-dan-ldan-pa Brl-d';~i-bu = QYUfmira 'Yrijiputrll 
117) Ibid. 309 b. 6. 
III) Bu-ton has here the Tibetan equivalent Spon-byetl-kyl-bu. 
The HJstcry of Buddhism In India and Tibet 6 
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pillow, attained the state of an ArhaP38). Thereafter he re
turned (to the place of the council) in the holJow of the Nyagrodha 
tree I"'). 

Mahaka~yapa, for the sake of the monks of future times who 
could forget (the precepts), discussed in the morning briefly in 
verse, and later on in the afternoon in detail au). And first of 
all there was a discussion about the rehearsal of the Siitras. Ka~yapa 
asked Ananda whether he had energy enough and bade him 
to compile the Siitras on the foundation of the resolution (of the 
Congregation), delivered after the vote repeated twice 042). There
after the 500 Arhats spread their religious garments on the seat 
supported by lions on which Ananda seated himself&43). - I must 
expound all the Siitras I have heard, thought he. - And the gods, 
knowing his intention, listened with reverence. Then Ka~yapa 
uttered the following entreaty544): -

o reverend Ananda, expound thou the Siitras, 
The aphorisms which represent the highest form 
Of the Doctrine that was delivered by the Lord, 
The Teacher whose intention it was to help the world I -

Thereupon Ananda, recaIling into memory the virtues of the Tea
cher, turned his face toward Bodhimal)4a, folded his hands, 
recollected all the teachings he was to compile and began: -
This is what I have once heard. The Lord was abiding in Benares, 
in ~~ipatana and in the Grove of the Antelopes. - And, as he 
uttered these words, the gods became full of grief and said &41): 

Alas, everything in this world 
Is, without exception, evanescent. 
Even that ocean has dried up 
Which was the repository of the jewels of virtue. 
He, from whom the Doctrine has been heard directly 
Is now enjoying the bliss of Salvation. 

III) The expulsion of Ananda and his attainment of Arhatship Is related. 
briefly in the Mahavamsa, III. 23-25 .. 

lCO) Vln. k~udr. Kg. l;IDUL. XI. 309 b. 2-310 a. 5. 
IU) Ibid. 310 a. 5-b 1. 
in) g.ol-ba-giii.-kyi-las = jiiapli-d"iriya-karma-"aeana. Cf. M. Vyutp. 

§ 266.2,3. Cf. also Childers, Pili Dictionary, s. v. ftaIri (jftapri) and kam _ 
_ na. 

HI) Vin. k~udr. Kg. l;IDUL. XI. 310 b. 1-7. 
I") Ibid. 311 a.6-7. 
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Thereupon (Ananda communicated the Sutra): - Then [93 a.1 
the Lord addressed the 5 monks as follows: - 0 brethren, this is 
the Doctrine that has not been heard of before, viz. that of the 
uneasiness (of Phenomenal Life), - the (first) principle of the 
Saint, - and so on. 

Then Kaul)<;Iinya said to Ka~yapa: - I have heard this part 
of the Doctrine directly. It has caused the ocean of my blood 
and tears to be dried up, has closed the doors to the evil births, 
has caused the mountain of bones to be crossed, and has opened the 
doors to blissful existence. Through the exposition of it, I and 80 000 
gods have obtained the vision of the Truth 648). Now, to-day it 
is communicated as "having been thus heard" in the past. Alas, 
everything is evanescent without exception! - Thus saying,he 
descended from his elevated seat and sat down (on the ground). 
The others likewise descended from their seats (and said): - We 
have witnessed the exposition of this Doctrine directly, but now 
owing to the force of evanescence, the Lord can at present only 
be heard of (and not directly seen)! 5(7) -

Thereafter the Arhats, perceiving with their supernatural 
vision, asked Ananda: - Is this the Word of Buddha that is 
acknowledged by thee? - It is the Word acknowledged by all of 
us, - (replied Ananda). And, (in his turn he asked): - Is the 
Word acknowledged by all of you such (as I have communicated)? 
- It is just that, - (replied the other Arhats). - Then Ka~yapa 
thought: - The rehearsal of the first aphorism has not met with 
any objection and must therefore be the true Doctrine. - And to 
Ananda he said: - How has the second aphorism been communi
cated? - (Ananda continued): - So have I heard ... etc. 
What is this uneasiness (of Phenomenal Existence), - the first 
principle of the Saint? - It is the uneasiness accompanying birth, 
- and so on. 

How has the 3d aphorism been communicated? - 0 brethren, 
the material group of elements 548) does not represent the Ego. -

This and the following Ananda repeated, and the 499 Arhats 
[93 b.] established (that which he had said) as the kanonical 

atl) Ibid. 311 b. 2-3. "") cho •• kyi.mig = clhaTllI/J-cakpl&~ 

U7) Ibid. 311 b. 4-312 a. 1. 
"8) SZUBa = riipa in the sense of riipa·.kallliha. 
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text 6"). The aphorisms containing the teaching about the 5 
groups of elements were compiled together, forming the part 
concerning the 5 groups. The passages about the (12) bases of 
cognition were united so as to form the division dealing with 
the bases of cognition, the aphorisms concerning the members of 
the causal chain and the cognition of the 4 principles, - in the 
Nidiina 550) sections. The numerous passages delivered by the 
Criivakas were combined in "the division of the Speeches of the 
Cravakas", and the sermons delivered by the Buddha, - in the 
part containing the Speeches of the Buddha. The aphorisms con
taining the teachings about the (37) characteristic features of 
Enlightenment were compiled so as to form the division concerning 
the component parts of the Path. The numerous sayings were 
united into the "Division of sayings", the numerous verses, -
into the corresponding section 651), the extensive parts of Scripture 
-into the Dirgha-agama, the intermediate -into the Madhyama
agama, and the solitary sentences and the like, - into the separate 
passages, containing one and more sentences 552). (Thus the division 
of the Siitras) was compiled and established as the kanon. There
upon Kiiwapa asked Ananda, whether the Teaching was of such 
a compass (as had been compiled). - It is of such a compass, -
replied A.nanda, -and there is nothing that is left (incompleted). 
- Having said this, Ananda descended from the seat and sat down 
on the ground 553). 

Thereupon Upali 654) was asked whether he had sufficient energy 
and was then ordered to rehearse the Vinaya in accordance with 
the resolution delivered after the twice repeated vote. After Upali 
had been seated on the seat supported by lions, (Ka~yapa said): -
Where did the Lord lay the first foundation of Discipline? - At 
Benares. - For whose sake? - For the 5 monks. - He has ordered 
them to wear the skirt in a circular form. -

And the Arhats perceived with their supernatural vision and 
became convinced that this was the real Doctrine. -

Where was the second foundation of Discipline established? 
-(was the second question). -At Benares, for the 5 disciples, the 
order to wear religious robes in a circular form, - and so on. 

10) Vin. k~udr. I(g. I;IDUL. XI. 312 a. 2-314 a. 3. 
110) Olen-gii. 601) Yan-dag-par-ldan-pa~i-mhi (1). 
"I) ,cig-las·(aphros-pa(ai-luri = ekottara-agama. 
118) Vin. k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 314 a. ~b. 2. IIC) Re-bar-tlkhor. 



Where was the third foundation of Discipline established? -
In the village of Kalandaka in order that Bhadradatta6&5) should 
overcome his immorality. -

Thereafter, the (4 sins) meriting expulsion 558), the (13) trans
gressions requiring rehabilitation by the whole of the c1ergy66?), 
the indeterminate transgressions,6678

), the 30 transgressions ac
companied with forefeiture 6&8), the (90) transgressions requiring 
absolution 668), the (4) transgressions to be expiated by confession 1180) 
[94 a.], the numerous minutiae of Discipline, the pacification of 
quarrels, the supplementary rules, forfeiture, ordination, fast, 
punishment, calumny, the causes (of transgression), and the sub
ject of faith, - all these were definitely indicated. In such a 
way the Vinaya was rehearsed, and after that Upali descended 
from his seat &81). Then Mahaka~yapa, in order to rehearse the 
Abhidharma, for the sake of the living beings of future times, -
underwent the procedure of vote and resolution. He said: -
Qf the Abhidharma J ~haILsp.eak mYliel-h-- The Abhidharma is that 
~hich el1:1cid~ the essence of the things cogn.izable. It consists 
of -tfi"e4 methods of intense mindfulness, - etc. as before 612). 

Thereupon, as the 500 Arhats thus rehearsed the 3 Codes of 
Scripture, the gods exclaimed: - O! the gods have won and the 
Asuras have lost! - And the 500 monks received the name of 
lithe Great Compilers" 563). 

Thereupon Mahaka~yapa spoke as follows6If'): 
The limitless Word of Him 
Who was endowed with the 10 Powers 
Is now compiled in this Book of the Law 
For the sake of mankind. 
It is possessed of light, 
Since it removes the gloom of ignorance, 
Wherever false views obscure and oppress the living beings. -

Then he thoughtoll&): - I have rehearsed the Word of the Buddha 
as weIl as I could and have (through this) to a certain extent been 

II') Bzan-sbyin. ill) pham-pa = pjjrjjjiklJ. 
"7) 1I1t'l-ma = (.aRgha)-IJIJQ~efa. 117&) ma-n-pa = aniya ... 
'11) .pail-leuR = RlJuargika. "1) leuil-byed = prjjyafCiailca. 
'10) ,o-,QNfagl-pa = pralideflJlliya. 
'11) Vine k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 314 b. 2-315 b. 6. 
I") Ibid. 315 b. 6--316 a. 5. .1.) Ibid. 316 a. 5-b. 3 • 

• 1.) Ibid. 316 b. 3-4. ...) Ibid. 316 b. 7--317 a. 2. 
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of help (to the living beings). - Now, who is able (to do this work) 
completely? I for my part shall depart into Nirva!}a. -

Having rehearsed the sermons of the Lord, 
I have established the Path of Virtue; 
This Wo:-d of the Teacher is to abide for long, 
Being transferred from one (disciple) to another; 
It will chastise those that are shameless 
And support those who are modest. 
I have been of help and stored up merit, 
And the time for me to pass into NirvaQa has come. 

Know thou, Ananda! [94 b.] The Teacher has passed away, after 
having entrusted the Doctrine to my care. As I am now to depart 
into Nirval)a, it is thou who art to be its defender. And thou, in 
thy turn, art to entrust it to Canavasika &88). 

Thereupon Ka~yapa, having worshipped the 8 monuments 
with the relics (of the Buddha) and the tooth (of the latter) which 
was preserved in the realm of the Nagas, rose up to the abode 
of the 33 gods. There he beheld the tooth (of the Buddha that 
was kept there) without winking, placed it on the crown of his 
head, worshipped it and said to the gods; - Be full of attention 
and devotion! - Having delivered this word he returned to Raja
grha. Ajata~atru to whom he intended to announce his arrival 
was asleep. - Make him awaken and call him to me! - So said 
he, ascended the southern hill Kukkutapada and strewed Ku~a grass 
in the interspace between the 3 hills. Then he put on the patched 
cowl of the Buddha, uttered a blessing (that his corpse) should 
not decay till the time when the word of Maitreya would be ex
pounded and, having demonstrated many miraculous apparitions, 
passed away into Nirval)a. Thereafter the gods worshipped, spread 
a cover over the 3 mountains, uttered many sounds of lamentation, 
and disappeared 687). 

At that time Ajata~atru, who had dreamt that the lineage of 
his mother's brother belonging to the royal race had ceased, awoke 
and, having heard that Ka~yapa had passed away, fell in a swoon. 
Upon recovering, he ascended the hill, and the Yak~as withdrew 
the cover (that was spread over the hills). The king, having worship
ped, was about to order that the body should be burnt, but Ananda 
said: - He has pronounced a blessing that his body should remain 

'U) Ibid. 317 a. 2-4. "') Ibid. 317 a. 4-318 b. 2. 
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till the time when the Doctrine of Maitreya is to be expounded. 
The 930 millions of ~ravakas of Maitreya will take the body (of 
Ka~yapa) and show it, saying: - This was a disciple of ~akyamuni, 
the foremost of those endowed with the 12 virtues of an ascetic. 
It was he who compiled the Teaching. - And it will be known 
that the men of this (age of ours) were small in size and the Teacher's 
body great. [95 a.] Then Maitreya will say: - These are the robes 
of ~akyamuni! - Then his adherents will assume the virtues of 
ascetics and become Arhats. - It is for this reason that one must 
not burn (these relics), but build here a monumenf588). -

Accordingly they erected a monument and worshipped. And 
after that a covering was again spread over the 3 mountains. 
Then Ananda promised that he would show to Ajata~atru how he 
would pass away into Nirval).a, and thereupon departed into the 
Bamboo Grove 560). 

Whilst he was abiding there, ~anavasika arrived, after having 
fortunately crossed the sea, and asked: - I intend to celebrate 
the 5 years' feast. But where is the Teacher? - He has passed 
away! -And, as he heard this, ~anavasika fell in a swoon. -And 
~ariputra and the rest, - where do they abide? - They have 
likewise passed away, - (was the answer). Thereafter ~iinavasika 
made a 5 years' feast for Ananda and the Congregation, at the 
end of which he took orders and became versed in the 3 Codes of 
Scripture 670). 

At that time a certain monk (was preaching in the following 
manner) 671): -

He whose life has a duration of 100 years 
Can certainly abide in ease like a duck in the water. 
And can be perceived as similar to such a duck. 
Such a uniform life is the best. 

Ananda, having heard this, said: &71) - The Teacher has not prea
ched like that, but: -

He with whom life dures 100 years 
Invariably becomes born and perishes. 
The Teacher has declared that here on earth 

,_) Ibid. 318 b. 2-319 a. 4. '11) Ibid. 319 a. 4-6. 
170) Ibid. 319 a. 6-b. 5. Cf. Schlefner, Tirinitha, p.9. 
171) Vln. k~udr. Kg. I:fDUL. XI. 319 b. 6. 
071) Ibid. 319 b. 6-302 a. 2. 
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Two kinds of individuals must be distinguished: 
Those with minds full of disbelief and hatred, 
And those who in their faith have gone astray. 
He who has wrongly apprehended the Siitras 
Is like an ox that has fallen into a mire, 
And must inevitably perish. 
He has no thoughts concerning his death, 
His study does not lead to knowledge and is fruitless. 
Incorrect knowledge, it is like poison; 
But he is really wise, whose study [95 b.) 
Leads to correct knowledge and has for its result 
The removal of all the Obscurations. -

The monk who had recited incorrectly said to the preceptor (with 
whom he studied): - Ananda has grown old and has lost his 
power of memory. The preceptor said 573): -

Subjected to the suffering of old age, 
This living being has lost his memory; 
He does not recollect correctly, 
For his mind is overpowered by decrepitude. 

Ananda heard this and said: - If I speak to him there will be a 
quarrel. It is likewise unsuitable for me to go (and remonstrate) 
before his teacher. I shall therefore pass away into NirvaQa. -

The old ones, - they all have died before, 
And with these new young monks one cannot be of accord. 
I am now abiding quite alone 
In concentrated trance, similar to a bird. 
Those who were my friends and associates 
Have all of them died before and are gone. 
How shall I reflect over the state of mystic absorption? 
There is no suitable teacher for this here 574). -

Accordingly he said to Canavasika: - The Doctrine has been 
entrusted by the Teacher to Ka\ryapa, and by the latter to myself. 
I am now about to depart (into Nirval)a). Therefore it is thou 
who art to guard the Doctrine. And he foretold that in the place 
called Mathura 67&) on the mountain called Murunda, Nata and 
Pata, the sons of a merchant would build a monastery and become 
alms-givers (of the church). He said moreover that Upaguptal78), 

171) Ibid. 320 a. 2-3. 17&) Ibid. 320 a. 3-7. 
176) Bcom-brlag. 611) Ner-sbas. 
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the son of Gupta 677), the merchant of incense, should take orders. 
Indeed, the Teacher had prophecied: - One hundred years after 
I have passed away, this one will become a Buddha, though without 
bearing the characteristic feature of such 578), and perform the acts 
peculiar to a Buddha. - Let it be so, - said Canavasika 678). -

Thereafter Ananda sent a message to Ajata~atru and then departed 
into the middle of the Ganges. The king, having dreamt that the 
staff of his umbrella hade been broken, awoke and, after he had 
heard the message of Ananda, fell in a swoon. When he recovered, 
he set out with his army in the direction of the Ganges 680). At 
the same time the gods spoke to the inhabitants of Vai~ali as 
follows 581): -

The Saint Ananda who is like a light for the animate world, 
Has manifested his Great Commiseration for the multitude 

of living beings. [96 a.] 
This Sage, having removed the darkness of suffering, 
Has now come to Vai~an, in order to attain perfect peace. -

Thereupon the Licchavis likewise proceeded toward the Ganges. 
At that time a Brahmanical anchorite with 500 adherents expressed 
the wish to take orders. Ananda produced by magic an island in 
the middle of the Ganges and there (the anchorite and his follo
wers) were ordained and became Arhats. With respect to the 
place and the time they became known by the name of Madhyantika 
- "(those who were ordained) at noon-day&S2) or in the middle 
of the river" 583). (The anchorite) then prayed that he might pass 
away into Nirval}.a before Ananda, but the latter said: - Kash
mir is the place suitable for mystic absorption and the best resting
place. There, 100 years after I have passed away, a monk known 
by the surname of Madhyantika is to establish the Doctrine. -
Such was the prophecy of the Teacher and thou must act according 
to it. - I shall do so, - replied the anchorite&8'). 

Thereupon Ananda, having manifested many miraculous appa
ritions, passed away into NirvaQa. Half of his body was taken by 
the citizens of Vai~ali and the other half - by Ajata~atru. 

677) Sbas-pa. 178) Cf. Schiefner, Tirinitha, p.17. 
671) Vin. k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 320 a. 7-b. 4. 
680) Ibid. 320 b. 4-321 a. 2. 
681) Ibid. 321 a. 2-3. 681) Ni-ma-gun-pa. 
686) Chu-dbus-pa. Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p. 9. 
68t) Vin. k~udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 321 b. 4-322 a. 1. 
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By the sharp thunderbolt of Highest Wisdom 
He split in two his body resembling a mountain. 
One half was given to the ruler of men, 
And the other - to the Congregation of the Lord. -

And thereupon monuments were erected at Vai~ali and Patali
putra&8&). 

Thereafter Madhyantika, in order that the prophecy of the 
Teacher and the order of his preceptor (Ananda) should be fulfilled, 
went off to Kashmir. There he seated himself in a cross-legged 
position ond became absorbed in concentrated trance. This 
brought the Nagas (who were residing there) into a rage. They 
shook the ground and sent down a heavy rain. However, by this 
they were incapable of moving even the fringe of (Madhyantika's) 
religious garment. Then a rain of arrows and other missiles des
cended upon him, but these were all turned into flowers. Owing 
to this the Nagas were dismayed and asked Madhyantika what 
would be his orders. He said: - This place belongs to me according 
to the prophecy of the Buddha. - And they gave him so much 
ground as he could cover by sitting in cross-legged posture, (96 b.] 
but this space was (miraculously augmented so as to fill up) all 
the 9 valleys (of Kashmir)586). Then the Nagas asked: - How 
many adherents hast thou? - 500 Arhats, - replied the elder. -
Now, if one of these will be absent, - we shall take the ground 
back again, -(returned the Nagas)687). - The elder said: - Be 
it as it may be; in any case it has been provided for alms-givers; 
therefore one must introduce householders here. - Thereupon be 
settled there a multitude of people, and, in order that they should 
prosper, he went to Gandhamadana and caused saffron to grow. 
Thereafter he subdued the troublesome Nagas. The latter asked 
him how long the Teaching was to abide there, and the elder replied, 
that it would exist tOoo years. They then consented to give up 
the ground for the time during which the Doctrine of the Lord 
was to exist there. - Be it so, - said the elder. Then, after he 
had established the church in Kashmir, (the elder Madhyantika) 
passed away into Nirvat;la &88). The church was thereafter entrusted 
by Canavasika to Upagupta, by Upagupta - to Dhitika, by the 

III) Ibid. 322 a. 1-4. "I) Cf. Schiefner, Tirinitha, p. 12. aqq. 
117) Vln. k~udr. I<g. I;IDUL. XI. 322 a. 4-:323 a. 2. 
III) Ibid. 323 a. 2-7. 
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latter - to Km1a, and by Kr~l)a to Sudar~ana. (And they all) 
departed into Nirval)a (one after the other)&88). 

The second Rehearsal. 

One hundred and ten years after the Teacher had passed away, 
the monks abiding in Vai~ali were indulging in prohibited actions 
of which there were 10 kinds: -

Exclamations of astonishment (I), rejoicing (2), 
Digging ground (3), using the sacred salt (4), 
Eating on the way (5), taking the food with 2 fingers (6), 
Eating not at due time (7), taking intoxicating drink (8), 
Making a new rug without stitching to it a patch of the 

old one (9), 
. And begging for gold and silver (10). -

These, briefly, were the transgressions which were ad-
mitted 690). 

At that time an Arhat named Sarvakiimin 61J01l) who had attained 
the 8 degrees of liberation (from materiality) 591) was residing at 
Vai~ali. And from the city called Dhanika 592) there came an Arhat 
called Ya~as69Za) with 500 adherents who had made a turn through 
the country. Having arrived at Vai~ali, they found that the monks 
had a large income, and they themselves obtained a great share. 
Having asked the reason of this, [97 a.] they came to know that 
10 prohibited points were admitted 593). Accordingly, they went 
to Sarvakamin and inquired: - Is it proper that (the exclamations 
of astonishment) like aho I should be admitted? How is this pos
sible? - With the monks of Vai~ali the conduct does not har
monize with the theory. They perform religious observances and 
at the same time they admit such exclamations as ahol 0 reverend 
master, this is not right. -At what place has (the Lord) established 
the rule forbidding this? -At Campa. -Whom had he in view 

. when he established it? - The 6 disciples. - Amongst what cate
gory of transgressions has it been counted? - Amongst the nume-

1581) Ibid. 323 a. 7-b. 4. 
no) Ibid. 323 b. 4-325 a. 4. Summary in verse 332 a. 2-3. Cf. also Ma-

havamsa, IV. 9-11 a. and Schiefner, Tariinatha, p.41 and 289. 
lIIOa) Thams-cad-~dod. 
111) rnom-,Jaar-brgyad =: aflll" tlimolrfii(a. 
11111) Nor-can. Ilia) Orags-pa. 
lIS) Vln. ~udr. }(g. I;IDUL. XI. 325 a. 4-7. 
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rous minute defects. - 0 Elder, this first point is a transgression 
with regard to the Siitras and the Vinaya. It deviates from the 
Teaching of the Master, and (the permission of it) is not contained 
in the Siitras and is not to be found in the Vinaya. It disagrees 
with the Essence of the Doctrine. Therefore, when it is spoken of 
as admissible and has become practice, how is it possible to be 
indifferent with regard to it? - (Sarvakamin) sat without ans
wering a word. 

Then, 0 Elder, the following is to be asked. Can exclamations 
of rejoicing be regarded as admissible? ... and so on, as before. -
They perform religious observances, and at the same time incite 
the monks in attendance to rejoice and consider this to be ad
missible. This is not right. - (The rules 'forbidding it have been 
delivered) at Campa to the 6 disciples and (it has been counted) 
among the numerous minute defects. 

As concerns the acts of the monks, it is considered admissible 
to live by agriculture (digging the ground). (This has been for
bidden) at Cravasti to the 6 disciples and counted amongst the 
transgressions that require absolution 594). 

Furthermore, it is considered admissibie to mix the salt that 
is to be kept for life-time with that which is used in general, to 
eat it, and make it thus an object of ordinary use. (The rules for
bidding this) have been delivered at Rajagrha to Cariputra and 
(this act) is counted among the trangressions requiring absolution. 
Moreover, eating on the way is held to be admissible. - (The 
monks) having gone a yojana or a half of such, assemble and eat, 
with the pretext that they are travelling. This has been forbidden 
at Rajagrha to Devadatta and counted among the defects requiring 
absolution. 

Then we have lithe transgression of the 2 fingers". The food 
that has not been left (from a previous meal) they eat, taking it 
with 2 fingers. This has been forbidden at Cravastl to numerous 
monks and counted among the acts requiring absolution [97 b.]. 

Further on, there is the transgression admitted under the pretext 
of illness. The monks take wine in the manner of a leech that 
sucks blood and, having drunk, excuse it with illness. This has 
been forbidden at Cravasti to Saugata and counted among the 
offences requiring absolution • 

• ') priiylJ9cilli1cG = "un-byed. 
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Next there is "the admission of a mixture". The monks mix 
a drona measure of milk with as much sour milk and eat it at 
undue time, considering this to be admissible. (The' rules forbidding 
this) have been delivered at C;ravasti to numerous monks and 
it is counted amongst the transgressions requiring absolution. 

Then there ist the transgression concerning the rug (or carpet 
on which the monk sits). The monks begin to use a new carpet 
without patching it with the so-called Sugata span taken from 
the old one. The rules forbidding this have been delivered at 
C;ravasti to numerous monks and it is counted among the transgres
sions requiring absolution. 

And lastly, there is the transgression regarding gold and silver. 
The monks anoint an alms-bowl with fragrant species, put it on 
the head of a C;ramal)a, on a table or a seat, place it in a narrow 
passage or at the crossing-place of 4 roads, and proclaim: - This 
is a sublime vessel. If you deposite your gifts into it and fill it, 
you are to reap great merit. Accordingly, the people fill (the bowl) 
with gold and silver which is enjoyed (by the monks). The rules 
forbidding this were delivered to the 6 disciples. 

Thereafter Sarvakamin spoke (to Ya~as): - Go thou and find 
such who would be of accord with thee, and I will be thy friend 
according to the Doctrine 595). Ya~as accordingly departed and 
spoke as he had before to C;a~ha 696) from the city of C;ol)aka, 
to Dhanika 587) from Sarhka~ya, to Kubjita 698) of Pataliputra 
who was enjoying the highest felicity, as he was absorbed in con
centrated trance, to Ajita 699) of <;rughna 800), to Sarhbhiita 101) of 
Mahi~mati 801), and to Revata 803) of Sahaja 804). These said: -
Thou art tired. Rest now and we shall search for those that would 
take our part 806). 

Thereafter the monks of Vai~a1i asked the pupils of Ya~aslOl): 
- Whither has your teacher gone? - He is seeking for those who 
will aid him in executing the act of your excommunication. -
Tho this the monks of Vai~ali said: - This is not a good action. 
198 a.] According to the Word of the Teacher who has passed away 
it is proper to maintain one's life in many different ways. As 

III) Ibid. 325 b. 1-328 a. 1. 
III) Oyo-ldan. 117) Nor-can. -) Zla-sgur. 
III) Ma-pham-pa. MO) Sug-na. 101) Yan-dag-skyes. 
101) Ma-he-Idan. 101) Nam-gru. 101) Lhan-clg-skyes. 
101) Vln. k,udr. Kg. I;IDUL. XI. 329 a.5-7. 101) Orapopa. 



this is so, wherefore are you planning to do mischief to us? -
The others replied: - You are behaving in a way that is 
not admissible' and bring corruption into the Church. Therefore 
we shall in any case execute the act of your excommunication. 
- And as they said so, (the monks of Vai~ali) became afraid 
and tried to bribe the pupils of Ya~as, by presenting to them 
mantles, religious robes, etc. 80?). Thereafter Ya~as having finished 
the search of those who would form his party, returned, and his 
pupils said to him: - Master, it would be better tG forbear from 
this our intention. According to the Word of the deceased Teacherp 

it is permitted to live in many different ways. If this be so, for 
what reason should we plan mischief against (these monks)? -
By these their words (the Arhat) understood that they had been 
bribed and spoke to them as follows 8(8): -

He who hastens where one ought to tarry 
And tarries when one ought to make haste 
Is a fool who does not act when it is proper 
And becomes subjected to suffering. 
His lot is to be without renown, 
And he is deserted by his friends. 
His cause, it does not prosper, 
Being like the descending moon. 
But he who duly applies his mind (to fulfill his aim), 
Who makes haste when it is proper and does not tarry, 
Is a wise man who removes 
All that is insuitable and attains bliss. 
His lot is fame, he is not deserted by his friends, 
And his fortune will grow like the ascending moon. 

Thereafter Ya~as went to the courtyard where the monks were 
assembled and let them put his knowledge, the result of his previous 
vows 809) to a test. He struck the wooden gong, and 700 Arhats, 
all of them pupils of Ananda, assembled, with the exception of 
one. (This one was) Kubjita who did not hear, since he was ab
sorbed in the Cessation-Trance 810). 

Then Ya~as thought: - If the names (of the monks to be ex-

107) Ibid. 329 a. 7-330 a. 3. 108) Ibid. 330 a. 7-b. 2. 
101) .mon-nGS-~u-pa = p,a~idhi-jijijna. 

110) {ago&-pa~i-8Roms-~ju& = nirodha-samipaHi. Vln. Iqudr. Kg. I;IDUL. 
33Ob.2-3. 
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communicated) are called out and repeated aloud, passions will 
be aroused. [98 b.] One must therefore speak without mentioning 
names. - And he sat down at the side of the Elders 111). At that 
moment Kubjita rose up from the Cessation Trance, and a certain 
god summoned him, saying: - Seven hundred Arhats, of the same 
preceptor as thyself, are rehearsing the Teaching. Therefore make 
haste to join them. Accordingly, by the force of his miraculous 
power, Kubjita flew to the place and appeared before the gate of 
the courtyard. As he knocked, those within asked: - Who art 
thou? And he replied as follows: -

There are ascetics dwelling in Pataliputra 
Who are profoundly learned and observe the Vinaya. 
One of them has now come here, 
His name being "the subduer of the senses". 
It is he who is standing at the gate! 

There are likewise other "subduers of their senses" (said the monks). 
- He then said: - I am he who has cleared all doubt. - I am 
he who is free from regret. - And finally: - I am Kubjita. -
Then the doors were opened and he entered 112). 

Then Ya~as, addressing the Elders, began: - 0 venerable sin, 
is the license of shouting aho! admissible? Thus spoke he and 
further on as before, without mentioning names, viz. that such 
and such monks (were doing the prohibited actions). - Such a 
conduct is to be condemned by us! - In this manner he discussed 
the 10 inadmissible points in detail, and (the other Elders) gave 
their approvaI 813). Then they went out and beat the wooden gong, 
causing the monks of Vai~ali to assemble. The Elders now called 
out the name (of those who committed the transgressiolll), viz. 
"the monks of Vai~ali," spoke of the 10 inadmir,sible point5 at 
full length and said: - These are to be excommunicated by all of 
us. - And, for speaking thus, the 700 (Arhats) became known as 
"those who made the correct resolution" I1C). 

Thus the second rehearsal was carried out by tbe' 700 Arbafl. 
The aim of it was the exclusion of the 10 inadmissible points. The 
time was - 110 years after the Teacher had passed away. The 

111) ibid. 330 b. 3-5. -, Ibid. 330 b. 5-331 .. I-
c,') ibid. 331 a. 5-1». 3. 

"' ibid. 331 b. 3-332 .. 2. 
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place was the monastery of Kusumapura 81&) at Vai~an, and the 
alms-giver of the monks was the pious king A~oka. [99 a.] 818) 

The third Rehearsal. 
(The account of this third rehearsal) is not to be found in the 

Vinaya and therefore we meet here and there with disagreeing 
points. According to some, 137 years after the Teacher had 
passed away, at the time when the kings Nanda and Mahapadma were 
reigning, and when the elders Mahakii~yapa, Uttara 817) and others 
were residing at Pa1aliputra, Mara the Evil One, having assumed 
the form of a monk named Bhadra, showed many miraculous 
apparitions, sowed disunion amongst the clergy and brought con
fusion into the Teaching 81B). At that time, when the elders Niiga
sena 619) and Manojfia 820) were living, (the clergy) became split 
into (various) sects. On the 63d year (after this division had taken 
place), the Teaching was rehearsed by the elder Vatsiputra 821). Ac
cording to others, 160 years after the Teacher had passed away, 
at the time when the king A~oka began to reign in the city called 
Kusumavistara (?)622), the Arhats were reading the Word of the 
Buddha in (4 different languages), viz. the Sanskrit.I !), Prakrit 82f), 

Apabhram~a 825), and Pai~acika 828). Accordingly, the pupils (of 
the different Arhats) formed separate fractions, and this gave origin 
to the division into the 18 sects. In the philosophical views (of 
the different sects) there were many disagreeing points which brought 
confusion into the Church 827). - It was for this reason that Ar
hats and ordinary learned monks, having assembled in the mona
stery of Jalandhara, rehearsed (Scripture) for a third time. This 

8U) Xyl. K:u-sma-pu-ri. Or: Pu~papura. Cf. Mahivamsa, IV.31. -
Pupphapura. 

811) Mahivamsa, IV. 8. - G,i'e dlJlame IIG188 Kiilii.o1uiJ.a riijino I .ambud
dha·parinibbiil}ii BVGm fJalSUG,am ala" 1/ 

111) Bla.ma. 
818) This passage is fully contained in the Tarkajvili of Bhivavlveka, Tg. 

(Pek.) MDO. XIX. 162 b. 6-163 a. 3. Cf. also Schlefner, Tirinitha, p.52. 
'1') J(Iu~l-sde. ,l1li) Yld-J;ton. 
811) Onas-maJ;tl-bu. Cf. Tarkajvili, Tg. MDO. XIX. 163 a. 1 sqq. 
'11) Me-tog-gis-rgyas-pa. So also in Tarkajvali. 
III) kg'-pGr-.bYG1-ba. '2&) Ma-mol-pG. III) .",,-cla •• 
I',) fG-.a~i-'''Gd. 
117) A similar passage is contained In the Tarkajvila, Tg. MOO. XIX. 

161 a. 3. sqq. 
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took place 360 years after the Teacher had passed away. We read 
however in the Karu1J-ii-pu1J-t/arika 828) the following prophecy: -
One hundred years after I have passed away, there will appear in 
Pataliputra a king named A~oka of the Maurya dynasty829). This 
king will cause to worship the 84000 monuments containing my 
relics in a single day. - And in the Prabhiivati 830) it is said: -
Thereafter the king Dharma~oka died, and the Arhats, in order 
to put an end to the practice of reciting (Scripture) in Prakrit, 
Apabhrari1~a [99 b.] and in a dialect of intermediate character, 
gradually rehearsed (the kanonical texts) according to other me
thods. These new texts were like the siitras which were compiled 
in Sanskrit S3()II). (Thereafter) the Teaching assumed 18 different 
forms. - I am of the opinion that (the statement of the authority 
just mentioned) disagrees with the texts I have quoted (before). 

Others (speak about the 3d council) as follows: - The aim of 
it was to clear the doubts of the 18 sects as regards the spurious 
texts of Scripture. The time was 300 years after the Teacher had 
passed away. The place was the country of Kashmir and the mo
nastery of Kuvana, and the alms-giver was Kani~ka 831), the king 
of Jalandhara. The members of the council were 500 Arhats with 
Piirl}ika at their head, 500 Bodhisattvas, Vasumitra and others, 
and 250 or 10 000 ordinary Pal}gits. After a recitation (of the 
texts) had been made, it was settled, that the texts acknowledged 
by the ]8 sects were all of them the Word of Buddha. 

As concerns the division into the ]8 sects, Bhavya S32) considers 
that there were 2 principal fractions viz. the MahasanghikasS33) 

and the Sthaviras 834). Others say that there were 3, - (the 2 
just mentioned) and the Vibhajyavadins 83&). The Miilasarvasti
vadins 888) say that till the time of the 2d rehearsal there was only 

'11) I(g. MOO. VI. 140 a. 1-3. (N.) 
'U) Mu-raJ,t1 rlgs-kyl. 8.0) Tg. MOO. LXXXIX. 182 a. 2, 3 (N). 

lIDO) Sic. acc. to Tg. - rgyal-po~i-,kad-du .. byar-b~i mdo-.. de. The Xyl. 
has - rBya-chen-po~i .. kad-du. 

IS1) Xyl. I(a-nl-ka. 1.1) TarkaJvala, Tg. MOO. XIX. 163 a. 2. (Pek.) 
las) Oge-l,tdun-phl1-chen-pa. 13&) Gnas-brtan-pa. 
1.1) Rnam-par-phye-ste-smra-ba. Cf. Tarkajvala, Tg. MOO. XIX. 162b. 1. 

glan-ftid-kyi. .mra-ba-ni sna-ma-blin-du briod-par-bya~o Ilr"'a-ba~i clbye-ba
ni g.um-.,e I ~di-l'ar Gnas-brean-pa dan I Dge-~dun-phal-chen-pa dan I Rnam 
par-phye-,'e-.mra-ba~o II 

III) ml-yod-smra-ba. This and the followIng Is an extract from ~akyapra
bha's Prabhavati (Tg. MOO. LXXXIX. 182 a. 4-b. 7. Nar.) In abridged form. 
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one school viz. the Mulasarvastivada. Thereafter, owing to the 
fact that Scripture was recited in different dialects, there arose 
the 17 other sects. (The texts of these fractions), they say, do 
not represent the Teaching of Buddha. They are not to be found 
in the Vinaya, since they are not included in the precepts containing 
the monastic obeisances. Neither are they contained in the Siitras, 
since they contradict each other. They are likewise in conflict 
with the true Essence of the Doctrine, since they exp:ain the Word 
of Scripture in another sense. - Therefore they are not the Word 
of the Buddha. -

We refute this statement of the Sarvastivadins as follows: -
The texts of the 17 sects are the Word of Buddha. They are to 
be found in the Vinaya, since they teach the Moral Discipline 8aea). 
They are contained in the Siitras, as they speak of the Mental 
Discipline 837). And they are not in conflict with the true Essence 
of the Doctrine, since they are in conformity with the Teaching 
of NirvaI)a and contain the precepts relating to the Discipline of 
Highest Wisdom 838). Moreover they are endowed with the 3 
seals, the negation of a real Ego with regard to all the elements, 
etc. [100 a.] They have as their principal subject-matter exclusively 
the Word of the Buddha, they have been analysed by the Arhats, 
and have appeared as a result of the Buddha's blessings. - We 
read moreover in the Sutra containing the explanation of the dream 
of king Krkin838), as follows: 0 great monarch, in thy dream thou 
hast seen how 18 men were pulling at a piece of cloth. This means 
that the Teaching of the Buddha (:akyamuni will be split into 18 
sects. But the cloth, that is (the Doctrine of) Salvation, will not 
be torn asunder. - This passage likewise proves that (the kanonical 
texts acknowledged by the 18 sects) represent all of them the Word 
of Buddha. Vinitadeva 8«1) and the author of the BhikfU-fJtJrfasra
PfcchiJ841) are of the opinion that there were 4 ~rincipal sections. 
Vinitadeva says: -

ISla) I.h"l-khrims = ~ila in the sense of adhiFilG-pkfii • 
... ) HmB = citra In the sense of adhicitta-fi~ii. 
'.S) ~1!4-rab = prajilii In the sense of adhiprajna-si~ii. 
'.') Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p.59. 
1411) Dul-Iha. The following passage In verse Is a quotation from the Nlkiya

bheda-upada~ana-sari1graha. Tg. MDO. LXXXIX. 172b. 1-3. (N.) 
IU) Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p.272. 



The Eastern .'8), the Western 8&8), the Himiilayan 8"), 
The Lokottaraviidins 84&), and the Praji'laptivadins 8'8), 
These five belong to the Mahiisamghikas. 
The Miilasarviistiviidins, the Kiic;yapiya m), 
The Mahic;iisaka 8e) and the Dharmagupta 848), 
The Bahuc;rutiya 8&0), the Tamrac;atiya 8&1), 
And the division of the Vibhajyavada, -
These are the Sarvastivadins. 
The Jetavaniya 8&B), the Abhayagirivasins 8&8) 
And the Mahaviharavasins 8"), -
These form the section of the Sthaviras. 
The Kaurukullaka 85&), Avantaka 858), Vatsiputriya 8&7), 
Are the 3 varieties of the Sammitiya 868). 
These are the 18 different sects, 

00 

Differing as regards their country, Doctrine and teacher. 
According to the author of the VaT~agTa-prccha8&8), 6 sects form 
the division of the Mahasamghika, 4 sects - that of the Sarvastiva
dins, 5 - that of the Sammitiya, and 3 - that of the Sthaviras. 
The Sarviistiviidins, "thosewho admit the reality of all (the elements)" 
are called so, since they maintain that (the elements as classified 
into) groups, component elements of an individual, and bases of 
cognition, or otherwise, that all the objects in the present, past, 
and future exist in reality. Just as the high classes establish the 
mundane laws and customs of a country or race, in a similar man
ner (these Sarviistiviidins), as they spoke in Sanskrit [100 b.1 (the 

141) C;ar (-kyi-ri-bo-pa) = Piirva~i1a. (Mahavamsa V. 12 b-Pubbaseliya). 
10) Nub (-kyi-ri-bo-pa) = Apara~aila. (Mahavamsa V. 12 b-Aparaseliyi). 
"") Oans-kyi-ri-pa = Haimavata (Ibid. V. 12 a). 
''') !;fjig-rten-~das-par-smra-ba. 
Itl) Btags-par-smra-ba (The Xyl. has: Brtag-par-smra-ba. - Mahavamsa 

V. 5 a. Paflflattivada). 
It') !;fod-sruns-sde. (Mahavamsa V. 9 a. - I(assapiya; acc. to Tarkajvala 

Tg. MOO. XIX. 162 b. 1. Char-bzon-{r.beln-po ies-b;yo-bo-Ia 1cho-eiS-ni lJod
STuDs-po ies zer-ba -

•• ) Sa-srun-sde (Ibid. V. 6 a, 8 a - Mahimsasaka). 
Itl) Chos-srun-sde. (Ibid. V. 8 b. Dhammaguttika). 
110) Man-thos (Ibid. V. 5 a - Bahulika. Cf. note). 
Ill) Dmar-slob-ma. 1Ol) Rgyal-byed-tshal-gnas. 
118) I;Ijigs-byed-gnas. lit) Otsug-Iag-khan-chen. 
1&1) Sa-sgrags. III) Srun-pa-pa. 167) Onas-maJ.1l-bu. 
118) I(un-gyis-bkur-ba. 
15') Tg. MOO. LXXXIX. 74 b. 6-75 a. 2. (N.) 
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language of the higher classes), represent the foundation (mulG) 
for the tradition of the other sects. For this reason they are called 
the Miila-Sarvastivadins. Their teacher was Rahulabhadra 880) of 
the K~atriya caste, renowned for his devotion to the (3) Disciplines. 
Their language wa~ the Sanskrit, they wore a mantle which had 
from 25 to 29 fringes, and their badges were an Utpala flower, a 
lotus, a jewel, and the leaf of a tree. 

The Mahasarhghikas were called so, since they were the clergy 
(Sarhgha), the greater part of which (maha) was constituted by 
them. Their teacher was Mahaka~yapa, a Brahmal)a great in his 
practice of the 12 virtues of an ascetic 861). Their language was 
the Prakrit, they wore from 23 to 27 fringes, and their badge 
was a conch-shell. 

The Sarhmitiya received this name, as they taught the theories 
expounded by a teacher who was revered by a great number of 
people. Their teacher was Upali of <;iidra caste, great in his ob
servance of the Vinaya. Their language was the Apabhrarh~a, 
the number of fringes (on their mantles) was from 21 to 25, and 
their badge was the Sorcika flower. 

The Sthaviras bore this name, since they maintained to belong 
to the spiritual descent of the Sthavira Saints. Their chief pre
ceptor was Katyayana of the Vai~ya caste, renowned for his con
verting the borderland. They spoke an intermediate dialect and 
their fringes and badge were known to be similar to those of the 
Sarhmitiya. According to some the language of the Mahasarhghikas 
was the intermediate dialect, that of the Sarhmitiya was the Prakrit, 
and that of the Sthaviras - the Apabhrarhca. 

We have thus a great difference in the views of these 18 sects, 
but nevertheless all belong to the Church of Buddha. It is accord
ingly said: - It is only owing to the difference in the views that 
this division (into the 18 sects) has been caused. But as to different 
teachers, there are none 662). 

And: - The Teaching of the Lion of the <;akyas has become 
split into the 18 sects. This has been conditioned by the previous 
acts of this Teacher of the World 862

a). [101 a.] 

080) Sgra-can-zin-bzan-po. 
081) Ilb:rlJns-PIJ~i-yon-tlJn = dhutlJ-gu~a. 
III) In the sense that there are no different founders of the Teaching. This 

passage is a quotation from the Var~iigra-prcchii. Tg. MDO. LXXXIX. 74 b.7. (N.) 
012n

) Ibid. 75 a. 2-3. 
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In such a way the Teaching was rehearsed for a 3d time. There
after, as the ordinary people who were not possessed of a good me
mory, recited Scripture incorrectly, making omissions and inter
polations, - the Word of Buddha was written down in books, in 
order to prevent its corruption. Till that time it was recited by 
heart, and no written texts of it existed. According to some this 
is not correct, since in the Maiijufri-mula-tantra 683) it is said: -
The son of Ajatacatru called Upa shall cause the Word of Buddha 
to be written down. It is said moreover in the Vimalaprabha 68'): -

After the Lord had passed away into Nirval)a, the compilers wrote 
down the Teachings of the 3 Vehicles in books. 

IV. ACCl bz ca a, b6• The Rehearsal of the Mahayanistic 
Scripture. 

Tradition says that on the mountain called Vimalasvabhava, 
to the south of Rajagrha, in the assembly of a million of Bodhi
sattvas, - Maiijucri rehearsed the Abhidharma, Maitreya - the 
Vinaya, and Vajrapal)i - the Siitras. It is said moreover in the 
Tarkajval( 886): - The Mahayanistic Scripture is the Word of 
Buddha. The chief Compilers of it were Samantabhadra, Manjucri, 
the Lord of the secret charms 868), Maitreya, and others. The era
vakas were not the chief compilers of our (Mahayanistic) kanon, 
since the latter is not accessible to them. - In the Commentary 
on the 3 Prajiiaparamita-sutras 687) it is said that according to the 
Tathagata-acintya-guhya-nirdefa686) VajrapaQi is to be the com
piler of the Teachings of the 1000 Buddhas (that are to arise in 
the fortunate aeon). In the Vajrapa7Jy-abhi~eka-tantra likewise 
VajrapaQi is spoken of as the compiler (of Mahayiinistic Scripture) 
[101 b.]. Accordingly, it is admitted that it was he who rehearsed 

III) !(g. RGYUO XI. 442 a. 1-2. (N.) 11&) Tg. RGYUO I. 
III) Tg. MOO. XIX. 180 a. 2-4 . 
••• ) GsaiJ-bal)i-bdag-po = Guhyaka-adhipati i. e. Vajrapil,1i. 
"7) Tg. MOO. XIV. This passage is to be found in Haribhadra's Abhi

samayilamkaraloka, MS. Minaev, 5 b. 14-6 a. 5. - Tarhiigara-guhya'Rirde~a

adhi1ciir8~ sarf}arhii bhiidrakalpika·sarva-rarhiigariiRiirhriipa-1ciiya-saddharma·1ciiya
ralcfiiyiirh 1crra-adhikiirarviid V ajrapii1Jy.abhi~ekiidau praryarpi'a-~ii.anatuiic ca 
aRye~iirh uife~a-uacaRa abhiiviid A!akavari'Ri~iisi da~abhiimi~aro Mahiiflajradhiira{& 
sarVG-loka-aRugrahiiya Prajiiiipiiramitii-siitra-ratna-,arhgitirh praryadhif!avantam 
Arya-Mairreyiidi-mahiibodhisatlva-ga'!am evam iryiidy iiha iii piirviiciiryii~. 

'11) Cf. Vol. I. p. 97, note 845. 
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(this Scripture), reciting it to Maitreya and the rest in the form: -
This have I heard, - and so on. 

IV. Acc! bzcab,. The Existence of the Doctrine. 
Here we distinguish: 
aJ The period of time during which the Teaching is to exist. 
bJ The prophecies concerning the persons who appeared during 

that time and preserved the Doctrine. 
cli) The acts performed by these persons who were foretold 

(by the Buddha). 

IV. Accl bz ca b4 as' The Time of Existence of the 
Doctrine. 

Some authorities versed in the Vinaya say that, according to 
the Vinaya-k~udrako, the Doctrine was to have an existence of 
7000 years. Owing to the admission of Prajapati into the religious 
order, this time was diminished for 2000 years, so that the whole 
time of the duration of the Doctrine is to be 5000 years. This state
ment disagrees (with the text referred to), for in the Vinaya-~u
draka it is said that the Doctrine is to exist for 1000 years. In the 
Bhadrakalpika-sutra 889) we read that the (real) Doctrine is to have 
a duration of 500 years and the next 500 there wi11 be only a re
semblance of it, - so that altogether it is to exist 1000 years. In 
the Commentary on the Abhidharma-sutra, in the story of SutJar-
1J-ak~amala we read: - 0 king, in thy dream thou hast seen that 
a multitude of people assembled, spoke, used abominable words, 
quarrelled and did harm to each (Jther. - This is an omen that 
the Teaching of the Buddha Cakyamuni which is to exist 1000 
years will finally disappear, owing to the evil teachings an d dis
union. In the Abhidharmakotjabhilfya it is said: - They say that 
(the precepts of the Doctrine) are to exist for 1000 years. According 
to others this refers to the Doctrine viewed as the practice 870), 
but the theoretical part 671) is to have an existence longer than that. 
- Thus (the AbhidharmakoJiabhilfya) likewise speaks of 1000 years. 
The Sutra on the gratitude of the Buddha 872) says: - If the Lord 
permits that women enter his Congregation, the Highest Doctrine 
will cease to exist 500 years earlier (than it would otherwise). There-

In) Ibid. p. 98, note 909. 170) rIoSS-pa,{&i-clun = adhigamG-dlaarmG. 
I") 'un-gi-choa =0 agama-dharma. 
171) Drin-Ian-bsab-pa. Kg. MDO. XXXII. 161 a.4-5. 
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fore the Lord must not allow women to enter the Congregation 
of the Buddha. - It is thus said that, owing to the admission of 
women into the religious order, the time of duration of the Doctrine 
has been diminished for 500 years. [102 a.1 It is said in the Com
mentary on the Akfayamatinirdef( 873) in the passage explaining 
the sentence ""in the subsequent period, that of the last 500 years", 
- as follows: - If we take the life-time of man which lasts 100 
years, - the first 50 years will be the period of development. 
During that time the body, mind, and energy will be in a state 
of growth and progress. After these 50 years have passed away, 
the following 50 years will represent the period during which body, 
mind, and energy are subjected to decrease and become diminished. 
In a similar manner the Teaching of the Buddha Cakyamuni is 
to abide in Jambudvipa for 1000 years during which it will bring 
fruit and become propagated. If we divide (this period) into 2 
equal parts, the first 500 years will represent Uthe period of deve
lopment", and the latter 500 we shall have to call "the period 
of regress". 

Otherwise, it is said in the Candragarbha-sutra 87'): - After 
I have passed away into Nirvat:la, a resemblance of the Highest 
Doctrine will exist for 2000 years. And in the Karur}a-pur}4arika 875): 
-May, after I have passed away into Nirvat:la, the Highest Doctrine 
exist for 1000 years. And (after that), may a resemblance of the 
Highest Doctrine exist for 500 years more. Thus, (according to 
these siitras), the period of existence of the Doctrine is indicated as 
being equal to 500 years. In the Commentary on the Vajraccks
dika 87611) it is said: The meaning of "the last 500 years" is as follows: 
-5 periods of 500 years are meant here. It is said that the Teaching 
of the Lord is to exist during these 5 periods. The last of these is 
accordingly indicated here. In the Munimatalarizkaro 878) it is 
said: - Some are of the opinion that the Highest Doctrine of the 
Buddha Cakyamuni is to exist for 5 times 500 years. According 
to these texts the period of duration (of the Doctrine) is to be 
2500 years. In the Commentary to the 3 Prajiiaparamim-sutras m ) 
it is said: - The Teaching is to exist for 5000 years. If we divide 

873) Tg. MOO. XXXV. 307 b. 3-6. (N.) 
874) Kg. MOO. XXXII.. Cf. below. 
871) Kg. MOO. VI. 352 b. 2-3. (N.) 1711) Tg. MOO. XVI. 234 a. 1-2. (N.) 
871) Tg. MOO. XXIX. 366 a. 1-3. (N.) 
I") Tg. MOO. XIV 232 b. 1-7. (N.) 
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each thousand of years into 2 equal parts II02b.], we shan have 
altogether 10 periods which are called Uthe 10 Chapters". In the 1 t, 
the 2d, and 3d of these periods of 500 years respectively many Ar
hats, Saints who have attained the 3d Result 878), and such who 
have entered the Stream 878) are to appear. In accordance with 
this, the said periods are called "the Chapter of the Arhats"I8O), 
"the Chapter of those who do not return into the World"S81), and 
«the Chapter of those who have entered the stream"·I). These 3 
are called the "Chapters of Cognition" 883). 

Thereafter, during the 4th, the 5th , and the 6th period of 500 
years many Saints endowed, respectively, with Highest Trans
cendental Perception 88'), with Concentration of Mind and with 
Highest Morality are to appear. Accordingly, we have "the Chapter 
of Transcendental Perception" 885), "the Chapter of Mind-concen
tration" 888), and "the Chapter of Highest Morality" 887), or lithe 
3 Chapters of Saintly Activity" 888). 

Then, in the 7th, the 8th and the 9th period, many teachers 
versed, respectively, in the Abhidharma, the Siitras and the 
Vinaya are to arise. These periods are accordingly to be called 
lithe Chapter of the Abhidharma" 889), "the Chapter of the Sii
tras" 680), and "the Chapter of the Vinaya" 681). These three are 
lithe Chapters of the Theoretical Doctrine" 682). The 1 Oth period 
of 500 years is called "the Chapter of the mere outward marks" .93), 
since (the monks) will bear only the external signs of the religious 
order, but will not be characterized by the corresponding views, 
conduct, and internal constitution. It is this period which is 
spoken of as "the last 500 years". The teacher Mai'iju~rikirti·8') 
mentions the 3 periods of Cognition, the 3 periods of Activity, 
the 3 periods of the Theoretical Doctrine and the period of the 
mere outward marks. The first of these are likewise called lithe 
periods of the Results of Saintliness" III!;). It is said moreover in 

178) phyir-mi-I}on-behi l}/mJS-bu = eRagami-phele. 
171) rgyun-du-iug.-pa = srota-apenna. 
880) dgra-bcom-pal}i lel}u. 
Ill) phyir-mi-I}on-bel}i lel}u. III) rgyun-du-iug.-pal}i le(lu. 
113) khon-du-chud-pel}i lel}u g5um. 11&) lheg-mthon = lIipepyanii. 
III) lhag-mthon-gi le~u. 118) tin-ne-~d:in-gyi l~u. 
117) •• hul-khrims-kyi lel}u. All) sgrub-pel}i lel}u g.um. 
III) mnon-pel}i le~u. 810) mdo-sdel}i lel}u. 811) I}dul-bal}i lel}u. 
III) fun-gi lelou gaum. 813) rtegs-tsom-1;&d=in-pa1;&i le1;&u. 
''') I;Ijam-dpal-grags-pa. m) 1;abres-bul}i du •. 
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the story of the venerable Nandimitra 888): - Up to the time when 
the age of the human beings in Jambudvipa will increase from 10 
to 600 years, the Teaching of the Lord Cakyamuni is to exist. Now, 
it is clear that the indications of 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 years 
are of a conventional meaning 897). [103 a.] In the case of these 
a special point has been taken into consideration, viz. the deterio
ration of activity and the like. It is said act:ordingly in the Mu
nimatalam1cira88S): - The "cessation" of the Highest Doctrine" 
means the deterioration of the saintly activity. In the Commentary 
on the Vajracchedika 89sa) we have it explained as follows: - The 
destruction of the Highest Doctrine means the deterioration of 
it as regards devotion, reading, recitation, instruction, explanation, 
study, investigation, etc. The aim (of such indirect indications) 
was to arouse in the converts aversion (toward this wordly existence). 
They are in conflict with the true state of things. Indeed, they 
disagree with the prophecies concerning the brothers Asanga (and 
Vasubandhu) and with the prophecy delivered to the goddess 
Vimalaprabha 899), where it is said: -2500years after I have passed 
away into Nirval}a, the Highest Doctrine will become spread in 
the country of the red-faced (people). In the Sub-commentary on 
the Abhidharmakofa 700) we read: -That the theoretical Doctrine 701) 
is to have a long existence means that its duration will be even 
longer than JODD years. This is to be regarded as correct. - (The 
statement) that (the Doctrine) is to exist for 5000 years we esteem 
to be of direct meaning702). Now there arises the question, as to 
how many years (of these 5000) have elapsed till now. The Ma
ster 703) (Ati~a) is of the opinion that the Teacher became conceived 
in the womb in the male-wooden-mouse-year and was born in 
the year of the wooden cow. In the male-earth-pig-year he became 
a Buddha, and in the last month of the male-wooden-monkey-year, 
at the time of the ascending moon, he passed away into Nirval}a. 

"I) I;Iphags-pa Oga~-ba~i-b~es-giien-gyi rtogs-brjod. 
m) dran-don = neyarlha. 
118) Tg. MOO. XXIX. 336 a. 3. (N.) . 
.... ) Tg. MOO. XVI. 234 a. 2-3. (N.) 
HI) Lha-mo Ori-ma-med-pa~i lun-bstan. 
700) Mdzod-kyi ~grel-b~ad. 701) lun-gi-chos = agama-dharma. 
702) nes-don = ni./ar/ha. The tradition that the Teaching of Buddha is to exist 

for 5000 years is to be found in theMahiivamsa, III. 38. - Mahaka,sapa-Ihere~ 
idam ,ugala-sa.anam / paftca-vassa-sahas.ani samal/ham val/aBe kalam / / 

703) JO-bo-rje. 
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According to the Sa-kya hierarch 70"") the Buddha was conceived 
in the womb in the female-fire-hare-year, was born in that of the 
male-earth-dragon, became a Buddha in that of the male-water
tiger, and passed away in the female-fire-pig-year, on the 8th of the 
ascending moon in the last month of spring or the last month of 
autumn. Now, 137 years after the teacher had passed away, there 
appeared the king Nandin 705), 108 708) years after, - the king 
Candragupta 707). [103 b.] Then, 231 years after there appeared the 
king Bhuritejas (?)'08) and, from 724 to 814 years after him 
- the king Ath~uvarman 709) in Nepal. Then, 242 years after there 
appeared the Tibetan king Thi-tsug-de-tan Ral-pa-can 710). Thus, up 
to this time, 2955 years have passed away (since the death of the 
Buddha), as we have it correctly counted by the Indian and Nepa
lese calculators and by the Tibetan kings likewise. Nam-kha of 
the Chimpa tribe 711), in accordance with the point of view of the 
Master (Ati~a), considers that in the year of the female fire-serpent 
3393 years have passed away since the death crt the Buddha. 
Accordingly, he is of the opinion that 3458 years have passed away 
up to the year of the male-water-dog. 

According to the school which maintains (that the Buddha 
was born) in the year of the dragon, i. e. the calculation of Sa
kya-pal}gita, made at the time when, in the year of the male-fire
mouse, the departure of the venerable Kirtidhvaja into Nirvat].a 
was celebrated, -3349 years had passed away (after the Buddha's 
departure into NirvaI) a). Thereafter in the year of the fire-cow, 
at the time of the installation of the prayer-wheel moved by water, 
the Lama ChO-gyaJ712) has counted 3410 years. Accordingly up 
to the male-water-dog-year, when the Lama Mati~ri Kun-ga-Io-~o
gyal-tshan-pal-zan-po 713) came to Tibet in order to become or
dained, - 3455 years had passed away and the 3456th year (of 
the Doctrine) was lasting. Thus, (at that time) 6 periods of 500 
years, representing the Chapters of the Result of the Saintly 
Activity and, in the "Chapters of the Theoretical Doctrine", 

70') Chos-rje Sa-skya. 7.6) Ogatl-byed. 
7.') One must evidently correct brgya-brgyad for brgyad-brgya. 
707) Zla-srun. Usually Zia-ba-sbas-pa. 
701) Brjid-mans. 7.t) l;Iod-zer-go-cha. 
no) Khri-gtsug-Ide-btsan ral-pa-can. 
711) Mchims Nam-mkhatl. 712) Chos-rgyal. 
711) Kun-dgatl-blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po. 
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455 years of ""the Chapter of the Abhidharma". Accordingly, there 
remain 45 years of this latter Chapter and 3 periods, representing, 
respectively, the Chapters of the Siitras, the Vinaya, and the 
mere outward marks, thus altogether 1545 years. 

According to the calculations made by the Kashmirian Cakya~i 
in the male-wooden-mouse-year at Tho-pu [104 a.] and in the year 
of the female-fire-hare at Sol-nag-than-chen -

At midnight on the 8th of the bright half of Kartika 71&), 
When the moon set behind the mountain, 
The Lord of Sages passed away into Nirval)a. 
And after that, one thousand 
Seven hundred and fifty years, 
Two months and half-a-month, 
And 10 days more have passed away. 
There are thus three thousand 
Two hundred and forty-nine years, 
Nine months, and ten days 
That remain for the Doctrine to exist in future. -

According to the point of view of those who count (the time of 
the Buddha's attainment of Nirval}a) to have been the 5th of 
the middle-month of spring in the year of the fire-hare, and ac
cording to the tradition of the Sa-kya which counts frem the male
iron-horse-year, - 1865 years have passed away up to the year 
of the male-water-dog. The Sa-kya hierarch says: - This point 
of view has its origin in India. The Saindhava C;ravakas used every 
evening, during their religious service, to count: - So many years 
have passed away since the death of the Teacher. In such a way 
did they count. But, (subsequently) different errors were made 
in counting the seasons. This dates from the time when the teachers 
Udbhatasiddhisvamin 716) and Carhkarasvamin 718) became possessed 
of the intention of making an image of the Mahabodhi at Magadha, 
and when the latter itself arose from a pile of sandal-wood instead. 
It was thus the custom to count: - "So many years have passed 
away since the death of the Teacher". - The Pal).~its of India, 
Kashmir, and Nepal in general follow this method, but owing to 
the errors that have crept in, it is not to be regarded as authorita
tive. Indeed, it proves to be incorrect, if we compare it with the 

71&) .min-elrug. 711) Mtho-btsun-grub-rje. Cf. Schiefner, Tirinitha, p. 64. 
711) Bde-byed-bdag-po. Schiefner has Camkarapatl. 
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prophecy delivered to the goddess Vimalaprabha, where "the 
country of the red-faced" that has been mentioned is no other 
than Tibet, with the number of years indicated in the prophecy 
concerning Nagarjuna and others, and with the chronology of the 
Tibetan kings etc. According to the opinion of Rba "the country 
of the red-faced" means China. 

Some authorities say [104 b.) that, according to the Kalacakra, 
up to the male-water-dog-year 1613 years have passed away, and 
that 187 years remain (for the Doctrine to exist). Such a statement 
shows a total ignorance of the true meaning of the Kalacakra. 

Others say that, according to the point of view of Kamala~ila, 
2040 years have elapsed and that 460 remain. I myself have not 
seen any authoritative source confirming this. Therefore (in order 
to refute these incorrect statements) it is necessary to know that, 
according to the teaching contained in the chief Tantra of the 
Kalacakra system, up to the male-water-dog-year, 2198 years have 
passed away. I am of the opinion that the statement according 
to which (the Doctrine) is to exist up to the time when human 
age will be 600 years, refers to (the existence of) the monuments 
containing the relics (of the Buddha), etc. 

IV. Acc1 b,c3 b,b&. The Prophecies concerning the 
Persons who worked for the Sake of the 
Doctrine. 

Ka~yapa, Ananda, Canavasika, 
Upagupta, Dhitika, Km1a, 
And Mahasudar~ana, - these are the 7 hierarchs l1,) 

Who are mentioned, in the Vina.rak~udraka. 

In the Lankivamra we read 718): - Who is to be the guardian of 
the Doctrine, after the Lord has passed away into Nirval}a? -
This and the following is explained in the Commentary 118) as follows: 
- The succession of the hierarchs from the Buddha himself up 
to Dhitika is the same as in the Vinaya. (Dhitika) confined the 
Doctrine to the care of Bibhaka; then it was successively trans
ferred to the venerable Buddhananda 710), Buddhamitra, to the 
monk Par~va 7111). the pupil of the latter, and then to Suna~ata, 

717) ,tad-rab, bd"R. 118) Ed. Bunyiu NanJlo. p. 28. - Rirt/pre ''',ara 
he ',a" FuaRam dhiirayi,yad. . 

711) Not to be found In the 2 Commentaries contained In Tg. MOO XLII 
and XLIII. 710) Xyl. Buddhanantl. 70) Rtslbs. 
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A~vagho~a 722), Amrta 723), Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Bahula, SariIgha
nanda, the monk Arhat, Ghala~a, Kumarada, Cayanta, Vasubandhu 
Manoda, Haklenaya~as 72') and to the monk Sirbha. It is said in 
the Mahikaru1}iipu1}t!arika 725) in answer to the question: Who is 
to be the guardian of the Doctrine after the Teacher has passed 
away? - 0 Ananda, the monk Ka~yapa [105 a.] and thyself, ye 
two are to guard the Highest Doctrine for 40 years and more 72'). -
Then, in the city of Mathura 727) on the mountains Gandhama
dana 788) and Mahapar~va 729), in the grove called Pankavat1 730) 

there is to appear the monk called Clanavasa 731), and, in the same 
place, the monk Nandin 732). - On the mountain U~lra there are 
to appear 44000 monks 733). - In the city of Pataliputra, in the 
Margarama, there will be a monk called A~vagupta 73') and in 
the same city, in the grove of the ducks, - the monk called Utta
ra 736). - In the country of Anga 738), during the 5 years' feast 
13000 Arhats are to arise 737). - In the city called Survarl}a
droQa 738), 2 monks called Vijiia 739) and Sarbjaya 740), in the city 
of Siketana 7'1), - the monk Mahivirya 7401) and on the northern 
border-land of Gandhara 7'3), - the monk Ka~yapa, - are to 
appear"'). All these monks are to be greatly renowned for their 
miraculous achievements, their great power and faculties. They 
are to be praised as being possessed of intrepidity and greatly 
learned, mastering the Siitras, the Vinaya, and the Abhidharma, 
teaching correctly and being like ships that conduce others to 
the apprehension (of the Doctrine). These are to be the propagators 
of my Teaching. 

On the northern border-land, in the city of Tak~a~i1a 7'11), a 

tI.) Rta-skad. III) Ma-c;I-ba. 
nt) Xyl. Ha-ka-Ia-ka-na-ya-na-c;a (?) 
fll) Kg. MOO. VI. The passage quoted Is rendered In an abridged fonn. 
'H) Kg. MOO. VI. 109 b. 4. sqq. 'If) Bcom-brlag. 
7.) RI-sbo. nl) Nos-che. '80) I;fdam-bu-c:an. 
711) Yul-slan-pa. Kg. MOO. V I. 113 a. 2-6. Cf. Schlefner, Tirinitha, 

p.4 and 51. 
'") Oga~-ba-can. Kg. MOO. VI. 113 a. 6-b. 1. 
711) Ibid. 113 b. 1-5. '.') Rta-sbas. Ibid. 114 a. 3-5. 
711) Bla-ma. Ibid. 114 a. 5-7. III) Yul Yan-Iag-tu. 
"') Ibid. 114 b. 1-5. 711) Oser-gyl-bre. 7.1) Mkhas-pa. 
liD) Yail-dag-par-rgyal-ba-can. Ibid. 114 b. 5-7. 7&1) Onas-beas. 
"') Brtson-~grus-che. Ibid. 114 b. 7-115 a. I. 
m) Sbos-~dzln. "') Ibid. 11. a. 3-6. ".) Rdo-~jog. 
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householder named Jatanika 7&8) will appear. He will pay homage 
to my body and my disciples and, after 1000 aeons, in the age of 
good luck, in the world called Mahavyuhasvalarhkrta m), he is 
to become the Buddha Samantaprabha 748). 

In the north, in the palace called Vistaravatj7408), many Brahma
J)as and householders devoted to the Doctrine are to appear. These, 
after their death, are to be reborn in Tu~ita. The monks at that 
time, for the greater part, will not act according to the Doctrine 
and fall into error 760). [105 b.] And in that place a devotee of the 
laity called Dharmavardhana 761) possessed of miraculous powers 
will likewise appear 762). In the north, moreover, a Mahayanist 
monk called Jivaka 753) will arise. He will restore the monuments 
of the Buddha that will have undergone destruction, and richly 
decorate them with gold and the like. After his death he is to be 
reborn in Sukhavati 754). -

In the border-woodland, in the royal palace ca11ed Uthe Peace
ful" the king named Agnidatta 766) is to worship the relics and the 
disciples of the Buddha. In that country more than 3000 Arhats 
are to arise 758). In the northern border-land, in the village Hhiga
)a 7117) the teeth of the Buddha will be greatly worshipped and many 
monks endowed with the highest morality will appear and attain 
all of them NirvaJ)a by the paths of the 3 Vehicles. These all will 
cause my Teaching to become widely spread. Do not therefore 
be grieved! 758) -

In the Lanki&f1atara it is said 769): -

In the southern country of Veda)ya, 
A monk glorious and greatly renowned, 
Whose name is sounded Naga, 
Will put an end to the extremities of Ens and Non-ens, 
And after he has expoun\ied in this world 
My Teaching as that of the Great Vehicle, 
Higher than which there is none, 

HI) Ral-pa-can. 147) Bkod-pa-chen-pos-Iegs-par-brgyan-pa. 
7.) Kun-tu-snan-ba Kg. MDO. VI. 115 a. 6-b. 4. "') Rgyas-ldan. 
710) Ibid. 115 b. 5-116 a. 3. sqq. 711) Chos-J.tphel. 
US) Ibid. 117 b. 2. sqq. 718) I;Itsho-byed. 7&C) Ibid. 117 b. 6-118 a. 5. 
7") Mes-byin. no) Ibid. 118 a. 7-b. 3. 767) ~In-kun-skye-ba. 
tI.) Kg. MDO. VI. 118 b. 5-119 a. 7. 
tI,) Ed. Bunyiu Nanjio, p. 286. - dakfi1}ii-palha-Vedaly;;,;, bhi1cfU~ ,rimi,. 

rnahiiyafii~ Niigiihllaya~ sa niimnii 11& 'lJd-a'IJI-PIJ1c!a-djjralcll~, etc. 



He will secure the Stage of Perfect Bliss 780), 
And pass away into the region of Sukhavati. 

And in the MtJnju~rimultJttJntrtJ 781) we read: -
After I, the Buddha, have passed away, 
Four hundred years are to elapse, 
And then a monk called Naga will appear. 
He will be devoted to the Doctrine, 
And administer great help to it. 
He will attain the Stage of Perfect Bliss, 
Live for six hundred years, 
And the mystic knowledge of the Mahamayiiri 781) 

Will be secured by that great being. 
He will know the subjects of the different sciences, 
And expound the Teaching of Non-substantiality. 
And, after he has cast away this bodily frame, 
He will be reborn in the region of Sukhavati. 
And, finally the state of Buddhahood 
Is to be certainly attained by him. 

Such is the prophecy concerning Nagarjuna. 
We r.ead moreover 783): -

A monk bearing the name of Asanga, [106 a.] 
Well versed in the meaning of the scientific treatises, 
Will, in different forms, explain 

III 

The conventional and the direct meaning of the Siitras. 
By his nature he is to be one 
Who teaches the Sublime Science to the living beings, 
And reveals the meaning of the Sacred Texts. 
He is to secure that mystic knowledge 
Which is called the Female Messenger of Sala 7") (?) 
And, by the force of his magic charms, 
The most sublime wisdom is to arise in him. 
In order that the Doctrine should abide for long, 
He will rehearse the essential meaning of the Siitras. 

".) rab-'u-cil~ba{li-sa = pramuciiea-bhiimi - the first Stage of the 
Bodhisattva. 

"1) I;Ijam-dpal-rtsa-rgyud, Kg. ROYUD. XI. 450 a. 5-6. 
"I) Rma-rgya-chen-mo. 
"') Maftju~imiilatantra, Kg. ROYUD. Xl. 450 a. 6-b. 2. 
"') Sa-Iat1I-pho-ila-mo. 
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He is to live one hundred and fifty years, 
And, after his body will have withered away, 
He is to depart into the region of the gods. 
Abiding in the world of the living beings, 
In the various stages of Phenomenal Life, 
He will for a long time experience the Highest Felicity. 
And finally, this elevated being 

. Is to attain Supreme Enlightenment. 

This is the prophecy regarding Asanga. - (The text quoted is 
sometimes proceeded by the verse): -

When nine hundred years have passed away 
After I have attained NirvaQa. -

This is not to be found in the Tantra, but has been added by the 
Chinese Teacher Dzog-saI 786) in his Commentary to the Sam
dhinirmocana. 

At the time which is to come 
A monk called Arhat is to appear, 
He is to know the meaning of the secret charms, 
Become versed in the Tantras and greatly learned. 
By uttering the charm of the Yak~as, 
He will secure a precious vessel. 

In such a manner (the coming of) the monk called Arhat has been 
foretold 788). 

A monk possessed of great learning, 
Is likewise to appear at that time. 
And will be known by the surname 
Of tithe mother's servant" 787). 

He will compose hymns in my honour, 
And, owing to his sublime virtues, 
He will teach in accordance with the Truth. 
His mind is to be perfectly serene, 
He will be devoted to the Doctrine of the Buddhas, 
Secure the secret charms that are hard to be obtained, 
And which resemble those of Mafijugho~a. 
Endowed with virtuous properties and with morality, 
And being greatly learned, he is to expound the Doctrine. 

,tI) Rdzogs-gsal. 711) I(g. RGYUD. XI. 450 b. 3 sqq. flf) Ma-khol. 
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These verses and following ending with: 
And he is to attain the Enlightenment of the Omniscient, -

contain the prophecy concerning Matrceta 788). 

When the Word of the Teacher here on earth [106 b.1 
Will become corrupted amongst the living beings at last, 
Men, famed for their zeal in the religious observances, and 

kings 
Will appear, - there is no doubt in this, -
As, for instance, those who are known by the surname 
Of "the Mother's Servant" and CCthe Flower" 789). 

One called Kumara 710) and one whose name begins with Ma 
Will be attached to the Doctrine from the beginning to 

the end. 
There will be likewise one, known by the name of Naga-

hvaya 771), 
One whose name is Ratnasambhava 772), 

One whose name begins with Ga, one called Kumara 778), 

And one whose name begins with Ba 
Are to investigate the Doctrine. 
A high being with a name beginning with A 
Will zealously maintain the precepts: of the Teacherm ). 

(There will likewise appear one who wil be) 
Adorned with all the different virtues, 
The initia letter of his name being La. 
A king, belonging to the adherents of the Buddha, 
Will elucidate the Doctrine of the Teacher 77.). 

A monk, zealous in religious practice, 
Whose name begins with the letter A is to appear 
From amongst the Brahmal}as and enter the Doctrine. 
He is to reside in the city of Saketana 778) 

And is to live for eighty years 771). 
A monk whose name begins with A, 
Is to appear in the southern country, 
Endowed with wisdom, he will live 60 years, 
And have his residence in the city of Ka~i 778). 

----
7.) Xyl. Matlcitra. Kg. RGYUD. XI. 449 b. 2-450 a. 4. 
7.) Me-tog = Pu~pa. Ibid. 472 a. 2-3. 770) Gion-nu. 
"1) Klus-bos. m) Rln.chen-~byun. "I) Ibid. 470 a. 3-4. 
"') Ibid. 472 a. 4-5. 77&) Ibid. 472 a. 5-6. "') Onas-bcas. 
777) Ibid. 472 a. 6. "') Ibid. 472 a. 6-7. 
The History of Buddhism In India and Tibet 8 
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A devotee whose name begins with Dha 778) 
Will be greatly renowned in the southern district. 
He will refute all his opponents and adversaries, 
Be zealous in the religious observances, 
And secure the secret charms 780). 
Moreover, a holy monk 
Will appear in the villages of SiriIhala 
And though not a Saint, he will bear the name of a Saint '181) 
And have his abode in the island of SiIhhala. 
He will refute all his oponents, 
And put to shame the charms of the heretics, 
This one is to appear at the end of a period 
Which is to be characterized by great fear?·!!). 
The devotees who are called 
By their initial letters Da and La, 
And the monks who are said to take orders, 
With names that begin with Ra and Sa, 
Elucidating the Doctrine of the Teacher, 
Are to appear, there is no doubt in this'l83). 
During the reign of the king called Km1a'l8'), 
A devotee wiUI the initial letter Ma is to appear. 
He is to abidl in sanctuaries and hermitages, 1107 a.] 
And in all the ponds and the wells likewise, 
The image of the Buddha will appear to him. 
And, there is no doubt in this, 
He will construct ships and bridges. 
And, after his body will have perished by the sword, 
He will depart to the celestial regions 781). 
Thereafter, (men) whose names begin 
With the initial letters Sa and Ka, 
And, similarly, others, whose names are sounded, 
Beginning with the letters Ra and Gha, 
One whose initial letter is Sa, 
And those who are called Suvaktra 788) and Sukha'l81) 

"') This seems to be DharrnakirtJ. 180) ibid. 472 a. 7-b. 1. 
m) This is considered to refer to Aryadeva. Cf. below. 
711) Ibid. 472 b. 1-2. 1al) Ibid. 472 b. 2-3. 71') Nag-po. 
711) Ibid. 472 b. 3--4. 7.1) Legs-blin. 
tI7) Legs-te-bde. The text of the Maiij.-miila-tantra has Legs-te-sde = 

Suaena. 
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One who has been a merchant and the other - a phy-
sician, -

These two wiIJ perform diverse acts of charity78&). 
A renowned devotee whose name begins with Ba, 
Another with the initial letter Ra, 
And one with a name beginning with Va, -
These are to make the images of the Teacher'l"). 
A sage whose name begins with Ma. 
And similar devotees, possessed of faith are to appear. 
In many ways the devotees are mentioned, 
And an infinite number of them is to arise at that time 'I.,. 
And, famed as zealous in religious practice, 
They will likewise elucidate the Doctrine of the Teacher. 
And, at the time, when the Church, here on earth, 
Will be weakened and lose its splendour. 
Then they will create the images of the Buddha, 
Gladdening the heart, - there is no doubt in that. 
The prophecy of Enlightenment is granted to all of them: 
They shall attain Enlightenment as J have done'lel). 
They are to receive the gifts of the 'worldly beings, 
Attain the end of worldly existence in the three Spheres, 
And, exhibiting great zeal in the magic charms and the 

Tantras, 
They are to be possessed of great fame 79l1). 

And now, I am to speak of those, 
Who, being possessed of the attributes of BrahmalJ8s, 
Will be zealous in the secret charms and the Tantras, 
And be acquainted with the customs of kings 'Ie.). 
In those bad and disastrous times 
They will appear in all the different countries. 
An eminent BrahmaQa whose name begins with Ba 
Rich and perfectly knowing the Vedas, 1107 b.] 
Will traverse all the countries without exception 
In the search of dispute and controversy. 
And, till the limits of the earth 

,.) ibid. 472 b. 4-5. m) Ibid. 472 b. 6. ,.) ibid. 472 b. 6-7. 
'It1) Ibid. 472 b. 7---473 a. 1. ft.) Ibid. 473 a. 1-2. 
-) Ibid. 473 a. 2-3. 
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Which is bordered by the 3 oceans, 
Will indulge in disputes with the heretical opponents"'). 
And that which is the first and principal word 
Which, owing to the desire of helping the living beings, 
Has ~een uttered by the princely youth, 
The charm of 6 syllables, - will be repeated by him 7'&). 
By means of this sublime proceeding, 
He will help some and teach others. 
Jaya nt), Sujaya 781), Ya~asvin 788), Kalyit,ta ""), 
And then, Kulika8OO) and Dharmika801), 

MahavITya llOZ), and Suvi~Qusoa), 

Madhu llO') and Madhubhadra806), 
And, moreover, Siddha808) and Adarpa801), 
Raghava tHa), and Ciidra BOU), 
And in a like way another who is called Ka~ijata81O). 
Owing to the spell repeated by this youth, 
These all are going to appear. 
They all will be of a sublime character, 
Possessed of wisdom and greatly learned81l). 

And further on812): -

A BrahmaQa whose name begins with Vi 
In the city of Kusumapura 
18 to propitiate the wrathful deitiesB18). -

Agaln11.): -

Thereupon a BrahmaQa greatly renowned, 
With a name that begins with A, 

'It) Ibid. 473 a. 3-4. ...) Ibid. 473 a. 4-5. 
'It) Riyal (-ba). Ct. Schlefner, Taranatha p. 4. 
'It) Legs.par-rgyal-ba. Ibid. ...) Orags-Idan. 
''') Dle·ba. Ibid. lOG) Rlgs-Idan. Ibid. p. 5. 
101) Cho9-dan-ldan-pa. Ibid. 
"I) Brbon-ldaH. Ibid. Ct. also Ibid. p.68, note 6. 
101) Legs-par-khyab-I.1Jug. Ibid. p. 5. 1.&) Sbran-rtsl. Ibid. 
"I) Sbran-rtsl-bzan-po. Ibid. Schletner has Supramadhu. 
HI) Orub(-pa). Ibid. p.4. 
lOt) Dregs-bral. Ibid. The Xyl. has: Legs-bral. 
101) Schlelner. 'ririniitha, p.4 . 
• ) DlIlluis-rlgs. Ibid. p. 5, note 1. 
Ill) I(I-~Ir-skycs-pn. Ibid. p. 5, note 6. 
Ill) MlnJll~ri-mUia-tantra, Kg. RGYUD. XI. 473 a. 5-7. 
Ill) Ibid. 473 a. 7-b I. IU) I(hro-bo. 11&) Ibid 473 b. 3--4. 
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One who is virtuous and knows the Doctrine and its meaning, 
Will speak the Truth and subdue the senses. 

Furthermore 81&) : 
After that, (likewise) greatly famed, 
A Brahma!:)a investigating the meaning of the Doctrine, 
And after him one, whose name commences with Ca 
Is to appear in the Mala country. -

And81'): -
Thereupon there will be greatly renowned 
A Brahma!:)a who will appear in the southern district. 
The initial letter of his name is Ba (or Va.) 
It is he who will make the Teaching of the Lord predominant. 
He is to abide in sanctuaries and hermitages, 
And the delightful reflection of the form of the Lord 
Will make him the ornament of all living beings 
On this earth bordered by the 2 Oceans. 
Thereupon, endowed with great fame, 
A Brahma!}a possessed of great riches 
Whose name begins with the letter Na, 
Will have his abode in the southern district. [108 a.] 
This high being will possess the knowledge of the secret 

charms, 
And will certainly attain Supreme EnlightenmentS17). -

There are many who consider these two (last) prophecies to refer 
to Vasubandhu and Dignaga, but they are both alike unsuitable. 
Indeed, (these prophecies) are given quite apart from the religious 
devotees (to whom both Vasubandhu and Dignaga belong). Neither 
do we have (in the prophecies just quoted) the acts and the cha
racteristic features (of both). -

I am now to speak of those 
Who are to appear in Central India. 
There will be a Brahma!)a called Piir!)abhadraS18), 
Famed for discipline and pure morality. 
Then, Piir!:)a819) who is to reside at Mathura, 
And one whose name begins with Bha and VasunetraSIII}, 

811) Ibid. 473 b. 5. 818) Ibid. 473 b. 7--474 a. I. 
8L7) Ibid. 474 a. 1-2. 
8L8) Gait-ba-bzait. Cf. Schiefner, Tirinitha p. 5. 
0.) Oan-ba. Ibid. 8m} Nor-gyi-spyan. Ibid. 
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Who are to be praised and revered by kings. 
The Brihma1}as thus indicated 
Will pay homage to the Teaching of the BUddhaSIl). 

We have moreoverB1S): -
On the border of the woodland 
That is near to the eastern ocean, 
A Sage, one of the Lohitas, and another 
In the north, in the country of snow, - etc. 

Some consider that this is an indication of the Oreat Translator 
who was born in Va-brog B23). But, as (this prophecy) is contained 
in that section which refers to kings, -this must be accurately in
vestigated. -

In connection with this prophecy it is saidBS'): 
In the west, in the delightful region of Ka~i, 
And in the country called Miirdhana, 
There is to appear a king 
Whose name will be Paficamasirhha B2D}. 

We have moreover the following82'): - One hundred years after 
the Teacher will have passed away, in the city of Kusumapura 
there will appear the king A~oka who will live 150 years and 
worship the monuments of the Buddha during 87 years817). After 
him, the king named Vigata~oka 828) will worship these monuments 
for 76 years828). Thereafter, the king Virasena8l98) will rule for 
70 years830) and will be succeeded by the king NandaB31). The 
Jatter's reign will dure 56 years832) and his friend wiU be the Brah
mal}a pa1}ini833). Then there will appear the king Candragupta 
[108 b.]B3'). and after him his son called Bindusara836) who will 

Ill) Maftjufjri-miila-tantra. Kg. RGYUD. XI. 474 a. 3-4. 
I.,) Ibid. 462 b. 6-7. 118) Ya-~brog. Bd) Ibid. 462 b. 7. 
821) Seit-ge-liJa. 
III) The following passages represent likewise a prophecy of the Maftjufjri

miila-tantra which Is rendered by Bu-ton in prose. 
Ill) Ibid. 443 a. 6 sqq. 
1:1) Mya-itan-bral. The Xyl. of Bu-ton's text has Mya-itan-med-bral = 

Vlgatifjoka. In such a form this name appears likewise In Tiriniitha. Maftju~ri
miila-tantra. Kg. RGYUD. XI. 446 a. 5 sqq. 

'U) Ibid. 446 a. 7. .,,") Dpa~-bo~l-sde. 
l1li) Ibid. 446 b. 1-4. .,1) Dga~-bo. Ibid. 446 b. 4. la, Ibid. 447 a. 7. .'S) Ibid. 447 a. 7-b 1. 
IN) Zla-ba-sbas-pa. Ibid. 447 b. 2. "') SftiiJ-po-thig-le. Ibid. 447 b. 4. 
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rule for 70 years. The minister of these kings Cal,lakya83&), (owing 
to his deeds) will depart to he)). 

After the monk Nanda has died, another caned Candanapala 
will appear and will live 300 years837). Thereafter, the king caned 
Bhadanta838) wi)) burn down the temples and the monuments from 
the eastern country and up to Kashmir and massacre the monks83'). 

After him there will be a king calJed Buddhapak~aB40) who wi)) 
be succeeded by the king Sarvabhirama841) who is to Jive 300 
years. The son of the latter, Gambhirapak~a84B) will reign in the 
Paiicala843) country. 

In the northern Himalaya, in the country caned the GodlyB"), 
there is to appear the king Manu~yadeva846) who will attain the 
age of 80 years848). In China there will be a king named HiraQya
garbha847) who is to live 150 years848). In his country 

The Bodhisattva, the great hero, 
Maiijugho~a who is endowed with great light. 
Perceived by a)) in that pure region, 
Is to abide in the form of a child 849). -

In the north, a king ca))ed Turu~ka is to live 300 years81iO), and 
after him he who is called Turu~ka-Mahasammata851). The latter 
is to attain the age of 200 years852). 

In the west, beyond Ujjayini8S3), a king named Cila8&') is to 
rule for 300 years856), and after him a king called Cala818) who is 
to live for 54 years and 5 months867). - Of the greater part of 

••• ) Tsa-na-ka. Ibid. 448 a. 5-b 1. 
BII7) Ibid. 452 a. 3 sqq. a .. ) Btsun-pa. B31) Ibid. 452 a. 4-6. 
BC~) Sans-rgyas-phyogs. Ibid. 452 b. 3-4. 
IU) Thams-cad-milon-dga~. Ibid. 452 b. 4-6. 
BCI) Zab-mo~i-phyogs. 8&3) Lila-len. Ibid. 452 b. 6-7 sqq. 
BU) Lha-Idan. au) Mi~i-Iha. Ill) Ibid. 453 a. 4-5. 
I") Dbyig-gi-siiiil-po. Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha. p.I4, note 2. 
BM) Maiij.-miila-tantra. Kg. RGYUD. XI. 453 b. 3-454 a. 1. 
BU) Ibid. 454 a. 2-3. SIO) Ibid. 454 a. 3-5. 
111) Tu-ru-~ka mail-pos-bkur-ba. Schiefner, Taranatha, p. 2 has Cika-

mahasammata. 
III} MaiiJ.-miila-tantra, Kg. RGYUD. XI. 454 b. 1-4. 
118) I;fphags-rgyal. 
au) Nail-tshul. Also translated (in the Tantra) as TshuI-khrlms (445 b. 5.) 
8.,) Sic. acc. to Bu-ton, but Tantra (455 b. 2.) -lo-ni .. JIWIHl..,...".ia I 

rBYal-Irrid good-pa-med-par bYG II 
II') Gyo-ba. 817) Ibid. 455 b. 5. 
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these kings it has been prophecied that they are to attain En
lightenment. The reigns of many other kings have moreover been 
foretold, but I do not write about them, since I fear that it will 
take too much place. 

Furthermore, we read in the Niitha-abhyudayo-tanu(868): -

A certain fisherman, having been swallowed by a fish, will die 
and be reborn as the Yogin called Darika86&). This one will cast 
wine into the river Ganges and in an hour an island called Badaha 
will appear. [109 a.I The result of the charms (of this magician) 
is that the I;>akas and I;>akinis will be rendered powerless. -

And880): - In the country of OQivi~a881) there will appear a 
man possessed of the faculty of mystic meditation which he will 
excercise with great energy. He will be a follower of the precepts 
of Ramal}i. His name (is spelt as follows): - The letter Ka of 
the first phonetic class is adorned with the first vowel (i. e. A). 
Then comes the 4th letter of the 7th class (Ha), being as if slightly 
mounted on the latter Na. This unique and powerful Yogin will 
secure the 8 great principal magical properties881l). The person 
spoken of here is Kahnapa or Kmlacarin 883). The 6 pupils of the 
latter are to secure the Great Sea1884) by means of which everything 
which has a separate and physical reality will be rejected. -

AgainB8fi): - The foremost of the Pal}<;lits, known by the 
name of Dharmakirti, - he and 6 other persons, acting for the 
sake of the Doctrine and abiding in virtuous conduct are to secure 
the magical properties. After that, the guardians of the Doctrine 
named Mahila, Carilkara 888), Bhavyagho~a, and Sahasrakarl]a aap). 
will in 13 years attain the magical properties. -

Furthermore881): - In the south, a city called Ajarayogini 
is to appear, and there a magician named Nagarjuna will bestow 
royal power upon Gopala who will sit mounted on a Ciril~apa tree. 

ID) Sic. ace. to Xyl. Mgon-po-miton-par-~byuit-ba~i-rgyud. In the I(an
gyur (Derge ed.) this work is called Mahikila-tantra-rija. Kg. ROYUD. V. 
66 b. 4--5. (D.) 

••• ) Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p. 127, 177,249,278. 
810) I(g. RGYUD. V. 67 b. 3-4. 811) Xyl. O-ru-bl-sa. 
8'.) grub-po = siddhi. Or: drios-grub-chen-po • 
••• ) Nag-po-spyod-pa-pa. 
"') phyag-rgya-chen-po = mahiimudrii. Ibid. 67 b. 5 • 
... ) Ibid. 68 b. 1-2. 
'") Xyl. Samkara. Kg.: Pagara (Sagara) 
.... ) Xyl. Sahaprakar~a, Kangyur: Sahasrikarl}a. II') Ibid. 68 b. 4--5. 
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And, after the death of (the latter's) son, the nephew of Vahana 
and other kings are to appear. -

In the Kilaeakra-uttara-tantra888) it is said: -

The monk Nagarjuna, the source of all the virtuous properties 
Administering help to all living beings, 
The teacher called Sthiramati 888a), those who are endowed 
With 10000 magical powers over the duration of life, 
Those who attain their aim on the Path of the 10 virtues, -
Aryadeva, Kambala 889), A~vagho~a, Dignaga [109 b.J, 
Parahita~aya sasa), Candrapadma 889b), and Padmankura 870), 

Avigraha, A~e~akr~Qa, the king of Bhasalakalpa, and the 
king Indrabhiiti 871): -

And furtheron 872): -

He who is called Jiiana, VajraghaQta872a), KUQt~a87Bb) 
Those drinking wine from skulls, bearing the trident, 
The ornaments of bones, the wine-cup, 
And the hand-drum, - as he who is called K!~Qalavala. 

In accordance with all these passages, the persons mentioned are 
said to be the guardians of the Doctrine. Some say that no pro
phecies have been delivered with regard to those who were endo
wed with the attributes of the Yogins (i. e. the Tantric magicians). 
This is however to be refuted by the passages which we have just 
quoted. -

In general, as regards the preservation of the Doctrines of the 
Buddhas, the exposition of them, and the action according to 
them, we know that, especially, the teachings of the 1000 Buddhas 
are preserved, rehearsed, and protected by VajrapaQi. The Doctrine 
of this Buddha is preserved by Maiiju~ri, VajrapaQi, Brahma, Indra, 
etc. It is said in the Maiiju!tri-miiJa-tantra: 

n,) Kg. ROYUD. 1.206 a. 3-6. (N.) 
.... ) Blo-brtan. The I{g. has I:fod-brtan . 
• n) Lva-ba~l-na-bza~. a .. o) OZan-la-phan-pa~i bsam-pa. 
I.b} Sic. Xyl. Zia-ba-padma. The Kg. has Btsun-pa PadmatJl-myu-gu. 
170) Padma~i-myu-gu. 871} Xyl. Indrabodhi • 
.,.) Ibid. 199 b. 3-4. 872") Rdo-rje~i-dril-bu. 

8Ub) (?) Xyl. Lag-Ituil. I{g. Lag-rdub. Perhaps Lag-rdum. In Cordier's 
Index du Bstan-I:fgyur I p. 171 we find the name l{ul.1tha (Varahakul.1tha) 
as the author of the Crivajra-bhairava-siidhana (l{ul.1tha = phyag-rdum = lag
rdum - "he with the mutilated hand.") 
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The Lord of Sages will pass away into NirvalJa, 
And, in order to protect the Highest Doctrine, 
There will be one who appears in the form of Mai\ju~rl, 
Of him who constantly preserves the Doctrine. -

In particular, the protectors of the Doctrine are the 16 Sthaviras, viz. 
t. Panthaka 873), - in the realm of the 33 gods, 
2. The Sthavira Abhedya87') in the Himalaya, 
3. Kanaka 87&B) -(Bharadvaja), -in the western continent 

Godhanya, 
4. Bakula816), - in the northern continent Kuru, 
3. Bharadvaja, - in the eastern continent Videha, 
6. Mahakalika87&), in Tamradvipa, 
7. Vajriputra877), - in Sirilhaladvipa, 
8. Rahula878), in Priyangudvipa, 
9. C;ribhadra 879), - in Yamuniidvlpa, 

10. Gopaka880), - on the mountain Bihula, 
11. Nagasena881), - on the Urumunda mountain, 
12. Vanavasin882), - on the Saptapan)a mountain, 
13. K~udrapanthaka883), - on the Grdhrakiita, 
14. Kanakavatsa88C), - in Kashmir, 
15. Angiraja885), - on the Kailasa mountain, - and 
16. Ajita888), - in the Crystal Wood of the Sages. 

Each of the 16 is surrounded by numerous Arhats. Without passing 
away into NirvalJa [llO a.], they will act according to the Word 
of the Buddha and protect the Doctrine. 

IV. Acc1bsCab,c jj• The Acts performed for the Sake 
of the Doctrine by the Persons who had been 
foretold by the Buddha. 

The Life of Nagarjuna 887). 

Four hundred years after the Buddha had passed away, in 
the south, in the country of Vidarbha, there dwelt a rich Brah
mal}a who had no children. It had been prophecied to him in a 
dream that, if he would invite 100 Brahmal).as to a religious feast, 
a son would be born to him. He acted accordingly, told his prayers 

I") Lam-pa. B?~) Mi-phyed-pa. 87") Gser.can. n8) Xyl. Bhakula. 
I") Dus-Idan-chen-po. 877) Rdo-rje-mol).i-bu. 878) Sgra-gcan-I).dzin. 
171) Dpal-bzari. 880) Sbed-byed. 881) Klu-sde. 881) Nags-gnas • 
.. ) Lam-phran. 884) Oser-gyi-bel).u. "8) Yan-Iag-I).byuri . 
• ') Ma-pham-pa. 181) Ct. Orllnwedel, Edelstelnmlne, B. S. p. 12 sqq. 
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and, 10 months after, a child was born. When (the father) showed 
him to the sooth-sayers, the latter said that, although the marks 
(of the boy) were lucky, he could not live longer than 10 days. 
(The father) asked how one could help in this matter. - It was 
said that if he would invite 100 BrahmaIJas to a religious feast, 
(the life of the boy) could be made to last 7 months and, by another 
invitation of 100 monks likewise to a religious feast, (the boy) 
could be made to live 7 years. But, said they, these is no means 
(to make him live) longer than that. (The father) accordingly did 
as he was told. When the end of the 7 years drew near, the pa
rents who were unable to bear the sight of the dead body of their 
son (which they would soon have to behold), sent him to travel 
with a servant. So he gradually went and went and, having come 
to behold the face of Khasarpal)a 888), finally came to the gates of 
Nalanda888). There he began to recite the hymns of the Samaveda 
which were heard by the Brahmal)a Saraha who was residing there. 
(The latter) led him in, and as (the boy) related to him the circum
stances owing to which he was thus travelling about, the teacher 
told him that if he would become a monk, it could be possible to 
find a means (of prolonging his life). Accordingly, he took orders, 
(and his teacher) consecrated him on the magic circle of Amitayus, 
the Conqueror of the Lord of Death, and made him recite the ma
gic formula (of Amitayus). Especially, he made him recite (these 
charms) during the evening and the night when his 7th year was 
to elapse and thus he became delivered from the Lord of Death. 
Then he showed himself to his parents who greatly rejoiced. After 
that he studied with the Brahmal)a Saraha the texts of the Crt
Guhyasamaja etc. with all the necessary instructions. Then he 
prayed Rahulabhadra890), the abbot of Nalanda [110 b.] to be his 
preceptor, became regularly ordained and was known as the monk 
Criman881). 

Some time after, when he was occupying the post of the waiter 
(or verger)B82) of the Congregation of Nalanda, a great famine 
(happened in that country). Criman got from the intermediate 
continents8S) the elixir producing gold, and, having obtained gold 
by means of it, was able to procure for the members of the Con-

.. ) The Xyl. has I<har-sa-pa-I)i. Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p.I44. 
88t) The Xyl. has here and further on throughout: Nilendra. 
110) Sgra-gcan-I}dzin-bzan-po. 881) Dpal-Idan. ...~pa. 
nl) glj~"ar. ~ 
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gregation their noon-tide meals, so that they could keep the sum
mer-fast. But the members of the Congregation asked: - How 
was it possible (for thee) to procure the noon-tide meals at a time 
when everything is wanting, when we are awaiting death and 
abide (in a country) wasted by famine? - And, when he told 
them about the manner (in which he produced the meals) as just 
mentioned, they said: -Without asking the permission of the 
Clergy, he has procured for it unrighteous means of livelihood. 
He must therefore be expelled from this place and, (in order to 
be purified from this guilt), construct 10 000 000 monasteries and 
sanctuaries. -

After that he secured by propitiation the mundane and super
mundane magical powers. At that time, a monk named Carhkara894) 

having composed a treatise called Nyayalamkara 89&) conSisting of 
1 200 000 Clokas, refuted everyone (who chanced to dispute with 
him). In order to subdue (this monk, Criman) expounded the 
Doctrine at Nalanda. Whilst he was holding his sermon, 2 boys 
listened to his exposition of the Doctrine and then vanished beneath 
the earth. (The teacher) asked who these 2 were, and it was said, 
that they were Nagas. The teacher bid them to fetch the mould 
of the Yak~as for the temples and monuments he had to build. 
They, accordingly, informed the Naga king, and he bade them to 
invite the teacher. The latter, having received the invitation and, 
knowing that (by accepting it), he would attain a great aim, des
cended into the region of the Nagas and expounded the Doctrine 
there. The Nagas then prayed him to stay with them, but he said 
that he had come to seek the clay with which to build the sanctua
ries, and, likewise, in order to carry off (the Prajflaparamita-siitra) 
of 100 000 Clokas. There is no time for me to stay, - said he, -
but I may come afterwards. So he took with him plenty of clay, 
the Catasiihasrika, and the Svlpak~ar(898). It is said that a 
small part of the Catasiihasrikii. was not delivered to him by the 
Nagas. Thereafter he built with that clay 10 000 000 sanctuaries 
etc. [111 a.] and the Nagas became his friends. He thus subdued 
the greater part of them with the exception of some who were not 
present in the Naga-region. Henceforth he was known by the 
name of Nagarjuna. Thereafter, having produced gold at PUI}~ra-

IN) Bde-byed. III) Or: Yuktyalamkara = Rjgs-pa~j-rgyan. 
al) Yi-ge-iiun-nu. One of the small Prajfti-piramiti-siitras (Kg. RGYUD 

XII). 
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vardhana 887), he distributed 'lbundant alms. An old Brahmana 
and his wife to whom he gave at that time much gold, beca~e 
devoted to him. The old man made himself his attendant, heard 
the Doctrine (from him) and, having died, was reborn as the teacher 
Nagabodhi888). Thereafter (the teacher) went to the eastern 
country of Patave~a where he built many temples. In the country 
of Radha he did the same and intended to transform into gold 
a rock resembling a bell, but was hindered by the gods. After that 
he went to the northern continent Kuru and, on the way there, 
in the town called Salama, (he met with) a boy called Jetaka, to 
whom he prophecied, by means of palmistry, that he would be a 
king. Having come to the continent of the Kuru, he hung his 
clothes on the branch of a tree and washed. As his clothes were then 
carried away by the Kurus, and he protested saying: - These 
clothes are mine,-they returned that in their language and accord
ing to their views "mine" was the same as "ours". Having ful
filled his mission there, he departed. In the meantime, the boy 
mentioned before, had become king, and presented Nagarjuna 
with many precious jewels. (Nagarjuna) in exchange delivered 
to him CCthe Rosary of Jewels of the Doctrine" (Ramisvali). 

(In sum) the acts performed by this teacher for the sake of 
the Doctrine are as follows: - He became the attendant of the 
clergy, built a great number of sanctuaries and temples, made at 
Vajrasana an enclosure like a diamond net, and constructed the 
edifice for the sanctuary of C;ridhanya-kataka888). 

His activity in the field of science is as follows: - In meta
physics his chief works are: -

Those which have as their principal subject-matter the philo
sophical system of the Madhyamika, shunning both the extremities. 
These are: 1. The collection of the Madhyamika-stotras (in which 
the doctrine) is expounded in accordance with Scripture and 2. The 
(6) fundamental Madhyamika treatises 8oo) where the teaching is 
vindicated by logical means. 

The works which are dedicated to the practical side of the 
Doctrine are: - The Sutra-samuccaya801), teaching in accordance 
with Scripture, the Svapna-cintama7J.i-parikathiJ802), demonstrating 

07) LI-kha-ra-~in-~phel. 81B) I(lu~l-byan-chub. 
lit) Opal I;Ibras-spuns. 'DO) Cf. vol. I. p. 50, 51. 
101) Mdo-kun-las-btus-pa, Tg. MOO. xxx. 172 b.-253 a. (Pek.) 
'D2) Rml-Jam-yid-btln-gyi-nor-bu. Tg. MOO. XXX. 219-221. 
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by logical means, purifying the minds of the Mahayanists and 
awakening to life the element of saintliness 808) of the C;ravakas. 
[111 b.] 

The work demonstrating the chief principles of the conduct of 
householders is the Suhrllekha80'), and that which is chiefly dedica
ted to the conduct of monks is the Bodhigar,&a 906). 

In the division of the Tantras his works are: - The TaJJtTa
samuccaya 908), - a brief exposition of the theoretical and the 
practical side (of the Tantras), the Bodhicitta-t1it1arol}oB07) where 
the theory is clearly exposed, the Pil}4ikrta-siidhana808) demon
strating the Initial Development 909) in an abridged form, the 
Siitra-melapaka 910), the Mal}4alavidhi of 20 verses, the Paiica
krama 811) demonstrating the Final Development 812), etc. -

Moreover, we have by him medical works as the Yoga~ataka 
etc. 813) In the science of worldly policy9l4.) we have his Jana-pofal}G
bindu915) containing the precepts delivered to inferiors, and the 
Praiiiii-~ataka918), consisting of instructions delivered for ministers. 
Then we have the &tnilVali 911) in which the theoretical and practi
cal part of the Mahayanistic Doctrine are demonstrated together 
for the use of kings. Furthermore, he has composed the Pratityo
samutpada-cakra 91B), the Dhiipa-yoga-ratna-miilii 9l&), works on al~ 

chemistry and others. All these are independent treatises. -

101) rig, = gol1a. 
10') B~es-sbriit. Tg. MOO. XXXIII. 74-81. (Pek.). 
101) Byait-chub-kyi-tshogs. 101) Rgyud-kun-Ias-btus. 
107) Byan-chub-sems-l)grel. Tg. ROYUO. XXXIII. 42--50 (Pek.); also 

MOO. XXXIII. 221-226. 
101) Sgrub-thabs-mdor-byas. Tg. RGYUO. XXXIII. 1-12 (Pek.). 
101) '"kyerl-rim = utplJtti-krama. 
'10) Mdo-bsre. Full title. C;:ri-Guhyasamaja-maha-yoga-tantra-utpatti-krama

sidhanam Siitra-melipakam nama (Rnal-l)byor-chen-pol)i rgyud Opal Osan
ba-I]dus-pal}l bskyed-pal}i-rim-pal}i bsgom-pal)i thabs Mod-dan-bsres-pa). Tg. 
RGYUD. XXXIII. 12-17. (Pek.) 

IU) Rim-pa-lJia-pa. Tg. RGYUD. XXXIII. 50-64 (Pek.). 
'11) rd;:og.-rim = .ampanna-k1omo. 
'11) Sbyor-ba-brgya-pa. Tg. MOO. CXVIII. 1-5 (Pek.). 
'U) lugs-kyi-bslan-bcos = nili-~a..tra. 

HI) Skye-bo-gso-thigs. Tg. MOO. CXXIII. 
HI) C;es-rab-brgya-pa. Ibid. and XXX. Cf. vol. I. 
H') Or: Madhyamika-ratnavali. Tg. MOO. XCIV. 
III) Rten-J:tbrel-gyi J:tkhor-Io. Tg. MOO. CXXIII. 34--42. (Pek.). 
III) Spos-sbyor. Ibid. fol. 29. 
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The Commentaries written by him on other works are the 
GuhyasamiJja-tantra-tika 810), the Calistambaka-karika 821) and others. 
-As concerns the Caturmudra-ni,cay( 822) it is said in theAmnaya
manjari828) that it hat not been composed by Nagarjuna. The 
teacher Prajilakaramati, in his Commentary on the Bodhicaryi
vatara says that the teacher Nagarjuna has likewise composed a 
Compendium of Discipline823R). In such a way did Nagarjuna act 
for the sake of the Doctrine for 600 years. 

At that time the king Antivahana 82') or Udayanabhadra 811) 

had a son, the prince Caktiman P28). When his mother gave him 
a very fine mantle, he said: - This will be of use to me at the time 
when I shall assume the royal power. To this the mother said: -
Thou shalt not come to reign. - Thy father and the teacher Ni
garjuna have found out a means of producing an elixir securing 
longevity. (The duration of life of thy father) is to be the same 
as that of the teacher. [112 a.] (Upon hearing this, the youth) 
went to Criparvata, to the place where the teacher Nigarjuna was 
abiding. The latter raised his head and began to preach the Doctrine 
to him. The youth tried to cut off (the teacher's) head with his 
sword, but failed, whereupon the teacher said: - An insect has 
perished (before), having been cut down by me with a ha;n of 
Ku~a grass. The consequenceS2?) (of this deed) is lasting upon me. 
Owing to it my head can be cut off with a Ku~a halm. The youth, 
accordingly cut it off in such a way, (and after he had done that), 
from the foundation of the neck there was heard a verse: -

I shall now depart to the region of SukhavatI, 
But (afterwards) I am to enter this body again. 

The youth then went away, having carried off the head. But 
(subsequently) a female yak~a took possession of it and deposited 
it within the distance of a yojana (from the body). The head and 

llO} Osait-~dus-~grel-pa. Tg. ROYUO. XXVII. 
Ill} Sa-lu-ljail-pa~l-mdo-tshjgs-su-bcad-p.1-bsdus-pa. Tg. MOO. XXXIII. 

213-216 and XXXIV. 22-25 (Pek.). 
III} Phyag-rgya-bli-pa. Tg. ROYUO. XLVI. 82-84. 
III} Man-nag-sfte-ma. Full title: Cri-Sa!hpu!a-tantra-riija-pki Amniiya-

maftjari-nama. The work of Abhayiikaragupta, Tg. ROYUO. XIX • 
• 1.") Bslab-pa-kun-Ias-btus-pa = Clk~i-samuccaya. 
II'} Mthar-~gro-lon. Cf. Schiefner, Tiiraniitha, p.304. 
III} Bde-spyod-bzan-po. 121) Nus-Idan. 
117) TnGlIJ-slIJin = lIipiika. 
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the body did not decay, but every year drew nearer to each other. 
Finally they united and again worked for the weal of the Doctrine 
and the living beings. (In the name) Niigarjuna, Naga (has the 
following signification): - 1. Born from (that ocean) which is the 
Essence, the Plane of the Absolute 928) (just as the real Naga is 
born in the sea), 2. not abiding in the 2 limits or extreme views 
of Eternalism929) and Nihilism 930), (just as the real Naga knows 
no limits as regards his abode), 3. securing the possession of the 
treasury of the Jewels of Scripture (just as the Naga possesses 
immense wealth in gold and jewels), 4. endowed with an insight 
(that is like fire), burning down and illuminating (akin to the fiery 
eyes of the Naga). 

Arjuna has the meaning of "he who has secured power". Ac~ 
cordingly, the teacher is Arjuna since he is: 1. The guardian, the 
ruler of the kingdom of the Doctrine and 2. the subduer of the 
hosts of enemies, that is of all the sinful powers of this world. 
Being united, these two component parts form the compound name 
Niigarjuna. It is said accordingly in the Prasannapada 931): 

I bow before that Nagarjuna who has rejected 
The adherence to the two extreme points of view, 
Who has become born in the ocean of the Supreme Buddha's 

Wisdom, 
And has, out of mercy, exposed all the depths 
Of the treasury of the Highest Doctrine 83B), as he has 

cognized (it himself) 933). 

The fires of whose Doctrine consume that fuel 
Which is (every) hostile, disagreeing view, 
And dispell, up to this very day 
The mental darkness of the world 934.). 
Whose incomparable wisdom and words are like a mass 

of arrows, 

'11) c1un-tlbyiill = dAGTma-tihGlu. III) rlag-11II1atJ} = Fii9l'1JIIJ-G7Jla. 
110) chGd-meh-la = uecheda-anea. 
Ill) Tshlg-gsal. B. B. p. 1. Cf. also Conception of Buddhist Nlrva!}a, p.81. 
"') I read acc. to the Tlb. text dam-cho.-mrl.od-kyi = 'Gddharma-ko,asya. 

Ct. Conception of Buddhist Nirvi!}a, Corrigenda . 
... ) yo'7Jla-dvayalla,a-vidhula-"a,ah ,ambuddha-dhi-,agara-labdha-janmii I 

'Gddluarma-ko.asya gambhira-bhallam yaehjjnubuddham krpayjj jagjjda. I I 
"') ya.ya dar~ana-eejamsi paravjjdi-ml1eendhanam I dahaNY adyapi lokayG 

miRGIini 'amjjriaai ea II 
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Perfectly secure (for him) the victory and the sovereignty 
in the 3 Spheres of Existence 

Over all the world of converts including the gods, 
And vanquish those hosts of enemies, - (the forces of) 

Phenomenal Existence 93S). -

[112 b.] And B3-): -

Composed by Niigiirjuna, the Bodhisattva 
Who has departed to Sukhavati, after having 
Let his head be cut off and delivered it to him 
Who had come in request of it. 

Some authorities maintain that in the Mahiimegha-sutra the follow
ing is to be read: - 400 years after I have passed away, this 
Licchavi will become a monk called Niiga and will propagate my 
Doctrine. Finally, in the world called Prasannaprabhii 837) he will 
become the Buddha calIed Jfiiiniikaraprabha 938). Now we read 
in the Mahiimegha: - In the south, in the country caIled ~~i1a B38) 

will appear a king named Vipatticikitsaka 9(0). When the latter 
will be 80 years of age, the Highest Doctrine is to undergo destruc
tion, and only remnants of it will be left. At that time, on the 
northern shore of the rivulet called Sundarabhiiti 941) near the 
village Mahiiviiluka 942), the dwelling-place of virtuous people, on 
the ground belonging to the Vai~yas Bra-go-can (1) a Licchavi 
youth who by his appearance causes delight to alI living beings, 
will be born, bear my name and expound the Doctrine of the 
Buddha. This youth, in the presence of the Buddha Nagakula
pradipa 818), will make the vow to give up his life for the sake of 
the Doctrine and the Teaching of the Lord. - It is he who is to 
propagate the Doctrine. - So is it to be read, but it is not clear, 
whether (this passage) really refers to Nagarjuna. Some are of 
the opinion that (the words .ebearing my name" refer to) the reli-

HI) ya,yi',ama-jftina-fJaca~-fara"ghi nighnanli ni~fllfa-bhal1iri-'.nim I 
,ridlailu-rijya-p-iyam iidadlaiinii lIineya-lo1ca.ya .adellaka.ya II Niigirjuniya 
pral}-ipGlya la.mai . . . 

... ) This verse Is not contained In Prof. de la Valh!e Poussin's edition of the 
Prasannapadii.. 

la.) Dan.ba~I-~od. 
131) Ye-~es-~byui1-gnas-ttod. This prophecy of the Mahamegha-siitra fa 

quoted In the Midhyamika-avatira-bhii~ya B. B. 76.17-77.4. 
tal) Dran-sron-byl-botll-yul. "'0) Rgud-pa-gso-ba. 
"1) Mdzes-~byor. US) Bye-ma-chen-po. 1&3) Klu-rlgs-sgron-ma. 
The History of Buddhism In India and Tibet 9 
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gious name of Nagarjuna which is (said to have been) Cakya
mitra·4"). This however must be scrutinized. It is said, moreover, 
that according to Mahabheri-sutra 8'&), Nagarjuna has been foretold 
to attain the 8th Stage, but this must likewise be examined. 

The Teacher AryadevL 
The (spiritual) son of Nagarjuna was the teacher Aryadeva. 

The latter was miraculously born 948) in the island of SiIbhala in 
the petals of a lotus-flower and was adopted by the king of that 
country. When he grew up, he went to the place were the teacher 
Nagarjuna was residing, entered his school (113 a.], and became 
proficient in all the branches of science and all the heterodox and 
orthodox philosophical systems. At that time there lived a heretical 
teacher called Matrceta 8'7) who had propitiated the god Mahe~vara 
and was exceedingly powerful, so tha\t no living being could match 
him. This teacher, having caused great harm to the Doctrine of 
Buddha and seduced the greater part (of the people) to the here
tical teachings, came to Nalanda. The Nalanda monks sent a 
message to Nagarjuna who was residing on the Cripavrata. The 
teacher Aryadeva (who was abiding with him) said that he would 
subdue (the heretic) and went (to Nalanda). On the way there 
the goddess of a tree begged him to grant her an eye, and he accord
ingly presented her with one of his eyes. Thereafter, as he had 
vanquished the heretic, (the monks said): - Who is this one
eyed? - Aryadeva replied: -

The Terrific One 848), though he has 3 eyes, 
Cannot perceive the Absolute Truth; 
Indra, though endowed with 1000 eyes, 
Is likewise unable to see it. 
But Aryadeva, who has only one eye, 
Has the intuition of the true Essence 
Of all the 3 Spheres of Existence. 

(The heretical teacher) was vanquished by (the words of) the Doc
trine, was converted to Buddhism, and became a great Par.H;tit. -

Tradition says that the teacher (Aryadeva) has attained the 
8th Stage. But, as the Maiiju~ri-mula-tantra8'8) speaks of him: .-

I") C;ii-kya-b~es-gi\en. I") Rna-bo-che~i-mdQ. 
I") rdsru-te-skyes-pa = upapiiduka. 
II") Ma-khol. '08) Mahe~vara. "I) Cf. above. 
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Though not a Saint he will bear the name of a Saint, - this 
must be accurately examined. -

This teacher has composed the following works: _ 
]. The Miulhyamika-catu~fGtika860), demonstrating the mea

ning of Non-substantiality in detail. 
2. The Madkyamika-oosta1Jala-prakara"",9i1), - an abridged 

exposition (of the same subject). 
3. The Skkalita-pramathana-yukti-hetu-siddhi 95,,), refuting the 

challenges of opponents. 
4. The JiiiJna-sara-samuccaY( 853), demonstrating the chief cha

racteristic points of the philosophical 854) and the Tantric systems. 
In the Tantric literature his works are: -
Those containing the exposition of the theoretical part of Tan

tra, as: 
1. The Carya-melGyanG-prGdipa 866), on the foundation of the 

mixed Siltra and Tantra Scripture. 
2. The Citta-a1JGrGlJ-a-1Ji~odhan(856), demonstrating the same 

subject by logicaJ means. p 13 b.J 
3. The Catu"!J-pithG-tantra- raja-ma1!4a'la -upayikG -1Jidhi-sara-sa

muccay( 957), referring to the magical rights for (attaining) the 
power of bringing living beings to maturity. 

4. The Catu"IJpi~ka-sadhan(866), demonstrating the Initial De
velopment 858). 

5. The J;;.ana-4iJkini-siidhan( 860). 
6. The Eka-druma-paiijika 981), demonstrating the magic rites, 

the offerings, the final Development 862), etc. 

8&0). Obuma-bZi-brgya-pa. Tg. MOO. XVIII. 
861) Obu-ma-Iag-pal)i-tshad. Ibid. 24 a. 8-b. 5. (Pek.) 
86') I;fkhrul-pa-zlog-pal)i gtan-tshigs-grub-pa. Ibid. 20 b.-24 a. 
863) Ye-~es-siiin-po-kun-las-btus. Ibid. 29-31. 
m) mtshan-nid. 
1&6) Spyod-pa-bsdus-pal)i-sgron-ma. Tg. ROYUO. XXXIII. 121 b-127. 
III) Sems-kyi-sgrib-sbYOJ1. Tg. ROYUO. XXXIII. 121 b.-127. 
16') Odan-bzil)i dkyil-chog-siiill-po-mdor-bsags. Tg. ROYUO. XXIII. 

142-172. 
811) Odan-bzil)i-sgrub-thabs. Ibid. 91-101. 
168) b,kyed-:-im = rapatti-krama. 
I"') Ye-~es-mkhal)-I)gro-mal)i-sgrub-thabs. Or: Jiiine~ari-sidhana. Tg. 

ROYUO. XXIII. 129-141 • 
• Sl) f,;in-gcig-gi dkal)-I)grel. Ibid. 173-177 • 
• 02) rdlilogs-rim = sampanna-krama. 



It is said moreover that he is the author of the Pradipo-uddyo
tIIRa-abhisomdhi-prakii"iko-vyakhya-tika983), but we must examine 
whether this is chronologically correct or not. 

1 he Teacher Nagabodhi. 

As concerns the teacher Nagabodhi who was likewise the pupil 
of the master Nagarjuna, tradition says that he was versed in all 
the heterodox and orthodox philosophical systems, beheld the 
countenance of his tutelary deity and attained the magic power 
of longevity, owing to which he abides up to this day on the Cri
parvata. He has composed the Guhyosamajo-ma1J.llala-vidhi 98'), 
the Paiico-krama-~ika986) and many other works. 

The Teacher Candragomin. 

The teacher Candragomin was born in the east, in Bengal, 
and, whilst still a youth, became greatly learned. Having married 
Tara, the daughter of the king of Varendra, he lived with her (for 
some time). Once, as the maid-servant was calling his wife: Taral, 
he pondered and came to the insight that it was unsuitable that 
the wife and the tutelary deity (who was the goddess Tara) should 
bear one name. He accordingly prayed (his wife) to forgive him, 
and made his intention to depart. He was however seized by his 
friends who asked him why he was going away and he told them 
the reason why. The king came to know this and said: - If he 
will not live with my daughter, throw him into the Ganges. -
The hangmen, accordingly, prepared to cast him into the river, 
but the teacher addressed a prayer to Tara, and the latter miracu
lously produced an island in the middle of the Ganges, showed her 
countenance quite clearly, and blessed him. And up to this day, 
tradition calls that spot "the island of Candra" 888). Thereafter 
he was rescued by fishermen and, the king of Varendra having 
become devoted to him, he grew to be an object of reverence and 
finally came to Nalanda. There he was asked what sciences he 
knew. He replied that he knew the grammar of Paz:lini [114 a.], 

'") Sgron-gsal-gyi ~grel-b~ad. Tg. RGYUD. XXX and XXXI. 
'M) Gsait-I)dus-kyi dkyll-chog. Tg. RGYUD. XXXIII. 149-165. 
HI) Tg. RGYUD .XXXIV. 174-212. 
"') Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p. 150, 151. 
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the Manjufri-nama-Slnngiti987), and the hymn of 150 verses 888). 

(The monks) accordingly understood that he was greatly teamed, 
bade him welcome and bestowed great honour upon him. At that 
time he composed many short tracts on medicine and the like. But 
the most revered Lord of the World 189) himself bade him to com
mence the composition of numerous Mahayanistic treatises, and 
after that he wrote the Commentary on the Candrapradipa 970), 

the Kaya-traya-avatara and many other works. 
At that time there was (in Nalanda) a pupil, a monk of the 

K~atriya race who had trespassed, and had committed many sinful 
deeds. In order to subdue (this monk, Candragomin) wrote the 
(:i~ya-lekha971). He has moreover composed a grammatical treatise 
consisting of 32 chapters and 700 ~Iokas 972), in accordance with 
the rules of pal)ini. The supplementary parts of this work are: -

The Dhatu-sutra 973), 
The Upasarga-vrui974), 
The Var~a-siitraI76), 

The U~adi-siitraI78), 

Rules concerning the case- and the tense-terminations etc. 
In such a manner he subdued the trespassing pupil. Once he 
chanted a hymn in praise of Mafijugho~a, and the head of the latter's 
statue bent down and listened. (The hymn of Candragomin) accor
dingly became known as the "Praise of Mafijugho~a with the bent 
neck" 977). 

At that time the teacher Candrakirti had composed a fine 
grammatical treatise in verse called Samantabhadra 979). Candra
gomin thought that, as his work was not so good, it should be 
destroyed, and threw it into a well. But the Lord of the World 
said to him: - Thou hast composed (this treatise), being possessed 

I") (l;Ijam-dpal)-mtshan-brjod. Tg. RGYUO. LIX. Cf. Schiefner, Tara-
nitha, p. 152. If') Ibid. 

"') Rje-btsun-~jig-rten-dbait-phyug = Bhattiraka Loke~ara, i. e. Ava-
lokita. 1'10) Zla-ba-sgron-ma~i ~grel-pa. 

171) Slob-ma-la-sprill-ba. Tg. MOO. XXXIII. 
171) The fundamental Vyikaral)a-siitra of Candragomin (Tg. MOO. CXVI. 

1-36) has 6 chapters. 
173) Obyiits-kyi-mdo. Tg. MOO. CXXXII.312-323. 
17') Tg. MOO. CXVI. 36-41. 
171) Yi-ge~l-mdo. Ibid. 41--42. 
171) Ibid. 365-369. 117) Cf. Schiefner, Tirinitha, p.I53. 
178) Kun-tu-bzait-po. Cf. Cordier, Index du Bstan-~gyur, II. p.488. 
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of high altruistic thoughts 878), (owing to which) it will be of great 
help (to the living beings). Therefore draw it out again. This 
Candragomin did. The well (into which he had thrown the book) 
became known as the well of Candra, and it was said that he who 
drank from it becan.e possessed of acute intellectual faculty8llO). 
Thereafter (Candragomin) entered upon a controversy with Candra
kirti. After having asked the Lord of the World what answer he 
was to give that day, [l14 b.] he accordingly replied in such a 
manner. Candrakirti became possessed of doubt, hastened out 
and saw the Lord of the World as he was teaching (Candragomin) 
how to answer. - 0 great Saint, - prayed Candrakirti, - do not 
do so this day. -And (the form of Avalokite~vara turned to stone, 
remaining with the forefinger erected. Up to this day (that statue 
of Avalokite~vara) is known as "the most merciful with the raised 
fore-finger" 881). In such a manner Candragomin, possessed of 
great merit, exercised his activity as a guardian of the Doctrine. -

The Teacher Candrakirti. 
Candrakirti (in his turn) was born in the south in Samana. 

Having got thoroughly trained in the subjects of the Siitras and 
Tantras, and relying upon the word of Nagarjuna and Aryadeva 882), 
he became a great Pal).git, was blessed during 500 successive births 
and had the power of milking a cow that was drawn on a picture 983) 
as well as that of hurling a column of stone without touching it 
with his hand. 

He has composed the Commentaries on the Madhyamika trea
tises (of Nagarjuna) and on the Catu{lfatikii884), - the main text 
of the Miidhyamika-avatiJra and its Commentary. The most cele
brated of his works are the (2) Commentaries which are spoken of 
as Clthose which resemble the sun and the moon". These are: The 
Commentary on the Mii.la-miidhyamika 985) called the Prasanna
padi888) and the Commentary on the Guhya-samiJja-tantra, bearing 
the title of Pradipa-uddyotan.a 988a). These are known as "the 

m) lhag-pal}i-b.am-pa = adhyii!;aya. 
110) Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p. 155. 881) Ibid. p. 154. 
IS.) I(lu-sgrub yab-sras. .') Cf. Schiefner, Tarinatha, p.I48. 
-) Tg. MDO. XXIV. 33 b.-273 b. 
181) The Miila-madhyamika is called here by the abridged title Rtsa-~ 

I. e. Rtaa-ba~i-~es-rab = Prajfta-miila. .') TShig-gsal • 
••• ) Osan-~dus-~grel-pa Sgron-gsal. Tg. ROVUD. XXVIII. 1-233. 
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2 most dear works". Now, Buddhapalita and Candrakirti are the 
chief representatives of the Madhyamika-prasangika school 887) or} 
of the Loka-prasiddhi-varga-cari-madhyamikas 988). The teacher 
Bhavya and the rest are the Madhyamika-sautrantikas 889). Joana
garbha 880), Crigupta 890

a) , Cantirak~ita 981), Kamala~Ua 881), Hari
bhadra 883) and others belong to the school of the Yogacara-
Madhyamikas 99'). The theory of Nagarjuna and Aryadeva has 
been explained (from the standpoint of these different branches 
of the Madhyamika school). It is said in the Prasannapadci 886): 

Nagarjuna was endowed with the instructions of Rahulabhadra, 
and Aryadeva has followed the word (of Nagarjuna). They have 
clearly expounded the precepts of the Doctrine during a ong period 
of time. The pupils of these have analysed (this Madhyamika) 
teaching and have become fully possessed of a discrim native mind. 
These have likewise vanquished all the heretics [115 a.] and have 
for a long time expounded the Doctrine 99S). 

"7) Dbu-ma-thal-~gyur-ba. 
1!18) I;Ijig-rten-grags-sde-spyod-pa~i dbu-ma-pa . 
... ) Mdo-sde-spyod-pahi-dbu-ma-pa. 
080) Ye-~es-siUn-po. . .'0<) Dpal-sbas. 801) Zi-ba-~tsho • 
••• ) Padma~i-nan-tshuJ. '.3) Sen-ge-bzaiI-po • 
••• ) Rnal-~byor-spyod-pa~i-dbu-ma-pa. oa,) Cf. above note 936 . 
... ) In the work of Tson-kha-pa's pupil I(hai-c;lub (Mkhas-grub) called Ston

thun-bskal-bzan-mig-~byed (Tsan edition vol. I. 37 a. 1 sqq.) we have a short 
account concerning the Miidhyamika-iiciiryas and their different points of view. 
It is said as follows: - The standpoint of Nagarjuna and Aryadeva was that of 
the Priisangikas. However (in their works) no direct discrimination between the 
Svatantrika and Prasangika point of view and no refutation of the former has 
been made. Subsequently, the teacher Buddhapalita composed his Commentary 
on the Miila-madhyamika and explained the theory of Nagarjuna and Aryadeva 
from the Prasangika standpoint. After that the teacher Bhavaviveka likewise 
composed a Commentary on the Miila-miidhyamika (the Prajiiapradipa) and 
made many refutations concerning the points commented by Buddhapalita. 
It is he who has first founded the Svatantrika system. The followers of each 
of these 2 (schools i. e. of Buddhapiilita and Bhiivaviveka) are accordingly called 
by the earlier Tibetan authors "the Madhyamikas adhering to the different 
fractions" (Phyogs-~dzin-pa~i Dbu-ma-pa = Pak~a-grahh)o Miidhyamlki~). 
Bhavaviveka has moreover composed independent works of his own, viz. the 
main aphorisms of the Miidhyamika-hrdaya (Dbu-ma-siiin-po) with the auto
commentary Tarkajvala (Rtog-ge-~bar-ba). In these he has expounded the 
Sviitantrika theories and the activity of the Bodhisattvas in detail. Thereupon 
the teacher Jiianagarbha composed the Svitantrika work Midhyamika-satya
dvaya (or: Satya-dvaya-vibhanga). This teacher, as well as Bhivaviveka are 
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Aryadeva's pupil Matrce1a has likewise composed a great number 
of treatises and has acted for the sake of the Doctrine. We do 
not however give his biography, for fear that it would take too 
much place. 

The Biography of the Brothers Aryasanga and 
Vasuban dh U9B7). 

(It is known) that the Highest Doctrine had 3 times suffered 
from foes. For the first time (this happened as follows): - An 
old woman belonging to the heretics once said: - When the 
wooden gong of the Buddhists is beaten, from its sound the words 
"confoundl destroyt"998) can be distinctly heard. One must see 
whether such sounds are harmful for us or not. An investigation 
was accordingly made and the following meaning apprehended: -

Let the brains of the false heretics be confounded 
By the beating of this drum of the 3 Jewels, 
Who are worshipped by the gods, the Nagas and the Yak~as! 

(The enraged heretics) then made war (upon the Buddhists) and 
destroyed the church 999). 

Thereafter, (when it had been restored again) and was to a 
certain extent thriving, it happened that the king of Central India 
sent to the Persian kinglOOO) a garment of very fine cloth as a 
present. But, as on the part (of that garment) which was to 
cover the heart, there was something resembling a foot-print, 

the representatives of the system which maintains the reality of external objects 
from the Empirical Standpoint and does not admit the existence of introspective 
perception (ran-rig = sfla-sa';IfIedana). Thereafter the teacher ~iintirak~ita 
composed the Miidhyamika-alamkiira and laid the foundation to another school 
of the Miidhyamikas which denies the Empirical Reality of the External World, 
acknowledges the introspective perception, but on the other hand does not 
consider consciousness to have an Ultimate Reality (differing in this from the 
Yogicira-vijftiinavidins). Th~ Miidhyamika-iilokii and the 3 Bhiivani-krama 
of Kamalaliila, as well as the texts of Vimuktasena, Haribhadra, Buddhajftina
pada, Abhayakaragupta, etc. agree with Cantirak~ita in the main standpoint 
(which is that of the Yogiicara-miidhyarnika-sviitantrika, whereas Bhiivaviveka 
and Jiianagarbha express the point of view of the Sautrantlka-rnadhyamika
sviitantrikas). - As we have seen, Bu-ton counts Jiiiinagarbha among the 
Yogiiciira-rnadhyarnikas. 

III) Thogs-rned-sku-rnched. III) ~gems • 
... ) Cf. Schiefner, Tiiriiniitha, p.81. 1000) Stag-gzig-gi-rgyal-po. 
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(the Persian king) said that this was an evil charm to harm him, 
invaded (Central India) and destroyed (the Buddhist temples)lOOl). 

Thereupon, after the Doctrine had again enjoyed a period of 
some prosperity, it happened that 2 heretical beggars came to a 
Buddhist monastery in search of alms. As (the novices) poured a 
shower of wash-water upon them, they became enraged and, 
having propitiated the sun, burned down many Buddhist temples 
with the sacred texts contained in themlOOS). At that time a woman 
of the Brahmal).a caste called Prasanna~i1alOD3) had the following 
thought: - Three times have foes brought harm to the Abhidharma 
which is the foundation of the Teaching, and no one who would 
be able to expound it can be found. I, being a woman, am likewise 
incapable of doing it. But, if I give birth to sons, I will make of 
them propagators (of the Doctrine). Accordingly, from her union 
with a K~atriya, (a son named) Asanga, and, (later on) from another 
union with a Brahmal).a, (a second son named) Vasubandhu were 
born. [115 b.pOO4). The mother drew on their tongues the letter 
A and performed all the other rites in order to secure for them an 
acute intellectual faculty. 

When they grew older, they asked about the business of their 
fathers. But the mother said: - I have not born you for that. 
You must purify your minds and expound the Doctrine. - Ac
cordingly, the younger brother departed to Kashmir to the teacher 
Sanghabhadra. The elder in his turn became possessed of the 
intention of propagating the Doctrine, after having secured the 
help of Maitreya. In order to propitiate (the latter) lie took up 
his abode in the cave of the mountain Kukkutapadaparvata. For 3 
years he made his propitiation, but as he did not see the slightest 
sign of success, he was greatly disappointed. Having gone out, 
he saw an old man who was making needles out of a pole of iron 
by rubbing it with a piece of cotton. How have the needles been 
produced? - asked he. The old man replied: 

If a man possessed of moral strength 
Wishes to accomplish something, 
He never meets with failure, 
However difficult the work may be. 

lOOl) Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p. 94. 1001) Ibid. p. 95 &qq. 
1001) Qsal-b~i-tshul-khrims. Schiefner has: Praki~lijli. 
1001) Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p. 107 sqq. ' . ..../. 
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If he does not lose his patience, 
He can break mountains with the palm of his hand. 

Accordingly, (Asanga) continued his propitiation for another 6 
years, and thus spent altogether 9 years (in his meditation). Then 
he went out and saw how a rock was gradually destroyed by 
drops of water and by the wings of birds (that constantly touched 
it in their flight). But, after he had propitiated for 12 years and 
saw no sign (of success) he became full of grief and went out again. 
As he was about to go away, he saw a dog; the lower part of its 
body was eaten by worms, but the upper part (was still free) and 
it was barking and biting. (Asanga) became full of Commiseration 
and, seeing that if he were to remove the worms, the latter would 
perish and if not, - the dog would die, he became resolved to 
cut flesh from his body and remove (the worms) by attracting 
them with it. Accordingly, he went to the town called Acinta and, 
having pledged his mendicant's staff, obtained a golden knife. 
(With this) he cut off flesh from his body. Then, thinking that if 
he would take (the worms) with his hand, they would nervertheless 
perish, he shut his eyes and was about to take them off with his 
tongue. (At that moment) the dog disappeared, and he beheld 
Maitreya, full of light. (And thus did he adress him): -

o my father, my unique refuge, 
I have exerted myself in a hundred different ways, 
But nevertheless no result was to be seen. 
Wherefore have the rain-clouds and the might of the ocean, 
Come only now when, tormented by violent pain, 
I am no longer thirsting? [I 16 a.] -

With such efforts have I tried to propitiate (thee), but not even a 
sign did appear. Scant is therefore thy Commiseration. - In such 
a way did he reproach (Maitreya). The Venerable One said: 

Though the king of the gods sends down rain, 
A bad seed is unable to grow. 
Though the Buddhas may appear (in this world) 
He who is unworthy cannot partake of the blisslOO&). 

I was here from the very beginning, but thou couldst not see me, 
owing to thy own obscurations. Now, as great Commiseration 

1801) Abhisamayalamkara V I II. 10. - t1or~o'y opi hi porjonys _illi' bijG';' 
prtJrOluJli / lIomu'pids' pi. buddhini';' ni' bhollYO bhodrom o~nu's / I 
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has become originated in thee, thou hast got purified and canst 
now behold me. (In order to see) that this is really so, raise me 
up on thy shoulder and show me (to the people). - Asanga did so, 
and as Maitreya could not be perceived (by anyone else, Asanga) 
believed (that his words were true). 

Now, what is thy desire? - (asked Maitreya). Asanga replied: 
- I am searching for instructions, how to expound the Mahiiya
nistic Doctrine. - Then take hold of my robes, - said (Maitreya) 
and they rose up to the Tu~ita heavens. (There Asanga) is said 
to have resided for 1 moment according to the time-calculation 
of the gods, which moment is equal to 50 or 53 human years. The 
scholiast of the Yogacarya-bhumi in his turn says that he resided 
there 6 months and heard (the Doctrine of Maitreya). Accordingly 
he listened to (the exposition of) the Praji'iiipiiramita-siitras, the 
great Yogacarya-bhumi, and numerous Mahayanistic Siitras. Then 
he prayed (Maitreya) to compose a treatise elucidating the meaning 
of these texts and, as a consequence, the 5 works of Maitreya were 
delivered to him. Such was the state of things according to the 
teacher Haribhadra and others. In the MarmakaumudPOO8) we 
read; - After the (Mahayanistic) Scripture had been rehearsed, 
(there were topics) contained in it, which were of exclusively pro
found meaning and exceedingly hard to apprehend. As there was 
no possibility of understanding (these subjects), the Saint Maitreya, 
guided by mercy, in order to make them intelligible, has elucidated 
them by means of the Abhisamayalamkara-ka1ika-~iJSt1a. There 
are some who say that Maitreya has composed (this treatise) later 
at the request of Aryasanga. Others say that Haribhadra and the 
rest commit an error in affirming this, and that it was communi
cated (to Asanga) after having been composed before. This opinion 
of the others (we do not share). 

Moreover, some consider that [116 b.] according to the point 
of view of the teacher Ratnakara~anti, the Abhidharmasamuccaya 

1001) The work of Abhayakaragupta, one of the 21 Commentaries on the 
Abhisamayiilarilkiira. Tg. MDO. XI. 3 b. 5-43. I. Cf. also Haribhadra's 
Abhisamyalamkaraloka, MS. Minaev, 57 a. 16-b.1. sqq. - "idita-aarllGSflJ
praflaeana-artha-labJha-adhigamo' py Aryiisangfl~ pUliarukta-biihulyena apulIIJ
rukta-prade~e' pi pratyeka-pada-vyavaecheda-adflrranena giirnbhiryiic ea Prajftii
piiramitiirtham unnetum araktau daurmanasyaln anupriipt~ / tGlGs tam uddirya 
Mailreyer;&a bhagallatii Prajiiiipiiramitii-.iitram vyiikhyitam AbhisamayiUamkiira
kiirikii-riistram ea krtam / tac chrulvii punar Aryiisangena Ac:iirya-VasubanJhu
prabhrlibhir ca lIyiikhyiilom / I 
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was likewise composed by Maitreya. However we follow the usual 
tradition, viz. that Maitreya is the author only of the 5 treatises 
bearing his name. 

Having heard (the exposition of these treatises, Asanga) returned 
into the human world. Thereafter he composed his great treatise 
in 5 divisions 1OO7) in which the Mahayanistic Code, i. e. the chief 
subjects of the Yogacara Doctrine, or, (otherwise) all the 3 Codes 
of Scripture have been thoroughly dealt with. The contents of 
this work is summarized in the 2 short treatises likewise composed 
by himlOO8), the Abhidharmasamuccaya being a summary (of the 
teaching that is) common to all the 3 Vehicles. Some say that, 
since the teacher Abhayakaragupta calls the Abhidharmasamuccaya 
a Mahayanistic treatise, it is not proper to consider it to be a com~ 
pendium relating to all the 3 Vehicles. There is no mistake in 
this. It is a Mahayanistic treatise, but this does not contradict 
the fact that it demonstrates the subjects that refer to all the 3 
Vehicles. Moreover, Aryasanga, having written down the 5 treatises 
of Maitreya, composed the Tattva-vinifcaya 1OO9) in which the sub~ 
jects of the Abhisamayiilamkiira and the Prajiiii-paramitii. are de· 
monstrated (en regard), the Commentary on the Uttaratantra 10lO), 

the Commentary on the Samdhinirmocana-sutra 10ll) and other 
works. He has attained the 3d Stage of Bodhisattva perfection and 
has through this worked for the weal of the Doctrine. It is said 
in the PrasphufapadiilO12), the work explaining the Small Commen~ 
tarylO18): - The teacher Asanga has attained the 3d Stage called 
Prabhakari. - Nevertheless, in order to convert Vasubandhu, he 

100'1) Cf. vol. I. p. 54, 55, 56. 
1008) The Mahayana-samgraha and Abhidharma-samuccaya. Ibid. p. 56. 
1001) De-iiid-mam-nes. Cf. the introductory verses to Haribhadra's Abhlsa-

mayilamkaraloka - bh~yam lattva-vini,caye racilaviin prajftiivaliim agra~j I 
..{ryii.anga iIi prabhii.vara-ya,ii(&. . . Tson-kha-pa in his Legs-bliad sftln-po, 
Tsan Ed. 20 b. 2-4. Is of the opinion that this Tattva-vlnllicaya could not have 
been composed by Asanga. 

1010) I(nown in the Tibetan tradition by the abridged title Thogs-~grel = 
Asanga-vrtti, its full title being Mahiyana-uttaratantra-liiistra-vyiikhyii. (Tg. 
MDO. XLIV.) Translated by me with the main work and published In the Acta 
Orientalia, vol. IX. Cf. my Introduction to It, p. 90 and 93. 

IOU) Tg. MDO. XXXIV. 
1011) Tg. MDO. VIII. 9 b. 5-6. (N.) 
1011) I;fgrel-chun. This is the Commentary of Haribhadra on the Abhisamayi

lamkiira (without direct reference to the Prajftii-piiramitii-siitras), called 
Sphufirthi (l;Igrel-pa Don-gsal), Tg. MDO. VII. 
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has taught from the standpoint of the Vijiianavada101,. (In the 
Madhyamika-alamkara) it is said: -

The subject-matter here are the 2 Aspects of Reality, 
Which are vindicated by Logic and Scripture, 
Which have been expounded by Maitreya and Asanga, 
And are likewise acknowledged by Nagarjuna. 

In the Cittamatriilamkiir( 1016) we have, in the place were this verse 
is explained, as follows: - Maitreya is a Bodhisattva abiding on 
the 10th Stage, Asanga is a Bodhisattva on the 3d Stage, and 
Nagarjuna is a Bodhisattva who has attained the first Stage101&a). 

Now, in the Commentary on the first part of the Yogacarya-
bhiimP018) it is said: - [117 a.] 

I make my salutations to him who is called Asanga, 
Who for the sake of helping the living beings, 
Has secured, by the force of the DharmasrotaJ:t-samadhi, 
The nectar of the Highest Doctrine that poured forth 
From that precious vessel, - the mouth of the Saint 

Maitreya, 
And has drunk it by means of his ears. 

And at the end of the Vivara~a-samgrahal017): - The Saint Asanga 
has crossed the sea of his own philosophical Doctrine and that of 
others, has attained the special form of meditative trance called 
the Dharmasrotal:I-samadhP018), and has touched with his head 
the feet of the Holy Unconquerable (Maitreya) resembling imma
culate lotus flowers. - Some say that according to these passages, 
Asanga was abiding in the state of meditation called Dharmasrotal}. 
As this state exists on the Path of Accumulating Meritto18), (Asanga) 
is not really a Saint, but is conventionally called so, just as a 

1011) According to the standpoint of the Midhyamlkas which la acknowledged 
by the Tibetan tradition, a Saint (Arya) who has attained the Stages of Bodhi
sattva perfection, must In any case be an adherent of the Midhyamlka point 
of view. 

1011) Sems-tsam-rgyan, the work of Ratnikara~intl. Full title: Midhya
mlka-alamkira-vrttl Midhyamlka-pratlpadi-slddhl. Tg. MOO. LXI. The vene 
.quoted Is: fol. 120 a. 1-2. (N.) 

1011°) Ibid. fol. 120 a. 5. 
1011) Sa~l-stod-~grel. Tg. MOO. LIY. 77 b. 4. (N.) 
IOU) Tg. MOO. Lry. 77 a. 7-b. 1. 
1011) 1:'""-"IYUII-liri-Ii8.~d.rill. 
1011) ,.Mla-Illm = ,amblaira-mir,a. 
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cause is sometimes metaphorically designated by the name of the 
effect (which it produces)101O). 

This is not correct. It is true that the Teacher Haribhadra 
speaks of the Dharmasrota~-samadhi as attained on the Path of 
Accumulating Merit. He does not however say that it ceases to 
exist after that. Therefore (Haribhadra's statement) does not 
prove the fact of (Asanga's being) a worldling. In the Great Sub
commentary on the SiitroJamkiira 1021) it is said that the Dharma
srota~-samadhi ends simultaneously with the Stage of Action in 
Faith 1022). And in the Sub-Commentary of BhadantaAsvabhaval023) 
we read that the Dharmasrotal}-samadhi represents the Degree of 
Highest Mundane Virtues1024). Now the latter and the Path of 
Illumination become originated directly one after the other. It 
is thus perfectly clear that Asanga is a Saint in the direct sense of 
the word. It is said that the duration of his life was 500 years, but 
(in reality) he lived ]50 years. And the Mahayanistic Doctrine 
became greatly spread owing to him. 

[The Teacher Vasubandhu.] 
Vasubandhu received his education in the school of Sangha

bhadra in Kashmir. A great number of Pratyekabuddhas had be
fore expressed in their entreaties the desire that that country should 
be the place were the Abhidharma was to be greatly spread. More
over, in the point concerning the medical instructions1026) (of the 
Vinayavastu) it was foretold to be the most sublime spot, suitable 
for the highest transcendental contemplation 1026). [117 b.] (Ac
cordingly) some time before, the Arhats Can timan, Kubjita 1027) and 
many others had composed a treatise called the MahiifJibha~a 

containing 100 000 Clokas in which the 7 Abhidharma treatises 
and the Vinaya were summarized. In the PrabkiivatP028) it is 
said that this work was composed by Upagupta. In the Commentary 
of Ya~omitral029) the work is called "the Commentary resembling 

1010) karal}6 kiiryopacarat. 1021) Tg. MDO. XLVI. 
1011) m03-pu-spyod-poJ.ai-sa = adhimu1cti-carya-bhiimi. 
IOU) Btsun-pa No-bo-iiid-med-pa~i ~greI-b~ad. Tg. MDO. XLV. 110b. 2. (N.) 
10") I}jig-rten-pal}i chos-kyi-mchog = laukika-agra-dharma. 
lOll) Luit-sman-gyi-gii. 1028) Ihag-mthon = lIipa~yana. 
1017) Sgur-po. 1028) Tg. MDO. LXXXIX. 91 b. b, 92 a. 6. 
lOD) Rgyal-sras-ma. This is the name by which Yac;omitra's Abhidharma

ko~-vyikhya is known in the Tibetan tradition, Rgyal-sras = Rijaputra, being 
an epithet of Ya~omitra. 
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the ocean"1030). This is a poetical comparison of the Vibhasa 
with an ocean. It does not mean that "the Ocean" (Sagara) 'is 
another name for the Vibha~a. just as "the Vibha~a-Treasury"· 
(Vibha~ako~a)1031) by which name the work is sometimes designa
ted. (Vasubandhu) studied the Vibkil~iz and the 7 Abhidharma
treatises and apprehended without difficulty. After that he resol
ved to go back to India. At that time the customs were surveyed 
by a Yak~a who r<?bbed Vasubandhu of the image of his tutelary 
deity and thrice sent him back. But. as Vasubandhu had no riches 
except the Doctrine that was in his mind and could not be taken 
from him, he was at length permitted to pass and came to Nalanda 
where his elder brother had composed numerous treatises. Having 
heard the contents of these, (Vasubandhu) said: -

Alas, Asanga, residing in the forest, 
Has practised meditation for 12 years. 
Without having attained anything by this meditation, 
He has founded a system, so difficult and burdensome, 
That it can be carried only by an elephant 11oa2) -

In such a way he expressed his contempt with the Mahayanistic 
Doctrine and with the person who expounded it. The elder brother 
heard about this and, knowing that the incorrect activity (of Va
subandhu) would be of no use (to the latter), resolved to convert 
him. So he ordered two of his pupils to take the Da~abhumGka 
and the A.kfayamati-niTc:le~a, went to the younger brother and said 
to him: - Recite these in the morning and in the evening. - Va
subandhu, having done as he was ordered, said in the evening: -
The Great Vehicle possesses good factors, but the result seems to 
deviate (from the correct path). - But at daybreak (he spoke 
otherwise): - The factors and the result are both of them sublime. 
Cut out this my tongue which has depreciated (such a Doctrine) I 
[118 a.l Accordingly he sought for a razor to do this, but the 2 
pupils said: - Do not seek to cut out thy tongue. Thy elder brother 
possesses a means for removing thy obscurations. Go therefore 
to him. -(Vasubandhu) accordingly went and repeatedly listened 
to the exposition of the Doctrine. When the religious questions 
were being settled by means of controversy, the younger brother 
had quick and sudden flashes of idea 1033), whereas the elder re-

1030) B. B. 1. 8 _ Abhidhanna-bh~ya·sigara. 1031) Bye-brag-bc;ad-mdzod. 
lOBI) Cf. Schiefner, Tirinitha, p. 119. 1033) Bpoba-pa = pratibhiina. 
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quired some time in order to give a good answer. What is the 
cause of this? - asked Vasubandhu. - (Asanga replied): -
Thou hast been a PaI].Qit during 500 repeated births, and there
fore the Analytic Wisdom acquired by thee in thy previous exi
stence is exceedingly great. With myself this is not the case. There
fore, I give reply after having questioned my tutelary deity. -
(Vasubandhu) then prayed to show him (this deity). Asanga said 
that it was necessary to pray the Most Venerable One (Maitreya) 
and, having done this, said: - Thou art an ordinary worldly being. 
As thou hast formerly depreciated the Great Vehicle, thou art 
not worthy of seeing (Maitreya) in this life. In order to remove thy 
obscurations, thou must compose numerous Commentaries on 
the Mahayanistic siitras and read the U~1Ji~a-tJijayal03'). In the 
next birth thou shalt then meet (with Maitreya). Thereupon (Va
subandhu) became full of faith in his elder brother and said: 

My brother resembles a Naga, 
And I am like the Cataka bird. 
The king of the Niigas sends down rain, 
But it does not enter the beak of the bird. 

He then secured that mystic power which is peculiar to the word 
of Maitreya, composed the aphorisms of the Abhidharmako~a and sent 
them with presents to Sanghabhadra. The pupils of the latter said: 
- The words ··so they say", "this is affirmed"103&) (which Va
subandhu uses when quoting the opinion of the Vaibha~ikas with 
which he does not agree) show a depreciation of our philosophical 
system. But (the teacher said) that Vasubandhu, being skilful in 
composing treatises, had only used poetical forms of expression. 
He greatly rejoiced and composed a Commentary (on the Abhidhar
mako~a) in accordance with the Siitras. Later on (Vasubandhu) 
wrote his own Commentary (on the Ko~) and sent it (to Sangha
bhadra). The latter said: - This Commentary refutes the main 
text, is itself in conflict with Scripture and Logic, and can be de
feated by means of both. One must make (Vasubandhu) destroy it 
with his own hands. [118 b.] Accordingly, he composed a treatise 
containing his objections (with the work of Vasubandhu) and 
then resolved to go to India. Vasubandhu heard about this and 
thought: - The teacher Sanghabhadra is profoundly versed in the 

-) Otsug-tor-mam-rgyal. Cf. Schlefner, Tirinitha, p.121 • 
.... ) 10 or "ag = kila. Cf. Abh. ko~a. I. kir.3. 
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Doctrine of the Vaibha~ikas. It is therefore difficult to refute him 
and, moreover it is unsuitable that I should vanquish him. I 
would better go to Nepal, having declared that I go to see the 
self-originated sanctuary. He accordingly departed to Nepal. 
Thereafter the teacher Sanghabhadra set forth with the numerous 
monks who were his adherents, so that the horizon was red from the 
colour of their religious robes, and arrived at Nalanda where he 
attained Nirval)a. -

The teacher Vasubandhu, whilst he was residing in Nepal, once 
came to see a monk called Handu who, though bearing the outward 
attributes of a monk, did not act according to the religious 
rules and obeisances and carried (on his shoulder) a pot of wine. 
Alas I the Doctrine will undergo ruin, -said Vasubandhu, became 
full of grief, recited the U~1!-i~a-fJijaya-dhaTa1!-i in the reverse order 
and died. A monument was erected at that place, which is said 
to exist till the present day. -

In short (Vasubandhu) entered the religious order after having 
been a high-born representative of the Brahmal)a caste, he had 
been a Pal)Qit during 500 previous births, had apprehended the 
meaning of 99 or 80 divisions of the {:atasilhasrika and appreciated 
them in his mind, had recited aloud for 12 days, having confined 
himself in a tub of oil, was possessed of the wealth {fJasuj of the 
Highest Wisdom and, having propagated the Doctrine out of 
mercy, had become the friend (bandhuj of the living beings. 
It is accordingly said 1038): -

It (the AbhidhaTmako~a) is composed by him who is called 
Vasubandhu, 

Who, being the highest of Sages, was spoken of by the 
living world 

As the Second Buddha, and was the true friend of the living 
beings. - . 

We read moreover in the Commentary on the first part of the 
¥ogaearya-bhiimil037): -

The Saint Asanga [119 a.) has adorned that enchanted tree 
which is the Buddha. 

With the rain of the flowers of words that spring forth 
from its branches which are the sermons (of the Lord). 

1011) Abhidharmako~-vyakhya. B. B. 1. 4-6. 
1017) Tg. MDO. LIV. 77 b. 4--5. (N.) 
The HIstory of BuddhIsm In India and Tibet 10 
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His younger brother represents the treasury of Wisdom 
and is full of glory. 

It is he, the most venerable, to whom I make my salu
tations. -

The teacher thus greatly praised, has composed the following 
works: -

I. The main aphorisms of the AbhidharmakofG and the Com
mentary thereon which explain the Scripture of the first period 
and investigate it by the sharp weapon of Logic, 

2. The Commentary on the text of the (3) Prajiiil-piramiti 
Sulras in which the subjects of the Scripture of the intermediate 
period are demonstrated from the idealistic standpoint1oas), 

3. The 8 Prakaral}as in which the Latest Scripture is spoken 
of as being of direct meaning1038). 

Moreover, he has composed numerous Commentaries on Siitras, 
viz. the DOfGbhumaka,l040), 

the A~ayamali-nirde~al0401), 
the Gayifirfol040Z). 
the $al}mukha-dhiral} POU), 
the Caturdharmaka 10"), etc. 

Furthermore, his is the Commentary on the Dharma-dharma
li-tJibhansG, as well as numerous other works. In the Commentary 
on the AffOsihasriki it is said :1040&) 

lOIII) Cf. vol. I. p. 53. According to Tsoit-klla-pa's Gser-phren, (LabraiJ 
Edition I. 5 a. 4. sqq.) and the Skabs-brgyad-ka of Jam-yan-iad-pa (Chilutai 
Edition I. 5 b. 6) the standpoint of Bu-ton regarding the authorship of this 
work is considered to be incorrect. The said authorities maintain that the author 
of this Commentary on the Prajilii-piiramitii was not Vasubandhu, but the 
Kashmirian Oath~triisena, as is acknowledged by the older tradition. 

loa.) lies-don = nitartha. Cf. vol. I. p. 56, 57. 
IOta) Tg. MOO. XXXIV. 130-335. (Pek.) IOU) Tg. MOO. XXXV. 
10") Tg. MOO. XXXIV. 90-96. (Pek.) 
10") Ibid. 81-83. (Pek.) IOU) Ibid. 83-84. (Pek.) 
10.') Cf. above, note 1009. - b"afyam taUlla-lIinifCaye radtallan prajftallatam 

ava~i Arya.anga id prabhiisllara-yafa. tat-karrr-siimanhyala~ I bhiilliibkiiua
lIibhiiga-pak,a-nipu~-jiliiniibhimiinonnata iic:iiryo JI' aubandhur arrkakarhane 
priipliidllTal} padtlhatau / I The padtlhati (glun-I}grel) mentioned by Haribhadra 
in this verse is considered by Bu-ton as being the Commentary on the 3 Prajilii
piiramitii-siitras (Tg. MOO. XIV) just mentioned. - TSOll-kha-pa Is of the opinion 
that this paddhati is a separate Commentary on the Pailcavith~ti-siihasriki. 
He says that Bu-ton has confounded this text with the Commentary on the 3 
Praji'lii-piiramitii-siitras, owing to the fact of its being sometimes designated by 
the title Onod-~joms which is likewise ap}>lied to the latter Commentary. 
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The Saint Asanga endowed with the most magnificent glory, 
And being the foremost of those possessed of HighestWisdom, 
Has composed the Commentary establishing the true state 

of things 10'8); 
Inspired by this work, the teacher Vasubandhu, exeedingly 

proud 
Of his knowledge, skilful in the field of discrimination 
Of that which is a reality by itself and not, (has composed) 
His Commentary and obtained fame by his exposition of 

the meaning. 
According to the tradition, this teacher had 4 pupils who were 
even more learned than himselflO'7). These are: -

1. The Teacher Sthiramati 1o'7a). 

This was a PaQgit more learned (than Vasubandhu) in the Abhi
dharma. At the time when the teacher Vasubandhu resided in 
Bhagavihara, sitting in a brazen tub filled with oil and reading 
aloud the 80 divisions of the {:atasahasrika, a dove was constantly 
listening to him. [119 b.] Finally, this dove died and was reborn 
in D8IJgakaraQya 1048) as the son of a elidra. Immediately after 
he was born, he asked: - Where is my teacher? - Who is thy 
teacher?, - was the question.-Vasubandhu,-said he. Thereupon 
the father, having inquired from the merchants who were going 
to Central India, came to know that (Vasubandhu) was residing 
there. Accordingly, when the boy grew a little older, he went to 
the teacher Vasubandhu. The latter began by teaching to him 
the alphabet, and the boy studied, till he became proficient in 
the 5 sciences. Whilst he was still a child, he made an offering to 
the statue of Tara that was at Nalanda, by putting into the hand 
(of the statue) a handful of beans, thinking (that the goddess) 
would eat them. He accordingly presented his beans, but they 
rolled down. Again he offered them and again they rolled down. 
Thinking that it was unsuitable for him to eat himself, if the goddess 
did not accept his offering, he presented again and again. And, as 
the beans again rolled down, the child began to weep. Then the 
goddess appeared directly before him and said: - Weep not; I 
have blessed thee. Therefore go home in peace I -

10") Tattva-vinl~caya, Cf. above. 
10".) Cf. Schlefner, Tariiniitha, p. 129. 

10.') rari-las-mlrluu-pG. 
-) MthalJ-tlkhob-\lClra-ma. 

10* 
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After that he became possessed of unimpeded Highest Wisdom. 
That statue, in its turn, became known as uTa.ra with the beans". 

This teacher has studied the Ratnakiifa up to the 49th chapter 
and it is said that he has composed a Commentary to it lOG). At 
that time the fame uf his learning became widely spread. The 
king C;rihar~a, the alms~giver of the teacher GUl}aprabha, once asked 
who was at that time famous in the field of the Doctrine? - The 
answer was: -

The venerable GUl}aprabha has been made a Pal}git through 
royal grace, 

But only the teacher Sthiramati is the one who has mas~ 
tered all the sciences. 

This teacher has composed the Commentary on the Abhidharmakot;a 
called the Karakat;ani l060) [120 a.], the Commentary on the Abhi~ 
dhar~samucCfJya, the Commentaries on the 8 treatises (of Va~ 
subandhu) and numerous other works. 

A certain Tibetan mentions the following tradition: - After 
the (heretical) beggar had, by propitiating the sun, caused the 
sacred texts to be burnt, the teacher Sthiramati, having recited 
the Ratnakiifa by heart, became full of pride and said: 

If you put my wisdom on one side, 
And the knowledge of others on the opposite, 
And weigh both on a balance, 
My wisdom will turn to be the heavier. -

As the consequence of this pride he became reborn as a pig. Having 
examined the sound of his grunting, he thought: -

Before, I have been the teacher Sthiramati, 
But now, owing to my pride, 
Have been reborn in the belly of a sow. 
However, afterwards, when J have died, 
J wiIl depart to the region of Tu~ita. -

According to my opinion, this (legend) is contradictory as regards 
time. Moreover, the persons of whom the Buddha had foretold 
that they were to be the guardians of the Doctrine, cannot fall 
into Evil Births. 

The pupil of Sthiramati was Piirl}avardhana 1061), and it is said 

lO") Tg. MOO. XXXVII. 244-350. (Pek.) 
lOlO) Tg. MOO. CXXIX. and CXXX. 
lOU) Gait~ba~speI. 
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that the pupils of the latter were Jinamitra and CilendrabodhPO&la). 
This however must be examined. 

The pupil of Vasubandhu who proved greater than his teacher 
in the field of Logic, was -

2. The Venerable Dignaga. 

He was of BrahmaQic caste and was ordained by a teacher of 
the Vatsiputriya sect. Having received a perfect education in the 
school of worldly sciences, he received from his preceptor the in
structions about the concentrated meditation for the removal (of 
the Obscurations). Then he was told to meditate over the princi
ple of the Ego which was said to be inexpressible as being neither 
identical with the groups of elements, nor differing from them 1062). 

Having accordingly practised meditation, he could nowhere find 
such an Ego. Thinking that he was possessed of internal and ex
ternal Obscurations, he kindled four great fires at the four directions 
and stripped his body of its clothing. (Having done this), he opened 
his eyes as wide as he could, but in spite of all his searches through
out the 10 quarters of the sky, he did not find the Ego. Whilst he 
was thus acting, he came to be seen by his friends who inquired 
[120 b.] the preceptor about this. The preceptor asked Dignaga 
wherefore he was doing so, and the answer was: - I am searching 
for the Ego. - The preceptor said: - Thou art overthrowing our 
own philosophical system. Therefore, be gone! - I have the power 
of refuting the preceptor by means of Logic, - thought Dignaga, 
- but it is not suitable for me to do so. Accordingly, he departed 
and finally came to the teacher Vasubandhu. With the latter 
he studied the texts of the 3 Vehicles, and became especially versed 
in the Vijiianaviida and in Logic. Thereafter the teacher, (knowing 
that) the cause of the Phenomenal Life of the living beings was 
the ignorance of the Truth, made it his intention to remove this 
(ignorance) and bring about the origination of its antidote, i. e. 
Highest Wisdom. For this sake he composed the Commentary on 

10610 ) Cf. Cordier, Index du Bstan-~gyur II. p.396 (on vol. LXVIII.' -
Piirna-vardhana alias l!leve de Sthiramati, et maitre de Jinamitra et Cilendra
bOdhi. The editors of the Peking Tangyur ackrowledge the tradition in regard 
of which Bu-ton expresses doubt. 

10&1) This is the standpoint of the Vatsiputriyas. Cf. Conception of Bud
dhist Nirval,1a, p.31, note 1. 
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the Abhidharmakofa 10S3), the Commentary on the GUJ}aparyan'a
slo,ral06311), the Alambana-pari~alo5') and other fragmentary works, 
100 in number. But, as these treatises were mere fragments (with
out any system) he resolved to compose the PramiiJ}osamuccaya 
in which (all the small treatises) would be united in one. According
ly, in the cavern known by his name, he wrote on the side of a 
rock: 

I salute him who is the personified Logic, 
Who pursues the weal of the living beings, 
The Teacher, the Blessed One, the Protector10&1I). 

And, in order to demonstrate the means of Logical Proof, 
I shall unite here under one head 
The different fragments from all my other treatises lOII8). -

As he thus wrote down just this salutation and that which he in
tended to expound, the earth trembled, a light blazed forth, a 
tremendous sound of thunder was heard, the legs of the heretical 
teachers became stiff like wood, and many other ominous signs 
appeared. At that time a heretical teacher named Kmlamunira
ja 1067) was residing in the neighbourhood. This (teacher), perceiving 
with his most subtle supernatural faculty of vision, understood 
that (all the ominous signs) were produced by the force of Dignaga's 
words. Full of envy, he came by the track of the teacher when 
the latter had gone out for alms, and twice rubbed out the inscription. 
[121 a.] The teacher therefore wrote down the verse for a third 
time, and at the end: - Who has rubbed out this verse which 
has been written down by me? If this has been done out of mere 
mockery and jesting, one ought not to do so, for my verse pursues 
a great aim. If it is out of envy, (then it is likewise useless), since 
the verse is in my mind and cannot be rubbed out (from it). But 

lOll) Abhidharma-kolja-manna-pradipa, Tg. MOO. LXX. 144-286. The 
text in the Tangyur represents nothing, but an abridged rendering of Vasu· 
bandhu's auto-commentary. 

10.10) Tg. BSTOO. 1.234-237. The Stotra itself is the work of Ratnadisa 
IOU) Tg. MOO. XCV. 177-179. 
1011) The Sanskrit text of the first half of this verse Is preserved in Va

Ijomitra's Abhidhannakolja-vyakhya, B. B. p. 3. - pramii~a-6hu'iiya jagad
dhilaifil,l6 praF}amya ~iilI'r6 suga,ijya 'ayine I 

JO.,) Iyengar restores this as follows: - pramii~a-sidtlhyai na-lcr.i-pra1cir
~ nibadhyGle vipra'r'am samucci'am / I Cf. Schiefner, Tirinitha, p. 132, 
133, etc. 

101'1) Nag-po-thub-rgyal. Tirinitha has simply Klll,la. 
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if he (who has done this) is able to enter upon controversy in order 
to upset (my theses), let him show himself and we shall discuss. -
So did he write. Again the ominous signs appeared and again 
(the heretic) came. Seeing the words "w.!! shall discuss" he remained 
there. When the teacher, having made his turn for alms, came 
back, they met, and the Doctrine (of each of them) was made 
the pledge of conquest. So they began to dispute, and the heretic 
was vanquished twice and thrice. (Then the teacher said): -
Thou must now adopt my Doctrine. The heretic was enraged, 
caused flames to burst out from his mouth, and burned down all 
the requisites of the teacher; the latter himself underwent the 
danger of being consumed. (Dignaga), full of grief, thought: -
Surely, it was my intention to act for the sake of all living beings. 
But now I see that I cannot further the weal even of one single 
heretic. Therefore I shall do better if I realize the bliss of Quiescence 
for the benefit of my own selfl058). He threw upward the peace 
of chalk (with which he had written), thinking: - As soon (as 
the chalk) touches the ground, I will give up my Creative Effort 
(of a Bodhisattva). But (the chalk) did not fall on the ground, and 
(suddenly) Maiiju~ri himself appeared before him saying: - My 
son, do not, do not do so. Thou hast met with Hinayanistic teachings, 
and unworthy thoughts have become originated in thee. Know 
thou that this host of heretics can do no harm to this thy work. 
I will be thy protector till the time when thou shalt attain the 
Stages (of a Bodhisattva). And in future times thy work will be 
the unique authorityl058) for all scientific treatises. In such a 
manner, as some say, did (Maiiju~ri) grant his assistance (to Dig
naga). In Dharmottara's Commentary on thePramiiJ;&a-vinifcaya 1080) 

it is said: - [121 b.I At the time when the teacher Dignaga was 
practising meditation in a solitary cavern, in one of the Stages 
(of this meditation) he became averse to the Sarhsara and possessed 
of the desire of turning away from the cause of the living beings 
and of attaining deliverance exclusively for himself. At that mo
ment the Saint Maftju~ri appeared before him and said: - My 
son, thou hast become possessed of a state of mind fearing every 
contact with sinful beings. Accordingly, though thy mind has the 
power of helping all that lives, thou nevertheless showest indiffe-

IDA) I. e. seek the salvation of the Hinayanist Saint. 
101t) Lit. "the eye". 1010) Tg. MDO. CIX and ex. 
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rence (to their cause). Wherefore is this so? - The answer was: 
- 0 Lord, this Phenomenal Life is endowed with much suffering 
and is hard to bear. I am unable to sustain it, and my mind that 
is attached to the sinful living beings, becomes unsteady. I see 
thee now, but of what use will this be (to me) if thou dost not 
bless me? - Maiiju~ri replied: - My son, as long as thou hast 
not attained the Stages of a Bodhisattva, I myself will be thy guide. 
- Having spoken thus, he became invisible. - In the Commentary 
of the Kashmirian Jiiana~rilD61) we read: -As long as thou hast 
not attained the state of a Buddha. -

The teacher (Dignaga), accordingly, composed the PramiJ~a. 
samuccaya with its autocommentary, refuted all the heretics, 
and greatly furthered the spread of the Doctrine. One of his pupils 
was l~varasena 1062) who was versed in the 5 branches of science 
and composed a Subcommentary on the Prama~a-samuccayo. -

[The Teacher Dharmakirti.] 

The pupil of l~varasena was Dharmakirti. The latter was born 
in the southern kingdom of Cii~amaQjlOG3) in a heretical Brah· 
mal).ic family and, while still a child, became well trained in gram
mar. Once, as he took from his uncle, the heretical teacher Ku
marila108&) the garments of a Brahmal).ic heretical ascetic [122 a.], 
the uncle spoke abusively to him and drove him away. The teacher 
then made his resolve to vanquish all the heretics. Accordingly, 
he took orders in the Buddhist church, received the necessary 
training, and then expressed his speCial wish of studying the Pra
ma~a-samuccaya with the teacher l~varasena 3 times. Having 
heard to its exposition, he first understood it in the conception of 
I~varasena. The second time he understood it so, as Dignaga him
self (intended its meaning to be), and seing that there were errors 
in the views of I~varasena, he prayed to expound it a third time. 
(1~varasena) said: - Dignaga had no other pupil who were like 
me. I myself have no other pupil akin to thee. It is not the custom 
to give an explanation on every separate point. I have commented 
twice. There is no use of explaining now (the dubious points) ex
clusively. There are other affairs of a Pal)Qit that are to be attended 

1011) Ibid. ex. 1011) Dban-phyug-sde. 
1011) Otsug-gi-nor-bu. 
10") Olon-nu-ma-Ien. Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p. 177. note 5. 
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to. Prepare stuff for a wick and oil (for a lamp), and in the evening 
I shall explain again. (Dharmakirti) did so. After having per
fectly cognized that the effect makes it possible to cognize the 
character of the cause 1085) (that has produced it) he told this to 
the teacher in the form of a pUT1Japak~a. I~varasena was deligh
ted and said: - Now take the part of an opponent (piirvapak~a) 
against the erroneous points of my system and compose a Com
mentary on the Prama1}a-samuccaya. - In such a way he ex
pressed his consent. -

Thereafter, the teacher, in ordu to apprehend the secret terms 
of the Sarhkhya system, assumed the form of a slave, became the 
servant of his uncle's wife and, as the latter was very pleased 
with him, he told her that it was necessary for him to inquire 
about the weak points of the system. She said: - Ask thou at 
the time of merriment and thou shalt apprehend. Accordingly, 
he fastened a cord to the leg of the woman. At every difficult point 
he pulled the cord, and (the woman having told him), he apprehended 
all that he wanted, [122 b.] came to know the secret points of 
the system 1081), and became known as superior (to all his adversaries). 
At that time he issued the following proclamation: - If there is 
somewhere a learned man, may he enter upon dispute (with me). -
After this had been made known, the greater part (of the heretical 
teachers) fled to other countries.. Those who tried to dispute were 
vanquished by (the words of) the Doctrine, entered the Path of 
it and made the following solemn utterance; -

If the sun of sublime speech 
That is called Dharmakirti goes down, 
The elements of virtue that were awakened will die 
And all that is sinful will again rise up. 

And those who sung his praise, said: -
We salute the teacher, 
Him who is called Dharmakirti, 
Who is preeminent by vanquishing his adversaries 
Amongst the heretics, skilful in Logic and Speech. 

Thereafter the teacher travelled through many countries and cities 
and finally came to the gates (of the residence) of the king Ut-

.0 •• ) I. e. the kiirya-aRumillG • 
• 0 •• ) Cf. 5chlefDer, Taranatha, p.177. 
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phullapu~pa 1087). The king asked: - Who is at present famed as 
a PalJ~it? - (The teacher) replied: -

o Utphullapu~pa, thou who art endowed with great me-
rit, say 

Who is victorious in all the countries except me, 
Who am possessed of perfect Wisdom (like) Dignaga, 
Of purest speech like CandragomiI1, 
And am skilful in the prosody that comes from the poet 

Cura ?P0878
) -

Art thou Dharmakirti? - asked the king. - By this name I am 
known, - was the answer. The king then invited him to reside 
(with him) and became his alms-giver. After that (Dharmakirti) 
composed his 7 treatiseslO88) and, finally, an auto-commentary on 
the first chapter of the Prama1J-avartika. These treatises became 
current in the various schools, but (the scholars) for the greater 
part did not understand them. There were however a few who did 
apprehend their meaning, but these, moved by envy, declared 
them to be incorrect and fastened them to the tail of a dog. But 
the teacher said: - The dog will make its way through villages 
and hamlets, and the treatises will in such a manner become spread 
about. And, as they say, he wrote at the head of the Prama1J-a
vanika as follows: - [123 a.] The living beings for the greater 
part are attached to that which is base and are not possessed of 
wisdom and energy. Therefore they not only care not for sublime 
words, but, polluted by envy, show hatred (in regard of them). 
For this reason, the thought that this (treatise) will be of help 
to others does not exist with me. But the mind which, during a 
long period of time, has become accustomed to fine words, will 
find delight in it, since it arouses its zeal. -

After that he ordered the Pal)git DevendrabuddhP089) to com
pose a Commentary (on the Prama1J-a-vartika. Devendrabuddhi did 
this once and gave it (to the teacher) for review, but (Dharmakirti) 
washed it away with water. Devendrabuddhi wrote it another time, 
but (the teacher) burnt it with fire. After having composed it 
again, Devendrabuddhi presented it to the teacher saying: -
The greater part (of the hearers) are unworthy and time does not 

10") Me-tog-rgyas-pa. Tirinitha (Schiefner p.181, note 3) has Me-tog
kun-tu-rgyas-pa. 

10"0) Ibid. 10_) Cf. vol. I. p. 44, 45. lOll) Lha-dban-bJo. 
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wait. Therefore, as I have been instructed, I have made a sum
mary and have composed here a commentary on the difficult points. 
- Dharmakirti said: - The meaning which is expressed by 
suggestions and indirectly does not appear as it should be, but 
that which is expressed directly has a correct form. - However, 
thought he, - my Logic will never be rightly understood. -And, 
as runs the tradition, he added at the end of the Prama7},fN,iirti1uJ: 

- Just as a river disappears in the ocean, so (this my science) 
will disappear and perish. -

The pupil of Devendrabuddhi was Cakyabuddhi who composed 
a Subcommentary. It is said that the pupil of this latter teacher 
was PrabhabuddhP070). Some say that YamarP071) was the pupil 
of Dharmakirti himself, that (the author of) the Prama1}a-viirtika
alamkiira1071B) obtained instructions from the dead body (of Dhar
makirti), that the pupil (of this author) was Vinitadeva and the 
pupil of the latter Dharmottara. But in the Commentary it is said 
that Dharmottara was the pupil of Dharmakaradatta10711) and 
Kalyaf}arak~ital073). Yamari has composed a Subcommentary 
on the Prama1}a-varrika-alamkaral073a). Vinitadeva and Camkara
nanda 107') have written Commentaries on the 7 Treatises. [123 b.] 
So runs the tradition. -

The pupil of Vasubandhu who excelled him in the knowledge 
of the Prajiia-paramita was -

3. The Saint Vimuktasena. 
He was the principal of many great monasteries, belonged (at 

first) to the sect of the Kaurukullakas and was the nephew of the 
teacher Buddhadasa1076). He attained the Stage of Joy1078), and 
heard the Word of the Buddha himself. He composed the Panca
tJim~ati-sahasrika-alokal077), a Commentary on the Abhisamaya
lamkara in correspondence with the Paiica-vim~ari-siihasrikii, 

'070) l;Iod-kyi-blo. ton) Xyl. Dza-ma-ri. 
10710) The work of PrajiUikaragupta, Tg. MOO. XCIX. and C. 
1071) Chos-I}byuit-byin. 1073) Oge-sruit. 

1073&) Full title: Pramiil)avartlka-alamkara-tika Supari~uddha nama, Tg. 
MOO. CIV.208--345, CV., CVI. and CVII. 

107') Bde-byed-dga~-bo. Cf. Schfefner, Taranatha, p. 188. 
1071) Saits-rgyas-~baits. Cf. Cordier, Index du Bstan-I}gyur II, p.273. 
1071) rab-,u-rlgo{a-ba = promudi,jj. 
1077) :Ni-khrf-snait-ba, Kg. MOO. I. For the full title of this work, d. vol. I, 

note 270. 
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elucidating the subjects of the PrtJjiia-partJmita. The Bhadanta 
Vimuktasena has composed the AbhistJmtJyaltJrhkara-val1ika1078), 

and is considered by some to be the pupil of Arya Vimuktasena. -

{The Teacher Haribhadra.] 
(Now comes) in particular the biography of the teacher Hari

bhadra. In the eastern Khadira forest, in the trunk of a high tree 
there dwelt a tree-sprite. Now it happened that a shepherd of 
that country had died, and his beautiful wife was tending the 
sheep (in his stead). The tree-sprite mentioned had sexual inter
course with her, and (from their union) a remarkable son was born 
who was named Gopala1079). His father put him in possession of 
precious jewels, and, by the force of his virtues, he obtained the 
royal power over the whole of the country. It is by this king that 
the monastery of NiUanda was buillt. Gopala's queen who had 
no power over the king, resolved to bring him under her influence 
and asked a BraJ:!maQa to give her magical power in order to ac
complish this. The BrahmaQa brought from the Himalaya an 
enchanted drug, sealed it and handed it over to (the queen's) slave
girl. The latter, whilst crossing a bridge, fell down, and (the drug) was 
carried away by the stream, gradually reached the ocean, and was 
seized by the Naga king who swallowed it up. Thus, by the force 
of the drug, the Naga king, the sovereign of the ocean, became 
subjected to the power of the queen, united with her, [124 a.] and 
from this union a son named Crimad Dharmapala1080) was born. -
At the time when, at an auspicious hour, the religious ceremonies 
were performed (over the child), the head of a serpent haughtily 
rose up. The king, enraged, resolved to cut it off, but a ring was 
shown to him, on which he beheld the characters of the Nagas. 
He then continued to worship and after that devoted himself to 
the education (of the child)1081). When the latter grew up, he be
came possessed of the desire of building a temple more magnificent 
than all the others, and inquired the sooth-sayers (on this subject). 
The sooth-sayers said that it was necessary to make a wick out 

1078) Tg. MOO. II.Tson-kha-pa In his Oser-phren (Labran Ed. I. 7 a. 6 and 
further on) expresses doubt as regards the authorship of this work. 

1071) Cf. Schiefner, Tiiriiniitha, p.202. 
1010) Opal-Idan Chos-skyon. Cf. Schiefner, Tiiranitha, p.208 and 209. 

According to Tiir. this is not Oharmapiila, but Devapala. 
1081) Cf. Schiefner, Tiiranatha, p.209. 
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of the cotton belonging to ascetics and BrahmaJ:las, to get oil from 
the houses of kings and merchants, to fetch an oil-burner from a 
place of penance, and to place the burning lamp before the tutelary 
deity. -If thou shalt address an entreaty, the serpent of Dharma
pala will throw the lamp away, and at the place (where it falls) 
the temple must be built. This was done, but there suddenly 
appeared a raven, that threw the lamp into a lake. (The youth) 
was distressed, but in the night the king of the Nagas with 5 ser
pent-heads came to him and said: - I am thy father, and I will 
ca use this lake to dry up. Thou shalt build thy temple in the place 
of it. (In order to bring this about) thou must perform sacrifices for 
7 weeks. This was accordingly done. On the 21st day the lake was 
dried up and (in its place) the monastery of Odantapuri was built. 

This king had 4 sons, - a king, a PaJ:lc;lit, a magician, and 
(another) king who was of sinful conduct. The latter feared that 
he would be deprived of riches, but his father put him in possession 
of a precious jewel. This (4th son) had himself a son called Deva
piila who was possessed of the power of solemn entreatyl082) and 
was full of faith in the Prajfia-paramita. This (son) stole the jewel 
of his father and gave it to a monk who was explaining the Para
mita. The father, having come to know about this, said: - Jewels 
are necess ary for kings, but monks are known to be of scant desires 
and modest. Thou (0 monk) art not like that! -[124 b.] He then 
ordered the monk to be strangled and took away the jewel. The 
monk, in his turn, had made the entreaty to become immediately, 
after his death, reborn as the son of his pupil, the prince (Deva
pala). This accordingly took place, and he became the king Mahi
pala1083), one who was full of faith in the PrajiUi-paramita and 
searched for the means of expounding it (in the different countries). 
At that time the teacher Haribhadra who belonged to the K~atriya 
caste took orders, became versed in all the hetorodox and orthodox 
philosophical systems and especially studied during a long period 
of time the subjects of the Prajfia-paramita. Having learned from 
his preceptor Vairocanabhadra the means of propitiating Maitreya, 
he made this propitiation and beheld in a dream a monk of the 
colour of saffran and of sublime appearance who said to him: -
Go thou to east, to KhasarpaJ:la. - Having awakened, Haribhadra 
went there and remained for 3 days fasting and reflecting over his 

IGII) ,mon-lam-gyi-"ob, = prar;&idhiina-bala. 1083) Sa-skyon. 
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dream. At day-break he dreamt again and beheld above the fragrant 
temple lllH) of the Odantapuri-vihara, in the skies, amidst dense 
masses of clouds, the upper part of the body of a god who, issuing 
from the clouds, was worshipping with various articles of worship. 
- What art thou doing? - asked Haribhadra. - I am worshipping 
Maitreya in order that he should expound the A.ffasiJhasrikiJ, -
was the answer. Then (Haribhadra) looked during a long time 
and beheld the countenance of Maitreya who was of the colour 
of gold, the crown of whose head was adorned with a Caitya and 
whose right hand was making the gesture 11lB5) peculiar to (the Buddha) 
who expounds the Doctrine. Having saluted and worshipped 
him, (Haribhadra) addressed to him the following question: -
At present, there are many Commentaries elucidating thy trea
tise 11lB8). Which of these am I to follow? - Thou must perfectly 
apprehend the texts of all (the different authors), select all that 
is correct and compose thyself a separate treatise (of thy own). -
Such was the instruction Haribhadra received. Having awakened 
[J25 a.] and worshipped, Haribhadra set forth from the east to 
the west in order to find an almsgiver (to aid him) in the compo
sition of his works. The king Mahipala, having heard that the 
teacher Haribhadra was greatly learned, sent a messenger to in
vite him. Haribhadra accepted the invitation and composed, in 
accordance with the Commentary of the Saint (Vimuktasena), the 
summary of the Paiicavimfah-sahasrikiJ in 8 chapterslllB"'), the Great 
Commentary on the A.ffasiJhasrikiJl088), the Commentary called 
SphufarthiJl089) the Commentary on the SamcayalO90) called Su
bodhinP091), the Prajiiii.-piJramitiJ-bhiJvaniJ, etc. So runs the tra
dition. In the Great Commentary on the A.f,asiJhasrikiJ1081l) it is 
said that this work was composed at the monastery of Trikatuka 1093) 

under the patronship of Crimad Dharmapala. The teacher Prajiia
karamati says: - The master Haribhadra, pursuing the weal of 

108') gandhola i. e. gandhalaya. 108&) phyag-rgya = mudra. 
lOll) I. e. the Abhisamayalamkara. 
1017) Le-brgyad-ma, Tg. MOO. III, IV, and V. 
1018) The Abhisamayalamkaraloka. Tg. MOO. VI. 
1"') Oon-gsal-~grel-pa, Tg. MOO. VII. 
1010) Tg. MOO. VII. 1011) Rtogs-par-sla-ba. 
lOll) MS. Minaev, 409 b. 1-6. - 'asmin sarvasuiiiikars Trikafuka-p-imad

tlihiire c:ubhe I danalabdha-mahodayasya karalJad devasya dlwrmii'mana{i 
~ri-Dharmapiilasya vai / I 

lota) Tsha-ba-gsum. Ct. Schietner, Taranatha, p.219. 
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the living beings, saw that, in the elucidation of the Prajiia-para
mita, there were many different opinions expressed in the different 
works, and that the Commentaries in their explanations were 
contradicting each other. He accordingly became deeply grieved 
by this. But, whilst he was abiding in solitude, the most merciful 
Lord Maitreya, in order to appease his grief, exposed to him the 
Prajiia-paramita in connection with the teaching of the process of 
Illumination. 10") Such is the tradition I have heard. - The 
teacher Dharmamitra says that (Haribhadra), having caused 
pleasure to his teacher for 17 years, was favoured by Maitreya in a 
dream (who expounded the Doctrine to him). However, the teacher 
(Haribhadra) himself says that he borrowed (the material for his 
works) from the 4 great Commentaries and, especially, has based 
upon the treatises of the 2 Saints (i. e. Asanga and Vimuktasena). 
[125 b.] It is said in the Great Commentary109'"): - Here the explana
tions of the Saint Asanga etc. have been written down. Therefore 
it (the Commentary) is to be regarded as authoritative. And: -
As I have perceived the meaning, owing to the aid of the Saint 
Vimuktasena. -

[The Teacher Buddhajiianapada.] 
The pupil (of Haribhadra) was known by the name of Bud

dhajiianapada 1096) and received the consecration from Maftju~ri. 
Once he concealed himself from his teacher in a crowd and lost his 
eyes (as a punishment), but having begged to forgive him he was 
given eyes that could see by day and by night. This teacher, at 
the request of his pupil OUQamitra, composed the Commentary 
on the Samcay( 1088). He has written moreover 14 works on the 
Scripture of the Guhyasamaja, - the Mukhilsam(1087), the Sama
lltabhadra-sadhall( 1088), the Samantabhadr( 1088), the .A.tmGBadhalla
avatiiro llOO), the Vigvo-cakra ll01), the Ratnajvalilll02), the Maha-

10") mnon-rlog. = obhi,omlJYo. 
10"") MS. 57 a. 14-16. - Aryii'lJnglJ-prlJbhrliniim atllJ idlJrfa tI.riilrh.riinom 

li1chyoto iii promii~i-1cor'lJllyom. 
101') Sans-rgyas-ye-~es-tabs. 1011) Tg. MDO. VIII. 
lOt?) Zal-gyl-Iun. Tg. RGYUD. XXXIX. 20-23. In the Xyl. this work 

Is called I;Ijam-dpal-tal-gyl-lun = Maflju~ri-mukha-iigama. 
1011) Sgrub-thabs I<un-tu-bzan-po. Ibid. 33--42. 
10") I<un-tu-bzan-mo. Full title: Yan-lag-btl-pa~1 sgrub-thabs I<un-tu

bzan-mo = Caturanga-siidhana-upiiylkii Samantabhadrii. Tg. RGVUD. XXXIX 
42-51. noD) Bdag-sgrub-pa-la-~jug-pa. Ibid. 63-75. The Xyl. has: Bdag
grub-par-~byun-ba. 1101) Sna-tshogs-~khor-Io. 1101) Rln-chen-~bar-ba. 
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mUla-jMna I1D3), the GaIhci-lcof(ll104), the Mulcti-tilalca 110&), the 
Bodhi-ciHa-tilaka 1108) , the Mangala-vyakhya l107), the Ca'urtha
aflatira llCJ8), works on offerings, burning sacrifices, worship, ma
gic circles, the Propitiation of the Lord of the Waters1109) etc., as 
runs the tradition. -

The pupil of Vasubandhu who excelled him in the knowledge 
of the Vinaya was -

4. The Teacher GUl,laprabha. 
It is said in the Commentary (?): - The venerable teacher 

GUl)aprabha of Briihmal].ic descent was a great authority in the 
Vinaya of the Arya-mLila-sarvastivadins. He has crossed the ocean 
of the orthodox and heterodox philosophical systems, has got his 
faculty of high wisdom increased by the nectar of the Discipline 
of Buddha's Doctrine, and has zealously and essentially realized 
the sublime precepts of the Lord. -[126 a.] 

This teacher, endowed with such merits, has composed the 
Vinaya-s utra 1110) , the Ekonara-karma-fatakallll), the Commentary 
on the Chapter on Morality of the Bodhisattfla-bhumi11l2), and the 
autocommentary on the Vinaya-sutr(1113). Some consider the 
Ekottara-karma-~aUJka to be the work of Vinitadeva. 

Now, according to some authorities, the teacher (Gul}aprabha) 
was the pupil of Upagupta, and accord.ing to others, the pupil of 
Sudar~ana. - This is an anachronism 'an'd is therefore to be rejected 
as a mistake. 

The adherents of the old Vinaya say that Sudar~ana delivered 
the teaching (of the Vinaya) to Anagamin, and the latter - to 
Anivartitabuddhi (?)1114) who in his turn exposed it to GUl}aprabha. 

1101) Rtsa-ba~i-ye.~es-chen-po. 
110') Tshigs-su-b~ad-pa~l-mdzod. 
1101) Orol-ba~l-thlg-le. Tg. ROYUO. XXXIX. 56-63. 
110') Byan-chub-sems-kYI-thig-le. 
1107) Bkra~is-mam-b~ad. 1108) B~i-pa.Ja-l;1jug-pa. 
11118) Rje-btsun-~phags-pa Onod-~dzin chu-dban-gl sgrub-pa~l-thabs 

BhaUiraka-irya-Jambhala-jalendra-sidhana, Tg. ROYUO. XXXIX. 75-77. 
1110) I;Idul-ba~l-mdo. Tg. MOO. LXXXVII. 1-109. 
1111) Las-brgya-rtsa-gclg. Ibid. 109-298. 
1111) Byan-saJ:1i tshul-khrims-le~u~1 l}grel-pa = Bodhlsattva-bhiiml-~i1a

parlvarta-bha~ya. Tg. MOO. LIV. 229-240. 
IlU) Tg. MOO. LXXXIII. and LXXXIV. 
lU') Blos-mi-l}bebs. 
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This however needs an investigation. It is said that GUl}aprabha 
attained the age of 400 years. This statement, as welJ as that ac
cording to which his pupil was Cakyaprabha - is false. Indeed 
we read in the ProbhOvati ll16): My preceptor was Put)yakirtP1l8) 
who resided in Magadha, was the ornament (of that country) and 
greatly famed. From him I have heard (the Teaching) and now 
expound this my Commentary on the rules of the Vinaya that is 
to be the foundation of the teaching of the Arhats. - And further 
on:l117): - I have composed a Commentary elucidating the 
meaning, thinking: -May my teacher, the master Cantiprabhall1B) 
who abides far away and whose fame is all-pervading, grant me 
his point of view which I try to secure by recollection. - Thus 
(C;akyaprabha) himself says that he is the pupil of PUI)yakirti and 
Cantiprabha. In the Trifata-karika11l9) it is said that (Cakya
prabha's) pupil was Cakyamitra. 

C;akyaprabha has composed the Trifata-karika and the Com
mentary thereon called Probkavati. On the Vinaya-sutra a Com
mentary has been composed by Dharmamitra1l2O) who is considered 
by some to have been the pupil of GUI)aprabha. [126 b.] It is 
said moreover that the pupil of Cakyaprabha was Sirhhamukha, 
and the pupil of the latter - Jinamitra, but this must be scrutinized. 

The Biography of the Bodhisattva <;antideva. 
Seven wonderful stor;!!::. are known (about this teacher): 

The way how he secured his tutelary deity (1), 
The splendour of his acts in Nalanda (2), 
The refutation of his opponents (3), 
The stories of the Pa~al}Qakas (4), of the beggars (5), 
Of the king (6), and of the victory over the heretical 

teacher (7). . 
[The Story how Cantideva met with his Tutelary Deity.] 

In the southern country of Saurii~tra 1111), the king Kalyal}avar
man 1l8S) had a son born to him who was called <;iintivarmanllla). 

The latter, whilst still a youth, studied many different sciences. 

1111) Tg. MOO. LXXXIX. 183 b. 3-4. (N.) 
1111) Bsod-nams-grags-pa. 1117) Ibid. 183 b. 6-7. 
1118) Zl-ba-~od. 111') Tg. MOO. LXXXIX. 83 a. 4. 
1110) VinayasUtra-tika, Tg. MOO. LXXXV and LXXXVI. 
1111) Yul-hkhor-bzan-po. 1111) Oge-ba~l-go-cha. 
lU8) Zi-b~~i-go-cha. 
The History of Buddhism In India and Tlhet 11 
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In particular, he learned from a ccrtain exorcist1124) the methods 
of propitiating Manju~rP12&), made this propitiation and came 
to behold the countenance (of the deity). 

Now, it happened that his father died and he was to be crowned 
king the next morning. But in the evening (before this was to 
happen), he beheld in a dream Mafiju~ri who was sitting on the 
throne which he was to occupy the morrow himself and who said 
to him: - My son, this seat belongs to me. I am thy protector. 
That I and thou shouldst sit on one seat can by no means be 
suitable1126). - Having awakened, ~antideva understood that it 
was impossible for him to reign. So he fled and took orders in 
Nalanda with Jayadeva 1127), the foremost of 500 Pal:)(;iits. Hence
forth he was known by the name of ~antideva. 

[The Activity of ~antideva in Nalanda.] 
As concerns his internal conduct, - (it is known that) he heard 

the Doctrine from the Saint (Mafiju~ri), meditated over it and com
posed treatises of profound meaning. But, in his external life, he 
was known to the others as doing nothing else but eating, sleeping 
and walking about. Owing to this fact he was designated by the 
3 nicknames of .. Bhu" .. Su" .. Ku" 1128), and the other monks, 
looking at his outward behaviour, thought: - The business of 
monks is the study of the 3 Wheels of the Doctrine [127 a]. This 
one is not possessed of the knowledge of either of them. He is 
thus unworthy to enjoy the alms granted by the faithful and must 
therefore be cast out. We shall read the Sutras by turn, and then 
he will go away himself (as he knows nothing). Accordingly they 
summoned him to recite the Siitras, but he replied that he was 
unable to do so, and prayed his preceptor: - Thou must bid me 
(to recite). The teacher commanded him (to read), and after that 
he consented. And, as some were of the opinion, that he knew 
nothing and all doubted of his knowledge, the monks, in order 
to try him, erected a lofty seat amidst a crowd of people. It was 
not clear how he could asccnd this seat. But he pressed it down 
with his hands and mounted it. At this the greater part (of the 
hearers) were amazed. Thereafter he asked: - What am ( to 

n14) Ku-su-Iu. Cf. Sarat-Chandra-Das, dictionary, p. 19,20. 
lU') I;Ijam-dpal-rnon-po~i sgrub-thabs = Tik~l]a-MaflJu~ri-sidhana. 
lUI) Cf. Schiefner, Tiranatha, p. 163. 
n,,) Rgyal-ba~i-Iha. ml) bhu.j, su.p (I. e. SIIOp) and? 
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read, - that which has or that which has not been known before? 
And they prayed him to read that which was new and unknown. 
Now, as the (:ik~asamuccaya was too large a work and the SiUra
samuccaya too abridged, he recited the Bodl&icaryavawra1188) 

which in few words communicated an extensive sUbject-matter. 
And, after he had recited the verse of the Chapter on Highest 
Wisdom 1130): -

When neither Ens nor Non-ens (appear before the mind), etc. 
he rose up into the air, higher and higher. Finally, his body be
came invisible, but the voice continued to resound. And, after 
the recitation was completed, he appeared again 1131). 

Thereafter, those who were possessed of a good memory, rehear
sed the work as they had heard it. But, as (after the rehearsal) 
there appeared (different versions), viz. of 700, of 1000, and of 
more than 1000 verses, there arose doubt (as to which was the cor
rect one). (Ciintideva) had said: - The Compendium of Discipline 
(the (:ik~a-samuccaya) must be looked over again and again. -
And: - the short Summary, the Compendium of the Siitras (SiUra
samuccaya) must be looked over now. As these works were un
known, and as one had heard that he was residing in south, near 
the sanctuary of Cridak~il)a 1132), 2 monks were sent to invite him. 
[127 b.] Having met with him, they asked (about the works). He 
told them that the (:ik~ii-samuccaya and the Sutra-samuccaya 
were to be found in the store-room of his school-house, written in 
the small characters of the Pal)qits. As to the Bodhicaryavatara, 
he said that the version of 1000 verses was the right one. Thereafter 
he gave his instructions how to explain these works and act ac
cording to them. -

[C;5.ntideva's Victory over the Heretics.) 
After that he departed to the east, where he took part in a great 

dispute. By the force of his miraculous powers, he reconciled 
(those who were quarrelling) and gave pleasure to all. 

112') Or: Bodhisattvacaryavatara (Byail-chub-sems-dpal}i spyod-pa-Ia 
hjug-pa). 
• 1130) C;el'-Ie, i. e. C;cs-rab-kyi-Iel}u = Prajiia-pariccheda or Prajiia-piramlti
pariccheda. Bodhicaryavatara IX. 35. - yada na bhiitlo ",,' bhallO mat .. sarilri
!!hate pura!& / tada' nyo-goty-obhavena niralambii pro{il1nyoti / I 

1131) Cf. Schiefncr, Tariiniitha, p. 165. 
113') Dpal-gyi-yon·can. Cf. Schiefner, Tiiranatha, p. 166. 

11· 
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[The Conversion of the pa~aQ4akas.] 
Then, in a district lying not far to the west of Magadha, he 

took up his abode in the place where 500 adherents of the Pa~af)4aka 
teaching were residing. Once, as a great disaster occurred in that 
country, and all fOlld and beverage became exhausted, (the Pa
~al)gakas), greatly suffering, were searching one who could obtain 
for them means of livelihood. Finally, they selected (Cantideva) 
as their chief and put themselves under his commands. The 
teacher got a bowl full of rice, blessed it, and made it suffice fo!' 
all. After that he caused them to abstain from the Pa~af)4aka 
teaching and to adopt Buddhism 1133). -

[The Feeding of the Beggars.] 
Thereupon a great famine happened in that country. Thousands 

of beggars, tormented by hunger and thirst, were near to their end. 
The teacher obtained means of livelihood, expounded the Doctrine 
and gave delight to all 1134). --

[Cantideva's Help to the King.] 
Thereafter it happened that in the east, the king of Arivi~ana 

was troubled by a riot. Some who were dissatisfied with the means 
of livelihood (they obtained) surrounded the king, intending to 
do him harm. As in such a manner the king would have been killed, 
there was a necessity of granting gifts (to those who were dissatis
fied). (Cantideva) came to the king's rescue and protected him. 
Now, the teacher had nothing but a wooden sword stamped with 
the seal of Mafiju~ri. The courtiers saw this and said to the king: 
- This man is a cheat; look at the instrument in his handl [128 a.] 
The king, enraged, said (to Cantideva): - Draw out thy sword I 
o Lord, -entreated the teacher, -this may bring harm to thyself. 
- May I be harmed, - replied the king, - nevertheless draw 
it out in" any case I - Then, 0 Lord, thou must shut one eye and 
look with the other, - prayed Cantideva. The king did so, but 
when the sword was drawn out, the one eye that saw could not 
sustain the shining (of the sword) and was blinded. The king then 
begged for forgiveness, entrusted himself to the protection of 
Cantideva and was converted to Buddhism 113&). 

1111) Ibid. p. 167. 113') Ibid. 1m) Ibid. p. 164. 
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[Cantideva's Victory over Cankaradeva.] 
Thereafter the teacher went to the south, to Criparvata where 

he lived as one who had devoted himself to the propitiation of 
Ucchii~man1138), with the attributes of a beggar, naked and sub
stituting on wash-water. Whilst he was thus abiding, Kacalaha, 
the female slave of the king of Khatavihara, saw that the wash
water she had poured out reached the body of the teacher and 
began to boil. At that time a heretical teacher called Cankaradeva 
made it known to the king: - The day after to-morrow I shall 
draw in the skies the magic circle of Mahe~vara. If you are unable 
to destroy it, I shall burn down all the Buddhist images and books, 
and make you adopt the Brahmal)ic Doctrines. The king assembled 
the clergy and related the matter to them. And, as none of them 
could express his readiness to destroy the magic circle, the king 
became deeply grieved. But then the slave-girl related what she 
had seen before, and the king gave the order to seek (for Cant i
deva). After they had searched for him everywhere, they found 
him sitting under a tree and told him the matter. He said: - I 
have the power (of destroying the magic circle). You must prepare 
for me an urn full of water, a pair of garments, and fire. This was 
done. Then, as in the evening the teacher went off murmuring, 
they all became possessed of doubt. Two days after, the magic 
circle was drawn. When the eastern quarter was just finished, the 
teacher, [128 b.] by the force of concentrated trance, called forth 
a mightly wind by which the magic circle was blown away, the 
herbs, trees and cities likewise were all of them either swept down 
or shaken so that they nearly fell. The people who lived (in those 
towns) were swept away. The heretical teachers were scattered and, 
like small birds by the wind, were carried away into the different 
regions. (Everything) was covered with great darkness. But then 
the teacher ejected a light from his forehead by which he showed 
the way to the king and queen. As they were without clothes and 
covered with dust, he gave them the water (that had been prepared 
before) to wash, covered them with the new clothes, and warmed 
them by the fires, thus causing delight to them. Thereafter the 
temples of the heretics were destroyed, and (the people) were con
verted to Buddhism. And up to this day that place is known as 
"the spot where the heretics were vanquished" 1181). -

1181) Xyl. U-tshu-sma~i spyod-pa. Cf. Ibid. p.166. 118") ibid. p.167. 
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Now, this master himself speaks of his own person as of an 
ordinary being, but the teacher Prajiiakaramati calls him a Saint. 
Km1al188) says of him that he touched with his head the lotus
like feet of Maiijugho~a. The teacher thus spoken of has com
posed 3 works: The Cik~asamuccaya, an exposition in detail, the 
Siitrasamuccaya, an abridged Compendium of the Teaching, and 
the Bodhicaryavatiira which exposes an extensive subject-matter 
in few words. According to the tradition, 100 Commentaries on 
the Bodhicaryavatara were extant in India, but only 8 have been 
translated into Tibetan. 

The History of the Grammatical Literature. 
In the Lankiivatiira-sutra 1l39

) we have the prophecy: - The 
author of (the treatises on) Grammar will be paQini. - And in 
the Manjufri-mula-tantra it is prophesied that (this PaQini) is to 
attain Enlightenmentl140). Now the history of the grammatical 
treatises composed by the Brahmal)a PaQini and others is as follows: 
- At first, in the region of the 33 gods, a god named Sarvajiiana 
composed a great grammatical treatise. [129 a.] This was used 
by the gods, (subsequently) ceased to exist, and did not, therefore, 
appear in Jambudvipa. Thereafter <;akra, the king of the gods, 
likewise composed a grammatical work called Indravyiikara7J.a. 
This work was perfectly apprehended by the sage Brhaspati who 
demonstrated it to the children of the gods and became known as 
the preceptor of the gods or the teacher of grammar. And thinking: 
-None except myself is skilful in grammar, -he became possessed 
of great pride. But the king of gods got an urn full of water from 
the ocean, took a drop of it by means of a halm of Ku~a grass 
and said to Brhaspati: - The science of grammar as a whole is 
like the ocean. That part of it which I know is like the water of 
this urn, and that which thou knowest is only like this drop. 
Brhaspati was great!y disappointed, and thought that he would 
never be able to teach grammar again. But Indra said to him: -
Though this be so, still thou must teach as far as thou knowest. -
Such was his commandment, and (Brhaspati), not daring to disobey 
it, declared that he would not teach on the 4 auspicious days, but 

11.) Nag-po-pa. 
111') Ed. Bunyiu Nanjio, p. 366. - Pii1}inim. ~abt!a·nrtii,aRl ... 
lUll) !(g. ROYUD. XI. 447 a. 7-b. 1. (Nar.) - bram-%~i khye~u Pii-1}i-ni I 

iau-pa,r ilGn-thos-byan-chub-tu / na-yis lun-b.tan-byas-pa-yin / / 
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that all the other time he would expound. Accordingly, up to this 
day, the Brahmal)aS observe the 4 auspicious days, saying: 

On the 8th day the teacher will be oppressed, 
On the 14th - the pupils will be oppressed, 
On the day of the new-moon the science will be oppressed, 
On the first day everything will be oppressed. -

This treatise (the IndravyiikaralJ-a) came likewise to Jambudvipa 
and was expounded there. 

Thereupon, when it had ceased to exist, the Brahmat:J.a Par:lini 
appeared. At first, being desirous to study grammar, he showed 
the lines of his hand to a fortune-teller who told him that he would 
not be possessed of the knowledge of grammar. Then he drew (the 
corresponding) line with a sharp knife, and set out in search of a 
teacher, but did not find any. Thereafter he propitiated Mahadeva 
who showed his countenance to him and asked: - What doest 
thou desire? - I wish to study grammar, - replied (pa1')ini). 
Then the god blessed him (129 b.] and simultaneously uttered the 
sounds "An, "I", "U". By this Pal)ini came to apprehend the 
whole of the grammatical science. So runs the legend. The Bud
dhists say, that (Piil)ini) came to the knowledge of Grammar 
through having propitiated Avalokita, and this agrees with Scrip
ture. It is said in the Malijll~ri-miiJa-tantral141): 

Pa1)ini, the Brahmal)a's son, 
Has been prophesied by me 
To attain the Enlightenment of the <;ravakas; 
And he shall likewise secure the charm 
For propitiating the High Lord of the Universe. 

This teacher (Pal)ini) has composed a grammatical treatise con
taining 2000 rules which is known as the PiilJ-iniya-vyiikaralJ-a. 
On this treatise a king of the Nagas 1l42) composed a Commentary 
called the Mahiibhii~ya consisting of 100 000 C;lokas which became 
widely spread. 

In later times, the king Udayana 1l43) had a wife who knew some 
parts of grammar. Once, when she and the king were washing, 
the king sprinkled water (upon her). The queen said: - cc Mamoda
kiisiiica"lUol) which in the Sanskrit language means: Do not sprinkle 

"") Cf. the preceding note and Schiefner, Taraniitha, p.53 and 54. 
11(1) C;e~a = Patanjali. "") Bde-spyod. 
"") Similarly in Tiiiiiniitha, Schiefner, p. 74. 

. .. )!J" i 
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water upon me. - The king, having applied the words to his bar
baric language, understood them as: - Get me a broth of sesamum, 
- and ordered a slave to prepare such. The queen was distressed 
and, thinking it better to die than to be the companion of such 
an ox-like husband, intended to commit suicide. The king then 
asked her what was the matter, and she related the story (of 
Pa~ini) which we have given above. Thereafter Sarvavarman11&&) 
the maternal uncle of the king said to him: - I shall propitiate 
Kumara Karttikeya !U8) and obtain the magical power of the 
word; therefore thou must say to the queen: - Thou must not 
do so (i. e. must not commit suicide). - The king did so and the 
queen was consoled. 

Sarvavarman made his propitiation, and Kumara Karttikeya 
showed his countenance to him and asked what he wanted. -
I wish to study Grammar, - replied Sarvavarman. Then Kartti
keya began with "Siddho var~a-sama-amnaya~"1147) [130 a.] and 
explained up to the 15th Chapter. Then (Sarvavarman) became 
full of pride and exclaimed: - I have found it out! Karttikeya 
then turned his vehicle and, as the tail of the peacock (on which 
he was mounted) appeared behind, Sarvavarman exlaimed: -
o Kalapa! I pray, forgive me! Now, Kalapa means a mass, any 
aggregate of component parts. Sarvavarman applied it to the 
peacock's feathers. In connection with this (Sarvavarman's work) 
became known under the name of Kalapa. Thereafter (Sarvavar
man) taught it to the king, the latter came to understand it, and 
the queen was pleased. -

Now, as the work did not contain all the parts of gramrrar, 
Sarvavarman and the Brahmal}a Vararuci 1148) made additions 
to it, and it was issued as consisting of 400 Clokas and 24 chapters. 
The Pa~9it Durgasirhha lUe) has composed a Commentary to itllliO). 
(Another) Commentary called the Ci~yahital1&l) was written by 
the PaQ.~it Ya~obhiitill&2). Then there appeared the Candra-vya-

lUi) Sic. acc. to Xyl. Cf. Schiefner, Tiiriiniitha p. 76. Perhaps: Carva
varman. In Cordier's Index to the Tangyur we have s. v. }(alapa-siitra the 
deSignation of its author as: - Saptavarman, Sarvavarman, Carvavarman, 
l~varavarman or Dbait-phyug-go-cha. Cf. vol. I. p.47, note 456. 

ml) O!on-nu Smin-drug. 
11"') Xyl. Siddho vaqla-samam naye. Cf.· Schiefner, Tariiniitha, p.75. 
11") Mchog-sred. "") Bgrod-dkaJ:1-sen-ge. 
1110) Tg. MOO. CXVI. 1l~125. (Pek.) 1m) Slob-ma-la-phan-pa. 
1111) Orags-J:1byor. Tg. MDO. CXVI. 125-163 or CXXXII. 1-295 (Pek). 
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kara~a on which the maternal uncle of Candragomin, Dharma
dasa l1Ii3) has composed a Commentary consisting of 6000 Clokas, 
and the teacher Ratnamati1l&') a Sub-commentary of 12000 
Clokas. This Sub-commentary in its turn has been elucidated by 
the Pal:](;fit Piin}acandra 115&) in a work of 36 000 Clokas. Thereafter 
the PaI,19it Raja~ri has made a Compendium of the Kalapa and 
the CfJ1&dra-vyakara~a; his work is known as the Rajaf}ri-vya
kara~. Finally in later times, the PaI,19it Smrti has composed a 
work on Grammar for the use of Tibetans, called the AyudhopamtJ
vacanamukha1U8). A detailed history of these grammatical treatises, 
as well as of the works on Poetics, Dramatical Composition, Medi
cine, etc. is to be found elsewhere. -

On the Lost Parts of the Kanon. 
In such a way the persons who were foretold by the Buddha 

have preserved the Doctrine by preaching and acting according 
to it. But at present only a part (of the Kanon) exists, its complete 
form having been lost. In the Vyiikhyiiyukti 1lli7) it is said:-{130 b.] 

As the basis for the correct rehearsal is lost, 
We know that (the Kanon) is not complete. -

Now, the DuMha-skandha-sutra l1&3), the Udayana-paripfcchQ,11&8), 
the Guru-sutra l180), the Sutra of Anand a 1181), the Sutra of Ka~ya
pa 1183) and many others had disappeared and were not to be found 
at the time when Vasubandhu lived. In the Ratnakufa which con
sisted of 100000 chapters, there remain only 49, of the Maha
samaya1l83) which likewise contained 100000 chapters - only 60, 
and of the Avatamsaka, similarly of 100 000 chapters - only 40 
chapters. Of the Lankiivatara which consisted of 36 000 (Clokas) 
we have only 3600, of the GhanfJ-vYMfJ 1184) of 12 000 verses only 
1300, of the Mahamegha which contained 100 ~OO verses, - only 
a few chapters, of the Samadhiraja, - only 15 divisions, of the 

1111) Chos-kyi-~bans. 11.~) Rin-chen-blo-gros. 
111') Zia-ba-gan-ba. 
1111) Smra-sgo Mtshon-cha. Tg. MOO. CXVI. 273-278. (Pek.) 
1167) Aga monastery edition 97 b. 6. 
1118) Sdug-bsnal-gyi-phun-po~i-mdo. 
1168) I;fchar-byed-kyis-ius-pa. 1110) Bla-ma~i-mdo. 
1111) I(un-dga~-bo~i-mdo. 1111) I;fod-sruns-kyi-mdo. 
111') I;fdus-pa-chen-po. 
11") Rgyan-stug-po-bkod-pa. 
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EkoHarika-agama1186) in which there were from 1 to 100 subjects, 
- only from 1 to 10. As concerns the Nirva1}a - and the Smrtyu
pasthana-siitra1188), their translation has not been finished. Of 
the ~iiramgama-siitra1167) that had 10 000 ~lokas, only 1 chapter 
(has been translated). In the Maha-tathagata-u~1}i~all68), the Maha
adhigam( 1169), and the Candragarbha-parip,!ccha 1l7O) there was a 
great number of chapters. Of each of these chapters many passages 
have not been translated at all. Of the translations made pre
viously, the greater part has likewise disappeared. Moreover, 
many Siitras quoted in the great Chinese Commentaries are not 
to be found. Other Sutras, as the Maha-vyavadana-bhiimi 1171) 

have their abode in the realm of the gods. The detailed Prajiiii.
piiramitii.-sutra containing 1 000000000 Clokas is preserved in the 
abode of the Idng of the Gandharvas, [13\ a.] the intermediate 
(of the detailed), of 10 000 000 Clokas, in the realm of the king 
of the gods, and the abridged (of the detailed), that is the 
l;atasahasrika, exists in it complete form in the region of the Nagas. 

As concerns the Tantric Scripture, it is said in the Jiiana-vajra
samuccaya1l72) that the Kriyii-tantra 1173) numbered 4000 texts, 
the Acara-tantra 1174) 8000, the Kalpa-tantra 1175) 4000, the Tantras 
containing (the teaching of) both (the Kriya and Acara) - 6000, 
the Maha-yoga-tantra 1176) - 12000, and the Maha-anuttara-yoga
tantra 1177) - 14000. Each Tantra consists of a great number of 
Fundamental and Explanatory Tantras, etc. Of these the He
vajra ll78) of 100 000 verses, the Guhya-samiija of 25 000 verses, 
Maha-(:amvara-abhidhiina 1l79) of 500000 verses, the [(:amvara)
Uttaratantra 1l80) of 100000 verses, the Kalacakra of 12000 verses, 
the Yoga-anuvidy( 1181) of 36000 verses, the Mayajala1l82) of 16000 
verses, the Mahamaya of 18000 verses, the great Raktayamari-

1111) Gcig-las-I)phros.pa. 1188) Dran-pa-fier-gbg. 
1117) Dpal)-bar-Mro-bal)i-mdo. 
1118) De-bzin-grregs-pal)i-gtsug-gtor-chen-po. 
111') Rtogs-pa-chen-po. ll1D) Zia-ba-sfiiil-pos-zus-pa. 
1171) Rnam-par -sbyon-bal)i-sa-chen-po. 1171) Ye-rres-rdo-rje-kun-Ias-btus. 
ma) Bya-bal)i-rgyud. 1174) Spyod-pal)i-rgyud. 
1176) Rtog-pa~i-rgyud. 1178) Rnal-I)byor-chen-pol)i-rgyud. 
1177) Rnal-~byor-chen-po-bla-na-med-pal)i-rgyt1d. 
1171) I;l'dar-byed-kyi-glin-na (?) J(ye-rdo-rje: 
11") Bdc-mchog-mnon-pa-brjod-par-chen-po. 
111:1) (Bde-mchog-gi) (?) rgyud-phyi-ma. 1181) ~:lal-I)byor-rjes-su-rig-pa. 
1181) Sgyu-~phrul-dra-ba. 
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tantra 1183
) of 300000 verses, the Tiirii-abkyudaya-tantra llS') of 

700 Chapters, the Hayagriva-kalpa 1185) of 700 Chapters, the 
Amogha-piit;a-tantra1188) etc. are said to exist in the region of 
the gods, in Cambhala, U~9iyana, etc. 

Moreover, in India, Kashmir, Nepal, Kalhsade~a1181), China, 
the Great China1188), Persia, Campaka, in the monkey-realm, in 
the country of the Golden-eyed, in Rugma, Rarnya1l88), Tarnra
dvipa 1190), Sirilhaladvipa, [131 b.I Priyangudvipa, Yamunadvipa, 
Suvart:\advipal181), Makha, Kha~ya, GyiljOli, Shan-shun, Bru-sha, 
A-sha, Sum-pa, Sahor, Mi-fiag, the country of Jan, of the Yogurs, 
the Thogar, U9~liyana, Dramiia 1192), Andhra 1193), Cola, Kalinga, 
and other great kingdoms as well as in the districts of Tibet, as 
the Teaching was expounded, disappeared, and again began its 
existence in them, the Scriptures of the 3 Vehicles, either complete 
or incomplete, in parts, have been preserved. It is said, likewise, 
that a great number of sacred texts exist in the region of the Nagas. 
In the 9i~ya-lekha we read 1193

a). -

The Teaching which is like a precious jewel, 
Being sublime and indestructible, 
And which shows the Path of Purity, 
Has been contemplated with reverence by the hooded Nagas, 
Like the diamonds in their diadems, and disperses 
The darkness for those who dwell in the depths of the earth. 

IV. Acc! bs ca c4• The Way how the Doctrine will 
cease to exist. 

It is said in the Candragarbha-paripfcchii l194): - 0 Lord, how 
will the Highest Doctrine finally cease to exist? Owing to what 

1188) O~in-rje1,li-g~ed-dmar-po~i-rgyud. 
n .. ) Sgrol-ma-milOn-par-~byuri-ba~i-rgyud. 
nu) Rta-mgrin-gyi-rtog-pa. 1188) Oon-yod-~ags-pa~l-rgyud. U87) LI. 
1188) Bu-ton makes the difference between Rgya-nag = Cina and Rgya-

nag-chen-po = Mahacina. 
1188) Ram-ma. 110') zatis-glili. 1111) OSCI'-gllri. 
1m) I;Igro-lditi-ba~i-yu1. 
1113) Loti-ba1,ll-yul. Bu-ton evidcntly read Andhade~a, "the country of the 

blind" Instead of Andhrade~a. 1113') Tg. MOO. XXXIII. 71 a.4-5. (N.) 
1194) Kg. MOO. XXXII. 216 b. 6-220 b. 4. The prophecy concerning the 

cessation of the Doctrine is treated in the Kangyur like a separate text: I;Iphags
pa Zla-ba~i-si\iit-pos 2us-pa~i mdo-Ias satis-rgyas-kyi bstan-pa gnas-pa dati 
1,ljlg-pa1,l1 tshul luti-bstan-pa. 
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factors is it to disappear, and who will be the cause of its destruc
tion? - (The Buddha replied): - After I have passed away, 
during 500 years, a great number of living beings is to appear, 
who will act according to my Doctrine and obtain deliverance. 
Thereafter, during 500 years there will appear many who practise 
meditation. But the kings, the ministers, and the ordinary living 
beingsl1948

) who were devoted to the Doctrine will subsequently 
become less in number. Thereupon, during another 500 years, a 
great number of teachers who expound the Highest Doctrine, and 
who lead the living beings to salvation will appear. The number 
of the Cravaka Arhats will however become diminished. The kings 
[132 a.] and the greater part of the living beings will become mere 
hearers, but will not apply energy to realize (the precepts) and to 
live according to them. In such a way faith will become weakened. 
The protectors of the Highest Doctrine will grow distressed, and 
those who are not devoted to the Highest Doctrine Will become 
more powerful than before. The kings of Jambudvipa will invade 
each other with war and disturbances will arise1l84~ . When 300 
years of these 500will have passed away, the gods and Nagas l194C) 
who live according to the Doctrine will no more exist, and the 
living beings will cease to believe in the Highest Doctrine. Even 
those who are virtuous will not act according to the precepts. 
And, as they will have no energy, their achievements will be like
wise feeble. The 4 chief colours and those derived from these 4, 
as well as the smells, tastes, etc. will become weak. There will 
be likewise famine and plagues befalling men and cattle. When 
200 years will have remained, the monks will no more act according 
to the Doctrine and search for wo~ldly gain and renown. They 
will lack Commiseration, will not live morally, and will depreciate 
those who act righteously according to the Doctrine. They will 
appropriate riches and objects of enjoyment, rely upon the orders 
of temporal power, rule kingdoms, be the messengers of kings, 
and seek to please them. They will sow disunion between the kings 

ImO
) Sic. acc. to the I<g. - rgyal-po dan blon-po dan 8flml-can-pllal-rnam8 

Teyan ... The Xyl. has: rgyal-po dan 8em'-can pllal-cll,r. 
n"b) The I<g. has after this (fol. 217 a. 3): bdud-Teyi ri8 Teyan (apllel-blJr

(agyur-ro - the family of the Evil One will likewise increase. This passage Is 
left out In the Xyl. 

n .. o) The I<g. has = lha Telu-la-8og,-plJ 88m1-ClJn-/ruli,-mlJ-rnam.. - The 
gods and the Nagas who protect the living beings. 
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and their subjects, and will seek means of livelihood by traffic 
and gain. Those acting according to the Highest Doctrine, will 
not do so by realizing it in harmony with their internal constitution, 
but will only act for outward show, and turn hypocrites. At that 
time all the gods and Nagas, devoted to the Doctrine will abandon 
the lands where the monks live in such a way, and will not abide 
there anymore. The hosts of Mara and other foes of the Doctrine 
will appear there and become powerful. [132 b.I The kings, mi
nisters, etc. will lose faith and will no more draw a distinction be
tween virtue and sin. They will inflict wounds upon the Highest 
Doctrine, and will rob and carry away the property of the 3 Jewels 
and that of the Congregation. They will have no shame in com
mitting sinful deeds and will destroy the images and sanctuaries, 
so that the objects of worship will grow scant. But then, by the 
force of the virtue the monks and householders acting according 
to the Doctrine who are to appear and will abide in some places, 
rain and snow will descend in different countries at due time, 
prosperous years will come, human and animal diseases will 
grow less, and (a time of) happiness for the lands will appear. 

But this is not to have a long duration. For the greater part 
there will be manifold suffering and uneasiness. At that time, 3 
kings, neither of Indian, nor of Chinese descent, Yavana, Palhika 
and Cakuna ll9&d) will appear. These will not act according to 
the Highest Doctrine, will conduct wars, fight and quarrel and 
will lay waste many districts in the west and in the north. The 
sanctuaries and temples in these countries they will destroy, and 
burn down with fire, and rob the objects of worship, the property 
of the 3 Jewels etc. These 3 kings will be in mutual strife and the 
reign of each of them will not be happy. But then, at a certain time, 
they will become allies, unite in one kingdom, collect a great army, 
and take possession of Gandhara, Mahade~a, and other countries 
lying on this side of the Ganges. 

At that time, on the other side of the Ganges, to the south, in 
the country of Kau~ambi, there will be a king named Mahendrasena. 
This king will have a son called Du~prasahahasta 1181) with an 
iron mark on his forehead and with the lower part of his body, 

11"4) Sic. acc. to Kg. (fol. 217 b. 4) The Xyl. has: Balabii and I;lkuna. 
We could perhaps translate: "The Grecian, the Persian and the Scythian kings". 

1111) The Xyl. here and further on: Duprasaha. Kg.: Dusprasahasta. 
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up to the elbows stained with blood [133 a.l. At that time to 500 
ministers 500 sons will be born who will be stained with blood up 
to their waists. At the same time the king will become possessed of 
a colt that will speak. And, the evening on which that (colt is to 
be born) a rain of blood is to descend from the skies. The king 
will ask the meaning of these omens from an anchorite possessed 
of the 5 forms of supernatural perception and the latter will utter 
the following prophecy: - 0 sovereign, thy son will moisten the 
soil of Jambudvipa with blood, and thereafter he will make himself 
the Lord of Jambudvipa. Thereupon, after 12 years wiII have pas
sed away since the birth of the prince, the allied forces of the 3 
kings mentioned before, Yavana and the rest, 300000 in number 
with the kings at their head, will invade the realm of the king 
Mahendrasena. Thus war will break out, and the king will be 
distressed and lament. As he wiII thus abide in sorrow, his son 
Dul,tprasahahasta will ask: Father, wherefore art thou grieved? -
And the father will say: - I am grieved, because the armies of 
the 3 kings have appeared in our country. - To this the son will 
reply: - Father, do not be distre~sed, I shaI\ vanquish these armies. 
- Well, - will say the father. Thereafter, the prince will put 500 
Pa~aQ~akas, sons of ministers and others at the head of an army 
of 200 000 men. At the time of battle, the iron mark on the prince's 
forehead will appear distinctly, the whole of his body will become 
of iron, with terrible fury he will charge and conquer. After the 
victory, the army of DUQprasahahasta will return and the father 
will say: - My son, thou hast fought with such an army of 3 kings 
and hast conquered. [133 b.I Well hast thou done. Henceforth thou 
art to rule the kingdom, and I in my turn will embrace religious 
life. - And, obeying to his orders, the son will assume the reign. 
Thereafter, during 12 years he will fight with the armies of the 3 
kings and will gradually vanquish a great number of these forces. 
He will capture the 3 kings themselves and cause them to be put 
to death. Thereupon he will make himself emperor of Jambudvipa. 
Then the king will say to his ministers: - The fact that I have 
become the Lord of Jambudvipa should make me rejoice. But 
great is the sin (I have committed) by causing so many living 
beings to be killed. Therefore I am grieved. What am [ to do 
in order to be purified from this s.in? - The ministers wiII say: -
In the country of Pataliputra there is a teacher of the Doctrine 
versed in the 3 Codes, the son of the BrahmaQa Agnidatta 
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called Ci~yaka 1196) who abides in a monastery. If he is invited he 
will be able to purify thee from thy sin. :rhe king will be delighted, 
and, having invited the monk C;iwaka, will ask him: - By what 
means can I become purified from my sins? - The monk will 
reply: - Thou must worship the 3 Jewels for 12 years and seek 
their protection. If thou doest this, thou canst be purified from 
thy guilt. - Then the king will send messengers to whatever 
monks will be living in Jambudvipa in order to assemble them all 
at Kau~ambi and will not allow them to practise their religious 
obeisances in other countries. But the monks on the way, will for 
the greater part perish from wild beasts, savages, floods etc., -
and only 100 000 will come into the king's presence. These will 
come, and the king will make a feast, offer presents to them and 
worship. Thereafter [134 a.] the members of the Congregation 
will ask each other. -Where is thy teacher? Where are thy pupils? 
Where are thy friends, thy associates in the observances? And 
they will relate how such and such were killed by wild beasts and 
savages, were carried away by the flood, had died, being overcome 
by illness, and 50 on. Each of them will become full of grief, they 
will shed tears and beat their breasts. Then the king will bid them 
not to be grieved, but the members of the Congregation will not 
listen to him. The king will be distressed, will turn his face down 
and fall asleep. And whilst sleeping he wiJI utter the following 
entreaty: - From the Congregation of monks who are mere worldly 
beings I will have no protection. 0 may I behold the countenance 
of an Arhatl And the gods of this world will say to him whilst 
he is dreaming: - On the mountain Gandhamadana1197) there 
abides an Arhat called Surata1l98), the son of the merchant Su
dhana 1188a). If he be invited he will purify thee from thy guilt 
and clear all thy doubts. -And the king, in accordance with the 
dream will, immediately after awakening, send messengers, invite 
the Saint, worship him and make his salutations. Then, on the 
14th day ofthat month, the Congregation will assemble, and ofthose 

Ult) Slob-rna-can. Corrected acc. to Kg. (fol. 218 b. 3-4) - brarn-ze 
Agnldattaputra ... rnlit nl CI~yaka ste Slob-rna-can. The Xyl. has: bram
ze Akan-dra-dhahl-bu. (Sic I) 

1111) The xyi. has Oandharnahalla. 
UII) Des-pa. 
llIS0) Carr. acc. to Kg. (fol. 219 a. 5) SU-dha-na-pu-tra ra-ma-~ (?) ate 

tshoit-dpon Nor-bzaits-Icyi bu ies-bya-ba rab-tu-byuit-ba Su-ra-ta ste Dea-pl1 ... 
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who have newly taken orders some will pray the teacher Ci~yaka to ex· 
pound the Vinaya. But Ci~yaka will say: - If a man has lost his 
eyes and has no ears and nose, of what use is a mirror to him? 
I can teach the Vinaya, but ye will not act according to it and 
will not preserve your morals. What use is it therefore of teaching 
the Vinaya to you? Then the Arhat Surata, with a voice resembling 
the roar of a lion, will say: - I have observed the precepts of the 
Doctrine of Buddha the Lord, and, up to this day, I have not lost 
the slightest part of it. [134 b.] Thou must not speak like that, 
but expound the Vinaya. - Thus will he speak, and the teacher 
Ci~yaka, having recognized in him an Arhat, will be full of shame 
and sit without uttering a word. Then the pupil of C;i~yaka, the 
monk called Angada 1189) will rise up from his seat and say to the 
Arhat: - How canst thou, thyself immoral and ignorant of the 
Vinaya, show contp.mpt with our teacher who is versed in the 3 
Codes of Scripture? - And, coming into a rage, he will strike 
the Arhat and kill him. Thereafter the Yak~a Dadhimukha 1200), 
devoted to the Highest Doctrine, will seize a thunderbolt, appear 
visibly and say to the monk Angada: - Wherefore hast thou 
killed the Arhat? - Then he will strike him with his thunderbolt 
and kill him. After that the monk Kerada will kill Ci~yaka, and 
then all the monks will kill each other, so that not one of them 
will be left. Thereafter the gods, Nagas and the other guardians 
of the Doctrine who abide in the skies, will for the greater part 
become distressed. They will weep, and their tears will fall down 
on earth as a rain of blood and fire. The skies will turn yellow, 
black and red and there will be lightning and great thunder. From 
the body of the star called Dhiimaketu black smoke will come 
forth, owing to which the sun, the moon, etc. will lose their shine. 
At that time the gods of the region of the Thirty-three, the Mother 
Mahamaya and others will come. They will lament, collect all 
the coloured garments of the monks and carry them to the region 
of the 33 gods. Then the king will ask: - From where comes 
this great noise?- And they will say to him: - There arose a 
quarrel amongst the members of the Clergy and they have killed 
each other. - The king, distressed, will rise up [135 a.] and at 

1111) The Xyl. has Dpun-rgyan. Kg. (fol. 219 b. 3): CI-fya-kal,ll slob-ma 
dge-.Jon Arit-ga-da ste Dpun-gl-t8hogs-~jfg8-su-run. 

1_) to-gdon. 
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daybrea.k will go to the outward temple to see. There he will 
behold some of the monks with their heads cut off, some with their 
arms and legs severed from the body, and others with their eyes 
cast out, having thus in different ways met with their death. 
Full of grief, he will search for the bodies of the Arhat and of 
~i~yaka, the teacher versed in the 3 Codes. He will take them 
under his right and his left arm-pit and say: - The Arhat was 
to me like a father 11(0

8
). The teacher of the 3 Codes was the treasury 

of the Doctrine. Now, as they both have died, I shall henceforth 
have no pleasure in life. My kingdom - I will give it to anyone 
who wishes to have it. - Thus saying, he will shut his eyes and 
cease to look about. Then the ministers in order to appease the 
grief of the king, will give to 500 men the appearance of monks. 
They will not, however, shave their heads and beards with a razor, 
but will burn them with fire. They will dress them in the hide of 
black and red cattle l200b), will come into the king's presence and 
say: - 500 monks have arrived. - The king, delighted, will open 
his eyes, and behold (the so-called monks) dressed in the hide of 
cattle and with their hair and beards singed. Then he will order 
to bring the sacrificial tools for worshipping the 3 Jewels and will 
perform the sacrificial rites. Thereafter he will question (the new
comers) concerning the Doctrine. But, as they will not know even 
a single word of it, the king will again become full of grief. And 
after that he will collect the corpses of the monks, cause them 
to be burned, and perform the funeral rites. -

At that time all the supports of the Highest Doctrine in Jambu
dvipa will meet with an end. Thereafter gold will be transformed 
into bad silver and stone, silver will be changed, into bad brass 
and stone, brass - into copper, and pearls - into horn. Of the 6 
tastes [135 b.] only 2, viz. the bitter and the sour will remain. -

And in the prophecy of Sanghavardhana 1101) etc. it is said: -
The cast images etc. will be taken into the realm of the Nagas. 

1Il100) Corrected arr. to I(g. (fol. 220 a. 3): d,To-beam-po n~i pho yiJl. The 
Xyl. has lio~i mo yin "mother". 

lldC1b) The Xyl. leaves out (I(g. fol. 220 a. 4-5) - "hon ,no-bT,,.. ,..Ji d.l].i
"he nub-po. bon-de llio-bT,YO yon eho.-go. mi-bdo,-no. phyug. no,-po etc. -
At that time the hundred different colours will have ceased to exist. Therefore, 
as It wlll be Impossible (to obtain for) the 500 monks religious robes, they will 
dress them, etc. 

1101) Dge-~dun-~phel-gyl lun-bstan-pa. 
The HI.' - 'V • Buddhl' In India and Tibet 12 
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All the writings will become corrupt, all the clothes will be coarse, 
all the tastes except the bitter and the stringent and all the jewels 
will disappear. The kings themselves will die from grief that the 
Doctrine is to exist no more. -

All this is said in accordance with (the prophecy that) the Doc
trine is to exist 2000 years. In the Sub-commentary to the .A.bhi
samayalaMara, composed by Dharmamitra 1201), it is clearly said 
that such facts have likewise taken place before. -

In general the causes owing to which the Doctrine ceases to 
exist, are the cessation of the force of a Buddha's previous vows 
and entreaties and the fact that the converts to the Teaching are 
no more to be found. As concerns the conditions, it is said that a 
Doctrine ceases to exist owing to 3 such conditions, viz. 1. The 
deterioration of the religious ascetics from their philosophical views 
and observances, 2. the loss of devotion to the church from the 
part of the alms-givers, and 3. impediments caused by Mara, by 
the gods of the latter's realm and by malignant ghosts (preta). 
With regard to the Doctrine of this our Teacher it is clearly said 
that the conditions for its cessation are the first two. As concerns 
the time of cessation it is said that, according to the Prajftap,i
~astra, (the Doctrine) will disappear when human age will be 40 
years. Chag says that it will happen at the period when it will 
be 30 years. I, however, have not seen any authoritative source 
affirming this. -

We read moreover in the Karu~jjpu~4arikall108): - After the 
cessation of Buddha Cakyamuni's Highest Doctrine, the relics 
(of the Buddha) will sink down to the golden foundation of the 
earth. Then, when the Sahalokadhatu 120') will become deprived of 
precious jewels, these relics will become a VaiQurya stone called 
Ketumatil106} which will remove all poverty. Thereafter these relics 
[136 a.] will rise up till Akani~tha. A rain of flowers will then 
descend and, from that rain, the names of the 3 Jewels and other 
different words of the Doctrine will be heard. The gods abiding 
in the World of Desire and in the Ethereal Sphere will hear these 
words of the Doctrine and remember their previous virtuous deeds. 
They will descend into Jambudvipa and convert men to the 10 

lml) Tg. MOO. VIII. 121 a.8. (Pek.) Cf. vol. I. note 1246. 
1") Kg. MDO. VI. 354 a. 3-355 b. 1. (N.) The passage In the Xyl. Is 

condensed. 
1") MI-mJed.kyl.~jlg-rten.gyf khams. lml) Tog-gl-blo·gros. 
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virtues. Moreover, the flowers in the skies will be transformed 
into diverse precious jewels and will descend into the Sahaloka
dhatu. And all strife and the like of the living beings in the Saha
lokadhatu will be pacified and there will be prosperity and abscence 
of illness. The Jiving beings who will perceive these jewels, touch, 
and enjoy them, will be rendered irretrievable from (the Doctrine 
of) the 3 Vehicles. Then the relics will again take up their abode 
in the depths of the golden foundation of the earth. In a similar 
manner, at the times of war and famine, and when the 3 intervening 
ages will come, those relics will be transformed into precious 
sapphires, will rise up to Akani~tha and abide there. As before, 
the rain of flowers will descend, the Words of the Doctrine will 
be heard, a rain of jewels will come down, and all hostile elements 
will be pacified. Then the relics will again come to abide in the 
depths of the golden foundation of the earth. -

In the Nandamitra-avadana l206) it is said: - When the age 
of men will have the duration of 700 years, the 16 great Elders 
(Sthaviras) will assemble together all the collections of sacred 
books belonging to the Doctrine of ~akyamuni wherever they might 
be. [136 b.] Then they will make a sanctuary of the 7 kinds of 
jewels and circumambulate (the sacred books) deposited there. 
Then, having seated themselves down cross-legged, they will say: 
- Praise be to the Lord, the Tathagata, the Arhat, the Perfect 
Supreme Buddha ~akyamuni! - Having made this salutation, 
the Elders will pass away into the final Nirval)a. The sanctuary 
of the 7 kinds of Jewels will disappear and abide below, in the 
golden foundation of the earth. After that, the Teaching of the 
Buddha ~akyamuni, the Highest Doctrine will cease to exist, 
and thereupqn 70 millions of Pratyekabuddhas will appear in 
this world,' Thereafter, when the age of the living beings will 
have a duration of 80 000 years, the Tathagata Maitreya will 
make his apparition on earth. - In the Bodhis,,"va-pifGlca it is 
said that in the intervening age, from the time when human age 
will be reduced to 10 years and till the coming of Maitreya, in 
the period of growth, \@ pOO Pratyekabuddhas will appean. Ac
cording to some sources, the Buddha Maitreya will appear 

",~. ,HO 000 000 years after the attainment of NirvaJ.la by the Buddha 
"Cakyamuni. -

1101) Dga~-ba~i-b~es-gften-gyl-rtoga-brJod. Tg. MDO. XC. 
12* 
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Conclusion. 
1. The Teaching of the Lord which is a lamp made of precious 

jewels, 
And is the treasury of all the virtues that lead to the super

bliss (of Salvation)1207), 
By the force of time comes to its end 
And fades away like a flower deprived of moisture. 

2. Now the Doctrine will not abide for long, 
Human life is unsteady like a torch exposed to the wind, 
The consequences of former deeds, the passions, and the 

Lord of Death are full of power, 
Therefore be devoted to the Doctrine and secure its trea

sures! 1208) 

3. This history the monk of C;iikya's (spiritual) descent 
Who is in the power of this age and deprived of true con

centration, 
Bu-ton with the large mouth and resembling a parrot, has 

written down. 
May he by the virtue of this soon come to see the counte

nance of the Invincible (Maitreya)l [137 a.] 

Ofthe History of Buddhism entitled "the Jewellery of Scripture" 
finished the 2d Chapter "On the rise of the Doctrine in this world 
in general". 

1-) Res-leg. = ni{lFeyua. 
1_) rin-chen grub - an illusion to Bu-ton's personal name. 



IV B. The History of Buddhism in Tibet 
The second general topic is the way how the Doctrine took its 

origin in Tibet. We have here 3 sub-divisions: -
a) The early period of the propagation of the Doctrine. 
b) The subsequent period of propagation. 
c) The index of the doctrinal works translated during these 

2 periods. 

IV B a. The Earlier Period of Propagation. 
As concerns the way how the human generation first appeared 

in Tibet, we read in the Commentary on the DevatifayasIO#ral'IIJ') 
that at the time when the 5 Pal)9avasl210) were fighting with the 
12 armies of the Kauravas 121l), the king Riipati with 1000 warriors, 
in the disguise of women, fled into the rocky district of the Himalaya. 
Of these (the Tibetans) are considered to be the offspring. In the 
Tibetan legends it is said that (the Tibetans) are the descendants 
of a monkey and the fiendess of a rock. A detailed account of 
this is to be found elsewhere. 

As regards the genealogy _of the Tibetan kings, ~ome say that 
(their ancestor) was the 5th descendant of Prasenajit the king of 
Kosala, according to some it was the 5t h descendant of the young
est, feeble son of Bimbisara? Still others say that at the time when 
the Tibetans were oppressed by 12 petty chiefs of the demons and 
Yak~as, the king of Vats a, Udayana lZU), had a son born to him, 
whose eyelids were overhanging and whose fingers were connected 
with a web. As the child with such distinctive marks appeared, 
(the king) was frightened and ordered him to be put into a I~den ~ 
box and thrown into the Ganges. (The boy) was however found 

11111) Lha-Ias-phul-du-byun-ba~i bstod-pa~i ~grel-pa. The work of Prajfti-
vannan. Tg. BSTOD. I. 

1210) Skya-bsen-bu Ina. 
1111) Sgra-nan. The Xyl. has erroneously Dgra.nan. 
1111) I;Ichar-byed. 
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by a peasant who brought him up. When he grew older, and the 
story (how he was found) was related to him, he became full of 
grief and fled to the Himalayas. 

Gradually he passed by the Hla-ri Yol-wa 11118) and came out 
into the plain of "Tsan with the 4 gates" 1214). The Bon priests 
who came from the Mu-thag l216) and Mu-ka 1211) declared that he 
was a god. [137 b.] After they had asked him who he was and he 
replied: - I am a mighty one l217), - they inquired from where 
he came and he pointed with his finger to the sky. After their 
efforts to comprehend the language of each other turned to be 
unsuccessful, (the Bons) placed him on a wooden throne which 
they loaded on the necks of four men and said: - We shall make 
him our lord. - Therefrom he derived his name of Na-thi-tsen
po 1218) "the neck-chaired Mighty One". It was he who became the 
first king of Tibet. 

His son was Mu-thi-tsen-po 1219), the son of the latter Titi
thpB18a), the son of this one So-thi, the latter's son Ye-thi, the 
son of this one - Dag-~hil'ltO}, and the son of the latter - Si
thi-tsen-po1221). These are accordingly called the 7 Thi. Up to 
the time of the latter the worship called the Dol-bOn ms) was 
spread. Of the 3 sons of this king, one who was called Ja-thi uza) 
received the surname of Pu-de-k'u it-gye 12U). His son was A-~o
leg1226), and the son of the latter - I-~o-leg who built the Chin-bar
tag-tse 122I), - the first fortified castle. The son of this king was 
T'o-~o-leg who had a son called K'u-rub-Ieg. The latter's son was 
J;)oit-je-leg 1227), and the son of this one - Tho-~o~leg. These six 
are known as the "6 Good-Ones of the Earth" 12~). The son of 
the last of these kings was Gye-sa-nam-sin-de ll29) and the son of 
this one - De-nOl-nam 1230). From the time of the latter and up 
to Thi-thog-je-thog-tsen I231) there was a long succession of kings. 
As the 26th of this line, there appeared the king l'ho-tho-ri-i'ian
tsen U32). When the latter attained the age of 16 years and was 

lUI) Lha-ri-yol-ba. lIU) Btsan-thait-sgo-bil. 1111) Dmu-thag. . 
lUI) Dmu-skas. 1117) Btsan-po. "1118) Ofta~-khti-btsan-po. 

1111) Mu-khri-btsan-po. 1I1'a) Diit-khri. 1110) Odags-khrl. 
1111) Sri-khri-btsan-po. u •• ) Rdol-bon. UU) Bya-khrl. 
UII) Spu-Ide-gun-rgyal. nol) A-lio-Iegs. 
1111) I;Ichiit-bar-stag-rtse. 110') I;Ibroit-rje-legs. 
11_) Sa~i legs drug. UU) Rgyal-za-mam-zin-lde. 
1_) Lde-snol-gnam. 1031) J(hri-thog-rje-thog-btaao. 
lUI) Tho-tho-ri-gftan-btsan. 
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abiding on the summit of the palace Yam-bu-Ia-gan, a casket fell 
from the skies, and when its lid was opened, the Kara7J.t!a"yuha
sutra128B), the 100 Precepts 1234) concerning. Worship and a golden 
Caitya were found within. The casket received the name of the 
"Mysterious Helper" and was worshipped (by the king). The 
latter carne to live 120 years and came to witness the dawn of the 
Highest Doctrine1Z36

); up to that time the kingdom had been rUled 
by the Bon. In a dream (which this king had) it was prophesied 
to him that on the 5th generation one would come to know the 
meaning of these (sacred texts which he had miraculously obtained). 
His son [138 a.] was Thi-iian-sun-tsen 1238) who in his turn had a 
son named J;>0-iian-de-ru1237). The latter's son was Tag-rj-i'ian
sig1288) who was born blind. After this son had ascended the throne, 
he worshipped .. the Mysterious Helper" and through this his 
eyes became opened. He received his surname owing to the fact 
that he beheld on the Tag-ri a wild sheep (fian) 1238) that was going 
about. The son of this king was Nam-ri-srori-tsen 12(0). The latter 
(in his turn) had from his wife Thse-pOll-s'a-~i-s'a-thO-karU41) a 
son endowed with special marks of beauty and with the form of 
Amitabha abiding on his head. He was born in the year of the 
fire-cow and received the name of Thi-de-sron-tsenll41&). The 
form of Amitabha on his head was encircled by a wreath of poppies. 
Thirteen years of age he ascended th~ ~hrone and brought.under 
his power -all the petty chieftains of the borderland who offered 
him presents and sent their messages (of submission). -

As at that time no writing existed in Tibet, the son of Anu of 
the Thon-mi tribe was sent with 16 companions (to India) in order 
to study the art of writing. Mter having studied with the Pa1JQit 
Devavidyasiritha 1242), they shaped, in conformity with the Tibetan 
language, (the alphabet) consisting of 30 consonants184B) and 4 
vowelsm ,). The form (of these letters) was given a resemblance 

u •• ) Za-ma-tog-bkod-pa. I(g. MOO. VII. 
lIU) Pan-gon-phyag-rgya-pa. I(g. MOO. XXIV. 
1111) Lit.: "Found the head of the Highest Doctrine" (dam-palai-eTaoa-1cyi 

dbu brna). 
lUI) Khri-gi'lan-zun-btsan. 118') J;lgro-gilan-Ide-ru. 
1Ia) stag-rl-giian-gzlgs. U3J) gBallo 1160) Onam-rl-sron-btsan. 
1141) Tshe-spoils-za-~brI-za-thod-dkar. • 
1141°) I(hri-lde-sroit-btsan. 1111) LhaJ;lI-rig-pa-seo-ge. 
11") g,al-byed. lNt) iili. 
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with the Kashmirian characters. After (this alphabet) had been 
definitely formed at the Maru temple of Lhasa, (Thon-mi) composed 
8 works on writing and grammar, and the king studied them 4 years 
abiding in seclusion. The Kara7J.r!avyuha-sutra, the 100 Precepts, 
the Ratnamegha-sutra and others were then translated (into 
Tibetan). 

As at that time the Tibetan subjects were disregarding the 
royal power, (the king) introduced laws harmonizing with the 
10 virtues and converted the Tibetans to Buddhism. Owing to 
this he is known by the name of Sron-tsen-gam-polU6) - "Sron
tsen the most accomplished". 

Thereafter, from southern India, (the statue of) the 11 faced 
Avalokita of finest sandal wood which had become originated by 
itself was brought. [138 b.] The king then took in marriage Thi
btsun, the daughter of the Nepalese king Ath~uvarmanm8). This 
princess brought with her the images of Ak~obhya-vajra l~'''), 
Maitreya, and Tara, the latter being of sandal wood. After that 
the king married the Chinese princess On-co, - the daughter of 
the Chinese Emperor Sen-ge-tsen-pol2t8), who brought with her 
the statue of the Buddha which was afterwards placed in the 
Thul-nan 1249) temple. Thereupon Thi-btsun had the desire of 
building a monastery, but had not the power of doing this. (The 
king) saw that the ground of Tibet was like (the body of) a she
devil that had fallen on her back, and that it was necessary to 
press (this she-devil) down. Accordingly, on the right shoulder 
(he caused to build) the monastery of Ka-tshe l2&o), on the left one
Tha-ngugl25l), on the right leg - Tsan-gam 12D2), and on the left -
1;)0m-pa-gyanl263), these being trthe 4 monasteries of the 4 
flanks" 1254). Then, on the right elbow, (the monastery of )Kon-po
p'u_chu l255), on the left - Hlo-t'ag-khom-thin l268), on the right 
knee - Ka-t'ag l257), and on the left Ta-t'um-tse12li78), trthe 4 
subduers of the borders"l268) were constructed. Thereafter on the 
palm of the right hand Lun_no l2D9) of Jan-tshe 1280) and on that 

lIU) Sron-btsan-sgam-po. ml) I;fod-zer-go-cha. lU7) Mi-bskyod-rdo-rje. 
UM) Sen-ge-btsan-po. ml) I;fphrul-snait. 1110) Ska-tshal. 
1111) I<hra-~brug. 1161) otsan-Mram. m&) Orom-pa-rgyan. 
1111) RU-biiJ:ti gtsug-Iag-khait bil. 11&1) Kon-po-bu-chu. 
1111) Lho-brag-khom-mthill. lIS7) Ska-brag. 

11670) Bra-dum-rtse. 1211) MthaJ:t-J:tdul bti. 1611) Rluit-gnod. 
II") Byait-tshal. 
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of the left one - the Dan-Ion-than-gon-ma of Kham 128(Ja), on the 
right foot - Jam-tin 1281) of Man-yul, and on the left - the P'um
than-pa-t'o-kyer-chu ma) of Mon-yul were built and many other 
monasteries besides. Thereafter, in the middle of the lake O-than, 
(the king) made a foundation of stone covered with wood. Cement 
having been made out of the mould of the Nagas and earth having 
been brought with the help of a goat, the ground was levelled and 
the monastery of Lhasa, the Ra Thul-nan 1283) was built. From 
the working-tools heaped up in the northern projection of the 
temple there appeared by itself the form of AvaJokita with 11 
faces and was prayed to stay. -

Thereafter the king departed to the 5 peaked mountains of
China, and built there 108 temples. The Chinese queen On-co 
(in her turn) built the temple of Ra-mo-che. At that time the Indian 
tea.c;;!1~LKusara .. [139 a.] the_ Bra,.hmc!l).a ~arhkara, the Nepalese 
teacher _<;~La~afiju, the Chinese teacher Hva-~ait Mahadeva-tshe, 
the translator Thon-mi Sarhbhota, his pupil Dharmako~a, and 
Dorje-pal of Hla-Iun translated and edited a certain number of 
the kanonical texts. -

The King (Sroit-tsen-gam-po) is regarded as the incarnation 
of Avalokita and there exists a biography of him by 2 monks of 
Li. This king ruled 69 years and died 82 years of age. At that 
very time the queen On-co said: - Let the statue of ~akyamuni 128') 
be brought from Ra-mo-che and placed in the projection of Thul
nan. Let the door be covered with plaster, and may Mafiju~ri 
write upon it. - And, with Thi-btsun (and the king), they all 3 
coalesced with (the statue of) Avalokita and passed away. The 
ministers then made (the statues of) the 2 tutelary deities change 
their places, thus acting according to the testament. 

The son of this king was Man-ron-man-tsen 1284
8
), his son -

K'un-sron-k'un-tsen 1286), the son of the latter Du-sron-man-po
je-Io-nam-thul-gyi-gyal-poU86), and the son of this one - Thi-de
tsug-ten 1187). The latter built the fortress of Lhasa, the Phu-

1180.) J:ldan-kIOll-thati-sgron-ma. 1111) Byams-sprln. 
u •• ) Bum-thati-spa-gro-skyer-chu. 1113) Ras \;Iphrul-snan. 
nil) The Tib. has here and further on Lha ~akya-mu-ne (sic). 
I"'.) Man-ron-man-btsan. 11&) Oun-sron-gun-btsan. 
1111) J:ldu-sron-man-po-rje-blo-nam-\;Iphrul-gyl-rgyal-po • 

../'"17) Thl-de-gtsug-brtan. 
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nam-sIP'·) of Chim, the T'ar-phur-khar-hlag U8I1), the Do-mad
Ihi-chu-thi-tselll70), the Oa-chu-~ar-go of the Red Cliff 1871), the 
Phail-than-ka-med la72), the Ka-chu-pan-chun, the J;>in-zail of the 
Red Clif(273), etc. 

Miilako~a of Lan-ka 1274) and Ji'ianakumara of NagI27&) translated 
the Siitras Karmafataka1278) and Suvar7}Oprabhasottama, as well 
as works on Mathematics and Medicine and furthered the spread 
of the Doctrine. 

(The king Thi-de-tsug-ten) had a son called Je-tsha-hla-pon 1277) 

who married the daughter of the Chinese Emperor Gyim-~ail
[139 b.] oil-co. The son of these died. (The princess) united with 
the grandfather and worshipped the statue of <;akyamuni. There
after, a boy endowed with special marks of beauty was born in 
the year of the male-earth-horse. At the time when the king 
departed in order to visit Phan-than, the boy was carried off by 
Na-nam-s'a 1278), was brought up as the son of the latter and became 
known by the name of Thi-sroil-de-tsen 1279). When he was still 
a child, Sait-~i and others, altogether 4 in number, were sent to 
China in search of kanonical works. At that time a Chinese Hva
~ail who was endowed with the supernatural faculties spread the 
rumour that the Tibetan messengers were incarnations of Bodhi
sattva Saints and recommended to treat them as such. (The 
messengers) came, were honoured by the Chinese Emperor and 
sent back in the company of a Hva-~aiJ. When they returned to 
Tibet, the king had died and, as the prince was still a child, the 
ministers violated the laws and customs, banished those who were 
acting according to the Doctrine, and made arrangements to send 
the statue of <;iikyamuni back to China. But as 300 men were 
incapable of moving it, they buried it in sand and made of the 

-temple a slaughter-house. At that time the Na-nam Thi-thog-je-thaiJ
Ja-bar 1280) died, having broken his back. Cog-t'u-kye-pa-ne-gyaJ
goil 1281) likewise died, having withered away. (After that the 
ministers) said: - This is a punishment for our having buried 

1118) Phu-gnam-sral. 111') Dar-tJphur-mkhar-Ihag. 
1170) Mdo-smad-lili-chu-khri-rtse. 1171) Brag-dmar du Sga-chu-liar-sgo. 
1171) I;fphan-than-ka-med. 1273) Brag-dmar-tJbrln-bzans. 
117') Blan-ka. 1276) Gi'lags. 1178) Las-brgya-pa. 
1177) I;fjad-tsha-Iha-dpon. 1278) Sna-nam-za. 
1171) Khri-sron-Ide-btsan. 1180) Khri-thog-rjc-than-Ia-J;tbar. 
1.1) Cog-gru-skyes-pa-nes-rgyaI-dgon. 
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the deity under sand. - Accordingly, they hoisted the statue on 
a pair of mules and brought it to Kyi-roit 1282) in Mait-yul. Neverthe
less, after that Khar-t'ag l283) and J;>iit-s'ait 1284) were both destroyed. 
At that time the nephew and niece of Ba-lan-lag-gi-pa-sal-naitl286), 

- a brother and a sister had both died. The Hva-~an made magical 
implements owing to which the maiden a year after was reborn 
as his own son, in whom the remembrance (of previous existence) 
appeared. This one, (when he grew up) was selected by the prince 
as the governor of Man-yuI and was sent there. At that time 
San-~i, having arrived, took up his abode in solitude at ChO-tagl288). 
Thereafter, ~ron-de-tsen, having att~in~d the age_ of. thirteen, 
ascended the throne. -[140 a.] When the biography of this father 
ana-grandfather was related to him, the Doctrine was likewise 
mentioned (in the narrative). (The king) got the sacred texts that 
were concealed, expressed the wish to study them, and became 
full of faith. The Chinese Me and Go, and the P~I}~it Anania, these 
3 were appointed to translate (the texts). The translation was; 
accordingly begun, but the minister Ma-sh'ari-t'om-pa-kye l287) \ 
and others caused impediments to this. The ministers who were 
devoted to the Doctrine, sent 5an-~i to Man-yut. 5al-nao l288) did 
not remain at Mait-yul, but went to India and presented his sacri
ficial offerings at Mahiibodhi and Cri-Niilanda. In Nepal he met 
with the preceptor Bodhisattva 1288) and invited him to Mao-yul. 
Thereafter he built a monastery, made the .Creative Effort. for_En
lightenment, and was henceforth known by the name of Ye-~ei-vao
pOll80) (Jftanendra). The teacher (Bodhisattva) whom he prayed 
to come (afterwards) to Tibet, gave his instructions and his con
sent and departed to Nepal. 

Then, having studied the kanonical works that had been con
cealed, (Jftanendra) had an interview with the king at the palace 
of Luit-tshug1lB1), held a discussion with him concerning the Doc
trine, and related to him the biography of Bodhisattva. - Hide 
thyself, - said the king. - -!!.y the_by I will make ~h'ao-fta~
s'ao llll) discuss over the matter. - Thereafter 5h'an-ftam-s'an, 
O.!i-thi-s'a01l9a) and the other ministers, devoted to the Doctrine, 

1111) Skyld-gron. 1:1') Mkhar-brag. 1111) f;fbrln-bzan. 
1111) Ba-Ian-glag-gl-sbas-gsal-snan. 1111) Chos-brag. 
1111) Ma-Ian-grom-pa-skyes. lUI) Osal-snan. 
111') I. e. the teacher ~antlrak~ita. 1110) Ye-~es-dban-po. 
1111) Rlun-bhugs. ut') Zan-flam-bzan. un) I;fgos-khrl-bzan. 
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received the orders to act for the sake of the latter. Nam-s'an 
said:-Ma-sh'an lll114) is very powerful and is hostile to the Doctrine. 
Therefore it will be impossible to attain any result. - 00 said: -
I know a means of action, but you must assist me in the affair. -
The king and the ministers gave their approval, and, after 00 
had reflected (over the means of action), they cast Ma-sh'an-t'om
pa-kye alive into a grave and covered the aperture with a block 
of stone. Thereupon [140 b.] Jiianendra was sent to invite the 
Acarya Bodhisattva. Lan-t' OIi.-na-ra 1286), N er-tag-tsen-tOli.-s' i 12118), 

and J;>an-gya-ra-Ie-s'i 12117), - these 3 were afterwards despatched 
to meet them. After they had met at Man-yul, and Lan-t'on-na-ra 
with the Acarya had been left there, (the Acarya) payed his respects 
to the governor in his palace. On this occasion the officials of 
Sh'an said: - One must investigate whether he mutters the bad 
spells of the south or of Nepal or not. Accordingly, San-~i, Sen
k'on-hla-lun-s'i 12l1B) and Me-Ian of the Chim-pa tribe were sent 
(to get information on the subject), but they did not understand 
the language (of the Acarya). They then prayed the Kashmirian 
Ananta to be interprete, and inquired of what kind the Acarya 
was. And, as it was said that he was virtuous and had no obscene 
thoughts, he was invited to the palace and, with the Kashmirian 
Ananta as translator,-he expounded in the palace Lun-tshug for 
4 months the teaching of the 10 virtues, of the 18 component ele
ments of the individual, and of the 12-membered causal chain. 
This brought the malignant deities of Tibet into a fury. Phan
than was carried away by a flood, lightning struck in Mar-po-ri, 
and diseases befalling men and cattle broke out. The Tibetan 
subjects declared that this was a consequence of the propagation 
of a false doctrine, and the Acarya was sent back to Nepal. 

Then, after a long time, Sal-nan of Ba 1299) was sent to China 
in search of kanonical texts. San-~i and others, 30 in number, were 
in their turn despatched in order to invite the Acarya again. At 
that time a Hva-~an of China said: - In 6 months and 6 days an 
incarnation of the Saint A~vagho~a will come. - (The Tibetan 
envoy came), was favoured by the Chinese Emperor, got from the 
Hva-~an the instructions concerning the concentration of mind, 
and communicated them to his companions. (When Sal-nan had 

1.') Ct. above. Note 1287. 
1111) Oiier-stag-btsan-ston-gzjgs. 
1") Sen-gon-Iha-Iun-gzigs. 

U91) Lan-gron-sna-ra. 
1117) Sgran-rgya-ra-Iegs-gzlgs. 

11") Sba. 
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returned from China, the king said to him): - The Acarya has 
not up to this time been invited; go therefore (and fetch him). -
Sal-nari. accordingly went to Nepal and invited the Acarya. There
after, when he had come back, he met the king in Qin-s'ari of the 
Red Cliff and said to him: -As the demons of Tibet are not sub
dued, they do not admit that one acts for the sake of the Doctrine. 
[141 a.] They are powerful and endowed with huge bodies. It is 
therefore necessary to subdue them. Now there exists a teacher 
called Padmasambhava who is endowed with great power and 
dexterity. You must invite him (in order to pacify the devils). -
The king having declared that this was told to him in a dream, 
sent Mari.-je-sal-nari. of Ba 1300), and Seri.-k'on-hla-Iuri., with 5 at
tendants, viz. Dorje-dud-jom l301) of Na-nam, Jiianasiddhi of 
Ce l302), Cakyaprabha of Chim, Jayarak~ita of T'an-ti and Cri
sirhha 1303) of Cii-pu 1304). The teacher came to know about this 
and went to K'un-than in Man-yul, where they met. Thereafter 
he gradually proceeded forward, subduing the malignant deities. 
Having come to Ha-sa-po-ri, he met with the king and then went 
to Mal-toi-phu 130i), and subdued all the Tibetan demons. There
after the teacher was invited to Sam-ya and established his resi
dence there. 

The Acarya Bodhisattva in his turn, examined the ground, 
took the monastery of Odantapuri as a model and made a plan 
containing the forms of the mount Sumeru, the 12 continents, both 
the sun and the moon, all these surrounded by a circumference of 
iron. In the femaie~!!!~-h~.!'.!!-year the foundation was laid, and 
first of all the temple of Avalokita was built, and images for which 
the men of Tibet served as patterns, were sculptured. The queen 
Che-va-tshe-pen S'a-mar-gyal Me-tog Dolma l308) built the Kham
sum-s'an-khan-Iin 1307), (the queen) Pho-yon-s'a-gyal-mo-tsiin 1808) 
built. the U-tshal-ser-khari.-liri., and (the queen) I;>o-s'a-jan-chub
manl308) - the temple of Oe-gya-je-ma-linmO). InJbe female .. 
earth::.ha~e-ye~r the work was ac£omplished. The Acarya Bodhi-,,- -

1100) Sba Man-rje-gsal-snan. 
nOl) Rdo-rJe-bdud-~ioms. 1101) Lee. 18111) Dpal-gyf-sen-ge. 
110-> ~ud-pu. lSOI) Mal-gro~l-phu. 

1101) Che-ba-tshe-spens Za-dmar-rgyal Me-tog ~grol-ma. 
180'/) Khams-gsum-zan-khan-glln. 
1101) Pho-yons-za-rgyal-mo-btsun. 1101) I;Ibro-za-byan-chub-3Jll8Jt. 
1810) Dge-rgyas-bye-ma-glln. 
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sattva and Padmasambhava performed the rites of consecration 
and a feast was celebrated during 13 years. In the sheep-year 12 
monks of the sect of the Sarvastivadins were invited [141 b.], and 
it was put to the test, whether the Tibetans could become monks 
or not. For this purpose 7 men were selected and ordained as 
monks. According to some, the 3 elder ones of these were Maoju~ri 
of Ba1311), Devendra of TSan l312) and Kumudika of Tan. The 3 
younger ones were Nagendra of Khan 1313), Vairocana of Pa-k'or1314) 

and Acarya Rin-chen-chog of Ma 131&). The intermediate one was 
Katana of Lan 1316). The preceptor of these was said to be Dana~i1a, 
and their religious names were jfianendra, etc. (According to 
others), the Acarya Bodhisattva, having been made preceptor, 
first of all ja-thi-s'i 1317) took orders and became possessed of the 
5 supernatural faculties. Thereafter, Sol-nan of Ba, Thi-sh'er of 
Ba, Cita of San, Vairocana Rak~ita of Pa-k'or, jinottamagho~a1317B) 
of Ran-la, Nagendrarak~ita 1318) of Khan, Acarya Rin-chen-chog 
of Ma, and Leg-9ub1319) of Tsan, -7 in number, who received the 
religious names of jfianendra, Crigho~a, etc. (were ordained). These 
are spoken of as "the 7 selected ones" 1320). If we examine the ends 
of their names and take in consideration that the name of Bodhi
sattva was Cantirak~ita, it will be clear that they were the pupils of 
the latter. The spiritual ancestral line of preceptors18ll1) was: -
Cariputra, Rahula 1322), Nagarjuna, Bhavaviveka, Crigupta, Joana
garbha and the preceptor Bodhisattva. The portraits of these 
were painted on the northern wall of Sam-ya. 

Thereafter the teacher Padma transformed the sands of Nan
~on into fertile ground, forced the Tsan-po river to flow downward, 
and performed other miraculous acts. Then he took the silver 
urn in which the king used to keep fresh water for washing, cast 
it into the air and, having obtained the water of the gods of the 
colour of milk, prayed the king to refresh his body. The ministers 
however were displeased with this and sent him away. 

Furthermore, the Indian teachers Vimalamitra, Buddhagu
hya18ll8), Cantigarbha, Vi~uddhasirhha [142 a.] with the Tibetan 

UU) Dba~. UII) Rtsans. 
1111) I;fkhon. 1816) Pa-gor. 18U) Rma. lIU) alan. 
2''') Bya-khri-gzlgs. 1311") Rgyal.ba-mchog-dbyaris. 
1111) KluJ.ll-dban-po-bsrUl1-ba. ml) Legs-grub. 
11") Sad-ml ml bdun. 1811) mkhan-brgyud. 1111) Sgra-can-zln. 
1111) -Sans-rgyas-gsan-ba. 
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translators, viz. the 7 selected ones, Dharmaloka 1324), the Bande 
tNam-kha, Ratnasena of 1;)01326), Nam-par-mi-tog-pa 1328), Cakya
prabha1327) and others interpreted and translated numerous kano
nical works. The Tantric exorcist 1328) Dharmakirti having been 
invited, the rites of consecration of the Yogavajradhatu 1328) and 
other magic circles in the Diid-diil-i1ag-pa-liil 1330) were performed. 
The Kashmirian Pal)<;Iits jinamitra, Dana~i1a and others established 
the rules of monastic discipline in the Nam-dag-thim-khail-liil1331). 
The Chinese Hva-~an and others underwent the practice of me
ditation in the Mi-yo-sam-ten-liil 1332), works on Grammar and 
Dictionaries were composed in the Da-jor-tshail-pai-liil1383), 
treasures were stored up in the Kor-dzo-p'e har-Iin 133«), and the 
kanonical works were discussed in the monastery of Vairocana. 
By these and other similar works the Doctrine was fully and 
thoroughly introduced. 

In the year of the dragon the teachers residing in the palace 
of Den-kar133&), the translators Ban-de Pal_tseg1338), the Ban-de 
Nagendra 1337) and others made a list of the titles of the sacred 
texts that were translated in Tibet, as well as the number of di
visions13:J8) and Clokas contained in them, and wrote all this down 
in the form of a catalogue. 

Thereafter the Acarya Bodhisattva declared that no heretics 
would appear in Tibet, but that the church of the Buddha would 
itself be split into 2 sects, and that dispute and controversy would 
take place. Therefore, - said he, - when that time will come, 
you must invite my pupil Kamala~i1a and, after a controversy 
will have been held, all strife will be pacified and the true form 
of the Teaching established. - Thus did he prophesy and soon, 
having been kicked by a horse, he went to his rest. 

Thereafter Crigho~a 1888) was appointed teacher and expounded 
the Doctrine. Jninendra fled and gave himself up to meditation 
in Hlo-t'ag1840). The number of pupils of the Chinese Hva-~ail 
[142 b.1 Mahayana increased. These favoured nihilistic views and 

1"') Chos-kyl-snan-ba. 1811) Sgro Rln-ehen-sde. 
1111) Rnam-par-ml-rtog-pa. 1817) Cakya-~od. UII) Snags-I}chait. 
1111) Yo-ga-rdo-rje-dbylns. 1880) Bdud-~dul-snags-pa-glln. 
1111) Rnam-dag-khrlms-khan-gIln. UBI) MI-gyo-bsam-gtan-glln. 
u") Brda-sbyor-tshails-pa~l-glln. 111') Dkor-mdzod-pe-har-Im. 
UII) Ldan-dkar. UII) DpaJ-brtsegs. U17) Klu~l-dbail-po. 
UN) Bam-po. 1181) Dpal-dbyans. 1Il0) Lho-brag. 
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did not exert themselves in the practice of virtue, saying: - By 
acting according to the Doctrine, by virtuous acts of body and" 
speech, one cannot become a Buddha. One attains the state of 
the latter by abiding in perfect inactivity. - The Tibetans, for 
the greater part, found pleasure (in such a conception of the Doc
trine) and studied the system (of the Hva-~an). Crigho~a, Ratna of 
Ba and a few others who adhered to the system of the Acarya Bodhi
sattva did not agree (with the Hva-cari) neither in the theory nor 
in the practice, and there was strife (between the 2 parties). When 
the king gave the order that one should follow theoretically and 
practically the system of the Acarya Bodhisattva, the Ton-mun
pa 1341) (the Chinese party) were enraged, armed themselves with 
sharp knives and threatened to kill all the Tsen-min-pa (the ad
herents of Bodhisattva) 1m). The king, distressed, sent for Jiia
nendra in order to summon him. Twice (the envoys) sought and 
did not find him. They were then sent for a third time with the 
directions to kill (Ji'lanendra) if he did not come. Accordingly, 
they came into a cavern, ]2 fathoms deep, and having descended 
(and found Jiianendra there), they prayed him to come. Thinking 
that if he would not go, he would be killed or would have to commit 
suicide, he went and told the king that it was not proper to sum
mon him, since the commandments of the teacher (Bodhisattva) 
were of another kind. By this the king was reminded (of the 
Acarya's instructions) which he had forgotten, and sent a messenger 
to invite the teacher Kamaiacila. This the Hva-~ari came to know 
and, having obtained the (:atasahasrika and other Siltras of pro
found meaning, taught and explained them, and composed the 
Dhyana-S1)cpna-cakral343), "the Attainment of the state of Ab
sorbtion", refuting the challenges directed against the preceeding 
work, Uthe Repeated Attainment", Uthe Reverse Side of the 
System", vindicating the theory by Logic, tithe Sources in the 
form of 80 Siitras" 18"), proving it by means of Scripture, etc. In 
all these works it was demonstrated that the action according to 
the Doctrine was unnecessary, and that it was sufficient to abide 
in a state of sleep. And, seing that the Sa1iulhinirmocana-siara 
disagreed with his views and conduct, (the Hva-~ari) cast it away 
with a kick. At that time Jftanendra [143 a] prayed the king to 

IIU) Ston-mun-pa. Cf. below. 1111) Cf. below. 
11&1) Bsam-gtan-ftal-ba~l-I;lkhor-lo. 
1111) Mdo-sde-brgyad-cu-khuns. 
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listen himself to the exposition of the precepts of the Acarya. The 
king was delighted and said: - You are my Aciiryal - There
after the teacher Kamala~i1a arrived. The king seated himself in 
the middle, the Hva-~an was given a place to his right and the 
teacher (Kamala~i1a) to his left side. The Tsen-min were placed 
so as to form the retinue (of Kamala~i1a). The king, having handed 
to both wreaths of flowers, declared: - Ye two are to hold a 
controversy. To him who conquers, the vanquished must present 
his wreath and dare no longer abide herel -

Then the Hva-~an spoke: - If one commits virtuous or sin
ful deeds, one comes to blissful or to evil births (respectively). In 
such a way the deliverance from the Samsiira is impossible, and 
there will be always impediments to the attainment of Buddha
hood. (The virtuous and the sinful deeds) are just like white and 
black clouds which alike obscure the sky. But he who has no 
thoughts and inclinations at all, can be fully delivered from Pheno
menal Life. The absence of any thought, search, or investigation 
brings about the non-perception 1846) of the reality of separate 
entities. In such a manner one can attain (Buddhahood) at once, 
like (a Bodhisattva) who has attained the 10th Stage. -

To this Kamala~ila himself answered as follows: - Thou 
sayest thus that one ought not to think about anything whatever. 
But this means the negation (or rejection) of the Highest Analytic 
Wisdom likewise. Now as the latter represents the foundation of 
the Divine Wisdom of a Saint, the rejection of it necessarily leads 
to the negation of this sublime Transcendental Wisdom. If Ana
lytic Wisdom is absent, what meditator can come to abide in a 
state where there is no constructive thought? - If one has no 
thought concerning any of the elements of existence and does not 
direct the mind upon them, this does not mean that one can cease 
to remember all that one has experienced and to think of it. If 
I think: - [143 b.] 1 must not recall in my mind any element of 
existence, - such a thought will itself be an intense recollection 
and activity of the mind. If the mere absence of (consciousness 
and) recollection is regarded as sufficient, it follows that in a swoon 
or at the time of intoxication one comes to the state where there 
is no constructive thought. Now, (in reality) without correct ana
lysis there is no means of attaining the liberation from constructive 

UU) mi-dmig,-pG = anup,.rGmbhG. 
....... ,. ··h" In I .11. An" TI t I'll 
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thought. If we merely cease to reflect and have no discrimination. 
how can we come to the cognition of the Non-substantiality of all' 
the elements? -And. without the cognition of Non-substantiality. 
it is impossible to remove the Obscurations. Therefore. the in
correct representation can be cast away only by means of the 
correct Analytic Wisdom. For this reason it is not proper to say. 
that one does not reflect, when in reality it is the reverse. Without 
recollection and correct activity of the mind, how can one come 
to remember the place of former residence1346) and attain Omni
science? And how will it be possible to extirpate the passions? -
But the Yogin who reflects over an object by means of correct 
A~alytic Wisdom, cognizes all the external and internal elements 
in the present, past, and future as non-substantial, has all thought
construction pacified within him, and rejects all the evil doctrines. 
On this foundation he becomes skilful in expedients and in the 
manifestation of Highest Wisdom. And, having through this 
cleared all the Obscurations, he can attain the state of a Buddha. -

Thereafter the king said: - All the adherents (of Kamala
~ila) must likewise make their objections. -Accordingly Crigho~a 
spoke as follows: - The Chinese are of the opinion that one has 
to enter (the Stage of a Buddha) at once, but not by gradual practice. 
According to them, the 6 Transcendental Virtues are to be taken 
as the mere negation of their reverse. Highest Charity1847) is thus 
viewed only as the absence of greadiness. The fact of abstaining 
from every kind of appropriation thus represents the Highes-t Trans
cendental Charity. So they have it in connection (with each of 
the 6 virtues) up to that of Highest Wisdom. [144 a.] For a long . 
time after the Teacher had passed away, there were no disagreeing 
points in (the main points of) the Teaching. At present, contrary 
to the 3 varieties of the Madhyamikas, the Ton-mOn-pa wish to 
attain Buddhahood at once, and (pretend to) do so without search
ing and cognition. Of course, there are many methods of acting, 
but the very process of attaining Enlightenment, as well as the 
result of it is only one; (therefore it is impossible to attain it by 
means of a way that is quite unsuitable for this). -

Then spoke Jftanendra: - The attainment (of Buddhahood) 
at once and the action by degrees must both be investigated. If 

II") .non-gyi gnu rj .. -.u-drGn-pG = pilnlG-nilliila-anuemrd. 
"") .6yin-pt4i pA",-rol-'u-pAyin-pa - dina-pirami,a. 
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. the action by degrees is right, then (in doing nothing) you cannot 
be possessed of tbe factors of attainment and will be very unJike us. 
And, if you attain (Buddhahood) at once, what are you doing at 
present? You must be Buddhas from the very beginning and, 
(according to your point of view), there will be no fault in ad
mitting this. Now, when you ascend a mountain, you must do 
it step by step, but you are not capable of doing it at once. In a 
similar manner, if it be difficult to attain the first Stage (even by 
degrees), what is there to say of the attainment of Omniscience? 
According to the point of view of us, the Tsen-min-pa, it is necessary 
to become trained in the 3 kinds of Analytic Wisdom, then, on 
the basis of all the different subjects of Scripture, to apprehend 
correctly the meaning of the latter, to receive training in the 
practice of the 10 virtues, to attain steadfastness by the means 
of profound meditation, to enter the first Stage and come to the 
guiltless state (of a BOdhisattva)1348), and then, passing through 
gradual training on the 10 Stages, to attain Buddhahood by means 
of the 10 virtues. -If we admit your point of view, it follows that 
the Accumulations of Merit need not to be brought to accomplish
ment, mental training is not required, and the knowledge of the 
worldly matters is unneccessary. But, in such a case, how can 
the knowledge of everything cognizable be attained? If you do 
nothing and only sleep, you will not even take food and thus die 
of hunger! And, in such a way, where and when are you to attain 
Buddhahood? If you walk without searching and investigating, 
you will needs fall j where and when can you thus cognize the 
Truth? -

Thus and more spoke he in detail and the Ton-mun-pa were 
incapable of giving an answer. They gave the wreath of flowers 
to the teacher, and declared themselves vanquished. [144 b.l Co
ma-rna 18'9) and other (adherents of the Hva-~ait) were distressed 
and, having smitten their bodies with stones, died, as runs the 
tradition. 

Thereafter the king gave the following order: - Henceforth, 
as concerns the theory, one must adopt the system of Nigarjuna. 
With regard to the practice, - one must become trained in the 
10 kinds of virtuous conduct and in the JO Transcendental Virtues. 

1111) (6.raJi-c1u ... ema-dpa!ai) l1cyan-msd-pa = ~tJftr/fJIya) .,rima. 
1111) Co-rma-rma. 

13· 
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As to the Ton-mun views, the propagation of these is not to be' 
permitted I - Accordingly the Hva-~an was sent back to China, 
and his books were collected and kept concealed in a store-house. 
Now, Ton-miln and Tsen-min are Chinese words signifying "si
multaneists" a:1d "gradualists". -

Later on, four Chinese butchers, sent by the Hva-~an, killed 
the teacherKamala~Ua by squeezing his kidneys. Jiianendra passed 
away, havi ng refused to take food. The king in his turn died 69 
years of age, and was held to have been an incarnation of Maiiju~ri. 
His son, Mu-ne-tsen-po assumed the reign in the male-water-tiger
year, caused 4 great religious services to be celebrated at Sam-ya, 
and thrice established equality between the rich and the poor of 
his Tibetan subjects. Having reigned for a year and 7 months, he 
died 17 years of age, having been poisoned by his mother.. After 
that, his younger brother, Thi-de-tsen-po1350), then 4 years of 
age, was made king, and was (later on) known by the surname 
of Se_na_le1361). (This king built the Kar-chun-gya-de1362) and 
greatly furthered the spread of the Doctrine. Five sons were born 
to him: Thi-de-sron-tsen 1363), Ral-pa-cen-tsan-ma136'), Thi-dar
ma-u-t'um-tsen 1365), Hla-rje-hliin-4ub 1366), and Thi-chen-po 1361). 
Ral-pa-cen who was considered to be the incarnation of VajrapaI)i 
began to reign 18 years of age and built the palace of On-can
do 1358) with 9 storeys. Before, in the time of his forefathers, the 
teacher Bodhisattva, [145 a.] Jfiiinendra, Sh'an-gyal-iien-iia
s' ail 1369), Lijn-thi-sh'ir-san-~j1380), the translators Jiianadeva
ko~a, Khyi-4ug1361 of Ce 1382), the BriihmaI)a Ananta and others 
created a literary language that contained many words unintelli
gible to the Tibetans. Besides, different translations were made 
from the Chinese, from the language of Li and Sahor, etc. Owing 
to this there were many different renderings of words and the 
study of the Doctrine became very difficult. Seeing this, the king 
issued the following order: - The Aparantaka teachers 1888) Jina
mitra, Surendrabodhi, Cilendrabodhi, and Bodhimitra, the Tibetan 

1810) I(hri-lde-btsan-po. 
1111) Skar-ehun-rgya-sde. 
III') Ral-pa-ean-gtsan-ma. 

186') Sad-na-legs. 
13&3) I(hri-Ide-sron-btsan. 

1111) I(hri-dar-ma-u-dum-btsan. 1311) Lha-rje-Ihun-grub. 
1117) I(hri-ehen-po. 1311) l;Ion-ean-rdo. 
1".) Zan-rgyal-fien-fia-bzan. 1810) Blon-khri-bilr-san-Ijl. 
1111) I(hyl-",brug. 1811) Lee. .. •• ) l'iIl-",og-gi-mkhan-po. 
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teachers Ratnarak~ita and Dharmata~ila, the skilful translators 
Jfianasena 188'), Jayarak~ita, Mafiju~rivarman, Ratnendra~ila and 
others are to translate the Hinayanistic and Mahayanistic Scriptures 
into Tibetan directly from the Sanskrit l8e4.B). The titles are to 
be registered and written down so as to form an index. In no case 
are the rules of translation to be violated, and one must make 
the translations so that it could be possible for everyone to study. 
- Moreover, the texts translated before were re-edited in the new 
language, 3 different forms of instructions were made, and it was 
prescribed that the Hinayanistic Scripture other thanjhat acknow
legg.eg _QI. the Sarvasfivacffns, and the -s-ecretcharms w.ere not to 

'-, be !ransl~ted. Finally,- measures as the Dro~a1385), Sran, S1&o, and 
others were introduced, in accordance with those of India. To 
every ecclesiastic 7 families were appointed, from which he was 
to receive his alms. (The king himself honoured the members of 
the clergy) by maki~ his head a seat for them and by touching 
their feet with hishead. He-made war with China, was victorious, 
and the numerous reports of his generals were written down on 
the Long Stone1388) in Lhasa. I • - I \,,-' -, ' 

Now, as the government of the city was entrusted to a monk, 
the ministers who rejoiced in sinful deeds were enraged [145 b.] 
and made secret machinations in order to violate the precepts of 
the Doctrine. The king's son Tsan-ma who had taken orders was 
expelled to Torno. Scandalous talk was spread about that the 
queen Nan-tshul-ma and the great Bande Yon-ten-paP3S") had 
secrete intercourse with each other. Finally, the great Bande 
was murdered and the queen committed suicide. The king him
self, 36 years of age, in the female-iron-bird-year was assassinated 
by Pll_gyal_to_re1388) and Co-re-leg-ma13S9) who turned round his 
neck. Thereafter, the Tsen-po Lari-dar-ma-u-dum-tsen took 
possession of the kingdom. The devil-like Pa-gyal-to-re who was 
appointed minister for inward affairs, the minister Na-nam-gyal
tsha-thi-sum 1370) and others did much that was contrary to the 

1811) Usually known by his Tibetan equivalent - Ye-lies-sde. 
13"") Cf. Cordier, Index du Bstan-I)gyur, II. p.487. All the translators 

and Pal)c;lits just mentioned are indicated as those who have compiled the Ma
hivyutpatti. 

181&) Bre-bo. 1381) Rdo-riits. 1817) Yon-tan-dpal. 
1818) Dpas-rgyal-to-re. 1"') Co-re-Iegs-smra. 
1370) Sna-nam-rgyal-tsha-khri-gsum, 
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precepts of the Doctrine. The school-house where the Lotsavas 
and Pal}4its had translated the kanonical works was destroyed, 
the translations remained inachieved, and the consecration of the 
On-cail-do was not performed. Thereafter, when the king grew 
·older, a devil took possession of his mind, and he ordered that 
all the monks were to renounce to religious life. To all those who 
did not wish to give up the dis..tinctive m_arks oCmonJ<hood, he 
ordered to give bows, arrows, drums and tambourins, and sent 
them to transact the business of hunters. Those who disobeyed 
were put to death. As the king was not able to remove the statue 
of Cakyamuni, he ordered to hide it, having buried it in sand, barred 
the doors of the temple, covered them with plaster and ordered to 
draw upon them the picture of a monk drinking wine. The doors 
of Sam-ya and Ra-mo-che were likewise plastered with mould, an:: 
the books for the greater part hidden amidst the rocks of Lhasa. 

Then, some time after, Pal-gyi-dorje of Hla-lun who was prac
tising meditation at Yer-pai-Ihai-fiiil-pol371) heard about all this, 
and the Highest Commiseration with the king 1372) became originated 

lin) Yer-pa~i-Iha~i silin-po. 
1171) It seeme strange that Lan-dar-ma's assassin, setting out to murder 

the king, sbould have "thoughts of Commiseration" with respect to him. But, 
in accordance with the Tantric standpoint, the murder itself Is committed out 
of Commiseration. This is clearly expressed in Tripitakamala's Naya-traya
pradipa, Tg. ROYUD. LXXII. 26 a. 5-7. - gan yon ello. b,kJn-po-la-.og.
pas .dig-pa-las Idog-par- mi-nus-Ia I ma-b:log-na-ni iies-par-.pyod-pa ma-bl/lGd-pa 
6yas-p~i pllyir dmyal-6a-la-sogs-pal.# sdug-6.naI-las gdon-par mi-nus-.o II de1}i
phyir ni IInag.-pas Gr;in-rje-gr;ed-la-sogs-pa1,&i 'in-ne-1,&dzin dan .nag. dan rygud
kyi sbyor-ba. bsad-pa yan rje.-su-Inan-ba yin-no II de-lIa-bus lu:Jai-ba-ni glJis· 
lIu-med-pa1,&i ,jn-ne-1.Jd:rin-la so-sor-brlen-pas bde-1,&gror .kye fin byan-ehub-kyi· 
semll-kyj sa-60n-la rjes-su- fugs-pas del.Ji dgos-pa el,en-po-ilid-du 1}&.rur~ba-ili, 

yin-no 1/ There are some whom it is impossible to divert from sin by teachinr 
(to them) the Doctrine and the like. But, if they are not converted, they will 
continue to commit sinful deeds of great Violence, and It will be therefore quite 
impossible to rescue them from the sufferings of hell and the like (which will be 
the consequence of their deeds). It is for this reason that, in accordance with 
the Tantric proceeding, as for instance we have it in the transic meditation an' . 
spells of Vamirl and the like, the taking away of life (of a /lving being in order 
to save him) is permitted. He who is caused to die in such a manner can subse
quently take recourse to the transic meditation comtemplating the unity of 
the Universe (atllJaya-samidhij, can assume a blissful state of existence, and 
can further the origination of the mind directed toward Enlightenment (bodTai
eirta). Therefore (the act of killing such a being in order to transfer him to a 
blissful existence) is of great help (and furthers the weal of this being). 
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in him. He mounted a white horse, having smeared it black with 
coal, put on a fur-coat with the white side inward and the black 
one outward, took an iron bow and an iron arrow, came to Lhasa, 
saw the king as he was reading the inscriptions of the Long Stone, 
[146 a.] dismounted before him as he was sitting with his body 
leaning on the sanctuaries of the monastery and of that of minden. 1 
Having approached him, he lowered his knee ~ 
time, bent his bow. The king, in his turn, thought that he was 
saluting him. At the first salutation he bent the bow. At the 
second he fitted the arrow, and at the third he loosened the bow
string. The arrow, parting, struk the breast (of the king). (Pal
dorje) said: - I am the black demon Ya-sh'er. If a sinful king 
is to be killed, it must be done in such a manner. With these 
words he fled. A great clamour arose in Lhasa: - The king has 
been murdered; hasten to the pursuit of the assassin I - (Pal
dorje) then washed the horse in the lake of Mi-nag, put on his 
coat, having turned it with the white part outward, and, saying:
Now I am the white demon of the skies1373), continued his flight. 
It was thus impossible for the pursuers to get hold of him. Some 
say that they lost sight of him at Dran-sron-srin-po-nan 1m) 
others - at T'ib-se-40m-gyi-phu 1376), and still others - at Than
mo-do-rin after it had grown dark. Thereafter, having taken with 
him the Abhidharma-samuccaya, the Vinaya text Prabhavati, and 
the KarmafGtaka, (Pal-dorje) departed to Kham. Now, of the Pal}
dits, some were banished and some driven out of the· country. The 
greater part of the Lotsavas had fled, and Tili-ne-dzin-s'an-po1378) 
of Nait, Rin-chen-chog of Ma, and others were killed by murderers 
who were sent to them. In such a manner the Doctrine was 
rooted out. 

Now, the eldest wife of Lan-dar-ma declared that she was 
pregnant with a child, and then, after she had sought and found 
a little child, she showed it saying: - It has been born to me 
yesterday. - The ministers said to this: - A child born a day 
before cannot have teeth. Let him carefully preserve the instruc
tions of his motherP377) Accordingly the boy became known by 

1811) Bnom-,ke{au-dka,..po. 137') Dran-sron-srin-po. 
1171) Orlb-se-sgrom-gyi-phu. 1371) Tin-ne-l;lIlzin-bzan-po. 
11") The context is not quite clear - mdan IIky88-pa~i bu-churi-La.o mi

{lbyu4-1'e I yum-gyi bka{& br'an-du-ck1l8' g",iIII-pall I yum-brean ' .... F •• -,. I 
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the surname of Yum-tan 1378) (preserving his mother's word). His 
son was 'fhi-de-gon-po 1378), and the son of this one - Gon-fien. The 
latter in his turn had 2 sons - Rig-pa [146 b.] -gon-pol880) and 
Ni-o-pal-gon l381). The son of Rig-pa-gon was Thi-de-pol382), and 
the latter's son - Thi-o-pol383). This one had 3 sons: A-tsa-ra, 
Gon-po-tsen 138'), and Gon-po-tseg 1385). The son of Ni-o-pal was 
Gon-co l388) and the son of the latter was Tsha-nal Ye-~ei-gyal
tshen l387). - This is the elder line. 

The younger queen (of Lan-dar-ma) had a son born in the 
year of the wooden cow. As she feared that the elder queen would 
kill the boy or carry him away, she held watch over him, keeping 
him constantly in the light, - of the sun at day-time and of that 
of a lamp by night. Owing to this he was called O-srun 1388) -
«guarded by light". This son ascended the throne and died 63 
years of age. His son was Pal-khor-tsen-pol389) who began to reign 
with 13 years and died, aged 31. He had 2 sons, - Ta-~i-tseg-pa
pal1S80) and Thi-kyi-de-fii-ma-gon 1391). The first of these became 
king and had in his turn 3 sons, - Pal-de1391) the eldest, O_de138S) 
the intermediate, and Kyi-de 1394) the youngest. Ni-ma-gon having 
been banished to Na-ri, built in Pu-ran a castle called Ni-s'un 
and lived there. He had 3 sons: The eldest, Pal-gyi-de-rig-pa
gon138S) ruled the country of Mar, the intermediate - Ta-~i-de

gon 1398) was in possession of Pu-ran and the youngest - De-tsug
gon 1397) governed Sh'an-sh'un. The latter prince had 2 sons, -
Khor-de 1398) and Sron-de. At that time in 0 and Tsan religious 
discipline, the exposition of the Doctrine, and the study and prea
ching of it had altogether ceased. The stewards of the monasteries 
wore skirts with collars, called themselves Sthaviras and Arhats, 
and said that they were observing the monastic rules. In reality, 
they kept them only during the short time of the 3 summer months. 
Then, having declared that the time of fast had passed away, 

.... ) Yum-brtan. 1171) I(hri-Ide-mgon-po. 
1180) Rig-pa-mgon-po. 1381) Ni-!;tod-dpal-mgon. 
1181) I(hri-Ide-po. 1388) I(hri-J;tod-po. 138') Mgon-po-btsan. 
lUI) Mgon-po-brtsegs. 1881) Mgon-spyod. 
131") Tsha-nal Ye-~es-rgyal-mtshan. 1831) Hod-sruns. 
1_) Dpal-J:!khor-btsan-po. 1810) Bkra-~s-brtsega-pa-dpaJ. 
Inl) I(hri-skyid-Ide-iii-ma-giin. 1311) Dpal-Ide. 
Ina) I;fod-Ide. 181&) Skyid-Ide. 
1'") DpaJ-gyl-lde-rig-pa-mgon. 1311) Bkra~is-Jde-mgon. 
11ft) Lde-gtsug-mgon. 1811) I:Ikhor-lde. 
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they did no more observe (the rules prescribed for the clergy). The 
exorcists [147 a.] did not understand the meaning of the Tantras 
and indulged in adultery and the like. 

IV. Bb. The Subsequent Propagation of the Doctrine 
in Tibet. 

At the time of the persecution of the Doctrine by Dar-rna, 
3 men 1888) viz. Rab-sal of Tsan 1400), Yo Ge-jun 1401) of P'o-fon-pa 
and Mar Cakyamuni of To-lun 1402) were abiding in meditation on 
the Pal-chu-vo-ri 1403). They chanced to see the monk Khyi-ra-je
pa 1404), asked what the news were, and came to know that the king 
had rooted out the Doctrine. They then loaded the Vinaya texts 
on a young mule, fled to the upper Na-ri and, having made their 
way through Gar-log, they reached the land of Hor. They had 
the intention of introducing the Doctrine into this land of a dif
ferent race and language, but were unable of doing this. Sa they 
went to the P'e-ro-tsha-tshon in the southern Amdo and again gave 
themseJves up to meditation in the Ma-lun-dorje-t'ag-ra-an-cnu»
n~-dzon-t'ar-rig-~el-gyi-yaiI-gon 1405). Thus they were seen by the 
shepherds of Ma-chu who told about them to the people of Goil.
ka 1408). Now, Mu-s'ug-la-bar who was virtuous and worthy and 
who had attained the stage of Action in Faith 1408a) went to see 
them and, having become full of devotion, prayed to be admitted 
into the religious order. Accordingly, the text of the Vinaya was 
handed over to him (by the meditators) who said: - Read this I 
If thou wilt believe we shall ordain thee. - He read, became full 
of faith, and shed tears. And, at that very place he was made 
a novice, Tsan having become his principaf1407), and Yo - his tea
cher l408). He received his religious name from both principal and 
teacher and was called Cle-va-rab-s!l1408). Later on, owing to his 
sublime mind, he became known -as Gon-pa-rab-sal 14lO) uhe with 

11") I;Ijad-kyi gyel-mi. (?) UOO) otsan Rab-gsaI. 
1401) Gyo Dge-J;lbyun. 
IUS) Stod-Iuns-pa Smar I;akya-mu-ne. (sic.) 
140') Dpal-chu-bo-ri. 140') I(hyi-ra-byed-pa. 
1&0') Rma-Iun-rdo-rje-brag-ra-an-chun-gnas-rdzon-dar-rig-liel-gyi-yan-dgon. 
1&01) Dgons-ka. 

1&0") mos-plJIJ-.pyod-poJ.r,i 110 = odkiml.llai-eoryii-bkiimi. 
1'"') m1cJ&on-po. Here and further on Tsan for Rab-s~1 of Tsan. Cf. abo~e. 
1&08) ,lD1Mlpon. Yo is an abbreviation of Yo Oe-jun. (Gyo Dge-J;1byun). 

Cf. above. 1101) Dge-ba-rab-gsal. 1&10) Dgons-pa-rab-gsa!. 
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sublime thoughts". Thereafter he requested to become fully or
dained as a monk, but they told him that not less than 5 monks 
had the right to do this. Now, before [147 b.] he had seen 3 monks 
who had been ordained by Pal-dorje of Lha-Iun and who were 
abiding in Lon-than I'll). He searched for them, and, having met 
with Pal-gyi-dorje, repeated his request. But (Pal-gyi-dorje) said: 
- I have killed the king and cannot therefore fill up the number 
required. I shall therefore seek (for others). Accordingly, he 
found the Chinese Hva-~ans Ke-van and Gyi-van and sent them. 
Thereafter, when the year of his n.QYJciate had passed, (Gon-pa
rab-sal) was ordained by the conclave of 5 (monks). His former 
principal and teacher became such anew. Mar was appointed as 
his esoteric teacher U12), and the 2 Chinese monks were the assistants. 

Thereupon, 5 years passed away, and then 5 men of 0, viz. 
Lag-pa-Iam-pa Lu-me tshul-thim 1413), Cei-rab-~in Ye-~ei-yon

tan14U), Rag-~i Tshul-thim-jun-na l416), Tshul-thim-Io-do1U8) of Ba, 
and Ye-~ei-lo1417) of Sum-pa, and 5 men of Tsan, viz. from Gurmo 
Rab-kha-pa_Lo-ton 1418) and Dorje-van-chug1419)j Cei-rab-seil-ge of 
Cab-go-ilai-tshoil-tsiin 1420), the 2 brothers O-gye of Na-ri 14111), and 
U-pa-t'e-kar-pa 1422) of P'o-t'on, - altogether 10 men came and 
prayed Tsan 1423) to ordain them. But he said: - I am old and 
cannot take pupils under my care. Address yourself therefore to 
the Great Lama142'). - Accordingly, they repeated their request 
to the latter, but this one said: - Five years have not yet passed 
away, since I have been ordained myself. I cannot therefore be a 
principal. But Tsan said in his turn: - Be such, as an exception! 
- Thus the Great Lama was made princip~l, Tsail and Yo became 
respectively the roMal preceptor and the esoter~ teacher, and 
Mar with the Hva-~ans were the assistants. Thereafter the Great 
Lama said: - La-ton, as he is powerful, must protect the church, 
Lu-me, being highly revered, is to be principal, Tson-ge142&), as 

lUI) I(loit-thait. un) glan-llfon. 

lUI) I(lag-pa-lam-pa I(lu-mes tshul-khrims. 
lU') ~s-rab-I]briit Ye-lies-yon-tan. 
lUI) Rag-Iii tShul-khrims-J:tbyuit-gnas. 
lUI) Rba Tshul-khrims-blo-gros. 1117) Ye-.. es-blo. 
1111) Lo-ston. lUI) Rdo-rje-dbait-phyug. 
lUll) l;ab-sgo-litaJ:ti tshoit-btsun I;es-rab-seit-ge. 
1111) Mital]-ris-pa l;Iod-brgyad sbung iiis. 
1111) U-pa-de-dkar-pa. 1m) /. e. Rab-sa/. 
UII) I. e. Ooit-pa-rab-sal. 1411) I. e. Tshon-tsQn ~el-rab-8eit-ge. 
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he has an acute mind, is to become preceptor, I;>iri, as he is skilful 
in transacting business, is to be the custodian of the place [148 a.]. 
Thereafter the greater part of them went upward (that is to Tibet 
proper), but Lu-me remained studying the Vinaya with Ye-~ei
gyal-tshen of I;>um 1428). At that time the younger brother of Rag
~i and the younger brother of Ba 1427) came to meet them. They 
encountered at Lori-than and the 2 juniors, having come to faith, 
took orders, La having become their preceptor and the 2 seni,Qrs, 
- their teachers. This is the reason why the 2 Ba and the 2- Rag / 
are always mentioned together. Then Lo-ton said: - You are
to remain here. I in my turn shall make friends with these mer
chants that go to 0 and Tsari, depart with them and see if I can 
propagate the Doctrine there. If I am able to do this, I shall remain, 
and you must likewise come. If not, I shall come back. According
Jy, he made company with the merchants of Dan-rna. Now, as 
these merchants, thinking that in Sum-than HI&) some commercial 
affairs could be transacted, were about to return, he said to them: 
- Do not carryon your trade here, but go to Tsan. In Our-mo 
there is a man called Lo-na-tsug-na 1429). To him you must say: 
- Thy son has taken orders, and thou must now reside in O. 
Having thus spoken, he encouraged them to go. Accordingly, they 
had good luck in their trade, and up to this day, Qur-mo is a 
commercial centre, having become such by the grace of La-ton. 
The next year Lu-me said to his principal: - I am going to 0 
and Tsan and pray thee to give me an object of worship. (The 
principal) gave him a Bon-pa cap which he had ceased to wear 
and which was covered with yellow ground, as it had been thrown 
into a pit. - Wear this and remember me, -such were the teacher's 
words. Thereupon Lu-me went upward to Central Tibet, and soon 
they all came to O. Now, in former times the place of residence 
of the learned and the monks was Lhasa. But recently it had 
become the place of slaughter and massacre and it was therefore 
not proper for them to go there. So they went instead to Sam
yA. After that Lu-me took possession of Ku-chu, [148 b.] and his 
spiritual descent maintained the U-chaI UaO) and U-tse. l481) The 

lUI) Orum Ye-;es-rgyat-mtshan. 
lUI) Rba, I. e. Rba Tahul-khrlms-blo.gros. UD) Sum-~phrait. 
UD) Lo-nad.gtsug-na. ThIs Is evidently the father of Lo-tlln. 
100) Dbu-chal. lUi) Dbu-rtse. 
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spiritual descent of Rag-~i occupied the Oe-gya 1432), and t;>in U33) 

the S'an-khan U 3&). Thereafter the 5 monks of 0 declared that it 
was necessary to build places of residence for themselves. Accor
dingly Lu-me built the La-mo-chag-t'eu U31i). He had 4 pupils: -

1. T'u-mar Tshul-thim-jun-na 1488). built the Sol-nag-than-chen; 
the fraternity residing there was called the Than-koru8'); 

2. Sh'an Na-nam Dorje-van-chug1438) built the Ra-tshag-t'ar
gyal. The fraternity of it was called the Sh'an-kot1489); 

3. Dog Jan-chub-jun-na lUO) built the Yer-pa-pa-ran. The 
filial fraternities belonging to his spiritual descent built the S'ad
kyi-gin-va 1441), Chu-~ul-gyin-po, Pu-de-hlo-k'on 1442), Yol-than, 
Lab-so, Qal-ma-than 1443) and Kha-rag-so-cig. Thereafter, in Tsan 
they built the Sh'ui-kun-ga-ra-va 14") and Tshal-mig lUli). In Kyi
~o) Dogl448) and Sum-pa Ye-~ei-lo-qom7) built the Yu-go-khan 
mar 1448). The spiritual descent of them is called the Dog-tsho
kor lUB). 

4. Lan Ye-~ei-~ei-rab14liO) became the principal of Oyal-sar
gan 1461), of Lag-da-hla-khan 1462) and of the 2 Tshal-chun. The 
filial branches of these are called the Lan-kor. 

Sum-pa Ye-~ei-Io-Q.o built Me-rul4&S) in t;>o-than. This 
monastery was destroyed and ·there was no fraternity belonging 
to it. 

Rag-~i built the temple of Rag-~i-tha-oglC&4). 
Ba built the Yun_gur 1461i), and subsequently became the prin

cipal of Lan-pa-cil-bu 14&B). His pupil Mal Sem-pa-~ei-rabl4&7) built 
the To-Iug-tsha-thog14&8) and thereafter assumed the principality 

I'll) Dge-rgyas. "II) I;Ibrhi I. e. I;Ibrhi Ye-~es-yon-tan. 
UIt) Zans-khan. 1611) La-mo-chag-del;lu. 
UII) Oru-mar TShul-khrims-l)byun-gnas. 1&87) Than-skor. 
UN) Sna-nam Rdo-rje-dban-phyug. UaI) Zan-skor. 
1"") Rdog Byan-chub-I)byun-gnas. un) Ozad-kyl-ldfJi-ba. 
1«1) Spu-sde-Iho-gon. U") Oral-ma-than. 
UII) OluJ;1i-kun-dgal)-ra-ba. uce) I;Itshal-mig. 

. III') I. e. Rdog Byait-chub-I)byuit-gnas. 
III') Sum-pa Ye-lies-blo-gros. 
uti) Oyu-sgo-khan-dmar. U") Rdog-tsho-skor. 

1m) Rgyal-gsar-sgan. 
UBI) Rme-ru. 

UlI) Yuits-I)gur. 

1&10) OIan Ye-'ies-lies-rab. 
1&81) OIag-mdal)-lha-khan. 
UN) Rag-~i-J;1phrad-l;Iog. 
1'") Lan-pa-spyll-bu. U") Mal Sems-pa-~e .. rab. 
ulI) Stod-Iugs-tsha-thog. 
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in the temple of Thag-ma and Mon-4a 141&8). His spiritual descent 
is called Ba-tsho. 

The younger Ba built the temple of Gye-re-tshar-nai-da-4on1'8O) 
and subsequently became the principal of Sh'oi-che-khan 1481) 
[149 a.]. 

Rag-~i then became the principal of Ka-tshal-t'ar-sh'a and 
the fraternity founded there and descending from him is called 
the Rag-tsho. 

The younger Rag-~i assumed the principality of Ge-gya 14181). 

His pupil Tha-sh'i-gyal-phag1483) likewise maintained the rule there. 
His pupil Sh'an-tsun-~ei-rab-phag1484) built the Ta-<;Ie of Lan-pa. 
The fraternity thus founded is called ""the spiritual line of Rag
~i the junior". 

I;>in built the Nan-lam-ci-mo148&) and after that maintained 
the principality of Kar-chun and, subsequently, of Ne-than
<;Iag-na m8). In the interspace between these two he built the I;>an 
Ra-mo-che. The fraternity founded in the latter monastery was 
called the "Lower Community of I;>in"1487). That residing at Nan
lam-pa is known as the higher (or upper) fraternity of I;>in1488), 
and that of Lu-goil is ttthe intermediate fraternity of I;>iil". 

Lo-ton Dorje-van-chug of Tsan built the Gyan-k'onm'). He 
had 24 pupils. 

Gya Cakya-sh' on-nu 1470) built the La-to-mar-la-thail 14l71); it 
was divided into the middle section of K'ul-tog-hla-khail 1471) in 
the centre, and the others which are known by the name Oya-tsho. 

Kyo Cei-rab-dorjeU73) built the T'on-mo-ri. The "upper sec
tion" (of the fraternity there) is founded by him. 

Tag-lo-sh'on-tson m ,) built the temple of Tag-lo, and the frater
nities that represent his spiritual descent are known as the Tag-tsho. 

A-me Sh'u-cig-ma maintained the principality of Than147l) and 
I;>ag-mar1478). The fraternities founded by him are the Sh'u-tsho. 

1411) Mon-gra. 1410) Oye-re-mtshar-snal;lI-mdaJ:t-gron-lha-khan. 
1411) Ofol}l-J:tchad-khan. 1&11) Dge-rpas. 
lC1.) MthaJ:t-bt!-rgyal-J:tphags. U") Zan-btsun-~es-rab-J:tPhags. 
UII) Nan-Iam-spyl-mo. UBI) Sfte-than-brag-sna. 
1117) I;Ibrin-tsho-smad-pa. UII) I;Ibrln-tsho- stod-pa. 
1'1.) Rgyan-gon. U'D) Rgya ~kya-gton-nu. 
un) La-stod-mar-Ia-than. U7I) Oul-rtog-Iha-khail. 
U71) Skyo Ces-rab-rdo-rJe. U") Stag-Io Oton-brtson. 
un) I;Iphran. un) Brag-dmar. 
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DarU77) Cakya-yon-tan maintained the principality of S"U
pom.). His spiritual descent is the Dar-tsho. 

Li Lo-4o-sh'on-nu 1479) built the Jo-mo and his spiritual des
cent is called the Li-tsho. 

In the 5 divisions of Ma 1480) and the Oyan-k'on-mai-korU81), 

Lag Jan-chub-gyal-tshen U81B) built the Chu-mig and the fra
ternity founded there is the Lag-tsho. 

Chag Mi-ga Cei-rab la-rna built the Nem l48I1), and Nog Ye-~ei
jun-na 1483) built the Pan-kar-hla-Iun 1484). These two have no 
spiritual descent. [149 b.] 

Lan-tsiin-jam-pa 148&) built the Khom-phug and subsequently 
maintained the principality of Tsan-4aml488). After that, in Phum
than, Chag-sa. Dri-gog, Ma-go, Ton-thOl-ma 1487) etc. the Upperl488) 
and the Lowerl489) Lan-tsho were located. 

Go-va Ye-~ei-yun-drun14SO) maintained the principality of 
Bre-Iha-khan 1481). His pupil Ce-tsiin Cei-rab-jun-na UBI) built the 
Sh'a-Iu-ma and then went to India where he took the vows again. 
Whilst he was travelling, Oo-va-yun-drun maintained the prin
cipality of Sh'a-Iu. Here there were 4 primary and 6 secondary 
sections. The spiritual descent is called crthe division of the 100 
of Sh' a-Iu" 1483). 

Gyi Ye-~ei-vaiI-pom') built the Khar-lun UBIi) of Can, sub
sequently - Oya-re-Ian-ra 1488) and on the way between them -
Ro-kam of Mu-~an 1497). The fraternity of Lan-Ia is called Lan-ra
kor. The sections belonging to the Tsug-gi U-Iun bear the name 
of the U-tsho. Both are spoken of as the "lower Gyi-tsho. From 
Lan-ra the principality was maintained over the Thii-chad-g6n
paUU). 

Thereafter the pupil of A-me, Sh'an-t6n-tshul-phagU. .. ) go-

I'") I;Idar. It"} OZUI.pO. It,.} LI Blo-gros.glon.nu. 
UID) Smad-kyl Ina-Ia. 1411) Rgyan-gon-mahl skor. 

1411&) Olag Byan.chub-rgyal.mtshan. UBI) Sftems. 
UI.) Rnog Ve-~es'\lbyun-gnas. 
a'") Span.dkar-Iha-Iun. UBI) Olan.btlun.byams.pa. 
au.) otsan'\1gram. U81) Ston-khrol-ma. lUi) Stod. 
aUl) Smad. 1'10) Mgo-ba Ve·~e8-gyun-drun. 
a&ll.) Sbre-Iha-khan. u,.) Lce-btsun Cea-rab-\lbyun-gnas. 
1_) Za.lu-brgya.skor. 141') Oyl Ve-;es-dban-po. 
Uti) Mkhar-Iun. 1m) Oya-re-glan.ra. 
IUf} Mu-~ans-kyl Ro-skams. 
lUI) I;Ikhrll-kyl-\lchad·dgon·pa. tall) ian.ston.tBhul-\lphap. 
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~erned the C'a-gylP&OO). Another pupiJ of A-me, Coil-po Thar-pa
rm-chen had 4 pupils. - S'u-ton-phan-t'ag occupied the princi
pality of Qei-ce-tsham 1601) and Gyan-khar-tag-Iun 1&02). The com
munities belonging to these are called the S'u-tsho. Ce-tsiin-kar
pol60a) governed the AiI-yig and Yun-ton-dza-ka-ris-pa ruled 
over Or. The fraternities founded by him became united with the 
A-mei-kor. Therefore there is no separate spiritual descent (from 
this teacher). 

Cab-tsel60') founded the Cab-tse-Iha-khari; the community 
thereof is called the Kon-tsho and another section is styled the 
Kyi-tsho. 

A-me, from the Kha-che-gon-pa 1606) ruled over the Se-kyil-ter. 
Of the higher section of it there were 3 filial branches called the 
On~pa-sh'an. 

Thi-ton-tson-bar l608) maintained the principality of Con-na-ra. 
The section belonging to it is the Thi-tsho [150 a.} Sa -be-tsiin
chun maintained the rule of Qan-chun, and his spiritual descent 
is styled the J;>an-chun-kor. 

Oya-ton Aryadeva maintained the Go-ru-du-na 1607), and his 
descent is called the Oya-tsho. 

The abbot Sh'on-nu Ciikya maintained the Sa-phug, and his 
descent bears the name of Sa-tsho. The upper section of it had 4 
diVisions which were known as "the upper Kyi-tsho". 

The spiritual son of A-me, Pan 1608) maintained the Thii-kyan, 
and Sh'an-tsiin-so-nam-Qag held the rule of the C'a-gya. These 2 
are spoken of as the intermediate Kyi-tsho. 

The disciple descending from the higher Kyi-tsho, Sh'on-nu
jun-na maintained the Oyan-khar-thur-Ial608). The monastic 
division belonging to it is known as the Thur-tsho. 

Kyi-fsun Pal-gyi-ye-~eil&lO) occupied the principality of the 
I;>un-kun-ga-ra-ba1&l1). The fraternity of it is a filial branch of 
the higher Kyi-tsho. 

The Tshon-tsho had 9 secondary divisions ml). In the higher 
Tshon-tsho there were the 2 sections of Kaf-kor ma) and Gyan-kar. 

1100) Bya-rgyas. 1101) Sgre~1 Ice ~tshams. 
1101) Rgyan-mkhar.stag.lun. 1101) Lce-btsun-dkar-po. 
110') ~ab-rtse. 1101) I(ha-chad-dgon-pa. 
1101) J<hrl-ston-brtson-l;1bar. 1107) Sgo-ru-du-sna. 1101) Spait. 
1l1li) Rgyan-mkhar-thur-Ia. 1610) I(yl-btsun Dpal-gyl-ye-~es. 
Ull) I;fbrun-kun-dgal;1-ra-ba. 1611) J<hral-tsho. 1111) SkaJ-,kor. 



Daru7') Cakya-yon-tan maintained the principality of S·U
polf."). His spiritual descent is the Dar-tsbo. 

Li Lo-Qo-sh'on-nu 147') built the Jo-mo and his spiritual des
cent is called the Li-tsho. 

In the 5 divisions of Ma 1480) and the Gyan-k'on-mai-korlf81), 

Lag Jan-chub-gyal-tshen U1l1
a) built the Chu-mig and the fra

ternity founded there is the Lag-tsho. 
Chag Mi-ga Cei-rab la-rna built the Nern1«81), and Nog Ye-~ei

jun-na 1'113) built the Pan-kar-hla-Iun 1'"). These two have no 
spiritual descent. [149 b.] 

Lan-tsiin-jarn-pa1aS) built the Khom-phug and subsequently 
maintained the principality of Tsan-Qam 1'118). After that, in Phum
than, Chag-sa, Dri-gog, Ma-go, Ton-thOl-ma1a,) etc. the Upperl") 
and the Lower1a,) Lan-tsho were located. 

Go-va Ye-~ei-yun-druil1490) maintained the principality of 
Bre-Iha-khan 1&91). His pupil Ce-tsiin Cei-rab-jun-na ml) built the 
Sh'a-Iu-ma and then went to India where he took the vows again. 
Whilst he was travelling, Go-va-yun-drun maintained the prin
cipality of Sh·a-Iu. Here there were 4 primary and 6 secondary 
sections. The spiritual descent is called "the division of tbe 100 
of Sh' a_Iu" 1493). 

Gyi Ye-~ei-vail-poU") built the Khar-Iuil Uti) of Can, sub
sequently - Gya-re-Ian-ra Ue8) and on the way between them -
Ro-kam of Mu-~ailU87). The fraternity of Lan-Ia is called Lan-ra
kor. The sections belonging to the Tsug-gi U-Iun bear the name 
of the U-tsho. Both are spoken of as the "lower Oyi-tsho. From 
Lan-ra the principality was maintained over the Thii-chad-g6n
pau "). 

Thereafter the pupil of A-me, Sh'an-ton-tshuI-phag1U') go-

"") I;fdar. 1171) Ozus-po. 1171) Li Blo-groa-glon-nu. 
1_) Smad-kyf Ii'la-fa. U'I) Rgyan-gon-mahf skor. 

I •• ) Olag Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan. lU.) Sftems. 
lUI) Rnog v e-~el-~byun-gnas. 
I"') Span-dkar-Iha-Iun. lU') Olan-btsun-byams-pa. 
IU., Otsan-~gram. 1m) Ston-khrol-ma. 1_) Stod. 
181) 8mad. lIIII) Mgo-ba Ve-\jes-gyun-drun. 
I.) 8bre-lha-khan. I".) Lce-btsun Ces-rab-~byui'l-gnas. 
UII) fa-Iu-brgya-skor. lUi) Oyl Ve-~es-dban-po. 
UN) Mkhar-Iun. Uti) Oya-re-glan-ra. 
'-? Mu-~ails-kyf Ro-skams. 
,-> I;Ikhrls-kyl-~chad-dgon-pa. I".) Zan-aton-t.hul-\lphap. 
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vemed the C'a-gyll-? Another pupil of A-me. Con-po 1bar-pa
rin-chen had 4 pupils. - S'u-tiin,phan,!'ag occupied the princi
pality of Qei-ce-tsham11D1) and Gyan~khar-tag-luitI8llt). The tom

munities belonging to these are called the S·u-tsho. Ce-tsiin-kar
pOliOS) govemed the An-yig and 'iun-ton-d.:a.-ka-ns-pa ruled 
over Or. The fraternities founded by him became united \\ith the 
A-mei-kor. Therefore there is no separate spiritual descent (from 
this teacher). 

~ab-tsellO&) founded the Cab-tse-lha-khan; the community 
thereof is called the Kon-tsho and another section is styled the 
Kyi-tsho. 

A-me, from the Kha-che-gon-pa lOCO) nlled oyer the Se-kyil-ter. 
Of the higher section of it there were 3 filial branches called the 
On-pa-sh'an. 

Thi-ton-tson-bar l506) maintained the principality of ~ri-na-ra. 
The section belonging to it is the Thi-tsho [150 a.] Sa -be-uun
chun maintained the rule of Qan-chun, and his spiritual descent 
is styled the Qan-chun-kor. 

Gya-ton Aryadeva maintained the Go-ru-du-nal~1, and his 
descent is called the Oya-tsho. 

The abbot Sh'on-nu Ciikya maintained the Sa-phug, and his 
descent bears the name of Sa-tsho. The upper section of it had 4 
divisions which were known as "the upper Kyi-tsho". 

The spiritual son of A-me, Pan 1508) maintained the Thii-kyari, 
and Sh'ati-tsun-so-nam-<;tag held the rule of the C'a-gya. These 2 
are spoken of as the intermediate Kyi-tsho. 

The disciple descending from the higher Kyi-tsho, Sh'on-nu
juti-na maintained the Gyan-khar-thur-la 1508). The monastic 
division belonging to it is known as the Thur-tsho. 

Kyi-tsun Pal-gyi-ye-~ei 1510) occupied the principality of the 
Qun-kiin-ga-ra-ba 1511). The fraternity of it is a filial branch of 
the higher Kyi-tsho. 

The Tshoit-tsho had 9 secondary divisions 16l1). In the higher 
Tshon-tsho there were the 2 sections of Kal-korllll) and Gyan-kor. 

1100) Bya-rgyas. lI01) Sgre~1 Ice ~tshams. 
1101) Rgyan-mkhar-stag-iun. 11D1) Lce·btsun-dkar-po. 
110') ~ab-rtse. 1101) I(ha-chad-dgon·pa. 
1101) I(hrf.ston.brtson-~bar. 1107) Sgo·ru-du-sna. Uot) Span. 
1IOf) Rgyan-mkhar-thur-Ja. 1110) 1(yJ.btsun DpaJ-gyI-ye-~. 
1111) I;Ibrun-kun-dga\1.ra-ba. 1111) I(hrai.tsho. U1I) Skal-skor. 
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In the intermediate TshOli-tsho there were likewise 2, viz. the Nll
sarllU) and Nll-ftin16U). The lower section had 5 sub-divisions. 

At the time when Tshon-tsiin was maintaining the Tsii-kyi
yan-ben 1618), A-me entrusted to him the Tsii-hla-khan which was 
subsequently conferred to Ba-tsiin Lo-fa yon-tan. After the latter 
had become principal, the section ruled by him was eaUed the 
Ba-tsho. His pupil Vol-ehO-van maintained the Kye-nl1-ftin161,,). 
The section belonging to it was called the upper Ba-tsho. 

Vol-thog-beb1&IB) maintained the Can-ra. Tag-pa-jo-btsun held 
the principality of the Ce-pe l519). These 2 represent the inter
mediate Ba-tsho. 

The section located in Tsii is known as the lower section of 
Ba. Thereafter the Nan-tsho was entrusted to A-me and, subse
quently, to his pupils Rva Lo-~o-s'aiI-po and to Kham-pa. Rva 
occupied the Nur-migl&2O), and Kham-pa - the Cag-kharm1). 
The sections founded by them are called the Rva-tsho and the 
Kham-tsho, [150 b.] and both were known as the Nan-tsho-kor. 

The Tag-tshal-gyi-c'a-cho-khar-po-ehe1522) was likewise given 
to A-me and subsequently entrusted by the latter to his pupil 
Gya-gyal-bu-tshul-sei11&23). Gya was entrusted to Kon-po-ye
junU2') of Gyl1. Koil- po maintained both the Mui nll-mo-che1i26) 
and the Ja-eMI618) and founded the Gya-t'a-thail. These divisions 
are called the Ja-eho-kor. 

Thereafter the Von-dag-mo-no-mo-mon-go in Mar-~ul was 
given over to A-me and entrusted by him to his pupil Mar-pa 
Dorje-ye-~ei and by the latter to his own pupil Ne-po I;>ag-pa
gyal-tshen1&27) who maintained the principality of Ron-khar-phug. 
Subsequently, A-me founded the Kyag-tsham-tag-tshal-kyu-than 
and gave it to Mar-pa who in his turn built the Than-ma-gan-po. 
With the Lag-goi as a fourth they became known as the "4 children 
of M6n-c;lo" which bore a similarity with a mother. They were all 
called the Man-c;lo-korU28). 

Moreover, subsequently, A-me, having maintained the prin-

"") Gnas-gsar. 1111) Gnas-rilln. 1111) Rtsls-kyl-yan-dben. 
U17) Skyegs-gnas-rftin. U18) Yol-thog-~bebs. 1111) Lee-spe. 
U.) Nur-smrig. lUI) Lcags-mkhar. 
ltU) Stag-tshal-gyl-bya-chos-mkhar-po-che. 
lIU) Rgya Rgyal-bu-tshul-sen. 111') Rgyas Kon-po-ye-l;Ibyun. 
1"') Dmu~i gnas-mo-che. 1111) Bya-chos. 
I"') Sne-po Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan. liD) Smon-gro-skor. 
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cipality in Ser-gyi-goil-thog1&18), entrusted it to his pupil Sh"m
pa-tshor-thou ,,). The latter built the Ser-gyi-~ag-~ijlI111) and 
then maintained the Tsen-po-diil 1581), the Tsii-kyi-yail-ben, the 
Ra-sog-tshar-]a, and the Tag-tshal-kar-po-che1533). (All) these 
were entrusted to his pupil, Ba-ge-thoti 1533"). The latter maintained 
the P"a-fo of Roil and entrusted it to his pupil I;>e-tsiin-non-mo11M). 
These sections are called the To-tsho. 

Now, at the time when the secondary sections had assembled 
to hold council together, there appeared 3 inferior monks. When 
they were asked: - Whither has your preceptor gone? - they 
replied that he had died. If this be so, - (said the others), - you 
are living like orphans. And thencefrom they were known as T'o
tsho, - lithe section of the orphans". All these divisions (taken 
together) are called "the 5 lower Tson-tsho". The principal mo
nastery of all the 9 Tshon-tsho was the No-Iiti 1535). 

Furthermore, A-sh'a Ye-~ei-yuil-druti, the son of A-sh"a 00-
vo-che llia,), [151 a.] who had the wish of going to Kham in order 
to become a monk, arrived at Lhasa. And, on the lower part of 
a staircase leading to the upper storey of one of the buildings of 
Lhasa (he saw) the form of Cri-Mahakala that was painted there. 
When (A-sh"a) ascended, it was only a picture (that was before 
him), but when he descended, Mahakala appeared directly (before 
him), holding a skull containing a human head mixed with blood 
which he was eating with a spoon made of a human rib. To him 
(A-sh"a) addressed his entreaty, and (Mahakala) said: - I will be 
the protector of thy Doctrine. - Therefore, during a month, thou 
must circumambulate me. - This is the reason why the A-tsho 
(the section founded by A-sh"a) is so powerful. 

Thereafter A-sh'a went to the school of Kham and prayed 
Te-vo-chog-la l118'), the pupil of the Oreat Lama (Ooit-pa-rab-sal) 
to grant him the favour (of ordaining him). The teacher said: -
I shall make the offering of water and then cornel But, as the 
teacher died suddenly without having granted his favour, A-sh"a 
was considered to have received the consecration by the mere 

lin) Ser-gyl-sgon-khrog. 
UIO) fan-pa-tshor-khrod. UIl) Ser-gyl-brag-~od. 
UII) Btsan-po-sdbis. UII) Stag-tshal-mkhar-po-che. 
m •• ) Rba Dge-mthon. 111') Bra-btsun-snon-mo. 
1111) Silo-gUn. UII) l;Ia-ia-mgo-bo-che. 
UI7) I(re-bo-mchog-bla. 
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words" I will make the offering of water and then come". He is 
accordingly known as lithe novice of the water-offering". After 
he had been made principal, he maintained the Na-nam-dre-da lUI), 
and subsequently, the U-yug-dai-ra-~aI639), as well as the Tag
gi-na-mo-chel&(0) situated between the former two. His pupil, 
~eu-te-nam-pa maintained the Lhan-gyi-so-than, and subsequently 
the Khor-re-kya-gan 1Ii41), the Nan-ro-p'u-do1U2), the Khor-re-p'a
khor, and the Lhan-gyi-dro-~on in gradual succession. His pupil, 
Sog Tshul-thim maintained the Bo-tsho-than and had himself a 
pupil Pan Dul-dzin 1043) who maintained the Tag-gi-pen-can 1&4'). 
The pupil of this one Nub Rin-chen-~ag154ii) occupied the princi
pality of Khu-Iun-Iha-t'al and, from Ra-~a, ruled over U-yug-sal
gari. All these (monastic divisions) were caIIed the A-tsho. 

Moreover, I;>e-sh'on-tshul went to Kham in the purpose 
of taking orders. [151 b.] Having met with Ya-s'i-p'on
ton 1648), the pupil of the Great Lama, in the Thi-kha-khar-ma of 
Kham, he prayed him to grant his favour .. (P'on-ton) said: -
Be it so, - but died before the vows were made and accepted. 
I;:>e in his turn declared: - I have been ordained, since the disciple 
(of the Great Lama) has said: - Be it so. - Accordingly, he was 
known as the one who was ordained by (the words) "Be it so". He 
maintained the Ja-tshan of Ta-nag-phu m7), and, subsequently 
the Ja-phug of ~an1648). We have 8 monasteries representing the 
filials of Ja Tshan. This division is called the I;:>e-tsho. 
~ such a manner the 10 men started their propagation (of the 

Doctrine). However, as Sum-pa of 0 and the 2 brothers O-gye 
left no descent, (the new founders) are known as "the Six Men". 
A-sh'a and I;>e are not included in their number. 

Some say that the disciple of the teacher Bodhisattva was 
Ratna of Ba, that the latter ordained Hla-Iun Rab-jor-yari 1&'9), 
that this one in his turn ordained the Great Lama Gori-pa-rab
sal, whose disciple was Ye-k'on Ye-~ei-yun-drurilll50). The latter 
is said to have ordained Qum Ye-~ei-gyal-tshen, and this one
Lu-me and the rest. 

"U) Sna-nam-J;!dre--brdas. 1111) l;fu-yug-mdaJ;!l-ra-~a. 
lHO) Stag-gl-gnas-mo-che. lUI) l;fkhor-re-skya-sgan. 
lMl) Nan-ro-bud-mdo. mal Span-l;Idul-J;!dzin. 
I",) Stag-gl-span-can. lIU) Snubs Rin-ehen-grags. "") Ya-ll-bon-ston. 
"") Rta-nag-phul;1l Bya-tshan. 11M) r;ans-kyl bya-phug. 
U.) Lha-Iun Rab-J;!byor-dbyans. 1110) Ye-gon Ye-~es-gyuil-druil. 
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In a certain testament it is to be read that Ratna of Ba (was 
ordained), the Acarya Bodhisattva having become his principal, 
and Dina~ila and jinamitra - his teachers. Ba ordained Yo-ge, 
the latter - Ooit-pa-sal, this one - Mafiju~ri of 1;>01&11), this 
one - J;>um Ye-~ei-gyal-tshen, and the latter - Lu-me. 

Rig-ral says that the 10 men of 0 and Tsan were ordained by 
J;>um. the disciple of the Oreat Lama. This requires proof. Moreover, 
some are of the opinion that Yo and the rest belong to the spiritual 
descent of jinamitra. Others in their turn affirm that this genealogy 
is to be counted from ~antirak~ita. This must likewise be scrutinized. 

Thus, 70 years after the Church had ceased to exist in 0 and 
Tsait. it was again introduced there by the 10 men of these pro
vinces. [152 a.] At the time when the 10 arrived at O. an old 
woman said: - When I was 6 years of age, I last saw a monk. -
And how old art thou now? - asked they. - Seventy-six, was 
the answer. So runs the tradition. Some say that (from the time of 
the persecution up to that of the restoration) 108 years had elapsed. 

Rig-ral affirms the following: - From the time of the 6 men 
and up to the coming of Ratnabhadra U52) there was no study 
and preaching of the Doctrine, and there existed only a resemblance 
of the latter. Then, after the king had become alms-giver, the 
Lotsavas and Pat;l~its translated the kanonical works. This is 
the intermediate period of the spread of the Doctrine. Thereupon, 
without the assistance of the king, Nog and others have made their 
translations. This time is to be regarded as that of the latest 
propagation of the teaching. 

This is not correct. (Rig-ral) himself admits that (from the 
time of the ten) the vows of monkhood were perfectly pure. The 
statement that there was only a resemblance of the Doctrine is 
therefore contradictory. (Rig-ral) affirms this saying: "Since there 
was no study and preaching". This is likewise incorrect. Indeed, 
the Vinaya with the necessary instructions had been exposed by 
the Pal}git jinamitra to the translator Lui-gyal-tshen, to Yo
ge-jun etc., by the latter to the Great Lama, by him to J;>um, by 
this one -to Lu-me, and by the latter -to S'U Dorje-gyal-tshen. 
This one had 4 pupils: - Lan tshul-jan16&8). Ka-chu-pa Tshul
juzi llU), Ne-po J;>ag-gyal1&&&), jim-pa-~ar-016&·). The pupil of Ne-

1111) Sgro. ml) Rin-bzan I. e. Rin-chen-bzan-po. 
1111) I(lan-tshul-byan. UM) Tshul-~byun. 
UII) Sne-po Orags-rgyal. 11.1) I;Ijims-pa-~-l]od. 

14· 
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po was Sog Tshul-thim-Ia-ma, the pupil of Ka-chu-pa was Nan
tshamllli7) Rin-chen-Ia-ma, and pupil of Jim-pa - Ko-Khyim-pa 
Ye-~ei-Ia-ma. The exposition of the Vinaya with the necessary 
instructions was conducted by these 3 and delivered to Oya Dul
dzin Van-chug-tshul-thiI!l, to his pupil Ma-tsho Jan-dor, to Ja 
Dul-dzin16&8), to Kyi-po Tshul-phag, and up to Ca-mi and the rest. 
Moreover the teaching of the Abhidharma had been uninterruptedly 
conducted by Jinamitra, by Kam8), Cog1660), and Sh'ait, by Nam
nait-da-vai-dorjel&Bl), Pal-gyi-dorje, by Oyal-ba-ye-~ei of Ba, by 
Chog-gi-ye-c;ei of Cog-qu 1682), [152 b.], Se-tsiin Sh'on-nu 1II8B), Oar
mi Yon-tan-yuit-drun, Khu-ton Cei-rab-tson-qii 1118'), Rva-thi 
S' an_bar1686), Oya Oyal-bu-tshul-Ie 1&88), I)an-ti 1I88a) Dar-ma-iiin
po, to his pupils, Ban and Rog etc. 

The discrimination (made by Rig-ral) between an intermediate 
and a later propagation of the Doctrine is likewise false. There 
was no CCintermediate" propagation at all, since there occurred no 
interruption. The earlier and the later propagation are regarded 
as 2 different periods, with the view that the Doctrine, having 
been rooted out by Lait-dar-ma, had, for a certain number of 
years, ceased to exist in 0 and Tsan. The Pandit Tsan-nag-pa 
likewise says that there was CCthe lateceri;d;fPfOpagationn 
(without counting an intermediate one) In such a way, the fire 
of the Doctrine, having begun in lower Ti et, spread and expounded 

, through Na-ri. The king Khor-de entrusted the kingdom to his 
younger brother Sron-de and himself took orders, having adopted 
the religious name of Ye_~ei_(1687): He acknowledged the Vehicle 
of Philosophy1688) to be the Word of the Buddha, but as concerns 
the Tantras, he was in doubt as to their being the true teaching, 
since the tantric exorcists indulged in~perverse acts, as that of 
deliverance through sexual extasy, etc. - Accordingly, he selected 
21 young men, Rin-chen-s'an-po and others and sent them to 
India in order to study the Doctrine. But, with the exception of 

1117) Rait-mtshams. 1111) Bya I;Idul-l;tdzin. 
1111) Ska i. e. Ska-pa Dpal-brtsegs. 
1110) I. e. Cog-ro Klul;1i-rgyal-mtshan. 
1111) Nam-nait Zia-bal)i-rdo-rje. 
1111) Cog-gru Mchog-gi-ye~es. lila) Se-btsun-gton-nu. 
11") Khu-ston f;es-rab-brtson-~rus. 
UI.) Rva-khri Bzait-J,tbar. 1111) Rgya Rgyal-bu-tahul-Ie. 

11".) Brait-ti. 1117) Ye-~es-I;tod. 1111) "MGn-ilici-Ileg-pG. 
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Rin-chen-s'an-po and Leg-pai-~ei-rab, they died without having 
achieved their study. Rin-chen-s'an-po became profoundly versed 
in all the branches of Tantra and philosophy and, having invited 
the Pat}Qits Craddhakaravarman, Padmakaragupta, Buddha~ri
~anta, Buddhapala, Kamalagupta, and others, achieved the trans
lation of the philosl'phical part of the Kanan and of the 4 divisions 
of Tantra. In particular, many texts of the Yogatantra, the 
Ouhyasamaja etc. were translated and the Tantric parts of Scrip
ture revised. [153 a.I 

Oyal-vai-~ei-rab of Sh'an-sh'un, having invited the Pat}~its 
Dharmapala and Praji'iapala, took orders and then, having gone 
to Nepal, studied the practical Vinaya with Pretaka. His pupils 
Pal-jor, Jan-chub-sen-ge of Sh'in-mo-che, and others, in gradual 
succession, propagated the teaching of the Higher Vinaya. The 
Princely Teacher (Ye-~ei-o) built the monastery of Sh'ari-sh'un
tho-lin and became the householder of numerous Lotsavas and 
Pat}Qits. The son of his younger brother Sron-de called La-de 
invited the Pal}Qit Subha~ita. This king had 3 sons, - O-de1581I), 
the lay prince Sh'i-va-o and the ecclesiastic Jan-chub-o. Of these 
three, the latter gave gold to 5 men, Nag-tsho Tshul-gyal etc. and 
ordere.d them to select the translator Oya Tson-Qu-seit-ge1670) as 
their chief, and to invite a good Pal}<;lit. Accordingly, they invited 
Diparilkara~rijiia!!!!&71) who was the son of Kalyal}a~ri the king 
of Bengal, and who bad received a brilliant education at the mo
nastery of Vikrama~ila 1&72). (Diparhkara~rijfiana) accordingly ac
cepted their invitation and came, since he had obtained a corre
sponding prophecy from Tara. On the way Oya Tson-Qii-sen-ge 
died and they arrived, having appointed Nag-tsha to be inter
prete. When they came to the sleeping chamber of the great 
translator Rin-chen-s'an-po, the latter first made his salutation, 
and then the Pal}Qit addressed a hymn of praise to each of the 
images of the Tantric deities that were in the translator's room. 
The great translator was delighted, and they held together many 
discussions on religious questions. (The translator) again made 
his salutations and prayed to expound the Doctrine. After that 
they made numerous translations, and especially put in order the 

UU) l;Iod-lde. U10) Rgya Brtson-l)grus-sen-ge. 
un) Usually known as Jo-vo-rje "the Great Master" or Atl9L 
U1I) The Xyl. has Bri-ka-ma-Ia-,.i-Ia (siel) 
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texts of the Yoga-tantra in accordance with the explanations of 
Ananda,garbha and added numerous instructions to them. 

By the by the Great Master (Dipari1kara~rijiiina) [153 b.I went 
to 0 and delivered numerous instructions to his pupils Khu, Nog, 
and Qom1&73). In particular, he delivered to Qom the precepts of 
the Ka-dam-pa 11174.) which thenceforth became expounded. The 
Great Translator Rin-chen-s'an-po subdued the Niga Kar-gyal 
and refuted the false exorcists by means of the Doctrine. Tradition 
says that he secured the proximate factors of Deliverance and 
passed away to heaven in his bodily form 1&76). His assistant Qag
jor-~ei-rab translated the works of the cycles of ~ari1vara and 
Varihi, logical treatises, etc. and likewise passed away to heaven 
in his bodily form. The inferior translator Bar-chO-s'an, after 
having translated the so-called "Six texts of the Lotsavas" (?)1678), 
departed to the 5 mountains. 

The translators who had first been with the Great Master and, 
moreover, ~akyaprabha, Yol-cog Dorje-van-chug, Ge-vai-Io-~o 

translated and revised a great number of works. The prince Sh'i
va-a in his turn translated the Qriparamad#ikci li77), the logical 
work of Cantirak~ita 1&78) etc. 

At the time of the princely teacher Ye-~ei-o 2 PaQ~its, Smrti 
and Siik~madirgha 1&79) came, having been invited by the Nepalese 
Padmaruci. But as the translator had died in Nepal of cholera, 
the 2 PaQQits who did not know the Tibetan language, roamed 
about in 0 and Tsan, and Smrti was forced to become a shepherd 
in Ta-nag. Subsequently Cal-se-tsab So-nam-gyal-tshen lli8O) in
vited him to Man-Iun 1681) and studied the Doctrine with him. There
after, having gone to Kham, (Smrti) established the school of the 
Abhidharmako~a at Dan-lon-than 1682). Subsequently, having be
come proficient in Tibetan, he made numerous translations of his 
own works, as the Catu{&pi~ha-~ikcil&83), the cycle of Maiijup'i-

• U7.) I. e. Khu-ton (Khu-ston) C;ei-rab-tson-~Q (C;es-rab-brtson-I}grus). 
Nog (Ritog) Lo-dan-c;ei-rab (Blo-Idan-c;es-rab) and r;>om (l;Ibrom)-tiln. 

U") BkaJ;i-gdams-pa. 1171) mkhal].-lIpyod-du-gj;egll. 
U71) Lo-tsaJ;ii-chos-drug. 
1177) Dpal-mchog. Tg. ROYUD. L1V. 57-297, LV and LVI. 1-227. 
U7I) Zi-ba-J;itshoJ;ii tshad-ma. This is C;antirak~lta's Tattvasamgraha, Tg. 

MDO. CXIII. 1-159. un) Phra-Ia-rlit-ba. • 
1110) Dpyal-se-rtsab Bsod-nams-rgyal-mtshan. 
UI1) Sman-Iuits. UII) I;Idan-kloit-thait. 
UII) Tg. ROYUD. XXIII. 1-89. 
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gukyapaRRa1118'), the MaRt,a-artka-f}ipa~yiRi11186), and many others. 
[154 a.] Subsequently, he went to Li-chu-ser-khab and composed 
there the VacaRamukka 11181). The PaIJ4it Siik~madirgha became 
the curator of Roil-pa CM-s'ail and Roil-pa came to the know
ledge of numerous kanonical texts. 

The king O-de invited Sunaya~ri 11187). 
His son Tse -de invited the Kashmirian Jnana~ri and, Khyail

po ChO-tson 11181) having been appointed as interprete, the Vajra
fi1ckara-eamra 111811), the Adira-tantras, the Pramii~a-t1iRi~aya1I18f1B) 
and the Commentary thereon, composed by Ji\ana~ri himself1680), 
were translated. 

Moreover Candrarahula having been invited, the Lotsava Tin
ne-dzin-s'an-po1691) carried out the translation of the Pramii~a
samuccaya1&ll1) and other works. 

Nog Lo-dan (~ei-rab) was sent by Tse-de to Kashmir, studied 
Logic with Parahitabhadra1593) and Bhavyaraja159'), and the trea
tises of Maitreya with the BrahmaQa Sajjana1695), Amaragomin 1&88), 

and others. After Van-de1597) had become alms-giver, he (Nog 
Lo-dan-~ei-rab) translated the Prama~f}artika-alamkGralli88) etc. 

JIB.) Tg. ROYUO. LX. 127-178. - A.rya-Maiiju~ri-narna-saritgiti-guhya
ipanna-upiyika-vrtti Ji'iina-dipa (l;Iphags-pa I;Ijam-dpal-gyi mtshan yan-dag
par-brjod-pal)i gsan-ba-dan-Idan-pal)i sgrub-pal)i thabs-ky! l)grel-pa Ye-lies
gsal-ba), and Tg. RGYUD. LXI. 38-41. - GUhya-ipanna-upayika-siitra
vidhi (Sgrub-thabs gsait-ba-dan-Idan-pal)i thig-gi-cho-ga). 

• 1&81) Snags-don-rnam-gzigs. 1&81) Smra-sgo. Tg. MOO. CXVI. 
1&87) The Xyl. has here and furtheron Sunyaliri. 1&81) Chos-brtson. 
1&81) Rdo-rje-rtse-mo. In the I(g. RGYUO. VIII we have the Vajra

~ikhara-mahi-guhya-yoga-tantra, I(armavajra and Sh'on-nu-tshul-!him (Olon
nu-tshul-khrims) being indicated as translators. 

l&81a) Tg. MOO. XCV. 250-329. (Pek.) The Tangyur text is a translation 
made by Nog Lo-dan-~ei-rab with the assistance of the Pal;1~it Parahitabhadra. 

UIO) Tg. MOO. CX. 209-355. (Pek.) Translators the same as Indicated 
by Bu-ton. 

nil) Tin-ne-l)dzin-bzan-po. 
1&81) The Tangyur text of the Pramil)asamuccaya is a translation made 

by the Pal)4it I(anakavarman and the Lotsava Dad-pal)j-~es-rab. 
ln8) Olan-phan-bzan-po. 15"') Skal-Idan-rgyal-po. 
lnl) He is the Pal)4it who assisted in the translation of the Uttaratantra 

and Uttaratantra-vyikhyi. 
UII) Oo-mi-l)chi-med. With the assistance of this Pal}~it Lo-dan-liel-rab 

translated the Abhisamayilaritkira. 1m) Dban-Ide. 
UM) TShad-ma-rgyan. Tg. MOO. XCIX and C. Translators ace. to Tg. 

Lo-dan-~ei-rab and Bhavyaraja. 
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Thi Ta-~i Van-chug Nam-kha-tsen 1li88) likewise became an 
alms-giver of translators and lived 17 years in Kashmir and 34 
years in Tibet. The Pal}Qits Sthirapala 1800), Atulyadasa 1801), Su
matikirti, Amaracandra, and Kumarakala~a 1800a) translated a 
great number of texts, taught at San-dun-neu-thog and other 
places, and furthered the spread of the Sutralamkara, the works 
of Dharmottara, the Bodhicaryavatara etc. The service rendered 
by them is of exclusive importance. 

P'a-tshab Ni-ma-Qagl802) studied 23 years in Kashmir, invited 
the Pal}Qit Kanakavarman, and explained the works of the Madhya
mika cycle. [154 b.I His pupils were the "Four Sons of P'a-tshab" 
and others. 

I;>og-mi Cakya-ye-~ei invited the Pal}Qit Gayadhara, gave him 
500 pounds of gold, and translated the He-vajra-panjara l80S), the 
Sampu~a18M) the Rali l806), the .A.ralil808), these four and other 

n .. ) Khrl Bkra-~is-dban-phyug Nam-mkhal,t-btsan. 
1100) I;Ibum-phrag-gsum-pa. Cf. Schiefner, Taranatha, p.249. 

11000) O!on-nu-bum-pa. (The Xyl. has . . . I,tbum-pa.) _ 
1101) The Xyl. has Atulyada~a. 1101) Pa-tshab NI-ma-grags. 
1101) Kyel,ti rdo-rjel,ti-gur. Kg. ROYUD. I. No. 10. In the Kg. the full 

title of this work is Arya-~akini-vajra-paiijara-maha-tantra-raja-kalpa. Trans
lators acc. to Kg. - the same as with Bu-ton. 

1"C) Samputa-nama-maha-tantra, Kg. ROYUD. III. No.8. Acc. to Kg. 
translators - the same. 

1101) This is a division of Tantric works called by Bu-ton the Bde-mchog 
Ra-Iil,ti-rgyud (Rali-C;ariwara-tantras). These are: - 1. OUhya-vajra-tantra
raja (Tg. ROYUD. IV. No.1), 2. Ouhya-sarva-cchinda-tantra-raja (Ibid. No.2), 
3. Cakra-samvara-guhya-acintya-tantra-raja (Ibid. No.3), 4. Khasama-tantra
raja (Ibid. No.4), 5. Maha-khasama-tantra-raja (Ibid. No.5), 6. ~atna-mala
tantra-raja (Ibid. No.7), 7. Maha-samaya-tantra-raja (Ibid. No.8), 8. Maha
bala-tantra-raja (Ibid. No.9), 9. Jiiana-guhya-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 10), 10. 
Jiiana-mala-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 11), II. Candra-mala-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 13), 
12. Ratna-jvala-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 14), 13. Siirya-cakra-tantra-raja (Ibid. 
No. 15), 14. Jiiana-raja-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 16), 15. Vajra-~aka-guhya-tantra
raja (Ibid. No. 17), 16. Jvalagni-guhya-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 18), 16. Amrta
guhya-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 19), 17. C;ma~ana-alamkara-tantra-raja (Ibid. 
No. 20), 18. Vajra-raja-maha-tantra (Ibid. No. 21), 19. Jiiana-a~ya-tantra-raja 
(Ibid. No. 22), 20. Raga-raja-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 23), 21_ Dakini-samvara
tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 24), 22. I?akini-guhya-jvala-tantra-raja' (Ibid. No. 25), 
23. Vajra-bhairava-vidaral)a-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 26), 24. Agni-mala-tantra
raja (Ibid. No. 27), 25. Vajra-siddha-jala-samvara-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 28), 
26. Mahabala-jiiana-raja-tantra-raja (Ibid. No. 29), and 27. Cakra-samvara
tantra-raja Adbhuta-~ma~ina-alamkira (Ibid. No. 30). 

1"') In the Kg. RGYUD. IVwe have: Vajra-arali-mahi-tantra-raja (No 37), 
and Rigy-arali-tantra-raja (Nr. 38). Translators ace. to Kg. - the same. 
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Cycles of Propitiation 180,,) belonging to the Mother-Tantras 1801) 

with the supplementary instructions to them. 

HUl-tsll l80lI) of Go-khug1810) went to India 3 times and studied 
the Doctrine with 72 PalJ"its who had attained the mystical 
powers. In particular he took recourse to the aid of Cintibhadra, 
Rahulabhadra etc., and translated the works on the Guhyasamija 
belonging to the school of Nagarjuna 1811), works belonging to the 
cycle of Carhvara1812), Vajragaka1813), Catul;1pitha18U), Maha
mayi 181&), Hevajral8l/i8) etc. 

Gyi-co Da-vai-o-s'er1818) translated the Kiila-cakra (-garbhoj1I1"), 

U07) Sgrub-skor. 
1"') Ma-rgyud. 1"') Lhas-btsas. 
1110) I;Igos-khug. Cf. Cordier, Index I. p.99. - du monast~re de I;Igos 

et de la tribu I(hug (originaire du district de Rta-nag, province du Gtsair inferleur). 
Ull) Osait-J:tdus-J:tphags-skor. Tg. ROYUD. XVII-XXXII. 
1111) Kg. ROYUD. IV, No. 32. 
Ula) ~ri-vajra-!Jaka-nama-maha-tantra-raja, I(g. ROYUD. II, No.6. In 

the Tangyur we have, belonging to this Cycle and translated by this Lotsava, 
the ~ri-vajra-cJaka-nama-maha-tantra-rajasya vivrttil), Tg. ROYUD. IX. 
1-238, the work of Bhavabhatta. Translators acc. to I(g. the same. 

111&) ~ri-CatuJ:tpitha-maha-yogini-tantra-rija, I(g. ROYUD. IV, No. 39, 
Translator acc. to I(g. the same. In the Tg. we have, translated by this Lotsava, 
1. Cri-CatuJ:1pitha-tantra-rijasya tiki Smrti-nibandha. Tg. ROYUD. XXII. 
260--407, the work of Bhavabhatta; 2. ~ri-CatuJ:tpitha-tantra-raja nama
maJ;l!Jala-upiyika-vidhi Sara-samuccaya, Tg. ROYUD. XXIII. 142-172, the 
work of }.ryadevaj 3. <;ri-Catul)pitha-sadhana-upiyiki, Ibid, XXIII. 179-185; 
4. ~ri-CatuJ:tpitha-tattva-catu~ka, Ibid, 202-207, the work of Jetari. 

1111) Kg. ROYUD. IV, No. 36. Translator acc. to I(g. the same. In the 
Tg. we have, translated by this Lotsava and belonging to the Cycle of Mahamiyi: 
1.0uJ;lavati Cri-Mahimiya-tika, Tg. ROYUD. XXIII. 223-249, the work of 
Ratnakara~ti; 2. Mahamaya-tantrasya vrttiJ:t Smrti-nama, Ibid. 249-271, 
the work of I(r~J;lavajra; 3. Mahamaya-sadhana-maJ;l!Jala-vidhi. Ibld.~, 
the work of I(ukkuripida. 

UUB) The works of this Cycle translated by HUI-tsi are: - I. Hevajra
nama-mahitantra-raja-dvikalpa-miyasya paftjiki Smrti-nibandha, Tg. ROYUD 
XVII. 169-228, the work of 1(~J;la; 2. ~ri-Hevajra-paftjika Muktikivali. Ibid. 
262-349, the work of Ratnakara~inti. 

1111) Oyl-co Zla-baJ:ti J:tod-zer. 
U17) I(g. ROYUD. I. No.5. In the Tg. we have, translated by this Lotsava 

and belonging to the Cycle of J(ilacakra: 1. ~ri-I(alacakra-garbha-alarhkira
sidhana, Tg. ROYUD. 206-218, the work of Bhadrabodhi; 2. J(ila-cakra-upad~a 
Ibid. 218-220. 
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the Buddha1cGpala l818), Yojra-amrtallJ.88), (works of the cycle of) 
Cathvara 1818b) etc. 

Mar-pa CM_kyi_lo_~ij1818) of Hlo-~ag1820) went jo India 3 times, 
became the pupil of the Guru Na~apada 1821), Maitripada, Can
tibhadra 1822), Pha-mthiit 1823)(?) and others studied the instruc
tions to the Guhyasamaja, Cathvara, Mahamaya, Catul;1pitha, etc. 
and augmented the number of the students of the Tantras of 
Propitiation. 

Phag-pai-~ei-rab of S'an-kar studied with the Pal}9its Aral}ya
ka l82') (?) of Kashmir, Tejodeva, Parahitabhadra and others, and 
made translations of (works belonging to the cycles of) Yogatantra~ 
U~l)i~a 18248

), Vajrapal}i of Sugatigarbha 1825), and Vai~raval}a1825a), 

1118) Sans-rgyas-thod-pa. Full title: Buddha-kapala-nama-yoglni-tantra
raja. Kg. ROYUD. IV, No. 35. Translator acc. to Kg. the same. In the Tg. 
we have, translated by him and belonging to the Cycle of Buddhakapala: 1. ~ri
Buddhakapala-tantrasya paftjika Jftanavati nama, Tg. ROYUD. XXIV. 119 
- 168, the work of Saraha; 2. I;ri-Buddhakapala-sadhana. Ibid. 251-256, 
author ditto; 3. ~ri-Buddhakapala-nama-mar;t~aIa-vidhi-krama-pradyotana, 
Ibid. 257-271. Author ditto. 

111") Rdo-rje-bdud-rtsl, Kg. ROYUD. V, No.4. Translator not mentioned. 
1I11b) In the Tg. we have: I;ri-varja-~aka4antrasya Tattva-susthlra-nama 

pafljika, Tg. ROYUD. VIII. 23S-254. 
1811) Mar-pa- Chos-kyi-blo-gros. 112") Lho-brag. 
Ull) Bla-rna Na-ro. 1112) Zi-ba-bzan-po. 
1113) Cf. Schiefner, Tariinatha, p.249 and 330. 1111) Dgon-pa-pa. 

111(0) Otsug-tor-gyi-skor. The works translated by Phag-pa-~ei-rab, belong-
ing to this Cycle are: - 1. Arya-sitatapatra-aparajita-nama-upayika. The work 
of Candragomin, Tg. ROYUD. LXIX. 196, 197. (Pek.); 2. Arya-tathiigata
u~r;tisa-sitatapatra-aparajita-pratyangira-nama-dharal].i-sadhana. The work of 
Candragomln, Ibid. 204--206; 3. Author and title ditto. Ibid. 210-211; 4. 
Arya-tathiigata-u~r;ti~a-sitatapatra-nama-dharar;ti-vidhi. Author ditto. Ibid. 
211,212.; 5. U~i~a-sitatapatra-vidhi. The work of I;iirarhgavajra, Ibld. 217, 218; 
6. Arya-tathagata-u~r;ti~a-sitatapatra-aparajjta-nama-mar;t~ala-vldhi. The work 
of Padmarhku~a, Ibid. 227-234; 7. Arya-sitatapatra-nama-saftcaka-vidhl. 
Author ditto, Ibid. 234-238. 

1111) Phyag-na-rdo-rje J:lgro-bzans-kyi-skor. These are: 1. Bhagavan
niiambara-dhara-Vajrapal].l-sadhana. Tg. ROYUD. LXVIII. 291, 292; 2. 
Nilambaradhara-Vajrapar;tl-bali-vidhi, Ibid. 292, 293; 3. Nilambaradhara
Vajrapar;ti-naga-bali-vidhi, Ibid. 293, 294; 4. OaQacakra, Ibid. 294, 295; 5. 
Vajrapar;ti-mal].~ala-vidhi, Ibid. 295-298. 

1I11A) Rnam-thos-sras-kyi-skor. These are: - 1. Maharaja-Val~ravar;ta
sidhana. Tg. ROYUD. LXXII. 276-278; 2. Vai~ravar;ta-sadhana, Ibid. 284 
- 285, the work of ~iirarhgavarman; 3. Vai~rava~a-kalpa. Ibid. 285, 286; 4. 
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the Great Commentary on the Bodhicarya!atara, (works of the 
cycle of) CalDvara 18U

b
) etc. Dar-ma-~ag of Nan 1626) lived in India 

12 years, studied with the Pandit Mati, invited the Pandit Su-a. • • 
naya~ri, and translated the Great Commentary on the Bodhi-
caryavatara, (works of the cycles of) Tara 18:7), of the Custodians 
of the faith1627a) etc. [155 a.1 

The youths Dab Khor-lo-<;I.ag 162B), Sal-pa-<;I.ag of Pon-sh'ol8ll') 
and Mi-fiag-tsa-mi Sait-gyl!.-Qag of Tsoit-kha, having taken re
course to the help of the Pal).Qit Abhayakaragupta, translated 
(works on) the Kalacakra, the Ni~pannayogavali1630), the Munimatii
larnkar( 1631), the Amnayamaiijarj1832) and other works. 

The translator of Te-vo1633), - Cei-rab-pal, with the assistance 
of that very Pal)<;I.it, translated the MarmakaumudP8340) etc. Rin
chen-Qag of Pha-ri invited the Pal)Qit Amoghavajra and translated 
the AmoghapiifG183&11), the Paiicarak~ii1836)J the works on the Cycle 

Maharaja-Vai~rava~a-kalpa ~arhkara-vidhi (? kalpa)-vi~a-ko~. Ibid. 286 
-287. 

1I11b) These are: - 1. Padartha-prakii~ikii nama Cri-Camvara-rniila-tantra
tiki. Tg. ROYUD. VII. 400-503. (Pek.) The work of Viravajraj 2. Cri-cakra
samvara-tantra-riija-Camvara-samuccaya-nama-vrtti, Tg. ROYUn. VIII. 1-
151, the work of Indrabhiiti; 3. Miila-tantra-samgraha-hfdaya-abhldhiina
uttaratantra-miila-miiJa-vrtti. Ibid. 151-286, the work of Ciirarhgavajra. 

1111) Oftan nar-ma-grags. 
1187) Sgrol-mal)i-skor. In Bu-ton's Index we have the Sgroi-rna spyi~i 

sgrub-thabs ascribed to Niigiirjuna and translated by Darma-«;lag. It is indicated 
by Bu-ton (fol. 207 a. 2-b. 1) as not contained in the Tangyur (B.,an-I}gyur
du ma-ehud}. 

111'1.) Of this Cycle we have, translated by Dar-ma-c;lag, the Ucchii~a. 
Jambhala-sadhana. Tg. ROYUn. LXXII. 295-296. The work of Mati or 
Aryamati. 

1111) Odab J;lkhor-Io-grags. 
1111) Spon-Io Osal-pa-grags. 
1110) The Xyl. has Phren-ba-skor-gsum. This evidently refers to a work the 

title of which ends with "Phren-ba" (= mili or ivan). In the Tg. ROYUD. 
LXXXIV we have the work of Abhayakaragupta: Cri-Maftju-vajra-idl-krama
abhlsamaya-samuccaya-n1tlpanna-yoga-avali. (fol. 114-188). 

Ull) Thub-pa-dgons-rgyan. Tg. MDO. XXIX. 71-398. 
1111) Man-nag-ane-ma. Tg. ROYUD. XIX. 
1111) Bre-bo- Lo-taa-ba. 
UI') Onad-kyl-zla-zer. Tg. MDO. XI. 1-256. (Pek.) 

"".) Don (I. e. Don-yod)-Iags-pa. This Is the Xrya-ArnOIbapa~-panca
deva-stotra, the work of Erapatl. Tg. ROYUn. LXVIII, No. 30. 

1111) Barun-ba-lita. 
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of Yijaya-vidiraJ].ill"), of Carhvara 18aea), the SidMruJ-~alG1co 188"), 
etc. 

Log-kya 1138) Cei-rab-tseg translated the (works of the) Cycles 
of Mai£ju~ri-namlJ-sarhgiri1889), and of Tara, the Madhyamiko
avatiira 1840), etc. His pupil Mal-gyo Lo-~o-~ag-pa translated the 
(works of the Cycles of) Carhvara and Tara belonging to the system 
or Siiryagupta1841). 

Cei-rab-~ag-of 1;>0 18402) went to Kashmir and, having invited 
the Pal)~it Somanatha18,a}, translated the detailed instructions to 
the Kalacakra 184aa), the Commentary on the Hevajra-tantra by 
Vajragarbha1t4'), the Commentary on the first part of the Tantra 
of VajrapaJ].i 184") etc. The translators ThO-pa-ga 18(8) of Pa-reg, 
CM-bar of Ma-pan 1847), and Tshur 1647a) studied with the Indian 
Pal)~it Vajrapal)i and translated the works belonging to the Cycle 
of the MahamudTasiddhi 18(9

), the Hrdayasiddhi18&9), the 3 Cycles 

1111) Rnam-rgyal-mam-I)joms. 
113") The works belonging to the Cycle of C;arilVara and translated by 

Rin-chen-c:tag are: - 1. C;ri-cakra-samvara-paftjikii. Tg. RGYUD. VI. 159-280. 
The work of Bhavabha!!aj 2. Samanta-gul)a-rriilini. Tg. RGYUD. VII. 177 
-233. The work of Viravajraj 3. Yogini-samciirya-nibandha. Tg. RGYUD. 
XII. 139-160. The work of Tathiigatarak~itaj 4. C;ri-c;amvara-saftcaka-vidhi
Tg. RGYUD. XIII. 86,87. The work of Prajftiirak~ita; 5. Cakra-samvara
siidhana. Ibid. 87-91. The work of Jayabhadraj 6. C;ri-C;amvara-mal)c:tala
upiiylkii. Ibid. 91-125. Author ditto. 1137) Sgrub-thabs brgya-rtsa. Tg. 
RGYUD. LXXI. No. No. 1-94. na8) G1og-skya. 1138) Mtshan-brjod. 

11&0) The translators of the Miidhyamlkiivatiira indicated in the Tangyur 
are the Pal)c:tlt Tilakakalarra and ~i-ma-c:tag (Siiryakirti) of Ba-tshab. 

lIU) SgroI-rna NI-ma-sbas-pal)i-Iugs. Tg. RGYUD. XXVI. No.No. 3-8, etc. 
1111) I;Ibro I;es-rab-grags. 11&1) Zia-ba-mgon-po. 

1118') In the Tg. we have, translated by Somaniitha and C;el-rab-c:tag: 1. The 
Great Commentary on the I(iilacakra called Vlmalaprabhii, Tg. ROYUD. J 
and II, and 2. C;ri-I(iilacakra-tantra-riijasya seka-prakrlya-vrttl VaJra-pada
udghiitlni. The work of Diirika, Tg. RGYUD. IV. 48-87. 

11&') Rdo-rje-sftili-I)grel. Full title: Hevajra-ph,lc:tirtha-tiki, Tg. RGYUD. 
XV. 1-139. The translators acc. to the Tg. are: Maltripida and C;el-rab-~ag. 

1111) Phyag-rdor-stod-I)grel. In Bu-ton's Index (fol. 209 a. 6-b. 1) we have 
the Indication of Phyag-na-rdo-rje-dban-bskur-baJ;tl-rgyud.kyl-stod-l)grel 
Commentary on the first part of the Vajrapil)y-abhl~eka as ('not found". 

11&.) Thos-pa.dgal). 1117) Rma-ban Chos-I)bar. 
11"') The name of this Lotsava Is Ye-rres.l)byun.gnas = Jftinikara. 
11M) Phyag.rgya.chen.po-grub-pal)l.skor. 
1118) Sftln,pol)i-skor. The works belonging to these Cycles and translated 

by the said 3 Lotsavas are to be found In the Tg. RGYUD. XLVI, viz. No. No. 
12, 14, 16, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 32, 40, 41. 
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of Doha18&o), the Dohakofa1lll1), the works on the Cycle of Carhvara 
by Maitripada 1851a) etc. 

Kun-ga-dorje of Cal 18&1) studied with the Nepalese teacher Han
du the White 18&3), and invited the PaQ<jit Ciinyatasamadhj1l") 
from whom he received a great number of instructions. 

Rva Dorje-Qag studied with the Nepalese Mahakarur:lika and 
translated the 3 Cycles of Krgla-Yamari and Bhairava [155 b.p8&&), 
the Cycle of Heruka-abhyudaya18&8) etc. 

Bon-po Rva Cho-rab invited the PaQ<;Iit Samanta~ri and trans
lated the Kalacakra, the Varahy-abhiboova 18S7), and the Mahakala
tantra-raja 18&8). 

Sh'an Cei-rab-Ia-ma invited the Pa~Qit Amoghavajra and 
translated the Cycle of Kr~l)a-YamarP8&8a) in detail. 

Oyu Mon-lam-<;Iag1669) studied with the Pal)Qit Parahita and 
translated the Samvara-udaya1880). 

Sh'va-ma Sen-gyal secured the assistance of the Pal)Qit Mal}i
bhadrarak~ita 1881) and others and translated the Pram~.a
muccaya with the Commentary thereon. 

Mar-pa-t'o-pa Cho-kyi-van-chug of Ya_Qog18811) translated the 

1110) Tg. ROYUD. XLVII and XLVIII. 
1111) Do-ha-mdzod. 11110

) Tg. ROYUD. XIII. 143-149. 
1111) Dpyal Kun-dga~-rdo-rje. U") Han-du-dkar-po. 
111&) Ston-flid-tin-ne-~dzin. 
1111) Dgra-nag l;ljigs-byed-kyI skor. In the Tg. we have the following works 

belonging to the Cycle of Bhairava and translated by Dorje-~ag of Rva: 1. Cri
Bhairava-siidhana. Tg. RGYUD. XLIII. 208, 209; 2. Vajra-Bhairava-ga\la
cakra. Ibid. 209-211. The work of Ratniikarac;iinti: 3. Chucchundara-kalpa. 
Ibid. 211, 212: 4. Mahii-vajra-Bhairava-homa-vldhl. Ibid. 212-216. The 
work of Amogha-vajra. 

1111) Tg. ROYUD. XII. 
1117) Phag-mo-mnon-~byun. Full title: r;>iikini-sarva-cltta-advaya-aelntya

jftiina-vajra-variihy-abhibhiiva-tantra-riija. Kg. ROYUD. IV. No. 33. Ace •• 
to Kg. the translators are: Oiiyadhara and Oyl-co Da-va-II-s'er (Zla-ba-J.1.od-zer). 

1111) Ace. to Bu-ton: Mgon-po-mnon-~byun = Niitha-abhyudaya (or: -
abhlbhiiva). I(g. ROYUD. V, No.9. Cf. above note 858. 

11110) In the Tg. we have, translated by this Lotsava: - J. ~ri-K!l~a
Yamiirl-cakra-vldhl. Tg. ROYUD. XLIII. 235-237. The work of Amogha
vajra: 2. Karma-sahiiya-karal,1a. Ibid. 237, 238; 3. Sad-dravya-adbhuta-vfkurvlta
sambhaJana-vldhl. Ibid. 238, 239: 4. ~ri-Vajra-Bhalrava-stutf. Ibid. 246. 
The work of Amoghavajra. 

1111) Rgyus Smon-Iam-grags. 1") Sdom-J:lbyuit. 
1111) Nor-bzan-srun-ba. 
1111) Ya-~brog-gl Mar-pa-do-pa Chos-Icyl dbait-phyug. 
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Commentaries on the Camvara-tantra belonging to the Cycle of 
Propitiation 1883), in detail. 

Cho-kyi-s'an-po of Cal, lived in India 10 years, studied with 
the teacher of Vajrasana - Ni~kalarika and translated the Cycles 
of Cariwara and Rakta-Yamari. It is he who ordained the Kashmi
rian Cakya~ila as a Cramal)cra. 

The translator of Tho-phu, - Jam-pai-pal188') invited the 
Pal}Qit Cri Jaganmitra-Ananta who is known by the surname of 
Mitrayogin. He translated the Cycle of Camvara-Ekajata 188408

), 

the Svacitta-vi~rama-upade~a 188&), the Sugata-~asana-ratna-vo
hittha 1888), etc. 

Thereafter, having invited the Kashmirian PaI)Qit Buddha
~rijfiana, he translated the Commentary on the AbhisamayiJ
lamkara called Prajna-pradip(1867), the Jinamarga-al1aMra1887a), 
the 100 Methods of Propitiation of Avalokite~vara1'88), etc. 

- __ After that the P)lI)Qit~l9'a~ribhadra of Kashmir was invited, 
and Cal Cho S'an translated the Great Commentary of Na4apa
da 18888), and the Pal)4it gave him numerous explanations and in
structions. This PaI)<;lit was accompanied by the inferior PaI)Qits 
Vibhiiticandra, Diina9i1a, the Nepalese Sangha~ri, [156 a.) Suga
ta~ri and others, their number being nine. Vibhiiti and Dana~i1a 
lived in Tibet a long time and made translations of their own works. 

Jam-pai-pal translated the Vinaya-pu~pamala1888) and received 
the instructions to it. Moreover he translated the Vajramala, 
works belonging to the Cycle of Carhvara etc. 

1113) In the Tg. ROYUD. XII we have, translated by him: 1. Bhagavac
ehri-eakra-~arhvarasya sadhanam Ratna-eii~iimaJ;l1 (fol. 284-294); 2. ~ri-cakra
C;arhvara-maJ;l~ala-upaylka Ratna-pradipa-uddyotana (fol. 294--332); 3. Bha
gavac-cakra-C;amvara-sadhana Ratna-elntama~tl (fol. 271-276); 4. Mal}~ala
deva-stotra Ratna-maya-dana (fol. 280-282); 5. Bhagavac-Chri-C;amvara
mal}~ala-vldhl (fol. 344--363); 6. Vasanta-tilaka (fol. 371-381). 

111&) I<hro-phu-lo-tsa-ba Byam8-pa~l-dpal. 
11"') Bde-chen Ral-gc!g-gl-skor. Tg. ROYUD. XLIV. No.No. 31-37. 
UII) Sems-ftld-nal-gso. Full title: Svacltta-v!~rama-upade~a Oatha-paftea

vlm~atika. Tg. ROYUD. XLIV. 213, 214 • 
. ill,) Bstan-pa~l-gru. Tg. ROYUD. XLVIII. 170-174. The work of 

NI,kalanka. 
UII) Tg. MDO. IX. 1-87. 1117') Rgyal-ba~l-Iam-I,ljug. Cf. below. 
11.) Thugs-rje-chen-po~l sgrub·thabs-bgrya-rtsa-brgyad = J\.rya-Avaloklte

~arlHftottara-~ataka-sadhana. Tg. ROYUO. LXVIII. No.No. 48-154. 
11 •• ) Vajra-pada-sara-samgraha-paftjlka. Tg. ROYUO. XVII. 69-169. 
11.) 1'1. MOO. LXXXIX. 
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The great Kashmirian PaQqit (Cakya~rlbhadra) ordained the 
Sa-kya-PaQ~ita who studied with him and with the Nepalese 
Sangha~ri the science of Grammar, and, more9ver, with the Great 
PaQ<;\it and Dana~i1a, - the PramiJ1"a"arrikal Thereafter he made 
numerous corrections to the books that were translated before. 
Having become greatly learned, he refuted all who were not in 
possession of the pure Teaching. 

Jail-chub-pal and Dorje-pal were ordained by the Great PaQ<;\it 
and kept the Observance of the Unique Seat 1870). Thereafter a 
great number of scholars belonging to the spiritual descent of 
the Great PaQ<;\it appeared. 

On the Srin-po-ri the Great Pal.1<;\it accomplished the Vajrfl
mJJla-abhifeka18U) and greatly furthered the spread of the teachings 
granting magical power. 

Chag I;>a-com187l) went to India and translated the Jinamir
gfl-avalcira187BB) and other works. His nephew Chag ChO-rje-pal 
likewise went to India and, assisted by Devendra, Ratna-rak~ita 
and other Tantric Exorcists, translated the 9 Uf~ifa-'1J1IITa.9178a) 
and made numerous corrections of (previous) translations. __ 

Dorje-gyal-tshen of Coil went to Nepal and, having invited 
the Pal}<;\it Lak~mi~rj187'), translated the Ka"yiJdarfa187&), the 
A."adana-kalpala'il 1878), the Nagananda-nalaka mea), the 100 

1170) ,dan-,ng-pa1}i-br1rd-lu, •• 
1171) rdo-rje-phren-ba1}i-dbaia-b.1cu,. 
117.) Ogra-bcom. 

117.') Tg. MOO. XXXII. 231-271. The Work of Buddha~rijftina. 
1171) Otsug-dgutll-rgyud. These are evidently the following works: - 1. 

Sarva-tathigata-u~l)i~a-vljayi-nima-dhiiral)i kalpasahlti, !(g. ROYUO. XIV. 
No. 23. 2. Sarva-durgatl-parl~odhani-u'l,1i~a-vljayi-nima-dhiral,1i, Ibid. No. 24. 
3. Sarva-tathigata-u,l,1i,a-vljayi-nima-dharal,1i kalpasahlti, ibid. No. 25. 
4. and 5. works bearing the same title, Ibid. No. No. 26 and 27. 6. Arya-sarva
tathigata-ufl,1i,a sltitapatri-nima-aparijlta-pratyanglra-mah,ivldyi-rijl'll, Ibid. 
No. 28. 7. Arya.tathigata-ufl,1ifB-sltitapatri·aparijlta-mahipratyangJra-pa
rama-slddhl-nima-dhiraI,11, Ibid. No. 29. 8. Arya-tathigata-u'1,11p-sltitapatri
aparijlti-nima-dhiral,11. Ibid. No. 30, and 9. Arya.tathigata-u,l,ll,a-sltita
patri.nima-apariJlta-dhiral,ll. Ibid. No. 31. 

iI") The Xyl. haa: Lak,l~rl. 
117') Sftan-nag-me-Ion. Tg. MOO. CXVU. 
un) (Rtogs.brjod)-dpag-bsam-khrl-~In, Tg. MOO. XC J J I. 1-361. Trana

Jaton acc. to Tg. Lak,mlkara and Oorje-gyaJ-tshen. 
117") Klu-kun-tu.dga~-batll zlos-gar. The work of ~riha ... adeva, TK. MDO 

XC II. 269-304. Translaton acc. to TI. the lame. 
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Hymns1878h) etc. His younger brother Lo-~o-tan-pa translated 
the Ralda- Yamiiri-fanfr(1877) and made corrections of previous 
translations. 

I;>ag-pa-gyal-tshen of Yar-Iun translated the Acala-fanfra I878), 

the Sadhana-sagara 1879) , [156 b.] the Kriya-samgraha 1B80) etc. 
My own teacher Ni-ma-gyal-tshen-pal-s'an-po studied in Nepal 

fourteen years and translated 14 Sutras, the Giryananda 1&81) etc. 
with the assistance of the Pal}~it Ananta~ri. Above this he made 
many other fundamental translations and numerous corrections. 

Pail Lo-~o-tan-pa translated the Commentary to the Pramci~a
samuccaya of Jinendrabuddhi 1888), the Commentary to the Ki
lacalera called Hrdayiloka l888) and other works. 

All these have greatly furthered the spread of the Doctrine. 
The minute details (concerning the lives of these Pal}~its) may be 
known from the special biographies of each of them. 

llt.b) B8tod-pa-brgya-pa. Full title: Loke~ara-~ataka-stotra (I;IJII-rten
dbaiJ-phyug.gJ bstod.pa-brgya.pa). Tg. ROYUD. LXVIII. 108-121. The 
work of VaJradeva. 

111') O~ln-rJe-g~ed-dmar-gyl-rgyud. Full title: ~l-rakta-Yamirl-tantra. 
riJa, I(g. ROYUD. VII, No. 13. Translators acc. to I(g. Candraklrtl and J;>ag
pa·gyal-tshen. 

1m) In the I(g. we have the Acalakalpa (ROYUD. V, No.1), translators 
AtulyadisavaJra and Ch/i-kyl-vait-chug-~ag, and the Arya-acala-mahi.guhya

'tantra (Ibid. No.2), translators not Indicated. 
1171) Sgrub-thaba-rgya-mtaho. Tg. ROYUO. LXXI. 95-340. 
UIO) Bya-ba-bsdus-pa. Tg. ROYUD. LVII. 260-420. 
1111) RI~I-kun-dga~l-mdo, I(g. ~BR. (PraJfli-piramlti) XXII, No. 20. 
III') Tg. MOO. CXV. 
1.') Dus-~khor-gyl-b~ad-8byar Sftlit-po-anait-ba. Full title: ~rlmad.Vlmala

prabhi-tantra-avataral}a-vida Hrdayiloka (Opal-Idan Drl-ma-dait-bral-ba~l. 
~od.kyl-rgyud-Ia ~Jug-pa~1 b~ad-&byar Sfllit-po-snan-ba, Tg. ROYUD. III. 
~6. 
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127, 163, 166, 216, 219. 
Bodhicltta-tilaka, II. 160. 
Bodhicitta-vivaral)a, II. 126. 
Bodhisattva-pitaka, I. 9, 82, 125; II. 

179. 
Bodhisattva-bhiimi, I. 49, 113, 115, 

121, 123, 124; II. 160. 
Bodhisattva-samvara-vlmc;aka, I. 57, 

63 ("Candragomin"). 
Bhadrakalpika-siitra, I. 91, 98, 108; 

II. 102. 
Bhavana-krama, I. 53. 
Bhik~u-va~agra-prccha, n. 4, 98. 
Mangala-vyakhyi, II. 160. 
Maftjuc;ri-guhyapanna, II. 214. 
MaiijuC;ri-nima-samgitf, II. 133, 220. 
Maftjuc;ri-miila-tantra, II. 4 (bis), 101, 

111, 121, 130, 166, 167. 
Maftjuc;ri-vikurval)a-parivarta, I. 68. 
Maa;tc;lala-vldhi, II. 126. 
Madhyamaka-alamkara, I. 48. 
Madhyanta-vlbhanga, I. 53, 54. 
Madhyanta-vlbhanga-tiki (Comm. on 

Madhyanta-vlbhanga), I. 57. 
Mantra-artha-vlpa~ylni, II. 215. 
Marma-kaumudl, II. 139, 219. 
Maha-adhlgama, II. 170. 
Maha-anuttara-yoga-tantra, II. 170. 
Maha-karua;ti-pua;t~arlka, I. 97; II. 4, 

109. 
Maha-kila-tantra-rija, II. 4, 221. 
Maha-tathigata-u'a;ti,a, II. 170. 
Mahabhi,ya, II. 167. 
Mahabherl-siitra, II. 130. 
Mahamiya, II. 170. 
Mahi-mudri-slddhl, II. 220. 
Maha-miila-Jftina, II. 159. 
Mahamegha, II. 129, 169. 
Mahayina-Iak,aa;ta-samuccaya, I. 48. 
Mahayina-samgraha, I. 38, ll6, 123. 
Mahayina-samgraha-upanlbandhana, 

I. 112, 123. 
Mahavlbha,i, I. 50; II. 142. 
Maha-yoga-tantra, II. 170. 
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Mahi-vyavadina-bhiiml, II. 170. 
Mahi-camvara-abhidhina, II. 170. 
Mahisamaya, II. 169. 
Midhyamika-alamkira, II. 141. 
Midhyamika-avatira, II. 134, 220. 
Midhyamika-catutt~tika, II. 131. 
Midhyamika-hastavila-prakaral"la, II. 

131. 
Mayijili, II. 170. 
Mukti-tilaka, ll. '60. 
Mukhigama, II. 159. 
Munimatalamkara, I. 116 (bis), 120; 

II. 103, lOS, 219. 
Miila-madhyamika, II. 134. 
Maitreya-simhanida-siitra, I. 12. 
Yajurveda, I. 48. 
Yukti~tika, I. 51, 111. 
Yoga-anuvldya, II. 170. 
Yogacaryabhiiml, I. 29, 43 (Nima-

yasamgraha), 54 (bis), 56 (bis), 57; 
II. 139, 141, 145. 

Yoga-~taka, II. 126. 
Raktayamarl-tantra, II. 171, 224. 
Ratnakii!<i (quoted in f;ik~a-samue-

caya), I. 87; II. 148, 169. 
Ratna-gul"la-samcaya, II. 49. 
Ratnacii~a-siitra, 11. 115. 
Ratnajvala, II. 159. 
Ratnamegha-siitra, I. 122; II. 184. 
Ratnavali, I. 12, 110, 112 (bis), 130; 

II. 125, 126. 
Rail, II. 216. 
Rajavavadaka (1), I. 39. 
Raja~ri-vyakaral"la, II. 169. 
Lankavatara, I. 131, 135; II. 4, 54, 

110, 166, 169. 
Lallta-vlstara, 1.84,122; 11.3,7 ff., 51. 
Vac:anamukha, I. 47; II. 215: 
Vajra-amrta, II. 218. 
Vajracehedlka, II. 4, 103, 105. 
Vajrapil"ll-tantra, II. 220. 
VajrapaJ;ly-abhl,eka-tantra, II. 101. 
Vajramala, II. 222. 
Vajr.mala-abhl~eka, II. 223. 
Vajra-~khara-tantra, II. 215. 
Varihy-abhlbhiva, II. 221. 
VarJ;la-sutra, II. 133. 
Va'ligra-p!,eehi, II. 99. 

Vastu-samgraha, I. 55, 56. 
Vida-nyaya, I. 45. 
Vim~ka-kirlki-p1'8kara\1a, I. 56. 
Vigraha-vyavartani, I. 51. 
Vljaya-vldiraJ;li, II. 220. 
Vljftina-kaya, I. 49. 
Vinaya-~udraka, I. 50; II. 56 If. 
Vinaya-pu~pa-miJi, II. 222. 
Vlnaya-vastu, II. 142. 
Vjnaya-vibhanga, I. 50 (bls). 
Vinaya-siitra, I. 43, 50, 58; II. 160, 

161. 
Vibh~, II. ]43. 
Vlmalaprabhi, II. 101. 
Vivaral"la-samgraha, I. 56; 61; II. 141. 
Viradatta-paripfCchi, I. 106. 
Vaidalya-siitra, I. 51. 
Vyavahara-siddhl ("" Tha-sl'lad-grub-

pa), I. 51. 
Vyikhyi-yukti, I. 9 (bis), 13, 17, 18, 

25, 29, 32, 42, 45, 57, 65, 71, 72, 
77,78,80,81,82,84, 136; II. 169. 

Vyakhya-yukti-tlka (Oul}alJlati), I. 
136. 

~atasahasrlka, II. 49, 50, 124, 145, 
147, 170, 192. 

~atasahasrika, Paftcavlm~tlsihasrfka, 
and A~tada~sihasrfki, Comm. on 
the, I. 52. 

~atasahasrika-brhaHika, I. 29. 
~ilistambhaka-kirika, II. 127. 
~ik~a-samuceaya, I. 13, 43, 53, 58, 86 

("~antideva"); II. 163, 166. 
C;1~ya-Jekha, II. 133, 171. 
c;I~ya-hlta, II. 168. 
C;uddhlmati, I. 10.5, 115, 116. 
C;iinyati-saptatf, I. 51. 
C;iiramgama-siitra, II. 170. 
C;ramaJ;lera-kirfki, cf. Trf~ata-kirlka. 
C;ravaka-bhiiml, I. 49. 
C;rlparamadf-tlka, II. 214. 
~J;lmukha-dhiraJ;ll, II. 146. 
Sari1Vara-udaya, II. 221. 
Samgitl-paryaya, I. 49. 
Sameaya (cf. ~ryasari1caya), II. 51, 

158, 159. 
Samcaya, Commentaries on, I. 58. 
Satya-dvaya-vfnl~eaya, I. 48. 



Satya-dvaya-vlbhanga, I. 129. 
Saddharma-pu~~arika, 1.32,74, 135; 

11.68. 
Samtinintara-siddhi, I. 45. 
Saritdhininnocana-siitra, 1. 30, 69,134; 

II. 53, 54, 112, 140, 192. 
Samantabhadra, II. 133, 159. 
Samantabhadra-caryii-nirdelja, I. 41. 
Samantabhadra-sadhana, II. 159. 
Samidhiriija, I. 73, 85; II. ]69. (Cf. 

Candrapradipa). 
Samputa, II. 216. 
Sambandha-parik~i, I. 45. 
Sigara-nagaraja-paripfccha, I. 12. 
Sagaramati-paripfccha, I. 15, 75. 
Siidhana-~taka, II. 220. 
Siidhana-siigara, II. 224. 
Siimaveda, I. 48. 
Siimudrlka, I. 44. 
Siirottami. (Comm. on the A,tasahas-

rlkii), I. 31. 
Slmha-parlprcc:hi, I. 12. 
Subodhini, II. 158. 
Suvaq18.-prabhisa, I. 131, 134; 11.68, 

186 (-prabhisottama). 
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Suhrllekha, I. 58; II. 126. 
Siitra-melapaka, 11. 126. 
Siitra-samuc:caya, I. 53; II. 125, 163, 

166. 

Siitriilarilkiira, I. 17, 36 (bls), 37, 38 
(bis) 39, 43, 44, 46, 53 (bls), 58, 
50, 61 (bis), 63, 65, 68, 69, 86, 104, 
105, 106, 109 (bis), 110, Ill, 112, 
114, (bis), lt9, 128 (bls), 129 (bis), 
130, 131, 133; II. 142, 216. 

Sutralamkira-bhi,ya (Comm. on SU
triiliiritkiira), I. 29, 57, 116, 134. 

Skhalita-pramathana-yukti-hetu-
siddhi, II. 131. 

Sphutirthii, II. 158. 
Smrtyupasthiina-sutra, II. 170. 
Hayagriva-kalpa, II. 171. 
Hrdaya-siddhl, II. 220. 
Hrdayiiloka, II. 224. 
Hetublndu, I. 45. 
Heruka-abhyudaya, II. 221. 
Hevajra, II. 170. 
Hevajra-tantra, II. 220. 
Hevajra-pai\jara, II. 216. 
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